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WELFARE RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION

WEDN1ESDA'Y, NOVEMBER 15, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMIn-EE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

OF THE CoMrrMrE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:45 a.m., in room
2228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel P. Moynihan
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Moynihan.
[The press release announcing these hearings follows:]

I Press release)
FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ozi PuBLic ASSISTANCE ANNOUNCES HEARINGS ON

WELFARE RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION

The Honorable Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D., N.Y.), Chairman of the Sub-
committee on Public Assistance of the Senate Finance Committee, announced
today that the Subcommittee plans to hold public hearings concerning various
welfare experiments and research projects which have been undertaken over
the past several years. The first day of hearings will be Wednesday, November 15,
1978 beginning at 11:00 A.M. in Room 2228 Dirksen Senate Office Building. Hear-
ings will continue on Thursday, November 16 at 10:00 A.M. and on Friday,
November 17, also at 10:00 A.M.

Senator Moynihan observed that: "The last ten years have seen the develop-
ment of a large body of research related to welfare programs. Included in this
research have been a variety of experimental projects involving alternative ap-
proaches to income maintenance and to employment policy. There have also been
numerous studies of the welfare population and evaluations of existing programs.
The Subcommittee expects these hearings to assist it in bringing a number of
major research findings together. As we resume the arduous process of consider-
ing structural revisions of our welfare system, we need to develop a more com-
plete understanding of what is and is not known in this area. What are the
strengths and weaknesses and potentials for improvement in our existing system?
What may be the gains-and what are the dangers-of alternative approaches
that might be considered? These are questions to which the substantial research
investment of the past decade should be able to provide some informed answers."

Senator Moynihan announced that the following witnesses are scheduled to
testify at the hearings:

Wednesday, November 15, 1978, 11 a.m.

Dr. Jodie Allen, Special Assistant to the Secretary of Labor for Welfare
Reform.

Dr. Irwin Garfinkel, Director, Institute for Research on Poverty, University
of Wisconsin.

Dr. Robert Splegelman, Director, Center for the Study of Welfare Policy,
SRI International.

Wednesday, November 15, 1978. 2:30 p.m.

Dr. John Cogan, Department of Economics, Stanford University.
Dr. Finis Welch, Department of Economics, University of California at Los

Angeles.
(1)
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Dr. Samuel Z. Klausner, Center for Research on the Acts of Man, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.

Thursday, November 16, 1978, 10 a.m.

The Honorable Donna E. Shalala, Assistant Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development for Policy Development and Research.

Dr. Michael Wiseman, Institute of Business and Economic Research, Uni-
versity of California.

Mr. Norman Angus, Deputy Director for Public Entitlements, Utah Depart-
ment of Social Services.

Thursday, Novcmber 16, 1978, 2:30 p.m.

Dr. Myles Maxfield, Jr., and Dr. David Edson, Mathematica Policy Research,
Inc.

Dr. David W. Lyon, the Rand Corporation.

Friday, November 17, 1978, 10 a.m.

The Honorable Henry Aaron, Assistant Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare for Planning and Evaluation and Michael Barth, Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary for Income Security Policy.

Dr. Robert G. Williams, Mathematica Policy Research, Inc.
Dr. Bradley Schiller, Department of Economics, American University.
Written Tetimony.-Senator Moynihan stated that the Subcommittee would

be pleased to receive written testimony from these persons or organizations who
wish to submit statements for the record. Statements submitted for Inclusion in
the record should be typewritten not more than 25 double-spaced pages in length
and mailed with five (5) copies by November 30, 1978, to Michael Stern, Staff
Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510.

Senator MoYNIHIAN. Good morning. I would like to apologize to our
witnesses and to our guests for the delay in the convening of these
hearings. The computer which manages the Eastern Airlines flights
went down and we stayed on the ground, and we could not help that.

I have a statement about these hearings which I would like to
introduce into the record and not delay the proceedings any further.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Daniel P. Moynihan follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN

This morning, the Subcommittee on Public Assistance begins three days of
hearings to review the results of recent research and experimentation In the
field of public welfare and to consider the likely consequences of proposed
welfare reforms. We are holding these hearings now, when no specific legislation
is pending, so that our examination can be thorough and open-minded. Before
beginning another round in the welfare reform debate, it Is imperative that we
understand w!1at this research has produced. Having committed ourselves to an
experinemcal mode, we are plainly obligated to pay attention to the results
of our expirements even when, as it appears, some of the major findings--first
presented to this Subcommittee last spring-raise questions about the funda-
mental premise of the type of welfare reform proposal that has dominated our
thinking for the past decade.

The Idea of a large addition to the Income maintenance provisions of the
Social Security Act goes back to the early 1900's, when Senator Neuberger
proposed a family allowance. As Assistant Secretary of Labor for Policy Plan-
ning and Research, I prepared a paper on family allowances that constituted
perhaps the first serious examination of this Idea within the exe-utive branch.

Subsequently, there was a general movement of opinion toward the neatire
income tax approach, an idea that attracted a wide range of academic eldorse-
ment. The Johnson Administration gave serious consideration to proposing a
national income maintenance plan of this sort. It Is fair to say that this was, in
a certain sense, to have been the culminating enactment of the Great Society.
But when the Johnson Administration ran into difficulties that are well known
at this time, rather than making a legislative proposal the President appointed
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a Commission on Income Maintenance Programs-generally known as the
leineman Commission-to study the matter. In the meantime, the Department
(if Health, Educatlon, and Welfare, having judged-correctly, as it seems-
that no major national program would be adopted in the near future, decided
to go ahead and test the idea through experiments. The first of these began In
New Jersey in late 1968. Further experiments were conducted in rural North
Carolina and Iowa, In Gary, Indiana, In Seattle, Washington, and In Denver,
Colorado. Approximately $112 million in all has thus far been committed to
these endeavors. In the history of social policy there has never been such an
extraordinary use of the experimental mode.

History meanwhile got Itself jumbled somewhat, because following President
Johnson's decision not to propose a national income maintenance plan, Presi-
dent Nixon decided to do so. He announced the Family Assistance Plan in
August, 1969, and this proposal dominated five years of public policy debate in
the early seventies. Then in 1977 President Carter proposed a variation on the
same theme: the Program for Better Jobs and Income.

The principal aim of all these proposals has been to replace AFDC, Food
Stamps, and similar programs with a single, national income maintenance plan.
This objective was endorsed by the Heineman Commission, which reported in late
1969, and it has dominated most thinking about welfare "reform". Through this
means, we thought it would be possible to assure a decent level of assistance to the
needy everywhere in the United States, while avoiding the incentives for depend-
ency and family-splitting that were thought to characterize the existing welfare
system. At least that was the nearly unanimous view of experts inside and outside
the national government.

In truth, little solid evidence could be mustered to support this view. As I had
written in 1967, "there are not 5 cents worth of research findings" to sustain the
argument that AFDC leads to family breakup. Almost nothing was known about
why welfare rolls were growing, whether existing programs were fostering de-
pendency or encouraging the poor to migrate from one pert of the country to
another, or what the consequences of replacing welfare with a national Income
maintenance plan might be. This lack of knowledge became painfully apparent in
the debate over the Family Assistance! Plan and was in no small measure respon-
sible for the political stalemate over welfare reform that has ensued, particularly
as the dollar costs of such proposals have soared.

Even as Congress was deliberating, efforts were undertaken to generate the
information that we lacked. The most notable were the aforementioned income
maintenance experiments, carefully controlled and monitored tests of how low-
Income families would react to programs similar to those under consideration.
In addition, the Federal government sponsored a number of studies on the existing
welfare system intended to gain more information about how it works, what Its
effects are, and what would be the probable results of various alterations in It.
All told, we have spent upward of $150 million on welfare research during the last
decade.

What have we learned? What are the implications of this research for future
public policy? This round of hearings Is addressed to those questions.

It does not seem likely that the answers will be comforting to those of us who
had hoped to replace existing programs with some form of national income main-
tenance or negative income tax program. The evidence presented to us last spring
suggested that, far front strengthening family ties, such a reform might further
weaken them. Moreover, instead of encouraging work and self-sufficiency, the
kinds of plans tested appeared to produce mibstantial reductions In work effort
and corresponding increases in dependency on public subsidy. Ten years ago, we
expected quite different 'utccm.s from these tests. We must now be prepared to
entertain the possibility that we were %,rong.

These findings will be examintit 'n detail during these hearings. Perhaps their
policy implications are not as serious as they seem ; perhaps other research offers
useful insights Into ways of dealing constructively with the problems of depend-
ency and family stability. In any event, we trust that everyone interested in wel-
fare reform will give the most serious consideration to what is known and can be
learned about these issues. To act in disregard of knowledge is as dangerous as to
act in ignorance of it, and is surely less justifiable.

Senator MONhYNIHAN. It is the special honor and privilege and
pleasure, in )arti(l)ar to this lone chairman, to have as our opening
witness one of the persons who has pioneered in this research, who
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has brought to it a standard of candor and openness and clarity
which anyone who has ever sought to work with research data of this
kind will envy and admire. Not for nothing has she an international
re mutation in the world of income maintenance.

I am, as I say, honored to welcome Dr. Jodie Allen who is special
assistant to the Secretary of Labor for welfare reform, to open these
hearings.

Dr. Allen, good morning.

STATEMENT OF JODIE ALLEN, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE
SECRETARY OF LABOR FOR WELFARE REFORM

Ms. ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to be here
today to survey some of the results of recent social science research
relating to existing public assistance reforms and to the current pro-
gram. You have already covered, for this audience, some of the more
salient findings, that I will discuss, but I will probably go ahead and
repeat them.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Please take as much time as you want.
Ms. ALLEN. Fine, thank you very much.
I will, however, be focusing, in my testimony, on those aspects of

welfare reform which relate primarily to the responsibilities of the
Department of Labor in welfare reform and those of course, are'theresponsibility to minimize the need for transfer programs by promot-
ing the development and maintenance of a healthy labor market.

Have a longer, prepared statement which I would like to submit
for the record which includes citations for the various findings which
I will discuss today.

The ultimate purpose of income maintenance programs, of course,
is to assure at least a minimal adequate level of subsistence for all
Americans. We have to keep that basic goal in mind.

For those families with potentially employable members, three
factors are of primary relevance in determining the need for income
assistance: First, is there an adequate demand for the services of the
family's potential breadwinner ? Does the labor demand exist?

Second, is the family willing to provide the services of these poten-
tial workers to the market, and in what quantity? In other words, how
is the labor supply?

And third, how effective are employment and training programs
in filling gaps on both the demand and supply side, in the first in-
stance by direct augmentation of demand and in the second, by up-
grading of skills and potential learning. In other words, how good
a job is the Labor Department doing?

Before turning to each of these questions, it is obviously relevant
to ask whether, indeed, there are a sufficient number of low-income
families with employable members to make their treatment in wel-
fare programs a significant issue. Some have argued that since most
persons on welfare are either aged, disabled or young children, em-
ployment programs have little relevance for welfare policy.

Well, I think there are several obvious things wrong with this
argument. The first, of course, is that the aged and disabled are no
longer, if they ever were, really at the heart of the debate over welfare

- reform. We have an SSI program; there may be reason to improve
it, but that is not what all of the argument is about.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. May I interrupt you to point out that people
who think we never get anywhere might well usefully remind them-
selves that the SSI program emerged from the debate over the family
assistance plan. It was a part of that plan, a title which was passed.

Ms. ALLEN. And a very important one, one which we think has done a
lot of good.

So having set the aged and disabled aside, there is the next question
of what about the children Well, the obvious thing about them is
that they do not live alone. We are not talking about driving children
off into factories or mines. That is not the issue.

The issue is that these children, like most children, live with parents
and relatives and if those parents and relatives can become self-
supporting then they can take the children off welfare.

So what do we know about the adults in low-income families ? That
is what it really comes down to.

Numerous cross-sectional and longitudinal surveys show that the
great majority of low-income families with children have at least one
worker-in 1975, about 65 percent. The more recent data we have
shows that of families below one-and-a-half times the poverty line, at
least 75 percent of them, in the most recent years, have earners.

Even female heads of families on welfare have a high probability of
being employed at some time over 5-year period-almost 70 percent,
in one study by Rainwater and Rein.

Given this apparent economic potential among many low-income
families, the prime concern of the Department of Labor in the area
of welfare reform is the encouragement of maintenance of work effort
by the low-income population and the development of employment
and training opportunities to sustain that work effort.

I think it is useful to think of the problem of employment among
the low-incomepopulation as having a demand and supply side aspect.
On the demand side, people must have jobs at which to work. One
can have all the work incentives in the world, and if there are no jobs,
they will do no good.

On the supply side, they must be willing and able to do the work.
If you have a lot of jobs but if the incentives are such that no one will
take them, that will do no good either.

Both sides of the problem are important, and there are crucial ways
in which the two are linked. The traditional diagnosis of employment
problems among the low-income population is in terms of inadequate
skills, education, work experience and the set of incentives built into
the transfer system that reduce the rewards from work.

This view, while raising important problems, is incomplete because
of the importance of labor demand and the availability of jobs.

On the demand side, the most efficient generator of job opportuni-
ties is obviously a strong and rowing economy. 'Many, although not
all problems of employing the low-income population are greatly
reduced by overall increases in economic activity.

A high-pressure economy causes employees to seek, train, and up-
grade workers who, during more slack periods, might be considered
structurally unemployed. This, in turn, improves the long-term stock
of human skills available to the economy. And there are other beneficial
side effects, as well. The recent study which the Labor Department
sponsored by Sommers and Clark has found the important result that
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not only do labor force participation rates increase during good times,
as we have long known, tut individuals drawn into the lalor force stay
there.

The availability of jobs created by strong aggregate demand creates
a long-term commitment to work on the part of tiose drawn into the
labor force.

Senator MOYmnAN. It is the case, is it not, that the proportion of
the population in .the work force has risen in recent years after being
stable for much of the century I It was about 56 percent, was it not, for
some 60 years, and it has now gone up?

Ms. ALLEN. Yes, you are right. It is now at record highs and it was
stable, or relatively stable.

Senator MOYIHAN. What is it now; about 59 percent ?
Ms. ALLEN. Oh, yes, close to 60.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Close to 60.
This is a point that I would like to bring up-
Ms. ALLEN. We have the number here.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank God for the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

You have not introduced your colleagues, incidentally.
Ms. ALLEN. Accompanying me are Joseph Corbett and Raymond

Uhalde of my staff. We have so many statistics we cannot find them.
The employment rate is at a record high-not just the labor force

participation rate, but the number of people actually in jobs.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Why do you not find those numbers and submit

them for the record; all right?
Ms. ALLEN. We will do that.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

The "labor force participation rate" (that is, the percentage of the population
16 years and over who were either working or seeking work) was 63.6 percent in
November, an all time high. The "employment-population ratio" (that ii, the
percentage of the population 16 years and over who were working) also hit a
record high in November, surpassing 59 percent for the first time.

Senator MOYNIHAN. This series, as I recall, goes back to around 1895
or 1910?

Ms. ALLEN. I would think so.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It is one of our oldest data series, and it is a

point that we are going to hear an awful lot about, you know, "People
won't work." We hear a lot about that. And there are people who will
not work. We all know some of them, and we are all related to some
of them, I guess.

But it is a much more universal fact that the number of people work-
ing and seeking work in this country as a proportion of the population
is the highest it has ever been, higher than back in those good days in
1910 when America was better, or whatever it is that it was in 1910.
And God knows when life was harder, and income was harder to get,
and wages were lower, still the proportion of the people working or
seeking work was lower than it is today.

Ms. ALLEN. I think that is a terribly important point. It is one that
is frequently overlooked. We tend to'look at the unemployment rate,
forgetting that the economy is responding very well to this terrific pres-
sure that has been put on it to create a very large number of new jobs
because of the very significant increases in the size of the labor force.
The economy has responded extremely well to this challenge.
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We tend to always look at the negative side of things.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
Ms. ALLNE. That is the best news that we can have, because the nega-

tive side of the findings which I just presented is that unemployment
carries a large and enduring cost, not just in the short term, but in the
foregone development of human skills and of work commitment.

The strong demand for labor also obviously influences the efficacy
of training programs designed to increase the supply of labor skills
among the low-income population. Consideration of training programs
brings us naturally in turn to a consideration of labor supply effects,
since the purpose of such programs is to upgrade labor skIs and, in
turn, to increase both earnings and desired hours of work.

In a recent evaluation in November 1976, the National Council on
Employment Policy concluded that the weight of the evidence over
the last 15 years is that employment and training programs have had
positive impact and that there is more proof of effectiveness for such
programs than for any other major social welfare activity.

Senator MOYITIHAN. Tell us about that. The National Council on
Employment Policy, what is that?

Ms. ALLEN. It is an independent group of well-known researchers.
It is not a Government agency..

Senator MOYNIHAw. But it is Labor Department oriented?
Ms. ALLEN. Oh, yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. So it starts out that the Labor Department does

things better than any other department? They have one of those
over at HEW, too.

Ms. ALLEN. They did pull together a variety of different studies. It is
a long compendium, you know. It points out that one researcher says
this and one says that and again none of the studies are definitive in
themselves, but when you do look at them and you realize that the
training programs are usually judged against a very harsh standard,
the results are quite encouraging. For instance, they usually require
training and employment programs in these analyses to justify their
own costs simply in terms of increased earnings for the participants
without any account taken of possible savings in unemployment com-
pensation, welfare, and other social programs.

Generally, we have judged our training programs against pretty
rigorous standards, and they seem to hold up pretty well without claim-
ing that they are infinitely successful.

Senator HOYNII[AN. I think we made more claims before they got
started than we ought to have done, but the Manpower Development
Act was passed in 1962 and you now have about 15 years' experience
and you are satisfied with what you have got?

Ms. ALLEN. We are generally satisfied.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I am.
Ms. ALLEN. Certainly you can see, particularly when you get down

to the local level, an awful lot of ways to improv-e training programs.
Some training programs are spectacularly successful and we can
begin to see the ingredients of those successes. Usually it is because
they are much better related to the private sector. They work with the
employers in the area. You can just tell the things that are going to
make It work better. And we would like to disseminate that knowledge
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more, improve administration, make a more uniform product at the
local level.

But I think that we kind of know how to do that and what it takes
now is a commitment to better administration.

Senator MOYNIIIAN. Yes.
Ms. ALLEN. Transfer programs, such as welfare, exert an opposing

influence on the labor supply. The effects of transfer programs on the
supply of labor are of concern for both macroeconomic reasons and
macroeconomic reasons. At the macro level, transfer programs canaffect the overall economy by worsening the relationship between unem-
ployment and inflation. One way this can happen is that by raising
the returns of not w6ikii-fg- relative to working, the programs may
influence people to delay taking jobs for a variety of reasons, such as
trying to find a higher paying job, or even going fishing.

These delays may lengthen the duration of job vacancies, raise the
rate of wage increase, or force employers to use less efficient workers.
In any case, the result can be less productivity, more inflation, and
ultimately even additional reductions in employment if public policy-
makers try to restrain inflation by inducing an economic slowdown.

The more traditional concern about program effects, however,
focuses on the individual supply of labor; that is, his work effort.
What heightens our concerns is the realization which the chairman
observed, that relatively small program effects on work effort can
translate into ineffective program outcomes. That is, we can spend a
lot of money on program benefits and get very little in the way of
income improvement among the beneficiaries.

For example, if increases in benefit levels and benefit reduction rates
were to cause only a 10 to 11 percent reduction in family hours worked,
it could easily turn out that the Government would spend millions
of dollars on benefit payments and have little effect on families' in-
comes. Instead, most of the expenditures--perhaps as much as 55 per-
cent under some plans-would offset reductions in earnings.

It was out of such concern that OEO and later HEW funded several
large negative income tax experiments to try to quantify the amount
of work reductions caused by alternative benefit levels and tax rates.
The idea, with which you are very familiar, was to select a sample of
families and, on a random basis, assign some families to a financial
payments plan and other families to a control group.

Now, families in the control group might be receiving welfare pay-
ments, and it is important to reme.,,ber that all of the results reported
are incremental to the current welfare system which has its own dis-
incentive effects.

Then, by observing differences in° work effort between families eli-
gible for payments and control families, the precise incremental impact
of the payments scheme could be determined.

Unfortunately, we found that we had a lot to learn about how to
experiment before we could get down to finding out what the experi-
ments'showed us. The highly publicized New Jersey experiment
produced only tentative results because of simultaneous changes inthe New Jersey welfare system, insufficient sample size and sample
design problems.

Other technical problems beset the Gary and rural experiments.
For example, there were only 105 families receiving payments in the
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rural experiments and these were split among farmers, nonfarmers,
among two different ethnic groups and two very different States and
five different benefit plans. Now, obviously it is very hard to draw
conclusions from a small sample split up in that fashion. Questions
were also raised as to whether the results observed in a 3-year experi-
ment could be generalized to a permanent program.

The Seattle-Denver income maintenance program avoided many of
the pitfalls of the earlier experiment-it is always easier to do some-
thing a second time. Its sample size was larger, 25 percent larger than
the combined sample of all tlie other experiments. Operators exercised
strict control over the interaction of the experiment with existing
programs and included an additional| sample of families eligible
for payments over a 5-year period.

This experiment provides the best evidence to date on the effects
of the negative income tax on work effort. Bob Spiegleman from
Stanford Research will be here this morning discussing these results
and I will just mention a few of the basic findings.

In comparisons between families eligible for payments and control
families where account is taken of such important variables as pre-
program work effort, race and normal income, Stanford Research and
HEW analysts found the negative income tax plans produced the fol-
lowing reductions in work effort: Compared to control families, work
effort reductions in families eligible for 3-year payment plans as com-
pared to families, in the control group averaged 7.6 percent among
husbands, 16.7 percent among wives, 13 percent among females head-
ing families.

Among other family members aged 16 to 21 who do not head fami-
lies of their own, the reduction in work effort was about 43 percent for
males and 33 percent for females-and I might note that these last
reductions were not offset by increases in school attendance.

The 5-year reductions were particularly higher. Presumably such
results are more representative in some ways of the effect of the long-
term program.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Why do you not go right through those on
page 11?

Ms. ALixN. You know I have a different version than you do. Page
11?

Senator MOYNHIAN. I am sorry.
Ms. ALLEN. I have a shorter version.
Senator MOY.IHAN. The average work reductions were usually sub-

stantially larger when comparing families eligible for 5-year payment
plans.

Ms. ALLEN. Right.
Senator MOYNTIAN. Why is that? Some group was told you are in

this for 3 years, and some were told you are in this for 5 years?
Ms. ALLEN. Right, and the point-we were trying to get at this

question of duration bias, which was probably the strongest criticism
leveled against the New Jersey findings.

Senator MOYNIIJAN. Which was what? Say it out: Duration bias.
Ms. AmiFn. That when you observe the results of a short-term pro-

gram, when you come in and you tell somebody, here is the guaranteed
income, but it only lasts 3 years-
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Senator MOYINIHIAN. I am going to give it to you; you are going to
have it for the next week.

Nis. ALLEN. Right.
Senator MOYNIIIAN. As against the rest of your life?
Ms. ALLEN. Obviously, it IS a big difference.
Senator MOYNIIIAN. Yes.
Ms. ALLEN. And as we expected, we found that families on the 5-year

program did reduce their work effort more. We found an 11.4-percent
reduction for husbands, 25.3 percent for wives, 15 percent for female
heads of household and for other family members who are nonheads,
young nonheads, we observed a 43-percent work effort reduction for
the males and 60 percent for the females.

But there are some important things about this. The results are not
symmetrical. You get a bigger-and these were all predicted by
Charles Metcalf, who was then at the University of Wisconsin, who
wrote the definitive paper on duration bias, He predicted that the
effect of a short experiment would be to understate the impact of the
benefit level and to overstate the effect of the tax rate.

This is for two reasons. First, on the income side, obviously the ex-
pected value of a permanent income increase is larger than the ex-
pected value of a short-term income increase. On the other hand, when
you put a high tax rate on earnings, you make it very expensive to
work right now.

If a person has a sort of view of life in which they think, well, you
know, out of the next 30 years I will probably work 26, they might
decide to concentrate their leisure now during the program when it
costs them less, and so you might have an overreading of the tax effect.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I see.
Ms. ALLEN. And it turned out that Metcalf was right, although I

must stress that unfortunately-and here is where we made another
mistake-our 5-year sample was only about a quarter as big as the
3-year sample which I, in retrospect-and I am responsible for that
decision-I think was a mistake, and it means that it is hard to get
statistically significant results among benefit levels and tax rates in the
5-year sample.

So we do not have such strong results for the 5-year families taken
alone. It is for that reason that all of the results that we have used in
the cost estimating are an average of the 3- and 5-year families, and
they are overweighted by the 3-year families.

Now, what does that mean? When we make estimates for different
level programs, it does mean that for a generous program we are under-
stating the average reduction somewhat, but it is important to note
that for a relatively modest program, one with a low benefit level, per-
haps 65 percent of the poverty line with a high tax rate, or something,
the results flip around. In that case, you find that the 5-year results are
actually somewhat lower, or at least not very different, from the 3-year
results, simply because the tax-rate effect is reduced.

Senator MOYNIHAN. If you do not mind my saying so, that is pretty
heavy stuff.

Ms. ALLEN. I am sorry.
Senator MOYNIIAX. I mean, a 60 percent drop, a 43 percent drop-
Ms. ALLEN. We were particularly concerned about-these results of

the nonheads are new; Bob Spiegleman will be talking about them. We
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have not seen them before. Again, we ought to study them some more.
They are somewhat upsetting because we find that when young male

nonheads marry-these are young people who are in the age range of
16 to 21-their work effort reductions remain very high. On the 5-year
program, they are 55 percent, and this is disturbing because these are
young people who are undertaking new family responsibilities and it
is possible that we have had a deleterious effect on their long-term
labor force attachment.

Now, we cannot conclude that. We do not see them for long enough,
but it does give us some thought.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Do you want to spell that out again? You're a
young male nonhead; normally speaking you are living with your own
f amily.

Ms. ALLEN. Yes; all of these young people were initially living with
their own parents or other relatives.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And there is a 55-percent reduction in their
hours worked as against the control?

Ms. ALLEN. The ones who marry, who become family heads them-
selves, had a 55-percent reduction if they were on the 5-year program
and a 28-percent if they were on a 3-year program.

Senator M[OYNIIIAN. There is a wonderful line of Charles Lamb
which goes, "If ever I marry a wife, I will marry a landlord's daugh-
ter/sit at the bar all day and drink cold brandy and water." How
many of these people married landlord's daughters?

Ms. ALLEN. We could probably determine that.
Again, you have got to realize that it was a relatively short-term

program and you just do not know the long-term effect. We did fol-
low these families up few some time after the experiment. It will be
very interesting to see whether these kinds were simply taking a vaca-
tion, essentially, and after the experiment ended they went back in
the labor force just as you would have expected them to. So it is
very important to remember that. The duration bias works in both
ways.

The numbers that I have given here-
Senator MoY uJAN. May I ask about your two versions? Is one

the version for the committee and the other the real story you are
telling the Secretary of Labor?

Ms. ALLEN. No, Mr. Chairman, in no way. I thought when we got
done writing this thing and I looked at it and found that it was-

Senator M.,OYNIJIA... "Oh, my God. don't tell them that," you said.
Ms. ALLEN" [continuing]. Thirty-one pages, I thought you probably

did not want to sit here through the whole thing and so I went through
and took a meat ax to it and cut and pasted a shorter version, but
there are no substantive differences between the versions.

The numbers. that we just talked about, of course, it is important
to remember summarize what actually happened on the experiment.
They are not extrapolations to any particular reform proposal. To
interlpret their relevance for policy purposes, we have to take ac-
count of a wide variety of factors which influence the results in
various directions.

On the one hand, the average generosity of the payment plans in
SIME DIME was generally higher than plans proposed in welfare
reform debates. It (lid cover the range of policy relevance, but some
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of the plans tested had guaranteed 125 percent, and even 140 percent,
above the poverty line. Now, that is considerably higher than what
we have been talking about.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
Ms. ALLEN. At least for a basic Federal program.
On the other hand, the experiment operated in only two cities

and in these cities the average wages and income were relatively high.
We do not know whether if we went into poorer areas we would
have a larger effect.

Senator MOYNIHAN. So that, then, could tend to counteract the im-
pact of higher benefit levels, if they would not be proportionate.

Ms. ALLEN. Exactly. So we do not know exactly how to adjust
for all of that, but we tried to.

There were also various differences in program administration
and payment calculations-

Senator MOYNIHAN. May I just interrupt myself I said, in other
words, that would offset the impact of the benefit levels being high. I
should say, in other words, commonsense tells you that we do not know
a damn thing about it, do we? We ure constantly finding out that what
everybody knows turns out not to be so.

Ms. ALLEN. These results are all very consistent with what theories
predicted and, indeed, are very close to some labor supply results that
were produced in the late sixties using nonexperimental data.

Senator MOYNIIIAN. I see. That Mr. Metcalf was interesting.
Ms. ALLEN. Yes. That was very gratifying to see it work so well. I

think Chuck was surprised himself.
But we do have to look at these important differences which make

it impossible to directly carry these results over to the current welfare
program and to many alternatives.

'Some of the things that I might mention is that there are differences
in income accounting procedures. Income was measured over u longer
period than is usually hthe case in a welfare program. This might tend
to diminish the effects on the one hand since the payments did not go
up as quickly when earnings declined; but on the other hand, there
was no work requirement in any of these programs. People did not
have to go down to the welfare office, they did not have to register for
work or training. Sone of them were offered a training opportunity-
they usually had to pay for a part of the cost-but that was purely
voluntary.

Senator MOYNIHAN. No work requirement.
Ms-ALLEN,,. No work requirement.
It is also important to remember that the actual effects of any pro-

posed welfare reform. will depend upon the particular parameters
chosen. Other things equal, the higher the basic benefit and the higher
the benefit reduction rate, the greater will be the work effort, reduc-
tion among the population covered.

However, part or all of the total effect of raising the benefit reduc-
tion rate may be offset, at least in the short run, by the corresponding
reduction in the size of the eligible population. That is, if you hold the
guarantee constant and raise the benefit reduction rates, you will make
fewer people eligible--at least initially-and those people will reduce
their work effort more, but since there will be fewer of them, the total
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work effort reduction may be less than in a program which has a lower
benefit reduction rate.

This is a very interesting finding.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You mean a marginal rte of 80 percent will

discharge an awful lot of people who stay somewhow within that pos-
sibility but the number of people covered is very much lower than with
a marginal rate of 20 percent?

Ms. ALEN. Exactly.
Now, do you want to be a little bit cautious about that, though, be-

cause the Iong-term effect may not be quite that favorable. When we
use our models and look at these effects, we look only at people who
have income below some rather low level in any given year and there
are relatively few of them, thank Heaven. We then conclude that those
are the only people that were affected, and maybe they will not work,
maybe not at all, but there are so few of them that we may not care a
whole lot.

The only problem is that, as we know from numerous studies that
are very well summarized in a study by David Lyons, there is a great
deal of normal fluctuation in income among the low-income popula-
tion, so that the number of people who might dip down below the
eligibility limits for this program over time will be much greater than
the number of people we initially made eligbile. As a result over time
more people may became affected by the disincentive associated with
a high tax rate and the effects might cumulate.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Is that a stable finding, that income fluctu-
ates more in these lower ranges than in middle and higher ranges?

Ms. ALLEN. My own studies of income fluctuation always sug-
gested that, but mine were mostly based on the data that we had from
the experiments themselves. You have very little data on intra-
year income flows-you have pretty good year to year data from the
longitudinal surveys like the Michigan longitudinal survey and they
do show a lot of fluctuation.

The Seattle-Denver experiments and the other experiments are our
only source of information on intrayear income flows and I did find
a lot of fluctuations in the studies I did on monthly reporting and in-
come accounting. I found that at the very lowest income ranges fluctu-
ations increased somewhat with income--if you do not have any income,
then it obviously cannot fluctuate. Income fluctuations increased some-
what as income increases over some range and then they decline as in-
come increases.

You face this tradeoff between high tax rates and high eligibility
limits and we do not really know what will happen over time. We might
have a tendency to stockpile additional people not working overtime,
but our results do not extend to that sort of finding.

Now, while the SIME-DIME results are important there are, as I
said, quite a lot of remaining uncertainties. Chief among these, per-
haps, is the question of how different the effects would be under pro-
grams that look more like our current welfare system.

To examine this issue, we have to look at studies of current pro-
gram experience, although such studies, of course, do not have the
precision of controlled experiments.

For the current welfare population of female heads of families,
the estimates derived from several studies which we cite are gen-

36-9S4 0 - 79 - 2
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erally consistent with SIME-DIME findings-that is, female heads
of families are sensitive to benefit levels and tax rates. Unfortunately,
we have little evidence of the impact of food stamps and the unem-
ployed fathers component of the AFDC program on the work behavior
of two-parent families. In fact., it is not even clear why so few low-
income two-parent families participate in the two programs.

We do cite a couple of studies that came out in this regard which
suggest that in the case of UF, program restrictions, such as the limit
on work per month to 100 hours, the prior work experience rule and
strict work requirements, are the cause of the low participation in
the program.

Senator MOYNIHAN. What is the AFDCU participationI
Ms. ALLEN. No one really knows. Oh, probably about 50 percent, I

would say. That is what a recent simulation estimate for 1975 sug-
gests.

Senator MkOYNIIIAN. About half.
Ms. ALLEN. Some estimates are as low as 15 percent, but you have

a lot of measurement problems in such studies.
One thing, it is easy to overmeasure eligibility. We do not have

really good data on income for low-income people. As you know,
there is a .big hidden economy. People do not-well, people have no
particular reason to hide income from the census worker and we are
usually using census data. Nonetheless, if they are engaged in extra-
legal or quasi-legal activities, they are not likely to report the income
from them in great detail to the census worker.

So we may be overstating eligibility.
There are a couple of studies on this subject. Neither one of them

even pretends to be definitive. They both suggest the same thing,
though, that one real reason is that the AFDC-UF program is run in
a very strict fashion with a lot of pressure on participants. While the
WIN program does not begin to serve the number of potential people
it could help because of restricted resources, it does focus its resources
on the UF family, and they are the ones who get first priority in
training, first priority in placement, and all of those administrative
factors tend to keep turnover on the UF program quite high and par-
ticipation low.

Michael Weisman, who is going to be up here testifying tomorrow
has some interesting findings. He has been looking at California and
he notes that even though the program in California, the UF program,
is nominally just as generous as it was before, the fact
is that they have really been tightening the administrative screws and,
as a result, they have been knocking the program levels down.

This, of course, is the next point that I make in my testimony. That
it is important to remember-and there are several studies on this
point by Weisman, Lidman, Reidel, and Holmer-that cost-conscious
program administrators can often exert a far more effective influence
on the actual level of case openings and closings, and hence on the
size of the caseload, than can all of these larger social and economic
forces that we spend a great deal of time worrying about, and this,
again presents us with an agonizing choice. We would like to simplify,
streamline, and humanize welfare administration and we would cer-
tainly like to reduce fiscal burdens on hard-pressed localities.
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But, as we change ease of access to welfare, we can change partici-
pation levels. And we can also change participation levels by changing
the financial incentives, not just for the recipients, but for the program
administrator. That is to say, if you have a local government admin-
istering a program and its stake in the cost of that program is not
very high, you may find that there is more lenient administration of
the program than otherwise and this can affect caseload, for better or
worse.

One other measure designed to increase employment among wel-
fare recipients deserves mention, and we have actually talked about
it a bit, and that is the work requirement. This, of course, is current-
ly apart of WIN and the food stamps program.

The work requirement requires that the participant accept suitable
jobs or training opportunities, if available, or suffer a reduction in
benefits. We really have only one study of this and I wish we had more,
and a more definite one, but the effectiveness of this measure has been
recently examined by researchers at Brandeis University. It was a
field study-they did go out and compare experiences in several sites-
but it was not a real experiment in that they did not have a control
group. They were not able to take a certain number of people off the
work requirement and compare their work effort with those facing
ONC. Instead, they just compared experience among areas, and I
think that weakens the study.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Frederick Mosteller has a remark he loves that
"We didn't have any controls because it is only an experiment."

Ms. ALLEN. Well, yes. That was true of this study.
The Brandeis researchers conclude that while the work requirement

can be used to maintain pressure for job search on those who do not
work, there is little evidence that, under existing work tests, such
pre assure results in the actual return of registrants to work.

However, the author suggested that the effectiveness of a work
requirement could be strengthened by incorporating a more struc-
tured and better monitored job search component and by adding a
large-scale public employment component so that sufficient jobs will
be available for all those subject to the work requirement.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Are you saying that WIN, as it now operates,
has no substantial work incentive, as found by this group?

Ms. ALLEN. No, I am not saying that. I think that WIN does help a
lot of people find employment. But as far as making somebody work
who does not want to work, I do not think we have any evidence that
it does that.

Fortunately, there are so many people on the welfare rolls who want
employment assistance that it is easy to do a lot of good without
worrying a whole lot about whether you are forcing somebody to
work who does not really want to.

Senatory MOYNIHAN. You have more applicants than you-
Ms. ALLEN. Absolutely. Many more, we always do.
There is another important interaction between transfer programs

and labor supply and demand, which must concern us. This is the re-
lationship of these factors to the changing structure of families and the
implications of such changes, in turn, for employment and transfer
policy.
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The most obvious phenomenon of note is the rise of the female-
headed family, with which you are more than familiar. Between 1968
and 1975, the number of women heading families with children in-
creased by a very startling 60 percent. Labor force participation, as
you know, among women is lower than among men and while participa-
tion among women generally has been rising steadily, this has not
been the, case among women headiilg low-income families.

Whether this trend continues depends, in part, upon the structure
of welfare programs themselves, but perhaps and even greater, in part,
on the number and types of jobs available to families and young
workers in the next several years.

Several studies have explored the relationship between employment
of family breadwinners and family dissolution, and this, of course,
is the problem which you, Mr. Chairman, first called to the public's
attention over a decade ago.

There are many studies that focus on this issue. The studies suffer
from common problems of unobserved variables, uncontrolled factors,
or confounding influences, but all of the studies finds a direct rela-
tionship between the employment stability of husbands and family
stability.

One of the studies, which I do not think we cite in the prepared
testimony but which is of particular interest, is the study of Sawhill,
Peabody, and others which observes that the fact of unemployment
is a far greater determinant of family stability than absolute differ-
ences in income. For instance, they find that ?or black families, the
effect of prolonged unemployment of the head has a greater effect oN
splitting than even a $10,000 absolute difference in income.

So unemployment appears to be a very important factor in de-
termining family stability.

Senator MOYNIIAN. Who did you say this was? Sawhill-
Ms. ALLEN. Sawhill, Isabel Sawhill; Caldwell; Peabody and com-

pany. We have the citation somewhere.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Send us those and we will put them in the

record.
Ms. ALLEN. Yes. We have a bibliography that we will put in the

record which cites this study.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

RELATIONSHIP OF UNEMPLOYMENT TO MARITAL STABILITY

Saul iloffman and John Holmes. "Husbands, Wives, and Divorce." In Five
Thousand American Families: Patterns of Economic Progress. (Vol. IV). III-
stitute for Social Research, University of Michigan, 1976.

Using the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, hours worked was found to have
an important curvilinear effect on marital dissolution over a seven year period.
Husbands working 48 hours per week were found to have the lowest split rate
with significant increases in splitting occurring for those working more than
60 or less than 40 hours a week. Also, husbands recently experiencing unemploy-
ment or high Job turnover were more likely to experience a marital dissolution.

Isabel Sawlill, Gerald Peabody, Carol Jones, and Steven Caldwell. Income
Transfers and Family Structure. The Urban Institute, 1975.

Among poor or near poor families experiencing serious unemployment prob-
lems during the first five years of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, their
probability of separation over the next four years rose by more than 16 per-
centage points if the husband experienced serious unemployment problems.
A typical low income white family's probability of dissolution rises 7.6 percent
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to 24 percent. The typical low Income black family's probability of dissolution
rises from 12 percent to 30 pI.-'cent.

Andrew Cherlin. "Employment, Income, and Family Life: The Case of Marital
Dissolution." The Johns Hopkins University, 1976.

Using the sample of mature women (age 30-44) from the National Longi-
tudinal Surveys of Mature Women (Parnes), it was found that a greater number
of weeks worked by the husband In 1966 significantly reduced the probability
of marital dissolution between 1967 and 1971, indicating that the employment
stability of the husband is an Important determinant of marital dissolution.

Marjorie Honig. "AFDC Income, Recipient Rates and Family Dissolutions."
Journal of Human Resources 9 (1974): 303-322. * * * "A Reply." Journal of
Human Resources 11 (1976)-: 250-260.

Using 1960 and 1970 census date for SMSAs, higher unemployment rate were
found to increase the female headship rates of whites in 1970 and of both rates
In 1900.

Joseph Minarik Robert Goldfarb. "A Comment." Journal of Human Re-
sources 11 (1976) : 243-249.

Using 1970 data on states, results similar to these noted by Honig were ob-
tained. The unemployment rate had a positive coefficient, but was not sta-
tistically significant.
Heather Ross and Isabel Sawhill. Time of Transition. The Growth of Families
Hea4d4 by Women. The Urban Institute, 1975.

Using 1970 Census Employment Survey data on 41 cities, it was found that
doubling the median weeks of male unemployment raised white headship rates
by 55 percent. There was no effect for black women.

Kristen Moore, Steven Caldwell, Sandra Hofferth, and Linda Waite. The
Consequences of Early Childbearing: An Analysis of Selected Parental Out-
comes Using Results for the National Longitudinal Survey of Young Women.
The Urban Institute. 1977.

Amppg young women in the National Longitudinal Survey, it was noted that
living in an area with high unemployment caused statistically significant in-
creases in the marital split rate.

Saul Hoffman and John Holmes. "Husbands, Wives, and Divorce." In Five
thousand American Families: Patterns of Economic Progress (Vol. IV). Insti-
tute for Social Research, University of Michigan, 1976.

Controlling for important demographic and economic variables, the hus-
bands hourly wage rate was negatively associated with a lower probability of
dissolution over a seven year period. These results were obtained from the
Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics.

Isabel Sawhill, Gerald Peabody, Carol Jones, and Steven Caldwell. Income
Transfers and Family Structure. The Urban Institute, 1975.

During the first four years of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, women's
earnings and the probability of marital dissolution were found to be positively
associated. For each $1,000 increase of earnings by the wife, the percent of
couples that separate increased by one percentage point.

Andrew Cherlin. "Employment, Income, and Family Life: The Case of
Marital Dissolution." The Johns Hopkins University, 1976.

Among women in the mature sample (age 30-44) of the National Longitudinal
Surveys (Parnes), the greater the ratio of the wife's to the husband's actual
or expected wage in 1967, the greater the probability of dissolution by 1971.

Heather Ross and Isabel Sawhill. Time of Transition: The Growth of Fam-
ilies Headed by Women. The Urban Institute, 1975.

Among families in 1970 Census Employment Survey data for 41 cities, a
ten percent rise in the median income of intact families lowered rates of female
headship by seven percent.

Margorie Honig. "AFDC Income, Recipient Rates, and Family Dissolutions
Journal of Human Resources 9 (1974) : 30-322 * "A Reply." Journal of
Human Resources (1976) : 250-260.

Using 1960 and 1970 census data for SMSA's, rates of female headship among
whites and blacks in 1960 and 1970 were found to be negatively associated
with male earnings and positively associated with female earnings.

Joseph Minarik and Robert Goldfarb. "A Comment." Journal of Human Re.
sources 11 (1976) : 243-249.

Using 1970 data on states, results similar to these noted by Honig were obtained.
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Ms. ALLEN. So as you observed, unemployment incurs dependency
costs that go well beyond the immediate. Presumably, employment
and training programs which upgrade the skills of and/or increase
demand for family breadwinners will exert a stabilizing influence on
families. While we have no experimental evidence of this effect, we
do have suggestive evidence from the frequently observed strong,
positive effect of increased incomes on family stability and the fact
that the higher is the unemployment rate of the husband, the higher
is the probability of family instability.

Senator MOYNIHIAN. I might interrupt you here to say that we have
got some recent data which were put together for us by the Congres-
sional Research Service. When I first worked on this subject in the
Labor Department in the early 1960's, what startled me and led me
to think that we were going to have a very sharp rise in dependency
was that there had been a very close correlation between male unem-
ployment rates and the AFDC case openings.

The correlation was about 0.91 over about a 14-year period. And
then in the late fifties that correlation began to get weak and in the
early sixties it disappeared altogether and that struck me as saying
that something had gone wrong and we were going to have a lot of
that trouble.

I can now tell you, however, that by the 1970's, about a decade
later, the relationship seems to have picked up again. We went
through a turbulent decade, and now are back where we had been;
that is, unemployment does seem to have a direct correlation with
the number of AFDC cases. I found that interesting.

Ms. ALLEN. It is very interesting. I think that the underlying
relationship was always there, it is just that we had this huge growth
in welfare participation during that period induced by administrative
changes and by greater levels of knowledge and changes in benefits
which obscured it.

Senator MOYNIIAN. And don't forget that cohort of people just
crashing into every institution we have, whether they are colleges or
maternity wards, or what. It was the biggest cohort that size in the
history of the country. It will probably never happen-again.

The population 14 to 24, the cohort of which I speak-those people
who cause all the trouble in the world and who do all the things that
are interesting-between 1890 and 1960, that cohort grew by 10.5 mil-
lion; then in the 1960's, it grew by 11.3 million.

In 70 years, it grew by 10.5 million, and in 10 years it grew by 11.3
million. This decade, it grows by 800,000; in the eighties, it will
decline.

That is what actually happened to college campuses, for example,
despite all those explanations that it had something to do with the
personality of the dean or the weather in Berkeley or foreign policy-
it was size.

Ms. ALLEN. They certainly did mess up all our lovely curves, didn't
theylsenator MOYNIHAN. They certainly did.

Ms. ALLEN. Things are getting back to normal. It is very reassuring.
We were talking about the expected stabilizing effects of improving

employment and training opportunities on family stability. Now, as
you observed, extending we fare programs per se to intact families
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does not appear to offset the destabilizing effect of unemployment
among family heads.

Studies by Weisman and by Lidman find very high rates of family
splitting among families on the AFDC unemployed fathers program.
Of course, you cannot extrapolate these findings directly to a general
population because of the fact that these family heads are unemployed
and have, at least at the time they are on the program, very low in-
comes. Other things equal, they are more likely to split and indeed they
do.

But it seems likely that the fact of being on welfare, replacing earn-
ings by welfare, cannot offset the destabilizing effect of unemploy-
ment per se.

We also have the controlled experimental data from the SIME-
DIME program to which you referred and these indicate that provid-
ing cash assistance to two-parent families in the manner tested in the
experiment increases, rather than reduces, family splitting on average.
Of course, you have to apply a lot of caution in extrapolating these
results.

Senator MoYiiuAf. Now here is where I have to ask you a question,
and it is a hard one. You say we have to use caution in extending these
Iater findings. Well, yes, of course we have to use caution. But certainly
at this point, unless someone can help us in how to handle experimental
modes, have our experiments not told us you have to have alot of cau-
tion going ahead with the President's program?

Ms. ALLEN. I think there are very important differences. The first
thing to remember is that we have a big welfare program right now,
and it is hard to imagine that large effects would occur if you change
it marginally, particularly in States such as your own where you
already have a pretty generous program: You have an unemployed fa-
thers program; you have a home relief program-

Senator MOYNIHAN. Are you describing the President's proposal as
marginal I Watch yourself.

Ms. ALLEN. Well, really-
Senator MOYNIHAN. Do you know the life expectancy of Assistant

Secretaries?
Ms. ALLEN. If you really look at the cash assistance side of PBJI

and compared it to what was currently operating, it was no sweeping
revolution. It would only have been in the 10 or 11 low-payment States
of the South that it would have actually increased the basic benefits,
and we were very, very cautious in how we extended cash assistance to
the two-parent families, for exactly these reasons.

I mean, we had these results 2 or 3 years ago and we looked at them.
They were preliminary at that time; there were lots of questions.
But we knew they were going to come out and obviously we were
very concerned about them.

Now, there is no question-I mean, I think you can argue about
technique on the experiment and this and that but I do not think you
are going to shake those findings as they apply to that experiment
very much, as Bob Spiegelman will tell you. That is what happened;
it is strong. The findings are robust with respect to the experiment.

But the experiment was quite different in very many important
ways from what we are talking about doing in cash assistance even
under the more ambitious PBJI program and as you suggested we
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are likely to come tip with more incremental proposals in this next
go-around.

And you have to feel that differences in degree certainly do become
differences in kind. It would be remarkable if we made very modest
changes in the current welfare system, and left the way we administer
it mostly alone if all of a sudden 10 million men went running away
from their families.

On the other hand, there is no question that you can imagine pro-
grams that would have a large effect, at least initially.

You expect in an experiment-or, indeed, in the real world-that
when a program first comes in it will tend to have a higher initial
impact than it might have in the long term because there may be a
pent-up stock of discontended husbands and wives who say: "Whoopee
now we can get away from each other." After 2 or 3 years this potential
for splitting will diminish, and that, indeed, has occurred on the
experiment. Now, you cannot exactly extrapolate--

Senator MOYNIHAN. Has it begun to taper off ?
Ms ALLPN. It has begun to taper off. On the other hand, you cannot

conclude too much from the experiments for the reason that you are
stuck with a panel, a fixed sample in the experiment, and in the real
world you would have a replenished stock of available people to split.
In the sample you get what you might call "panel fatigue." You can
only do so much splitting in a 3-year time period, particularly if you
have already split once.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Panel fatigue IThat is almost as good as "sibling
overlap."

Ms. AYJLEN. So you cannot conclude exactly from the experiment
that you would have as much diminuation in a permanent program,
although you would have some.

Senator MOYNIHAN. But Dr. Allen, as a friend of this committee,
you will grant that there is a level of explanation that is required of
the advocates of these programs higher now than before the experi-
mental findings have come forward ? Right?

Say "Right," Dr. Allen.
Ms. Amzz. Right.
Senator MoyxIirzz. It is true.
Ms. ALLEN. Of course, I reserve the right to edit that for the record.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It is true. I mean, do you know what I am going

to have to explain to this Senate ? I will say, well, yes, there is a 55-
percent drop, but think about it this way.

I mean, many people have already stopped thinking when they have
heard that.

It is a lot more complicated than before we-I told you never to go
and find out about this stuff.

Ms. ALLEN. I know, darn it. Well, we certainly do not want to make
that mistake again.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You will not make that mistake again, right?
This is the last time anybody will experiment with a bold new program.

Ms. ALLEN. Well, there is another important thing that I have just
got to point out and that is that we have put a lot of emphasis in the
administration's reform program and a lot of dollars into creating jobs
rather than putting people on cash assistance.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That is true, and this is the response to these
findings.
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Ms. ALLFN. Exactly, and that was an extremely important
component-

Senator MoYNiHAN. I frankly wish that these findings had been
made a little more public. We would have digested them by now.

Ms. ALLBN. I think we are in the process of digesting them now,
though. I think that, for instance, these hearings are very, very help-
ful in that regard so we can talk about the findings, and I think we
have to talk very frankly, too, about the trade-oils. You know, you
could totally eliminate both the work incentive effects and the effects
on family stability of welfare by closing down the welfare office.

The obvious problem with this solution is that you would have uin-
toward side effects in terms of starvation, illegal income, and causing a
great deal of human misery. So we have trade-offs in all of these things.
There is nothing that we do that does not incur some side costs, but
I really think that you can minimize those costs if you know about them
ahead of time and weigh them against the alternatives.

I also think that we should not exaggerate the expected effects of any
. likely welfare reform on the basis of these experiments, which were
quite generous compared to anything that we are talking about in terms
of average payments. They were also very liberal in the way they were
administered.

On the other hand, I do not think it is a convincing argument that
the observed levels of splitting in the experiment were exaggerated
because the experimenters were not able to verify that the men were
still there in the families and we would have known they were there in
the real world. I mean, there is certainly a certain amount of disguising
of the presence of men under both the AFDC program and probably
under this one, but a. diligent effort was made to find these men, more
diligent than under the average AFDC program.

On the other hand, it was relatively easy for a family to claim a
change in status. They did not have to go down and wait in a long queue
in the welfare office; they did not have to submit to an examination by a
social worker. It was clear what would happen if the husband left-
that once his earnings were gone the benefit level would immediately
go up in the next check a month later. And that reduction of uncer-
tainty is, I think, a very important factor.

I would not be willing to conclude, however, that that responsiveness
is not something that you want to have in a welfare pr.gram. I do think
we want to streamline administration. There are offsetting concerns.

Senator MoYNIHAN. You can devise a whole range and direction of
social policy that is not at all agreeable. You cannot tell people their
rights, threaten them, keep their benefits at the absolute minimum, and
if you want to put a high value on things like family stability, the direc-
t ion of these findings-

Ms. ALLEN. I guess we have come to the point where we have to dis-
cuss how successful employment and training programs have been in
alleviating the problems of insufficiency in both labor supply and de-
mand among low-income populations and what we might expect from
expansions or innovations from such programs.

In the prepared testimony that we bave submitted for the record, we
provide some findings from the VIN program. from a 3-year experi-
mental project in Vermont which provided jobs, training, and sup-
portive services for low-income families; from the welfare demon-
stration projects which were initiated under the Emergency Employ-
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ment Act in the early 1970's; from the title VI CETA expansion and
from several other projects.

Iamnotgoing togo through all of those findings.
Now, none of these efforts was, or is, of sufficient scale relative to the

demand for such services, but all of the programs have shown positive
results for participants and have generally had successful program
performance--that is to say that people have performed useful services,
their skills have been upgraded and their postprogram experience was
positive.

I will mention one recent well-controlled effort of this sort which is
the supported work program. Supported work is a special job crea-
tion program for persons who traditionally have had great difficulty
in finding or keeping employment. One of the target groups of sup-
ported work is women on AFDC and in particular that subset of
women who have had long-term dependence on welfare and repeatedly
demonstrated lack of successful employment. So, it was aimed at sort
of the hard-core, the hardest-to-employ pople.

Results from a preliminary sample of AFDC enrollees, including a
rigorously constructed control group--they did have a control group-
indicate that during the fir-st 9 months of participation women in the
experimental group earned $3,150 more, worked 1,051 hours more,
received $1,147 less in welfare incomes, and had total incomes $2,007
higher than those in the control group.

We think this is very encouraging. We do not yet have the long-
term results, but this is much better than we expected from this group
of women who were picked, purposefully, to be the hardest ones to
hel.

Clearly, there are still a lot of unanswered questions, and as both
you and Senator Long have suggested, we think it is obviously sensible
to begin any major social initiative with carefully controlled field test-
ing. Recently, the Department of Labor provided-

,Senator MOYNLIKA,%a. Would you say that again?
Ms. ALL N. We think-or I think-it is a good idea. Maybe I should

make that clear. I think it is a good idea to try things out in the field
before you initiate them, particularly in the case of employment and
training programs where a lot of problems are administrative. As we
discussed before, I think that we have a pretty solid research base
which indicates that if you do these things right, if you run your em-
)loyment and training problems well, they can be very successful. But

we also know if you do not run them right, they wil not have those
effects.

So I think that in any program which depends so heavily for its
successful impact on the way that it is administered, it obviously
makes sense to test it out in the field, try out different things, and
l)hase it in gradually over time.

Senator MoY'-iIAN. You know that I get awfully nervous when
I hear someone say, "Run this program right," because the 1960's were
filled with wonderful tales about the Harvard Ph. D. who went off to
teach children in l)reschool for the 2 years he had to go until his draft
eligibility expired and he did miarvelous things with them, you know,
and then, of cou.e, he turned 26 and that was the end of that mar-
velous experiment, but it proved that you could just do anything if
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you had a teaching profession made up fully of Harvard Ph. D.'s
instead of a teaching profession drawn from-well, you know where
they come from.

Herman Wouk had a wonderful line in "The Caine Mutiny" in
which he described the Navy in the Second World War-a Navy in
which I served, and I agree with him-as a system devised by geniuses
to be run by morons. Anybody can gear up an absolutely crackerjack
program but who is going to run it in 15 years time in a place you
never heard of in a State you barely ever heard of I Who is going to
be running it?

Ms. ALLEN. I agree with you. I think we have a good answer on
that. I was not going to talk about the welfare pilot projects, the em-
ployment opportunity pilot projects, because we do not yet haye
funding for them. We do hope we will. We have planning grant
money, and we have started the planning grant phase. The way that
we designed the program was meant to address exactly that problem
of replicability.

We deliberately did not decide to run small experiments here and
there run by Ph. D.'s out of a consulting firm or a university. The
commitment of the Department was to run the tests on a credible
scale under regular administrative apparatuses at the local level.

Now, this confined, us in certain ways, although it greatly increased
the potential power of the findings. It meant that you have to go into
a locality and you have to run the pilot as if it were a real program.
This also means you have to make it available to all of the eligible
people and that gets quite expensive. Of course, it also has the
tremendous advantage of allowing you to observe labor market effects
in a way which you never could if you had a little, tiny sample, and
I think that that is a very important issue. I do not think it would be
worthwhile to go out in the field with some small-scale gilded experi-
ment.

So we felt that we needed to have at least 15 sites and we tried to pick
our sites to make them not only representative geographically and
demographically but also representative of the ki-ndof administra-
tive arrangements you get at the local level which vary greatly.

We picked prime sponsors that we thought were good ones, but
with typical types of problems. So I think that if we can do this, it will
be useful.

We do not know yet whether we will have the money to fund the
experiments-I personally hope that we will, but of course there are
other budget choices that have to be made.

I would mention one last interesting finding of a somewhat different
sort because it falls in the category of the Metcalf finding, and that
is the findings of economist George Ackerloff. Arguing from a theoreti-
cal perspective in the American Economic Review, Ackerloff pre-
sents an important rationale for combining employment and training
programs with income assistance programs.

By distinguishing between employable and nonemployable persons,
Ackerloff finds employment and training programs allow higher bene-
fit levels for those who cannot work and lower rates of marginal taxa-
tion for those who can work, and this balance increases the social
effectiveness of such programs.
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Mostly I throw this in because I found it amusing to see a well-known
academician working his way through a very complicated set of
equations-

Senator MoNIIIAN. And then he came out-I was going to say,
I could have written that article. I know that.

Ms. ALLE N. Well, I thought he had a statistically significant, theo-
retically elegant confirmation of commonsense.

Now, where does all this experience lead us? I do not think-and
I think you will agree-it means that we should weaken our effort
to help the poor. A decent society comes to the aid of its unfortunate
members. What the results do tell us is that we must take care to provide
help in the most effective way.

We have learned the llnsulrising lesson that the poor, like, other
people, act in a way which is consistent with their perceptions of their
self-interest. In some cases, like the rest of us, they must misjudge
then, hut. we can count on the fact that, sooner or later, social pro-
grant beneficiaries will respond to the. incentives, good orl bad, which
policy planners build in social programs. There are two ways we can
respond to this finding.

We can try to distract the poor from pursuing their self-interests
by confusing progrmim designs or conflicting rhetoric. More sensibly
and successfully, I believe. we can design our social programs to make
then provide ihe kinds of incentives which encourage low-income
l)eol)lo to move toward achievement of social and economic goals which,
by an(l large. they share with the rest of society.

To 1ne, this means combining work incentives and work opportuni-
ties with cash assistance. and other income-related prograils. Although
tie notion of a welfare. tiap is often overstated, duration on welfare
is increasing.

Senator MoYNi. .I\. It, is increasing?
Ms. ALL:N-. Oh, yes. We have the 1973 and 1975 AFI)C surveys-

well, it is hard to sort these things out. We couhl get into a discussionn
of turnover rates. The duration is increasing, although partly that
is because the case.load growth has stopped, so sone of that effect. is
statistical.

Senator MOYNIIN. Let us lhave that. for the record, wol't you,
when vou get it ?

Ms. ALLFN. We will plut it in tie record.
[The following was sllbsequlently supplied for the record :]

The data shown ill Table 1 tend to supI)ort the oloservation that duration oil
welfare is increasing. Iletween 1971 and 1975, the proportion of the caseload
continuously oil welfare for inore thaik :t years itirease l froin 31 to 45 percent.
The proportion oil for more than 5 years increased front 18 to 26 p~ercent. Part
of the difference between the latest years an(i tile earlier years may be attributable
to the fact that ill 1969 anmd 1971 the welfare rolls were still growing rapidly, a
f6eto' which, ill itself, will reduce the average duration( of those omi the rolls at
any ;oilt il t uie. ilowever. the trend to longer duratlis has persisted during
the more recent years of relatively level caseloads.

While Lyons and others l)oint to considerable evidence of caseloald turnover.
there is no evidemee that such Iuirnuover is ilcereasiug. Ivisenan and Rydell also
note that muntch of the olser'ed case "ouellilig" and "eloshlig" are stiply adinitn-
istrative churning including reelassifieation oif cases from one category to an-
other, minor adjustments in grants and notification problems.
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TABLE I.-AFDC FAMILIES BY LENGTH OF TIME SINCE MOST RECENT OPENING, 1969-75

[Percent of caseloads

Up to I yr I to 3 yr Over 3 yr Over 5 yr

1969 ------------ _- . . .. . ...--------------------- 32.2 31.2 36.6 22.8
1971 ----------------------------------------------- 35.2 33.0 31.4 17.7
1973 ----------------------------------------------- 30.2 34.5 34.7 17.8
1975 ------------------.. .. .. .. .. ..--------------- 27.8 27.4 44.7 25.6

Source 1969 1971, 1973, and 1975 AFDC Surveys, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The1975numbers
are from table f of the publication.

MS.ILEN. It is important that we turn this trend around first,
by utilizing a combined work subsidy approach for the many poor two-
parent families not on welfare and,'second, by offering netv work and
training opportunities for the many epoor already on welfare.

The administration's approach in its welfare reform proposal of
last year tried to achieve exactly such a balance. I think it is essential
that, as we consider alternatives to that approach, we recognize first
that any welfare reform program, whether labeled "comprehensive"
or "incremental" will influence the behavior of its intended recipients
in one,- way or another and, second, that the direction and magnitude
of these responses can be highly affected by the seeming minutiae of
program design.

I)etails vith respect to benefit levels, benefit reduction rates, benefit
dllration, program administration, and method of financing can also
exert large influence on program costs, caseloads, and ultimate out-
come.

We cannot eliminate all unintended consequences, but we can attempt
to foresee them and in so doing, I believe-and I think that you be-
lieve-that we can develop a balanced program of reform which will
maximize long-term improvements in the well-being and self-esteem
of the poorest members of our society.

Thank you.
Senator MoY.NIH1AN. Well, thank you, Dr. Allen. That is extraor-

dinary opening testimony.
Let me note that you skipped over, for purposes of compression,

that Haverman and Bishop have done studies of the effect of the job
tax credit and they seem to suggest that combining work opportunities
with those particular kinds of advantages are more effective than sort
of general stimulus niethods-well, certainly they will when the econ-
omy is going the way that the economy is going right now.

I have a couple of questions. First of all, Richard Nathan at Brook-
ings has said a bout welfare reform that food stamps were the reform.
It happened in such a way that no one noticed it; it happened because
an alliance, developed in the Congress. People on the Agriculture Com-
mittees .noticed that there, were fewer farmers every year and if they
were going to get anybody to vote for their programs to keep the price
of food up, they had to find some allies in the cities, and they did-the
people who wanted food stamps-and it happened like that.

Similarly, ummoticed, with no academic approval or literary sanc-
tion such as fires people to write profound articles about it, this com-
Inittee, the Committee on Finance, commenced the single most dra-
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matic change of income maintenance arrangements in this country
since social security in the form of the earned income tax credit.

In the bill that the President signed last week-secretly, as though
people would not find out about this benefit-I think about a quarter
of American families with children will receive benefits from the
earned income tax credit. It is somewhere between 20 and 25 percent.
A big number.

Ms. ALLiEN. It would be about that; yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. About that, yes. A big number, so big that the

administration may even want to conceal it. They do not want people
to know it. They will feel that it is an extravagant, liberal administra-
tion after all, or they might find out that members of the Finance
Committee are not monsters of reaction.

It is the cloest thing we have to family allowances and it is extraor-
dinary. Without anybody noticing it or approving of it, because it was
not thought up you-know-where, it has come into existence. It was
thought up here, which guarantees its disdain by academics.

A quarter of American families with incomes now receive this
and we have boosted it very carefully in this last bill.

So we alreday have in place a universal system, food stamps and the
earned income tax credit. I just make that point.

What I guess I have to ask you is, from what we know from these
experiments, do you feel that the Congress would be warranted in
going ahead with a further universal program at a very large cost, as
we know, costs which always are underestimated-at least typically
always have been-without some more experiment?

Ms. ALLEN. I do not think the Congress should enact a program like
the SIME-DIME program.

Senator MOYNIHAN. About which we know something. You think
we should enact a program about which we do not know anything,
therefore we will not be to blame. That is a very important principle.

Ms. ALLEN. Even if we buy those findings from generous programs
which have characteristics that we might not even carry over and
extrapolate them to the sort of program that we are thinking about,
we find that the predicted consequences are not mind boggling, that
you might very well-I think that there are reasons to think that the
experiments, particularly the marital stability findings, are high rel-
ative to what you would find even if extrapolated to more modest pro-
grams, and if you do extrapolate them to the kind of program we are
talking about, they get to a level where they would certainly be
acceptable if they could be detected at all.

I think it is important to remember that what was observed are
marginal influences. Obviously there are very strong trends going on
in society right now with respect to family splitting. Probably that
will taper off, but at the moment it is very fashionable to split.

Senator MOYNmAN. Right.
Ms. ALLEN. So you are talking about marginal influences. I think

that-
Senator MOYNIHAN. A 60-percent increase over the control group

where there is a lot to begin with-is that marginal, ma'ani? That is
not what I call marginal. You would not call that marginal. If you
found a 60-percent increase in work effort, income and happiness in
one of your job-training programs, you would declare a breakthrough.
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Ms. ALLEN. Well, that is true, but it tapers off over the 8 years. Bob
Sjpiegelman will talk about that. There is certainly some initial ac-
celeration effect. I think that if you look at the expected results with
regards to a program on the scale that the administration is talking
about last year, particularly a program with a strong jobs component,
I think that you would find that the predicted results were much, much
smaller.

So I certainly do not think that one can use these results as an ex-
cuse not to do sensible, clearly conservative types of things with re-
gard to changing the program.

There are so many things that we know we can do without the
possibility of large-scale----

Senator MOYNIHAIN. Well, let me just ask you. One of the things
that was discouraging last year is that the Presidents program got
nowh,.,re. It was not voted on.

-Do you have a feeling about why that was so? I mean, in terms
of what you are going to do this year?

Ms. ALryN. I-think it was too big, but it was also so new. I think
we made a lot of progress last year.

In the first place, we saw the emergence of a considerable con-
sensus. We had several serious proposes on the table all of which
looked-you know, they were smaller than PBJI, but they all had
that balancing of components, jobs and training, modest incremental-
type cash assistance reforms. There really was a lot of consensus
building of that sort.

Also, as you observed, we achieved a lot last year and maybe because
not a whole lot of attention was paid.

Senator MoNrunLN. Last yearI
Ms. ALLEN. The earned income tax credit. It was expanded, and in

a very sensible fashion.
We also passed the targeted tax credit. Senate Finance got it

through.
Senator MOYNiHAN. Yes, I hope we have got,-you have a tremen-

dous opportunity out there, just tremendous. The wages of welfare
recipients are practically free to employers with the tax credit-the
combined 50-percent tax credit plus your normal deduction, and you
know, there are good workers to be got for nothing, and the worker
gets paid and the employer does not have to put up the money.

Ms. ALL. We expect that that will be a very helpful first step
in our direction.

The third important thing that happened was that we had a new
CETA reauthorization which included a title II, heavily focused on
the structurally unemployed and that is a big downpayment in terms
of where we want to go in employment and training programs for low-
income heads of family. There already is some language in that title
about priority for welfare recipients. It is not as large an authoriza-
tion as we need, it is not as closely targeted, but it is a big step in the
right direction and it establishes important principles with regard to
holding the line on wage rates, targeting, and interlinking with private
sector opportunities.

We have the authorization for the new private sector initiative
programs. We made a lot of progress last year down the path we hope
to go and I think that a lot of consensus began to emerge toward the
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end of last session. As Stu Eizenstat told you, we are currently devel-
oping incremental reform options. We hope in the next month to be
up talking to you and to the other Senate and House leaders about
what kings of options make sense.

We have not yet taken our options to the President and obviously
his choices will be heavily influenced by the decisions that are made
on budget priorities, but we will be up with a package and we know
generally what types of elements will be ill that package.

Senator MoYNHAN,,. Let me say that we are very much in your debt.
We are extraordinarily happy that you opened these hearings the way
that you did and the way the Dep artment of Labor has always been
in these things-coming forward in a very open and helpful way.

This subcommittee has a responsibility to the Senate that we have
to discharge. You are an economist and a distinguished academician
and you will follow me when I say that nuances that are very impor-
tant to you will not seem very important to people who have other
things on their mind and these sort of raw, rough findings come
crashing in upon the sensibility, on the general perceptions of the
Congress, and it is going to make it a harder program to sell now..

To say we do not want a program like SIME-DIME, no, we do
not want that. Well, tell me how your program is not like SIME-
DIME.

That is what we are going to have to go through, is it not? All
right, we will.

I do a ee, very much, that in an odd way we have been trans-
forming this whole field incrementally and I think we have begun to
see the emergence of a comprehensive incremental program.

You know, last year we increased the family allowance for a quarter
of the low-income population. We provided huge incentives for hiring
people with particular drifts of difficulties getting into the labor
market. We provided all kinds of food stamps-for example, you
read in the paper this morning that food costs are. going up, but food
stamp recipients have indexed benefits, and things like that.

So, au revoir. I thank you very much, Dr. Allen. I thank your
associates; you have been most generous. We will see you in January.

Ms. ALLF.N. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Allen follows:]

STATEMENT OF JODIE T. ALLEN, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY OF LABOR,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am pleased to appear
before you today to survey some of the results of recent social science research
relating to existing public assistance programs and potential welfare reforms.

My testimony today will focus on those aspects of welfare reform which relate
to the responsibility of the Department of Labor to minimize the need for
transfer programs by promoting the development and maintenance of a healthy
labor market.

The ultimate purpose of income maintenance programs is to assure at least a
minimally adequate level of subsistence for all Americans. For those families
with potentially employable members, three factors are of primary relevance in
determining the need for Income assistance: (1) Is there an adequate demand
for the services of the family's potential breadwinner? (2) Is the family willing
to provide the services of these potential workers to the market and in what
quantity? (3) How effective are employment and training programs in filling
gaps on both the demand and supply side by direct augmentation of demand in
the first instance, and by upgrading the skills and potential earnings in the
latter?
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THE RELEVANCE OF EMPLOYMENT TO THE PROBLEM OF LOW-INCOME FAMILIES

Before turning to each of these questions It is obviously relevant to ask
whether there are indeed a sufficient number of low-income families with
employable members to make their treatment in welfare programs a significant
issue. Some have argued that since most persons on welfare are either aged,
disabled or young children, employment programs have little relevance for
welfare policy. There are several obvious things wrong with this argument. The
first is that the aged and disabled are not really part of the current debate
(except Insofar as the rapidly growing ranks of the disabled include an increas-
ing number of "discouraged workers" whose inability to find steady work
translates eventually into physical and mental disorders.) As for the children,
they do not live alone but, in most cases, with parents and relative& And If these
adults were able to become self-supporting, their children would be removed
from dependency; longitudinal surveys, many of them summarized by David
Lyon in a useful compendium, show that the great majority of low-income
families with children have at least one worker (65 percent In 1975), that even
female heads of families on welfare have a high probability of being employed
at some time over a five-year period (69 percent in one study by Rainwater and
Rein).

Given this apparent potential for economic independence among low4neome
families, a prime concern of the Department of Labor In the area of.-welfare
reform is the encouragement and maintenance of work effort by the low-income
population, and the development of employment and training opportunities to
sustain that work effort. It is useful to think of the problem of employment among
the low-income population as having demand and supply side aspects. On the
demand side, people must have jobs at which to work; on the supply side, they
must be capable of doing the work. Both sides of the problem are important,
and there are crucial ways in which the demand and supply sides are linked.

Lh.30 DEMAND EFFECT

The traditional diagnosis of employment problems among the low-income popu-
lation is in terms of inadequate skills, education, work experience and the set
of incentives built into the transfer system that reduce the rewards from work.
This view, while raising important problems, is incomplete because of the
importance of demand and the availability of Jobs.

On the demand side, the most efficient generator of job opportunities is a
strong and growing economy. Many, although not all, of the problems of employ-
ing the low-income population are greatly reduced by Increases in overall economic
activity. A high performance economy causes employers to seek, train and
upgrade workers who, during more slack periods, might be considered struc-
turally unemployed. Two studies presented at recent sessions of the Brookings
Panel on Economic Activity (1973 and 1977) find evidence that during periods
of vigorous overall economic activity, not only are many more jobs created, but
workers are upgraded from bad jobs to good jobs, thus improving the long-term
stock of human skills available to the economy. Strong demand for labor induces
improvements in supply in other ways as well. A recent study by Summers and
Clark has found the important result that not only do participation rates in-
crease during good times, as has long been known, but individuals drawn into
the labor force stay there. The availability of jobs created by strong aggregate
demand creates a long-term commitment to work on the part of those drawn
into the labor force.

The negative side of these findings is that unemployment carries a large
and enduring cost in the foregone development of human skills and work
commitment.

A strong demand for labor also Influences the efficacy of programs designed
to increase the supply of labor skills among the low-income Population. Many
policies have been niiplemeted in the last 15 years to improve the employment
experience of low-income persons by augmenting their work skills and education.
A simple but often ignored pointt is that the effectiveness of even the best admin-
Istered training programs depends crucially on having jobs available for the
trainees. A growing demand for labor also mlniminizes the likelihood that a pro-
gram graduate simply takes a job away from another potential employee.

36-954 0 - 79 - 3
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LABOR SUPPLY EFFECTS

Consideration of training programs brings us naturally to a consideration of
labor supply effects since the purpose of such programs is to upgrade labor skills
and in turn increase both earnings and labor supply.

In a recent evaluation (November 1976), the National Council on Employment
Policy concluded that the weight of the evidence over the last 15 years Is that
employment and training programs have had positive impacts and there Is more
proof of effectiveness for such programs than for any other major social welfare
activity.

Transfer programs, such as welfare, exert an opposing influence on labor sup-
ply. The effects of transfer programs on the supply of labor are of concern for
both macroeconomic and macroeconomic reasons.

Transfer programs can affect the overall economy by worsening the relation-
ship between unemployment and inflation. One mechanism is that, by raising
the returns for not working relative to working, the programs may influence
people to delay taking jobs in order to try to find a higher paying job or for other
reasons. The delays may lengthen the duration of vacancies, raise the rate of wage
increase, or force employers to use less efficient workers. In any case, the result
can be less productivity, more inflation, and, ultimately, additional reductions
in employment if policymakers attempt to restrain the Inflation b y Inducing an
economic slowdown. Documenting these effects is difficult, but some researchers
such as Hammermesh, Marston, Feldstein and others claim to have found con-
vincing evidence that for a given level of aggregate demand, the unemployment
rate is higher partly as a result of Increased welfare and unemployment Insur-
ance benefits.

The more traditional concern about program effects focuses on the individual's
supply of labor, i.e., the work effort. What heightens this concern is the realiza-
tion that relatively small program effects on work effort can translate Into in-
effective program outcomes. For example, if increases in benefit levels and benefit
reduction rates to cause only a 10-11 percent reduction in hours worked
by poor families, it could easily turn out that the Government might spend bil-
lions of dollars on benefit payments and have little effect on the families' incomes.
Instead, most of the expenditures would offset reductions in earnings.

It was out of such concerns that OEO, and later HEW, funded several large'
negative income tax (NIT) experiments to try to quantify the amount of work
reduction caused by alternative benefit levels and tax rates. The idea was to
select a sample of families and, on a random basis, assign some families to a
financial payment plan and other families to a control group. Then, by observing
differences in work effort between families eligible for payments and control
families, the precise impact of the payment scheme could be determined. Unfortu-
nately, a learning curve had to operate In this new field. The highly publicized
New Jersey experiment produced only tentative results because of simultaneous
changes in the New Jersey welfare system, insufficient sample size and sample
design problems. Other technical problems beset the Gary and rural experiments.
For example, the rural experiment included only 105 families receiving payments
and these were divided among farmers and nonfarmers in two different States
enrolled in 5 different benefit plans. Questions were also raised as to whether the
results observed in a three-year experiment could be generalized to a permanent
program.

The Seattle-Denver Income maintenance experiment (SIME-DIME) avoided
many of the pitfalls of the earlier experiments. Its sample size was large--25
percent larger than the combined sample of all the other experiments. Operators
exercised strict control over the Interaction of the experiment with existing pro-
grams and included an additional sample of families eligible for payments over
a five-year period. This experiment provides the best evidence to date on the
effects of a negative income tax on work effort. While analyses of the rich data
from the experiment will continue for several years, the effects on work have
already been studied extensively. I will try to summarize the basic results.

In comparisons between families eligible for payments and control families,
where account is taken of such differences as preenrollment hours, race, and
normal income, the Stanford Research Institute and HEW analysts found the
negative income tax plans produced the following reductions in hours of work:

Compared to the control group families, work effort reductions in families
eligible for three-year payment plans averaged 7.6 percent among husbands, 16.7
percent among wives, 13.0 percent among females heading families. Among
other family members aged 16-21 who do not head families of their own the
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reduction In work effort was about 43 percent for males and 33 percent for
females.

The average work reductions were usually substantially larger when com-
paring families eligible for 5-year payment plans with families in the control
group; In families eligible for 5-year payments, husbands worked 11.4 percent
less than control group husbands, wives worked 25.3 percent less than control
group wives, and female heads worked 15.0 percent less than control group
female heads; among other family members who are not family heads, the males
worked 43 percent less than controls while females worked 60 percent less than
controls. However, because of offsetting effects these higher average coefficients
do not necessarily translate into higher costs for programs with low benefit
levels.

One disturbing consequence of note is that when male nonheads become family
heads through marriage, their labor supply reductions remain very high (a 55
percent reduction for those on the 5-year program and 28 percent for those on
the 3-year program). As Richard West of SRI observes, "these estimated responses
are so large that they imply that an NIT plan would have profound effects on the
labor supply of the male heads of young families, even without considering the
definite possibility of an even more pronounced response to a permanent pro-
gram * * $. The reduction in work effort by male nonheads who become hus-
bands is clearly Important. These males are reducing their work effort just at
the time when they are undertaking family responsibilities. Not only is their
response important in the current period, but the reduction in work effort may
also have long-term effects on their labor supply behavior."

Although these numbers summarize what actually happened during the experi-
ment, interpreting their relevance for policy purposes forces us to take account
of a wide variety of factors which influence the results in various directions.
On the one hand, the average generosity of the payment plans in SIME-DIME
was generally much higher than plans usually proposed in welfare reform
debates (although results cover the range of policy relevance). On the other
hand, the experiment operated In only two cities, whose average wages and
incomes are relatively high.

There were also various differences in program administration and payment
calculations which must be accounted for. Families were required to report
their Income monthly whereas in most present AFDC programs income report-
ing requirements are far less frequent. Payments depended on income over the
preceding 12 months rather than only the current month so that, with any
given basic benefit level, actual payments were usually lower than in a com-
parable level AFDC program. On the other hand, beneficiaries were not subject
to a work requirement and although they were interviewed periodically In their
homes they did not have to report to a welfare office.

Keeping these complications in mind, an even more important line of analysis
relates to how these effects change when programs with different basic benefit
levels and benefit-reduction rates are considered. Because of the relatively large
size of the combined SIME-DIME sample, SRI researchers have been able to
divide work effort reductions into the components 'associated with the gains
In Income produced by the basic benefit and the component associated with the
reduction in the workers net wage caused by the benefit reduction rate, or
"marginal tax rate."

Using these calculations, efforts have been made to simulate the impact of
alternative negative income tax plans on a national population. For example,
an NIT plan offering an income guarantee of 75 percent of the poverty line and
imposing a 50 percent tax rate would have caused participating families to
reduce their work effort by about 10 percent. Raising the tax rate to 70 percent
would produce a 16 percent reduction in hours worked among participating
families.

While these results are Interesting, many uncertainties remain. Chief among
them, perhaps, is the question of how different the effects would be under programs
more like our current welfare system. To examine this issue, we must look at
studies of program experience, although such studies do not have the precision
of controlled experiments. For the current welfare population of female heads
of families, the estimates are generally consistent with SIM3E-DIME findings.
Female heads of families are sensitive to benefit levels and tax rates. Studies by
Garfinkel and Orr, by Williams, and by Levy all provide evidence that financial
incentives Influence the amount worked by mothers heading families.

Unfortunately, we have little evidence about the impact of food stamps and
AFDC-UF on the work behavior of two-parent families. In fact, it is not even
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clear why so few low-income, two-parent families participate In the two pro-
grams. In the case of AFDC-UF, many believe that program restrictions, such an
the limit on work per month to 100 hours, the prior work experience rule, and
strict work requirements are the cause of the apparently low participation. Other
explanations include the possibility that eligibility for the program is overesti-
mated as the result of income and asset undercounts in the survey data upon
which they are based. However, it may be that many intact low-income families
simply do not resort to welfare until their situation is desperate.

This last observationn points up the Importance of administrative factors and
financial incentives for program administrators in determining welfare costs and
caseloads. Wiseman, Lidman, Rydell and others observe that cost-conscious pro-
gram administrators can often exert far more effective influence on the level of
case openings and closings than can larger social and economic forces. Simpli-
fying, streamlining and humanizing welfare administration and reducing fiscal
burdens on hardpressed local governments are surely Important goals in them-
selves; but, it is important to remember that such changes can have substantial
effect on program participation in either direction.

One other measure designed to increase employment among welfare recipients
deserves mention, and that is the work requirement, currently a part of the WIN
and food stamp programs, which requires that participants accept suitable jobs
or training opportunities if available or suffer a reduction in benefits. The effec-
tiveness of this measure has recently been examined by researchers at Brandeis
University. They conclude that while the work requirement can be used to main-
tain pressure on those who do not work, there is little evidence that under exist-
ing work tests such pressure results in the return of registrants to work. How-
ever, the authors suggest that the effectiveness of a work requirement could be
strengthened by incorporating a more structured and better monitored job search
component, and by adding a large-scale public employment component, so that
sufficient Jobs will be available for all those subject to the work requirement.

There is another important interaction between transfer programs and labor
supply and demand which must concern us. This is the relationship of these
factors to the changing structure of families and the implication of such changes
in turn for transfer and employment policies. The most obvious phenomenon of
note is the rise of the female headed family. Between 1968 and 1975 the number
of women heading families with children increased by 60 percent. Labor force
participation among women is lower than among men and while participation
among women generally has been rising steadily, this has not been true among
women heading low-income families. Whether this trend, with its obvious upward
impact on welfare costs and caseloads, continues will depend in part on the
structure of welfare programs themselves and in part on the number and types
of jobs available to families and young workers in the next several years.

Several studies, such as those by Sawhilil, Peabody and others, by Cherlin, and
by Hoffman and Holmes have explored the relationship between employment of
family breadwinners and family dissolution, a problem which you, Mr. Chairman,
first brought to public attention over a decade ago. While these studies suffer
from common problems of unobserved variables, uncontrolled factors and/or
confounding influences, all of the studies find a direct relationship between the
employment stability of husbands and family stability. Unemployment thus incurs
dependency costs that go well beyond the immediate.

Presumably employment and training programs which upgrade the.skills of
and/or increase demand for family breadwinners exert a stabilizing influence on
families. However, we have no direct evidence of this effect other than the fre-
quently observed strong positive effect of increased incomes on family stability.
Extending welfare programs to intact families does not appear to produce a
stabilizing effect. Studies by Wiseman and Lidman find very high rates of family
splitting among families on the AFDC-Unemployed Father program. ControlIed
experimental data from the SIME-DIMIE program indicate that providing cash
assistance to two-parent families in the programs tested increased rather than
reduced family splitting. Caution should be used in extending these latter findings
to the current welfare system or proposed amendments thereto.

EXPERIENCE WITH EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

This brings us to the question of how successful employment and training
programs have been in alleviating the problem of insufficiencies in both labor
supply and demand among low-income populations and what we might expect
from expansions or innovations in stK-h programs.



The first obvious source of information on promoting employment among
welfare recipients Is the WIN program. WIN was primarily a training program.
in its initial years of operation. Evaluations conducted during that period of the
impact of WIN training on participants' employment experience were quite prob-
lematic. Taken in their best light, the results suggest that there may have been
some modest gains as a result of WIN training, but the gain may not have been
lasting.

The WIN program as modified in 1971 has received much more rigorous eval-
uation. The most comprehensive evaluation of recent WIN programs, involving
three waves of interviews with a panel of WIN participants and a comparison
group has yielded a number of important findings. The results indicate that WIN.
participants earn, on average, from $330 to $470 [ier year more than comparable.
nonparticipants.

Although it is difficult to attribute the gains to any particular service (since
most participants received combinations of services), the least effective services
were directly placement and education while institutional training, on-the-job
training (OJT) and public service employment (PSE) were most effective (in
cost-benefit terms and in raising participants' earnings.).

A major shortcoming of the evaluation is that the data collected do not extend
beyond the point when most participants are still in subsidized OJT and PSE
placements. Therefore it is not known whether the employment gains due to
these subsidized placements result in later improved unsubsidized employment.
Further, data are being collected to fill in this gap in our knowledge.

As noted earlier, several research and evaluation studies have cited the
overriding Importance of the labor market in determining the success of em-
ployment and training program participants. In other words, more than the
characteristics of the participants themselves or the quality of services they have
received, the availability or unavailability of jobs determines whether a par-
ticipant will become employed and leave welfare. In view of this, planners have
looked more and more at the feasibility of creating public Jobs on a large. scale
to fill the job gap in the unsubsidized sector, both-public and private.

In the early 1970'B, a three-year experimental- project- was conducted in Ver-
mont using subsidized public service employment and high levels of support
services for welfare recipients and other low-income families as a means of
helping them to permanent unsubsidized employment. Analysis of the follow-up
data showed a relatively high post-subsidy placement rate, with very little subse-
quent attrition. Overall, for the entire group of clients, there was a substantial
reduction in the total government outlay In welfare payments after they had
gone through the program. An Independent evaluation of.the project concuded
that public service employment is an important tool to be used in manpower
programming for the low-income unemployed, including welfare recipients.

Also in the early 1970's, a series of welfare demonstration projects were
carried out under the Emergency Employment Act with the aim of significantly
reducing welfare caseloads through the creation of a large number of public
service jobs for that population.

The projects provided additional funding to 12 jurisdictions in four States;
in all, there were 7,000 participants in over 5,000 jobs created in about 400
agencies. In brief, an independent evaluation concluded that the projects were
readily able to create a sufficient number of real jobs which met real needs; that
participants' income were raised while in the projects and to some extent after
their subsidized employment; that welfare recipients' performances on the jobs
were comparable to that of regular workers; and that, overall, public service
employment for welfare recipients Is a feasible alternative to Income mainte-
nance. Sample data on participants indicated that the post-program welfare
participation rate had dropped by 64 percent from the pre-program rate.

Another major Job-creation demonstration project, called the Minnesota Work
Equity Program, has recently been implemented in St. Paul and a number of
counties in central and southern Minnesota. The project will determine if
employment and training Institutions in both urban and rural areas can create
meaningful jobs near the minimum wage on a scale large enough to assure Jobs
for all welfare families with children. We hope to serve up to 0,000 persons from
AFDC, General Assistance, and the food stamp rolls over a period of about two
years. The scale of job creation in this project, in terms of saturation of the
labor market, would exceed previous efforts. The project will also offer its
clients the full range of manpower and employability development services,
including day care, with special emphasis on thorough and continuous job search
and placement in nonsubsidized jobs.
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Under another contract, the Urban Institute and the American Institute for
Research completed a research project entitled "The Feasibility of Large-Scale
Countercyclical Public Job Creation. The objective of this project was to carry
out a systematic identiflation of useful public work activities and provide a
careful analysis of the feasibility of their large-scale expansion to provide jobs
for large numbers of unemployed persons, including welfare recipients. The study
identified 233 potential job-creation activities in 21 different program areas as
likely candidates for large-scale expansion. The study also yielded information
on the scale at which these activities might be performed on a national basis,
costs involved at various levels of effort, proportions of capital and labor coats,
the mix of skills required, the total employment-generating effect, and possible
institutional or legal barriers and resource constraints. It was estimated that
between 1.2 and 1.8 million low-skill jobs could be created.

Most encouraging are the results from the Supported Work program. Sup-
ported Work Is a special job-creation program for persons who traditionally have
had great difficulty finding or keeping employment. One of the target groups of
Supported Work is women on AFDC, and In particular that subset of women
without children under six who have had long-term dependence on welfare and
demonstrated lack of successful employment. Results from a preliminary sample
of AFDC enrollees and a rigorously constructed control group indicate that
during the first nine months of participation, women in the experimental group
earned $3,150 more, worked 1,051 hours more, received $1,147 less welfare income,
and had total Incomes $2,007 higher than those in the control group.

Only 32 percent of the control group members were employed at any point dur-
ing the nine months covered by the date; and had average earnings of only
$523. This indicated that Supported Work had not "creamed off" only job ready
applicants, but had been successful in creating jobs for persons who do not suc-
ceed In the regular job market.

Encouraging information can also be drawn from observing the operation of
title VI of the CETA program. Even though title VI is designed to serve counter-
cylical objectives, and is therefore not focused on- the welfare population,
substantial numbers of public assistance recipients did participate in the
1977-78 build-up to 725,000 jobs. In a recent study by WIN and CETA staff, a
survey was conducted of 11 representative prime sponsors in the spring of
1978, six with above average AFDC participation. The study concludes that
the one factor that can consistently explain a high degree of AFDC participation
In title VI jobs is a consciously articulated policy decision by local officials to
target employment opportunities on the most severely economically disadvan-
taged.

With respect to the possible effectiveness of attempts to encourage private
sector employment of the structurally unemployed, Haveman and Bishop argue
that selective employment subsidies. such as the WIN and the newly enacted
targeted tax credits, are more potentially effective and less inflationary methods
for stimulating increased employment of disadvantaged workers then general
stimultus measures. They find supporting evidence in the experience with the
1978 New Jobs Tax Credit while recognizing deficiencies in the design of that
measure.

One last interesting finding of a somewhat different sort is that of economist
George Ackerlof. Arguing from a theoretical perspective, Ackerlof presents
an important rationale for combining employment and training programs with
income assistance programs. By distinguishing between employable and non-
employable persons, employment and training programs allow higher benefit
levels for those who cannot work and lower rates of marginal taxation for
those who can work, thus increasing the social effectiveness of such programs.

CONCLUSIONS

Where does all this experience lead us? It does not mean that we should
weakeni our effort to help the poor. A decent society comes to the aid of its
unfortunate members. What the results do tell us is that we must take care
to provide help in the most effective way. We have learned the unsurprising
lesson that the poor, like other people, act in a way which Is consistent with
their perceptions of their self-interest. In some cases, like the rest of us, they
may misjudge that interest. But, we can count on the fact that sooner or later
social program beneficiaries will respond to the Incentives, good or bad which
policy planners build into social programs. There are two ways we can respond
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to this finding. We can try to distract the poor from pursuing their self-interest
by confusing program designs or conflicting rhetoric. More sensibly and suc-
cessfully, I believe, we can design our social programs to make them provide the
kind of incentives which encourage low-income people to move towards achieve-
ment of the social and economic goals which, by and large, they share with the
rest of society.

To me, this means combining work incentives and work opportunities with
cash assistance and other income-related programs. Although the notion of a
welfare trap is often overstated, duration on welfare is increasing. It is impor-
tant that we turn this trend around first by utilizing a combined work-subsidy
approach for the many poor two-parent families not on welfare, and second by
offering new work and training opportunities to the many poor already on
welfare.

The Administration's approach in its welfare reform proposal of last year tried
to achieve such a balance. I think it is essential that as we consider alternatives
to that approach, we recognize that any welfare reform program whether labeled
"comprehensive" or "incremental" will influence the behavior of its intended
recipients in one way or another and further, that the direction and magnitude
of these responses can be highly affected by the seeming minutiae of program
details with respect to benefit structure, program administration and method of
financing. We cannot eliminate all unintended consequences, but we can sttempt
to foresee them. In so doing, I believe that we can develop a balanced program
of reform which will maximize long-term improvement in the well-being and self-
esteem of the poorest members of our society.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR MOYNIHAN TO Ms. ALLEN AND HER REsPoNsE
To THEM

Question 1. Would it not be expected that AFDC recipients in Supported Work
projects would work more hours and earn more money than a control group,
since, by definition, the former are in an employment project?

Answer. It is certainly true that one would expect higher earnings among those
participating in an employment project than those who do not. However, what is
so encouraging about the Supported Work experience with women on AFDC is
the extent of voluntary and successful participation in an employment project by
a group who have a secure alternative income from public assistance. Earnings
cause reductions in welfare benefits for this group, and therefore the participa-
tion and successful stable employment experience in Supported Work Is evidence
that if jobs are made available, welfare recipients will and can work. It is cor-
rect that the evidence presented so far does not indicate whether the work ex-
perience provision by Supported Work has enduring benefits In terms of Improved
unsubsidized employment. However, it is not necessarily true that if there were
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no substantial gains in post-program earnings the program would be considered
a failure. While in Supported Work participants produce outputs whose value
can offset some or all of the costs involved in creating the jobs while, at the same
time, welfare savings are produced and recipient incomes improved.

Question la. Is it not true that the preliminary results of the Supported Work
project showed the AFDC recipients were more difficult to place in jobs and
earned lower wages than other groups?

Answer. Because Supported Work represents the first significant job oppor-
tunity for many of the AFDC participants, they have tended to stay in the pro-
gram significantly longer than have the other target groups. The rates of volun-
tary departure and of firings among the AFDC group are much lower than the
other target groups. Therefore during the early stages of the project, fewer
AFDC participants have been leaving to find alternative jobs. However, of the
number of people who eventually depart from the program the proportion of the
AFDC group that are placed in jobs compares favorably with the proportion
placed from the other groups. The Manpower Demonstration Research Corpora-
tion has published the following figures:

Percentage of departures that were placements to permanent employment:
AFDC, 29.2 percent; ex-offenders, 263 percent; ex-addicts, 19.7 percent; and
youth, 24.4 percent.

Program operators have reported that the AFDC participants are less likely
to find jobs by themselves and are more reliant on program placement services.
The above figures indicate, however, that with placement assistance the AFDO
group can be placed In Jobs at rates similar to other target groups.

The figures on Job placement wage rates do indicate, as you have noted, a
significantly lower wage for placements among the AFDC participants, $8.02 for
AFDC as compared to $3.99, $3.87, and $3.05 for ex-offenders, ex-addicts, and
youth respectively. This difference may reflect some difference In previously
accumulated work skills among the different groups, but undoubtedly it also
reflects the continuing discrimination which females face in the labor market.
However, a comparison of the placement wage rates among the different target
groups is not the only relevant comparison. Because Supported Work is intended
to improve employability, the crucial comparison is between the wage rate
obtained in post-program experience by each target group as compared to the
wage obtained by their respective control group. While Supported Work and
hence job creation may not be able, by itself, to end discrimination in the labor
market, it may still be able to improve individual employability. The Judgment
on Supported Work's relative effectiveness in raising wages of the different target
groups must wait for future data.

Question 2. The newspaper last week reported "widespread abuse" of the
CETA public service Jobs program and the retention by DOL of a "200 member
investigation staff" to uncover fraud and abuse. Does this give grounds for confi-
dence in the integrity of a large new public employment program as part of
welfare reform?

Answer. There is no evidence that the CETA program is subject to "wide-
spread abuse." Compared to its size and the number of separate entities involved
In the administration of the program, the numbers of reported cases of abuse
is very small. There are over 30,000 organizations involved in carrying out some
aspect of the program. In addition there are several million persons participating
in the program. To some extent the recent news stories about program abuse
simply reflect a recognition that CETA is now a newsworthy governmental pro-
gram. Not only in the recent past were there no stories about CETA program
abuse, there were few If any news stories about CETA pro or con. The expansion
of the program since 1977 has changed all that.

It is of course Impossible to run a program of this magnitude without some
level of error. However as compared to other major Federal programs of equal
size, the level of abuse reported in CETA is still small. The AFDC, Medicaid and
Food Stamp programs have long had higher levels of reported abuse by both pro-
viders and recipients.

Despite this relatively g'od record, the Department is committed to improving
program management and reducing misuse of funds to a minimum. The announce-
ment of an expansion and consolidation of investigative staff is a reflection of
this commitment rather than an acknowledgement of serious program abuse.
The emphasis of this new effort will be on prevention-with the goal of identify-
Ing and correcting weaknesses in the system before they lead to problems. We
believe that the expansion of the investigative staff along with the establishment
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of the Congressionally mandated Office of Management Assistance for CETA
will insure a high level of program integrity.

In addition, as noted in response to Question 4, we are planning a major pro-
gram of field testing to insure that adequate management systems are developed
prior to national implementation of welfare reform-related employment program.

Question S. Because of the current earnings disregard-the $30 plus % provi-
sion-we recently calculated that it would take a full-time job paying $6.00 per
hour before a typical welfare mother in New York City would be earning enough
to leave welfare.

Are such generous disregards necessary?
Wouldn't welfare recipients take jobs that provided only a little more thall

what they could obtain from welfare? Are you concerned that we may have
created a welfare system that makes it so difficult to escape dependency?

Answer. To the extent that our current welfare system encourages dependency
the fault would not seem to be with overly generous "earnings disregards." The
$30 and % provision imposes an effective benefit reduction rate of 67 percent on
earnings in excess of $30 a month. The cumulation of the Food Stamp benefit
reduction rate raises this to about 75 percent. In other words a recipient would
net only 25 cents for each dollar earned, ignoring work-related expenses. Numer-
ous studies-including the income maintenance experiments, cross-sectional anal-
ysis and comparisons of work effort among the low income population in states
with differing AFDC programs-demonstrate that benefit reduction rates this
high, particularly In conjunction with relatively generous welfare associated
benefits, can result in substantial disincentives to work particularly among
persons with relatively low wage rates.

It is true, however, that overly generous work-related expense reimbursements
can have the effect of reducing effective benefit reduction rateR and hence
extending welfare eligibility to some recipients with relatively high earnings.
For this reason the Introduction of controls on work-related expense deducations
would be desirable.

The real source of the problem is, of course, that as the result of humanitarian
concerns, many states now provide welfare recipients with a package of Ienefits
including cash assistance, Food Stamps, housing assistance, Medicaid and other
special needs benefits which far exceed the value of their potential earnings. By
the same token many welfare recipients have higher standards of living as the
result of welfare-related benefits than many non-welfare poor and near-poor
families can afford on their own. It is unreasonable to assume that welfare
recipients will be willing to relinquish these benefits for a lower net income
from work particularly since working may be inconvenient, uncertain in duration
and expensive in itself.

There is no easy solution to this problem. Four courses of action suggest
themselves: (1) Improving the benefits available to non-welfare families.
Medical benefits are probably the most important item needing equalization
since few Americans at any income level and hardly any low-wage workers
have access to medical coverage approaching that provided by Medicaid in the
more generous states. However, since the average cost of Medicaid coverage is
extremely high in such states it is unlikely that comparable coverage could be
extended generally; (2) Restricting the cost of welfare-related benefits--again
medical benefits are the prime target. The introduction of cost controls and
incentives for efficient utilization by both providers and users are essential to
reduce the cost of Medicaid coverage to a level relatively comparable to that
which might be made available to low-income working families; (3) Resisting
further efforts to associate eligibility for other benefit programs with welfare
eligibility; (4) Providing work experience and training to welfare recipients to
raise their potential wages and hence reduce the cost to them of leaving welfare;
and (5) Reorient the welfare system so that the primary source of assistance for
the employable poor comes from employment rather than welfare.

Question 4. What would you think of the desirability and feasibility of con-
ducting another round of experiments intended to test the effects of a combined
program of income maintenance and jobs such as the Administration proposed
last year? Or do you think that present data asid analyses speak clearly to this
prospect? While I have no difficulty accepting the proposition that the Adminis-
tration's plan differed in significant respects from those tested in the income
maintenance experiments, I am not yet aware of any solid evidence as to the
effects of those differences and wonder if you think we should consider finding
out before embarking on a major overhaul?
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Answer. We are satisfied that the income maintenance experiments and other
studies provide us with sufficiently reliable evidence with respect to the likely
national demand for employment and training assistance among the low income
population, the effect of alternative welfare program designs (i.e., benefit levels,
reduction rates and other features) on that demand and the likely impact of such
programs on welfare participation nind on the incomes of poor families. Experi-
ence with various employment and training programs which have served com-
parable populations in whole or in part-including the stimulus buildup of Title
VI of CETA, WIN, Supported Work and Community Work and Training Pro-
grams, has also convinced us that, with sufficient planning and emphasis, such
programs can be efficiently and effectively administered. However, we believe
that a well-planned program of pilot projects testing the joint work-welfare con-
cept are essential to determine the appropriate type and mix of job and training
placements, measure recipient impacts, work out administrative arrangements
with other involved agencies and the private sector and develop program models
suitable for implementation in areas with varying demographic, institutional
and economic characteristics. We are currently pinning to begin implementation
of such projects this year in order to provide useful findings in time for regular
program buildup beginning in 1981.

Question 5. On page 30 of your prepared testimony, you observe that "Although
the notion of a welfare trap is often overstated, duration on welfare is Increas-
ing." Would you please cite the data that support this conclusion.

Answer. The statement that "duration on welfare is increasing" is based uponthe data shown in Table 1. Between 1971 and 1975, the proportion of the case-
load continuously on welfare for more than 3 years increased from 31 to 46 per-cent. The proportion on for more than 5 years increased from 18 to 26 percent.Part of the difference between the latest years and the earlier years may be at-
tributable to the fact that in 1969 and 1971 the welfare rolls were still growing
rapidly, a factor which, in itself, will reduce the average duration of those on
the rolls at any point in time. However. the trend to longer durations has per-
sisted during the more recent years of relatively level caseloads.

While Lyons and others point to considerable evidence of caseload turnover,
there is no evidence that such turnover is Increasing. Wi~eman and RydelI also
note that much of the observed case "opening" and "closing" are simply admin-
istrative churning including reclassification of cases from one category to
another, minor adjustments in grant and notification problems.

TABLE I.-AFDC FAMILIES BY LENGTH OF TIME SINCE MOST RECENT OPENING, 1969-75

(Percent of caseload]

Up to I yr I to 3 yr Over 3 yr Over 5 yr

1969 ...------------------------------ 32.2 31.2 36.6 22.81971 ------------------------------------- 35.2 33.0 3l.4 17.7
1975 - . 30.2 34.5 34.7 17.8.................. 27.8 27.4 44.7 25.6

Source: 1969, 1971, 1973, and 1975 AFDC Surveys, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The 1975 num-bers are from table 1 of the publication.

Quention 6. We heard testimony that suggests that a certain amount of earned
income "disappeared" when participants in the income maintenance experiments
were required to report it. Can you sustain, refute or otherwise shed light on this
phenomenon?

Answer. We are not familiar with the exact testimony to which you refer.There are however a couple of studies related to the experiments which bear on
this subject.

1. Halsey and others' compared information on preexperimental income ofAFDC recipients subsequently enrolled in the experiment with the income which
they bad been reporting to the AFDC office. He found that only about 60 percentof earned income was actually reported to welfare authorities and that 25 per-
cent of those who report no earnings to AFDC do, in fact, have some. These
findings do not, however, pertain to the experiment itself.

I flarlan Halsey. Mordecal Kurz and Robert Splegelman. The Reportisg of Income toWelfare: A Rtudy in the Accuracy of Income Reportfng, Stanford Research Institute, Re.search Memorandum 42. August 1977.
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2. Comparisons of income reported to the experiment to information on income
available from tax authorities and other public agencies indicated that income
reporting to the experiment was generally reliable compared to information
available from those sources, and was far better than income reporting to AFDO.
The difference is attributed to the more rigorous and frequent income reporting
requirements imposed in the experiments as compared to most AFDC programs.

3. A more recent and as yet unpublished study by Halsey I finds that, within the
experiment the amount of earnings underreporting is positively related to the
level of the benefit reduction rate. This effect Is expected since high benefit re-
duction rates raise the cost (in terms of lost benefits) to families of reporting
income accurately.

Senator MOYNIIIIAN.. And now, although the committee has run over
a bit on time, there are two persons who are still to testify this
morning.

We have the distinct honor and pleasure to have testifying before
us Dr. Irwin Garfinkel who is the Director for the Institute for Re-
search on Poverty of the University of Wisconsin.

I remember the discussions at which we decided to establish that in-
stitution, Dr. Garfinkel and I recall the observation that whether the
war on poverty was doing anything for the poor, it would help the pro-
fessoriate greatly, and I think both things have been the case.

In particular, one of the real achievements, I think, of OEO was to
establish your center and it has been a source of high-level, highly-
competent work from the beginning and we welcome you.

If you have testimony, go right ahead, just as you wish, Doctor.
Mr. GARFINKEL. Thank you. I have a written statement that I

would like to submit in full and I will try and sumarize it.
Senator MOYNIiiAN. Fine. We will put that into the record as if read.

STATEMENT OF IRWIN GARFINKEL, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE FOR
RESEARCH ON POVERTY, UNIVILSIY OF WISCONSIN

Mr. GARFINKEL. Thank you for the opportunity to testify on what
we have learned from the income maintenance and jobs experiments
and the implications thereof for welfare reform. I have a written
testimony which I would like to submit for the record.

We have learned a great deal from social experiments. Indeed we
lead the world in social science experimentation. Academics from
other countries whom I have met admire our pioneering efforts in this
area. 1 hope you were only kidding when you said that you would
hesitate to do any more experimentation. I would agree with Jodie
Allen that it is very appropirate to do experimentation before we
launch our new programs.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I assure you, Dr. Garfinkel, that I was only kid-
ding. Your appropriation is safe.

Mr. GARFI.NKE,. Today I want to confine my remarks to only a few
of the many things we have learned from the experiments about the
effects of income maintenance and jobs programs on work effort and
marital stability. Then I will talk briefly about the policy implications
of these findings.

3 Harlan Halsey. Bina Muraka and Robert C. Splegleman, The Beattle and Denver Valida.
tioM Study, Stanford Research Institute, June 1976.

Memorandum on "Effect of Program Marginal Tax Rate on Income Reporting" from
It. Halsey to R. Splegelman, February 9, 1978, Stanford Research, Inc.
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As you know, the income maintenance expriments were designed
primarily to find out how such programs affected the work behavior of
low-income people. What did we learnI

We learned that simultaneously increasing the unearned income and
reducing the rewards for work of low-income people will induce them
to work less. We also learned that how much less low-income people
work depends upon how much we increase their income and how much
we decrease their net wage.

To economists, this was no surprise. Indeed, conventional economic
theory predicted it--I might say that common sense suggests the same
things as well.

We learned that how much less low-income people-work depends
upon what kind of person they are, that is, upon what group they
belong to and what is therefore expected of them b society.

The work reductions of married women and female heads are much
larger, in percentage terms, than those of.married men. Again, this is
not surprising. Married men are expected to work whereas for married
women and female heads, it is equally legitimate to take care of
children and do housework.

Finally we learned something about magnitude of these effects. For
example, on the basis of results in the Seattle-Denver experiments,
we can now say that on average husbands participating in a negative
income tax program with a poverty line guarantee and 50-percent tax
rate will work about 7 percent less than they would in the absence
of a program. Similarly, if the tax rate is increased to 70 percent, the
reduction in work will increase to about 12 percent. Comparable per-
centages for wives are 22 percent and 28 percent.

Although the experiments were not designed to measure the effects
of income maintenance programs on marital stability, we now find,
to our great surprise, that the experimental negative income tax pro-
grams seem to increase marital splits. I say "seem" only because I re-
main skeptical of, and puzzled by, these findings. I have not found any
fatal flaw in them, although I must admit that I have tried a bit. M6st
experts believed, prior to the experiments, that aiding two-parent
families would decrease marital splits. They believed that aiding only
one-parent families increased splits because it forced the man to aban-
(ion the wife and child in order for the wife and the child to become
eligible for aid. If intact families were also eligible for aid, so the
argument went, the man would not have to split.

Assuming that we accept the results of the experiments as being
correct, why were we experts so wrong? We do not know yet for sure.
My friend and colleague at the Institute, John Bishop, has speculated
that providing welfare aid to intact families undermines the role of
the male head. On the other hand, analysts at the Stanford Research
institute have speculated that income from the experiment is more
attractive to wives considering divorce and separation than equivalent
amounts of income from welfare. You, yourself, earlier suggested that
perhaps it is simply the greater knowledge of the availability of bene-
fits that was automatically provided by virtue of participating in the
program that led-

Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I also, Dr. Garfinkel, say that when you
ask why were the experts wrong, I was a quasi-expert once and in a
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paper I wrote in 1967 on this subject which Gilbert Steiner retrieved
for something he wrote recently, I said what was then the case--and
is the case now. In 1967, I said there is not 5 cents worth of evidence
that the AFDC program leads to marital breakup.

I did not say it did not; I Just said there was no evidence that it did.
Mr. GARFiNKEL. There is some evidence that it does, but it is not,

in my judgment, terribly good evidence and there is some other evi-
dence that it does not.

Senator MOYNHAN. In 1967 when we began seriously talking about
these thing,-one of thl rensons I wanted to have these hearings is that
I have tried to keep what we say in some reasonable compliance with
our evidence-I said very explicitly that there was not 5 cents worth
of evidence that there is this marital effect.

But try to tell that to a Presidential speechwriter.
Mr. GARFIMNKF. I remember a speech in 1969 which claimed
Senator MOYNIHAN. We have actually-and I would like to put in

the record-a, very fine study of this matter done for us by the Con-
gressional Research Service which begins-this particular doctrine
begins at the National Conference of Social Work in 1912 with Mary
Richmond. But in any event, the profession has been rather sloppy
about this. There was no need ever to go around letting this be said.
There was no need not to have challenged it,-I am not speaking to you,
but it has been clear for a very long while that this is not a research
finding but it has been allowed nevelheless to stand unchallenged.

Go ahead, Doctor.
[The document referred to follows:]

[From the Library of Congress)

UNEMPLOYMENT AND WELFARE CASELOADS

(By P. Royal Shipp, Senior Specialist in Social Welfare (Income Maintenance);
Vee Burke, Analyst, Social Legislation, with the assistance of Carmen D.
.9olonion, Reference Assistant, Education and Public Welfare Division)

SUMMARY

Studies and data series confirm a positive link between the unemployment
rate and welfare caseloads. However, measurements of the size of the relation-
ship differ sharply. Unemployment has more impact on the programs of AFDC
for Unemployed Fathers and General Assistance than on regular AFDC because
many welfare mothers have weak ties to the labor market. It appears that the
divergence of AFDC case openings from the unemployment rate in 1963-69 was
an aberration.
I. Introduction

The relationship between unemployment and welfare caseloads and expendi-
tures is difficult to unravel. A number of studies, some still underway, have
attempted to answer this question either directly or as part of a broader Inquiry
into the reasons for change in welfare caseloads.

Some welfare programs appear to be sensitive to changes in unemployment.
namely, Aid to Families with Dependent Children for Unemployed Fathers
(AFDC-UF). General Assistance, and the portion of the food stamp program
comprised of persons who do not also receive cash public aid.' Since needy
two-parent families are eligible for AFDC-UF and General Assistance in some
States, as are some other employable persons; and since virtually all persons

'Thls paper does not deal with food stamp caseloads. However, they reached an annual
average peak of 18.6 million persons in FY 1976 (October 1. 1975-Septeml:er 30. 1976).
reflecting the high male unemployment rate (for those at least 20 years old) of 6.3 percent
In July 1975-June 1976. The U.S. Treasury pays the full cost of bonus food stamps, plus
50 % of State local administrative costs.
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wiich low earnings and assets are eligible for food stamps, it is reasonable to
expect caseloads of these three programs to respond to changes in employment
conditions. In the total welfare picture, however, these programs are over-
shadowed by the "regular" AFDC program, which is for needy children without
an ablebodled father.

For the regular AFDC program, the nation's largest cash welfare operation,
1he evidence concerning caseloads and unemployment is less clear. 71able I shows
that regular AFDC constitutes 95 percent of total AFDC recipients and 88
percent of combined AFl)C-General Assistance enrollment. State funds in FY
1977 paid 37% of the cost of the AFDC program; local funds (11 States only),
9 percent; and Federal funds, the remaining 54 percent. Benefits to regular
AFDC cases totaled $10.1 billion in 1977, compared to $0.6 billion for AFDC-UF
families. The dominant size of regular AFDC makes it the most significant
program to consider in Judging the impact of caseload changes on State budgets.
Table 2 shows the growth of regular AFDC recipient and family numbers and
the changes in AFDC-UF enrollment from 1960-1977.

Table .- IVelfare recipien ts, December 1977

thousands
AFDC-Regular ----------------------------------------------- 196
AFDC-UF ---------------------------------------------------- 565
General Assistance --------------------------------------------- 819

Total ------------------------------------------------- 11,580
SOURCE: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

TABLE 2.-I. NUMBER OF AFDC AND AFDC-UF RECIPIENTS AND CASES AS OF JUNE OF EACH YEAR, 1960 TO PRESENT

AFDC cases AFDC AFOC-UF AFDC-UF AFDC-UF
Month, year (families) recipients cases recipients States

June 1960 -------------------------- 794,400 3,015,000 (3)
June 1961 --------------------------- 878,300 3,369,000 180,252
June 1962-------------------------- 944,000 3,658,000 49,260 227,637 15
June 1963 -------------------------- 962,600 3,850,000 48, 110 270, 207 15
June 1964... ..-------.---------------1 014,100 4,126,000 61,286 354,950 18
June 1965 ------_ ------------------ 1 062 800 4,306,000 59,020 344,741 18
June 1966 -----------_ ------------- 1 090 700 4,472,000 52, 399 309,433 21
June 1967 .----------_-------------- 1,208 000 4,977.000 63,900 368,000 22
June 1968 .1 383 000 5,609,000 62,600 348,000 21
June 1969 --------------------- -1 , 661,000 6,577,000 64,700 353,000 25
June 1970 ----------------- ........ 2,58 000 8,292.000 99,100 519.000 23
June 1971 ---------------------------- 2,747,000 0,224,000 158,000 794,000 26
June 1972 3-------_------- 3- 039000 0, 917, 000 127,200 595,700 24
June 1973 ------------- _---------- 3,135,000 10,907,000 104,400 485, 500 24
June 1974 _.- ---...-.-------....... 3,187,000 10, 756,000 88,300 402,900 26
June 1975 -- _------------.......... 3,478,000 11,300,000 111.900 494,100 25
June 1976 ---------------------- _ 3,554,000 1 236,000 146, 500 642, 500 28
June 1977 .................. .-------- 3,571,000 11,029,000 145,100 645,500 28

"State" includes District of Columbia and Guam.
3 Program established in 1961.
Sources: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. "Statistics on Public Assistance," Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, 1967-76. "Social Security Bulletin," October 1960-66.

The bulk of the evidence about unemployment rates and regular AFDC, indi-
cate:- that changes in economic coliditions do have an impact on the size of this
irogranm. It is a smaller change, may occur with substantial lags, and Is difficult
to separate from other influences on caseload size.

The basic reason for the more obscure and weaker relationship of unemploy-
ment rates to regular AFDC is that a smaller lroportion of its family heads are
regular member of the work force. Table 3 shows that since 1907 the percentage
of AFDIC mothers who worked In a survey month has increased from 13.7 per-
cent to 16.1 percent in 1975. Although difficult to estimate, it is likely that double
this Irol)rtlon, or more, work at some linic during the year, but their work often
is sporadi.. The 1975 AFDC Study reported that 53.5 percent of AFDC mothers
were known to have a usual occupation ; only 7.3 percent were found never to
have been employed, and it was unknown whether another 3.9 percent ever had
worked.
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TABLE 3

Percent of AFDC mothers-

Working during Who worked some-
month time during year

1967 ----------------------------------------------------------------- 13.7
1969 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 14.5
1971 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 13.9 2B
1973 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 16.1 26.6
1975 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 16.1 26.2

i These data were obtained by adding the percentage of mothers who left their last job within a 1-yr period to the
percentage of mothers currently employed (in survey month-full time, part time).

2 Data unknown.
a 29.6 percent of mothers in May 1969 either worked or had left a job sometime in the prevIous 17 Mo.
Note: The Bureau of the Census Indicates that 59 percent of families receiving AFDC had some earnings In 1975.
Source: "Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) Study," U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

SSA, Office of Research and Statistics, 1967-75.

Table 4 shows that the proportion of female family heads and subfamily heads
with children under 18 years old who worked rose by 1.4 percent in 1971-1976,
from 63.1 to 64 percent. However, among poor mothers, the proportion who
worked declined by 8 percent, from 41.3 to 38.0 percent. Among nonpoor mothers,
the proportion who worked rose by 5.9 percent, from 78.4 to 83 percent.

I1. Kinds of studies
One problem with basing policy decisions on studies of the relationship between

unemployment and welfare is that the various studies have reached different
conclusions. Generally, they have been consistent in reporting a correlation, but
their measurements of it differ greatly. There are two main reasons why data
from such studies sometimes are difficult to reconcile. These are:

TABLE 4.-PERCENT OF FEMALE FAMILY HEADS AND SUBFAMILY HEADS WITH CHILDREN UNDER IS YRS WHO
WORKED iN THE YRS 1971-76

Poor Nonpoor Total

1971 ............................................................. 41.3 78.4 63.1
1972 ------------------------------------------------------------- 42,1 78.5 63.1
1973 ----------------------------.-------------------------------- 43.6 80.3 65.0
1974 ------------------------------------------------------------- 43.7 79.9 65.0
1975 --------------------.------------------------------------ 39.0 82.4 64.1
1976 ------------------------------------------------------------- 38.0 83.0 64.0

Source: Characteristics of the Population Below the Poverty Level, Current Population Reports (annual), 1969-76. U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

1. The relationships are complex and the methodologies used different. The
studies have used sophisticated econometric and microsimulation modeling in
order to isolate unemployment from other factors affecting caseload change. Dif-
ferences in the models includes: (a) great variability in the extent of aggrega-
tion of data (some have used national data, others aggregate State data, and
others micro data), (b) different data bases, (c) nonuniform specification of
explanatory variables, and (d) lack of uniformity of the underlying theory of
(aseload dynamics. As a result, the estimates derived from the studies differ
from each other. With one notable exception, they have consistently found a rise
in unemployment to correlate with growth in AFDC case numbers, but there
are wide variations in size and timing of effect.

The exception was a 1965 study by Daniel Patrick Moynihan, then an As-
sistant Secretary of Labor and Director of the Office of Policy Planning and
Research. This study, entitled "The Negro Family: The Case for National
Action," reported that after 1962, even though unemployment rates fell, new
AFDC case openings climbed sharply. The Moynihan report plotted nonwhite
male unemployment rates against the number of regular (non-UF) AFDC cases
opened. Chart 1 reprints this graph, as it was updated in 1969, showing a con-
tinued divergence of the nonwhite male unemployment rate and the number
of non-UF AFDC cases openings. However, after 1969 the old positive relation-
ship between unemployment and case openings was restored (see Chart 5, p. 17,
prepared by CRS).
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Reprinted from The Relationship of baployuent to Welfare Dependency.
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2. The studies had different purposes, covered different periods, and were set
up to answer different questions. In general, the studies can be grouped into
three general classifications, those designed to provide:

a. Greater understanding of the dynamics of caseload growth or expanstoi.-
This question is one that has been asked at least over the past 15 years. Until
the early 1960's, growth in the caseload was not considered to be much of a
problem-largely because relatively little growth had occurred. For example, in
the first five years of the 1960's, the AFDC caseload grew about 25 percent (see
Table 2, p. 3). In the 5 years from 1968 to 1973 the caseload more than doubled,
a growth rate of 127 percent. The caseload explosion during the late 1960's and
early 1970's aroused concern, especially since it persisted in the face of falling
unemployment, defying usual relationships. It appeared that the historical cor-
relation between welfare caseload and unemployment had collapsed, as the Moy-
nihan graph (Chart 1) indicated.

b. The impact of the 1974 recession on the poor.-Studies done at or financed
by HEW attempted to predict and to estimate the performance of income transfer
programs during the 1974 recession to determine whether they softened the im-
pact of the recession on the poor. One major question was the impact of unem-
ployment on income transfer programs.'

c. Predictions of caseload and cost size for planning and budget purposes.-
The Federal budget must be printed 1% years before the end of the budget year
and, thus, programs must be estimated even further in advance.

In recent years HEW has been criticized for both over- and underpredictions
of future budget costs. Several of the studies done or underway have been ad-
dressed to this problem.

The last two sections of this paper present, first, findings of various studies,
and second, analysis, comments, and conclusions.
II. Findings of studies

A. AFDC-UF and General Assistance.-Since these programs, at least in some
places, are open to unemployed males barred from the regular AFDC program,
their enrollment would be expected to respond most clearly to changes in un-
employment rates. Chart 2 shows that this is the case. For months between
January 1970 and December 1977, the chart presents:

Male unemployment rate (for those 20 years and over).
General Assistance cases.
AFDC-UF cases.
Non-UF AFDC cases.
(The male unemployment rate in Chart 2 is the proportion of the civilian labor

force that consists of unemployed males aged at least 20. This differs from the
insured unemployment rate, which is the percentage of the population qualified
for unemployment insurance who are unemployed. Unemployment rates in this
paper relate to the total civilian labor force and are not insured unemployment
rates.)

The chart shows that annual peaks of male unemployment rates were reached
in February 1971, 1973, 1974, and 1977; in January, 1972 and 1976; and in
March, 1975. In ali of these years AFDC-UF peaked in March. However, AF)C-
UF case numbers did not rise proportionately as much as the unemployment
rate in this period. The male unemployment rate in February 1977 was up 38
percent from its January 1972 level, but AFDC-UF cases were up 17 percent,
totalling 165,665. Moreover, in March 1975, when unemployment rose to 7.8 per-
cent, highest monthly rate in this period, the number of AFDC-UF cases was
sixth lowest for March in this 7-year period, numbering 120,193.1

Chart 2 shows a general tendency for General Assistance cases to mirror the
male unemployment rate even though State General Assistance programs vary
greatly in scope, purpose, and eligibility rules. Similarly, the national AFDC-UF
case trend line reflects the male unemployment rate even though the program is
unavailable In 24 States. The 28 Jurisdictions that offer AFDC(-UF, including
D.C. and Guam, account for 72 percent of the total AFDC caseload.

2 Barth, Michael C., and others. "The Cyclical Behavior of Income Transfer Programs: A
Case Study of the Current Recession," Technical Analysis Program No. 7, Office of Income
Security Policy, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, Department
of Health. Education. and Welfare. October 1975.

'Between March 1975 and February 1977, a Supreme Court decision and new law in-
creased the pool of families eligible for AFDC-UF. In June 1975, the Court held that States
must give needy unemployed fathers an option to choose between unemployment Insurance
and A FDC-UF, and on October 20, 1976. P.L. 94-566 was enacted, requiring AFDC-UP
States to permit unemployed fathers to receive both forms of aid. Previously. HEW had
ruled that fathers eligible for unemployment insurance could not receive AFDC-UF.
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For non-UF AF'DO cases, however, Chart 2 shows a steady but slight rise,
irrespective of changes in the male unemploymer, t rate, until 1976, when a virtual
plateaut was reached. As will be seen later, the apparent relative insensitivity
of totaL regular AIFDO caseloads to male unemployment rates contrasts with
close relationship, shown on chart 5, between male unemployment rates and
AFIDC case openings in the 1970's. Data from the 1975 AFDO Study indicate that
a rising portion of AFD)C families are remaining for longer times on the welfareroles seeablee?, p. 34).

Charts 3 and 4 examine the relationship of unemployment in the two States
with largest AFDC rolls, California and New York, to the same welfare pro-
grams, General Assistance AFDC and AFD)C-UH. However, because State male
unemployment rates were not available on a monthly basis, each State's aggre-
gate unemployment rates was substituted. The aggregate unemployment rate in
California seems loosely related to General Assistance (GA) and AFI)O-UIF case
numbers; and in New York to General Assistance numbers. In February 1978,
California accounted for 13 percent of non-AFDO--UF families and 35 percent
of AFD)C-UF families;' New York for 10 percent and 11 percent respectively.

The econometric studies that have estimated various causes of caseload change
support the general relationships seen in Chart 2. These studies indicate that
AFIDC-UF and General Assistance exhibit a closer tie to unemployment rates
than does regular AFDO.

' in addition, California aided approximately 48,565 needy families of unemployed fa-
thers with its own funds because the fathers failed to meet Federal eligibility rules concern-
ing prior attachment to the labor force..
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Cart 3
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In the 1975 HEW study on the cyclical behavior of welfare programs,' analysts
developed estimates of enrollment in various programs for 1975 and 1976 under
alternate assumptions about economic conditions. The analyst who examined
AFDC-UF estimated that by the fourth quarter of 1976, if the unemployment
rate rose 50 percent above the 1974 pre-recession level of 5 percent, AFDO,-UF
case numbers would rise to 756,000 cases," up 112 percent from what they would
have been in the absence of a recession. Actually, in the final quarter of 1976,
the unemployment rate averaged 7.9 percent, up 58 percent from the pre-recession
level, and AFDC-UF cases numbered 633,000, up 78 percent from the number
predicted in the absence of a recession. For 1976 as a whole, the unemployment
rate was 7.7 percent, below the rate of 8.1 percent assumed in the study.

In the same study estimates of enrollment in the General Assistance program
were developed. It was estimated that a one percentage point increase in the un-
employment rate (as from 6 to 7 percent, a gain of 17 percei.t in the rate itself)
results in a 14 percent rise in the General Assistance caseload.1 The study esti-
mated that by the fourth quarter of 1975, if the unemployment rate averaged
8.9 percent, General Assistance enrollment would climb to 1.4 million. Actual
average monthly enrollment that quarter turned out to be 965,000 persons, but
the employment rate was 0.4 percentage points lower than assumed.

Studies by Professor Barry Bluestone and Associates from Boston College,
working under contract for HEW, have confirmed the strong correlation between
unemployment and AFDO-UF caseloads. Their basic technique was to develop
explanatory equations that provide a "good fit" to the actual data for a certain
period in the past, and then change selected independent variables, such as the
unemployment rate, to determine the impact on the caseload of the simulated
situation. In the case of the AFDC-UF program in some States, including up-
state New York, this procedure found a very strong effect. "A full employment
economy would have left upstate New York AFDC-UF caseload with fewer than
900 families, only one-third of the actual number enrolled during 1974," said the
study.'

B. Regular AFDO (non-UF oaes).-Studles of the relationship between un-
employment and the regular APDC program are less conclusive than those deal-
ing with A'DC-UF, and these studies have found it more difficult to Isolate the
impact of unemployment from other factors affecting caseload. However, they
have generally confirmed that a link exists.

The relationship between unemployment and AFDO caseload is visible in
Charts 5, 6, 7, and 8, all of which measure AFDO case opening*. Chart 5 shows
that national AFDO case openings have moved with the male unemployment rate
since 1969, after a reversal of this pattern in 1963-1969. Similarly, Chart 6 shows
that the U.S. quarterly AFDC case openings also have reflected monthly aggre-
gate unemployment rates in the period 1973-1977; and charts 7 and 8 provide
the California and New York picture.

Chart 5 is based on annual data, 1954-1977. It compares the total number of
AFDC cases opened to the yearly unemployment rates for nonwhites and for
whites. It represents an updated and revised edition of the original chart first
published In the 1965 Moynihan report on the Negro family. It appears from
Chart 5 that the puzzling phenomenon in 1963-1969 of simultaneous rapid AFDC
caseload growth and declining unemployment rates was a temporary aber-
ration. It is possible that the reversal of usual relationships in the mid-1960's
was due to unidentified other factors that overwhelmed the impact of declining
unemployment. These were years of active recruitment of APDO enrollees, when
antipoverty lawyers and social welfare workers worked to expand participation.
They were years when AFDC became more valuable in economic terms, especially
after the 1965 passage of Medicaid, which is automatically provided to AF]DO
recipients, and less stigmatizing.

$ Barth. Michael. and others. The Cyclical Behavior of Income Transfer Programs: A
Case Study of the Current Recession. Technical Analysis Paper No. 7. Office on Income Secu-
rity. Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, U.S. Dept. HEW, Octo-
ier 1975. 174 pp.

* Hough. David. The Impact of the Recession on Inome Transfer Programs: AFDC-Un.
employed Fathers. In work cited in previous footnote. Pp. 43-45.

The estimate assumed a specified rate of Inflation, which was slightly exceeded, and a
certain growth in the Gross National Product.' Mills. Gregory. The Impact of the Recession on Income Transfer Programs: General
Assistance. In Barth work cited in previous footnote. P. 64.

$ Bluestone, Barry, et al. Recent State AFDC Caseload Dynamics and the Duplicators for
Welfare Reform Forecasting. Mimeographed. April 7, 1977 : 4.
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Chart 6 shows that national quarterly AFDO ease openings have moved with
monthly male unemployment rates in the period covered, 1978-1977. It appears
from this chart that a lag of about two quarters often occurs before case open-
ings change direction. Charts 7 and 8 provide similar data for California and
New York, but show State aggregate unemployment rates, rather than male
unemployment rates.

The evidence pointing to a consistent link between unemployment and AFDC
case openings does not indicate that unemployment is the most significant varia-
ble in explaining caseload changes, nor that its effect is large relative to Im-
pacts of other factors. However, reserchers have identified a consistent and
statistically strong relationship in this area. A brief discussion of some of the
studies follows:

1. Studies by Professor Barry Bluestone and Associates at Boston College.
This group of researchers has conducted work In recent years on the determinants
of welfare caseload change. A basic hypothesis of this group is that there Is
no national AFDIC program. They Judge the State-by-State differences to be so
great that aggregate trends distort and obscure the true picture. Thus, they
have developed models for study of Individual State programs and caseloads.

Their studies have found trends in employment conditions to be Important
determinants of AFDC caseloads in a number of States, even though reported
labor force participating rates among U.S. poor female heads of households are
low. For example, the study concluded that if employment conditions (measured
by the unemployment rate and other employment indicies) had remained at their
most favorable levels of the July 1962-December 1974 period, the caseload at
the end of the period would have been reduced in North Carolina by 46 percent
and in Washington by 27 percent from their actual levels.'

The studies showed, as would have been expected, that in States with a
relatively high proportion of AFDC employed parents, changes in the unemploy-
ment rate had a much greater impact on AFDC caseloads. Even in New York
City where relatively few AFDC household heads report employment," employ-
ment conditions affect case closings, and, thus, the overall size of caseload.

2. Peter S. Albin, City University of New York and Bruno Stein, New York
University, found a relationship between the rate of unemployment and AFDC
caseloads from time-series data for 1959-1971. They concluded, "The Impact of
the unemployment effect Is, as we expected, strongly positive and significant,
with the impact beginning after a quarter's delay and with conditions four years
back having an effect on demand [for welfare]." 11

3. In 1974 and 1975, HEW sponsored research on the impact of unemploy-
ment, inflation, and transfer payments on the distribution of income, particu-
larly to the poor. One paper in this series, by Martin Holmer of HEW's Office
of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, found a "weak effect"
of the relationship between the state of the economy and AFDC. A summary of
his study states that "in the short run, changes in unemployment conditions
alter AFDC payments by small amounts, and, even in the long run, after changes
in openings, closings, and benefit levels have worked their way through the
system, a 10 percent rise in the unemployment rate * raises AFDC case-
loads by only 2.7 percent."

$The 1975 AFDC Recipient Characteristics Study by HEW (Part 1) found that 10.0
percent of South Carolina AFDC mothers were working in the survey month and 3.15
percent were awaiting recall from layoff. Data for Washington were not reported because
of small sample size.

l'Multiple Welfare Benefits in New York City. A study based on data gathered by the
New York City-Rand Institute (wbich was dissolved in October 1975) reported that
7.9 percent of New York Citv AFDC families had earnings in 1974. Prepared under a
grant from the Dept. of HEW R-2002-HEW. August 1976: vill

The 1975 AFDC study found that 11.1 percent of New York State mothers worked In
May 1975, and one percent were awaiting recall from layoff.

u Albin, Peter S. and Bruno Stein. The Impact of 'Unemployment on Welfare Expendi-
tures. Industrial and Labor Relations Review. vol. 31. No. 1 (ct. 1977) : 41.

" Gramlich, Edward M. Are the Poor Falling Behind? The Impact of Unemployment
Inflation, and Transfer Payments on the Distribution of Income. Summary of a Policy
Research Project sponsored by the U.S. Dept. of HEDW. March 1977 : 32.
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4. In a report done in 1974 for the Congressional Research Service, Mathe-
matica, Inc. reported that by using the Transfer Income Simulation Model
(TRIM), a sophisticated micro-simulation model, it was determined that a one
percent increase in unemployment (as from 4 to 5 percent, a 25 percent
increase in the rate itself) produced only a 1.5 percent increase in the annual
AFDC caseloads (persons receiving benefits at any time during the year).
Mathematica said a percentage point increase in the unemployment rate produced
a 5 percent increase in the AFDC-UP component of the caseload."

5. Under contract to the State of California, Rand Corporation published in
January 1976 a survey and evaluation of welfare caseload estimating tech-
niques. Their review of work completed at that time concluded: "Over ten
studies on our list reported statistically significant relationships among case-
load and one or another economic variable. There is too much strong evidence
and too much agreement among these studies to doubt that real progress in this
regard is within close reach." "

C. AFDC family dependency ratios.-Chart 9 shows that the proportion of
families with children under 18 enrolled in AFDC climbed 70 percent from 1970
to 1977. In March 1970, 1 in 15 families received AFDO benefits; by March
1977, the proportion was more than 1 in 9 (11.53%). The rise was uninterrupted.
However, the rate of gain slowed to a near-halt from March 1973-March 1974,
paralleling a relatively low plateau in the male unemployment rate between
the same two months.

1s Mathematica, Inc. Policy Studies Group. Estimating Costs and Caseloads for Federal
Transfer Programs. November 18. 1974: 1952-3.

16 Abrahamse, Allan. et al. Welfare Caseload Estimating techniquess: Report No.
R-1916-CDOBP prepared for the California Department of Benefit Payments, January
1976: 49.
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Chart 9
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Plotted as a proportion of male-headed families with children under 18,

the AFDC-UF March 1970-1975 caseloads showed slight rises and declines that
dimly reflect the male unemployment rate. In this period AFDC-UF families
ranged from 0.4 to 0.7 percent of all male-headed families with children.

Table 5 shows that the proportion of U.S. children enrolled in AFDC has
risen about one-third since 1970. The proportion peaked in 1975 at 12.1 percent
and since has declined slightly.

TABLE 5.-PROPORTION OF U.S. CHILDREN ENROLLED IN AFOC

AFDC children
ass percent of

AFDC an children
children I under 18 a

1970 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 6,204, 000 8.91971 ------------------------------------------------------------------ 7,389,677 10 61972 ------------------------------------------------------------------ 7,896.165 11.4
1973 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 7,837,561 11.9
1974 .................................................................... 2,731,295 11.5
1975 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 8,038,055 12.1
1976 ........... ------------------------------------------------ 7 ,768,781 11.9
1977 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 7688, 578 11.8

I As of July. (However, U.S. child population for 1970 Is as of April.)
3 The May 1975 AFDC study found 2.4 percent of the children to be students aied 18 or over. They totaled 192,727.
'Estimate.

IV. Analysis, comments, and oonciueos
The existence of a positive relationship between unemployment and AFDC

caseloads has been demonstrated, both by simple charts and by studies using
sophisticated analytical tools. The direction and the statistical validity of the
relationship is consistent, but there is considerable uncertainty about the size of
the impact.

This uncertainty about size of an effect Is obvious from the varying conclusions
of the published studies. Their differences cast doubt on the present capacity to
forecast future caseloads on the basis of unemployment assumptions. An example
of the pitfalls of prediction is an HEW estimate published in October 1975 of the
peak number of AFDC recipients expected during 1976. On the basis of spe-
cified economic asumptions, including an annual average unemployment rate of
8.0 percent, the study predicted that enrollment would climb to 14.8 million per-
sons in the second quarter of 1976 and decline to 14.5 million by the last quarter."
The actual number of recipients, with an annual unemployment rate two-tenths
of a percentage point below the assumed rate, turned out to be 11.3 million in the
second quarter and 11.2 million in the final quarter, a short fall of more than 3
million persons.

Because of the complex nature of the separate State AFDC programs and the
general lack of understanding of their impact on human behavior, it is difficult to
forecast precisely caseload changes under alternative economic asumptions. The
problem is compound by the Interplay of many other factors, some more Influen-
tial than the unemployment rate, that profoundly impinge on AFDC enrollment.
Some of these other factors were especially forceful in expanding AFDC case-
loads in the mid- and late 1960's.

Phenomena that have caused increases in AFDC enrollment can be grouped
Into two class: (1) growth of the eligible pool, which itself is directly affected
by economic conditions, and (2) increase In the AFDC-participation rate of eli-
gibles.

These are briefly discussed below:
1. Growth of the eligible pool.
a. Increase in female-headed families with children.-From 1969 to 1976 the

number of female-headed families and subfamilies with their own children under
18 rose from 3,374,000 to 5,403,000, a rise of 60 percent. (See table 6.) Since eli-
gibility for regular AFDC basically is confined to this group, its size Is directly
related to AFDC caseloads. In the same period the number of AFDC families

13 Holmer. Martin. The Impact of the Recession on Income Transfer Programs: Aid to
Familee with Dependent ChiUdren. In work cited earlier (Cyclical Behavior of IncomeTransfer Programs: A Case Study of the Current Recession). p. 40.
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climbed from 1,621,000 to 3,590,000, an Increase of 122 percent States, determine
eligibility for AFDC, and it is not related to the official poverty index of the
Census Bureau. Welfare payments, however, appear to have filled a greater part
of the poverty Income gap of fatherless families in 1976 than in 1969. As shown
in Table 6, 42.2 percent of the female-headed families and sub-families with
children under 18 had money income, including cash welfare, that was below
the poverty cutoff in 1976, compared with 44.5 percent in 190.

TABLE 6.-FEMALE-HEADED FAMILIES AND SUBFAMILIES WITH OWN CHILDREN UNDER 18 YRL

With Income * below poverty level

Number Percent of
Total (thousands) total

1969 ------------------------------------------------------------- 3,374 1,500 44.5
1970 ------------------------------------------------------------- 3,837 1,680 43.8
1971 ------------------------------------------------------------ - 4,140 1,711 41.3
1972 ------------------------------------------------------------- 4,373 1 848 42.3
1973 ------------------------------------------------------------- 4,684 1' 953 41.7
1974 ------------------------------------------------------------- 5,110 2,107 41.2
1975 ------------------------------------------------------------- 5,212 2,194 42.1
1976 ------------------------------------------------------------- 5,403 2,279 42.2

I Numbers as of March in subsequent year.
IIncluding cash welfare.
Source: Characteristics of the Population Below the Poverty LeveI, Current Population Reports, Annual Reports, 1969-76.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

The extent to which the incidence of fatherless families itself is affected by-
economic conditions is under study. There is a significant body of research in prog-
ress to examine the impact of unemployment on family splitting. The hypothesis
is that loss of a job causes stress and pressure on marriages, resulting at times In
family breakup, which creates a newly eligible fatherless family. It also is
thought that poor economic conditions sometimes may deter marriage of a
couple with a child. Needy children of non-married parents are eligible in all
States for AFDC.

b. Liberalization ol eligibility by courts and Congress.-Since 1968 the U.S.
Supreme Court made several rulings that have expanded eligibility for AFDC,"'
Including these:

1968--King v. Sninth, 392 U.S. 309: Court ruled that AFDC could not be denied
to needy children because the mother cohabited with a man, nor could Alabama
compel child support from such men, whom the State treated as "substitute
fathers."

1969--Shapiro v. Thompson, 394, U.S. 618: Court held invalid State rules re-
quiring residence within a State for at least one year as a condition of AFDC
eUgibility.

190--Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254: Court held that States must give an
AFDC recipient prior notice or opportunity to respond before halting benefits.

1970-Rosada v. Wynia,, 397, U.S. 397; Court ruled inavlid changes in New
York's standard of need computation formula that resulted In decreased benefits
and lower eligibility cutoff.

1970-Lewis v. Martin, 397 U.S. 552: Court ruled invalid California's presump-
tion of support for needy children from a man with whom the mother lived.

1971-Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365: Court held Invalid State laws that
conditioned welfare eligibility upon U.S. citizenship or Imposed a durational resi-
dence requirement on aliens.

1971-ToWnsend v. Sicank, 404 U.S. 282: Court ruled invalid Illinois' limitation
of AFDC benefits for students aged 18-20 to those attending high school or voca-

"6 In this period some Supreme Court rulings had the effect of restraining AF'DC eligibil-ity. For example, in 1970 (Dandrldge v. Willams. 397 U.S. 471) the Court upheld Mary-land's maximum grant prnvisions, which set a ceiling on monthly benefits per family. In1971 (Wyman v. James. 400 U.S. 309) the Court upheld New York's mandatorv home visitrule for welfare eligiliity. In 1972 (Jefferson v. Hackney. 406 U.S. 535) the Court upheldTexas' system of Percentage of need grants that provided AFDC families with a lower fixedPercentage than that provided to the needy aged. In 1977 (Batterson v. Francis. 97 8. Ct.
2399) the Court upheld a Maryland rule denying AFDC-UF to needy children of workersunemployed because of participation in a strike.
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tional school, holding that eligibility must be offered to all students, Including
those in college, if to any.

1972-Carleon v. Rtmillard, 405 U.S. 598: Court held invalid a California law
denying AFDC benefits if the reason for parental absence was military service.

1974-Shea v. Vialpando, 416 U.S. 251; Court held invalid a Colorado rule
that placed an absolute ceiling on the amount of work related expense that must
be considered in determining an AFOC family's need, holding that all reasonable
expenses must be taken into account.

1975--Van Late v. Hurley, 421 U.S. 337: Court held invalid New York's
"lodger" regulations which reduced an AFDC family's benefits solely because a
nonlegally responsible person resided in the home.

1975--Philbrook v. Gilodgett, 421 U.S. 707; Court held Invalid Vermont's denial
of AFDC-UF to an unemployed father on grounds of mere eligibility for un-
employment insurance, ruling that unemployed fathers must receive an option to
enroll in whichever program was more generous.

In the last decade Congress also has liberalized eligibility for AFDC. In 1967,
it enacted a work incentive provision (mandatory disregard of the first $30 earned
monthly plus one-third of the rest.)"' This provision, combined with the earlier
requirement that work-related expenses be disregarded, has resulted in requiring
all States to continue to pay AFDC supplements to working mothers even when
their net'earnings exceed the State-established standard of need. Under current
law, a working AFDC mother remains eligible for a declining AFDC payment
until gross earnings equal $30 monthly, plus 150 percent of the State's payment
standard, plus 150 percent of work-related expenses. The result can be very high
ceilings on earnings eligible for AFDC supplementation. For example, if one as-
sumes work expenses equal to 15 percent of gross earnings, a New York City
AFDC mother of four remains eligible for AFDC until gross earnings equal $11,-
520 per year. With each extra dollar of work expense, such as taxes, the cutoff
rises by $1.50. At 1977 Congressional hearings, Dr. Blanche Bernstein, then
deputy commissioner of the New York State Department of Social Services, said
it was theoretically possible for a New York City mother of three to remain
eligible for AFDC, and its automatic fringe benefit, Medicaid, until annual earn-
ings reached $29,000.1"

In another action that expanded potential eligibility, Congress passed P.L. 94-
566 (enacted October 20, 1976) to permit unemployed fathers of needy children
to receive both AFDC-UF and unemployment insurance. HEW regulations to
implement this law were issued in March of 1977.

Program changes that expanded or eased eligibility, whether resulting from
litigation, law, or regulation, are considered a major factor In the history of
AFDC's growth. Holmer estimates that as much as 80 percent of the increase In
caseload between 1952 and 1972 can be attributed to the greater ease of enrolling
in AFDC. "0 * * Changes in AFDC laws and regulations during the 1960's, as well
as shifts in the every day administration of the program, made it less difficult for
nonreciplents to become recipients and easier for people who were already on
the program to maintain their recipient status," he concluded."

c. Increase in benefit levcls.-During the 1960's benefit levels in AFDC were
liberalized in most States. For example, the AFDC maximum payment of the
median State for a four-person family of four In July 1977 was $314. This was up
73 percent from the corresponding benefit paid 10 years earlier, $181. Analysis of
caseload growth over the period has shown that the increase In benefit levels does
not itself explain caseload growth. However, benefit increases have the effect of
increasing the number eligible for benefits in most States (if they have earnings
or other private income), and this expansion of the eligible population, together
with the increasing likelihood that those eligible will enroll, is a large factor in
swelling AFDC enrollment.

2. Increase in the AFDC-particlpation rate by those eligible.

"T In 1967, in an effort to curb the expansion of AFDC rolls, Congress voted to freeze
the proportion of illegitimate children in a State eligible for Federal matching funds.
However, Congress later voted to postpone and then to repeal this provision. Thus, it never
took effect.

i Details of this example, provided later for the bearing record, showed that $13.548
of earnings were not counted as income because they represented work expenses. This
amounted to $1,129 monthly (Federal income tax, $555; State taxes $177; social security.
$142; lunch and car fare. $49; and child care, $215). U.S. Congress. House. Hearings
before the Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations and Human Resources of the
Committee on Government Operations. Administration of the AFDC Program. July-October
1977 : 297.

IHolmer. Work cited earlier, p. 33.
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A study by Barbara Boland of the Urban Institute found that while the eligible
pool increased by 24 percent between 1967 and 1970, the caseload doubled. She esti-
mated that aggregate participation increased from 56 to 78 percent in those years
(with participation for the non-UF portion of the program climbing from 63 to
91 percent). She concluded that the high level of participation for female-headed
families "suggests that in the future any substantial growth in caseloads for this
group will have to come from the creation of new eligibles." 0 Her work helps
explain the slowdown in net caseload growth since 1971.

a. Administrative liberalization.-Part of the reason for a rising enrollment
rate of persons eligible for AFDC is the greater accessibility to the program. The
work of Holmer and that of Bluestone identify this as perhaps the single most
important factor responsible for the caseload explosion in the late 1960's. In this
period anti-poverty workers and many social workers actively recruited AFDC
enrollment. However, in recent years administrative tightening has resulted from
the quality control drive to reduce erroneous AFDC payments and from the op-
eration of the new Child Support program (Title IV-D of the Social Security
Act)."

b. Attitudes toward welfare.-In the late 1960's AFDC membership became
more valuable, especially after passage of Medicaid, and more acceptable. The
philosophy of welfare as a right rather than as a privilege blossomed.

c. Longer tenure on welfare.-In recent years AFDC families have increased
their average stay in the program. This can be seen as a variety of increased par-
ticipation. From 1971 to 1973 the median stay rose by 72 percent, to 31 months.
See Table 7.

SUM MARY

The non-UF AFDC program is not so strongly affected by economic conditions,
particularly the unemployment rate, as are AFDC--UF and General Assistance,
since the ties to the labor market of many AFDC mothers are tenuous. The studies
confirm this, but point, nevertheless, to a visible link between regular AFDC and
unemployment.

TABLE 7

Since most recent cue opening
enrolled in AFDC (percent of

Median stay families)
on AFDC

Year (months) 18 mo or less More tan 4 yr

1975 ...................................................... 31 36.3 26 4
1973 ...................................................... 24 40.8 17.2
1971 ...................................................... 18 47.S 17.7

Source: AFOC biennial studies made by Health, Education, end Welfare.

Mr. GARFINKEJ. At the moment, we do not have the evidence to dis-
tinguish between the possible explanations for why we are observing
these increases in marital splits. But one thing I believe we have al-
ready learned from these marital stability results is that how you ad-
minister something can make a big difference. This may not appear to
be terribly surprising to most, but because economists specialize in
measuring the effects of variations in incomes and prices, we have not
Jaid sufficient attention to the effects of variation in administrative
actors.

S Boland, Barbara. Participation in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children Pro.
gram (AFDC). In The Family, Poverty, and Welfare Programs: Factors Influencing Family
Instability. Studies in Public Welfare Paper No. 12 (Part 1). Subcommittee on Fiscal
Policy, Joint Eonomic Committee. 1978: 139.

ft In spring 1M3, AFDC launched a drive to reduce States' AFDC payments to ineligibles
and their over- and underpayments to eligibles. Payment error rates were cut almost in half
between April-Sept. 1973 and Jan.-June 1977. Also, since the Child Support program
was begun In late 1915. more than S1 billion has been collected by States from absent
fathers of AFDC children. Ofetals of this program say it may be deterring some ineligible
from applying and that it is achieving more vigorous enforcement of eligibility rules.
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Finally I must also note that we do not know yet what effects the
splits induced by the experiment have had on the former spouses and
their children. I think it is terribly important to find out, and if I may
modestly make the suggestion to the Congress that that would be
something worth funding.

Senator MoYNuIHA. I would like to make a point here for the record
which I do not expect anybody to pay attention to but I want to make
it anyway. I was much involved with the founding of the poverty pro-
gram and the community action program and I wrote a book in 1967
called "Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding" which was very, very
unpleasantly reviewed by the present Secretary of HEW, if I recall,
in which I said about those community action program that there
really was some question about the ethics of experimenting in those
wa s 'hat social scientists had to ask themselves what medical doctors
had lo- a long time asked themselves, and that is what are the ethics of
experiments with human beings I What are the ethics of experimenting
with communities?

There is a saying around the criminal courts, the lawyer always goes
home, and you fellows at the Institute for Research on Poverty say, i
"Well, another disaster. Let's find out what that one is all about" And
you would be surprised what you can learn.

Finally, I must note that we do not yet note what effect the splits
induced by the experiment have had-my italics, induced--on the for-
mer spouses and their children. Note that.

We march into those communities and break up those families. That
is a big thing to happen to a 3-year-old kid, you know.

Mr. GAR FNKZL. That is correct. It may be very harmful. Ergo, I
think it follows that it is much better to do it on a small scale than to
blunder into doing it to the whole Nation and given that we already
did it on a small scale, I would simply suggest that it might make
sense to follow them up.

Senator MoYWmAN. I agree with you.
Would you take my point that the social sciences have not been as

careful as they might with the things they do to people?
Mr. GARFINKEL. Absolutely. I agree with that, and I think-
Senator MOYNIHAN. They are trying to do good. Doctors are trying

to do good, too, but doctors have worked out a much more careful
regimen of what you can do and what you cannot do and what needs
pee r review. If it is the case that we moved in and played God with a
lot of these people and if, to use your word, we induced the breakup of
their families, there is something to explain.

Go ahead, sir. I am sorry.
Mr. GARFINKEL. I just wanted to add that I think social science ex-

perimentation is quite young and that I think social sciences are now
taking quite seriously the ethics-

Senator MOYNIHAN . That is why I wrote my book in 1967, to point
out that we should have paid more attention-well, leave it there.

Mr. GARFINKEL. From the supported work experiment, we learned
that if you offer minimally decent jobs--and I stress the word mini-
inal--to AFDC mothers. ex-addicts. ex-convicts. and unskilled teen-
agers, that they will work substantially more than if you do not offer
them such jobs. Whether this finding is surprising or not is difficult to
say. It depends upon who hears it.
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Most of the people I deal with do not believe that these results are
very surprising because they were raised, as I was raised, on Keynesian
economics and believe deep down in at least one part of their heads
and hearts that there is such a thing as involuntary unemployment.

One of the latest developments in economic theory-which is really
not a new development; it goes back 200 years and we are rediscover-
ing it-is that there is no such thing as involuntary unemployment.
According to these new theorists, unemployment is just job search and
the problem lies with the unemployed themselves and they are just
looking for too good a job.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Tell me, that is a new literature that I do not
know. Who do you associate that with ? What namne ?

Mr. GARFINKEL. Ultimately I would say Milton Friedman, although
he himself has not developed that, it comes out,--

Senator MoYNiHAw. I have not read anything by Milton Friedman
on that.

Mr. GAdrINKEL. I said he himself has not worked in that literature,
but it is his students.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Do you have some names?
Mr. GAmRiNKzL. I will get you the names.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Would you, for the record ? I would appreciate

it. Maybe you could send us some of their papers.
Mr. GARFI NKEL. I can send you some of the literature, as well.
Senator MOYNIHAN. The idea is that the market does not clear be-

cause of conditions established on the supply side.
Mr. GARFINKEL. Martin Feldstein is the name.
Is it true that the supported work jobs are too good? They are dead-

end jobs, lasting at most 12 months in some cities and 18 months in
others; they pay less than $3 an hour. But these jobs must obviously
have been more attractive than the job opportunities available to
controls.

In one sense, then, the new job search theorists must be correct. The
unemployed are looking for too good a job-in this sense, good being
relative to what is available to them at the moment.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Can I just interrupt to say that my associate,
Mr. Lenkowsky, gives me a note that these are the microeconomists
that he and I were talking about the other day and he suggests Martin
Feldstein, Michael Boskin, and Finis Welch as some of the names. Dr.
Welch will testify.

Mr. GARFINKEL. Dr. Feldstein-the others have not worked as much
in this particular area, but Dr. Feldstein-

Senator MOYNIHAN. All right.
Mr. GARFINKEL. In other words, in some sense the claim of the new

job search theorists is true by definition in the following sense, that
supported work reduces unemployment and increases labor force par-
ticipation because it offers more job opportunities to participants than
would otherwise be available to them.

But the question remains, are these jobs too good for participants?
That is, do they deserve less? To answer that question requires a value
judgment.

Suppose for the moment that we agree that adults deserve to make
at least $3 per hour. Then it follows that there is something the matter
with the economy for failing to generate a sufficient number of such



jobs. We should put our social scientists to work to figure out how to
fix up the economy.

Well, suppose, on the other hand that you say, well, $3 is too high-
some people would say $2.50, that everyone ought to make at least
that. Others might say $2. Some, but not many people, would say no
wage is too low. My guess is that most Americans would say that
everyone should earn at least the minimum wage,. if not higher. The
point is, though, that so long as you set some minimum, the previous
conclusion will hold-namely, there is something the matter with the
economy that needs fixing.

Those who use search theory to argue elsewise are, in effect, im-
plicitly making the ethical judgment-and it is an ethical judgment-
that no wage is too low.

This last point leads very nicely into my discussion about the policy
implication of the findings from the experiments for income mainte-
nance for welfare reform. What are the implications? The simple an-
swer is that there are no direct policy implications. The facts do not
speak for themselves. If I have heard that once, I have heard it 10
times, from Gunnar Myrdal, whom I had the privilege to meet when
he visited the Institute last year. I think he is absolutely correct on
that. Policy choices depend upon what we value, as well as on the way
the world works.

Let me summarize briefly what the experiments tell us about how
the world works and then lay out the value choices we must confront.
The income maintenance experiments tell us if we improve the lot of
the poor by increasing their unearned income and decreasing the re-
wards for work, they will work less, while the supported work experi-
ment tells us that if we improve the lot of the poor by increasing the
attractivene.s of work, they will work more. Does it follow that we
should improve the lot of the poor only through increasing the attrac-
tiveness of jobs? Not necessarily. That depends upon how much value
we put upon the work effort of the poor, and upon the relative costs
to society of improving the lot of the poor through alternative
strategies.

On the one hand, work is one of the most fundamental and important
activities of human beings. Work is essential for the well-being of both
the individual and society. On the other hand, the progress of civiliza-
tion may be measured in large part by the extent to which we have
been able to free ourselves from the necessity of work. My values are
such that if the poor work a little less, I conclude that is a tragedy
neither for them nor for us. For example, married women in poor
households currently work somewhat more than married women in
middle- and upper-income households. If as a result of an income
maintenance program, more poor women stay home to raise their chil-
dren rather than work, there is no ground for alarm. Similarly, if poor
men remain unemployed a bit longer to look for a better job, we needn't
hit the panic button. But if, as a consequence of the unavailability of
decent jobs and the availability of welfare, we were to induce the poor
to work substantially less than the rest of us, that would, in my judg-
ment, be tragic for us all.

What are the relative costs of improving the lot of the poor through
jobs rather than cash or in-kind transfers? There is no simple answer.
There are a large number of possible cash and in-kind transfer pro-

36-'1) 40 - 7# - 5
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grams, and an equally large number of ways to improve the labor
market opportunities of low wage workers. How effective any particu-
lar program is will depend upon what other programs exist, whether
the objective is to provide short-term or long-term aid, and many other
factors. Providing cash for short-term unemployment, for example, is
certain to be less costly than providing jobs or work relief. The key, it
seems to me, is to retain balance. Relying too heavily on either transfers
or labor market strategies is likely to be inefficient. Let me add, how-
ever, that nothing will do more in the long run to reduce dependency
and promote equality and efficiency than to achieve full employment.

Besides improving pay and working conditions through full em-
ployment, there are two additional ways to increasing the relative at-
tract iveness of work to the poor. First, the nonwoik sources of income
available to the poor, such as food stamps, can be reduced. My values
are. such that I would not recommend decreasing the attractiveness of
existing options open to the poor. In general, they are poor precisely
because they have no good options. What is the justification for taking
away what little they have? That it will be cheaper for us in the room?
Even if that were so, it is a poor excuse. They need the benefits a lot
more than we need to pay less taxes.

Second, the tax rates in programs designed to aid the poor can be
reduced, thereby increasing the net rewards for working. The best way
to do this is to reduce the role and scope of welfare programs by in-
creasing the proportion of aid to the por which is provided through
universal programs which benefit rich and poor alike. Welfare pro-
grams are designed to aid only the poor and by their very nature,
therefore, tax them more heavily than everyone else is taxed in our
society.

Consider, for example, the work effort issue. On the other hand,
work is one of the most fundamental and important activities of human
beings. On the other hand, the progress of civilization may be measured,
in large part, by the extent to which we have been able to free our-
selves from the necessity of work.

My values are such that if the poor work a little less, I conclude
that is a tragedy neither for them nor for us. But if they are dis-
couraged from working at all by the combination of the availability
of welfare and the unavailability of decent jobs that would, in my
judgment, be tragic for us all.

Now the experiments show that if we so desire, we can decrease the
work effort of the poor in one of two ways. Either we can reduce their
altArnative sources of income or we can increase the job opportunities
available to them. That is to say, we can either decrease the attractive-
nes.s of not working or increase the attractiveness of working.

Again, values come in and are critical. My values are such that
I would not recommend decreasing the attractiveness of existing op-
tions open to the poor. In general, they are poor precisely because they
have no good options. What is the justification for taking away what
little they have? That it will be cheaper for us in this room?

Even if that were so, it. is a poor excuse. They need the benefits a
lot more than we need to pay less taxes. There are economists who be-
lieve that. it might be better for society to pay unskilled workers for no
work than to crvate jobs for them, and in the paper I have an explana-
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tion for why I believe that to be absurd, but I think I will just skip
that.

Nothing will do more in the long run to reduce dependency and pro-
mote equality and efficiency than to achieve full employment

In addition to seeking full employment, I would seek to reduce the
role and scope of welfare programs. The most important lesson I have
learned about welfare is that we now have too much of it. Not that we
are helping the poor too much; quite the contrary. We do not do
enough, either for their sake or for ours, to provide better oppor-
tunities and resources, but welfare is far from the best way of aiding
the poor.

The first and most fundamental thing that is wrong with welfare
programs is that they are designed to help only poor people. By
virtue of helping only poor people, they tax them. For reducing
benefits as income increases is perfectly equivalent to taxing income.
We measure the tax burden each of us pays by comparing our gross
with our take-home pay. By that measure, the tax burden on the poor
is very high. For each dollar an AFDC mother earns in excess of $30
a month, her AFDC benefits are reduced by 66 cents. Her food stamp
benefits are also reduced and if she lives in public housing, her rent
will increase. What's more, nearly all welfare reform proposals would
increase rather than decrease tax rates on the poor. Under many pro-
posals total benefit reduction rates of 70 percent to 90 percent would
be common.

There are other serious problems with welfare programs. They
place the poor in politically vulnerable separate programs, stignatize
and rot) them of their dignity, create incentives for the poor to cheat
more than the rest of us, and exacerbate class tensions. In response to
questions, I would be happy to elaborate on any of these other indict-
ments of welfare.

I would like to take the opportunity-
Senator MOYNiJIAN-. I would like to ask you what your evidence

is that, the poor cheat more than anybody else?
Mr. G.RFI.NKFiL. I didn't say the poor cheat. more, I said that the

lrogranI creates incentives for them to cheat.
Senator MoVXYim.%x. How (1o you know that? Have you studied it?
Mr. GARFINKEL,. I think it follows theoretically, and I think we

have-
Senator MovxN..x. It does not. follow theoretically. I want to know

if you have data on this, or if you do not.
il. ",WFINK L. Can I make the argument?

Senator MoYNI.IAN. Yes.
Mr. G,%ItFi.NKEL. Whenever von place tax rates on people you create

an incentive for them to avoid reporting income; just as you create
an incentive for them to work les. you also create an incentive to avoid
reporting income. 'hat is truw of rich people as well as poor people.

We have loopholes in the positive income tax system and we have
evidence that people march through them-indeed, that is why we
placed them there, so that l)eople could avoid their taxes legally. But
we also know that there is a certain amount of illegal avoidance as
well, and I am talking about rich people or middle income people now,
an d not. pool- people.
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There is no reason to believe that poor people are any different. The
only difference is that they face higher tax rates, not lower tax rates,
and so, therefore, the incentive is greater. It is a very perverse world.
lVe create incredible incentives for them not to work, incredible incen-
tives for them to chet, and then if we find somebody working a little
less or hiding a little income, we say, gee, if only they would work more
and (lid not. cheat., they would not be poor. But it is the environment
that we created for them.

Senator MoY.NII-I.X. All right, sir. Now you have four specific pro-
grams.

Mr. GARFINKEL. I would like to elaborate briefly on the stigma
issue, if I might, and relate it to the family splitting issue. If my col-
league, John Bishop, is right in tracing the negative effect of experi-
nmental negative income tax programs on marital stability to under-
mining the male role, we must ask if the male role is undermined be-
cause the payments are welfare-type payments, that is, payments just
for the losers in the economic game, or simply because the money is not
attributable to his effort., past and present.

I strongly suspect the former. I know you were a previous advo-
cate of children's allowances, and I heard you say today you still are.
Well, imagine if we had a universal children's allowance program-

Senator MOY.NI1A.N. No, you did not hear me say I still am. You
heard me say that the earned income tax credit was rather the equiva-
lent of a children's allowance. I try to be careful in what I say.

I am an advocate of the President's program, whatever it turns out
to be.

Mr. GARFINKEL. If we had a universal children's allowance pro-
gram for rich and poor alike, I do not believe that it would promote
more marital splits than a prog-ram for which only children of split
families were eligible. It might promote more splits than no program
at. all by decreasing the unattractiveness of being a single parent for
women. But in my judgment, this is an acceptable price one must pay
for greater equality between men and women and increased well-being
for single parents and their children. That is to say, adverse effects are
not ipso facto grounds for not doing something, because not doing
something may have even larger adverse effects. We may have to be
willing to live with effects we would otherwise prefer not to have hap-
pened. That is true in the work effort area and the same thing would
be true in the marital stability area.

But, I think this is a case where we need not undermine the absolute
status of an unemployed male head by forcing him to apply for wel-
fare because there are other, better, ways to provide aid: An expanded
unemployment insurance program is one; full employment is another;
and now an expanded earned-income tax credit is a third.

I would like to now suggest four specific income maintenance re-
form measures that would substitute universal benefits for welfare
benefits and thereby simultaneously increase the incomes of the poor
and the relative attractiveness of work.

First: I would convert the benefits of the food stamp program into a
refundable $600 per person tax credit in the Federal income tax and
administer the. program through the Internal Revenue Service and the
tax withholding system. The President has already proposed cashing
out food stamps and this would carry that proposal a step further and



would fully integrate the program with the income tax. This is a cas
where I believe the nature of the administration of the program makes
an incredible difference, and if you would like, I will respond to ques-
tions on that.

Let me just add one other thing. I think earlier you said you pre-
dicted that we would not get a guaranteed income if we did not get the
family assistance program, but later you said but we did get food
stamps. It seems to me that indeed food stamps is a guaranteed in-
come; it only happens to be one in funny money. But it has exactly the
structure of the negative income tax and it is a noncategorical pro-
gram. In a lot of ways it is worse than most welfare programs because
it stigniatizes people much more because it publicly identifies partici-
pants every time they spend them. But in other ways, it is better than
nmiost welfare reform programs because it has a low tax rate and that
makes it easy and cheap to convert it to a refundable tax credit.. It will
not cost an awful lot more than we are now spending. It will cost
some, but not an awful lot.

Second: We should restructure the social security program so that
all beneficiaries get a benefit at least equal to the poverty line. There
are some people who advocate that we eliminate these aspects of social
security which favor the poor and aid the poor aged in a separate wel-
fare program like the supplementary security income program. I be-
lieve that is a serious error. It, would isolate the poor aged in a way
that is simply not necessary, and not efficient. Economists who claim it
is efficient are misusing the term.

Third: We should enact a universal social child support program. I
think I will not take the time now to describe it. It is described in my
written testimony.

Fourth: We should adopt a comprehensive national health insur-
ance lrogrant of the kind favored by Senator Kennedy. Medicaid is,
in some ways, one of our worst welfare programs. It not only sepa-
rates the poor from the rest of us, but it also lifts some of the poor above
peoplee who are just a little bit higher than them in the socioeconomic

ladder. That, kind of social leapfrogging is very divisive and even-
tually a corrosive element in the social structure. The medical care in-
dlustrv (loes not function efficiently in tme, free market. All Americans
pay for this inefliciency, and we all want insurance coverage. Here is it
case where we can help the poor in the process of helping ourselves.

,\ll of these programs would reduce tax rates on the poor and inte-
grate them into the mainstream of society. Some-though not all--of
them will cost inore money initially to those of us at. the top of the eco-
nouiic pyramid. But I am convinced that those of us who have already
benefited so much from our wonderfully productive economy will find
that this is a very good investment. It's also an investment we can take
)ride in. Thank you.

Senator MOYNIxIAN. I (1o thank you for this, and the committee
thanks you.

Let me ask you a question one of the committee staff asked if I would
put to you. Do you have any idea, or could you get us an idea if you
(to not now have one, what your four proposals would cost on a fully
im)lemente(l calendar year?

Mr. GAarFxKFrL. Well, the social child support program I believe
would not, cost the general taxpayer much-it is conceivable that the
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general taxpayer might even save some money because I would pro-
pose that a good deal of it be financed out of a tax on absent spouses
anld that tax would be. a way of collecting child support from all ab-
Sent, Spouses.

Senator MOY.,-ilh.IN. A. tax on absent spouses?
Mr. GARFINKEL. Yes, sir.
Senator Mo.YNIIA,. That is a new idea.
Mr. GARIXyKFJ,. It is a new idea. Perhaps I should say something

more about it. It is a good idea.
Senator MoY-NiuJ.IN. I am sure it is if it comes from your distin-

guished center. It is a tax?
Mr. GARFINKEL. Yes.
Senator MOYNIJIA,. The opposite of a bride tax, or something like

that ?
M r. GARFINKEL. The basic idea of the social child support. program

is to. on the one hand, say to all guardians of children that they will
automatically be entitled to the l)ayment from the State, which will
not depend upon their income, so it is not a welfare, program. It is
more like our social insurance program.

Now, most of those )eol)lp hpal)en to be women. About 95 percent
of the children of splits go witli the women, so I will speak as though
it is women, but the program will not be a sexist one.

The prograii would be financed. in part. by a tax on the absent
spouse. and it could be a proportional tax. For example, you could
say for the first child you must pay 10 percent of your income in child
sul)port and whoever was caring for the kid would get either the 10
percent that the absent spouse was paying. or some minimum pay-
ment. whichever was higher.

For example. if the minimum payment were $1,600 and someone
had a taxable income of $20.000--the caretaker of the child would
get $2.000 rather than the $1.600. In that case, the general taxpayer
is not paying anything more. It is entirely financed by the tax on the
absent spouse.

Now take the case where you have someone earning only $5.000 and(
you have to pay out $1.600: The difference, the $1,100 would have to
come out of general revenues. [owever, we are already spending a
good deal of that in aid to families with dependent children.

Senator . oYNIiIAN. You are already spending a good deal of that.
Let me just ask you two questions. First-it is not a question, so much

as it is just a point. I think you would find that hearings we. have had
and testimony that we have had suggest that because of the various
disregards the real tax rates faced by welfare recipients are, in fact,
often quite nominal and often lower than middle income taxpayers.

You can, in New York ('itv, continue to receive welfare with an
income of something like $26.0)00 a year. as )r. Blanche Bernstein
has testified.

On the ethical issue of whether wages are too high or too low, a
colleague here offers this comment: The ethical issue is not whether
the wage is too high or too low, at least one could put it that way. The
ethical issue is whether employment at a lower wage is )referable to
inenIploymnent at a higher one.

The effects of unemployment on the family structure, and so forth,
seem to me to get closer to what we really*are legitimately entitled
to ('all ethical issues.
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But. no matter. IHow much would this program cost?
Mr. .GARFINKxE,. I do not have the exact costs.
Sellator .[oy xii. I . Send us .in estimate, will you not ? We would

like to have it iii the record. Obiviously the cost of the food stamp
provision is a disl)lIcetent of costs-I mean. you might just offset
ot I .' rots, and wve wodii very much like to hear it.

b1'e prepared statement and letter of Mr. Garfinkel follow:]

TESTIMONY OF DR. IRWIN GARFINKEL

'l'hriaii 3o on for the opportunity to testify oin what we have learned from the
income nimaintenane aiid jobs experiments and the implications thereof for
vvlfare reform.

We have learned a great deal from social experiments. Indeed, we lead the
world in social science experimentation. Academics from other countries whom

w have ot admiree our pioi ring efforts in this area. Today, I will confine my
remarks ti oily a few of the many things we have learned from the experiments
ni]olit Ill. effects of ilncole maintenance and jobs progranis on work effort and
inritil stability. Then I will talk about the policy implications of these findings.

I holieeve I ain quali tiod t(, speak on this issue. I help(,d to am-ilyze the results
o: lf Iirst il'ritime a inteiia nce (xIerini ,t aniid T amii currently part of the re-
e:ielrh toa i that is evaluating tho sulppoitrte(d work expernimelt. Moreover, I

halve iihl isliit-1 widHy iin journals. .ind just recently in a book, oil the labor
silliply ,ffTeo's orf 111'li 11111 inten(mceli programs.' Finally. for over a decade I
iavo stidi(l tie ilior stsIply iiest io within the broader context of a general
ev aliai on (if ni terinaivi i4'linai lil i ineinee program nis. aid I am now In the
midst (of wriliiig a book aIi ou tile pl.icy in lp ioation,; of my technical research.

'1,in ,i o ll1W iiltelllic, Oxlierinionts were hsigued primarily to find out
how s ich iro.-r: ins a affected the vork leh'nvior (if low-income people. What. (lid
\v- lvn rI?

We le;arued that siniultaneoisly increasing unenrued incomes and reducing
rewards fir vork will induce low-inconme people to vork less, We also learned
that how Irlllih l-ss low-inconio peolo work lepn(ds upon how nmuch we in-
('cease thir il-liolles andi1 decre lse their net wag(,s. To ecoioniists this was no
st1iprise. ('olintional ,ecoiioinle theory predicted it.

WV, lellelidl thit hiow n uch less plPolil4, with low inconies will work depends
Ilirli '\(li tly aire. 11at is. upon wlit t groups t hey belong to and what Is there-
fir, ewp ee , fof thenil ly society. The work reductions (of inarried women and
feili]i 1aiels; a ro' 110(v larger. ill I)erceoitag4- torms. than i hose of married men.
A\waii, this is nit surtprising. Marrid inii are exp(ctei to work. Raising chii
drneii al41 doilig iti!her work in the lome, is at least iill equally legitimate role as
vinnrket i wirk for ialrriedi WNoinoi and female Ihenils.

F-inally. wi. 1, :iriei soietliiing alimi the 01 agnitiide of tliese effects. For ex-
:11111 in, ii O lh isi of results froiii 1hw Sea t lie-henver EXlperiment, as reported
ill iel, Wiit 'i7 I ()ll, of the ,!ourndl of H umian csourcc*t we can now say
tlimii on 'ivrige hslnuids participatiiig in i i('g~ith eic rome tax program with
a i ive-trv lizi gi ilitn andil a 50 I perv,,i tax rate wii work alout 7 percent less
IIi1i Ii ilh y w\ illid ill file i liie iof a lprig raiii. Sinilarly, if tie tax rate is in-
enr- a se. l to 70 lerent, the relliltil ill work will ilicrease to 12 percelit. The
ioilipi raile ic-riita , for wives ire '.!2 and in , pereilt.

We have al.-o ieriied that our best estimates of the effects of income inainte-
iiance prograins on work could easily be wrong. For example, on the one hand.
the estiiiates fropii the exIK-rinients are too low becatise the experiments, which
are tenilpor-ry. increase long-run hiloomes (if the poor by a snialler amount tian
woul L r-al, perniaient prograili. On the other hand, the estilimates are too high
because a temporary plrograni reduces the reward for work only temporarily,
aud thus pimls not working--I.isur--. teIporalrily on sale. And when something
is on sale, 1")uoie buy more of it during the sale. That our best estimates could
easily lie wrong suggests only that modesty and open-nindedness are In order.
Policy decisions caimot await certainty.

Masiters, S. and Garfinkel,, 1. 1977. rtimatinq the labor supply effects of income
Ynaint144atice iitorrn 0 tires. New York : Aradenec liress.

Ko,-ly. M. C.. {(itlnz. P. K., Spltgenian. It. G. and West, R. W. 1979. The labor Fupijly
4'ff,'et, anid cr-ts of alternative negatir, Income tax programs. Journal of luman Resources,
XIi ( 1 ), 3- 36.
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Although the experiments were not designed to measure the effects of income
maintenance programs ol marital stability, we now find, to our great surprise,
that the experimental negative income tax programs seem to increase marital

pl its. I say "seem" only because I remain skeptical of and puzzled by these
findings. The fact that the most generous plans induce the fewest splits and the
least generous plans, which are most comparable to aid available to the control
population for the experiment through AFDC and food stamps, induce the most
s)lits is particularly puzzling. And, as yet we do not understand why. Still, I
have not found any serious flaw In the experimental results, although I have
looked for some.

Before the experiments most experts believed that aiding two-parent families
would de-rease marital splits. They believed that aiding only one-parent families
increased splits because the man had to leave for the woman and children $o be-
come eligible for aid. If Intact families were also eligible for aid, the man would
not have to split. This kind of reasoning played an Important role in the extension
of the Aid to dependent Children program In 1961 to unemployed parents and
was a staple argument for a negative income tax program to aid tile working
poor all during the 1960s and early 1970s.

Assuming that we accepl)t the results of the experiments as being correct, we
nimst ask, "Why were we experts wrong?" We don't know yet for sure. My friend
and colleague at the Institute for Research on Poverty, John Bishop, has specu-
lated that providing welfare a1d to intact families undermines the role of the
nle head. On the other hand, analysts at Stanford Rsearch Institute have specu-
lated that income from the experiment is more attractive to wives considering
divorce than equivalent amoutits from welfare would be. We cannot yet distin-
guish between these and other possible explanations. One thing I believe we have
learned already fromi Ihe,:e marital stability results is that how you administer
something can make a big difference. This may not appear surprisig. But be-
cause economists specialize in measuring the effects of variations In incomes and
ifivs. we hav'et not pa id sutiicient attention to the effects of variatins in admin-
istrative practices. Finally, I must also note that we do not know yet what effects
the splits induced by the experiment have had on the former spouses and their
children. Tills is an area where congress s should fund some follow-up studies.

From the Supported Work Experiment, we learned that If you offer minimally
decent jobs-and I stress the word minimally-to AFI)(' mothers, ex-addicts, ex-
convicts and unskilled, in-trouble, or trouble-prone teenagers, thley will work sub-
stantially more than if you do not offer them such jobs. Whether this finding is
surprising or not Is hard to say. Most of the people at the Labor Department, tile
principal fmlder of the experiment, the Manpower Development Research Cor-
poration, which is the organization that oversees the experiment, and the Insti-
tute for Research cn Poverty and Mathematica Policy Research, which are the
organizations evaluating the experiment, do not believe these results atre very
surprising. For all of them were raised on Keynesian economics; they believe, il
at least one part of -their heads or hearts, that there is such a thing as involun-
tary unemployment. Yet one of tile latest developments in economic theory sug-
gests that there is no such thing as involuntary unepnloynient. Unemployment,
so goes the argument, is really just jot) search. The problem lies with ti1e unem-
ployed themselves. They are looking for too good a job.

Are the sulported work jobs too gooI? They are dead-end jobs, lasting at most
12 montits in some cities and IS mointts in others. They pay less than $3 per hour.
But these jobs itimist obviously have beeni more attractive than the Job opportni-
ties available to the (.mtrol poliulation in tit experiment. In one sense, then, the
new job search theorists must l)e c(rrect--the unemployed tire looking for jobs
that are too good relative to what i; available to them at the moment. This is
true by definition. Supported work reduces unemployment and increases labor
force participation because It offers better job opportunities to participants than
would otherwise be available to tlhei. But are these jobs too good for the par-
ticipants? I)o they deserve less! To answer that question requires a value judg-
ment.

Let us, for the moment, agree that all adults deserve to make at least $3 per
hour. Then it follows that there is something the matter with an economy that
fails to generate a sufficient number of such jobs. Clearly, we should put our so-
cial scientists to work to figure out remedies.

But what if we agree that $3 per hour is too high. Some will say $2.50 Is better,
others $2, and some, but not many, will say that no wage is too low. My guess is
that most Americans would s-ay that everyone should earn at least tim minimum
wage, if not higher. So long as you set some linmuin, the previous conclusion
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will hold---There is something the matter with the economy that needs fixing.
Those who us(- search theory to argue otherwise are, in effect, implicitly making
the ethical judgment that no wage is too low,

This last loint leads very nicely into my discussion about the policy Implica-
tions of these findings for welfare reform. For the first point to make is that
there are no direct policy implications. Facts do not speak for themselves. Policy
choices depel upon what we value as well as upon the way the world works.

IAet mne summarize briefly what the experiments tell us about how the world
works and then lay out the value choices we must confront. The income mainte-
nance experiments tell us If we improve the lot of the poor by increasing their
mue.trned income and decreasing the rewards for work, they will work less, while
tile Supported Work Experiment tells us that if we improve the lot of the poor by
increasing the attraptiveness of work, they will work more. Does it follow that
we should improve the lot of the poor only through increasing the attractiveness
of jobs? Not necessarily. That depends upon how mulch value we put upon the
work effort of the poor, and upon the relative costs to society of improving the
lot of the poor through alternative strategies.

Oin the one hand, work is one of the most fundamental and Important activities
of human beings, essential for the well-being of both time individual and society.
On the other hand, the progress of civilization may be measured in large part by
tile extent to which we have been able to free ourselves from the necessity of
work. My values are such that if the poor work a little less, I conclude that Is a
tragedy neither for them nor for us. For example, married women in poor house-
1hlds currently work somewhat more than married women in middle- and upper-
income households.' If, as a result of an income maintenance program, more poor
wo min stay home to) raise thf ir children rather than work, there is no ground for
alari. Similarly, if poor men remain unemployed a bit longer to look for a better
jot). we needn't hit the panic button. But if, as a consequence of the unavailability
of decent jobs and the availability of welfare, we were to Induce the poor to work
substantially less than the rest of us, that would, in my judgment, be tragic for
us all.

What are the relative costs of Improving the lot of the poor through jobs rather
than cash or in-kind transfers? There is no simple answer. There are a large
niumler of plos.shlde cash and li-kind transfer programs, and an equally large
number of ways to improve the labor market opportunities of low-wage workers.
!low effective any particular program is will depend upon what other programs
exist, whether tle objective Is to provide short-term or long-term aid, and many
ot her factors. Providing cash for short-term unemployment, for example, is cer-
lain to be less costly than providing jobs or work relief. The key, it seems to me,
is to retain balance. Relying too heavily on either transfers or labor market
strategies is likely to be inefficient.

In a very simple economy, a Jobs strategy would always dominate. Yet the
one study we have of the cost-effectiveness of a special jobs program for those
very difficult to employ suggests that the cost of employing these people is $3000
to $4000 more than the value of what they produce.4 What that suggests to me is
that to the greatest extent possible, we should try to place people in private and
regular government jobs rather than special employment programs. To (1o that we
must achieve full employment. Nothing will do more, in the long run, to reduce
dependency and promote equality and efficiency than to achieve full employment.
Finally. there is quite a bit of evidence to Indicate that unemployment increases
marital instability and full employment reduces it.5

I (1o not claim that I have the answer to the question, "How do we achieve full
employment without runaway inflation?" Heretofore,. this has not been the area of
my expertise. But I am now trying to learn fast. I suspect that wage bill subsidies
and other progarms. which subsidize low-wage labor, such as the new Jobs tax
credit, are likely to play key roles In such an endeavor. Moreover, I believe It Is
unwise for us to rule out consleration of wage andi price controls. Some say wage
and price controls are unacceptable. But is a 6 percent unemployment rate-40
percent for lack teenagers-acceptable? If neither unemployment nor Inflation
are acceptable, then perhaps wage and price controls for some period of time
may have to be acceptable.

(frarflnkel, I. and ilaveman. It. 1977. Errint,4 capacity, porerti, and inequality. New
York : Acailemie Press.

4 Haveman. R. 197S. Dutch social emrloynient programs. In J, L. Palmer (Ed.). readingng
jobs: Public employment programs and itage subsidies. Washington. D.C.: The Brooktngs
Institution.

Bishop. .. Jobs, cash traisfers. and marital instability: A review of the cridence. Insti-
tute for Research on Poverty, SR 19.
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Besides improving pay and working conditions through full employment, there
are two additional ways of increasing the relative attractiveness of work to the
poor. First, the nonwork sources of income available to the poor, such as food
stamps, can be reduced. My values are such that I would not recommend decreas-
ing the attractiveness of existing options open to the poor. In general, they are
poor precisely because they have no good options. What is the Justification for
taking away the few that they have? That It will be cheaper for us at these Hear-
ings? Even if that were so, it is a poor excuse. They need the benefits a lot more
than we need to pay less taxes.

Second, the tax rates in programs designed to aid the poor can be reduced,
thereby Increasing the net rewards for working. The best way to do this is to
reduce the role and scope of welfare programs by increasing the proportion of aid
to the poor that is provided through universal programs which benefit rich and
poor alike. Welfare programs are designed to aid only the poor and by their very
nature, therefore, tax them more heavily than everyone else is taxed in our so-
ciety. For to reduce ipenfits as income increases is prefectly equivalent to taxing
income. We measure the tax burden each of us pays by comparing our gross with
our take-home pay. By that measure, the tax burden on the poor Is very high.
For example, for each dolar an AFDC mother earns in excess of $30 per month,
after deducting work-related expenses, her AFDC benefits are reduced by 660.
The best estimate of the AFDC tax rate after work-related expenses are taken
into account is 37 percent. But food stamps are also reduced by about 30V for
each dollar earned. Further, if the family lives in public housing, the rent will be
raised as their income Increases. And, for those who can earn enough to actually
get off AFDC. the risk of losing Medicaid coverage acts like a very high tax on
earnings. We don't know how to translate the risk of losing benefits into an exact
tax rate, but most people in the field are convinced that it is an important deter-
rent tQ work. Finally, nearly all welfare reform proposals would increase tax rates
in the AFDC program by reducing the scope of work-related reductions. Tax rates
of 70 to 90 percent would be common.

The poor start out at birth with less chance of success than the nonpoor; they
get less education and thus earn much less than the rest of us. A 50 percent benefit
reduction rate reduces the returns for a job paying $2.50 per hour to $1.25. What
is the justiflcation for reducing, by even as much as 50 percent, the already small
degree to which a poor person can improve himself, when we do not equally reduce
the percentage by which much wealthier Americans can improve themselves? I
see none. Placing the highest tax rates on the poor violates our commitment to
equality of opportunity.

Another serious problem with welfare programs like Medicaid is that in many
states they provide better medical care to the poor than is available to the lower
middle class. This kind of social leapfrogging is unjust. The poor need more help
than the near-poor and lower-middle class-inequalities should be narrowed. But
positions should not be reversed. Leapfrogging is also perverse, for it creates
powerful incentives for pauperizatIon.

There are other serious problems with welfare programs. They place the poor
in separate, politically vulnerable programs, stigmatize and rob them of their
dignity, create Incentives for the poor to cheat more than the rest of us, and ex-
acerbate class tensions. In response to questions, I would be happy to elaborate
on any of these other indictments of welfare.

I will elaborate brifly on the stigma Issue, and relate it to the increase in
family splitting that. has been observed. If my colleague, John Bishop, is right In
tracing the negative effect of experimental NIT programs on marital stability to
-t itnidermining of the male role, we must ask if the male role is undermined
because the payments are welfare-type payments-that is, Just for the losers in
the econouilc game-or simply because the money Isn't attributable to the hus-
band's own efforts, past as well as present. I strongly suspect the former. If we
had a universal children's allowance program for rich and poor alike, I do not
believe that it would promote more marital splits than a program for which only
children in split families were eligible. It might promote more splits than no
programs at all by decreasing the unattractiveness of being a single parent to
women. But in my judgment, this is an acceptable price for greater equality
between men and women, and for increased well-being for single parents and
their children-the overwhelming majority of whomn would be single parents no
matter what the economic incentives.

6 Ilutehens, R. M. 1978. Changes in AFDC tax rates, 1967-1971. Journal of Human Re
sources, XIII (1), 60-74.
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But we need not undermine the absolute status of the unemployed male head
by forcing him to apply for welfare. There are other, better ways to provide aid.
,Au expanded unemployment insurance program is one. Full employment is an-
other. An expanded earned income tax credit is a third.

Let me suggest four specific Income maintenance reform measures that would
substitute universal benefits for welfare benefits, and thereby simultaneously
increase the incomes of the poor, and the relative attractiveness of work.

First, I v'ould convert the benefits of the food stamp program into a refund-
able, $600-1per-person tax credit in tile federal income tax, and administer the
program through the Internal Revenue Service and the tax withholding system.
The food stamp program is better than most welfare programs in that it has a
lower tax rate-about 30 percent on earnings. That makes it relatively cheap to
convert it into a universal program. It is also a low-guarantee program which
makes it ideal for a basic, noncategorlcal income floor. Universal negative income
tax advocates should realize that at long last they've won. Food stamps are a
universal negative income tax. Their only problem is that the benefits are paid
in funny money. Because of this, food stamps are worse than a cash welfare
l)rogr.lmn. White shame discourages some eligibles from participating in any pro-
gram designed to aid only the poor, a cash program submits participants to only
one such stentially humiliatilng experience--when they apply. The food stamp
program publicly identifies participants every time they purchase stamps and
every time they use them. The food stamp program must also print, distribute,
and redeem food stamps as well a- determine eligibility and benefit entitlement.
The administrative costs of the stamp distribution and redemption would be com-
pletely absent from the program I propose.

Most beneficiaries of the refundable tax credit program would receive their
benefits automatically during the year in the form of lower withholding. Some
will receive negative withholding benefits. Their paychecks will e supplemented
by the Isneflt to which they were entitled. Certain groups who did not work,
including the aged al (isaled and some single parents, would be able to file an
application for and receive full benefits during the year. All people would be
entitled to receive whatever benefits they did not claim during the year when
they file their income tax returns. All would be required to report on their income
tax returns any benefits received during the year. The Wisconsin Iomestead tax
credit and tile federal earned Income tax credit have given us some experience
with this kind of program. It can ie done efficiently. The la.'it British Conserva-
tive Government-I repeat, Conservative Government-proposed just such a re-
fundable tax credit in 1972.

achingng out food stamps will reduce administrative costs, the possibilities of
fraud, and, most important, the extent to which welfare beneficiaries are singled
out from the rest of the population and treated differently. Research indicates
that very few families will buy less food as a result. A few families, of course,
will buy less food. But the food stamp program Is not an efficient vehicle to help
the children who live in such families. We have many other institutions In society
that licll' us to identify I lie few families who spend their money so unwisely that
they harm their children. It is neither efficient nor wise to try to help those few
through food stamps rather than cash, at the expense of the dignity and self-
reliance of the many.

Second, we should restructure the social security program so that all bene-
ficiaries get a benefit at least equal to the poverty line. The envelopes and checks
are already addressed. We only have to change the amount. Doing so would
eliminate the need for a large welfare program for the aged.

Third, we shouldd enact. a universal, social, child support program. The program
would work as follows. All single adults caring for a child would be eligible for a
child support payinent from the state. The payment would not depend upon the
income of the ilurent living with and caring for the child. Like our social security
programs, rich amid poor alike would participate in the same program.

The program would be financed principally by an income tax on absent spouses.
Every adult would be required to file an income tax. All adults who had children
hlot living vith then would he required to pay an Income surtax, proportional to
their taxable income, for each absent child. For example, the tax could be 10
percent for the first child and 4 additional percentage points for each additional
child. With (he exception of those who abandon very large families, the poor
would not pay much for the support of their absent children, but they would pay
something. They would pay as much in proj ,rtion to their ability to afford it as
the rich. The parent caring for the child wvoull be entitled to a child care benefit
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from the government which would equal either some minimum payment or the
amount of tax paid by the absent spouse-whichever was larger. The difference
between the minimum payment and the tax paid by the absent spouse would be
financed from general revenues.

All women and all men who care alone for children would thereby be guaran-
teed child support, and all absent spouses would thereby pay child support.

Just compare the tax side of this proposal to the current system. We now
hound men one at a time through the courts to get them to pay child support.
The Federal Government proudly proclaims that in many states the benefit-cost
ratio of its child support enforcement plan is greater than one. If the benefit-cost
ratio is equal to 1, that says that it costs the state $1 to raise $1 of revenue!
That is the definition of a very inefficient tax! Even if the benefit-cost ratio were
10 to 1, it would be an inefficient tax. How many taxes require 100 to raise $1 of
revenue?

Fourth, we should adopt a comprehensive National Health Insurance program
of the kind favored by Senator Kennedy. Medicaid is one of our worst welfare
programs. It separates the poor from the rest of us and lifts some of them above
the nonwelfare poor. The medical care Industry does not function efficiently in
the free market. All Americans pay for this inefficiency, and we all want Insur-
ance coverage. Here is a case where we can help the poor In the process of help-
ing ourselves.

All of these programs would reduce tax rates on the poor and integrate them
into the mainstream of society. Some-though not all--of them will cost more
money initially to those of us at the top of the economic pyramid. But I am
convinced that those of us who have already benefited so much from our
wonderfully productive economy will find that this is a very good investment.
It's also an investment we can take pride in. Thank you.

INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH ON POVERTY,
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN,

Madison, Wfa., December 13, 1978.
Senator DANIEL PATRICK MOYNI HAN,
Dirken Senate Building,
lVashinglon, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MOYNIHAN: Thank you for your very complimentary letter of
November 22. I'm not sure I deserve it. I had very little time to prepare my
testimony and was not pleased with several parts of it. Mike Stern indicated to
me that some revisions would be okay if the changes were not wholesale. I
tried to make a few changes as possible. I hope you have no objections to using
the revised draft.

Let me take this time to respond more fully to four questions you asked me at
the hearings and to one question you asked another witness.

First, with regard to tax rates in welfare programs, it is true as one of your
staff members pointed out that studies have indicated that actual tax rates in
the AFDC program are lower than 66 percent. Moreover, in a few cases, women
with quite high incomes receive AFDC benefits. But it is not true that AFDC
mothers in general face lower tax rates than those subject to the positive income
tax. Most of the path-breaking work on actual tax rates in AFDC was done at
the Institute by Heffernan, Lurie, and Hutchens. So I am quite familiar with
their work. The best and most recent study Is by Iutchens in the Winter 1978
issue Journal o1 Human Resoure8. He estimates the AFDC tax rate to be about
37 percent. This is already much higher than the tax rate faced by the over-
whelming majority of Americans in the positive income tax. Moreover, it takes
no account of the food stamp tax rate or the effects of public housing and medic-
aid. Finally, nearly all welfare reform proposals would raise tax rates by
tightening up on work related expense deductions. I am sorry that my written
testimony was simplified to the point of being misleading on this point. But the
welfare poor do face the highest tax rates in our society and this would be
exacerbated by most welfare reform proposals.

Second, you asked me about the costs of the programs I proposed. By spring
I hope to have cost and distributional estimates of converting the food stamps
program to a $600 per capita refundable credit in the income tax and restruc-
turing the social security program to include poverty level minimum benefits.
It will take longer to develop cost estimates of the social child support program
because of the lack of good matched data on families and absent spouses.
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Estimates of the budget and real economic costs of comprehensive national
health insurance programs are already available at IIEW.

Third, you asked me about the ethics of experimenting with people in such
a way that we induced family break-ups. All social and economic policy making
in a democracy is in some sense an experiment. It may be that AFDC-UP also
breaks up families though when we enacted the program in 1961 we thought the
opposite. Two key questions are how closely we monitor the effects of social
and conoimnic policy and how many people are effected by the policy. Genuine
experiments entail the closest possible monitoring of effects and effect a much
smaller number of people than full scale implementation of new programs. If
the policy Is a good one, the cost of experimentation Is that the benefits of the
program are confined to too few people. But if there are negative unexpected side
effects of the plicy (e.g. marital splitting), then experimentation Is clearly to be
preferred to full scale implementation. It seems to me that this is the real ethical
dilemma of social science experimentation.

Fourth, you asked if the ethical issue isn't whether employment at a lower wage
is preferable to unemployment at a higher wage? I would respond that contraryto what many economists assert, we can raise the minimum wage without in-
creasing unemployment-if we are willing to subsidize wage rates through a
wage bill subsidy.

Finally, I hope 3ou will not mind if I take the liberty of answering a ques-tion you put to another witness. According to news accounts that I read, youasked Bob Spelgelnan why the minority groups had larger responses and hereplied that he had no explanation. I'd like to offer a simple common sense ex-
planation that Is consistent with economic theory, my empirical findings on laborsupply and my testimony before your committee. To wit: any individlual black
or hispanic on average will have worse labor market opportunities than whites-even holding income constant-because of labor market discrimination. Con-sequently If you give blacks and hisanics the same amount of unearned income
and reduce their wage rates by the same percentage as whites you will create abigger shift in the relative attractiveness of not working to working for blacksand hisixnics than for whites. No wonder then that the Seattle-Denver experi-ment resulted in larger labor supply reductions for minority group members.Same thing for wives. The experiment changed the relative attractiveness ofwork for them more than for husbands too and their percentage reductions inlabor supply are also greater. In short, there is nothing mysterious about these
findings.

Sincerely,
IRWIN GARYIjNcKEL, Director.

Senator MOYNIIA N. It is 20 minutes to 2. You have all been patient.
Our guests today-who is here from HEW?

I knew that this time, Dr. Aaron, would have some.leople here to
take notes, and you are very welcome.

We will be back at 2:30 when we will resume with Mr. Spiegelman.
[VbVereupon, at 1:40, the hearing in the above-entitled matter

reces'sc(l, to reconvene at 2 :30 p.m. this same day.]

AFTRN o' SESSION'

Senator MOY. .. The committee will come to order and we will
begin this afternoon were we ought to have left off this morning. We
are honored, Once again, to have before Us Dr. Robert Spiegelman
who i. the director of the Center for the Study of Welfare Policy of
the SRI International.

Dr. Spiegelman, I see that you have colleagues with yoil. I wonder
if you would introduce then?

Mr. SPrFIh.-EOfAN. Yes, I will. Thank you.
On my right is Philip Robins and on my left, Lyle Groeneveld,

both of Stanford Research Institute.
Senator MojYqIjFAN,,. Mr. Robins and Mr. Groeneveld, we welcome

you to this committee. We welcome you again, sir.
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,fr. SPIEGELTHAN. Thank you, sir.
I have introduced our larger testimony into the record, which I hope

you will accept.
Senator MOYNI IAN. We will be happy to have that printed as if

read.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT SPIEGELMAN, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
THE STUDY OF WELFARE POLICY, STANFORD RESEARCH INSTI-
TUTE INTERNATIONAL

,N1'. SPIEEL A. Since you have been reading about the Seattle-
)enver experiments for the past several months, I thought it might

please you to kiow that these exl)eriments were conducted by real
people, not computers or ghosts, so we are here before you for the
first time. Although we were before the committee before, we did not
have the opportunity to speak to you. We now have that opportunity.

We are part of a large team, in fact, of economists and sociologists
who have been working on the SIME-DIME for the better part of a
decade. We started designing this back in 1969.

'iTheso experiments were designed by this group and we have been
responsible for the operations and the evaluation of these experi-
inents since their beginning. Some of this work was through subcon-
tract with Mathematica and to the community colleges of Denver and
Seattle.

Of l)aticular interest., I know, is the experimental impacts on work
effort. and on marital stability and these I will address most completely.
One should be aware that we have actually produced some 55 reports
over the last 3 years in various aspects of the experiment, including
impacts on consumption, impacts on migration, and various other
things. We will not talk to those today.

I will repeat somewhat my earlier testimony because the experi-
ment is so complex that it is fmrd to start anyplace in the middle and
make sense out of the results.

You are aware that the Seattle-Denver experiments tested 11 differ-
ent programs. The lowest. of them was at 90 percent of the poverty
line; the highest of them at 140 percent of the poverty line. These com-
pare with the programs you are now considering that rim 60 per-
cent, to 80 percent of the poverty line.

The results of our investigations, the impact of an NIT on work
effort. indicated that the size of the effect depended upon both the level
of support and the tax rate of the program. However, none of the
programs tested caused massive work reductions of male heads of
families-wo will talk about females later.

T'sing a microsimulation technique. we have extrapolated these ex-
perimnental findings to the Nation as a whole and we estimated that
a program with a 50-pereent tax rate and a guarantee level that is 75
percent of the poverty line, would produce 6-percent reduction in hours
of work for husbands and a 23-percent reduction for wives in those
families receiving benefits.

The total reduction in the hours of work for the estimated 7.5 million
husband-wife families who would receive benefits under the program
would be less than 10 percent. The. 3 million single-parent families who
would receive benefits would reduce their hours of work by 7 percent.
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The estimated cost of this program was about $10 million in 1974
(lollars-we have not updated those and work-effort reduction ac-
countel for about one-fourth of the cost-that is, the earnings replace-
ment accounts for about one-fourth of the total cost of an $8 billion
program at, 75 percent of the poverty line with a 50-percent tax reduc-
tion.

Senator MOi,'niHA.X. That is not far off the President's proposal.
mr. Sm'Eu E1 M\x. Tiat is right. We picked this one to talk about be-

CIaus it is the closest of the mie we simulated to the President's pro-
gram. 1 have leard words like "earnings replacement is 50 percent of
the cost of the program." Well, it is true that earnings replacement in
some )rograms was that, but, in these that. are much closer to the Pres-
i(lent, we are talking about. more like 25 percent. earnings replacement.

Our earlier analysis fields several important conclusions. First, and
)erllaps miost imlJ)0tajit, both the labor supply response and the costs

of tile nationwide NIT program vary widely with relatively small
changes in the program guarantee level or the program tax rate.

A program with a guarantee at. 100 percent. at. the poverty level
amid a tax rate of 50 percent woul cost $40 )illion more, now i 1978
dollars tihan the existing welfare system, witereas a programm with a

guarantee of 50 percent of the poverty level and a tax rate of 70 per-
,celt, whticli is the least. generous oie we ever teste(l, would cost. $5 bil-
lion less than tile existing welfare system.

State s51l)lenemntation would ad~l to these costs, of course.
Furtliernore, adjustments of hours of work in response to these

j)r(,graljls range I)etween 25 percent and .55 peremnt for the programs
tested.

1HI high tax rate program reduces hours of work for program bene-
ficiaries mi ore than a low tax rate program but leads to lower aggre-
gate )rograil costs. Tiis reducti mu occurs because high tax rates lower
tite hi'eak-exeu level and t herefore lecrease tlihe nuIumber of families re-
ceivimig Iemeits. [-sing oily a (asl strategy, there does not appear to be
any *va% oit of the dilemma that a low giaranitee, low tax rate pro-
g'rIml in IS a sin1l work (misilicelt i e elrect but may provide. inadequate
Ibeiefits for jwl eolls without earnings. while a htigh guarantee. high
tax rat( )rogrimL may provide adequate benefits for persons with no
(a brings bilt also has a s.ib).stamttal work disimcentive effect..

Oti' inicrosimulatioins also provided estimates of the effect on tile
current wel fare population. An NIT progrnan with support at 75 per-(.OAt of tit( po%-\erty lev-el andi 50 lperceiit taxed, made 69 percent of the,

existing welfare population worse off'. Even if the g ranitee is raisedto10)0 lpere(viit of the( l)O\'vi-ty level. 24 lperc(ent of tit( welfare recipients
vould lbe vorse off.

This immplies tihe need for substantial State siipplementation in order
to achieve a h(olil- harmless condition.

ll, reduct ion in work etfoi manifests itself iiot mainly, however, as
quitt ing jobs. but really as a slowdown of entry into jobs' by those pre-
viouusly tineml)loyed.

Let file epllasize this again. In comparing the controls and the ex-
l)erimneitals. what we see is really not so much the exl)erimentals re-
(1u1ce their hoirs of work ndler the exl)eriment. but. rather they in-
crease their hours of work in many cases far less than the controls. So
it is really an entry into work that is being reduced, not. so much the
worker quiting his job.
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Now, for women especially, the implications of this becomes unclear.
If the labor market is unable to absorb all of those who would want to
work, then the effects of an NIT in the future may translate at least
)artly into less unemployment rather than fewer hours of work. So a
ot depends on the course of the total economy.

Moreover, our results do not show the added benefits that derive
from a wife, or female head spending more time in the home with
her children. We did not address that question, of the benefits from
the female in her family.

Our recent work is focused on identifying differences in responses
among racial and ethiLc groups, between the two sites, Seattle and
l)enver, and over the duration of the experiment.

Our recent efforts indicate that, while our general results still hold,
there are some diffe-ences in response. Nonwhite groups appear to re-
spond more strongly than whites. The responses appear to be some-
what greater in Denver than in Seattle, and the response appeared to
te somewhat greater for the 5-year program than for the 3-year
program.

We have no explanation for the racial-ethnic differences at this time.
The site differences may reflect the higher unemployment rate in

Seattle and thus the greater unwillingness of people to leave their
jobs in a short exl)eriment in which they knew there would be difficulty
In getting it back in a period of high unemployment.

A criticism of experimental results is that they are of short duration,
and this short. duration biases the measurement of effects. Ms. Allen
talked to you about. that some this morning

Well, SLME-l)IME did largely avoid this problem by having fam-
ilies on programs of different durations. We had both a 3-year pro-
gram an(l a 5-year program.

In general, we do find that the 5-year program people responded
more-in other words, reduced their work efforts more than the 3-year
program people. However, these differences are only sometimes sta-
tistically significant, so we do not have great confidence yet in this
3- to 5-year difference in effects.

And, furthermore, they are relevant to support programs at the
high levels that we have tested. Ms. Allen quoted the work of Metcalf
who has demonstrated that the short duration program has most ef-
fect on high income programs, so that when we reduce the income of a
program , it would be less likely that the 3- and the 5-year difference

would be important.
So in a program like the adminitration's, it is not to be expected

that this kind of effect would appear in that level of a program.
To date, our investigations have concentrated on the heads of

families. We just started investigating the effects of the experiment on
the work efforts of youths who were secondary members of experi-
mental families at the time of enrollment.

In a recent study of such youths aged 16 to 21 at the time of enroll-
mient, we found evidence of substantial reduction in work effort. The
male youths reduced their work effort on the average 23 percent, the
female youth, 18 percent.

We have not yet found any evidence that this lower work effort has
taken the form of increased time in school. Moreover, the males----

Senator MoYNIHIAN. Have, you not found it, or have you not gotten
around to looking for it?
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Mr. SPlEOEL3AN. We have been looking at it and we just do not find
it. We are not convinced we have done everything we can with the
data to indicate this, but our first look at thiis in our first report is
that we cannot find any evidence of increased schooling taking the
place of the decreased work.

If that holds up, then that would be the conclusion. It is not there
Moreover, among males, the reduction of hours of work is greatest

among those who marry and become heads of families. The reduction of
work effort in youths primarily takes a form of lower entry into the
labor force rather than absolute deductions in hours of work, since
both controls and experimentals increased hours of work over the
period. This is the same kind of result we found with the heads. It
is just mor striking in the youths because so many youths increase
their hours of work during their 16- to 21-year period.

The large proportionate reduction in work effort by male nonheads
may have serious longrun consequences. We are now looking into this.
We do not really know how to evaluate this yet.

The second major area of our work has been the measurement of
the impacts on marital stability, and we are quite aware that our
findings have caused a stir in political circles. The findings of the ex-
perimental NIT program is that increased marital dissolution ran
counter to the expectations of most welfare reform proponents.

Our explanation is that the increase in marital dissolution involves
three factors: There is an income effort, an independence effect, and
a welfare discount effect.

The income effect reduces dissolution rates by making couples fi-
nancially better off. The independence effect increases dissolution rates
by making the alternative to marriage more attractive financially. The
welfare discount effect refers to nonpecuniary differences between
current welfare programs and our experimental programs that cause
the effect. of a given benefit from the current system to be less than
the effect of benefits from the experimental NIT program.

This discounting may be the result of the stigma that is attached
to the existing welfare system; to the level of information about bene-
fits, which appears to be greater in the NIT program; or to the ease
of obtaining benefits which is also greater, or is at least perceived to
be greater by a woman still in the marriage state than is true in the
existing AFDC system.

Our recent work on marital stability has concentrated on refining
estimates, extending the time period of analysis, and testing the sensi-
tivity of results to alternative assumptions'and methods of analysis.
Our new results show a consistent pattern of experimental effects for
whites, for blacks, and for Chicanos, although the Chicano results
are not satistically significant.

The effects on separation rates over the :3 years are smaller than
they were over 2 years of the experiment, but this finding is not sur-
prising, because the sample does not have the normal replenishment
characteristics of the population at large.

Senator MoY.N-iA.N%. That is the sample exhaustion effect?
Mr. SPIEELMAN. That is panel fatigue.
Senator MOYNI I I. Panel fatigue.
Mr. SPIroELUMr.N. They are getting tired.
I would like to reflect for a moment, on the national implications

of these marital stability findings. What we have demonstrated is that

0b-954 0 - 11) - 6
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the experimental NIT program increased dissolution rates relative to
the control group. rhe difference between the effects observed on the
experimental program and a national NIT program could be substan-
tial, however.

We cannot state with certainty whether a national program would
have larger or smaller effects than we. have observed, but our findings
certainly suggest that the effects on marital stability will be large.

Our research so far has been limited to the effects in the making and
breaking of marriages. It has not ,;aid anything about the effects on
the personal well-being or the quality of family life. We will try to
address some of these questions over the next 2 years, however.

In conclusion, we found no basis for refuting the preliminary re-
suits of the experiment which had been reported to the committee UL-
May, either witlh regard to effects on work effort or marital status.
These results emphasized the economic and social costs of a universal
income maintenance program.

These (to not speak to the benefits in terms of a more equitable dis-
tribution of income or lower administration costs or improved well-
being of children in low-income families, which also will rvsult, from
such a program. These, too, nmist le considered.

I would like to make one comment on a statement that you made
earlier, if I may, this morning. I am not quoting you correctly, but
it implied something of the sort that information seems to kill pro-
gramns. It was a fairly startling kind of observation.

I would hole it is not just a sad commentary on the policymaking
process. I lxlieve that information should be looked at as a benefit.
It is only if we regard programs as sol of a take-it-or-leave-it kind
of thing ,does informat ion get in the way.

Rather, if we look at program development as an e\'olutionaly
process, then information imist be regarded as a positive benefit in
making that liocess converge on an optimal solution for the system
as a whole.

I would rather think we should be having more information than
less. I think yoti really agree with that.

Senator MOYNIHIAN. I very much agree with it. Political scientists
a few years bak talked alxut unanticipate(l consequences and gen-
erally speaking, if you knew all the cowiequences of the things you
were going to (to you either would not (to them or you would have a
different coalition that. would agree to have them done.

The fundamental questiln is how do you get together and get the
majority behind an issue, and if you know the real effects, well, they
are perhaps going to be different from the anticipated ones. You
migilt have a different majority. You might have no majority, or you
might have unanimity. Time range is considerable.

Mr. SPII:,EM.N. I think we are also learning something from our
experience from naalmiwer programs, that one can get, by not having
the right preinformation, by not properly designing programs, one
can get, umore discouragement tlan is really v warranted from the
failures of programs.

Senator MOAY.N1AN. There is a great deal of social policy which is
launched with a relatively naive set, of expectations about how mal-
leaibleI behavior is. It is not very malleable and if you do not know that,
and finding it out disappoints you, well, welcome to the company of
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grownup people and how do you live in the world that you were
born in?

But, sir, I still have to ask you, first of all, you say in your testi-
mony which is superlb--and I also want to thank Mr. Robins and Mr.
Groeneveld for this superb paper-you have a statement here that
"Our findings have been circulating publicly for 4 years and they
have been put under a lot of pressure"-as they should.

Ou1 previous witness mentioned that he had put the marital dis-
solution findings under a lot of pressure and could not find anything
the matter with it and had to give. it up. But earlier in the day a
journalist asked whether the program, the SIME-DIME experiments
were like the proposals that President Carter proposed last year and
as I recall I said well, they were of that family, yes.

Would you say that? I am not trying to suggest any response to
you, but to my saying they are in that family of exercises, what would
you say ?

Mr. SIEL AN,,. Yes; well, certainly the upper tier cash program
of the program for better jobs and income is identical in structure,
almost identical in structure with these. The lower tier program creates
certainly far less benefits for the two-parent family, so there would
be less of an income effect. I would say that would work in the direction
of more divorce than less divorce. In other words, if you were going
to compare our program with the Carter program

Senator 'MOYNIIIAN. You mean the lower tier program would
l)roduce more.

Mr. SPEGEIfAN. Right.
The other side of the coin, as everyone has mentioned, the "jobs

aspect" of this does throw a different category of influences and their
impact, I (do not think we are prepared to talk to. I just do not know.
They could be plus or they could be minus. There are many ways in
which they could go both ways.

I (o not know what their net effect would be.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I am sort of sorry about these hearings. I am

certainly sorry about your findings. I wish they had been that every-
thing we thought we shoul do was what we should do and that would
be, it.

But that is what intellectual work is about. It comes up with things
you (o not. want to hea'r once in awhile. But we need to know them;
we need to know.

If you were asked to devise a national income maintenance and job
provision proposal for the next Congress-

Mr. SPIriAIW,..AN. Asked to do what ? I am sorry ?
Senator MOYINZrAN. To devise a program, a better jobs and income

program, or call it what, you will-the SRI international program-
wouhl you be concerned about your findings ?

Mr. SPIFOEAMAN. Oh, I definitely would be concerned about them.
I would want to take into account as much as would be possible to
take into account in devising a program. I think I might be prepared
to live with some of this, but-

Senator MoyNImtJx. Could I ask, have you testified before any
other committees of Congress, other than ours, on this matter?

Mr. SrIo rN. No.
Senator MoYNiHN. They didn't ask you on the House side?
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Mr. SPjFG:ELjA.N. If I remember correctly, the House side hearings
were very early and our results were really just being formulated.

Senator 'Mo I'NLA. Those hearings went on for the better part of
a year. You say this has been in circulation for about 4 years.

Mr. IXELM,. Vell, some results have. We have been coming
out with

Senator MoYNIIAN. You have been turning out work.
Mr. SIEtEIN. Yes, this has been going on for a long time.
Senator MOY 'XIJL,-N. I have to say I think there has been an avoid-

aIn. of this information.
Mr. SIFA3EMA.. I would characterize it differently, especially this

marital information which is causing most of the stir. As you have
pointed out yourself, it was contrary to what we expected to find. They
were based on very complex modeling.

I think it took a great deal of look and search before we. were pre-
pared to stand up and testify that these were reasonable findings or
before IIIAV was prepared to-

Senator 'MOYNIA'N. Let me be clear. When was the first time at
which you would say you were pretty well prepared to testify? The
GAO will not be called in to check your testimony.

Mr. S PI ELG*, N. Let's see. It appears that the first time that we
really published a report that we had results that we were prepl)ared to
go with at all was in December of 1976. That was an 18-month study.
That was out first real findings in this area.

'We had some preliminary look at this that went back even 2 years
before that, but that is-

Senator MlOYN IH [AN. December of 1976?
Mr. SPIEGIMAN. Yes: I would say that was the date.
Senator MoYN \.%N. Well, you know, the Ilouse hearings only began

a year ago, in November of 1977.
M r. IPIEVEM.N. "Well, we were not asked to appear.
Senator Mo'xii,.,. Yes; but HEW' began testifying on this pro-

gram. 'le I)epartmient of Health, Education, and Welfare had your
mature results when the present group of persons came to office; did
they not? I mean, t hey came and they were sworn in in January 1977.

Yes; they did. And we did not hear a word about it, not a word.
Mr. SEI,..-. I am sort of sympathetic to them not having rushed

forward, because they' spent a long time analyzing-we had a confer-
once just last Febriiary in which-it was called together by IEV-
sort of eminences from around the country, including Dr. Garfinkel.
and others, to really review it. They had been reviewing our results.

Senator Mo,,i i..x". They most certainly' ought not to have rushed
in and said. "stop everything, we have new. solid, final, definitive in-
forniation," but they might have given us a hint that there might be
some important things coming along. What do you think we put up
the $28 million for?

I thin,.: we are getting-
Mr. SI'IEI.:u.%.. It is a matter of timing. You have to judge.
Senator MONII.AN. I will. I do have to judge, and I will. I mean,

we are all human, I think.
What is vomr advice to us?
M r. SPrm:GoEm..xx. 1That is a very heavv load, sit.
Senator MOYNlt,%h.X. Do not feel thai you have to give any. You can

stand right on your scholarly rights and say, give me an experiment.
I will conduct it and tell you what I found out.
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Mr. SPIEOELMAN. I think there are certain implications that are
coming out. The marriage ones are the most, difficult for me to figure
out what to do with, in a sense, for it depends a lot on what the causes
of those marriage dissolutions are.

For instance, if it is really the independence of the wife that is caus-
ing this divorce, then that is going to be very hard to get around in
any kind of program I can think of. I niean, one could devise one, but
I think one would not like it--like you cannot get welfare benefits for
2 months after getting a divorce. Nobody wants that kind of thing.

If, on the other hand, the results are more traditional in that it is
the husband essentially leaving or being forced out in some way, then
I think that is much easier to d eal with in the program. The jobs type
program, a wage type su)plementation, these kind of things I think
will deal with tlat side of it much more easily.

So it is going to depend on a little more work to know the cause from
the marriage side.

Senator MomYIIIxAN. Would you like to see some more experiments
along that line take place before we make a big decision?

Mr. SPrUGEMAINT. Well, I would say if the marriage issue raises its
head as being a decisive factor in the decision, then I think our experi-
ments could have been designed better to get at marriage results.

Our assignment problems, our whole selection of families, our whole
selection process, was aimed at the labor supply results.,_onator MoYNlrN. ell, the labor supply results are not spectacu-
lar. There are people who think that decline is very considerable.

Mr. SPIEOELSA AN. Yes, and I think things like the stronger work re-
quirements or better job opportunities can, I think, perhaps take care
of some of the labor supply effects--or we just buy a lower labor
Supply.

Senator 'MOYNHAN. I will offer my own judgment. Dr. Garfinkel
spoke of our having "induced" these family breakups in a great num-
ber of these experimental cases, and you heard me say, and I was very
serious in that book I wrote 11 years ago, in saying that the social
sciences had to give some attention to the ethics of experimenting
with communities in the way that biomedical scientists have taken
great pains to say. what is it you van and cannot do with human be-
ings--and, for t hant matter, with animals.

What are the limits of experiments with communities ? You write it
all up and say, "GYee, it was very interesting. Everything went to hell."
Wliat alout those people you leave behind?

By which I do not mean-if we had, on a scale of events that some-
body reduces their work effort 17 percent, or whatever, well, so what?
There are certain events to which you say, well, it is only money, and
maybe it, is a good thing-and, you know. money is a relatively im-
personal thing.

But when a child loses a father, that is a large event in that child's
life. That is when you really are at the center of the human experience
and must ask whether the large risks here are really warranted?

I would like to get John Rawis down. here to tell me. Do they have
a Department at SRI on thatI

Mr. . On what?
Senator MoYXI m-,rx. On ethical responsibilities?
Mr. Sliu;or,m.,x. Well, yes. Of course, they do have a committee

which reviews this.
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Senator MOYNIJIAN. I-low much of a risk can you take? What is the
permissible level of risk? Doctors do that all the time when they make
interventions, and epidemiologists do that.

Mr. SPEOEI.FA N,' . Your point is well-raised. I would like some time
to think about it.

Senator MOYNIJEAN. Well, listen, would you?
Mr. SPIEOM:NTAX. I would be happy to try to respond to you.
Senator MYNoIv.-iHjAN-. It is a serious question and you should not have

a quick answer.
There are more dramatic things all the time and they enter the

realm of public policy and we are not prepared for them. How much
money is a human life worth?

Mr. SPIFGc,.fA.\,. I suppose the only defense of our kind of experi-
mentation is that when one says one induced divorce, one might be
overstating the case. We provided an alternative to the marriage that
was a totally free choice on the part of the mother.

Senator M.foyNI,.X. When I say, how much is a life worth, remem-
ber that we do decide how many kidney dialysis machines to provide.
We put a price on it, so to speak. This is not a choice that public policy
faced 25 years ago. There were no kidney dialysis machines. Nobody
in the. Bureau of the Budget had to say, "Well, I am going to let 100,-
000 people (lie this year because it would cost too much money to save
their lives."'

Science and technology induce awful events and choices, and you
might. say that, well, we did not induce anything, but what if you
knew a certain arrangement had a statistical probability of producing
an outcome different from another outcome? Well, you have a certain
responsibility for that difference, do you not, if you pursue it? You do,
and it is not easy. It is not easy.

Would you think about that for us? We respect so much the work
that, von have done. We respect the integrity and the care with. which
vou hiave brought it, forward. I would hope you would not feel that
yoit have, in any way, inhibited the policy formation process. I mean,
we are going to grow up and we are going to mature the hard way. The
hringinfz of systematic inquiry to bear on social issues is not an easy
thing,,. There is no guarantee of pleasant and simple answers, but if
you make a commitment to an experimental mode it seems to me-I
-ll not enjoying this hearing one danm bit, but if you make a com-
initient to an experimental mode, something larger is at stake when
you begin to have to deal with the results than just with a specific
program.

I mean i"' we find results that are unwelcome and i ].n reject the
mo(le, then what are we?

AM'. SImEGEUMAN. We have created somewhat of a Catch-22 then be-
'aii e if you do not like the results from the experiment in the marital
selise. I ihink, as I)r. Garfinkel said, you are certainly better off hav-
ing lad them on the experimental level than on the program level.

Senator Movnm.\x. That is exactly the result, but, now we face an
honest and genuine problem, worthy of nature people; can we devise
a national prograi1 in the sauie family of arrangements that. will not
have this effect?

Mr. SPiEoErt.\t.%r. That is the test. If you do not like the results, that
is hopefully what information has provided the ground rules to go in
that direction.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. But you would certainly think you could pursue
another 5 years of experiments and learn something more about job
patterns and marital problems of the kind you have suggested.

Well, sir, I will not keep asking you questions which you are very
properly reluctant to speculate about, but I would hope that you
might send us your thoughts on that, and Mr. Robins and Mr.
Groeneveld.*

I want to repeat what I hope you will take back to Stanford, the
word that this committee is very much in your debt and that of your
colleagues and that you have had 10 hard years' work and you have
produced dramatic information that is as important as anything I
have seen in my lifetime to the formulation of judgments about large
social progranis, and we appreciate it and hope you have some sense of
achievement.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Spiegelman follows:]

ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE ON THE WORK EFFORT AND MARITAL STABILITY EFFECTS OF

THE SEATTLE AND DENVER INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENTS

(By Robert G. Spiegelman, Lyle P. Groeneveld, and Philip Robins)

The research reported herein was performed pursuant to contracts with the
States of Washington and Colorado, prime contractors for the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare under contract number SRS-70-53 and HEW-
100-78-0004 respectively. The opinions expressed in the paper are those of the
authors and should not be construed as representing the opinions or policies of
the States of Washington or Colorado or any agency of the United States
Government.

WORK EFFORT RESPONSE
Summary and implications of previous testimony

In our previous testimony to the Subcommittee on Public Assistance (May 1,
1978) regarding the work effort effects of the Seattle and Denver Income Main-
tenance Experiments (SIME/DIME), we emphasized the relationship between
the size of the response and the program guarantee level and tax rate. Identifying
guarantee and tax effects is critical for evaluating alternative welfare reform pro-
posals because each program parameter has a different impact on hours of work
and has different implications for the adequacy of the program and the effect of
the program on equalizing the distribution of income.

Economic theory predicts that the combination of a guaranteed annual income
and a reduction in the net return from work will reduce hours of work. The guar-
antee reduces hours of work because it provides a source of income that enables
families to maintain a given level of consumption without having to work as
many hours. The tax rate reduces hours of work because it lowers the economic
return to working additional hours.

The statistical methodology used to estimate the experimental effects in
SIME/DIME enabled us to extrapolate the results to the national population
using the technique of microkimulation. The microsimulation model predicts work
effect response, program costs, and caseloads for a given NIT program. A response
function estimated using experimental data and eligibility regulations for a par-
licular program are applied to a representative national data base containing dis-
aggregated information about individuals and families. Each eligible person's
response depends on the particular NIT program being considered and on a variety
of socioeconomic characteristics of the person and his or her family. To general-
ize the Seattle-Denver results, a version of the Micro Analysis of Transfer to
llou.seholds 0MAT1I) model was used. This model was developed Jointly by SRI
International and Mathematical Policy Research to assess the effects of alterna-
tive nationwide income maintenance programs. Another version of the model was
used by the department of Health. Education, and Welfare to provide estimates
of the work effort responses and costs of the Carter administration's recent wel-
fare reform proposal, the Program for Better Jobs and Income.

*An additional communication was subsequently submitted to the committee and ap-
pears on page 424.
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Tables 1 and 2 summarize some of the simulation results presented in our
earlier testimony. These results have several Important implications for welfare
reform, First, and perhaps most important, both the labor supply responses and
costs of a nationwide NIT program vary widely with relatively small changes
in the program guarantee level or the program tax rate. The most generous pro-
gram simulated (with a guarantee of 100 percent of the poverty level and a tax
rate of 50 percent) would cost $40.5 billion more (in 1978 dollar) than the existing
welfare system, whereas, the least generous program (with a guarantee of 75 per-
cent of the poverty level and a tax rate of 70 percent) would cost $3.0 billion
more than the existing welfare system. (State supplementation would add sub-
stantially to these cost estimates). Furthermore, adjustments of hours of work in
response to these programs account for a substantial fraction of their costs,
ranging from 2.3 percent to 55 percent of total costs.

TABLE I.-AVERAGE CHANGES IN HOURS OF WORK PER YEAR IN RESPONSE TO A UNIVERSAL NIT PROGRAM
(Percent per year

Tax rate

50 percent 70 percent

U.S. U.S.,
Guarantee level Participants population Participants population

75 percent of poverty level:
Husbands ...................................... -5.9 -1.0 -11.2 -0.5
Wives ......................................... -22.8 -2.4 -32.5 -. 6
Female heads .................................. -6.7 -2.4 -9.3 -1.2

100 percent of poverty level:
Husbands ...................................... -6.2 -2.4 -10.1 -1.2
Wives ......................................... -22.7 -6.3 -32.0 -2.3
Female heads .................................. -12.0 -7.1 -14.9 -5.3

TABLE 2.-COSTS OF A UNIVERSAL NIT PROGRAM IN ADDITION TO EXISTING WELFARE COSTS
lAmounts in billions of dollars in 1978; percent due to work effort response in parentheses

Tax rate

50 percent 70 percent

Guarantee level Amount Percent Amount Percent

75 percent of poverty level ......................... $10.8 (30) 53 M

100 percent of poverty level .......................... 40.5 (23) 17

Second, although higher tax rates substantially reduce hours of work for pro-
gram participants, they lead to smaller aggregate reductions in hours of work
and smaller program costs than lower tax rates. Thus, it is possible adequate mini-
mum benefits (i.e. a high guarantee level) can only be ensured feasible only if the
tax rate of the program is high. But under such a program, participants may be-
come dependent on welfare because of the very low economic return from working.

Because programs with higher guarantee levels and higher tax rates discourage
work, a fundamental dilemma arises in designing an optimal program. Should a
program with a low guaTantee level and a low tax rate be preferred to a program
with a high guarantee level and a high tax rate when both programs cost the
same? The low guarantee, low tax rate program has less of a work disincentive
effect, but may provide inadequate benefits for persons without earnings. The
high guarantee, high tax rate program provides adequate benefits for persons with
no earnings, lint also discourages work effort more for the program participants.
Unfortunately, because of the relatively large work effort responses to the pro-
gram.s simulated, there appears to be no easy solution to the tradeoff between
benefit adequacy and the incentive to work.
Further evidence

Since our previous testimony, we have completed several additional studies re-
garding work effort responses to SIME/DIME. These studies focus on the time
pattern of response and variation in the response by race-ethnic group (blacks,
whites, Chicanos), site (Seattle and Denver), and duration of the experimental
program (3-year and 5-year). In addition, we have evidence on the work effort
responses of another major demographic group, young nonheads. and have ex-
plorel further the source of the work effort response of family heads.
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Variation in icork effort reapone over timc

To study variation in work effort response over time, we use data from the first
two and one-half years of the experiments. I)ata beyond that period are not used
because the 3-year program would be drawing to a close and a winding down effect
would fie ob-nerved for a large portion of the sample. Subsequent analysis has
shown that two and one-half years of data are sufficient to estimate long run re-
s4sonse to an NIT program.

Table 3 shows how the work effort response varies over time and provides an
estimate of the long run respon.-e to the programs tested in SIME/DIME. As
this table Indicates, the long run resp)onses of husbands and wives are fairly
close to their responses in the second year. For female heads, the long run re-
sponse is substantially larger than the response In the second year. This suggests
that our earlier estimates, which were based on the second year of data, are
)rolably accurate for husbands and wives. but understate the long response of

female heads. Since this group comprises a small part of the U.S. population, the
nationwide estimates were provided In our earlier testimony are likely to he
unaffected.

TABLE 3.-ESTIMATED EXPERIMENTAL EFFECTS FOR HEADS OF FAMILIES BY RACE ETHNICITY, SITE, AND
EXPERIMENTAL DURATION

lEffects measured in hours of work per year

Experimental effect

ist yr 2d yr

HUSBANDS
Total ................................

Race ethnicity:
Black ........................
White ........................
Chicano ......................
Significantly different? .........

Site:
Seattle .......................
Denver .....................
Significantly different? .........

Length of program:
3 yr .........................
5 yr ......................
Significantly different? .......

WIVES
Total...............................

Race eth nicity:
Black ......................
White ........................
Chicano ......................
Signi ficantly different? .........

Site:
Seattle ............ ..........
Denver .....................
Significantly different? .........

Length of program:
3 yr .....................
3Syr--------------------5 yr . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Signifcantly different?

SINGLE FEMALE HEADS
Total ------------------------------

Race ethnicity:
Black ------------------- _--
White -....................
Chicano ....................
Significantly different? -------

s+it. .

-77

-65
-71

-113
No

-34
-Itt

No

-59
-114

No

-53

-89
-21
-74

No

-39
-65
No

-32
-96

No

-40

-93
-24
+78

No

-167
-148
-152
-238

No

-155
-176

No

-149
-204

No

-123

-135
-102
-154

No

-117
-127

No

1st half
of

3d yr

-169

-193-113
-268

No

-130
-200

No
-- 144
-221

No

-119

-119
-110
-144

No

-94
-139

No

-108 -102
-153 -154

No No

-134
-192
-43

-122
No

-202
-236
-153
-217

No

Mean hours
of work

Estimated of contr io
long-run group In

effect 2d yr

-159 1.844

-230 1,744
-96 1,869

-204 1,963
Yes ------------

-100 1,677
-201 1.989

Yes ..............

-133 ..............
-215 ------------

Yes ..............

-108

-116
-89

-140
No

719
932
633
542

-i5 70
-103 733

No ..............

-84 ------------
-156 ............

No ..........

-201 1,059

-217
-150
-273

No .....

1, 102
1,027
1,008

Seattle -----.---------------- -104 -171 -218 -210 917
Denver ...................... +17 -101 -188 -195 1,193
Significantly different? --------- No No No No ------------

Length of program:
3 yr ------------------------ -35 -128 -204 -191 .............
5 yr- ---------------------- 41 -149 -197 -227 .............
Significantly different?----------- No No No No ............

Source: Philip K. Robins and Richard W. West, "A Longitudinal Analysis of the Labor Supply Response to a Negative
Income Tax Program: Evidence from the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments", Research Memoran-
dum, Center for the Study of Welfare Policy, SRI International, (draft) August 1978.
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Variation in work effort re8ponsge by race-ethnic group

Table I also reports separate estimates of the response by the three major
race-ethntc groups, blacks, whites, and Chicanos. Breaking down the sample
into race-ethnic groups decreases the precision with which we can estimate
experimental effects. In our earlier work, we were unable to detect significant
differences in the respsnse of black and white family heads (tie differences are
small in the second year). In our latest work, we are again unable to detect a
significant difference except for husbands where the estimated long run response
of blacks and Chicanos is more than double the response of whites. While only
suggestive (the model used to generate the long run response is currently
undergoing revisions, these results imply that we way have overstated the
nationwide responses of husbands In our earlier testimony because blacks and
Chicanos comprise a smaller portion of the U.S. population than they do of the
expe-riental population. We are unable to provide a convincing explanation for
why the estimated response of whites may be so much lower,
Site differences

WVen the expi-riment began, the unemployment rate it Seattle was much
larger than the unemployment rate in )enver. Average annual hours of work
was about 22 percent less for husbands and 27 percent less for female heads

there wa.-. no significant difference in hours of work for wives). Over time, this
difference narrowed somewhat for the control group. Sice work effort response
is measured it terms of actual (as opI)osed to desired) hours of work, it would
itot be surprising to observe a smaller response in Seattle. Given bleak employ-
ment prospects inI Seattle, individuals may le less willing to give up a1 job already
held a nd more willing to accept a jot) offered.

Table I shows how :esponse differs in the two sites. Only in the case of
husbands is the response significantly lower in Seattle. If we discount the
Seattle results as being unrepresentative, then the responses reported it our
earlier testimony are probably an underestimate of the nationwide response to
ain NIT program for economic conditions similar to those prevailing at the time
of the experiments.

Effcet.9 by length of program
SIME/DIME is testing programs of varying length. Approximately two-thirds

(of the experimental sample was enrolled for 3 years while the remainder was
enrolled for 5 years. In addition, a small sample of families in Dkenver was
enrolled in a 20-year program for 2 years. We have not yet analyzed the response
of 20-year families.

The temliorary nature (of the experiment may create problenis in extrapolating
lie results to, a lsorianeint program. In a seminal l jper written by Charles

Metcalf ("Making Inferences front Controlled Income Maintenance Experiments,"
American Econwnmimc Review, .June 1973), a molel Is develolpd that predicts
that the work effort response to a temlrary experiment will be different from
tin- wijrk effort to a lprnanent program. Metcalfs model implies that ill n
temporary experfinent, the guarantee effect is smaller and the tax effect is
larger thanl ii a IKermanent program. Thns, the work effort response to a per-
manent program may be either larger or smaller than the work effort effects of
Stemlorary experiment. The ambiguity arises because the two effects go in the

opposite direction.
SIME/IdME is the only experiment that is testing programs of varying length.

lence, it is the only experiment that (ani provide evidence on the relationship
Ibetween work effort r-sponse alld length of program.

Tiabe 1 presents estimates of the work effort responses of faintly heads
enrolled in th, 3- aind 5-year programs. As this table indicates, the responses of
family lhads enrolled iit the 5-year program tend to exceed tihe responses of
family heads enrolled in the 3-year program. In the case of the long-run reslonse
(f husbands. this difference is statistically significant.

The resiumses reported in Table I combine the effects of the guarantee level
and the tax rate. In a preliminary attempt to estimate these effects separately
for 3- and 5-year families, we find that the estimated glarantee- effect Is larger
for 5-year families and that the estimated tax effect is larger for 3-year families.
Both of these results are consistent with the predictions of the theoretical model
of Metcaif. They are not very precise in a statistical sense, however.
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These findings have important implications for work effort responses to cash
transfer programs. Because of the relative( ly generous nature of the SIME/1)IME
programs (the average guarantee for a filly of four in 1978 dollars is $7,250),
the work effort responses of 5-year families are somewhat larger than the work
effort responses of 3-year families. However, when the same income and tax
effects are used to predict the effects of a much less generous program, such as
The Program for Better Jobs and Income (where the guarantee for a family of
four is $4,200), the predicted responses of 3- and 5-year families are very
similar. (Such an analysis has been performed by the staff of the Department of
health, Education, and Welfare.) In general, the SIME/DIME findings with
regard to program length suggest that our earlier estimates (which combine
the effects of the 3- and 5-year families) would tend to understate the work effort
responses to a high guarantee, low tax rate program and overstate the work
effort responses to a low guarantee, high tax rate program. The magnitude of
the biases is not likely to be very large, however, for most feasible types of
welfare programs.
lmplthwtions of our latest findings

The Seattlh, and i)enver Income Maintenance Experiments were designed so
that separate analyses could be performed by race-ethnic group, site. and length
of program. Unfortunately, the sample sizes within each of these categories are
too sinall to provide conclusive evidence regarding differential response. In our
pre-vious testimony, we presented results that aggregated the response over
these categories. Further analysis has revealed that this aggregation may not be
valld for husbands. However, some of the biases resulting from the aggregation
would lead us to adjust our previous estimates upward while others would lead
us to adjust them downward. On balance, the likely net effect of all these adjust-
ments would probably leave the previous estimates unchanged.
.S-our'c( of the' tork effort response

We have just seen that the experiment causes a reduction in annual hours
of work for every demographic group. There are several ways this reduction
can come about. First, an Individual can reduce hours of work on a given job.
Second. an individual can quit a job. Third, an individual can refuse a Job offer
during a isriod of unemployment, or can remain out of the labor force for a
longer period of time. The source of the reduction in annual hours of work has
important implications for the design of a national program. For example, if
the reduction is due mainly to longer periods of unemployment, the cost of the
unemployment compensation program may lie affected.

We have performed some analysis on the source of the reduction In work effort.
The results are summarized in Table 4. As this table indicates. the rate of
leaving employment is virtually unaffected by the experiment while the rate of

,ntvring employment is significantly reduced for all three family heads. The
eff,.ts are largest for women, a group that has been experiencing a general up-
ward trend in labor force participation In the past decade. Our findings suggest
that this upward trend may be siginficantly reduced under a universal NIT
program. Our findings also suggest that persons with firm attachment to the
labor force are not likely to leave their Jobs in response to such a program.
Eridencc on the work effort response of young nonheads

All our previous analysis of work effort response has been confined to heads
of families. However, there are good reasons for believing that the work effort
of no, heads, particularly youth. may be affected by an NIT program. Recently.
we completed a study of the effects of the experiment on the work effort of
young nonheads. The sample analyzed in this study consisted of persons between
the ages of 16 and 21 at the time of enrollment and were either the children,
step-lhillren. or grandchildren of the heads of their families. The results of the
study are summarized in Table 5. They indicate that young nonheads reduce
work effort by a substantial amount in response to the experiment. Male non-
heads reduce work effort by 23 percent and female nonheads reduce work effort
by 19 percent. Further analysis (not reported in Table 5) has revealed that
the reduction in work effort does not take the form of increased time spent in
school.
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TABLE 4.-ESTIMATED EXPERIMENTAL EFFECTS ON RATES OF LEAVING AND ENTERING EMPLOYMENT

IPercent of control group)

Leaving Entering
employment employment

Husbands ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 1 -17
Wives -------------------------------------------------------------------------- -5 1 -28
Female heads ------------------------------------------------------------------- -4 --37

Indicates significantly different from control group.

TABLE 5.-ESTIMATED EXPERIMENTAL EFFECTS FOR YOUNG NONHEADS

lEffects measured In hours of work per year]

Percentage

Eff ect effect

Males:
All ........................................................................ 1 -241 -23
Remain nonheads (63 percent) ................................................ -384 -40
Marry and become heads (12 percent) ---------------------------------------- -540 -32
Leave household (25 percent)--- ............................................. +113 +12

Females:
All ........................................................................ -145 -18
Remain nonheads (59 percent) ............................ .................... I -353 -43
Marry and become heads (29 percent) ................. ----------------------- -1ti -18
Leave household (II percent) ................................................. +99 +10

Indicates statistical signir:ance at the 10 percent level or lower.
Source: Richard W. West, "The Effects ol the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments on the Laor Supply

cf Young Nonheads", Research Memorandum, Center for the Study o1 Welfare Policy, SRI International. (draft) June 198.

Persons between the ages of 16 and 21 are very mobile. luring the course
of the experiment, some of these nonheads marry and leave the household. About
12 percent of the males and 29 percent of the females married during the first
3 years of SIME/l)INIE and formed their own household. Others leave the house-
hold as single individuals. About 25 percent of the males and 11 percent of the
females left home during the first 3 years of the experiment.

Nonheads that marry and leave the household get to take their original family's
treatment with them, although an adjustment is made in the guarantee level
for the change in family size. Noheads that leave the household as single in-
dividuals get a guarantee of $1,000 and a tax rate equal to the tax rate of their
original family. Thus, itonheads who leave the household receive a more generous
treatment If they marry.

Because of this differential treatment with regard to program benefits, we
would expect to observe a different work effort response for these three types
of Individuals. This conjecture is borne out by the results presented in Table 5.
Male nonheads who marry and leave the household reduce work effort by about
32 percent while those remaining in the original household -educe work effort
i)y 40 percent. Male nonheads who leave the household as single individuals do
not significantly change their work effort, apparently because of the low guar-
antee. Female naruheads who marry reduce work effort by 18 percent while those
remaining in the household reduce work effort by 43 percent. As in the ease of
males, there is no discernible impact on work for female nonheads that leave the
household as single individuals.

The estimated work effort responses for nonheads are large and should not
be- Ignored when considering the possible effects of national NIT plans. One
important implication of our results, is that the responses to a national plan
cotild not be reduced by refusing eligibility to single Individuals since the esti-
mated response is concentrated in the other groups, which could not be excluded
from eligibility.

The response by male and female nonheads who remain noilteads, while large
in percentage terms, may not be of great importance sice these nonheads are
generally secondary earners In their families. However, a reduction in work
effort during this portion of their life cycle may have continuing effects by re-
ducing their labor market experience, and thus, possibly reducing their ability
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to obtain good jobs in the future. Such a long-term effect Is purely speculative;
there is little empirir'ol evidence to support this hypothesis. The reduction in
work effort by male nonheads who become husbands is clearly Important. These
males reduce their work effort Just at the time when they are undertaking family
responsililitles. Not only is their response Important in the current period, but
the reduction in work effort may also have long-term effects on their labor supply
behavior.

MARITAL STABILITY RESULTS

EIpcrimcntal effects on the making and breaking of marriages
In our earlier testimony we reviewed the reasons for expecting an NIT to affect

tihe rates at which marriages are formed and disrupted. We suggested that any
program providing financial assistance to families would have two kinds of
effects. Providing additional income for low-income couples could reduce the
pressures toward dissolution that arise from inadequate income. We have re-
ferred to such marriage stabilizing effects as Income effects. Since an NIT would
1lso alter the level of resources available outside of marriage and thereby alter
the dependence of the members on marriage, an NIT could also have destabilizing
effects. We refer to these as independence effects.

We pointed out the need to consider the nonpecuniary differences between
the current welfare system and all NIT program such as those tested in XIME/
DIME,. If participation in the current system is degrading, families receiving
payments would not experience either the full income or independence effects.
This suggests that the effects of welfare on marital dissolution are discounted
relative to "ihe effects of an NIT. Other nonpecuniary differences between the
current welfare system and all NIT also Imply a welfare discount. These Include
differences in transaction costs an(l in the information available to potential
recipients. Thus. the effects of any alternative form of income assistance on mari-
tal stability do not depend only on the generosity of the program, but also on dif-
ferences in administration that might alter stigani and transaction costs and in-
crease information about benefits.

The effects of an NIT on the formation of marriages are as important as the
effects on marital dissolution. An NIT program which reduced tle rate at which
marriages are formed would have similar consequences to a program that in-
creased the rate of marital disruption, lit both cases the result would be an
increase in the proportion of sIngle-parent families. We expected that an NIT
cuild have the same kind of opposing effects on marriage that we have diiscnssed
for dissolution, that the NIT would not only change the level of resources avail-
able to a single family head, but would also change the resources available upon
marriage.

Erperim (n tal find inys
It earlier testimony before this conInnitle we reported that the NIT pro-

gran.i tested lit SIME/DIME destabilized marriages. The magnitude of the
destabilizing effect varied with the level of support. lin lable 6, we report our
fitndings by snppwrt level. The effects are expressed is laWcntage increases .tn
the dissolution rate. These estimated effects nre for the first 3 years of the
exlneriment, and tire similar to. lost somewhat smaller than, the 2-year findings
reported in Table 8 of our earlier testinimony. The pattern of effects observed in
thi 2-year estimates holds in the 3-year estimates.

The lowest support level holds particular interest since It differs little in
financial terns from the existing level of suplp:irt available from AFD"t and
Fss Stamps. If there is no welfare discount. this program should have nt in-
eointn on independence effect. But tle dissolution rate for families on this treat-
mnent greatly exceeds that of tile control groups-by 43 percent for blacks. 63
percent for whites, and by 37 percent for Chicanos. The plan with the highest
guarantee level, IO lIrcellt ot the isnvert.y level, has the smallest imnlact for
each nlce-ethnic group. Thus. our findings suggest that faor fih high sUplort
level there are large independence effects du to the (lsciunlnting of welfare that
are offset by tihe income effects of more generous programs.

To explain these experimental effects we formulanted a nmnslel of the liWtoni
and hIdependence effects of the experimental NIT that included t welfare (11-
count. Our model and the evidence sUlpl)rting it are discus4el at length else-

'Both Washington and Colorado had AFDC-U programs throughout the experimental
period.
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where (Hannah, Tuma, and Groeneveld 1077, 1978; Tuma, Hannan, and
Groeneveld 1970). The model assumes that the income and independence effects
depend on both the levels and on changes ill the levels oif resources available
to married c-ouples and female-headed families. Our earlier testimony illustrated
how the effect of an NIT on marital dissolution varied with the support level
and tax rate of the program and with the level of resources available to the
couple.

Our analysis of the experimental effects on marriage revealed no significant
difference in the rates of marital formation between the control and experi-
mental groups. This finding of no effect needs to e considered in light of the
anticipated "dowry" effect of the experiment. The dowry effect occurs because
under the experimental rules of operation new spouses were eligible to receive
benefits. Thus, a single family head on an experimental treatment would be a
more attractive spouse than a potential spouse not eligible for a financial treat-
ment. It was expected that this might artificially Increase the rate of marital
formation. It is oosible, then, that our finding of no effect on marriage rates
is a result of a true decrease in the rate offset by an increase caused by the
dowry effect.

TABLE 6.-PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN MARITAL DISSOLUTION RATE BY LEVEL OF INCOME GUARANTEE

[In percent

Race-ethnic group

Guarantee level Black White Chicano

90 percent of poverty level ---------------------------------------- 2 43 963 37
125 percent of poverty level ----..--------------------------------- 3 73 2 40 6
140 percent of poverty level .. . ..---------------------------------- 15 18 -31

Number ot cases ------------------------------------------------ 1,123 1, 561 646

I The effects reported here are estimated over the lst 36 mo of the experiments. They are the percentage increases
for couples enrolled for 5 yr when differences in family income and husband and wife characteristics are controlled. The
percentage increases for couples enrolled for 3 yr are approximately 20 percent less than those for couples with 5-yr treat-
ments. All couples who are married at any time during the experiment are included in these estimates.

3 Significant at the 0.10 level.
3 Significant at the 0.01 level.

The robustness of the marital stability findings
We wanted to be very sure that the results were not Hin artifact of sonie of the

procedures we used or the result of some feature of the experimental design. We
have taken several steps to establish the robustness of our findtngs.

We first determined that similar results would be obtained using a different
aialytie method. The results reported In Table 6 are estimated using a statistical
procedure that, while well suited to the kind of data being analyzed, is unfamiliar
to nmost social scientists. To reassure our colleagues and ourselves that the find-
ings were not simly the result of an unfamiliar analytical method, we also
aialyzed the data using a more widely known technique, linear probability
models. The findings of the linear probability analysis agree with those reported
here; the NIT Increased dissolution rates, the 90 percent poverty level had a
large Ilcrease relative to the controls, and the 140 percent of poverty level
guarantee had the least impact. The results of our linear probability analysis
-ire reported in lannan, Tuma, and Groeneveld (1976).

"ince the assignment of the sample to the experimental treatments was strati-
fied by ilolme, it has ibeen suggested that our findings might reflect the relation-
ship Ibetw en the experimentu.l treatments and family income and not aln experl-
mental effect. We have examined the relationship between the experimental effect
and the normal invonie levels in some detail all( have found that the general
pattern of effects reported In Table 6 holds even within income levels; the effect
for the low support level is greater than the effect for the high support level.

Another issue that has caused us to evaluate the robustnes. of our findings is
attrition. If the rate of marital status change among people who drop out of the
experiment is different from the rate for those who remain, and if the rate at
which people drop out is different for the controls than for the experimentals,
then our analysis of the remaining sample may give misleading results. While
the attrition rate is low. approximately 5 percent per year. we wanted to assure
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ourselves that our findings were not caused by attrition. We have dealt with the
problem of attrition in two ways. First. we chose an analytical method that
utilized partial observations of people who drop out. Second, we studied the
sensitivity of our results to attrition. Even when we assume that the dissolution
rate for controls who drop out is several times higher than the rate among con-
trols who remain, we obtain the same pattern of results (Hunnan, Tunia, and
G(roeneveld, 1976).

A fourth factor to consider in evaluating the robustness of our findings Is
fraud. Because the payments to a single woman and her children will be larger
if her employed husband is absent, families on experimental plans may report
false dissolutions to gain increased payments. We find this an unlikely explana-
tion of our findings. First, when a dissolution occurs our Interviewers attempt to
locate the husband and continue to interview him as well as interviewing the
wife regularly. Thus, the couple would have to maintain the fictional dissolution
over a series of Interviews throughout the course of the experiment. Second, no

nilple fraud hypothesis is consistent with our findings. Couples on the high
SuIpport levels should have more incentive toward fraud than low support couples,
yet we find the low support effects larger. Also, the fraud hypothesis should
apply to remarriage as well, yet we find no difference in remarriage rates between
the controls and expertinentals. Third, we have found no evidence of fraudulent
dissolutions iing restored during the postexperimental period when we are still
interviewing the families, but they are receiving no payments. Thus, while some
fraudulent dissolutions may have been reported, we conclude that fraud could
not account for either the pattern of our findings or the magnitude of the effects.

In summary, we know of no evidence to cause us to doubt that the rate of
marital dissolution In SIME/DIME was substantially higher among the experi-
mental couples whlio were eligible for the NIT payments than it was among
couples in the control group. Our confidence Is further increased by the detailed
scrutiny our work has received. At every stage our work has been reviewed by
competent social scientists in the academic community and in the Federal Govern-
ment. Our findings have been circulating publicly for 4 years. We have presented
our findings at several professional meetings and published our findings in a
leading Journal. In addition, HEW convened an expert panel of statisticians,
economists, sociologists, and demographers to review our work. That panel met
last February and while alternative explanations of our findings were offered.
there was general agreement that the experiment had increased marital dissolu-
tion rates.
Implications o the marital stability findings for welfare reform

The income maintenance experiments have taught us a great deal about, the
potential effects of welfare reform on marital stability. We have learned, for
example, that the effects would depend not only on the generosity of the program
but also on nonpecunlary aspects of the program. Our research, as well as that of
other investigators, has called into question the belief that removing the cate-
gorical restrictions in the current welfare system would lower the dism.olutio,
rate among low-income families. Our findings for the iov-supxrt treatment sug-
gest. if anything, that the contrary might be the case.

Our discussion of the independence effects calls attention to the Importance of
considering the change in the level of resources outside of marriage as well as
the change in the resources available to a couple. Any welfare program will have
Independence as well as income effects, and the net effect of a program will
depend ulpoxi the relative strength of those effects.

Consider, for a moment, the potential effects of a program which combines an
NIT with a work requirement and a guaranteed jobs program. The cash assist-
a*,ce component of the program would have income and independence effects
similar to those of any NIT. The provision of a guaranteed Jobs program wotild
also have both Income and independence effects through the changes in hicome
that Job recipients would receive. When the primary earner takes a guaranteed
Job. the family income will be increased and the marital dissolution rate de-
creased. The independence effect arises because the wife (the more dependent
partner) beomes eligible for a guaranteed Job If she becomes single. The pro-
vision of this Job may increase the Income available to her outside marriage. Tile
same argument can be made for the income and independence effects of income
changes resulting from the improved employability of Job recipients. Thus. the
income changes generated by a guaranteed Jobs program are expected to have
both positive and negative effects on marital (lissolution. The net effect depemids
upon the relative strength of the effects.
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Consider another proposal for welfare reform, wage supplements. Under a
wage supplement programj-the government subsidizes the hourly wage rate of
low-income workers, in effect, putting n floor on the wage rates of eligible per-
sons. The effect of such a program would be to decrease the propensity to dis-
solution among low-income couples by increasing family income (income effect).
But, unless such a program categorically excluded single family heads, it would
also have independence effects since It would raise wage rates and earnings out-
side of marriage as well.

We conclude with a warning to guard against the impulse to generalize our
results uncritically to a national NIT program. The differences between our
experimental programs and a national program would, undoubtedly, influence the
effects of a national program on marital stability. The impact of a national pro-
gram might be greater or less than the impact of the experimental programs.
However, our findings do Indicate that a national program Is likely to have
effects on marital stability and that those effects may be large.
Summary of the marital atability findings of SIMEI/DIME

In closing, we want to summarize briefly our discussion of the marital stability
findings of SIME/DIME. We have demonstrated that the overall result of the
experiment was to increase the rate of marital dissolution in the experimental
groups relative to the controls. This finding persists in the face of numerous
attempts to explain It as an artifact of the experimental design or of our method-
ology. III further analysis, we have demonstrated that the pattern of experi-
mental results we have observed can be accounted for by opposing income and
independence effects. We concluded with a discussion of the relevance of our
findings for evaluating programs that differ from our experimental NIT. III par-
ticular, we pointed out the potential independence effects inherent in a guaran-
teed jobs program and in a wage subsidy program.
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Senator MOYNIIAN. Now we are going to continue with the analysis
of the particular data of these experiments. We have another Stan-
ford profesor, Dr. John Cogan, and Dr. Finis Welch who is of the
department of economics at the University of California at Los
Angeles.

Both of our panel members are eminent members of their profes-
sion-a dismal profession, but one for which we have not found an
alternative. Maybe that is why all of these things go-if we had only
gotten more social psychologists or something in this experiment,
perhaps the findings would have been more cheerful.

We welcome you. Dr. Cogan, you are listed first, so why do you not
begin?
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STATEMENT OF IOHN COGAN, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS,
STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Mr. COGAN. Thank you for the invitation to testify. I take this op-
portunity to describe what I have learned about labor supply responses
to negative income taxation. My knowledge of these responses stems
largely from the results of a reanalysis of the New Jersey-Pennsyl-
vania negative income tax experiment which I recently completed.

In this study, I estimated-
Senator MoYxIHAx. May I just ask, what prompted you to do that?

Mathematics has put out all of those endless volumes. Did you just
become curious?

Mr. COGAN. Basically that is it, sir. I was curious. It was the first
large-scale social experiment conducted in the United States. It has
had quite an important impact, I think, on the profession, and I have
seen very little reanalysis of the data generated by the experiment by
individuals who were not connected with the experiment's opera-
tion-

Senator MoymHAr. Well, good. I do not want to put it in -rass
terms, but you are paid to be curious.

Mr. COGAN. Yes, sir.
In this study, I estimated labor supply responses among white male

heads of household and found work reductions much larger than those
found in earlier analyses of the same data.

I will begin my testimony by summarizing the findings from my
analysis and contrast these findgs with those of earlier analyses of
the same data and more recent analyses of the Seattle-Denver
experiment.

then discuss the potential importance of my findings to public
policy. But before-beginning my testimony, I should add that there
are many problems in the experiment. Some of these problems were
designed into the experiment; others were the result of unforeseen
events. These problems include the truncation of the sample on the
basis of income: the fact that families were not randomly assigned to
the experimental programs and to the control groups; the coexistence
of welfare programs for intact households; the particular accounting
system used to determine NIT payments; and finally the fact that the
experiment was of limited duration.

The existence of these problems is widely recognized, but the quanti-
tative importance of their effects on the estimates of labor supply re-
sponses are not.

I have addressed some of these problems in my analysis. Although
I will not discuss these problems in direct testimony, I will be glad
to answer any questions relating to them and how they affected my
analysis.

The central finding of my analysis is a large, statistically significant
labor supply withdrawal among white male heads of household. Al-
though the estimated withdrawal differs in each of the 3 years of the

36-954 0 - 79 - 7
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experiments, it is on the order of a 5- to 7-hour-per-week reduction in
work effort among those who received cash assistance from the experi-
mental negative income tax program This estimate is especially strik-
ing because male heads constitute the demographic group of the popu-
lation least likely to respond to the work disincentives of an NIT

The estimates reported in my study are in marked contrast to those
obtained in the previous analysis which are estimated work reductions
of between 2 and 3 hours per week for the same demographicgroup.

My method of analysis differed in two important respects from ear-
lier analysis of the same data. First, families that participated in thenegative income tax programs were distinguished from families tha
did not. Only families that received NIT benefits would be expected
to respond to the work disincentives of the program, By making this
distinction, I was able to estimate not only the work reductions by
the program participants but also the parameters underlying the fai-
iliesi decision of whether or not to participate in the program.

Earlier analyses ignored this disincion and estimated the hours
of work response by comparing the hours of work among families
eligible to receive benefits with the hours of work among noneligibles.Second, the effects of State welfare programs for intact households
were explicitly controlled for. In one earlier study (Garfunkel, 1974)
the effect of these programs were controlled for, but it reports no esti-
mates for white male heis of household.

The reasons for distinguishing between NIT program participants
and nonparticipants are fundamental to analysis of experimental data
generated not only by the New Jersey-Pennsylvania experiment but
also by all other social experiments in negative income taxation.

Eligible families who participated in the program have the work
disincentive effects of the tax rate and the income guarantee embodied
in their observed hours of work. Eligible families who do not par-
ticipate implicitly reject the tax rate and the income guarantee of the
program, and do not have the work disincentive effects of the program
embodied in observed hours of work.

In the third year of the New Jersey-Pennsylvania experiment, at
most only.60 percent of white families who remained in the experimen-
tal group actually received NIT payments. By the 11th quarter of the
experiment, only 48 percent were receiving NIT payments.

Thus, only around one-half of the white experimental families would
be expected to respond to the work disincentives of the NIT programs.
With such data, estimates of the labor supply response to the work
disincentives can only be obtained by distinguishing program par-
ticipants from nonparticipants.

At a more general level, any social experiment in negative income
taxation which the family's receipt of cas-b assistance is subject to the
family's choice, potentially can indicate the probability that families
will choose to participate in the program as well as their hours of work
response conditional on participation.

These two pieces of information are necessary inputs to the formula-
tion of public policy. Two alternative negative income tax programs
that differ in their tax rates may induce the same expected labor sup-
ply response. Yet, because the program with the higher tax rate pro-
duces a larger labor supply withdrawal and cove-,. a smaller segment
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of the population, the consequences of the two programs for income
redistribution may be quite different.

Theprimary goal of negative income taxation is income redistribu-
tion. Unless participants and nonparticipants are distinguished, the
income redistribution consequences of NIT programs cannot be ex-
tracted from experimental data.

It is important to control for welfare because attempts to estimate
labor supply responses to NIT programs without accounting for it
necessarily confound the work disincentives of welfare and NIT
programs.

For example, if all the controls and none of the experimentals re-
ceive welfare benefits, a comparison of the mean hours worked between
the two groups would be an estimate of work disincentives of NIT
relative to welfare.'

On the other hand, if none of the controls receive welfare benefits
but all of the experimentals did, a comparison of the mean hours
worked would not indicate the supply response of negative income
taxation. Rather, it would be an estimate of the work disincentives of
the welfare program.

The incidence of welfare in the experiment is not trivial. Among
whites, over 27 percent of the controls and 13 percent of the experi-
mentals received welfare benefits. With such a high incidence of wel-
fare participation, welfare program effects must be controlled for if
estimates from analysis of experimental data are to have a precise
interpretation.

The differential between my estimate of the hours of work reduction
and those earlier analyses of the New Jersey experiment is primarily
due to different methods of analysis, but the different methods are
crucially important to comparing results.

By distinguishing between bIT program participants and non-
participants, I obtained an estimate of a labor supply response among
NIT program participants. Earlier analyses do not.

By controlling for the State welfare programs, I obtained an esti-
inate~of the labor supply response in the absence of a welfare alter-
native. Earlier analyses that ignore the effects of welfare necessarily
estimate responses that confound the work disincentives of an NIT
program with those of the State welfare program.

Recent analysis of the labor supply response in the Seattle-Denver
experiment (Robins 1978) tends to support the conclusion of a rela-
tively large work disincentive to the experimental NIT programs. In
his recently completed, but as yet unpublished, paper, Robins also dis-
tinguishes between NIT program participants and nonparticipants,
and estimates average hours of work reduction of between 5 and 7
hours a week among male heads who participated in the Seattle-
Denver experimental-proyram.

Senator MOYNIIAN. MaWy I interrupt? That is precisely your esti-
mate, is it not?

Mr. CoGAX. Yes. It is precisely the range of my estimate.
This estimate is considerably higher than estimates reported in

earlier analysis of the Seattle-Dnver experiment. This earlier analysis
ignored the distinction between program participants and nonpar-
tic pants, and estimated small work reductions similar to those esti-
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mated in previous analyses of the New Jersey-Pennsylvania experi-
ments.

What are the implications of the large labor supply response to pub-
lic policy? The large labor supply response to the work disincentives
created by an NIT program has important implications for the cost of
negative income taxation. To provide some indication of its impor-
tance, I will use the negative income tax component of President Car-
ter's program for better jobs and income as an example.

Under the President's program, every family of four whose annual
income is less than $8,400 per year would have received cash assistance
from the Federal Government. A family of four with one worker earn-
ing $7,000 per year receives $700 per year in cash assistance, assuming
no labor supply response to the program.

If the worker reduces his or her hours of work by 2 per week in
response to the work disincentives oi the program, the cas assistance
would have risen to $882 per year. If, however, the worker responded
by reducing hours of work according to the lower bound estimate in
my study, 5 hours per week, the cash assistance to this family would
have risen to $1,155 per year, a 31-percent increase in the program's
transfer cost.

For a similar family of four where the one worker earns $8,000 per
year in the absence of the mrgr , a 2-hour per week response would
have resulted in the fami y receiving a cash subsidy of about $408
per year. A 5-hour per week response would have resulted in the
family's receiving $720 per year, 66 percent higher.

Finally, a family wherein the worker earns the minimum wage
would have received $1,688 per year, assuming a 2-hour per week re-
sponse, but $1,895 per year if his response were 5 hours per week.

As there examples indicate, the transfer costs of an NIT program
are highly sensitive to the labor supply reduction that such a pro-
gram would induce. The relatively large work disincentives found in
my analysis of the New Jersey-Pennsylvania experiment and those
recently found by Robins and 'his analysis of the Seattle-Denver ex-
periments, is just that the transfer costs of an economywide NIT pro-
gram would be larger than current projections based on earlier esti-
mated responses indicate.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I don't believe it. Do you mean to say that
Harold Watts got down and measured the effects of a negative income
tax upon the behavior of people who were not receiving negative in-
come tax paymentsI

Mr. COoAN.-That-is precisely correct. I have here a book edited by
Watts and Rees, entitled "The New Jersey Income-Maintenance Ex-
periment, Volume II, Labor Supply Responses." The book summarize
the findings of the Institute for Research on Poverty's analysis of the
labor supply responses in the experiment for the research community.
The book is over 400 pages long. Nowhere in this book are the num-
ber of families that actually participated in the experimental NIT
programs reported.

Senator MOYNXIIAN. I don't believe it.
Mr. CoOAw. It's true, Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That borders on malpractice. I went through

those New Jersey results and the whole thing seemed muted to me,
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and there was no focus and I expected something a little more asser-
tive about the findings, but I mean, my Lord.

A family could be in the experimental group and choose to partici-
pate or choose not to participate, is that itI

Mr. COGA-. To some extent, sir, yes. Imagine a family whose in-
come in the absence of the program exceeded the programli break-even
level. A person in that family would reduce its income, get on the
program, and receive benefits.

So in that sense, yes; the family could choose whether to participate
or not.

Senator MOY IHAN. You published this in your paper "Negative
Income Tax and Labor Supply," and you also had a nice little note in
"Challenge."

What has been the response
Mr. CooAN. It depends on who I talk to. The response L have re-

ceived from the poverty institute at the University of Wisconsin and
Harold Watts, who I believe is now at Columbia, has been quite nega-
tive. The response I received from my colleagues at RAND has been
positive.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That's about right. I Ieognize that fact.
Mr. Robins of SRI has come up with the same range that you have.

-;o we have at least these two findings which are-
Mr. COGAx. They are similar, but let's remember that the experi-

ments were quite different. They am similar though.
Senlatr' MOYNHIAN. There may be some generm relationship bere;

there may not be. But at least we have two findings that are in the
same range, and they are considerable-you know, hours is a day's
work:

Mr. COGAN. It is substantial.
Senator MOYNIUAN. I do not. like that. one bit.
I am going to ask if there is somebody from the Department of

Labor present?
All rightL Stand up, won't you, and introduce yourself, if you

would?
Ms. HUNTER. I am Ms. Hunter.
Senator MoY.NHIAN. M1s. Hunter. you heard Dr. Cogan's testimony.

I wish you would see that Dr. Allen has a copy, and I would like to hear
from the Depalment of Labor what its comment is on this disparity.
It reels the mind.

Your research is HEW financed, I believe?
Mr. COGAN. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAIN. Let's get Labor to find out what Cogan did and

-ee if they cannot explain this to us; all right? And let's have them do
it by the end of the week; all right? If you can do it, you can do it.
Let's hear what they have to say by Friday.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

COMMENTS ON TESTIMONY OF JOHN COGAN, PREPARED BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR

Cogan has identified two legitimate criticisms of the analysis of New Jersey/
Pennsylvania Income maintenance experiment as presented in the HEW final re-
port of the findings of that experiment. The problems he identifies arise from two

I "Summary Resort of the New Jersey Graduated Work Incentive Experiment." U.S. De-
pnrtment of Health. Education, and Welfare, December 1973.
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sources: (1) some families enrolled in the experimental plans had incomes too
high to qualify them for actual payments and thus may not have been affected
by the payments offered; (2) many families in the "control" or comparison group
(as well as a substantial number of experimental families) were actually receiv-
Ing welfare payments under the Unemployed-Father component of AFDO (opera-
tive in both New Jersey and Pennsylvania), and thus may have been subject
to even greater disincentive effects than the families receiving payments under
the experiment. These two facts mAke It diMcult to estimate the true response
to the negative income tax among those actually receiving payments.

With respect to the first problem, It is the case that the results for the New
Jersey experiment presented by HEW in their summary report did not distin-
guish between responses of people with incomes below the eligibility limit for the
particular plan in which they were enrolled, and hence who actually received
payments, and those with somewhat higher incomes. Instead the report presents
the aggregate work effort response for a sample of low-income families (fami-
lies with incomes less than 150 percent of the poverty line) some of whom were
not income eligible for payments, While this is not an uninteresting statistic in
analyzing aggregate program impacts on the population presumably at risk, it is
clearly at least of equal interest to know the magnitude of work effort reductions
among those who actually responded to the incentives provided by the experi-
mental programs.

Obviously once an income maintenance program is operating it is the people
who are actually receiving payments who are most likely to respond to the work
incentives it provides. Nonetheless it is important to note that the people who
actually receive payments may or may not have been eligible for such payments
at the program's start. Not only will income fluctuations caused by non-experi-
mental influences make some people newly eligible, but the program's incen-
tives may themselves create new eligibles. That is, some people not Initially eli-
gible may choose to adjust their work effort (or other family circumstances) in
order to become eligible. For this reason to capture full program effects it is
necessary to consider the behavior of people who are somewhat above the income
eligibility cut-off as well as those who are actually receiving payments although
it is important to distinguish the two groups to the extent possibl,

The problem Is, however, not as easily solved as it may seem. Numerous re-
searchers including Watts [1974] and Hall (19751 have attacked it. (A list of
relevant studies is attached.)

The basic problem is that the existence of an income cut-off for eligibility for
an income maintenance program insures that the only people who are eligible for
benefits are those who (holding family size constant) have low wages, low hours
of work or both. Necessarily this will produce a concentration of people receiv-
ivg payments who have low hours of work relative to the broader population,
whether or not they are responding to the program's incentives.

To find out how much of these low hours is due to other factors and how much
to the program's incentives, it is necessary to compare the group receiving pay-
ments to a control group which is comparable in all respects, including hours of
work and wages, except for the differences induced by the experiment. This is not
easy to do since once the experiment is underway we can no longer distinguish
experimentally induced changes in hours of work among the experimental group
from those produced by other factors in both the experimental and control group.

Watts attempted in his initial analysis of the experiment [Watts, 19741 to do
this by including the full set of experimentals and controls, whether or not the
former were receiving payments, thus eliminating the effect of non-experimen-
tally induced changes in hours. He attempted to account for the likely low re-
sponse of experimental who were considerably above the income cut-off by
allowing them to respond differently from those with lower incomes. His analysis
yielded inconclusive results partly because of small sample sizes and was not
used by HEW in its summary report on the experiment.

Cogan attempts to deal with this problem (as well as the welfare participa-
tion problem) by comparing the hours of work of the following two groups: (1)
individuals who receive experimental payments In a particular month and (2)
all control families except those receiving AFDC payments. He interprets this
difference in hours of work as the response induced by the experimental program.
This comparison is inappropriate for the following rengons. Because of the way
In which the NIT formula works, the only NIT-eligible families who received
NIT payments were those who had comparatively low earnings and hours of

2 He also excludes experimental families receiving AIDC from the comparison.
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work; families with higher earnings did not receive payments and hence would
not have been Included In Cogan's first comparison group. Conversely, members of
the control group who did not receive welfare benefits tended -to have higher-
than-the-average earnings and hours of work. Thus, Cogan's estimate of the
NIT effect is based on the difference between the experimental families Ith.the
least amount of work effort and the control families with the greatest amount of
work effort. This comparison certainly exaggerates- the effects of the NIT
program.

A more satisfactory treatment is that employed by the Stanford Research In-
stitute [Keeley, Robins, Splegelman and West, May 1977, Research Memorandum
No. 38]. For the purpose of cross-experimental comparisons SRI has also esti-
mated an average response model comparable to that upon which the initial New
Jersey estimates were based. However, the model---criticized by Cogan-which
was used to estimate the costs and work effort reductions ,associated with spe-
cific plans, differentiated between those above and below the income eligibility
cut-off. To do this SRI computes the actual change In each payment-eligible
family's financial condition based upon the family's preexperimental income
level. This avoids the problem of attributing random changes in income to ex-
perimentally induced responses. One possible problem with SRI's approach is
that preexperimental income may not be representative of the families' normal
income in the absence of the experiment. Some of the families designated as
income eligible on the basis of preexperimental income may only have been
transitorily poor and would have increased their income in subsequent time
periods in any case. This may lead to some underestimate of responses.

Account should also be taken of those downward flows into the eligible popula-
tion which result from those reductions in hours of work induced by the experi-
mental programs which cause experimental families initially above the income
cutoff to fall below it. SRI has estimated such responses but the SIME/DIME
sample with incomes above the income cut-off limits is small and It is difficult to
generalize these effects to a national population. As a result these last effects
have not been Included in either the HEW or Congressional Budget Office welfare
reform cost estimates. However what evidence there is of the magnitude of such
effects suggests it would be small in comparison to those observed for families
initially below the income cut-off levels.

With respect to the inclusion of welfare families in the comparison of expert-
mentals and controls, whether or not this is a problem depends upon what it Is
you want to know. The New Jersey findings (and the comparable SIME/DIME
average experimental/control responses reported) indicate the difference in work
effort which could be expected if an income maintenance program, similar on
average to those tested, were introduced instead of the welfare systems in the
jurisdictions currently operative. This Is obviously relevant in assessing the im-
pacts of likely reforms in States and jurisdictions with comparable existing wel-
fare programs.

Cogan attempts to answer a different, though still interesting question. What
would be the effect on work effort of Introducing the experimental plans tested
into a world in which there was currently no welfare alternative? This is of in-
terest in assessing both the effects of current programs and of introducing new
programs Into areas where benefits are low or coverage very restrictive.

As indicated above Cogan's analysis of this latter question is flawed by the fact
that his comparison groups are not really comparable. However It is interesting
to note that, if one accepts Cogan's methodology, his results yield the conclusion
that the existing AF'DC-UP programs in New Jersey and Pennsylvania reduce
hours of work among those receiving benefits by 6% hours a week more than did
the. experimental plans tested in New Jersey.

The initial researchers associated with the New Jersey experiment attempted
to estimate the extent of the welfare effect on the estimated labor supply re-
sponse.. Garflnkel (1974) estimated that ignoring the existence of welfare caused
some understatement of the labor supply response but he concluded that the effect
was small.

The most satisfactory treatment of the welfare participation problem to date
is that produced by the Joint efforts of Stanford Research and Mathenmatiea Pol-
icy Research. They estimate labor supply response functions which are sensitive
to the changes in each individual's wage rate and income induced by the experi-
ment relative to their preexperimental status. These estimates are then Incor-
porated Into a microsimulation model which provides an accurate national repre-
sentation of the current Income, work effort and welfare status of the potentially
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eligible population. The net effect on work effort and incomes (compared to the
status quo) of any reform proposal can then be computed and the results analyzed
in terms of the differential impacts in jurisdictions with different initial welfare
programs and among individuals with different initial Incomes, work experience,
or family situations. A model of this type was employed by both HEW and OBO in
analyzing the potential impact of the welfare reforms proposed by the Adminis-
tration and others last year. Cogan's methodology cannot be used for this purpose.

CONCLUSION

The issues which Cogan raises are not new but they are important in assessing
the meaning of experimental findings for welfare reform. The most important les-
son to be drawn from this analysis is that in presenting results, researchers should
be extremely careful to describe the exact nature of the populations for which
the conclusions are being (or not being) drawn, the comparisons upon which
they are based and the meaning of these comparisons, as well as other alterna-
tives, for assessing policy impacts.
The New Jerse-Pewwil/txwid experiment

Harold Watts, et al., 'The Labor-Supply Response of Husbands," The Journal
of Human Resources, VoL IX, No. 2, Spring 1974. (See especially pp. 86 ff.)

Harold Watts and Albert Rees, "The New Jersey Income-Maintenance Experi-
ment, Vol. II, Labor Supily Responses," Academic Press, New York, N.Y.; 1977.
(See especially pp. 86ff.)

Robert E. Hall, "Effects of the Experimental Negative Income Tax on Labor
Supply," in Pechman and Timpane, eds., "Work Incentives and Income Guaran-
tees: The New Jersey Negative Income Tax Experiment," Brookings, Washing-
ton, D.C., 1975. (See especially pp. 117-119, 138-144.)
The G..ry experiment

Robert Moffltt, "The Effect of Taxes and Transfers on Work Effort," MPR
Working Paper, Princeton, N.J., May 1978.

Gary Burtless and Jerry Hausman, "The Effect of Taxation on Labor Supply:
Evaluating the Gary Negative Income Tax Experiment," Journal of Political
Economy', December 1978. (Also available as MIT Dept. of Economics Working
Paper #211, Cambridge, Mass., November 1977.)
The Seatte-Dentw expermwat

Michael Keeley, et aL, "The Labor Supply Effects and Costs of Alternative Neg-
ative Income Tax Programs: Evidence from the Seattle and Denver Income
Maintenance Experiments, Part I-The Labor Supply Response Function," Re-
search Memorandum #88, Menlo Park, Ca., May 1977. (See especially pp. 8-18.
Forthcoming in The American Economic Review.)

, Philip Robins and Richard West, "Participation in the Seattle and Denver In-
come Maintenance Experiments and Its Effects on Labor Supply," Research
Memorandum #53, SRI International, Menlo Park, Ca., March 1978.

Senator MoyxA&N. Sir, you state that "because of budgetary limi-
tations, I was unable to extend my analysis to women and other racial
groups in the experiment." Do you mean to say that the faucet was
turned off in WashingtonI

Mr. COGAN. No, sir. I received a contract from HEW to analyze
the data generated by the New Jersey experiment. When I began my
alysis, I had fully intended to elaaine the response among all
demographic groups and women also.'

When I found out that relatively few of the families were, in fact,
participants, I had to get additional data from the Poverty Institute.
The data I needed to disting' h between participants and nonpar-
ticipants was not provided infthe analysis file which was distributed
to the research community. I had to get- that separately, and that set
me back a good 2 months and as a result I was not

Senator MoYNIAN. I hope you are pursuing this line of inquiry ?
Mr. COGAN. No; I am not. My contract* has ended and I have turned

to other things.
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Senator MoYmmAN. You have turned to other things. Well perhaps
you are right, but you certainly turned up something that I want to
find out more about. I do not like it one bit.

At the time, I did not much like the way that that final report of
the New Jersey experiment came out. It made me uneasy and you
have not made me any the le.

Well, sir, we will now turn to your associate here, Professor Welch
who has written in Palmer and Peckman's "Welfare in Rural Areas"
on the burdens of the farmer.

Mr. WEL H. Yes, sir.
Senator MoYxmAN. I read it with the greatest sible interest and

understood just about as far as the middle of the first paragraph.
Mr. WELCH. You were ahead of me.

STATEMENT OF FINIS WELCH, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, UNI.
VERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES

Mr. WELCH. Thank you for givig me the chance to talk about labor
supply response estimates inthe NIT experiments. I have not par-
ticipated in either the design or analysis units of any of these experi-
ments and as an outsider. I am reasonably familiar only with the
Iowa-North Carolina rule experiment which reviewed for Brookings.

This review involved only farmer responses and I am much more
fhuniliar with the farm than with the nonfarm part of that experiment.

As director of RAND's labor and population program, I also se-
cured funding for examination of the New Jersey experiment by
John Cogan. John and I often discussed his work and the parallels.
between the rural and New Jersey experiments, so I knew something
about New Jersey as well.

I am not familiar with the Gary experiment and have only limited
information of the Seattle-Denver one, I do, however, have the gen-
eral impression that data generated by the experiment raised very
difficult estimation problems that may be as hard to reconcile as prob-
lems associated with analysis of nonexperimental data.

I do not enjoy my position as a destructive critic, because I have
the uneasy feeling that had f been involved in designing one of the
experiments, I would not have done better. Yet, from the vantage of
hindsight, it is clear that many problems were built in and that their
resolution is not easy and may be impossible. The clearest, but by no
means only example, is the fact the rural experiment used cash basis
rather than accural accounting.

The IRS permits farmers to use cash accounting which, over a
career is much like interest-free loans and raises no other important
analytical issues. But for a 3-year experiment for farmers who, with
crop storage can time receipts, cash accounting can be devastating.

Consider, for example, a North Carolina tobacco or an Iowa corn
farmer in the third year of an experiment that imposes a 70-percent
tax on his net of expense cash income. The experiment simply with-
draws 70 percent of his receipts realized in the third year but sub-
sidizes 70 percent of the third year expense.

Since sales after the experiment are not taxed. why sell in the third
year? Why not run up expenses and hold the crop until the experiment
terminates?
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The same question arises through the first and second years except
that storage would be greater. Would it be surprising to find that
work effort on farms increased by an experiment UThey were, in fact.

If so, would this be a basis for forecastmg responses for permanent

negative income tax schemel Today, I briefly examine three issues
or features of the experiment which have confounded estimates of
labor supply responses. They include problems of interpretation re-
1ulting from erroneous and underreporting of income on which
benefit payments are based; ambiguities arising from experiments,
internal accounting rules and problems associated with ways analytical
populations are selected.

Payments based on self-reported income. The IRS has well-specified
incentives and penalties for accurate reporting, coupled with proce-
dures for verification. One would suppose that a full Federal welfare
program would too. And, if experimental responses are to shed light
on real world outcomes, the procedures that would obtain in a full
program should hold to the experiments as well.

Analysts of experimental responses are based estimates on income
calculations from field interviews and a variety of other sources which

resumably ive fairly accurate measures, yet benefit payments are
ased on self-reported income. If program participants consistently

underreport, then the effective tax is less than the program tax and
labor supply responds only to the effective tax.

For example, Bill Harrar estimated that in the rural experiment,
only about 61 percent of farm income was reported in contrast to 91
percent of wage income for household heads. If so, the observed results
that off-farm work declined while farm work increased should not besu rpig.

It is very important that self-reported income be compared to the
analyst income measures to determine: One, whether tax experiment
occurred, and two, if it did, what it was. This kind of analysis is
conspicuously missing from all studies I have seen.

The experiments occur in the real world with all the complexities of
evasion and enforcement that we would expect, yet the analysis pro-
ceeds as though the experiments were textbook pure. Holding the
analysts measure of income constant I found, for example, in the
rural experiment that the increase in stated tax from 30 percent, the
program's low, to 70 percent, the high, mysteriously reduced taxable
income by $2,400 annually. But from the perspective of estimating
responses, I found a much more disappointing result that income of
which payment calculations were based was very poorly correlated
with the incomes on which response estimates were used.

Using program characteristics and the analyst income measures I
could not ex,lain as much as one-third of the variation in benedt
While there is evidence of consistent tendencies to underreport income,
there was so much noise in the reported income that I suggt the
rural experiment could not arguably be construed as rejecting a
systematic tax experiment.

Accounting procedures for computing benefits. To my knowledge,
each of the negative income tax experiments uses an accounting scheme
in which benefit payments are based on current income or a moving
average usually involving 3 months plus an accumlated surplus reflect-
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ing past income above the break-even level or below zero for the self-em loyed.
income also includes an imputation for owner-used durables like

housing and farmers' farmland and building. Incidentally, the imputa-
tion for assets other than housing involves double counting, since for
income-producing assets, the income is counted as it accrues and is
counted again in the imputation.

The surplus carryover feature of the accounting scheme makes a
lot of sense for a program in place, but for an experiment, it raises
real problems.

In textbook examples, for example, someone whose earned income
exceeds the break-even level simply is off the program, and his labor
supply behavior should be no different from that of a similar con-
Lrol. But the accounting scheme's carryover implies that if someone's
current income plus past carryovers exceed the break-even level, his
current income is either: Not taxed by the experiment, which would
be true if he receives no payment in the ensuing-,year; or he is taxed
at the full program rate if ie receives any payment in the following
year.

In either case, he receives no current period payment and only the
future reveals his current period tax. The analysis of responses to an
uncertain future is not trivial.

I mention that the carryover accounting feature makes sense for a
sustained program. This is true because after initial startup problems,
carryover simulates accrual accounting with some aspects of interest-
free loans. This, in itself, is an oversimplification because depleted
carryovers are erased after 12 months, but even so, the startup problems
are important for short-duration experiments.

In my review of the rural experiment, I gave an example of two
families with average monthly income of $300 on an NIT programwith the $200 guarantee and a 50- ercnt tax. The onlydifference was
that family A lost $300 for the first 6 months of each year-by the
way, these losses are just nominal; they are incurring expenses before
the crops are produced-and for the next 6 months of each year earned
a net income of $900.

Family B had exactly the opposite income stream, earning $900
net for 6 months and then losing $300 for each of 6 months. This
would happen if the accounting period happened to split, the period
between accumulating the crop and selling it.

For these families, annual payments-which should be $600 per
year-in the 3-year experiment would be: Family A, year 1, $1,800;
year 2, $1,000; year 3, $600. Family B, year 1, 0; year 2, $450; year 8,
$600.

If the streams cannot be manipulated, family A would have a wind-
fall of $1,600 and family B a loss of $750, and these windfalls might
affect labor supply. .

Farmers, of course, can manipulate their inconie streams and for
the 105 experimental husband-wife farm families, I estimated thatonly
two lost money by the sequencing option; 37 were unaffected; 66 made
money. Farmers obviously played games with the system, and these
games would have to be unraveled to identify labor responses in a long-
duration program.
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Sample selection and estimation of effects: Both the New Jersey and
the rural experiments restricted participant families-experimentals
and controls--to those whose income was not more than 11/2 times the
poverty line in the year preceding the experiment. My understanding
is that the Seattle-Denver experiment used a similar criterion with a
higher cutoff.

his kind of restriction, which seems reasonable, has important con-
sequences. By now we are pretty much aware of the extremely dynamic
character of the low-income population where transitory income fluct-
uations shift families above and then below the poverty line almost at
random.

One consequence of restricting analytical populations to those with
low income in 1 year is that independently of experimental effects, their
income should rise in subsequent years." This is, of course, a case of
the well-known phenomenon of regression toward the mean.

We see this in the New Jersey data where in the control population,
proportions not working fell, and hours per week among those work-
ing increased over the 3 years of the experiment. This is the control
population; no experimental effects.

And although we would not have anticipated transitory hours and
wage variations, the data suggests that this would have been more im-
portant in transitory variation and workingtime. The price-deflated
average hourly wage of male heads of households in the New Jersey
experiment's control population rose by more than one-half in 3 years.

Most expect experimental design to solve problems of controlling for
confounding factors, not create them, yet the income cutoffs increases
reliance on control groups in trying to eliminate effects of spurious
change. More importantly, it restricts attention to only one-half the
poverty cycle.

The estimates may tell us something for families who are partly
transitorily in poverty, about the way negative income tax effects emer-
gence from poverty. By design, they can tell us less about these pro-
grams, pull into eaniings levels below the poverty line, and about the
first half of the poverty cycle, if indeed there is one.

The income rule for choosing which families are to be analyzed helps
assure that over the duration of, say, a 3-year experiment, a frac-
tion of the experimental population actually falling below the break-
even level receiving benefits will decline.

For example, in the farm experiment, about one-half of the e'-peri-
mental families received payments in the first year, while only one-
fifth received payments in the third year. Similarly in New Jersey,
two-thirds received payments in the 3d quarter and only half re-
ceived payments in the 11th quarter.

As such, it becomes increasingly important to distinguish between
those experimentals who receive payments and those who do not. This
may be a trivial point, but not until John Cogan's study was the dis-
tinction made.

In closing, I would like' to summarize a few of my earlier points.
One, social experiments are real-world exercises; problems of under-
reporting of income exist, and I do not understand how they can be
ignored, yet their incorporation into response estimates is not trivial
and, to my knowledge. has not been attempted.
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Two, the experiments create special problems that either require
more sophisticated treatment of data than we have seen in most of the
earlier studies, or that actually preclude estimation. The distinction
between experimentals receiving payments and those not is a case in
point.

Eligibility for payments depends on hours worked, and hours
worked depends on the criteria for eligibility. Distinguishing between
these opposing directions of effect is hard work, the realization of
which is uncertainty.

Another example involves the carryover feature of the accounting
rule. Someone not receiving payments cannot know his tax rate with-
out perfect foresight, which may be too much to expect, even from
farmers.

Finally, the income truncation leads to only one-half of the poverty
cycle and increases dependence on control groups. It would be nice if
the negative- income tax experiments produced reliable estimates, but
I, for one, wonder whether most of the information created has not
been restricted to learning how to conduct social experiments and how
to analyze data with their own peculiar problems.

Clearly, recent refinements are important, and the most recent
estimates should be more reliable. They suggest larger responses than
have been presumed from the initial analyses, which may be right,
but those seeking reasons for doubts should be assured that there are
many.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Very nice, sir.
Help me on the composition of the panel. This is Iowa and North

Carolina?
Mr. WELCH.' Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. What is the experimental, panel? How was it

drawn?
Mr. WELCH. Oh, I wish I knew. A poverty line is defined on a family-

by-family basis as far as family income, and a family is selected as a
potential control or experimental if its base period, which I think is
the full year preceding the start of the experiment, base-period family
income was below 11/ times the poverty level.

Senator MOYNIHAN. One and one-half times.
And so there is a period where, at any given moment once the ex-

periment commences, some portion of that experimental group .will be
out that 1.5 ratio and therefore not getting any benefits, or what-

ever the top ratio for benefits is.
Mr. WELCH. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And those people that Cogan channeled out

and Watts counted in New Jersey, for example.
Mr. WELCH. That's right.
Senator MOYNHIAN. Backward reels the mind. How could you sup-

pose there would be a work disincentive effect for payments which you
are not receiving?

Mr. CboAN. That is why the estimates are so low.
Mr. WELch. The justification ordinarily given for not distinguish-

ing is the-simultaneity problem that I mentioned at the end, that if a
family-suppose someone who otherwise would be above the break-
even point and not receiving payments were to lose his job. His income
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would fall, he would receive payments, and then in calculating effects it
would appear as though the program had induced that response.

To try to avoid that kind of spurious calculation-now, what Cogan
did in his Rand report-and I understand Robins (SRI) has some re-
cent studies--is perform tests of simultaneity to see is that an im-
portant problem and John concludes not.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I am not familiar with the initial findings of
the rural experiment. What did they say was learned about workV

Mr. WELCH. Well, they did not distinguish between participants
and nonparticipants in the experiment. I would really hate to--

Senator MOYNIHAN. They did not say anything clear enough to -
Mr. WELH. Well, no, they said things clearly enough-they were

funny enough, as well.
One analyst observed that reported farm output fell. This is the way

you lower your tax rate, and that hours reported worked on farms in-
creased, and concluded that the efficiency of farming must have gone
down.

Senator MorIiAw. Oh, gosh. I see.
Mr. WELCH. Another decided that maybe farmers were misreporting

hours, that they wanted to create an aura of trying hard and in fact
output had gone down, w-hecomputed hours as being proportional to
output as revealed from farm budget studiesr-you know, it takes I
hours to grow an acre of corn-and concluded that hours, on that basis,
had, gone down and then analyzed that response as though it was, in
fact, the hours response of the experiment.

In the summary report, the only data reported were simply average
hours worked in the 3 months preceding, and then over the 3 or 4
years of the program between those families regardless of whether they
received payments or not in the experiment.

By the way, the nonparticipants problem is much more important
than the rural experiment. You would expect it just from these
truncation points. We know farm income varies more transitorily than
any other kind of income, or certainly than wage income. Only about
20 percent of the farm families were receiving payments in thie third
year and-

Senator MOYNIHAN. I see. Your point is that we learned from this
about how to do this if we were going to do it right.

Mr. WELCH. I think so. We might. There are some very, very tough
problems.

What really concerns me, in fact, is that we have identified a subset
of problems that have raised very important problems that I wonder
if there are not so many problems out there that-I am not certain
at this point that it really is a convergent process that, you know, if
we were to do another one, would another crop of problems po upI

I talked to Robins at the break. He feels that SRI probably could
conduct an experiment. One problem that neither John nor I men-
tioned that just makes things very, very difficult, and from an early
statistical point of view made a lot of sense, was the way people were
assigned to programs, because HEW gives a budget to conduct the
experiment and the budget has so much transfers you want to get
as many observations as you can, so you tend to find people programed
so that they are hovering just below the break-even point.
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As a result, we talk about the 11 programs in one experiment, and
5 or 6 programs in another experiment, but the characteristics of
families in these programs are different the preassignment charac-
teristics. They also differ systematically from the control.

So it is not as though we can make simple control-experimental
comparisons because they, are not. the same people, and that creates
its own special statistical problem. We like to think that regression
analyses, or the kinds of techniques that these people are using, that
they can, in fact, control, but the reason for doing the experiment is
to try to design out some of these statistical colinear control techniques
to allow orthogonal designs so you can .see what is happening without
having to go through this fancy statistical calculation and, in fact,
we are forced right back into it, as I pointed out with this truncation
point, it is even more extreme reliance on this control population.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
Well, I am going to have to read all of "Welfare in, Rural Areas,"

obviously. I was kind of hoping I would be spared that.
Gentlemen, we thank you very much. This has been a great help

to this committee. You have told us again some things we did not
want to hear, but we are glad we did. We know more now than we
did when we started.

Mr. Wcm. Could I say one additional thing on the marital
response?

I am not familiar with this literature, but it would seem to me
quite logical to expect a very different startup effect, either for an
experiment or for a full-fledged welfare program than a continued
e fect, and whether we get married, for better or for worse, most of us
expect better and if worse occurs and we fall in a poverty program
or a poverty situation and then a welfare alternative is offered that
adds independence, it would seem to me to be quite reasonable to
expect marital dissolution for people who are unhappy under any
ci rcumst ances.

Senator MOYNIHAN. It may not. just be that panel fatigue effect.
'here is a first-time effect'?

Mr. Wigucii. I do not think so. I think it is a startup effect. In
fact, I asked Larry Orr who is sitting beside me when I heard this
result and he said by the third year of Seattle-Denver they could not
find a very significant differential, that most of it was front-end
loaded and it seems to me that startup problems whether it would
exist. in the real world or only an experiment, would be very different
from a persistent problem.

Senator MOYNIIIAN. It also seems to me it would be useful to know
a little bit more about that, don't you think?

Mr. WFJxi. Oh, sure.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I mean, you are dealing with something pretty

large in someone's life.
Mr. WE1imX. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I thank you gentlemen very much and the

committee thanks you.
Now, finally this afternoon we are going to have the pleasure to

hear from Dr. Samuel Klausner who is the director of the Center
for Research on the Acts of Man. Is that at the University of Penn-
sylvania?
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Mr. KLusta. It is an independent, nonprofit center and it is
located at the university.

Senator MOYNIHAN. In that environment.
Mr. KLAUSNEP Yes.
Senator MoYNxHAN. Well, we welcome you, sir. I see you have a

colleague with you.
Mr. CPuwrow. I am Dr. Crawford.
Senator MoYNUIAN. Dr. Crawford, good afternoon, sir. It is good

to have you here.
Sir, we have, of course, read some of your recent work and we are

very happy to have you here to talk about our problems.
Mr. KLAuSNEL Thank you.

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL Z. KLAUSNER, CENTER FOR RESEARCH
ON THE ACTS OF MAN, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. KLAUSNER With the chairman's permission, I would like to
preface my comments with a quotation which is 180 years old from
Thomas Malthus.

Senator MOYNIHAN. From Thomas Malthus?
Mr. KLAusNER. From Thomas Malthus. It is in the first edition of

his population essay in 1798. Malthus says:
To remedy the frequent stresses of the common people, the poor laws of Eng-

land have been instituted, but it is to be feared that though they may have al-
leviated a little the intensity of Individual misfortune, they have spread the gen-
eral evil over a much larger surface.

It is a subject often started in conversation that, notwithstanding the im-
mense sum that is annually collected for the poor in England, there is still so
much distress among them. Some think the money must be embezzled, others
that the church wardens and overseers consume the greater part of It in dinners.
All agree that somehow or other it must be ill-managed.

But a man who sees a little below the surface of things would be very much
astonished if the facts were otherwise than it is observed to be.

Senator MOYNIHAN. It is a quotation with which I am familiar. I
often have wondered what those dinners were like.

Mr. KLAUSNER. I would like to begin with a general orientation
statement. In a way, I begin with this broad statement as, perhaps an
ode upon reading Michae[ Harrington's "The Other America" and on
the tendency to see the welfare population as of a single kind. Some-
times we create programs to deal with a particular population and
then infer the existence of a community when we have created a
community

I begin by noting the diversity in the welfare population.
Three types of impoverished people may be distinguished, according

to the social organizational source of their misfortune. One, the social
outcast for whom economic exclusion is but one of an array of forms
of social participation not easily available to themt They are socially
banished, placed outside the regular social stratification system of
society.

Second are unemployed proletarians. These are workers who are
ordinarily employee but, because of economic conditions, regional
shifts in industries or technological change, are displaced in the labor
force. Their impoverishment is traceable to the mechanism of the social
system of production.
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Three, abandoned dependents. Typically one or a few members of a
family enge in economic activity and distribute their income tochildren, the-elderly and the disabled who are bound to them. These de-
pendents become visible to society when the family transfer system is
interrupted.

Different policy approaches are needed for each category, consistent
with the organizational processes for reducing that problem. The out-
casts, largely black, are not at the bottom of the stratification system
but are outside it. The lowest stratum of the stratification system
would have a recognized role in the system whereas the labor of these
individuals seems sometimes to be considered socially useless.

A ood part of the AFDC population, the largest category among
WINclients--and ours is a study of the work incentive progran-
consists of outcasts whose situation is complicated by their being
abandoned dependents at the same time. Outcasts, and often the im-
poverished in general, are thought of as a homogeneous group, but
they are not a group. They may include migrant workers and ragged
women carrying newspapers and sleeping outdoors as well as the
matrifocal family studied in Camden.

A 10-year study of the population served by the work incentive
program in Camden, N.J., commissioned by the U.S. Department of
Labor, has been carried out by the Center for Research on the Acts of
Man. The study uncovers some errors in our ideas about that popula-
tion. These include the notion that they consist of an unemployed
proletariat.

True, many of the welfare clients are society's outcasts. Detachment
from the economy is associated with exclusion or withdrawal from
the dominant political and religious organizations of the society as
well.

We have some analyses which deal, for example, with the question
of black religion. The religion of a group is an index of that group's
integral to the larger black society religion in America is not a part
of white Christian's, but has the characteristic of a religion on its
own, and so defines a community relatively culturally separate.

It does not, however, follow that many of the values and the ways of
life of the white community do not hold for the black community.

The second error is that welfare reduces family stability by encour-
aging men to abandon families for the sake of an economic advantage.
In reality, family instability in this welfare population has the same
causes as instability in middle-class families. We have a rather exten-
tive analysis of the basis upon which families broke down.

Welfare payments, however, by providing the women with a meas-
ure of economic independence may, as does alimony, retard the re-
formation of families once they have broken.

Third, that the female-headed household is matriarchal. Actually,
these households belong to a patriarchal kinship system. As individual
households, they are female headed but not matriarchal. The inability
of a mother to exert authority may be one source of disorder in them.

The term "matriarchality" appropriately a pplies to the norms of
the kinship groups or the community. One can have households within
a matriarchal or a patriarchal community which do not have a matri-
arch or a patriarch present. Then there is a need for adaptation.

36-954 0 - 79 - 8
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Our findingis that this community is basically committed to a patri-
archal norm but misses the patriarch. That is where the problem is.

Senator MoYNiHAN. Why this is a hard thing for people to under-
stand I do not know, but France in 1920 was not any the less a patri-
archal society because a quarter of the households had female heads
because males had been killed at Verdun.

Mr. KLAUSNER. Precisely.
Following are some other findings on the WIN program:
Husbandless mothers in the study may be divided on the basis of

their commitment to either "traditional" or "modern" lifestyles. These
lifestyles are determinants of WIN program participation, work be-
havior, and attitudes toward the family.

The WIN selection process is one of negotiation between clients and
the agncies. By selecting for training the most competent and those
already on their way to modernizing, the WIN agency selects for its
own success. The-I N program is a rallying point for modernizing
women. Over time, modernizing and traditionalist women in the wel-
fare population become polarized.

Within the text of the report, we provide definitions of the terms
"modernized" and "traditional."

WIN-trained mothers become modernized, active, and socially mo-
bile, more than do low-income working mothers who have not gone
through the program.

On the question of women in the labor force we find that higher
levels of education do not translate directly into higher wages for
these women. Our study adds nothing new on that topic.

The higher earnings of the better educated women result from work-
ing more hours rather than higher wages.

Educational attainment contributes more to economic independence
when education is followed by labor force participation. This also has
been found in other studies.

Vocational training alone does not have as much influence on later
job success or earnings as does graduation from high school with a
more general 'cademic education. The import of that particular em-
pirical finding has reference to job training. We cannot think simply
of skill training. There is a wider socialization requirement for them
to fit into the work situation, and it turns out--seemingly paradoxi-
cally-that a general education diploma basically a liberal arts educa-
tion, is more likely to get them the job. They pick up the skills subse-
quently.

Females with an "authentic feminine gender of identity," rather
than those id-ent-fy-ing with males, are more likely to enter the labor
force. These are working women in the traditional sense of the rural
women working in the field.

A dimension of our study was psychological. We did objective test-
ing of gender identificaiton. A woman who is more accepting of her
own feminine identity makes a stronger contribution to the work force.

Senator MOYNITAN. That is a little outside the range of thi-, com-
mittee, but we will let that stand.

Mr. KLAUSNER. The sex typing of work roles is less of a barrier to
women entering the labor force than is the sex typing of household
roles. The transition to modern work roles for women begins with a
change in family roles.
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The work status of a woman's friends and relatives has a more im-
mediate influence on her own work participation than to her attitudes
toward work and welfare. We looked at friendship and kinship net-
works and the characteristics of people in the network. The underly-
ing notion of that finding is-to use the jargon of the social scientists--
that the social structural situation is more important than the cultural
attitude in determining what they do.

On men in the labor -orce: The greater the authority of their fathers
in their childhood households, the more likely are the sons to advance
socioeconomically. However, the greater the father's authority, the
more likely are the daughters to be on welfare.

That has to do with traditionalism. In homes that were highly tra-
ditional and patriarchal, the advance of sons is promoted, while the
women are encouraged to pursue the traditional woman's role in the
household.

A small family of origin is more important than stability of that
family in generating working income for a son among both whites and
young black.

On families: Among men, the delay of marriage, and particularly
delay of fatherhood, are conducive to economic success. Among women
in this population, adolescence and common law marriages, nearly al-
ways fertile, endure longer than marriages they may form in later
adulthood.

This is not a common finding.
Senator MoYnHAN. That does seem rather counterintuitive, does it

notI
Mr. KLAUSNER. That is counterintuitive. I am not prepared to gen-

eralize this to other populations, but the population of women who are
fertile at age 16 an 1, apparently were more strongly committed to
the traditional female role, to the wife and mother role. They tended
to do more enduring in those relationships than those who deferred
their fertility and marriage.

Women who enter their first serious relationship at age 18 as com-
pared with those be ginning later, have a stronger commitment to bear-
ing and raising chi dren. That is similar to what is found in demo-
graphic research. Eventually they will bear and rear large families.

Women who marry early report more marital conflicts in general,
and particularly, more fighting over adultery, more sexual problems,
more problems with drugs and alcohol.

The termination of adolescents' relations is more likely to be ac-
companied by quarreling and violence than is the termination of rela-
tions initiated later on. The early relations are indeed, although more
enduring, more violent and passionate.

Absence of a father depresses the children's level of occupational
achievement because it deprives them of financial and personal re-
lational resource, not because it implies cultural deprivation.

Black households in this population are more patriarchal in all
areas of family decisionmaking than are white households Patriar-
chal authority in the family is associated with concentration on family
life at the expense of participation by both mates in political and
other forms of community life.

Matriarchal family organization emerges as the mate's attention
is drawn to the wider arena of community life. We found a positive
correlation between matriarchal authority and income.
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Senator MoyxiN. Could I ask you, do you mean matriarchal or
matrifocal?

Mr. KLAUSNER. In this case, it is matriarchal.
What we have here is the--
Senator MOYNHAr. How do you get to be matriarchal in a society

as patriarchal as ours?
Mr. KLAusNE. You do not in the absolute sense. One could speak

here of relative matriarchy and patriarchy.
We had a series of measures of family authority based on questions

about who makes the decisions in the household.
We had a subsampe of mated pairs. We asked them who decides

in your house when to have sex relations, when to have children,
which church to join or where the child should go to church, how to
make a consumer purchase or a large purchase or a small purchase,
who to have over to the house for dinner.

We measured whether or not they argued that these decisions in
their households were always made by the male or the female. If both
male and female agreed that the man always makes a particular de-
cision, we called that household patriarchal. We then ran that measure
against measures of social mobility and income.

We find the higher you go on the socioeconomic scale, the greater
the amount of authority that is allocated to the women.

Senator MoYNmAN. What do you do when the husband makes all
the important decisions and they agreed the wife would make all the
small decisions but no big decisions ever comealongI

Mr. KAusNER. I think we want to make a distinction between the
concern of that commonsense humorous story that you are referring
to and the distinction between actual and delegated authority.

In a patriarchal household, even though the woman is making de-
cisions within the household, the woman is doing it on the basis of
authority delegated to her by the man.

The greater the significance of the family for the male, the more
the tendency toward patriarchal authority. That is to say, in tra-
ditional patriarchal households, males are more involved in house-
hold affairs.

A poverty program targeted on the impoverished part of a popula-
tion is inherently limited in what it may accomplish since the con-
dition of that, particular population results from processes in other
parts of the society. Within the population itself, however, the study
recommends varying the nature of services to meet the needs of the
several types of clientele it serves. Central to the program should
be an attempt to redevelop "community" by working with existing
familial, religious, healing, educational, and political institutions.

The significance of this is in our concern about the notion of targeted
programs. We feel the idea of targeting is an inappropriate generali-
zation from areas in which instrumental thinking is more effective.

When one is dealing with technology, one focuses on a particular
part of a technological system. Social systems are organic. You can-
not easily treat one focal part. It is not more efficient to home in on
one pert of it without looking at the general impact..

Following are some of the recommendations of the report.
For the WIN program:
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1. Voluntary deferment from WIN and similar work trainingpro-
grams should be granted nearly automatically in the case of husband-
less mothers with four or more children.

The significance of this is that the current legislation provides for
release from and based on the age of the children.

Senator MoYNrIHAN. Not the numberI
Mr. KLAUSNER. Not the number. The number is an indicator. It is

not the underlying process. It is an indicator of traditionalism. This
cultural evaluation is more important for job training than age of
children.

2. Jobs should be available to "modernizers" and with Government
subsidy or in public service when necessary.

3. Work training efforts of WIN should concentrate on the "tem-
porary traditionalists" in transition to modernization. That is a mat-
ter of simple program efficiency.

Senator MOYNIHAN. If you had a big country to run, could you say
that is how I spot an adjusted traditionalist when I see one?

Mr. KLAUS.ER. The classifications are based on measures within the
research instrument. And if you are asking if I could devise a criterion
by which a counselor or social worker could make a reasonable classi-
fication, I think we could do that; yes.

4. Family service programs are needed for "adjusted traditional-
ists." Basically, we are suggesting the program not try to change the
whole population. To modernize them, adjusted traditionalists, as we
call them, getting into culture change. There are not. enough dollars in
the taxpayers' pockets to accomplish that. It is a more efficient use of
the dollar if it, is directed to those groups who are already seeking
change.

Rehabilitation programs should be developed within the WIN
structure and extended to cover all "incompetent" welfare mothers.
Actually, we had measures of both mental and intellectual competence
within the, study. Wo found 20 percent of the population was not com-
petent and should have been in rehab programs. That is what we are
suggesting here.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Rehab?
Mr. KLAJSNxER. Rehabilitation programs. That is, they were not

competent to--
Senator MoY.NlfA.. Had they been competent-rehabilitate them

and they would be again. Rehabilitation suggests restoring an original
condition, or am I wrong in that?

Mr. KLAUSNER. I am thinking in terms of the way the Government
has used the term "rehabilitation program" which has been to work
with people who are in some way disabled, beginning with the ortho-
pedically disabled and those who are disabled because of mental condi-
tions, and helping them adjust as best they can to social conditions.

Recommendation for AFDC populations:
1. Children above 14 in supported families should be scheduled for

work training and job placement during summers and/or after they
terminate regular schooling.

2. Support cottage industry. The argument against cottage industry
has been advanced on the economic grounds that it is not competitive
with the factory. Obviously but that is beside the point.
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The important point is the self-development and independence of
the person in the household. And even if it is neessary to subsidize
that kind of artisan activity, we think that is worth while.

Senator MOYNIHAN. The sheltered workshors for the physically
disabled?

Mr. KLAUSNER. I am thinking also of cottage industries for tradi-
tional women who are not disabled.

3. Day care should be provided to mothers who want to work even
if their occupational status is not high enough to cover the costs. The
rationale for day care must be that the program is beneficial to chil-
dren and that the mother's employment can contribute to her own and
her children's personal growth.

We make that statement because much of the analysis of the day
care problem balances the "worthwhileness" of day care against the
earnings of the mother. It strikes us that the important consideration
for day care is the benefit the children may derive.

4. It is not sufficient to increase the skill level of the unemployed
recipients. Wider socialization policies should be pursued in order to
increase the attractiveness of these recipients to employers.

5. Generally, from the perspective of the economy, adolescent mar-
riage and childbearing should be discouraged. But, where serious re-
lationships are formed, their stability should be safeguarded. I think
we need a more sensitive program in that area.

6. Employment and welfare policy must be developed in tandem
with a national energy policy, and the appropriate organization mech-
anisms established for doing this.

This comment is one from a series based on studies we did relating
to energy, transportation and poverty. Social welfare analysis gen-
erally takes place separately from the analysis of physical environ-
ment and resources. These facets of the poverty problem are also sepa-
rated in governmental programing.

To work with the community is to deal with the physical habitat of
that community as well as with social relationships.

T. Transportation systems serving low-income areas should receive
a special subsidy to enable them to maintain appropriately frequent
service with reasonable fares, connecting the population with places
of employment.

For the long range: Select a limited sector of the outcast population
as a focus of efforts to develop "community"--multifaceted participa-
tion by households in economic political, religious, healing, educa-
tional, and familial activities. Such a community may be developed,
for instance, around an industry as a focus of employment and train-
ing efforts. By concentrating on a single industrial sector, a set of
linked occupations, which link their incumbents and aid them in form-
ing a common work culture, could be developed.

That is a bit difficult in terms of social policy. We would be selecting
people in terms of their belonging to certain networks so that we
could build up networks or communities of working people. But we
do think it. is worth thinking about some of the ramifications.

Senator MoYN] HAN. This is fascinating. Are you an anthropologist?
Mr. KLAUSNER. Sociologist.
Senator MOYNI AN. It is a great pleasure to have someone besides

those remorselessly accurte economists always pointing out. the inac-
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curacies of their colleagues' work, and to hear someone who is more in
touch with people.

I have a couple of questions I want to ask you. We have heard a
good deal about the family-splitting incentives here and there. What
are tlie consequences of this? Is it generally speaking a good thing or
a bad thing You make the point that you don't see the welfare system
per se lea ding to family breakup. Family breakup occurs for the same
reason in this group as any other group. 'Welfare is the form of income
you can get in the absence of a family income.

Have you studied anything about the condition of the children
particularly when remarriage is not quite so common ? There is a lot
of serial monogamy among middle-class people. It is not quite the
same in this lower group, is it ?

Mr. KLAUS.NIr. Our feeling is that the family breakups, the family
instability, is certainly not a salutary phenomenon for the society,
that the family is one of the fundamental building blocks of coin-
munities. It is the one locus where many of the other social institutions
come together around the socialization and development of children.

However, as you have noted, in our work we don't find that the
breaking up of families is due specifically to the welfare programs.
This is a general social process.

Senator MfoY NIAN. Put if you had the option in some way or other
to discourage the breaking of families, you would do so?

Mr. KiAUs NR. I wouldfdo so.
Senator MoYNINA,. There is a lot of pretty irresponsible talk-sort

of fading away now-but in the late 1960's, we began to hear all this
was good, being rid of bourgeois hangups.

Mr. KLAUSNER. I am not for hedonism as a major social value nor
(1o I think an individual's conception of what his happiness is at a
moment should be allowed to be a major determining factor. I may be
a bit traditionalist in that position.

S-nator ,MOYNTIFAN. You suggest we ought to discourage marriage
And childbearing in adolescents. You are up against a powerful move-
ment in the declining age of menarche. As you know, menarche dropped
*'. venrs in a century. How would vou discourage it ? This seems to be
somethingg no one knows anything about.

M r. You are asking me about-
Senator MOYNIHAN. Adolescent marriage and child bearing.
Mr. KLAUSNER. I think that adolescent child bearing raises real

problems for the integration of the individuals into the economy and
that is why we become so concerned about it.

Having said that, I don't consider it to be an abnormal phenomenon
in the history of families. Our findings are that the adolescent liaison,
the adolescent fertility that occurs in this population is basically oc-
curring as a natural normal development of family.

For example, our findings are that adolescent girls who come from
a two-parent home are more likely to get pregnant than those from
a one-parent home. That is against the accepted wisdom of the system.
It is often maintained that the girls who get pregnant are from broken
and disordered homes. But that is not the case in the population we
studied.

Senator MOYMHAN. What is your hypothesis?
Mr. KLATSNEL That the adolescent marriage is a normal continu-

ation of normal family life and that the girls are just traditionalist
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girls not attracted to the work world or the educational system and
see their fulfillment in motherhood and wifehood and they get on with
that as early as they can. So that I don't see that as an abnormally.
I do see it as a disturbance in our current industrial culture because it
disables them from appropriate economic participation later. That is
where the problem arises.

Senator MoYNrHAN. Let me ask you one last thing and I see it is
after 4:30. The majority leader asked me to call him, and I want to
do that.

One of the things that attracted interest in the first reports of the
Camden study, Dr. Klausner, was your seeming openness to providing
traditional sorts of household-oriented work to the traditional house-
hold-oriented person. This Congress went through hell in the 1980's
and during the 1970's over the suggestion that welfare dependent
women ought to work at servile jobs, or seemingly servile jobs. And
there was a political agenda on both sides of this argument and a great
deal of bad manners and bad faith and no information. But we are a
little calmer now. The women's movement has had the effect of making
it much more respectable to suggest that women should work. It doesn't
seem to bea punitive act.

But the question is what is inappropriate I Do I take it that you
feel from the basis o# your research that there is a class of welfare
recipients for whom the most natural and maybe even proper kind of
work is the work that is associated with an extension of householdwork, what one does in parenting and that includes serving and iron-
ing and washing dishes and looking after children ? Do we read you
correctly

Mr. KLAusx T The distinction between modernizing and tradition
is sometimes confused as that between working and not working. But
there are modernizing and traditional occupations. Women who opt
for the traditional family-focused way of life, are drawn toward oc-
cupations which are extensions of that role. They should be enabled
to fulfill themselves within those types of occupations, there is a wide
gamut of such occupations. Depending on their educational level they
would go from domestic labor through teaching and nursing and other
nuturant types of activities. And I don't see anything wrong with
these occupations being included in the programs.

Now, what does concern us is that sometimes domestic labor, is an
unprotected laboring class. We have to attend to the conditions of
work and work insurance for those who give their-lives in the domestic
field. But domestic labor per se seems to be quite appropriate for tra-
ditionally oriented people.

Senator MoYNIHA. There are kinds of jobs which a certain kind of
person Drefers. It is an extension of that kind of life they have chosen
to live. They don't actively want a different kind of life.

We might close with a line of Bernard Shaw's from "Maxims for
Revolutionaries," if you remember. In "Man and Superman," it said
simply: "Do not do unto others as they should do unto you. They
might not have the same tastes."

And with that I think we will close today's hearings.
Thank you, Dr. Klausner, and Dr. Crawford for accompanying your

colleague. It has been most helpful. It has been very refreshing and
important to us to hear from you.
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Mr. KxAusNm Thank you for the opportunity.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

CENTER FOR RESEARCH ON THE ACTS OF MAN,
Pkhikelphfa, Pa., December 19. 1978.

Senator DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR MOYNIHAN: Thank you for yours of November 24 with the ad-
ditional queries about our WIN research. Dr. Crawford and I have reviewed our
data in the light of the points you raise and have arrived at the following observa-
tions.

'Your first question concerns the relation between welfare, migration and marital
stability. Our population was quite residentially stable-some two fifths of the
WIN women were born in the Camden area and lived there all their lives. Of
those not born in the Camden area, 95 percent arrived when they were 20 or
younger. A few migrated following marital dissolution. More typically, though,
the single parent families originated in Camden. Migration in search of welfare
benefits was nearly nil.

Your second question refers to the influence of welfare on remarriage. We
suspect the welfare retards remarriage, having an effect similar to alimony. Our
data are not sufficient, however, for a definitive statement on this. The unmarried
women, perhaps compensating for their disadvantage In marital status, develop
larger kinship and friendship networks, both inside and outside of the households
than do the married women. Those dependent on welfare are, therefore, not neces-
sarily socially Isolated. In fact, among them, marital dissolution has led to reliance
and welfare and it has also led to the sharing of resources with extended kin and
friends.

Your third question refers to the intergenerational effects of welfare. One
could examine an array of influences on children of growing up in a welfare
household. We concentrated, in our analysis, on the Intergenerational transmission
of welfare dependency. A slight relationship of this sort appears but we relate
it to a larger phenomenon, the intergenerational transmission of social status.
Though our society is, relative to other societies, open and mobile, we have both
a benign cycle of affluence, and a vicious cycle of poverty. Surprisingly, this vicious
cycle has not produced a larger caste of welfare dependents. Such a social event
may await us in the future. Few of our sampled welfare dependents had parents
who depended significantly on welfare.

Your fourth question refers to ways of discouraging adolescent marriage and
childbearing. We suggest discouraging these events out of concern with their
influence on economic mobility-not out of a sense that they are inherently danger-
ous to family life or to children. Further, the effort to discourage early marriage
and childbearing should be consistent with the remainder of our original recom-
mendation-that such marriages, when they occur, not be penalized. The "dis-
couraging" may assume some common forms. We might improve or extend ado-
lescent education about complications caused by early pregnancy-though most
teenagers are aware of these complications. We might continue programs of
family planning education as they are emerging through the schools as well as
through other organizations. Our main observation, though, is that the best means
of "discouraging" would be indirect ones. Early marriage and family formation
becomes more attractive when educational and occupational career paths are
blocked. Whatever social programs promote "modernizing," or entry of women
into modernizing occupations, or increasing their social mobility or their aspira-
tions for social mobility, will, indirectly, defer marrage and childbearing.

This brings us back to Job and Job socialization programs designed to extend op-
portunities for women.

We hope these additional comments are helpful to the Important effort In which
you are engaged through the Senate Committee on Finance. It was an honor to be
asked to testify.

Sincerely,
SAMUEL Z. KLAUSNER.

Senator MOYNIHAN.. Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.
[Whereupon, at 4:40 p.m., the hearing was recessed to reconvene

the following day.]
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U.S. SENATE,
SUBcoMMI7TE ON PUBLIC AssISTANCE

OF THE COMMInTE ON FINANCE,
Was&h ton, D.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a.m. in room 2228,
Dirkson Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel P. Moynihan (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYN I rAN. A very pleasant good morning to you all. We

have a very interesting set of witnesses for the subject that we will be
taking up this morning.

I would like first, just for the record, to correct a statement that ap-
peared in the New York Times this morning which I believe might get
us off into directions and hard feelings that nobody wants to have.

Dr. #Jodie Allen, who opened our testimony yesterday, and who was
brilliant and informative and open as always, is quoted in the Times as
saying with respect to "my assertions" that "we did not propose a pro-
grani of the type he is criticizing."

I spoke with Dr. Allen this morning and she did not say anything
like that, and it is obviously a misunderstanding somewhere along the
line. as I have been at great pains not to be criticizing anything in these
hearings. I have said from the beginning that this was a major area
of social policy in which we committed ourselves to an experimental
11ode.

We went two-track, you see. On the one hand, we have had four
Presidents in a row advocating it; two (four different parties) have
specifically proposed it to the Congress. Two others have been well-
disposed to dealing with the matter. And, simultaneously, we have been
carrying out experiments in New Jersey and North Carolina and Iowa
and then the major Seattle-Denver one, and work has been done. by
people of the very highest quality who have spent a decade of their
lives analyzing this work.

And I have felt that it is the responsibility, certainly, of this sub-
committee to learn what has been learned. We are going to have spent
$150 million looking into the nature and dynamics of the various in-
come support programs and we are going to find out what have been the
results before we go into the next legislative session.

The results are clearly a disappointment to us and to many research-
ers. in the sense that we would have hoped for a more resounding con-
fination of the fact that there are large social benefits to be derived.
But, all right. They came out as they came out, and I said to a succes-
sion of witnesses yesterday that they had done honorable work and

(119)
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theyhad done their duty and they -wore supporting their results and
that they should not, in any way, feel that they are somehow respon-
sible for the fact that the data turned out as the dada did. To the con-
trary, that is their integrity.

I would hope we are not getting into an atmosphere with the admin-
istration in which our presuming to ask what has been the results of
these data is taken to be a hostile act. That is retty low-grade stuff
and it is not, in any way, what Ms. Allen intended.

I would like to make clear that she regrets that as much as you
would expect us to do, and we will now put that aside.

Our subject toda is what to do about New York City, and no one
knows better than Donna Shalala. In the course of your testimony you
may say anything you might wish, but I do hope you will find oppor-
tunity to comment upon the lead story in the Times this morning which
is saying, very simply, that New York officials feel drastic steps are
necessary to resolve the budget gap, as you and I have talked about
many times before.

Dr. Shalala is, as is well known, the Assistant Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development for Policy Development and Research.

Would you introduce your colleagues?
MS. SHALALA. Dr. Raymond Struyk, a housing economist who is the

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Research.
Senator MOYN1HAN. Dr. Struyk, we welcome you.
I will make a claim which is irrelevant, but not wrong, which is that

the first Assistant Secretaryship for Policy Development Research in
this area was started in Labor in 1962 and I was the first incumbent
and then a well-known process of diffusion began and eventually it
got to HID where it has attained truly distinguished heights.

In the process, a kind of joint Department of HEW and Depart-
ment of LTabor exercise took place, and the proposal for an income
guarantee came forward in the late 1960's or early 1970's. There was
much talk about. an income strategy as against a services strategy in
these matters.

The Department of HUD got very envious--that is perhaps the
wrong word-got very interested in this and said, we ought to have
an income strategy too and they commenced the housing allowance
and got, through their committees what in a curious way could not
then be gotten through the other committees.

And so now we have had this activity in place for some time now
and it occurred to us that with so distinguiished an incumbent-you
have given a paper recently on the matter-we should hear something
from you of the results of the housing allowance, and we welcome you
to this committee.

Ms. SIUALALA. Thank you, Senator Moynihan.
I thought I might summarize my statement, unless you would prefer

that I read it.
Senator MOYNIJIAX. We will put the statement into the record as if

read, and then you may go ahead as you see fit.
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STATEMENT OF HON. DONNA E. SHALALA, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT FOR POLICY DEVELOP-
MENT AND RESEARCH, ACCOMPANIED BY RAYMOND STRUCK,
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR RESEARCH

Ms. SITALALA. Just beginning with a reminder that the Department
searched, beginning in the early 1970's, for some alternative housing
policies which resulted in the design of this experimental housing
allowance program, and it was focusing on ways to improve the hous-
ing consumption of poor people that led the Department, during that
period, to search for a genuine alternative to the kind of new construc-
tion programs and other kinds of subsidized programs that housing
policy had traditionally been about in this country.

We sought information about the behavior of low-income families
in this case, when they were actually given cash payments for housing,
and EHAP itself is a set of related experiments, each of which focuses
on different aspects of a cash payment program.

One of the three focuses is directly on the behavior of low-income
families, and we call that the demand experiment, and in Pittsburgh
and in Phoenix we looked at how families acted in different kinds and
different levels of assistance payments.

What is particularly important about the demand experiment, we
believe, is that we not only looked at what people did about their
housing after ":.. y received the cash payment, but we simultaneously
monitored a comparable group who did not get the extra money at all.

Second, in addition to-
Senator MOYNITAN. May I interrupt to make a remark that came to

me yesterday. Fred Mosteller at Harvard used to say we didn't have
any controls because it was only an experiment. You had controls;
good.

M s. SIIALALA. Second. in addition to testing out family behavior, we
wanted to see how housing markets would respond to a full-scale pro-
gram, particularly a full-scale program where it was possible to mount
a full-scale program. and this we were able to do.

The supply experiment was put into two contrasting metropolitan
areas, and Dr. Struyk can discuss the soft and the tighter markets of
Green Bay and South Bend. Those entire metropolitan areas were
covered.

The major issue in the supply experiment was, of couIse, inflation-
a critical one for today. The question we wanted answered was, would
people get better housing for their additional dollars, or if we gave all
eligible recipients the money directly would prices simply go up and
they would get the same quality of'housing? That is, what were the
inflationary effects of a housing assistance program.

Finally, we wanted to know about the administration of the. pro-
gram. When it was run by local public agencies--we weren't really
trying to find out if public housing authorities were, better adminis-
trators than State welfare agencies. Instead, we really wanted to look
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at important administrative questions, such as: Do different approaches
to housing inspection influence the quality of housing a family chooses?
Does the way in which an agency verifies a family's income make any
difference at all?

Before I summarize our findings to date, let me simply repeat how
the EHAP program works. An eligible family selects a place to live
from the existing housing in their community and if the unit meets the
housing requirements that have been established for the program, the
family then receives a housing allowance in cash.

Now, Senator, if I might, let me summarize the first results from
EHiAP and then Dr. Strivyk and I would be happy to answer your
questions. Some of them were surprising to us, and perhaps they should
not have been, but they certainly were.

The first results from EHAP suggest the following: First, that cash
assistance with no strings attached will not work to improve the hous-
ing conditions of low-income families who are living in inadequate
housing. Remember, I am talking about cash assistance here, not about
housing allowances yet.

Second, that housing allowances, on the other hand, are more than
just an income transfer. They do seem to induce some increased hous-
ing consumption in the short run and, given the normally high mobility
rates, longer run they will induce some increased housing consumption
when families finally make a move.

But housing allowance incentives do practically nothing to speed
up the moving process. That is, if you give people the money, it is not
the housing allowance itself that will change their previous document-
ed moving patterns. That has very important implications for integra-
tion, for those people who thought if you gave people some money ear-
marked for housing that people woula go running out and then able to
move into neighborhoods other than those that they were already in.

Third, housing allowances, we believe, are not a substitute for new
construction or substantial rehabilitation, and this is because low par-
ticipation rates resulted in very small increases in demand, and allow-
ances do not provide the necessary incentives for such important ob-
jectives as neighborhood improvement or additions to the housing
stock.

Of course, for the Carter administration, that is an extremely im-
portant finding, because as you will see. as we begin to answer some
questions, the number of people who are actually eligible, the number
of actual participants, does not constitute a large enough group to gen-
erate a large enough demand that provides enough resources to gen-
erate new construction or substantial rehab.

So particularly in a very tight market, for example, where this
would-housing allowances could not be seen as a substitute for what
the Department is now doing in the new construction area. It simply
would not generate enough housing.

Finally. housing allowances contribute modestly to the maintenance
of existing housing stock. They seem to encourage small repairs and
thus, in the long term, they can serve to deter a process, a costly process,
of deterioration, which ultimately may require a large dollar invest-
ment.

There you have it briefly, Senator; some very preliminary findings.
We will firm them up by next year. We have, in fact, reorganized this
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effort so that we intend to get the results out to all of you almost 2 years,
in some cases, ahead of what we had expected. But those are the major
findings, and for those of you who had expected the housing allowance
program to substitute completely for what the Government is now do-
ing, we simply have not had those findings.

Senator MOYNIHAN. YOU are finding that everything relates to ev-
erything and it is all a bit complicated, but let me ask you a little larger
question: Do you feel that you know more about your subject today
than when you started I

Ms. SHAIALA. Absolutely. We have the best housing market data
that we have ever had from the supply experiment, for example. We
have never been able before to answer with any kind of precision what
would happen if you actually gave people the money and let them go
out ar d find their own housing. There is a big gap in our knowledge in
housig policy about those-k Iii of questions, and this was essentially
a study to answer those kinds questions, rather than doing what the
Government has traditionall '..dbne, and that is subsidies for public
housing and the construction-oriented kind of approach. This was a
test of an incomes transfer policy.

I do not know whether Ray wants to add anything to that.
Mr. SThuyK. I would like to add a couple of things, Senator. One is

that, as you know, the country has never had a housing program that
was available on an entitlement basis. In fact, in GreenBay and South
Bend, that is where our programs were operated. So, for the first
time, we have some firm idea of what the participation rate would be
under these kinds of conditions, and they have turned out to be rela-
tively quite modest.

Among renters, about half of the eligible renters actually end up in
the program. Among homeowners-and homeowners are allowed to
participate in both Green Bay and South Bend-the participation is
about 30 percent.

Senator MOYNIHAN. This was rather striking to us, the particil-
tion rate being as low as it was--50 percent for renters, 30 percent for
homeowners. What do you make of that?

Ms. SnAIAiA. Well, there are a variety of explanations when you
disaggregate that data. There were different participation rates for
different groups.

The elderly participated in lower percentages than did some other
groups, and we know from other income transfer studies that there
are problems of getting the elderly in some welfare-type programs.

Senator MOYNIHAN. So you have differences by age?
Ms. SHALALA. So that there are--
Senator MOYNIHAN. The cohorts there make a difference?
MS. SIIALALA. In addition to that, the poorest people had low par-

ticipation because of difficulty in meeting housing requirements. This
finding is similar to the results of other studies that have been done.

In addition to that, you will remember that if people Were living in
housing that. was inadequate by our definition, to get the cash pay-
ments, they might have had to move out of their unit or even the neigh-
borhood they were in, and some people simply chose not to do that. So
that there are multiple reasons.

Is there anything that you would like to add, Ray?
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Mr. ST uK. Beyond that, the type of income seems to make some
difference. We get high participation rates, particularly among those
who are on welfare, those who are consistently on welfare. When we
started these programs in Green Bay and South Bend, we were at a
downpoint in the business cycle.

Senator MOYNIHA. When was that?
Mr. S&myr. They started payments in 1974 and 1975.
We had a number of young husband-wife households who came in

the prom at that time, but as soon as the economy went up, they
were nolonger eligible. They became reemployed and so on.

So what has happened is that we have a-
Senator MOYNIAN. We heard yesterday from Dr. Allen a wonder-

ful term about that phenomenon with respect to marriage formation
and dissolution. We heard of "panel fatigue."

Mr. STmum We have had a lot of churning in the program, a lot of
turnover. About a third of those who were initially in it have left, for
example.

In addition, while there is 50 percent participation at any point in
time, it takes some time for people to get in the program since they
have to find a unit, and they have 90 days or so to do that. So there is a
float. So the actual number involved at any point in time is higher than
that, so that when you consider all of that together the participation
rates are not so surprisingly low, although we simply did not know it
would work out before.

I ought to mention that this really has a fundamental effect on the
thinkk~g-ofthe Department about the total size of the programs, and
so on, that we may have.

Senator MOyNImAN. In what direction I
Mr. STmuYK. If the original idea was that you were going to have 80

or 90 percent of households under this kind of a program participat-
ing, it meant that if you went to the Office of Management and Bu get
or the Congress, your budget estimates would be much higher than
they would be under these estimates, and it has affected it that way.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Are you thinking of expanding the program,
making it permanent, making it a kind of entitlement? Would you like
to do that if you could, if we gave you the money?

Ms. SHALALA. No. The Department now has a program that was de-
signed, in part, out of some of the experience with ERAP which is the
existing housing subsidy program, the section 8 existing program,
which has some of the characteristics of the experimental housing al-
lowance program. What we are really doing is combining our evalua-
tion of that program with this one and improving that program which,
like housing allowances provides subsidies to people who rent existing
units in the private market.

At this moment, that program in some ways serves as the existing
subsidy portion of the Department's overall housing strategy.

The Secretary will review these findings next year when we firm
them up but, at this moment,-

Senator MOYNIHAN. You are not finished at this point, but do you
see a time when this will come to an end as an experiment?

Ms. SITALALA. Yes. The administrative experiment is ended; the de-
mand experiment is, for all practical purposes, ended; the supply ex-
periment, we are going to keep monitoring it for a couple of more
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years because we are concerned about the inflation findings and we have
got to make sure that our early finding about no inflationary effect is
not simply a short-term one.

But we will, leaving aside the final report on the supply experiment,
we will use internal findings froifi the supply experiment and final re-
ports on the administrative agency experiment, the demand experiment
next year.

Senator MOYNHIAN. We have commenced a mode of innovation in
social policy which is basically experimental. Nothing quite like it
has ever happened before.

One of the problems is to translate the results for policyinakers.
There is no member of the Cabinet, with the possible exception of the
Secretary of the Defense, who could, in the normal circumstances, be
expected to be able to deal with the statistical methodology involved.
That is not unusual.

But it is new that they should be expected to do this, that one should
come along and say here, I have this. Here it is. It, is the answer.

And so the translator becomes a very important person. President
Eisenhower hired a science adviser because it was very clear that there
were decisions to be made in which he and his Cabinet had to deal with
with science and he was only getting one kind of science advice from
the Pentagon so he got himself an adviser of his own and then he got
two science advisers. I don't know whether that helped him or not,
but at least he knew there. was more than one view of the matter.

What have you learned that has surprised you so far? What comes
under the heading of couinterintuitive?

Let ie go back. The setting of this hearing is the finding of the
guaranteed income results which have been making very clear that
they are not programs that President Nixon prol)osed or President
Carter prol)osed, but they, are in the same family of ideas.

They produced, in the work area, higher rates of work reduction
tha had been anticipated and we heard some troubling testimony that
the original reports greatly underestimated it. At least we have one
set of scholars that say the work reduction was twice what the original
reports said.

And the rates of marital dissoltl ion were also rather startling. They
ranged up to 60( percent higher for the experimental group than the
control group. Well. that copies iinder the heading of counterintuitive.

What did you find that was comterintuitive that told you people
do not act the way housing professionals say that they act, or housing
coiiinittees in Con'rgess have been saying they act ?

Ms. SIF.LLA.. Probably three findings. senator. We expected the
participation rates to be higher. That was the first finding that sur-
prised tUs.

Second, we were surl)rised, and are still a little surprised, that hois-
ing allowances were not inflationary. Most housing economists during
the period that this was (lesigned expected to find some inflationary
effects of housing allowances.

Third, the consumption patterns, which I think Ray Struvk knows
a little bit about more than I do, were surprising to housing economics.

Mr. STRUYK. We have already talked a little bit about. participation.
Would you like us to elaborate a bit on the inflation one and on the
consumption patterns?

36-954 0 - 79 - 9
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Senator MOYNI[AN. No; I would like to ask you about participation,
because your participation rates are about the same as food stamps,
I think.

M s. SHALALA. That is right.
Senator MOYNMAN. Is there a ratio here that we are running into

that we should know about I
Mr. STmum-. We certainly would not suggest there is a general rule.

The kinds of reasons that are given-we asked nonparticipants a whole
series, or battery, of questions as to why they did not participate
and we have looked carefully at participation patterns in terms of ini-
tial degree of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with neighborhood and
dwelling and that kind of thing; this is a dimension that is different,
clearly, in a housing program than it would be under the food stamps.

There may be some overlap in the hesitancy of ossibly older house-
holds, for example, to be involved-the redtape, the fear of crime, and
so on-but we would not have any information which would allow us
to make that comparison in a tight way.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Fine.
Did you find any influence on family stability?
M s. SHIALALA. That was not one of the questions that we analyzed.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You did not pick up any data at all?
Ms. SHALALA. Remember that our concern here was to improve

people's housing. We are not analyzing it as simply an income transfer
program but we wanted to see what effect it would have to really im-
prove their housing and the finding, therefore, that there was some
improvement in their housing is important to us but it-

Senator MOYNIHAN. There is the opposite side of that finding and
that is that people who were given money did not use it to improve
their housing at all.

M s. SHALALA. Right. Without a housing earmark-
Senator MoyJ-i [AN%. Unless you had to use it, for housing-
MS. SIHALALA. That is exactly right, which suggests that if one of

your policy goals is to improve the housing of poor people that simply
giving cash payments alone is not going to do that.

Senator MOYNIA-N. Now, let me not press you, Donna Shalala, but
does this suggest that you do not need a Department of Housing and
Urban Development?

Ms. SIrALALA. No; it. suggests that we do, Senator.
Senator MOYNTIAN. Does it suggest that we do because if we do not

make these people do it., they will not do it on their own?
MfS. SuIALAiA. No; it suggests that this country continues to have,

as its goal, decent, safe and sanitary housing for all people and the
Federal Government continues to hiave as its goal improvement in
the quality of housing of poor people and simply giving people the
money will not do that, and therefore the Department of Housing and
Urban Development-

Senator MOYNI AN. Boy, have I got you roused up. [General
laughter.]

fS. SHALALA [continuing]. Which has a variety of programs, is-
Senator MOYNT-HAN7. What would you say if we had a goal that

people could do what they damned well pleased and just had enough
money to do it?

MIS. SHALALA. Well, none of these-
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Senator MOYNim,.-;. I have you there, don't I?
I am kidding you just a little bit, because you remember, and there

are not many people around who do, that housing was the first social
program of the National Government. It emerged in the 1930's when
it was thought to have two formative influences on behavior.

It was observed that people who lived in nice houses had high
incomes, sent! their children to college, paid taxes, voted regularly,
and infrequently went to prison, and it. was concluded that these
people were. different in all respects except that they all had nice
houses, and that it. was nice houses that made them have high incomes,
send their children to college, vote regularly, and infrequently go to
l)iSoll.

And, as you know, it turned out not to be so. If housing has any
influence on behavior, it. is residual and not very well understood. It
is something people consume an(d value, yes, but it is just something
that they will consume and value, and there are other things that they
will constmiu and value, too.

Its social rehabilitative role was much overestimated by people two
generations ago.

- MS. SHALA,.%. As an independent product, Senator, but I think that
what social science research has told us since then is that in com-
bination with decent education, with decent incomes, that housing
along with those other things does, indeed, have a usefulness and a
reason of the National Government to be involved.

Senator MoYNH.,. What? What research has told us that?
Ms. SHArLA. Well. I would assume, without getting pinned down

on specific research projects, that, the National Governments, con-
corn about intervening in the education for poor people, in jobs for
poor people, in housing for poor people, reflect soine body of infornia-
tion that leads us to believe that--

Senator MoYNIHAN. Donna Shalala, that is not so.
Mr. STRUyK. Excuse me. Could I l) rse, just. for a minute, your

statement earlier-
Senator MOYNIHAN. Sure.
Mr. STRVYK. Could I pursue for a minute your statement, a part

of your broader statement, about the value that the poor place on
housing? As you well know, the fraction of income that the poor de-
vote to housing is a very large share of their budget..

Senator MOYNIHA . And so is the fraction that they devote to food.
Mr. STRUYK. No. They do devote a large share on food, but we are.

talking about 40 percent of income-
Senator MOYNIIA.N. That does not mean that they value food more

than other people value food.
Mr. STRYu . What we think we are observing in pait here, Senator,

is that the people have placed some minimum in their own minds, de-
fined some minimum socially acceptable bundle of housing services
that, they feel they need to consume that is to some degree, safe and
sanitary and so on, and that is. in part, why we find a number of poor
people living in units that meet our inspections at the beginning. And
that, when you give them additional money, then, they substitute away
from housing to a fairly large degree, even in the face of earmarking,
because thev have alreadv-because of this value they place on it,
already devoted really disproportionate resources toward housing.
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You know the budget shares show the standard budget for low in-
come which the BLS calculates shows people would be spending 25
to 26 percent of their budget, and obviously the poor spend much
more, of a lower income.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I am not trying to get rid of the Department
of Housing and Urban Development; I like the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development. But I make the point, gently, that, the
research basis on which most of our programs are based is prac-
tically nonexistent.

Supposing we had your counterpart in the Department of HEW
over here, and I said, could you please tell me what is the research
basis for the educational programs of the Federal Govermnent, what,
would he say?

Ms. SHALALA. I would not answer for Henry Aaron.
Senator MOYNIHAN. He would say, oh, we have this and we have

that, and he would send you in a mountain of things, and it. would
not amount to a thing. They have no basis and they have no research
results. They had none to start with, and what they have been trying
to find, they have not been able to come up with. At least, then results
are very peripheral and marginal.

In all truth, I think it is fair to say that housing goes on as a ma)or
expenditure of this Government because it is there, and the notion
that housing constitutes a major social intervention does not have
much basis in fact. It is a good thing. It is like Mosteller and I said
when we put out that long book about the Coleman findings; when
people said that the data shows that schools do not matter, we said
that 'ou would have to talk to someone who never went to a school,
and then vou would find that schools do matter.

And anybody who thinks housing does not matter should talk to
someone who, for the last 3 years, has been sleeping in the park, and
they would find that there is a difference between having a roof over
your head and not having a roof over your head.

Ms. SHALALA. Sir, let me simply agree with you in part., that we
do not have a lot of empirical evidence on whether housing changes
people's behavior, but. the real question may be whether it improves
people's lives, and it is on that basis that-

Senator MOYNHIIAN. You made a very quick slide between changing
behavior and improving lives. I will tell you what it does do. I will
tell you something that I know. People's behavior changes housing,
right?

Deponent sayeth not. Of course it does.
Ms. SHALALLA. Sure it does.
Senator MOYNIHAN. W e thank you very much for this, and I think

it is a very nice case of a Department carrying out a rather small-
range experiment. How much have you spent on all of this?

Ms. SHAL.\A. Senator. this experiment, when it is completed, will
cost $200 million.

Senator MOYNIRfAN. $200 million. A medium-sized experiment,
learning something and doing no harm and being very open about
it and refreshingly informative. We thank yoi very much, and we
thank you, Mr. Struyk.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Shalala follows:]
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STATEMENT OF DONNA E. SI[ALALA, ASSiSTANT SECRErARY FoR POLICY DEVEL-
OPMENT AND RESFAChI, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

The Experinental Housing Allowance Program (EIIAP) about which I shall
he speaking today has incurred a sizeable investment of dollars by the Govern-
meit, and has produced extraordinarily detailed data about the behavior of
lower-income families in our country. EIIAP is the largest social experiment ever
undertaken by the Federal Government. What we are learning we believe is not
only usxful to our discussions of national housing policy, but also to other social
policies, such as Income maintenance.

Tie experiments were meant to produce useful information for pollcymiakers
and legislators. It is with the concern that we share our findings with those
who are charged with developing more effective public assistance policies, that
I coie before you today to report some preliminary fidings.

EIAP was designed to provide information about the actions of low-Income
families when they are given cash payments for housing. The program is a set
of three related experiments, each of which focuses on different aspects of a
cash pa3'Yment program.

One of the three experiments focuses directly on the behavior of low-income
fainilies. We have called it the )enmand Experliient." It was conducted in
two large metropolitan areas-Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and Phoenix, Arizona.

III these two places we examined how families acted in response to different
kinds and different levels of assistance paynietits. About 1,250 households were
enrolled in each of the two locations.

What is particularly important about the Demand Experinent is that we
not only looked at what people did about their housing after receiving a cash
Ixaynnent, but we also monitored a comparable group of about 550 families at
each location who didn't get the extra Inoney. Therefore, we call competn e what
families do when they get extra dollars for housing with what they would do
without the extra money.

In addition to testing family behavior, we were also very interested hi seeing
how housing markets would respond if a full-scale allowance program were
iniplenented by the government. Thus, we designed what has been called a
"Supply Expierinent." We chose two contrasting netropolitar ams-Green Bay,
Wisconsin, anrd South Bend, Indiana, in which to run the full-scale programs.

The major issue we focused on Ii tire Supply E'xperinent was Inflation. We
asked: would iPople get better housing for their additional dollars or would
prices just go up for the same quality (of housing?

To serve the entire eligible lsioplation. we included homeowners as well as
renters in this experiment. Currently. around 9,000 households are receiving
sillowance payments ii both locations.

Finally, we wanted to knnow albut the administration of such a program
when run by local public agencies rather than by rese-arch organizations. So
we Included a third experimrienit called "The Adrinistrative Agency Experi-
nient.'

The Iurplose of this exlerin-rmt wa'its to see what kinds of administrative prob-
leus arose whein different techniqtues were chosen to implement the program.
We chose eight different agencies in eight varied metropolitan and rural areas
across the country.' Each served from 4W to 9001 eligible renter families.

Contrary to what many people think, the purpose of this experiment was not
to see whether a local housing authority can run such a program better than
it state welfare agency or vice versa. It was. instead. to io)k at inimprtant ad-
ainistrative questions such as: Do different approaches to housing Inspection

influence the quality of housing families choose? Does the way Ii which air
agency verifies a family's income inake any difference?

Il suimnary. their, we designed our research to cover what were believed to
lio the critical Inllcy issues relating to housing allowance's.

Let lnrc turn now to how llIAM actually works. Under the program. eligible
families select a place to live from the existing housing stock I their conl-
inunity. If the unit meets tle housing requirements estaldished for the pro-
gran. the fairnily then receives t housing allowaurce-iur cash.

Inrnediately, a iunibler of questions arise
Who participates hi such a progranu?

Springfield, Mass. ; Durham, N.C. : Jacksonville, Fla. ; Peoria. Ili.: Tulsa, Okla.; San
Bernardina, Calif. ; Salem, Oregon : and tour rural counties in North Dakota.
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How do the participants use their allowance?
Does the quality of their housing improve?
Where do they move to, if they relocate to find decent housing?
Do housing allowances promote Integration?
What happens to the price of housing when people in the community have

a housing allowance?
When the experiments lbgan, many in the housing field assumed that Just

about all low-income families not subsidized by the Government were living in
very bad hoping. In fact this is not the case.

It appears that about halt the low-Income renters and homeowners are living
in units that meet a minimum definition of "decent, safe, and sanitary."

Now to be sure, the story is more complicated than that simple number Implies.
For example, loi,-income homeoumers are likely to live in better units---that

is: more decent, safe, and sanitary units-than renters in the same income group.
That's as you might expect. But among the low-income, both owners and renters
who live in the better housing units are spending an Inordinate portion of their
Incomes to live in those accommodations.

The average poverty household, in fact, spends 45% of its total disposable in-
come on decent housing. I needn't tell you how much they have left to spend
on food and clothing.

It is also Important to recognize that the other half of the low-income popula-
tion is living in housing which is not acceptable. Some of it requires only modest
repair- to make It acceptable. But some of it needs extensive repairs and re-
habilitation. And some is not really amendable to rehablitation-in rural areas
for example.

We also found that significantly more minority than non-minority families are
badly housed. In part that's because their incomes are lower. But even when we
held income constant, minorities were significantly worse off than their non-
minority counterparts.

When EHAP began it was expected that a very large percentage of eligible fam-
ilies would accept the money offered and use it to improve their housing condi-
tions. We were familiar with the long lists of families waiting to get into public
housing.

In fact, participation was much lower than we expected. In one of our experi-
ments, where we Individually solicited the participation of a representative
sample of the Income-eligible renters, about 80% agreed to take the first step and
enroll. This means they were willing to have their incomes checked to be sure
they were eligible and their housing inspected to see if it was acceptable.

Among these 80%, those who already lived in adequate housing simply ac-
cepted a check from the government and reduced their rent burdens.

But, there were also families who were not living. in acceptable housing. To
get the allowance, you'll recall, they had to improve their housing. And only about
a third of them did so.

Much to our surprise, many of these families didn't even search for something
better.

Thus, the answer to the question, "Who participates?" is not "almost all"-
but "only about half."

Similar results were obtained in another of the EHAP experiments. In this
case, we were testing housing market responses, and so we opened the door of the
allowance program to all income-eligible homeowners and renters in two SMSAs.

After nearly three years, and extensive outreach efforts, about 60% of the
eligible renters and around a third of the eligible homeowners enrolled. But of
these, for various reasons some families dropped out.

In the end, a little less than half of these eligibles met the necessary housing
adequacy requirements. Which means that a little less than half of the eligible
population chose to receive cash payments that would reduce their housing
expenses.

In summary, participation was much lower than had been anticipated. In addi-
tion. those who chose to participate came more frequently from the better-housed
than from the worse-housed members of the eligible population.

Much to our amazement, some families even turned down cash payments that
would not only have provided them with more adequate housing but that would
also have freed up their income so more of it could have been spent for other
purposes.

In the longer run, we found that some of the families who didn't move at first,
moved later on and increased their housing consumption (improved their hous-
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Ing). Even so, we expected the cash incentives to have produced more immediate
change than actually occurred.

All of these results are understandable when we consider what we have learned
in other studies about the importance of neighborhood attachment, and the de-
sire of families to be close to friends and relatives.

The results also contradict sharply the aassumptlon that, given the opportunity,
all low-Incomne families will flock to the suburbs. No such pattern occurred. This
;iading also has Important implications for our racial Integration goal. It sug-
gests that housing allowances by themselves will not increase racial integration.

Nor did families use their housing assistance to buy luxury units. Some people
believe they might because there was no ceiling on the rents they could pay,
although the subsidy onl) covered the difference between 25% of their income
and the Fair Market Rent. As a matter of actual fact, the low-income people in
EIIAP behaved quite conservatively. If they accepted the allowance, they used
it to mininiize their housing expenditures. And they were very reluctant to
move away from their neighborhoods.

We have some other findings which have yet to be fully analyzed. For example,
at one of our sites, where enrollment is open to all of the income-eligible popula-
tion, at flie end of two years, 87% of the eligible black renters took the first step
:mid enrolled in the program. A very much smaller percentage of eligible white
reliters enrolAl..At tlle. s ine time, andl in the same location, only 16%/c of tile
eligible elderly couph s vio were homeowners enrolled.

It was of interest to us to discover that the vast majority of our housing pro-
grain eligibles were not deriving niost of their income from welfare payments.
For example in S..LJoseph countyy . Indiana--one of our experimental sites-5
mt ,if it eligilhe finiil.es derived the major portion of their income from wages
mid sa diaries oJr from I e.ision 4 and ,ovii l security.

When it came to enrolling in the program, however, essentially au of the
A FI( eligibles ill St. .Joseph County enrolled while less than 20% of those whose
ni:ijor sounrte if inoiie was earned actually enrolled. An almost identical pat-
tern prevailed ill Brown (ounty, Wiseonsin--another of our experimental sites.

It appears as if the elderly and the working pK)or are much more reluctant to
seek government liusitig assistance than those already receiving most of their
suplport from welfare payments.

So when we speak of overall enrollinetit rates, we Iltist note that there are
major differences in how sub-groups in the plulationI behave. We will b ex-
ploring these patterns further as we continue to analyze the data which EIIAI
has iiroiltleod.

W'e ho ve also learietd that w\'hen families are given dollars which have rio
,tririgs atnlmied, very few of those dollars will gip to larchase housing over and
iheyonmd what woulhi have been purchased anyhl, () lip the otier hand, If housing
rejuiiremnts are attached to those dollars. El iAP results show that families
slp'nd lree to fo nr tires inore of their all owva ies on himusing thn they would
withmh t such re(Ili i'ientienits.

iM-fore EHAIi results becai't, available. it was widely believed that a greatly
accelerated demand for better housing, lormight alioit hy additional dollars I

he hands of Ilow-i lo(Olie Consumers. w mild lead to rent inflation not accotmpanied
by inllirovereits ill holsing quality. Ill fact, apart from the nornial inflation
which c.urred dtiring the same tilne period. rent inflat n did moit tiki, place

'Thie l xlil; Nltiolo for this finding in lIe N found in sorie ,f file results I have aIl-
ready discussed :

Roughly 20%, of the total I'S. poiulator is elig iie for ,l li,\Als housing assist-

Of the.e, only albomit half, or around 1lr, will actna liv participate In the
program.

Of this 10%, alxitt half already live in acceptable housing.
This leaves about 5r/ of the total eligible population vho are going to makie

any change in their housing circumstances. and som of these families will re-
pair their existing units rather thai move to standard housing. Thus. the de-
mand for housing Is increased very. very little. The increase is certainly not
elolmgh to produce rent inflation.

By the same tokem, the increase is mnuch to small to induree the coast ruction of
new units. Therefore, while rent Inflation has not occurred as a result of EJIAP.
neither has any new construction or major rehabilitation. This Is a particularly
critical problem in tight markets.
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Another area of research in the EHAP program has to do with the adminis-
tration of housing allowances by local agencies.

We found, for example, that local agencies had a really hard time following a
consistent set of policiles in applying the program's standards for decent, safe, and
sanitary housing.

In this context, we've also learned how challenging it is to apply a reasonable
set of housing quality standards.

For example, sometimes, when elderly persons, or other families attached to
their neighborhoods, simply refused to move, some agencies overlooked what they
felt were flaws in the housing unit in order to assist Ieople, who they believed
needed assistance, to remain in the location they preferred. As a consequence,
we found that more than a few families were permitted to occupy units which
were doubtfully classified as "decent, safe, and sanitary."

Therefore, any program which utilizes the existing housing stock needs careful
monitoring to ensure a reasonable level of compliance with housing quality
standards.

In summary, the first results from RHAP suggest the following:
Cash assistance with no strings attached will not work to Improve the housing

conditions of those low-income families who are living in inadequate housing.
Housing allowances, on the other hand, are more than Just an income transfer.

They do induce some Increased housing consumption In the short run, And given
our normally high mobility rates, in the longer run, they will induce some in-
creased housing consumption when families finally inake a move. But allowance
incentives do lractictally nothing to speed up the moving lprocess.

Housing allowances are not a substitute for new construction or substantial
rehabilitation. 1Because low participation rates result in very small itnreases in
demand, allowances do not provide the necessary incentives for such Important
objectives as neighborhood Improvement or additions to the housing stock.

Finally, housing allowances contribute modestly to the maintenance of the
existing housing stock. They seein to encourage small repairs and thus, in the
longer term, they may serve to deter a process of costly deterioration, which
ultiniately requires large dollar investments.

The early results I have Just briefly noted barely scratch the surfa,' of de-
tailed infornmti'n which will be available from EIIAl'. We will continue to re-
port the findings from this program, and hope that you will feel free to ask us
for whatever information from our exlmeriments you hIelieve will ie useful to your
own delib~erationrs.

'i'halink you very nmueh.

TESTIMONY (IVEN ON iUI) HOUSING ALLOWANCE EXPERIMENT

Research indicating that -cash assistance with nit strings attached will not
work too iniprove the housing conditions of those low-income families who are
living in inadequate housing" was presented to a Congressional Committee today.

Donna E. Shalaa, Housing and Urban Development Assistant Secretary for
Policy l)evelopment and Research, testified on the Experimental Housing Allow-
ance Program (EHAP) before the Subcommittee on Public Assistance of th,
Senate Committee on Finance.

"EIIAP is tile largest social experiment ever undertaken by the Federal gov-
ernment. The experiments were meant to produce useful information for policy-
makers and legislators. What we are learning we believe I*s not only useful to
our discussions of imtlonal housing policy, but also to other social policies, such
as income maintenance," Ms. Shalala said.

EIIAP, designed to provide information about the actions of low-income fami-
lies when they are given cash payments tied to housing, consisted of three re-
lated experiments in twelve different areas of the country.

"Participation was much lower than had been anticipated," Assistant Secre-
tary Shalala said, "and those who chose to participate came more frequently
from the better-housed than from the worse-housed members of the eligible
population."

In fact, Ms. Shalala pointed out, "a little less than halt of those eligible ini-
tially met the necessary housing adequacy requirements."

Several of the preliminary findings counter popularly held beliefs. For ex-
ample, the widely held assumption that Just about all low income families not
subsidized by the government live in very bad housing proved not to be the case.
Findings indicate about half occupy units meeting a minimum definition of
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decent, safe, and sanitary. However, the average poverty household spends 45
percent of Its total disposable income on decent housing.

"It was of interest to us to discover that the vast majority of our housing
program eligibles were not deriving most of their income from welfare payments.
When it came to enrolling in the program, however," Ms. Shalala reported, "es-
sentially all of the AFDC eligibles in one experimental site enrolled while less
than 20 percent of those whose major source of income was earned actually
enrolled."

"It appears," she continued, as if the elderly and the working poor are
much more reluctant to seek government housing assistance than those already
receiving most of their support front welfare payments."

The r ut inflation, without housing quality improvements, expected to accom-
pany a greatly accelerated demand for better housing, brought about by ad-
ditional dollars in the hands of low-income consumers, did not take place either.

Further. forecasts that, given the opportunity, all low-income families would
flock to the suburbs, did not materialize.

The first EHAP results indicate: housing allowances are more than just an
Income transfer in that they do cause some increase In housing consumption,
oven in the short run and greater increases In the long run housing allowances
lack the necessary incentives for neighborhood improvement or additions to
the housing stock; housing allowances contribute modestly to the maintenance-
of the existing housing stock.

Following is a description of the three types of experiments under EHAP.

DEMAND EXPERIMENT

A test Which looked at what people did about their housing after receiving
a cash payment for housing; what a similar group did with cash not tied to
housing; and what a comparable group of families did without any cash assist-
ance. It was conducted in two large metropolitan areas-Pittsburgh, Pa., and
Phoenix, Ariz.

SUPPLY EXPERIMENT

A test to determine how housing markets would respond if a full-scale hous-
ing allowance program were implemented by the Government. The major focus
was inflation. Would people get better housing for their additional dollars or
would prices just go up for the same quality of housing? Currently, some 9,000
households are receiving allowance payments in Green Bay, Wiec., and South
Bend. Ind.

ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY EXPERIMENT

A test to determine what kinds of administrative problems would develop
when different techniques were chosen to implement an allowance program.
Eight different agencies in varied metropolitan areas-Springfeld, Mass.:
Durkmamm, N.C.; Jacksonville, Fla.; Peoria, Ill.; Tulsa, Okla.; San Bernardino.
Calif. ; Salem, Ore.; and four rural counties in North Dakota-were chosen. each
serving from 400 to 900 eligible renter families.

A SUMMARY REPORT OF CURRENT FINDINGS FROMr THE EXPERIMENTAL ]lOUSING
ALLOWANCE PROGRAM--OFFICE OF POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH, U.S.
APARTMENTT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT, APRIL 1978

FOREWORD

This report is part of an effort by the Office of Policy Development and Re-
search to disseminate the results of its research activities. Although the final
anaylses of the Exlermental Housing Allowance Program (F)HAP) have yet
to be completed, this report Is made available so that those interested in hous-
ing policy issues may be kept current on what Is being learned from our
experience of EHAP have aLso been used in designing and implementing the
research.

The EHAP experiments provide empirical evidence on how housing markets
and low-income households respond to various forns and levels of assistance
In general and housing allowances in particular. These findings by themselves
help us to answer fundamental questions about low-income household behavior
and housing markets that have leen debated for decades. The results and the
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Section 8 Housing Assistance Payments Program. Additionally, in the months
ahead the results of the initial evaluation of the Section 8 Program and of
EHAP will be used jointly to address a series of pressing policy issues in the
Department.

DONNA E. SHALALA,
Assatant Secretary,

Ojffle of Policy Devclopment and Research.

PEACE

Section 504 of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970 as amended
by Section 804 of the 1974 Act authorized the Department of Housing and Urban
Development to establish an experimental program to test the concept of hous-
Ing allowances.

Pursuant to the reporting requirements of the 1970 and 1974 acts, the Depart-
ment submitted the first annual report of the Expermental Housing Allowance
Program (EHAP) In May 1973, a second annual report in June 1914, and a
1976 report to Congress in February 1976. In addition, a report on initial im-
pressions and findings from EHAP was provided the Congress in April 1975.

The present report is beyond the specific reporting requirements of the 1970
and 1974 acts but is made available so that Congress and others may be kept
current with what is being learned from the experiments.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. Introduction

The body of this report (Section lII) summarizes what has been learned to
date from the Experimental Housing Allowance Program (EHAP). It is intended
to serve an audience that has an interest in the research findings as they relate
to issues of national housing policy. Thus. the report ig limited to a synopsis of
major findings; there is little discussion of research methodologies or analysis to
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support the findings. (These are available from the references noted throughout
the report.) Because analyses of individual experiments have yet to be completed,
the findings in this report are not final statements.

Concept of altowance81

The core of the housing allowance is the provision of direct cash assistance
to lower-Income households to enable them to obtain adequate housing. Under
such a program, a household selects housing of its own choice and receives as-
sistance payments If the unit meets the housing requirements established for
the program.
Policy questions

The Iurpose of the EHAP was to provide answers to such questions as:
Whro pt'rticlpates in housing allowance programs?
Does a housing allowance program cause participants to change the location of

heir housing?
lIlow do participating households use their allo-wance vlyments?
Dipis the quality of housing improve for lraticipating households?
Are there significant nmrket responses to a housing allowance program?

For example, what happens to the price of housing?
lcscarch design 1

The program was designed to answer tho policy questions through three
separate but related experimental elements, ea( h designed to focus on a principal
(luster of Issues:

The demand expcrincnts (Pittsburgh and Phrjinijx).--These experiments pri-
marily examine how households respond to various ty pes and levels of assistance
Iptanients. Approximately 1,250 renter householdt; wure enrolled In each of the
two sites. Some of these households were offered assistance earmarked for hous-
ing. (Others were offered unconstraine<1 assistance rjaYnents (no housing re-
411tirements had to lie satisfied). In addition, for purpx)ses of comparison with
assisted1 households, a))roximately 5,50 similar but unassisted households at each
site were also monitored.

Thu supply cxpcrimcnIs (Brown County. Wisconsin, and St. ,Joscph County,
d iauna ).--These experlinents analyze how housing markets respond to the

housing demand created by a full-scale housing allowance program. They provide
enrollment open to the entire eligible population, including both renters and
hinteowners. The design has placed pxarticular emphasis upon measuring changes
hi prive and quality of housing and related services brought about by the
pro gra Im.

Tic administratirc agcnlc expcrincnts (eight sites, sYce Figure /).-These
evi,rimelts provide Information on different administrative methods for con-
diditing a housing allowance program. From 400 to 900 renter households have
iiarticipated in the prograin at each of eight sites. Agency operations are analyzed
in order to assess the impact of alternative aliproaches to the several adminis-
trative functions involved in operating an allowance prograin.
S/11,11)( (of c.rprimnent8

Dcmnd exp triints.- -The three-year exierimental lihase of offering assist-
rn'.*i to hoiuseholds ended in 1977. This relxrt is based on anallyses of data from

the first year. The remaining analyses tre scheduled for completion by late 1978.

See Appendix I for a more complete discussion.
- See Appendix I for a more complete discussion.3 Tir central cities of these counties are Green Bay and South Bnd. respectively.

For a more detailed summary, see Appendix II.
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EXPERIMENTAL SITES - EXPERIMENTAL
HOUSING ALLOWANCE PROGRAM

* A EM SURALI400T
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shov planned nud~er of FIGURE I
recipient households.

Stgp;ly e.rpcrimnts.-1The sites in which these experiments are operating have
annual contribution contracts with HUI) that will provide lpaynlents to house0-
holds for ten years. The program has been operating for about three years ill
each site. Itsearch data are to be collected over the first five years of operation.
This report draws upon analyses using data from the first two years.

Administrative agency exprincits.-These experiments, which operated in
each site for about three years. were completed ill 1976. Iteports were completed
ill early 1077.

7'erminology
Although we have tried to eliminate technical Jargon. it is necessary to estab-

lish the meaning of (rtain terms used throughout the report.
Enrollee-- household that has (1) applied for admission to the program;

42) provided such Information as income, as,,ets, rent, and household size; (3)
agreed to abide by the program rules; and (4) Iwell ertified as eiig income-
eligible.

Rceipictit-a household which receives the (ash assistance provided by one of
the plais offered In the experiments.

Ifolsinl( 148istapir---a,"istalice earmarked for housing. To receive such assist-
ance, an enrollee must neet the iiotsimmg reqjuir-ments established by the pro-
granm. While several different typetA of housing assistance plans are tested ill the
experiments. in this report tie cash assistance offered is the difference between
the cost of standard housing (including utilities) and a percentage of the house-
hold's income (usually 25 percent). The cost of standard housing is established
by tlhe program 4 and varies by number of loe-droonis according to family size and
(.omli)sition.

lOlconstrain(d assistanc4--one of the experimental plans which offers easb
assistance not earmarked for housing. In this plan an enrollee automatically
INxcoines a recipient. nhe amnounlt of the assistance is determined in the same
way as it is in the housing assistance plan.

(Conttrol houscholds--sinilar to households partlclltting in 1oth the housilig
alld ill lInconstrailled assistance plans but not receiving an assistance payment.

Inconle eligible--a household with a monthly income less than four times
the monthly cost of standard housing established by the program.

5 Housing standards are d-.tribed in Appendix III.
4 The techniques used are described in Appendix I.Income deflnitionf are defined in Appendix I.
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B. Overview of Finding8

The concept of housing assistance has been debated for decades. Prior to
NIIAP, many of the questions raised about housing allowances could only be
addressed by unproven, often conflicting theories. For example, no one could
say with any degree of certainty who would participate, or how many households
would move. or where they would move to, or If any of the payments would be
used for housing, or If landlords would real) most of the benefits by simply
increasing rents. There simply were no data relating directly to these questions.

As tie debate continues, tile EIIAI' results provide some facts to replace
theories. This should help focus the debate for policy makers who will judge
the usefulness of allowances as a tool of national housing policy.

Part ctipa t ion
Of the total eligible population, it appears that less than half of the renter

Uani less (hant a third of the homeowner households become recipients in a
housing allowance program. In contrast to assistance earmarked for housing,
about 10 percent of the eligible households offered unconstrained assistance
become recipients.

Roughly one-half of the households that become recipients already live in
housing which meets the program standards. The other recipients either move
to standard housing or stay in their units and upgrade them to the housing
N InI ards.

Nome evidence suggests that households living in lower quality housing become
recipients less fretluently than others. Tile elderly also appear less likely to
become r-cipients than younger households, other things being equal.

mobility
,A significant portion (usually over 25 percent) if low-income renter house-

holds niove eaci year. however, offers of neither housing assistance nor uncon-
strained jssistan.e seem to induce mobility rates or locational choices that are
much different from those made by similar households not offered assistance.
But. of those households that do move, those offered housing assistance move
to units meeting the housing quality requirements more often than would occur
otherwise. Yet on the other hand, it was particularly surprising to find that
approximately one-half to a third of the enrollees that would receive assistance
if they wvere to move to housing meeting the quality requirements did not even
brother to search for another unit.

Vxsc of Payi)lits
Altlhough housing assistance payments to renters do induce increased expendi-

tures for housing, the payments serve primarily to reduce out-of-pocket expenses
for housing, iI most cases froni over 40 percent of a household's income to
about 2.5 : percent. After subtracting out the change in expenditures that would
have xcicurred without the program, about 29 percent of the assistance is used
for increased housing expenditures 4 before adjusting for normal changes it was
4$ percent ). households that moved made greater changes: these averaged about
40 percent of the assistance (.K3 percent before adjustments for normal changes).

In (Omlprison, households receiving uncontrnined assistance used only about
10 percent of their assistance 4adjmsted for normal changes) for increased
housing expeilitures. whether or not they nioved.

hmtprorme'nt in Housing
It this report. expenditures for housing are used as I proxy for housing

quality because the analyses of housing quality by other means has yet to be
completed. As might be expected. modest increases in expenditure, were made by
those households which, at the time of enrollment, already lived in units that
met the housing requirements. Those whose units (lid not meet housing require-
ment s until after enrollment increased their expenditures for housing by about
37 percent. Some of this increase would have occurred even without housing
allowance payments because of general inflation and the rent adjustments that
often accompany a change of units. After adjusting for this nonnal change, we
estimate that housing assistance might induce a 19 percent increase in expendi-
tures for housing.

' The 25 perePnt of income Is t)ased on Income not Including the assistance payment.
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Housing market effects
The evidence to date Indicates that the increased demand for acceptable hous-

Ing as a result of housing assistance payments has had no effect on rents or
home prices. Nor has the program induced the construction of any new housing.
While no price effects caused by the program have been detected, modest improve-
ments in the existing housing stock are made when units enter the program
and they continue to be made between the annual Inspections.

U. Assumptions Versus Facts

What these and other findings from EHAIP mean to our understanding of
housing programs and the housing problems of low-income households will be
developed more fully in fut'ire reports. But until then, it Is obvious that the
empirical evidence summarized in this report already narrows the range of
uncertainty on many critical issues and underscores the importance of predicat-
ing housing policy on facts rather than assumptions and untested theory.

Assumption.-Given the long list of households waiting to enter limited enroll-
ment housing programs, many analysts expected very high participation rates.
Fact: Not until we tried to reach eligible households (as in the Demand Ex-
periments) or when, for the first time in U.S. history, we ran a test of a housing
program open to all eligible households did we discover that about one-half
(renters) to two-thirds (homeowners) of the eligible households would not
participate as recipients.

:Issumption.-Before these experiments were conducted, some observers as-
sumed that a reformed and expanded welfare system could largely replace
specific housing programs by providing low-income households with resources
to purchase adequate housing. In fact, the experimental results indicate that
although nearly 90 percent of eligible households will accept unconstrained
assistance, only about 10 percent of that assistance will be used for housing. On
the other hand, only about 50 percent of eligible households will receive assist-
ance where it is earmarked for housing, but the amount used by them for
housing is three to four times greater than when the assistance is not so
earmarked.

The EHAP findings also highlights the costs low-income families face when
they make changes in their housing. Specifically, housing assistance recipients
who moved increased the amount of housing they purchased by an amount equal
to 83 percent of their assistance payments. Yet, because we have the EtHAP data,
we know that the increase induced by the earmarked assistance amounted to
only 40 percent of the payment.

Asumption.--Other observers expected that most eligible households would
have to move to meet the housing quality standards and that a majority would
do so given the incentive of cash assistance. The facts from the experiments
indicate that about half of the recipients already live In units that meet the
housing standards. Further, the incentive of assistance does not appear to induce
households to move any more often than they would without the assistance.
These findings carry with them important implications for all housing policies
aimed at changing the housing conditions of low-income households.

Assumption.-A theory widely accepted before the experiments was that rents
would -be Jnflated through the increased demand for acceptable housing. Fact:
The Supply Experiments indicate that rents are not inflated by the program.
The findings from the other experiments help explain why. Let us develop this
a little more fully.

About 20 percent. of fiTe total population is eligible for assistance, but less
than half of the eligibles, or less than 10 percent of the total population, actually
participate as recipients. Of this 10 recent about one-half already live in housing
that meets the housing standards. This leaves less than 5 percent of the total
population who make any significant change in their housing. And many of these
make only small changes since they stay in their present housing by ui)gradlng
it to the housing standards. Thus the additional demand on the market Is small.
It comes from less than 5 percent of the total household population using about
40 percent of the assistance received (roughly $40 per month) for additional
housing.

In summary, it appears that the choices made by eligible households dominate
the results of the experiments, and many of their choices are not much altered
by offers of assistance. For example, of those households who would receive
assistance if they moved to units meeting the housing requirements, about a half
to one-third did not even bother to search for another unit. Even when the assist-
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ance levels are doubled, the choices made by households do not change drama-
tically. Further, while the results of the experiments do vary with type of
housing markets, it aplsears that the patterns of household responses are largely
independent of those differences.

It. EXi'ERIMSINTAL APPROACH

Before examining the findings, it Is essential to understand the approach usedI
in the experiments. 'Since the scope of this report is focused on issues of house-
holds and market resI)onses to a housing assistance lrogran, only the D)enand
and Stipply experiments are discussed. However, subsequent reports will present
finding frot combined analy-es of coniparable data from these two experiments
as well as from the Administrative Agency Experiments.

The ipotential particilants inl the l)eiand Exleriments were selected at random
from a sample that was representative of the entire eligible renter population In
and around the icetrolpolitan area of each site IPittsburgh and l'hoenix). These
potential participants were then randomly assigned to one of several experimental
plans. This rt,lxcrt considers two general types of assistance plans: housing and
tcicocist rained.

Iloisehiolis ill the homl.,.ing assistance plan were offered payments large enough
to) bridge the gap lctwuen the most of iiixdest, existing hosing and a reasmable
fru clion of their inconce ( tusuially 25 sercenit). The cost of standard housing was
estaiclislied iy the program and varied by number of bedrooms according to
faiiiily .iz - a lid colinlssilion. households offered the housing assistanlice could
1044'{cille e lrollees by agr'eiig 1to liroviide ilcforalation ol their itcolle. slselts. 'ent.
amiidi hiiseliohl characteristics. 1loiseholds bevaine recipients of tlit assislaiice

cily wli liit housing reopnireinents ,.a-Iblishtm icy tile proganiv were mltisled.
In lilt- ,n iconst ra iniced assistance plia n. eligil de limiseholds were ,fiere! the pay-

i*emt? ,lescrild alcove hut they did not have to ineet any housing requciiirements.
If I hey ,eciclc I it tii ei ioll. they liciniediately Icx-aute recipients of assistance.

l'or ]u rpo,,s of cicitiparisoi. cont rol houselholds wer also .-A.Icted froml the
Saklilthe (of eligil hes. AItholgh iit offered amly aissistancce. they receive< a -$10
moimtilly Ic.yilenit foor Iroviililig monthly iiforicationii and allowing their housing
li Ice. i ?slcce.l

The Peliii:i liii Ex per tiielits thliS estaIOishiril at enlmpiric.al basis for assessing the
responses to the different types cif assistance cif renter households representative
if tlie eligile h , il thic ci. The-4e rvsjtiii:.;es (all additionn13 lie coclniired to the

belhavior of hou,;eholds that are similar, except that they are offered no assistance
1 cint ridl liousehlclul

The S'Supply Exleriments vere designed priiiarily to test market resl ises toit
full :-cahe 3 rc grain. inirollimect is oipeni to all eligib le renters and hiiiec owners.
li',prinrcat ioc aiccicit tht l'rcigralti mas sipreal Icy TV. radio. iiewslaitper. anid direct

1iircil tclvertisilig is well as by Imicire 'onivetiocial Iirtshures. liublic atliocince-
lilelis. :1i1l Sii 5 .('h(s tio clcllllctnimi ty groiutps. By tie ed of the secoiid year. st rveys
ilicat,, that clearly il eligilhs hail lieu nrl of the iorogral aicd thus haul tiil
,q)Jlcort cti lily Ici apply t',r assistacice.

111. MAJOR F"INDING;S

'The syliisis ,if cuirrenit thildin gs froit lie Experilniceital 11llising Allowalicve
Pi rgram, ipcire-:ciit(1< il this Secticll. ar stiiject to change, primarily li 19. se short
ertn eff,.ts (1 tco 2 years) tiiay differ front Ionger terill olies. This reliert de-

si*rities the more significant 'erults and tit(, exlperimental evidence ulmi which
they ire predicated. The discussiccs are itentionally brief; iore c(licprehielsive
diiscussiins if tlie results. reseaircth nethcI locigies, anrid t-chit'iial a i ly ses (.an ie
ficiill in Ihc references lot d throghout.

'l'lti findings uider discussil are Iicited tic It\iv heavily deIated hi ,licy
qulestionls.

Who Inirtivil it es ili housing allowalice programs?
Do)es a holsirig alli55'nce prograin i.l llse particilpiits to *chiiige tie hc.at io of

their housing?
How dio participating households use their payments?
I)oe-s the (Jiulity of hosing icilprove for tiartieipating hoiseholchs.
Are there significanit inarket responses to a housing allowancce jirogl'ainc ? For

example, what Iappens to the price of housing?
At this tine the answers to the first ,ujIestir wNill rely oi data froth the Demand

Experiment. snpplecnenl by data froii the Supply Experiment. 'The ,olid.
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third and fourth questions rely on the Demand Experiment. Data from the Supply
Experiment address the market issues of the last question. Future analysis will
combine comparable data across all the experimental sites.

A. Participation

To understand how an assistance program operates, we must deal with the
issue of participation. Not until we clarify the issues of participation can we
answer such questions as: What portion of the eligible population is served?
What groups benefit? What are the costs of a program? How are the program
funds distributed?

Participation rates of renter households are presented in Table I. Offers of
housing assistance payments, averaging about $70 a month, were made to approxi-
mately 1000 eligible households in the Demand Experiment sites of Pittsburgh
and Phoenix. Of these eligible households in Pittsburgh, 82 percent became en-
rollees, and in the course of one year, 41 percent became recipients by satisfying
the housing requirements. In Phoenix 86 percent became enrollees and 44 percent
recipients. It is possible that the recipient rate could increase during the second
year.

TABLE I.-ELIGIBLE RENTER HOUSEHOLD PARTICIPATION RATES

Percent of eligible households

Enrollees Recipients

Pittsburgh t -------------------------------------------------------------------- 82 41
Phoenix ' ----------------------------------------------------------- 86 44
Brow n County, W is.$ -------------------------------------------------------...... 62 51
St. Joseph County, Ind. .--------------------------------------.................. 60 39

I Demand experiment draft report on participation using I yr data, Abt Associates, Inc., May 1977.
Supply experiment, Housing Allowance Office management Information report for Sept. 30, 1977. Excludes singles under

62 years old. Eligibility estimates are for 1974 In Brown County and 1975 in St. Joseph County.

After about three years of extensive efforts to inform the eligible population
about the opportunity to participate in the Supply Vxpertment's housing assist-
ance program, 51 percent of the eligible renter hou-seholds have become recipients
in In4wn County, Wisconsin, and 39 percent in St. Joseph County, Indiana. For
the first two years these rates were changing rapidly; now there are some indica-
tions that these rates are stabilizing. Additional analyses are necessary before a
more certain statement can be made. We believe the enrollment rates ti the De-
nmand sites are higher than in tihe Supply sites because it the Demand Experiment
the households were individually contacted and Invited to enroll.

Homeowner participation rates are also available from the Supply Experiment.
Again after about three years of program operation, 31 percent of the eligible pop-
ulation have enrolled i Brown County and 29 percent are recipients. In St. Joseph
County 32 percent have enrolled and 28 percent are recipients.

Compare these percentages above with the households offered unconstrained
assistance: in Phoenix, 92 percent of the households become recipients, In Pitts-
burgh 84 percent. The earmarking of assistance for housing drastically reduces
the number of recipients.
Factors affcctil g participation of renters

Two primary characteristics distinguish recipients from enrollees who do not
attain recipient status: the quality of their housing at the time of enrollment and
their propensity to move. Roughly half of the recipients were living in units
which met the housing requiremnts before they enrolled. Most of the other re-
cilpents (about one third) moved to housing that met the requirements. And
about 1 out of 8 recipients upgraded the housing they occupied to the standards.
It appears that households that live in lower quality housing become recipients
less frequently than others.

*The primary source of these findings is the Fourth Annual Report of the Demand
Ezperiment, Abt Associates, Inc.. December 1977.
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With other household characteristics being the same, the probability of be-
coming a recipient increases with higher household income. This comes about
primarily because households with higher incomes are more likely to live in units
which already meet the housing requirements.

There are variations in the rates at which minorities become recipients. In some
localities minorities enroll at rates higher than other groups; in other localities
minorities enroll at lower rates. In general it appears that once enrolled they
are less likely to become recipients, primarily because their pre-enrollment hous-
ing was less likely to meet the requirements.

Older households appear less likely to become recipients than younger house-
holds, other things being equal. In some cases this difference is traced to their
lpre-enrollineit housing, which is less likely to meet requirements, and in others
their apparent reluctance to miove. Given these two factors, older households are
less likely to become recipients once enrolled.

When payment levels are increased for a given income level and household
size, the participation rates increase. This is as might be expected, but large in-
creases in the payment level produce only modest increases in participation. For
example, when payment levels were approximately doubled, recipient participa-
tion rates increased about 17 percentage points.

B. Mobility

Obviously, many factors ultimately determine whether or not a household
moves. But, the process of moving has two basic steps: first searching for another
housing nlt, then moving. Data on these two steps are presented in Table 2.

About 50 percent of the households in the control, housing, and unconstrained
assistance groups in Pittsburgh searched for another housing unit. Such varia-
tions as exist between the three groups are small. In Phoenix about 62 percent of
the households in each group searched, with nearly no variation between groups.

Again with some variation between the groups, in Pittsburgh about one fourth
of the households actually moved; with nearly no variation lit Phoenix, a little
under 50 percent moved.

Table 3 separates the housing assistance group into those who met housing re-
(lurerients at enrollment and those who (lid not. Of those who did, 49 percent in
Pittsburgh and 52 percent in Phoenix searched for another housing unit. Since
they were receiving payments-that is to say, since their present housing met
the standards required-it would appear their search for another unit was not
necessarily induced by the assistance program. Households which would receive
payments if they met the housing quality requirements searched at slightly high-
er rates: 53 percent in Pittsburgh and 66 percent in Phoenix. Thus some enrollees
may have been induced to search by the promise of payments. However, whatever
inducements the payments provided were largely offset by a smaller percentage
of the searchers who actually moved. The movingg rate differences between those
who niet and those who did not meet the housing requirements at enrollment
were not large: 28 versus 24 percent In Pittsburgh, and 42 versus 50 percent in
Phoenix. A statistically controlled comparison yields no significant difference on
the basis of these first year data.

TABLE 2.-IST-YR SEARCH AND MOVING RATES

Percentage Percentage
T ype of household searching moving

Pittsburgh:
Control ........................... ........................................ 50 23
Housing assistance .......................................................... 52 25
Unconstrained assistance ................................................. 45 29

Phoenix:
Control .......................... 4......................................... 63 47
Housing assistance .......................................................... 62 48
Unconstrained assistance ..................................................... 62 47

Source: Demand experiment report, "Locational Choice, Part 1, Search and Mobility," P-A-131, Abt Associates, Inc.,
August 1977.

36-954 0- 79 - 10
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TABLE 3.-IST-YR SEARCH AND MOVING RATES-HOUSING ASSISrANCE HOUSEHOL')s

Percentage Percentage
Household type searching moving

Pittsburgh:
Met housing requirements at enrollment ....................................... 49 28
Did not meet housing requirements at enrollment ............................... 53 24

Phoenix:
Met housing requirements at enrollment ..................... 42
Did not meet housing requirements at enrollment..........................66 50

Source: Demand experiment report, "Locational Choice, Part I, Search and Mobility," P-A-132, Abit Associates, Inc.,
August 19717.

It Would seem that households with the most incentive to move are those that
would receive payments if they moved to housing meeting tile housing require-
ments. Yet in lPittsburgh only 24 percent of those with the inost incentive ac-
tually did 51o5w. That percentage can only lie understood in relation to tite cost-
trol group: 23 percent of them moved too. The same comparison in I'lshoenix
shows .50 percent versts 47 percent. In boith sites tise incentive of iaynents did
not ('.11use households to snove significantly sore often than control households.

There is another surprising finding In Table 3. Of those vho would receive
payments If they moved, 47 percent in Pittsburgh, and 34 percent in Phoenix, did
not even search for another place to live.

So far we have found that housing assistance and controll households nmove at
about the same rates. But how do the neighborhoods they snove to compare?
Again, their behavior appears similar."' In both eases they moved to neighbor-
hoo(. with reduced concentrations of low-inconse households and which rank
more favorably in subjective assessment of less (-ritue. less litter, snore public
services, better access to public transportation. etc. And %%-hen they moved. their
choice of neighlborhoods (according to racial mixttire sir whether inner (ity or
suburb) was similar.

C. USE O' PAYMENTS

To answer the questions of how assistance payments are used, we depetld lin
data obtained from the control. unconstratld, aid housing aistod liotselhod
groups of the i)emand Experiment. The findings tre expressed its teris of in-
(reases inl expenditures used for housing induced Iby the housing assistance pay-
sticts. Since housing expenditures tend to increase over tihe, with nr without
assistance. data from the control households are crucial to these findings. By
rising theil to "'l'Just" the expenditure increases of the assisted households, we
i-ass determine what changes of expenditure are tlie result if the program itself.

t'slng rents a tile isieasire of change. sve can say that housing assistance pay-
ments do cause renter households to spend more for lsossing. But tie pitayments
in the first year primarily served to reiluce ont-sif-po.ket expenses for housing.
in niost eases from over 40 percent of a honsehold's inois'ne to alousnt 25) percent.

S[ousseholds that already nset the houssing requirements at enrollment generally
showed a smalhr prograsu-induced increase In expenditure than hit.shesds that
did not smeet ti,e requirements iintil after enrollresnt. For I1oth types (of house-
lihlds combined. the prograsn-indu('ed increases averaged about 29 percent of
the housing assistance paysnents. For the hoti.,lholhls receiving uncorstralned
assistance, the srogranus-isdiieed increases were inly 10 percent (of the assista'e
la3 sent, a third of that of the housing assistance housholds. Figure 6 iilus-
trates these changes for the IPittsburgh and Phoenix households.

To the extent that all households eventually mose-. hlsehlds tlhat moved dtsr-
ing their first year in the experiment are Iartinlarlyv interesting hee'ause they
may foreshadow the eventual response of sther housseholds. As we set' in Figure
T. households who moved generally spent about 40 per(nt of their biusing assist-
asne payments on Irograsn-induced housing expenditures. I'sn.onstrained huse-
holds used only 10 percent of their assistance payments for progrtni-induced
increases.

1o See Demand Experiment Resport. Locationni (Choice, Part 2, Neighborhood Chlinge, .Aht
Associates, Inc.. August 1977.



FIGURE 6

CHANGE IN HOUSING EXPENDITURES AS A

PERCENTAGE OF PAYMENT

Housing Assistance Households

Unconstrained Households

48%

.29%/

itts.-Phoen. Avg.

normal change
Key: program-induced change

31% 28%
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772/-iOV
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Number of
Households:

Average Monthly
Payment:

238 210

$50 $80

69 46

$50 $77

Source: Report, Preliminary Findings from the Housing Alicaancp Demand
ExpertMnt. Abt Associates, Inc., March 1978
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FIGURE 7

CHANGE IN HOUSING EXPENDITURE AS A PERCENTAGE
OF PAYMENT FOR MOVERS
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D. IMPROVEMENTS IN HOUSING

To determine the improvements in housing experienced by households, we re-
quire some measure of housing quality. A house or apartment is a complex bundle
of attributes, including those of the unit itself, its neighborhood, and the quality
of public and private services. An approach has been developed to measuring
housing quality," but we have yet to complete our analyses of data from the
experiments employing this measure.

Therefore, in this report rent expenditure is used as proxy for housing quality.
The findings are based on the Demand Experiments' data from the first year.
Experiences of the control households are used to adjust the data for those
changes that would have occurred without the program.

As might be expected, modest increases in rent expenditures were made by those
households which, at the time of enrollment, already lived in units that met the
housing requirements. Those whose units did not meet housing requirements
until after enrollment increased their rental expenditures by about 37 percent.
Some of this Increase would have occurred even without the program because of
general inflation and the rent adjustments that often accompany a change of
units. After adjusting for this normal change, we estimate that the program
induces a 19 percent increase in rent expenditure. These are the combined results
from the two sites. Figure 8 displays the data for each.

E. HOUSING MARKET EFFECTS

The Supply Experiments, which were primarily designed to address the issues
of market responses, Involve a ten-year-long program open to all eligible renters
and homeowner households in each of two metropolitan areas, chosen for strong
contrasts in their housing markets, Brown County, Wisconsin (whose central
city is Green Bay), and St. Joseph County, Indiana (whose central city is South
Bend). The sites were selected from among all metropolitan areas whose popula-
tions in 1970 were under 250,000, the size limit reflecting resource constraints. In
the one case, Brown County is a "tight" housing market undivided by racial
segregation; in the other case, St Joseph County is a "loose" housing market
with a segregated minority population.

As of the end of September 1977 the program had been operating for about 39
months in Brown County and 30 months in St. Joseph County. There were 3,148
households receiving payments In Brown County (about 7% of all households)
and 4.913 in St. Joseph County (about 8% of all households). Payments aver-
aged about $900 per year for each household.

The response of a market to the increased demand for housing created by an
allowance program might show up in the form of higher prices or increased hous-
ing production, or both. The evidence gathered from both sites indicates that as
of now, the additional demand for acceptable housing has had virtually no effect
on either rents or home prices. Nor Is there evidence that the program has been
responsible for any new construction.

In fact, in both sites rents have Increased somewhat les than the national or
regional averages. Moreover, virtually the entire increase Is attributable, to
higher fuel and utility bills.

11 Demand Experiment Draft Report, Hedonric ldicea as a Measure of 11ou4inl1g Qualityj,
Abt Associates Inc., December 1977.
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FIGURE 8

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN HOUSING EXPENDITURES FOR HOUSEHOLDS

THAT MEET REQUIREMENTS AFTER ENROLLMENT
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Source: Report, Preliminary Findings from The Housing Allowance
Demand Experiment, Abt Associates, Inc., March 1978

The Supply Experiment's finding that the increased demand for housing
created by assistance payments has had no effect on prices is consistent with
the other EIIAIP results. As described in Section I, the additional demand on
the housing market is small. It comes from less than 5 percent of the total house-
hold population using about 40 percent of the assistance received (roughly $40
per month) for additional housing.

Although the program has not caused any price or quantity effects in the hous-
ing markets, it has been directly responsible for modest improvements to the re-
cipient's home, whether rented or owned. Through September 1977, over 2,406
units in Brown County and 4,000 units in St. Joseph County were repaired by or
at the request of enrollees seeking to qualify for payments. Another 900 and
1,200 units, respectively, were repaired following annual reinspections of the
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recipient's housing. Because many of the defects--especially the health and
tenants and their friends provided most of the labor, cash outlays were usually
modest.

IV. VALWTY OF MOULTS

The findings in this report are not final. Analyses of the individual experiments
as well as analyses of comparable data across experiments have yet to be
completed.

Further, we wish to note that some observers Is 'U have asserted that EHAP
will not provide evidence conclusive enough to answer the principal research
questions. They make that judgment because the sites selected for the experiments
were, they thought, too few in number and lack the characteristics typical of
urban areas. Therefore, they conclude that the findings will not permit a projec-
tion of the results to a national program.

The planners of EHAP considered such issues very early in the design of the
experiments. Their conscious decisions about the choice and number of sites were
made within a framework requiring judgments between program costs and the
desire for reasonable results.

Let us examine the framework a little more fully. On the one hand, the number
of sites could have been doubled. Had that been done, the costs of the program
would have incerased by about the same rate. Instead of about $180 million, the
costs would have risen to about $360 million. Even the addition of one Supply
Experiment site with a population of a million could have doubled the cost of the
experiment. But even doubling the number of sites would not remove the charge
that EHAP lacks a large enough number of sites to make statistically rigorous
inferences above all parts of the nation. Given the nature of social science re-
search, if a statistically rigorous set of sites could be defined, it would cost many
billions of dollars to conduct the experiments in them. What EHAP does instead
is to provide empirical facts from which reasonable projects can be made. That
ib considerably more useful than doing with EHAP entirely and going back
to relying on theory.

There is also some criticism of the choice of housing markets; it has been
said 's " that they are not sattistically representative. In the process of selecting
sites, we concluded that it was unrealistic, if not impossible, to obtain sites that
would rigorously represent all urbanized areas of the country. Thus, sites were
picked that offered contrasting characteristics (as discussed earlier for the Sup-
ply Experiment). This approach assures that the effects of these characteristics
are captured in the results of the experiments. Although contrast was a criterion,
the sites selected are not atypical. They are generally "representative" of the 248
urbanized areas of the country as measured by such characteristics as vacancy
rates, racial composition, cost of housing, growth rates, age of housing stock,
mobility rates, quality of housing stock, etc."'

Although the results of the experiments do vary with types of housing markets,
it appears that they are determined more by the pattern of household behavior
than by differences in the housing markets themselves. In other words, the normal
choices that households make appear to dominate the results of the experiments.
This in itself Is a major finding and suggests that the lack of statistically repre-
sentative sites is not likely to prohibit application to the vast majority of cities.

In its simplest form the issue is a choice between emporical evidence with some
uncertainty and theory with nothing but uncertainty. Prior to EHAP, the ques-
tions raised about housing allowances could only be addressed by unproven, often
conflicting theories. For example, no one could say with any degree of certainty
who could participate, or how many households would move, or where they would
move to. or if any of the assistance would be used for housing, or if landlords
would reap most of the benefits by increasing rents. There simply were no data.

As the debates on the concept of housing allowances continue, decade aftel
decade, we now have facts to answer the questions--empirical facts. The facts
come from EHAP.

22 Report to the Congress. An Assessment of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development's Experimental Housing Allowance Program, by the Comptroller General of
the United States, March 8. 1978."Report to the Congress, Obserrations on Htousing Allowance* and the Erperimental
Housing Allowance Program, by the Comptroller General of the United States, March 28.
1974.

"4 Report. Oeneralizing from the Experimental Housinsg Allowance Program: An Assess-
ment of Site Characteristics, The Urban Institute, February 1978.
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APPENDIX I
BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL HOUSING

ALLOWANCE PROGRAM

BACKGROUND

Housing allowances or "rent certificates" are not new concepts. They have
played a role in discussions of housing policies and programs since the debates
prior to the passage of the Housing Act of 1937. The Taft Subcommittee hearings
on postwar housing policy in 1944 and the long discussions leading to adoption of
the housing Act of 1949 all involved position papers and testimony for and against
rent certificates. In 1953, the President's Advisory Committee on Government
Housing Policies and Programs also discussed the concept at some length. The
Committee concluded that rent certificates would be degrading to recipients, that
they would not "add to the housing supply," that they would deter participation
by private enterprise, that proper administration of the program would be or-
ganizationally complex and that there would be no feasible way to limit the scale
of such a program.

A shift in housing policy in the direction of housing allowances came in the
housing and Urban Development Act of 1964 when two new housing programs
came into existence. The first was the rent supplement program which limited its
subsidies to newly constructed or substantially rehabilitated housing but estab-
lished the principle of Income-related subsidies to residents of privately owned
housing units. The amount of these subsidies varied according to household need.

Rent supplements offered recipients flexibility not permitted by conventional
public housing. Households could occupy their housing units at market rents and
would continue to receive assistance until their income increased to the point
where they were no longer eligible. But the payments were made to the owners
of eligible housing developments; households benefited only when they resided in
such developments.

The second program added In 1965 was the Section 23 leased housing program-
a program much closer in design to a housing allowance. It enabled local housing
authorities to lease modest but adequate privately owned dwellings and then to
sublease them to low-income households. The government paid the difference be-
tween the full cost of leasing the private unit and the amount (determined by a
formula) the family could afford. The Section 23 leasing program had the ad-
vantage of using existing housing units scattered throughout a range of neigh-
borhoods.

In the Section 23 programs, recipients were not necessarily tightly clustered
geographically. The local housing authority almost always located and selected
the housing, and negotiated rents and lease provisions with the landlord. A
household (lid not receive Its subsidy directly and could not automatically trans-
fer the subsidy when it decided to move a new housing unit. Furthermore, under
the Section 23 program, a family could only receive a subsidy in a local Jurisdic-
tion which approved the use of the program.

In 1967 and 1968, the President's Committee on Urban Housing, generally
known as the Kaiser Committee, devoted extensive attention in its report to the
housing allowance approach. The Committee did not propose immediate adoption
of housing allowances, but it did recommend prompt initiation of an experiment
to test allowances.

Initial research on housing allowances.-In 1969 and 1970 preliminary estimates
of the costs of a national program were made. These estimates indicated that the
subsidy cost per household through an allowance approach would be significantly
lower than the average subsidy cost per unit under other federal housing pro-
grams. An analysis dealing with the rent response that would be brought about
by an allowance program pointed to the need for more extensive modeling and
analysis of market effects and implied the need for a more rigorous direct test
of the housing allowance concept. Analysis during this period suggested that in
the long run the response to a housing allowance would involve a substantial
increases in the quantity of housing (75, 76, 77).

Kansas City and Wilmington demontrations.-At the same time, the Kaiser
Committee recommendation was translated into action under HUD's Model Cities
Program. The local Model Cities agencies of two cities--Kansas City, Missouri,
and Wilmington, Delaware-began demonstration programs in late 1970 designed
to use housing allowances as a means of providing decent housing. Both demon-

I
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strations were evaluated and gave some insights into the effects of housing
allowances (81).

Conceptual design of an experimental program.-Upon passage of the 1970
Housing Act, an experimental program focusing on key policy questions about
housing allowances was considered, and a detailed conceptual design was devel-
Oped to systematically test the effects of different forms of a housing allowance
on household behavior (79). This thinking evolved into what is now called the
Demand Experiment.

In late 1971, a conceptual design to the market effects of an allowance pro-
gram-the Supply Experiment-was begun. (78) Oxtensive efforts were also made
to develop a model of urban housing markets which could predict the outcomes
of housing allowances and alternative public policies. (82) Finally, in order to
gain realistic experience about the administration of an allowance program by
various governmental agencies, what is now called the Administrative Agency
Experiment was considered.

By the spring of 1.972, three separate but interrelated experiments had been
planned. The combined effort was called the Experimental Housing Allowance
Program (EIIAP).

PROGRAM DESION FOR EHAP

Having made the decision to conduct three distinct experiments linked together
by a common program design, the actual design elements for housing allowances
In each of tie experiments had to be chosen. Two considerations were central in
designing the experimental allowance programs: (1) the need for an integrated
design that would allow consistent policy analysis using data from all three ex-
periments, and (2) legal restrictions on the use of federal funds under which
EIAP would be operating. Of particular relevance here was the decision that
program operating funds for the Administrative Agency and Supply Experiments
would come from the Section 23 leased housing program.

Table I-1 gives a breakdown of key design elements in each of the three ex-
imrinments. To facilitate the comparison, thp table uses the "design center" of the
Demand Experiment-in which payments and program requirement, are most
like the program being employed at Supply and Administrative Agency Experi-
ment sites. In the discussion below, however, we will also indicate other program
elements being tested in the Demand Experiment.

Both the Demand and Supply Experiments were designed with the saame num-
ber of sites-two. The Demand Experiment operated in Allegheny County (l'itts-
burgh), Pennsylvania, and Marlcopa County (Phoenix), Arizona. The Supply
Experiment is operating in Brown County (Green Bay), Wisconsin, and St.
Joseph County (South Bend), Indiana. The Administrative Agency Experiment,
however, involved a total of eight sites.'

The administrative mechanism used by each experiment also differs. In the
)emand Experiment, a research organization-Abt Asociates, Incorporated-op-

erated the program. In the Supply Experiment, a non-profit Housing Allowance
Office, established and controlled by the research contractor, the Rand Corpora-
tion, is employed. Because the purpose of the Administrative Agency Experiment
was to assess various approaches to the administration of a housing allowance,
eight public agencies were chosen to operate the program in the selected sites: the
Housing Authority of Salem, Oregon; the Department of Community Affairs,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts; Illinois Department of Local Government Af-
fairs, Office of Housing and Buildings; the San Bernardino County Board of Su-
pervisors; the Social Services Board of North Dakota; the Jacksonville Depart-
meat of Housing and Urban Development; the Durham County Department of
Social Services; and the Tulsa, Oklahoma, Housing Authority.

The state of the program was set to meet the particular research needs of each
experiment. In the Demand Experiment, the number of households under all of
the 17 plans being tested was set at about 1,250 in each site. In the Administra-
tive Agency Experiment, the number of households was designed to vary from
400 to 900 at each of the eight sites. The Supply Experiment, because it was de-
signed to test the market response to a full-scale program, is open to all eligible
households.

IIn most of the EHAP sites, the precise program area served includes both the central
city and surrounding suburban jurlsdlictlous. At some sites, portions of rural areas are
Included.
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TABLE I-I.-KEY PROGRAM DESIGN ELEMENTS IN THE EXPERIMEt.TAL HOUSING
ALLOWANCE PROGRAM

Design elements Demand experiment Supply experiment
Administrative agency
experiment

Number of sites ........
Administrative mecha-

nism.

Scali of program ......

Payment formula .......

Definition of household
un it.

Tenure eligibility ...
Technique for estimat-

ing rent for adequate
housing (C*).

Household contribution
rate (b).

Income definition .

2 ------------------------- 2-----2-...................
Abt Associates, Inc. site of- Housing Allowance Office es-

fice staff. tablished by Rand Corpora-
tion.

1,250 households at each site. Open enrollment .........

Center of design: Housing gap
(P=C---bY) Other varia-
tions tested.

Households of 2 or more re-
lated individuals; elderly,
disabled or handicapped
single persons.

Renters ... -. ---... .....
Center of design: Panel of

experts (percent variations
of this esti mate also tested).

Center of design: b=0.25;
other variations tested.

Gross income minus Federal,
State, and Social Security
taxes; less $300 annually
per earner for work-related
expenses; and other specif-
ic deductions.

Rent definition ----- - Either gross rent or contract
rent plus formula-based
allowance for utilities which
are paid by household.

Housing requirements Center of design: Minimum
(form of earmarking). standards; other variations

tested.
Nonmonetary assist- Housing information and

ance. equal opportunity sunporL

Housing gap (P=C*-bY). .. -

Households of 2 or more re-
lated individuals; single
persons.

Homeowners and renters ...
Rent survey and panel of ex-

perts.

8.
8 public agencies: 2 each of

types.

400-900 households at each
site.

Housing gap (P=C*-bY).

Households of 2 or more re-
lated individuals; elderly,
disabled or handicapped
single persons.

Renters.
Panel of experts.

b=0.25 ............. ------ b =0.25.

Gross income minus $300
exemption per dependent
and each secondary wage
earner; 5 percent standard
deduction (10 percent for
elderly); and other specific
deductions.

Either gross rent or contract
rent plus formula-based
allowance for utilities which
are paid by household.

Minimum standards .......

Gross income minus $300
exemption per dependent
and each secondary wage
earner; 5 percent standard
deduction (10 percent for
elderly); and other specific
deductions.

Either gross rent or contract
rent plus formula-based
allowance for utilities which
are paid by household.

Minimum standards.

Housing information and Housing information and equal
equal opportunity support. opportunity support (varied

by agency).

iII designing .FAI1k, two gelerl methods siere identified for establishing a
pl!/etiflt forniut fi)r determilnisg the 1111irOunlt of a housing allowance to hi' paid
to a particitIar t-lisi hrOld. Jne metlil is called the housingg gap forirrla" and
tli other is thoi "-rwrcieit:gn- of rent" formula.

Th'l li(i risinrg gap fo rmrila lst-s tiet amount oft al s Ilowan1Cce to ire Inid oil the
siz, It| ri mxi,- ff tii honsririlil. ai tnd oi (a housing market conditions. The
forn trio is s.r Igiated so Ihar the hisehold is offered al allowance equal to the
iliffei-ri-tie ut owceo ti- market r-xit for an adertiratte- rental tanit irf the aplrollt e
siz(' iti :i e weii r tagi rE leh housi-hold's prograxri-deflued Incomuge.

'lii- :illrowaxce lg-uyll-nt for a housing gal) forimila is caleulated as follows:

p = C* -- b Y,
whero-: P' -Allriwance pax inent.

lE,tilM- of market renit uif adequatte housing.
b=- Th- rate at which the allowanc- is riiutcud as inconri increases usuallyy

25 )4 inI E[AP).
Y= Prugran-defined inmeo .

'1IW ;rert-entge (if ru-lit forsiulih eitletltiates the allowalirt luiOOIllt us at fraction
if the ri-lit i liul by ir eligiilf household. Atn upper limit oin rent against which
ire fortiilr wui rul apply nay lie siptitled. More coinrplicated versions of this
fri ia iight inharige the fra-tion of tire roit paii y hrrsehoh size, Iby' irone,
,ii xi y the iirtii t sent rixi rerit.

A siilph Iert-eitage of rent Itynrieit works this way

P=a for R<C*, P=C* for R>C*,
a a

where: P-= Allowance payxoent;
H = Itent paid by household;
a= Percentage of rent paid )y government;
C* -- Maxisnum payment allowed.
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As indicated in Table I-I, the payment formula used in the Supply and
Administrative Agency Experiments is the housing gap formula; in the Demand
Experiment, the housing gap formula is also used for a variety of treatments,
including the center of the design. In addition, several variations of a simple
percentage of rent formula are being tested in the Demand Experiment.

having considered the formula by which payments were to be calculated,
decisions were required on several key definitions and parameter values. First,
the household unit definition established which households were eligible for the
program. In EIl1, essentially the same definition was used in all three experi-
inents. llouseholds were eligible which were composed of two or more related
individuals: in addition, households composed of single persons were eligible if
the individual was over 62 years of age, disabled, or handicappe . This is
essentially the definition of household used in the Section 23 leased housing
program. In 1977, the Supply Experiment began enrolling non-elderly singles
who were not disabled or handicapped.

Eligibility was also restricted by tenure in the case of the Demand and Admin-
istrative Agency Experiments. Only renters were eligible in those two experi-
ments. Both renters and homeowners could apply for allowances in the two
Supply Experiment sites.

The three parameters In the housing gap formula-*, b, and Y, also require
operational meaning in order to establish the precise layment levels to go to
eligible households. C* estimation techniques vary slightly across the three
EIiAP experiments. The cost of adequate housing is estimated by the number
of bedrooms, using the "panel of experts" approach in the Demand and Adnins-
trative Agency Experiments. Under this method, "modest neighborhoods" are
selected and local realtors, government housing officials, and others with expert
knowledge of the local housing market are asked their estimates of market rents
given the number of ledrooms in standard housing in each neighborhood. Their
respowes were used to determine distributions of rent levels. 11U) then selected
a ('* alue for each housing unit according to the number of bedrooms on the
Nt1.9i. of the distributionss. Finally, households of different sizes are assumed to
require housing units with different numbers of bedrooms.

For the Supply Experiment, a rent survey was conducted as part of an initial
screening survey of the local housing market in both sites. It was used as a
principal source of information in the determination of C*. In an effort to check
the consistency of the rent survey approach with the C* estimated elsewhere,
the "lsanel of experts" technique was useau at the first Supply site, Brown
countyy , Wisconsin. The results of the two approaches were broadly consistent.

In the I)emand Experiment, some allowance plans involved testing the use of
higher and lower levels of C* than the ones estimated jy the estimation tech-
jilUe discussed above.

With reslw't to establishing b, the householdd contribution rate," analyses
were 'arriedI out on rent-income ratios, based on: (1) 190 and 1970 Census
clat for households in the income range judged able to consume adequate hous-
ing without subsidy (approximately $6,000-49,000), (2) an adjustment of rent-
income ratios based on gross Census income to a roughly equivalent ratio based
on the net income deflhition of EFIAP, (3) and an evaluation of the potential
'ost( of national programnt at different values of b. Based on this work. b was

set at 0.25 for all household sizes in the Administrative Agency Experiment and
the "design (-enter" of the I)emand Experiment. The use of b=0.25 is also a
design element in the Supply Experiment. Higher and lower values of b-015
anl 0.35 were tested within the Demand Experiment.

The housing gap formula also required an income definition. This definition
varied across experiments, chiefly as a result of legal restrictions which are tied
to the way the Administrative Agency and Supply Experiments were funded.
The definition in the )emand Experiment is free of such restrictions and basically
involves deducting federal and state income taxes and Social security taxes from
gross inene, as well as subtracting $300 per year for work-related expenses of
full-time earners within the household. Child-care expenses, extraordinary
medic-al expenses, alimony, and support payments are also deducted.

The definition of Income used in the Administrative Agency Experiment and
Supply Experiment differs from the Demand Experiment mostly in terms of
ded actions. This income definition was essentially imposed on these two experi-
mnents because of the reliance on Section 23 program funds. The definition used
in these two experiments included an exemption of $300 for each dependent as
well as a $300 exemption for each secondary wage earner. In addition, there was
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a 5 percent standard deduction (10 percent for elderly households). )eductions
for child-(-are, extraordinary medical expenses, and alimony were also provided.

The rent definition is important because, first, estimating the cost of adequate
housing requires agreement on what constitutes rent. and second, since ill all
three experiments the allowance payment is not permitted to exceed rent, there
must lie a standard definition usedl to calculate what rent is.

Across the three experiments in EIIAP, rent is defined In a very similar fashion
as gross rent, which equals the contract rent plus an additional formula-based
allowance for extra costs of utilities paid by the recipients.

A housing allowance Is different from unrestricted cash assistance because of
the housing-related requirements attached to the receipt of the subsidy. That is
to say, a housing allowance is earmarked for housing. There are two methods of
earmarking-by minimum standards and by minimum rents.

Minimum sfandards.-When minimum standards earmarking Is applied to a
household, that household receives an allowence payment only if it rents a housing
unit which meets inininium housing standards. Such standards may be based on
locally defined codes or on national codes. The requirements can be enforced either
through certification by the allowance recipient or the landlord, through inspec-
tion by an authorized agency, or through reliance upon the findings of an effective
housing (ode enforcement program.

Mininiu m rcn t.-Under minimum rent earmarking, a household receives a pay-
ment only if it spent at least a specified minimum amount for housing. This ap-
prwach assumes that there is a close correspondence between rent and housing
quality.

Both the Supply and Administrative Agency Experiments employed the mini-
mum standards requirement. Minimum standards are also being tested at the
(-enter of the design in the Demand Experiment. In addition, minimnuni rent ear-
marking is being tested in other treatments in the Demand Experiment. (See
Appeqndix II for Standard I used in the Demand Experiment.)

It is not clear that monetary assistance alone will assure that a large number
of households obtain decent housing at a reasonable cost to the government. For
many households, income may be the only obstacle to the attainment of decent
hou sing; however. past experience indicates that for some households money L4
not enough. The major types of non-morrctary assistance provided are:

JHou.iing rnarkct information Is given to households to aid then in house asses.-
merit and selection in terns of structural adequacy. maintenance, financial sound-
ness. and landlord-tenant relations.

Equal opportui ity information and Ivgal a(mistoncc are made available to house-
holds ini order to assist them i-i combating discrimination in the housing market.

The mariner in which these ind other services were provided and the effect of
various services on i)articipar outcomes is being analyzed In EIIAP. The AAE
in part i'urla r wvas designed for his kind of analysis.

APPENDIx II

St-MMARY OF EHAP OPERATIONS

CURRENT STATUS OF EIIAP OPERATIONS

As of January 197S. over 23.000 horiseholds had received at least one housing
allowance payment since enrollment in EHAP began In March 1973. Enrollment
is still in process only In the Supply Experiment; the Administrative Agency and
l)enmand Experlinents have both finished the experimental phase in which data
were gathered on participating households. About 8600 families were receiving
hmising allowances in January 1978.

A d in istratire ayrncy experiment (AAE) .- A seven-month enrollment period
wits used at. eael of the AAE sites; initial enrollment was completed at the last
site In May 1974. Only in Jacksonville was the number of participants significantly
lower than anticipated. The enrollment period was reopened there to determine
whether clianges in agency operations could achieve different results. Through
its second enrollment period, comlleted in July 1975, the agency was able to obtain
the numlier of participants to reach its target.

The AAE was designed to provide two years of allowance payments to families
in Its experimental phase. The families receiving lhousing allowances in the experi-
ment received an additional commitment from HUD of as istanee under other
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subsidized housing programs, primarily Section 23 leased housing. This commit-
ment Is for three years after the experimental phase ends and Is conditional on
family eligibility for these programs. The eight states and local agencies involved
In the experiment have completed transition of their responsibilities to local
agencies which will administer programs for the recipient families during the
three-year follow-on period.

Over all, about 6,400 households have participated in the AAE. At the time the
experiment was fully operating-before transition began-the average annual
adjusted income f participating households was slightly under $3,000, and their
average monthly housing allowance payment was about $80. (See Table I-1).

The demand cxperimcnt.-Enrollment in the Demand Experiment lasted for a
ten-month period, beginning in April 1973 and concluding in February 1974. This
experiment provided three years of experimental payments. Families who wished
to continue on other HUD assistance programs after the experimental period
was over were helped in doing so if eligible.

Table 11-2 shows that there was almost 2500 households initially enrolled, and
about half were receiving allowance payments after two years. The average pay-
nient was $601 monthly.

The xupply expci'rimcnt.-In the Supply Experiment, open enrollment of house-
holds began in June 1974 in Brown County and in April 1975 in St. Joseph County.
The enrollment period Is scheduled to continue over the five year-period of the
program. Eligible families may participate throughout the ten-year commitment
IUD has made to each of the communities. This longer period was necessary in

the Suipply Experiment to see whether housing suppliers would make capital im-
provements and other long-term Investments.

Tie status of operations of the Supply Experiment is shown in Table H1-3. As of
January 197, over 8600 households were receiving housing allowances. Slightly
more than half were homeowners. The average annual Income of recipient renters
was lower than that of recipient homeowners in both sites; their monthly allow-
ance payments, in turn, were higher.

TABLE II-I.-STATUS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY EXPERIMENT AFTER THE FIRST YEAR OF OPERATION

Recipient households after 1st year of
operation

Average Average
adjusted monthly

Site Operating time period Number income payment

'alem, Oreg -------------.. . March 1973 to January 1976 ----- _------- 870 $2,800 $84
Springfield, Mass ............. April 1973 to February 1976.....--------- 861 3,000 89
Peoria, Ill- ..-..----------- April 1973 to February 1976 ------------- 835 3,700 85
San Bernardino, Calif ......... March 1973 to March 1976 --------------- 776 2 900 84
Bismarck, N. Oak ----------- July 1973 to April 1976 ------------------ 367 3,000 72
Jacksonville, Fla ---------- April 1973 to July 1977:3

Ist enrollment --------------------- 300 2,000 86
2nd enrollment. -------------------- 541 3,200 74

Durham, N.C ------------..... July 1973 to April 1976 ----------------- 483 2 400 74
Tulsa, Okla ------------- August 1973 to May 1976--------------- 825 2.700 72

This represents steady-state operations-when the experiment was fully operating and before households were phased
into other housing programs.

'Gross annual income minus deductions for dependents, medical expenses, etc.
The operating period in Jacksonville is niter than at other locations because enrollment was reopened.

TABLE 11-2.-STATUS OF THE DEMAND EXPERIMENT AS OF 2 YEARS AFTER ENROLLMENT

Recipient households

Average Average
Enroll- adjusted monthly

Site Operating time period ments Numbers income 2  payment

Pittsburgh, Pa ----------- April 1973 to February 1971.. 1 211 736 $5, 000 $61
Phoenix, Ari ------------ May 1973 to February 1977... 1,255 569 5,100 78

11In addition, there were 39 households in Pittsburgh and 62 households in Phoenix who were on a temporary inactive
status as of 2 years after enrollment. There were also 183 enrolled households in Pittsburgh and 150 households In Phoenix
who were not meeting requirements which would enable them to receive payments; and 96 in Pittsburgh and 178 in
Phoenix living in their homes or in subsidized housing and hence ineligible for allowance payments.

2 Gross annual income minus Federal and State income taxes, social security taxes, an allowance for work-related
expenses, medical expenses, etc.
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TABLE 11-3.-STATUS OF THE SUPPLY EXPERIMENT AS OF JANUARY 1978

Recipient households

Average Averageadjusted monthly
Housing tenure by site and operating time period Number income 2 payment

Brown County, Wis.-June 1974 to June 1984:Renters ----------.----------------------------------------- 2,100 $4, 600 $5
Homeowners ------------------------.-------------------- 1,200 5,300

Total ------------------------------------------------------ 3,300 4,900 71
SL Joseph County, I nd,-December 1974 to December 1984:

Renters ---------------------------------------------------- 2, 100 3,400 91
Homeowners ------------------------------------------------ 3,200 4,600 63

Total ------------------------------------------------------ 4,300 4,100 74

The time period shown includes the 5-yr experimental period and a 5-yr additional commitment of allowance pay-
ments to eligible participating families.

2 Gross annual income minus deductions for dependents, medical expenses, etc.

APPENDIX III

HOUSING STANDARDS

The following program standards were developed for analytical use across the
EIIAIP experiments. The standards outlined below were used to qualify dwelling
units as meeting program standards In the Demand Experiment. The eight agen-
cles in the Administrative Agency experiments were allowed to define their own
minirnum housing standards to qualify units; however, independent evaluations
using the program standards were performed on a sample of dwelling units at
each site. Tile Supply Experiment used similar, but somewhat different, standards
to qualify dwelling units to meet the minimum requirements set for the project.

1. Complete plumbing.-Prlvate toilet facilities, a shower or tub with hot and
cold running water, and and a washbasin with hot and cold running water will be
press ent and in working condition.

2. Complete kitchen facilitic8.-A cooking stove or range, refrigerator, and
kitchen sink with hot and cold running water will be present and in working
condition.

C3. Living room, bathroomn, kitchen presencc.-A living room, bathroom, and
kitchen will be present. (This represents the dwelling unit "core", which cor-
responds to an efficiency unit.)

4. Light fl.rturcs.-A ceiling or wall-type fixture will be present and working in
the bathroom and kitchen.

5. Elcetrical.-At least one electric outlet will be present and operable In the
living room and kitchen. A working wall switch, pull-chain-light switch or ad-
(litional electrical outlet will be present in the living room.

0I. lt'ating cquipment.-Units with no heating equipment; with unvented
room heaters which burn gas, oil, or kerosene; or which are heated mainly with
portable electric roont heaters will be unacceptable.

7. Adcquatc cxits.-There will lie at least two exits front the dwelling unit
leading to safe and open space at ground level. Exceptions will be allowed on a
case-by.case basis when it appears that fire safety is met despite lack of a second
exit.

S. Roon tru'ture.-Ceilling structure or wall structure for all rooms must not
he in conditions requiring replacement (such as severe bulging or leaning).

9. Room surface.-Ceilng surface or wall surface for all rooms must not be
in condition requiring replacement (such as loose surface material, containing
large holes, or severely damaged.

10. ('iling height.-For living room, bathroom, and kitchen the ceiling must be
7 feet (or higher) in at least one-half of the room area.

11. Floor *tructure.-Floor structure for all rooms must not be In condition
requiring replacement (such as severe bucking or noticeable movement under
walking stress).

12. Floor surfacc.-Floor surface for all rooms must not be in condition re-
quiring replacement (such as large holes or missing parts).

13. Roof structure.-The roof structure must be firm.
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14. Exterior walWs.-The exterior wall structure or exterior wall surface must
not need replacement. (For structure this would include such conditions as severe
leaning, buckling or sagging and surface conditions such as excessive cracks or
holes.)

15. L4ght-ventlation.-The unit will have a 10 percent ratio of window area/
floor area and at least one openable window in the living room, bathroom, and
kitchen or the equivalent in the case of properly vented kitchens and/or bath-
rooms.
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DEPARTMENT OF HousiNG AND URBAN DEVEWOPuENT,
Washington, D.C., December 12,1978.

Hon. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DmR SENATOR MOYN HAN: This is in response to your letters of November 22
and 24, 1978 relating to the recent hearings of the Subcommittee on Public Assist-
ance.

I appreciated the opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee and look for-
ward to the final publication of the hearings. I am enclosing a copy of "A Sum-
mary Report of Current Findings from the Experimental Housing Allowance
Program" which I believe should be included in the record. This publication pro-
vides the most recent published data on the housing allowance experiments and
elaborates on the summary points presented in my testimony.

Following, for the record, are responses to the three questions you raised in
your most recent letter:

Question 1. In the experiment you recounted, were housing allowances made
available only to heads of households? If so, did you observe any impact of this
program on family formation and dissolution?

Answer. Housing allowance payments were made available only to beads of
households. As I mentioned in my testimony, only one of the three experiments
(the Demand Experiment) had a control group which could permit comparisons
between those who did and those who did not receive payments, much in the
same manner as has been done in the Income Maintenance Experiments. The sub-
Ject of family formation and dissolution was not a policy or research question
our experiments were designed to answer. Thus, while the Demand Experiment
data base does contain data on this subject, among many others, because of
budgetary constraints we have no plans for analysis of these particular data.
Further, I believe the Income Maintenance Experiments are a better source of
data for this issue since they were designed to address this question.

However, we do expect to make the entire data base available for public use
as soon as it is feasible to do so (I estimate that it is more than a year off), and
at such time it will be possible for any interested person to analyze the data re-
lated to the family formation-dissolution question.
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Question 2. Given what you say about "importance of neighborhood attach-
ment" and kindred forces that affect a family's choice of housing, how would you
weigh what might be termed the structural or physical aspects of housing quality?
These latter were the main criteria of "success" in your experiment, as I under-
stand it, but are they necessarily the main determinants of behavior?

Answer. In part, you are asking about the importance that families attach to
the physical aspects of their housing. Our findings suggest that the majority of
families attach a great deal of importance to the physical aspects of their housing.
As I said in my testimony, around half of low income families were living in
physically acceptable housing before the experiment began, and to do so, incurred
rent burdens which, on average, were around 45% for the poverty group. Thus,
many families obviously sacrificed other necessities in order to live in decent
housing. Our survey responses show that families In bad housing were very dis-
satisfied but some apparently found it difficult to leave the support system that
neighborhoods provide through frends, and relatives, and other institutions. Some
families clearly felt defeated before they began, and said they doubted they could
find anything even as good as what they had, however poor that was.

I think it is impossible to answer whether the quality of one's housing is a
"main determinant(s) of behavior." The determinants of human behavior are
complex, as you know. The choices people make, and the reasons for these, are
equally complex. However, the long-standing national policy to remedy unsafe
and unsanitary housing conditions, declared by the Congress in the Housing Act
of 1937, Is a minimum standard which our society imposes irrespective of the rela-
tive Importance different families attach to such conditions. Time and again in
the hearings you stated that we must be concerned with the welfare of children.
I feel that this minimum standard of housing addresses itself to Just such a
concern.

Question 13. Your finding that only fifty percent of eligible families participated
in the housing allowance program is remarkably similar to participation rates in
Food Stamps. Do you think that the two programs are comparable and that, if
Food Stamps were replaced by an unrestricted cash supplement more needy peo-
ple would claim benefits for which they are eligible?

Answer. It Is true that aggregate participation rates in housing allowances
and Food Stamps are similar. This could be simply a coincidence, or it could be
a function of the restrictions that are inherent In both programs. We do not have
the Information to determine why the two participation rates are similar, at
least in the aggregate. (They could, for example, be different for different sub-
groups of the populations. We just don't know.)

In EHAP, it is clear that there were higher participation rates among those
who had no constraints with regard to the quality of housing they could occupy.
I don't know whether thls finding is directly transferable to the question of
cashing out the Food Stamps program for the reasons given above.

I hope the above responses will be useful to you. If there is any further in-
formation I can provide, please let me know.

Sincerely yours.
I)ONNA E. SRIALALA.

Senator MOYNX. Now. Mr. Michael Wiseman of the Institute of
Business and Economic Research of the University of California. Mr.
Wiseman, good morning.

Mir. Wiseman, you are an economist. as I understand it?
MIl'. WISENAN. Yes.
senator MOYNIJIAN. And you have been studying the dynamics ot

wel fare dependency in Alameda County ?
Mri. WIs.MA,. Yes; that is correct.
Senator MotY-NI.AN. We are very happy to have you here, and we

look forward to your testimony.
Mr. WISEMAN. Senator, I plan to simply summarize the main points

of the document that has been distributed. I would like to enter that
into the record.

Senator .MoY,,nii.%\x. We will be hal)py to do that.
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STATEMENT OF MICHAEL WISEMAN, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
AND INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH, UNI-
VERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. WISEMAN. Let me begin by saying I am a little embarrassed. I
operate on a budget of somewhat less than $200,000, so I am not quite
in the same league as those who just preceded me.

Senator MoYNIIiN. But you are just starting out, Dr. Wiseman.
Mr. WISEMAN. In a nutshell, as you mentioned, I have been work-

ing for several years on the dynamics of movements onto and from
public assistance in Alameda County, Calif. Alameda County is the
county across the bay from San Francisco.

Senator MOYNnIAN. Is that not Oakland?
Mr. WISEMAN. Yes, and the largest city is Oakland. About 60 per-

cent of the recipients that, I am going to be talking about reside in
Oakland.

I have testified once before to the House committee last year, on wel-
fare, and many of the results of my experiments or my studies were re-
ported in that testimony. What I would like to concentrate on today are
the results or implications of my work for family fragmentation in
public assistance programs as now operated in California.

To begin with a quick nutshell summary, my research indicates that
welfare turnover is substantial, especially in AFDC-U, the un-
employed parents segment of AFDC, and a significant amount of this
turnover is associated with family breakups. Furthermore, I am going
to argue, or show, today that my research indicates that the probability
that these separations will occur appears to e related to factors over
which policymakers have some control.

Senator MOYNIIIAN. Have some control?
Mr. WISEMAN. That's right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. The, number of null hypotheses in this business

is numbing.
Mr. WISEMAN. I think it is best to stop for just a moment before

getting to those conclusions to understand the nature, or the way, in
which my research is conducted, because it differs in a number of
dimensions from the experimental results that have been discussed
earlier in these hearings.

The data on which my conclusions are based are collected lar,,ely by
sampling AFDC case files in Alameda County. My technique is basi-
cally to go to case files chosen at random on the basis of payments
records and to compile from the information there and from casework-
ers a demographic profile of the case as of a point in time. Then the
status of that case at quarterly intervals following what we call the
sample month is reexamined and changes in family status, including
moving from welfare, senarations and the like, are recorded.

Senator MoYNI1A-. Do you do that by field work or do you do it
just by picking up from the records and sayina-

Mr. WISEMAN. A combination of those two approaches.
We have been doing this for some time. The sample that I will be

describing today goes back to 1967 and covers the period 1967 to 1972
and the year 1975. We have in progress a samplefor 1978 that is not
completed. The samples cover about 4,000 households.
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The period is covered by this sample is interesting for a number of
reasons. One way to stimulate interest in it is to look at the two graphs
that appear on pages 4 and 5 of my statement. These show the case-
load in Alameda County first in the family group program, the segment
of AFDC that is made up largely of single-parent families, and then
the caseload in AFDCV-what is called 17F on the east coast-the
two-parent segment of the AFDC program. -

The period 1967 to 1972 spans the introduction of the so-called 301/3,
disregards policy, the work-incentive policy, the various changes of the
hours rule for AFDCU and in 1971, the so-called Reagan welfare re-
forms in California. This period also saw two major recessions-1969-
70 and 1974-75.

Looking at those diagrams, before we even get to fragmentation, the
natural question is to ask what happened? Why did the caseload grow
so rapidly in theJate 1960's and then stop growing in the case of FGI
Why in the case of U did it grow so rapidly and then fall equally
rapidly ?

I have discussed the reasons, or my gues- for what happened to the
caseload, in a number of papers that are cited in my testimony. Basi-
cally, my story is the same that Barbara Boland tells, that in Alameda
County the caseload explosion stopped in 1970 when virtually every
poor single-parent family headed by a woman had come on to public
assistance. Fortuitously, that occurred at about the time that our Gov-
ernor introduced the California welfare reform program and took
much of the credit for the reduction in the rate of growth, which really
seems to be demographically based.

In the AFDCU case, it is a little bit more difficult to understand
what brought the turnaround. It seems to be related to (1) the elimi-
nation of a large-in Alameda County-number of General Motors
workers who were on strike in the late 1970's, (2) a tightening of the
unemployment hours rule used for defining AFDCU eligibility in 1971,
and (3) tightening of the assets test for AFDCIT eligibility both by
legislation in 1971 and by inflation 6ver the period following 1971.

So the data we will be looking at reflect caseload developments in
the context of both changing AFDC policy and the changing economic
environment. It turns out that that economic environment has some
impact on fragmentation, as we will see in a moment.

I have summarized, if you are interested, on table 1 on page 6 of my
statement, some rough statistics on characteristics of the caseload. In
the case of mothers numbers they seem to suggest that three things have
been happening. One is that over the period 1967 to 1969-

Senator MoY.rI, N. Would you help me? FG? This is a
Californianism.

Mr. WVIsPNfAN. Right. FG is the "family group" segment. That
would be what would be typically called in New York just ADC.

Senator MOYNJIJAN. AT" DC.
Mr. WISEMAN. OK, AFDC.
Senator MOYNIIIAN. ADC was the, Aid to Dependent Children. The

mother was made eligible around 1949, and there was no hvphen. It
was the AFDC-U that came in in 1961 and that is what you have.

Mr. WISEMA. And that. is the second part. of this.
Senator MOYNMAN. I love bureaucracies. If it is at all possible, add

a hyphen and some unexplained initials.
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Mr. WISEMAN. Right. The FG is, by far, the larger program. My
diagrams have different-

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes; you go from 1967 to 1975 there.
Mr. WISEMAN. That's right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And the first number is the portion and then

you have the standard error.
Mr. WISEMAN. The interpretation, I think, can be readily seen. Go-

i nt down the FG-
Senator MOY2NIHAN-. Age under 30 is that column.
Mr. WISEMAN. We can start there, if you like.
Senator MOYNIIAN. You tell me what it is. Don't let. me tell you
Mr. WISEMAN. By and large, the caseload is getting younger. The

average age of women in AFDC is now considerably less than it was
in 1967. That really means that, as we know, the new families com-
ing on to public assistance are young women with young children.
They tended to be less likely to be black than is the case with the typi-
cal recipient before the caseload explosion, because the caseload ex-
plosion in California was really, in large part, the movement onto
welfare of white families.

Since 1972, the number of white families has declined somewhat-
the proportion of AFDC families which are white-has declined, and
their place has been taken up by Chicano families. That does not
show on this diagram.

Briefly, the other point to make is that the average education of
mothers in at least the-or in both programs, has been going up so
that, in 1975, more than half have at least a high school education
or better.

In the AFDCU program, the-
Senator MOYNHIAN. Is that notation "greater than or equal"I
Mr. WISEMAN. That, is greater than or equal, so that would be high

school or some college.
I put those data in just to give you an impression of the addi-

tional dimensions of some of the demographic developments.
Senator MoYN.iH, N. Do you think it is fair to say we had a na-

tional experience of this soaring caseloads in the late 1960's and that
the subsequent leveling off simply meant that you were at the point
where all who were e igible had come into the program

Mr. WISEMAN. That is apparently true for the'FG, or what we call
in California the FG component of the program. The status of the
eligible's exhaustion hypothesis with the ADFCUprogram is more
ambiguous and that, presumably, is something that the people from
RAND are going to talk about later.

Now, the background aside, we can now turn to issues related to
turnover, and I think these are particularly interesting. Tradition-
ally, the orientation of AFDC policy has been toward turnover; that
is, the rate at which families leave dependence. Many existing wel-
fare, policies are oriented toward raising it.

In the past few years, much research has been devoted to deter-
mining just how great turnover is and whether policies like the 301/3
disregard that I mentioned earlier is to lower it.
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One measure of turnover is the ratio of the" number of family units
receiving assistance during any inonth, at any time during the cal-
endar year, to, say, tlit lP!.gest monthly caseload.

In other word;, if we want. to measure turnover, we look at how
many families receive at any time and compare that. to what a typi-
cal caseload size is.

Alameda County, like most. counties and States, also, does not,
maintain data in a form which permits direct. calculation in the
forn of a turnover ratio. However, the sample that we have con-
ducted allows estimation of that ratio, and I have put some of those
numbers in table 2 of my statement, to give the impression of the
amount of turnover that. appears within an operating welfare system.I he res,,lts in table 2 suggest that there has been little change in
public assistance turnover over the past 10 years despite all of these
changes in policy and what have you. All things considered, I think
that the turnover in AFDC-FG is quite small. There is a question
hlere about, what one's conception of small or large would be in re-
action to tlese statistics, but what they say is, in terns of, for exam-
ple, 1975. that the total number of families on public assistance in
the FG program was only 18 percent larger than the largest monthly
caseload, so that means there. was not very mnucli moving in andi out
of FG.

But, on tie other iand, in the U program the number of cases that
arc opened during the year is about 62 percent larger than the larg-
est iontlily caseload. "These numbers confirm what we anticipated
IhKfore their collection, and that is that two-parent families are likely
to close their welfare cases more rapidly than one- parent families.

Senator Moy[N-IImuN. The AFI)C-IT program is for unemployed
people and peol)le who are not del)endent, they are simply unedn-
ployed. It. is the equivalent of unemlloyment compensation.

Mr. WisiMNf,. Yes and no. and I will show you the. no in just, a
moment, but let me put it another way. TIe figures that, I have showed
in table 2 indicate that the average duration of an FG case in Ala-
mela Countv is a little over 5 years, aml the average duration of a
U cause is a little Imnther 11/2 years.

Senator Movni.,IN. Five years. That strikes ime as a long duration.
Mr. WisF,,.'%x. Yes; it is.
Those averages immisk wvide variations iii turnover rates across dif-

ferent types of families. With tlese average (luration of case figures,
one also has to he careful abx)ut' because it (lel)enls ulo)n which type
of family you are looking at. More often, average duration of case
figures are cited for new familie-s coming on Imblic assistance, and
very often those are families or mothers who are young, well edu-
cated, and have only a single child; and such women tend to have
the highest. lrolah)ility of leaving public assistance.

So tie average expected duration for a family of that type may
be considerably less than 5 years. The figures that I was citing was
for the avera ge, given the characteristics of all peisons on FG, all
families, many of which have a munch lower probability of leaving.
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Now, the AFDCU closings which give rise to that high turnover
number mentioned in table 2 do not all arise from the exodus of
families from welfare. A substantial amount occurs because of family
fragmentation. This effect is illustrated by comparing the sum of esti-
mated total family units ever receiving assistance in the FG program,
plus the sum of family units receiving assistance in the AFDCLJ pro-
gram, to Ihe sum of families receiving assistance in either program
without differentiation. For this purpose, I am defining family in
terms of the mother-child combination as sort of the nucleus from the
administrative standpoint of the FG program.

I have tried to do those calculations to show what that looks like in
table 3. Table 3 is a little hard to understand. Lot me go across the
bottom line to explain it.

For 1975, table 3 says that in Alameda County, about 28,201-I sy
"about" there; I am meaning to imply our estintated number-families
received assistance in the FG program. During the same year, 3,166
family units received assistance in the U program.

And if we counted in our estimate of the number of units that re-
ceived assistance of any type, regardless of program, that estimate
is 30,629.

Now, summing the FG and U numbers gives us a number that is 738
larger than the 30,629 estimate of families that received assistance of
any type. Now, what that means is that there were 738 families who
received assistance in both programs, so that the way to think of it now
is to divide that numbi-t by the total number of families in U at all.
When you do that, you come out with an estimate that about 23 per-
cent of all of the families receiving-we can think of this in terms of
mothers; it is probably easiest that way-23 percent of the mothers
who receive assistance, or were in units who received assistance through
AFDCU at any time during 1975 also received assistance at some other
time during the year in AFDC-FG and in almost all cases, that is a
case in which a family started out, or was on assistance at U and then
went into the FG program.

Now, there is another way to look at it and that is just to look at
cases chosen at random from the AFDCU caseload and see what hap-
pens to them over 12 months and to calculate the percent m, that make
that kind of shift, and those proportions are cited in table 4 and the
numbers are consistent with the figure that we just came up with, al-
though the basis is slightly different.

Something about under a fifth or more of U families observed at any
point in time on the caseload will have, within 13 months, shifted to
FG.

Two-thirds of those transfers are due to separations in which the
father leaves the home. Now, transfers from AFDCU to AFDC-FG
can occur for other reasons, but the predominant one is through dis-
ability. The father, for example, is certified as an alcoholic and the
family is reclassified as AFDC-FG from the U program.

But, again, in our study, two-thirds of the families who made the
shift, the shift occurs as a resit of family separation.

Now, what brings about these separations? This is where we get
to the major conclusions that I want to emphasize today, and the point
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at which there seems to be some policy impact, although it is modest.
To get at that question, Jerry Silverman, one of my associates, and I,
have estimated a number of models of the determinants of family sepa-
ration, and we have set the models up such that the dependent variable
is does the family fragment, or come apart, and the independent vari-
ables are a series of variables reflecting the family's characteristics and
the general-the father's work history and general economic conditions
in the country.

Those variables in our models are summarized in table 6 and that may
be useful to look at, at least after this discussion is completed.

I want to tell you how we measured county economic conditions,
because I think that is laiticularly important in light of the results.
There is no good county unemployment variable. The current house-
hold survey really produces reliable area statistics only on an SMSA
basis and then only on an annual basis and we were concerned about
month to month fluctuations in economic conditions so we measured the
jobs situation in Alameda County by the ratio of jobs filled by the
working age population. And I think that that variation in the jobs
filled in the county over time probably gives a better indicator of the
general labor market conditions to which recipients in Alameda Coun-
ty are exposed than some sort of SMSA unemployment rate which
includes places like Manin County and what have you.

The results. Perhaps the best way to get at the results is to look at
them quantitatively in terms of the effects on probability of separations
of various change.-s. 'We found that several factors influenced the likeli-
hood of separation. Some of them were obvious and probably would be
passed over fairly quickly.

As fathers get older, the likelihood that they will leave their families
falls. That is no surprise. If we observe a family in which the mother
is pregnant, the likelihood that a father would leave is much lower than
would otherwise be the case.

Now, from the standpoint of the fact that both the general philoso-
phy of the program for better jobs and income and the concerns of this
group, perhaps of more importance is the fact that we found both an
effect on fragmentation of duration of joblessness-that seems to make
sense-and also an effect on fragmentation of variation of economic
conditions. That is to say what we can observe, in Alameda County, a
defference in the likelihood that fathers will leave, all other things
equal, that seems to be dependent upon the general economic or job
outlook in the labor market to which these recipients have access.

In table 7, these results are reproduced and are summarized in some
numerical calculations. For our sample as a whole, over a 3-month
interval, the probability of fragmentation for AFDC families is, on
average, about 5 percent. Now, that is for a 3-month interval. That
means over a year it accumulates-
Senator MoYNIAN. Hold it. Say that again.
Mr. WISEM AN. I am on table 7.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You are on table 7.
Mr. WISEMAN. Recall, Senator, that this is over a 3-month interval.

The earlier statistics we were looking at were probabilities over a year.
The model that we are estimating here is sufficiently audacious to try
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to predict the likelihood that a father will leave over a quarter, over
3 months.

The average for families of this group was about 5 percent of fathers
in U families would leave within 3 months.

Senator MOYNIIIAN. Help me make the distinction. Probability can
be translated roughly into percent, can it not? It does not guarantee it,
but in a universe, probability is a percent?

Mr. WISEMAN. Right. That is true.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And in a sample, it is just probability.
Mr. WISEMAN. That is true.
Senator MoYNI AN. So that this record will be clear, if you are

talking about the universe of possibilities, probability equals percent.
If you are talking about a sample, well, then probability is probable
percent.

Mr. WISEMAN. Probability is the percentage of the sample and it is
our estimate of the universe.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. It just gets down to this is likely but not
expected at this point, because no sample is quite that good.

Mr. WISEMAN. But recall this is a large sample and we observed
many families over repeated quarterly intervals and so the-although
I have not printed the standard errors of these estimates, they are
relatively small.

Senator MOYNIIHAN. Can you help me in terms of how do I go from
the probability of a 3-month period to the probability of a 12-month
period?

Mr. WISEMAN. Well, roughly-which is not unreliable in this case--
is just to multiply it by four.

The reason why it is rough is for one, that it compounds, but the
second thing is that in this population, and we show it below, the dura-

tion of unemployment raises the probability that the family will fall
apart. So you do not just run the same experiment each quarter. If
the family makes it through one quarter and the father is still jobless,
the probability that they will fall apart during the next quarter rises
a small amount because he has been jobless a longer period.

Senator MOYNIHAN. So this is a population that has about a fifth of
its unions dissolved in the course of a year?

Mr. WISEMAN. That is right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And this population is already on welfare, on

AFDCU.
Mr. WISEMAN. On AFDCU, so it is not i representative of a random

selection of all poor families.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You could have various time controls, but you

do not have any at this point. You are just talking about these people.
Mr. WISEMAN. One of the points that I am getting to, and about

to end up with, is that fragmentation is, of course, a concern of the
type of populations that were sampled as the basis of the Seattle-
Denver income maintenance experiment and other such experiments.
But we should not lose sight of the fact that fragmentation is a very
frequent event within the populations in the existing system.

Senator MOYNIJIAN. That being so, that increase of 60 percent is an
important increase. If it were 2 in 1,000, a 50-percent increase could
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make an impressive headline, but it would not be a notable event. But
if it is 200 in 1,000-

Mr. WISEMAN. But that is not a fair comparison because these peo-
ple are already at an income maintenance-the increase that you are
citing.was an increase over the control group, I believe, which was not
receiving public assistance.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I make the point that the increase was on a
large base, not on a small one. I mean, it just did not happen to just a
few people out of a 1,000. It was not that kind of a thing.

Mr. WISEMAN. I understand.
All right. Items I and 2 on that table 7 show what our results suggest

will be the case in Alameda County, as a result of two hypothetical
events. One is a reduction in the employment ratio, this measurement
of the job market condition, by about the amount that, occurred in
1974-75. The result of that is to raise this probability of fragmenta-
tion bv about 16 percent for over a quarter.

So the change of labor market condition of the type that appeared
between June of 1974 and March of 1975 in Alameda County raised
the fragmentation likelihood among families by a factor of about
16 percent.

Now, the other thing that we found is that the duration of time
jobless-this is something that I found not surprising, but I was
interested that the data confirm it-also raised the likelihood of frag-
mentation, and I mentioned that before, but the effect is relatively
small. If we increase our-looking at the models, they suggest that in
comparing, all other things equal, two families, one in which the father
hadbeen unemployed for 23 months and the other in which the father
had been unemployed for ofily 11 months, a year difference, the change
in the probability of separation would be from 0.151 to about 0.154,
which is a very modest change but, nonetheless, was statistically sig-
nificant. We know that statistical significance is not the same as
importance.

Let me summarize and then we can open this up for questions.
I have tried to concentrate in this statement on the portion of our

results which relate to family instability because that seems to be an
important concern of these hearings. That was not the central focus
of our work.

It is probably important not to exaggerate the significance of these
results. Both the strengths and the weaknesses of our research are
related to its nonexperimental character. The fact that the Alameda
County study is nonexperimental is attractive, I think, because, after
all, we are dealing with a real welfare system which serves all eligible
applicants and is run by the kind of people who ultimately do the
job, regardless of the system selected.

The weakness is that we cannot be sure that in our analysis all things
are really held constant, that our employment effects do not really
reflect something else, and so forth. Nevertheless, I think that three
things are important and worth emphasizing.

The first is that the Alameda County wel are study helps put welfare
turnover in perspective. On the FG side, my figures indicate that the
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common conception of welfare as a reflection of permanently depend-
ent female-headed families is not particularly misleadings.

I am concerned that the small children who came onto public assis-
tance with the caseload expansion of 1969-70 are now reaching the age
of candidacy for welfare dependence themselves and little attention
is being paid to the critical period of transition now and which way
the will go.

he little work that we have done on the current welfare status of
women who were 15 to 16 years old, and on welfare in 1972-that is,
children and families on welfare-shows that at least half were on
public assistance as of their 21st birthdays.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Oh, really? We had quite different testimony
from Dr. Klausner yesterday in a sociological study of Camden, N.J.
But that is a small sample, you say?

Mr. WISEMAN. That's right.
Senator MOYNITHAN. But a large ratio?
Mr. WIsEMA-N. That is right. We might come back to that in a

moment.
The one thing that seems to make a difference-and here I am citing

results from my earlier testimony-in AFDC-FG is jobs. Recipients
who work are much more likely to leave dependence than those who
do not, thus the corollary of the common conception that welfare
recipients do not necessarily have to stay dependent is not-the com-
mon conception, that is the conception that welfare is made up largely
of a large group of permanently dependent families, the corollary of
that seems to be that there is nothing we can do, and that is not neces-
sarily true. There may be things that policymakers can do to enhance
turnover and those things seem to be related to jobs.

Turnover in the AFDCU program is substantial. In our report last
year to the Department of Labor, we showed that training services do
increase the speed at which AFDCU families leave dependence. The
problem for policy seems to be to design policies that will accelerate
the departure of families which otherwise remain dependent while not
interfering with the movement out of dependence of that large group
which will-leave of their own accord.

The second point is that-we have been over this-is the rate of
family fragmentation among AFDCU recipients is high and appears
to be in part related to external circumstances. It is not clear how the
variation in labor market conditions captured by an employment
variable affects family stability, but if the effect does operate through
the parents' perception of their chances economically, presumably
these perceptions can also be affected by appropriate training and,where necessary, jobs provisions programs.

I will be the first to admit the evidence here is weak, but to my knowl-
edge, the Alameda County sample is the only data source which allows
considerations of the effects of variations on labor market conditions
over time on family fragmentation. The fact that this effect has sur-
faced is important.

The final impression that I wish to emphasize is that all of our
research reveals ways in which policy can affect welfare outcome. In
our research on turnover, we have shown that employment-related
services affect the likelihood that recipients will take jobs.

Our research on separation shows that such jobs will reduce the
likelihood of family fragmentation both by reducing the duration of
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joblessness-and that effect, you will recall, is small-and perhaps by
changing the employment outlook for recipients.

Likewise, as I reported in my testimony last year, our results indicate
that the hours rule reduces the rate at which AFDCI fathers take jobs
by so expanding unemployment. This suggests that the hours rule
itself has a fragmentation effect.

The fragmentation effects we have observed are small numerically,
but the size may reflect the crudeness of our measures. We wish that
we were able now to produce more refined measures. We expect to be
able to do so in the future as our work continues.

Senator MoYNIIIAN. Sir, that is superb testimony.
It is too elegantly put together to come in here and have some

number and say how much they mean and how much they don't mean
and suggest where you are going. I think it is just a very important
question. It certainly says jobs, jobs, jobs, doesn't it? But what are we
to make of the strong suggestion of intergenerational dependency?

Mr. WISEMAN. I want to be cautious about that. We have only about
60-some-odd women.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You were cautious. I am saying it is the strong-
est suggestion we have had on this, it is something we will talk about.
You are going to pursue it, you are staying with these?

Mr. WISEMAN. I think the important thing is we just haven't seen,
that intergenerational effect has not hit us yet because the typical new
woman coming on in 1969-70 had an infant or children three or four.
Those children are really not yet at risk in an intergenerational trans-
fer and that problem will be the problem of the eighties.

Senator MOYNIIAN. Yes; when the demography is working for
us.

I wanted to ask you, have you picked up any influence of income
encouragement provisions, of which the most notable is the $301/
disregard?

Mr. WISEMA-N. As I mentioned in the beginning, our sample covers
public assistance in Alameda County before the introduction of $301/s
and through its various versions in California. It has been calcu-
lated a number of different ways and each change actually changed
the work incentive involved.

The nature of our experiment has not been to look at work incen-
tives in the way in which it is done, like the negative tax experiments.
There the question is to look at variations in supply, in terms of hours
work or hours worked of secondary members of the family, or what
have you. Our approach to labor force participation has to rather look
at transitions, transitions such as the one from not working at all to
working, and transitions such as the one from working on public
assistance to leaving public assistance altogether.

So when I talk about the effect of these innovations on labor
su))ly I will be talking about those transitions and not in the varia-
tional sense that the labor supply has been discussed, was discussed
yesterday.

Now, that said. in our results we have not been able to find any
impact of, first, the introduction of the $301/3, its liberalization in
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1970 and then its tightening, the tightening that was introduced by
Governor Reagan in 1971, on the likelihood that recipients of public
assistance who are not working would take jobs, would begin to work,
participate in the labor force.

We found an impact of the introduction of the $301/3 disregards on
the likelihood that they would leave public assistance and that impact
was negative. The reason largely seems to be that the $301 the work
incentive provision raises the break-even point, incomebreak-even
point, and that meant that some transitions that formerly had caused
people to leave dependence no longer brought about that particular-

Senator MOYNIJHAN. That really shouldn't surprise us. Blanche
Bernstein has testified that in New York you can have earnings up to
$28,000 and still be on welfare under certain circumstances. The logic
of the $301/3 provision, as I understand it, was a dynamic argument
about labor forceparticipation. It gets you into the labor market.

Mr. WISEMAX. Gets your feet wet. Once your feet are wet you are
willing to dive in. We have not been able to detect any effects of that
nature.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Listen, the Internal Revenue Code is filled
with equivalents of $301/3 for people who have owned mines or have
herds of Black Angus cattle, and so forth, and they maximize, that
is all. It is positive economic behavior. People get as much income as
they can for as little effort as they can.

Mr. WISEMAN. In our experiment the control is the period before
July 1978, in which $301/ was introduced. That period as we know
from our studies, was not a period in which there were no work incen-
tives. There was work, at least there were a great deal of incentives in
the form of allowances for work expenses and what have you, and
benefit computation, but nonetheless, during that period at least in
Alameda County, the break-even point was considerably lower in
terms of earnings for working recipients and that fact did not seem to
inhibit labor participation.

Senator MOYNHIAN. Let me ask you one last question, just to ask
your judgment. This goes beyond your research. I don't know if you
are familiar with the testimony we had yesterday from the Stanford
Research Institute team that was analyzing the Seattle-Denver ex-
periments and others who have reanalyzed effects in the New Jersey
experiments. The findings were-I don't want to characterize them
as more than surprising-larger work reductions than originally
reported, large work reductions in some groups, considerable by any
judgment, and very large reported increases in marital dissolution.

Do these come as much of a surprise to you as they perhaps have
come to the policy research community here in Washington?

Mr. WISEMAN. Let me limit myself to the marital dissolution results
first. I was surprised by the magnitude. I was surprised first in my
own work by the magnitude of intra-AFDC flows. I began that work
thinking that AFDCU served a distinct population from the-

Senator MOYNrHAw. And it turned out to flow?
Mr. WISEMAN. It is not the case. It is not the case. So I suppose that

I was prepared for the fragmentation results by the Alameda County
data. While I was amazed by the size of the Seattle-Denver effects, I
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don't find them intuitively implausible now given the ethnic differ-
ences that are surfacing in the data, which also seem to be intuitively
plausible.

Now, on the labor supply estimate, I think there are two aspects.
One is the fact that it is as large as it is, and the second concerns the
proper interpretation of the sequence of discovery with the first esti-
mates which tended to be smaller than the subsequent reanalysis of thedata suggested.found he final version of the labor supply reduction to be larger

than my prior beliefs would have suggested was the case. I feel like
the sequence of discovery really reflects the sequence of econometric
development or at least the development of our understanding of
appropriate technique for dealing with these situations in which
labor supply involved not only variation in hours but also changes
in state-whether you are "supplying" or not,

I was at the University of Wisconsin during the sixties--that is
where I did my graduate work-at the same time the experimental
desin for the negative income tax experiment was being cooked up.
At tat time, we had no technique at all. The whole statistical prob-
lem of analyzing these data and especially formulating a project
design that would be as cheap as possible but *rve us the results so
we could analyze was just all new ground. t was breaking new
ground and I think that, the sequence of discovery really reflects a
mistake made early in the design. The problems of discontinuous
change like not working force versus working, are not the kind we
traditionally dealt with.

Senator MOYNIlIAN. It didn't surprise you, the testimony yesterday,
that a reanalysis of Harold Watts' initial data show that the New
Jersey experiment led to a much larger work disincentive than he
originally thought. This is the technique developing. And if that is so
there is nothing the matter with that. As a matter of fact, one of our
witnesses said, "You think we have found anything out about a guar-
anteed income?" He said, "No; we haven't found anything about a
guaranteed income, but we have learned quite a few things about how
to find out things."

Well, all right, that is OK. Apparently the problems of income re-
porting in the rural experiments were huge, but that is how things
evolve, and nobody in a quasi-scientific discipline such as your own
should hesitate to say we learned something from having done it not
quite right the first time. As long as you do learn, you progress.

In the main findings are-
Mr. 'WISEMAN. Alarming.
Senator MkoYNmiTAN. Alarming is your word, sir?
Mr. WISrMAN. The findings show that the notion that you can ac-

complish all the objectives of welfare reform with the kind of incen-
tives that can be built into the tax structure itself is just naive, that
things don't work that way.

Senator MoY.N1IIAN. Yes. I will use your words, they are alarming,
and what I want to do in these hearings is to get it all out so we won't
become alarmed in the sense of panicky and start concealing and get-
ting unhappy with one another and saying why did you find that,
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which would not be the first time messengers have been stoned. No
messenger has been stoned so far. A few administration witnesses have
been beaten about the head and shoulders. That is their job and their
role in life.

We thank you very much, Doctor. You couldn't be more helpful to
us, and we will look forward to your continuing your work. You are
not yet in the $200 million class, but, that is because you are only an
associate professor.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Wiseman follows:]

FAMILY SzPmTION RATa IN THz AnM TO FAMILIES Wrrm DEPENDENT
CHLDRZN PROGRAM

(By Michael Wiseman, Associate Professor of Economics, University of
California, Berkeley)

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity
to summarize results of my research on caseload developments In the Aid to
Families with Dependent Children Program in Alameda County, California. I
shall limit this report to a summary of what our research shows about move-
ments by families onto and from welfare in the county, about the frequency of
separations among families dependent upon AFDC, and about the determinants
of these separations. In a nutshell, our work indicates that turnover is substan-
tial, especially in the AFDC-U (unemployed parent) segment of the program. A
significant amount of this turnover is associated with family breakups, and the
probability that separations will occur appears to be related to factors over which
pollcymakers have some control.

Before getting into these matters, I am anxious to acknowledge that all of the
research results to be cited in this statement are from work supported by the
Employment and Training Administration. The family fragmentation results
were derived in Joint work with Gerald Silverman, a Ph.D. candidate at Berke-
ley's School of Social Welfare who is currently working In the Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation at the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare. The computations are the work of Karl Iorlo,
an economist on the staff of our research project, and this manuscript was pre-
pared by Diana Demeter. These results are preliminary; when our final report
is prepared, copies will be provided to this subcommittee. A more comprehensive
summary of my results was presented last September at the House of Repre-
sentatives hearing on welfare reform.'

THE DATA

The numbers that follow are more readily understood if the sampling technique
employed for their collection is outlined. I have long been concerned that too little
is known about the experience of families receiving assistance In existing public
assistance programs. To improve our understanding, I and my associates in the
Welfare and Employment Studies Project at Berkeley have for several years
collected data on families receiving public assistance In Alameda County, Cal-
ifornia. Alameda County Is the urban county across the bay from San Francisco.
Its largest city is Oakland; about sixty percent of the families in the caseload
reside there.

These data are collected largely by sampling case files. Our sampling technique
involves observing family characteristics at a point In time-a "sample month"-
and then collecting detailed information on what happens to the family for the
subsequent year. Less complete data on experience before and after the sample
year are also collected. At this time, we are collecting data for a group of families
selected from the caseloads for each month in 1978; we have sample data for the
years 1967-72 and 1975 cleaned and ready for analysis. Results for the years
1967-72 were reported to the Department of Labor in 1977.' The total sample
through 1975 includes 3,90 units.

1 See Wiseman (1977).
See Levy, Viekery, and Wiseman (1977).
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FIGMlE 2

The period spanned by our sample is an Interesting one for analysis. The
trend In the caseload over this period Is most readily summarized by two graphs:
figure 1 shows the development of the AFDC-FG caseload up through the middle
of last year, and figure 2 provides the same information for AFDC-U. The FG pro-
gram covers assistance to single-parent families and two-parent families in which
one adult is disabled. As can be seen from the figure, the FG caseload grew
very rapidly through about 1971 and has changed little since that time.

I have discussed the reasons for the end of the welfare explosion in Alameda
County elsewhere." The best guess is that the FG caseload stopped growing In

2 See Rence and Wlseman (1977).
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1971 because there were virtually no more eligible families to come on. The
AFDC-U program serves two-parent families which qualify for assistance be-
cause of one parent's Joblessness. The AFDC-U caseload is much smaller than
the FG caseload and has declined substantially since 1970-71. The reasons for
the turnaround in AFDC-U are more difficult to discern than are the reasons
for the FG decline. The caseload grew very rapidly in late 1970 because of a
strike; the decline since then is most likely attributable to tighter eligibility
restrictions.

Table 1 provides information on the intracaseload demographic developments
associated with the last ten years of welfare experience in Alameda County.
The data show a slightly different pattern for the two programs. In AFDC-FG,
the caseload explosion was associated with a substantial increase in the propor-
tion of white families on assistance. Since 1972 the proportion of whites has de-
clined, while the number of black and Chicano families (not shown in the table)
has increased. The average age of mothers in FG cases has declined, while the
education level attained by the typical mother has increased. AFDC-U mothers
are far more likely now to be white or Chicano and to be over thirty than was
the case in the late sixties. The decline in the AFDC-U caseload since 1972 has
been associated with an increase in the proportion of older families and (pos-
sibly) a decline in average levels of educational attainment.

TABLE I.-MOTHER'S CHARACTERISTICS, ALAMEDA COUNTY AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN
PROGRAM. 1967-75

IProportion of all mothers receiving assistance through the indicated program. Number in parentheses is the standard
error of the estimated

ABa o Education,

Program Year tess than Black more than 12 yr

AFDC-FG ................................ 1967 0.48 (0.0M ) 0.60 (0.028) 0.33 (0.027)
AFDC-FG .......................... 18 50 (.028) .59 .027) .38 .027)AFDC-FG ............................. 190 .51 .027) .51 .027) .46 .027)
AFDC-FG----------------------... 1972 .56 .027) .53 .027) .48 .027)
AFOC-FG ................................ 1975 .59 .025) .55 .026) .53 .027)
AFDC-U................................. 1967 .57 (.031) .44 .031) .38 .032AFOC-U ... ............................. .o 6 O ) 4 30) .3 .0QoAFDC-U ................................. 1970 .67 .027) .36 .028) .49 030)
AFD .............................. 1972 .73 025) .37 .08) .53 029)
AFDC-U ................................ 1975 .64 .030) .35 .0 ) .49 .034)

Source: Calculations by author from unpublished welfare case data described in text.

While the data in table 1 are for mothers In the program, the demographic
trends for fathers are similar. The AFI)C-U program apparently serves a more
"hard-core" poverty population now than was the case in 1970; this story is sup-
ported by data on job experience and skills which we do not have time to
examine.

TURNOVER

One measure of caseload turnover is the ratio of the number of family units
receiving assistance during any month of the calendar year to the largest monthly
caseload. This number ranges between one and twelve; a turnover ratio of one
would indicate that no new families ever came onto welfare and none ever left.
A ratio of twelve would indicate that every family receiving assistance during
the year did so during only one month. Like most counties, Alameda County does
not maintain data in a form which permits direct calculation of the turnover
ratio. However, our sample permits estimation of the turnover ratio and our
estimates are listed in table 2.
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TABLE 2.-RATIO, ESTIMATED NUMBER OF FAMILY UNITS ON ASSISTANCE AT ANY TIME DURING YEAR TO
LARGEST MONTHLY CASELOAD

INumbws in parentheses are estimated standard errorsl

Program

Year FG U

1967 ................................................................... 1.22 (0.042) 1.63 (0.00)
1966------------------------------------------------1......... . 15 (.045) 1.70 (.064)
1970 ................................................................... . 13 .039 1.55 .073
1972 ................................................................... 1.19 (.0.3) 1.49
1975 ................................................................... 1.18 (.029) 1.62 (.076)

Source: Cakulations by author from unpublished welfare case data described In text.

The results in table 2 suggest that there has been little change In public
assistance turnover during the past ten years. All things considered, the turn-
over on AFI)C-FG is quite small: the total number of cases open during a year
is only about eighteen percent greater than the largest monthly caseload. In
the U program, the number of cases ever open during the year is about sixty-
two percent greater than the largest monthly caseload. These numbers con-
firm what we anticipated before their collection: two-parent families are likely
to close their welfare cases more rapidly than are one-parent families. Put
another way, these figures indicate that the average duration of an FO case
is a little over five years and the average duration of a U case is a little over
a year and one-half. These averages mask wide variation In turnover rates
across different types of families.

FAMILY DISSOLUTION

The AFDC-U closings which give rise to the high turnover Identified in table
2 do not all arise from the exodus of families from welfare. A substantial amount
occurs because of family fragmentation. This effect is illustrated, albeit some-
what obliquely, by comparing the sum of estimated total family units receiving
assistance in the AFDC-FG and AFDC-U programs taken separately for each
calendar year with the estimated total number of units receiving assistance in
any part of the AFDC program. For this purpose, we have defined a family
unit as the mother-child(ren) combination which is the nucleus of the AYDC
family. These numbers appear in table 8.

Table 3 is difficult to understand; it is best interpreted by looking specifically
at the numbers for a particular year. Our estimates show that in 1975 28,201
family units received AFDC-FG assistance at one time or another and 8,106
families received help through AFDC-U. The sum of these two estimates is
31,367. However, ous' estimate is that only 80,629 families actually were on the
rolls in any sort of AFDC program during the year. The difference, 788, is our
estimate of the number of units which appeared at one time during the year
in the U program and at another in the FG program. This Is twenty-three percent
of all units ever receiving aid through the U program.
TABLE 3.-ESTIMATED NUMBER OF FAMILY UNITS RECEIVING ASSISTANCE AT ANY TIME DURING YEAR,

ALAMEDA COUNTY, 1967-75

[Numbers In parentheses are estimated standard errors
Families receiving assistance Ratio:

Di fference/
Year In FG In U In program Difference In'U

1967................. 13,643 4164 2,314 1114) 15,29 (434) 664 0.29
196$.............. :: 15,996 62 2,678 (139) 17,954 (61) 720 .27
1970 ................ 26 399 (915 S907 27 31,106 19 i,201 .20
1972 .................. .. 27,050 4:23416 ) 30.487 (759 797 .19 
1975 ................... 28 .201 148 30,629 67 738 .23

Source: Calculations by author from unpublished welfare case data described In text.
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Another way of getting at this statistic is simply to count the number of
AFDC-U families which change programs (i.e., shift from U to FG) within
twelve months of the sample date at which the family first fell into our random
sample. These proportions are reported in table 4. Although the time-reference
is slightly different (hince, for example, a portion of the 1975 sample was de-
rived from the December caseload, and one year from that sample date ranges
through 1976), the message is the same: choose a family at random from the
AFDC-U caseload In Alameda County and the odds are at least one in five that
the unit will have transferred from the U to the FG caseload within twelve
months. Two-thirds of these transfers are due to separations in which the father
leaves the home.' The remaining cases shift because the father develops a
disability (alcoholism, for example) or the mother leaves.

TABLE 4.-PROPORTION OF AFDC-4J CASES WHICH SHIFT TO AFDC-FG WITHIN 12 MO OF POINT OBSERVATION

(Numbers in parentheses re the standard errors of the estimates

Year Proportion

1967 ..................................................................................... 0.24 (0.027)1968 ............................................................................... .27 027
1970 ..................................................................................... .17 022
1972 ..................................................................................... .24 .024)
1975 ........................................................................ .20 (025)

Source: Calculations by author from unpublished welfare data described in text.

I conclude that separation rates are very high within the two-parent welfare
systems we now have. It seems appropriate now to ask whether these separations
are related to anything potentially influenced by policy. The answer is a qualified
"yes."

THZ DMCUMINANTS OF FRAGMENTATION

In an attempt to sort out some of the factors influencing separation rates in
this sample, Gerald Silverman and I have estimated parameters of "conditional
logit" models of the separation process. The dependent variable .in these models
is the probability that a family on AFDC-U will split up over a three-month In-
terval. The independent variables describe the family's state at the starting
point, the beginning of the three-month observation period. For this purpose, we
combined where possible up to four three-month observations for each family in
our sample. What we are looking for is systematic effects of family characteris-
tics, economic conditions, and policy variables on fragmentation probabilities.

The functional form for this model is somewhat complex. If we identify for
any observation I the list of independent variables as a vector X,, then the prob-
ability of separation is related to the variables X, by the function.

P (separation) - I

where e Is the 'base of the natural logarithms and p is the vector of coefficients.
This functional form has the appropriate property of always producing proba-
blilties lying between 0 and 1. Using the data we have collected, the P vector can
be estimated by so-called maximum likelihood techniques. The estimations results
appear in table 5."

' Calculated from sample data for the years 1967 to 1972.
SWe do not Include movements from the U to the FG program which result from

disability.
6 The Zlaa for the logit are taken only from the 1967-72 samples. At the time this data

file was constructed, the 1975 data were not ready for use.
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TABLE 5.-AFDC-U FRAGMENTATION MODELS

[Numbers in parentheses are t-statstics
Dependent variable: The probability that an AFDC-U father present at the month the case is observed will leave the family

over the following 3 mo. For model 3, the sample is constrained to include only black families.
Models

Means (full
Independent variables sample) 1 2 3

EMPI... ........ ............................ 0.3733 1 -16.16 t -17.00 -17.70(-2.273) -. (-1.647)
Child .............................................. 2.9 .0141 .2 U -. 032(.2829) (.4794) (-.4231)
AGEF .............................................. 390.3 2-.0049 ' -. 0m '-0048(-4.398 (-4.312) (-2.650
DURAI .... .... .... .... ... .... .... . . 9 18 .0 .0126 . N

(. 5792) (.$766) (.1757)
DURA2 ............................................ 76.44 -. 0120 -. 0163 -,0071

(-. 8086) (-5.103) (-.3103)NVWRK ......................................... .. .138 -. 5093 -. 1362 -. 5497

NOJOB ............................................ 23.08 1-004 (.00l .
PTTIM .......................................... . 1792 2M (.215) (2.OU(-1.287) (-1650) (.047)PREG ............................................... 1126 3 -. 6555 '-.637 '-.9
AFDCU3 ............................................ 2617 (-2.09 (-20 3  (-2:

(.5479) ( 0767) (-.2955)
0 1622 .1571 ..............

OHRACE ................................... 179 :0801 . ..........(, 5 (.1381) ..............(. 3865) (. 1381).~.
Stress ............................................. .4234 ,.5244 ............ " .459

(3.530) (2.037)
Constant ........................................... 1.0 4.824 5. / 5.743

(1.813) (1.975) (1.440)
Number of observations ......................................... 3,304 3 304 1 387Log likelihood ratio.............................................. -745.3 - l.6 - .7Log likelihood ratio, coefficients constrained to zero ................... -2, 290. 0 -2,290.0 -961.4

'Signikint at 0.05.
'Significant at 0.01.

There are fourteen independent variables and three models in the table. Models
1 and 2 differ only by inclusion (in model 2) of a variable, "STRESS," which
will be discussed below. Model 3 is model 1 estimated only for blacks. All the
variables are defined In table 6.

TABLE 6.-Variable definitions (All variables are defined as of the beginning

Variable:
EM3I ---------

CHILD -----
AGEF -------
DURAl -----
DURA2 -----

NVWRK ----

NOJOB -----

PTTIME ----

PREG -------
AFDCU3 ....

BLACK -----

OTHRACE ---

STRESS ----

of the obserration period)

Ratio of employment in Jobs in the Alameda County private
sector to residents age 16-64.

Number of children in the household under the age of 18.
Age of the father in months.
Duration of marriage or cohabitation in months.
Duration of marriage in months In excess of 24. If DURAl

is less than 25, DURA2 equals zero.
Equals 1 if the father has never held a Job; equals 0

otherwise.
If the father has held a Job, this is the time since his last

Job ended. If the father has never held a Job, this Is set
equal to DURAL.

Equals 1 if the father was working at least part-time.
Equals 0 if not.

Equals 1 if the mother was pregnant.
Equals .33 If the observation period begins on August 1071;

equals .67 if the observation period begins on September
1971; equals 1 if the observation begins after Septem-
ber 1971 ; equals 0 otherwise. Graduation of this variable
is explained In Vickery, Levy and Wiseman (1977)
Appendix II.

Equals I If the mother is black; equals 0 otherwise.
Equals 1 is the mother is not black or white (primarily

Spanish surname) ; equals 0 otherwise.
Equals 1 if the case record indicates any one of a number

of poblems which might reasonably suggest marital ten-
sion at the point of initial observation.
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What do these results show? I shall first present a qualitative discussion and
then turn to a few numerical examples.

EMPI, the first variable, is the ratio of employment in the county at the
time the observation begins to county working-age population. These results
indicate that even if the father's personal status does not change, ar, improve-
ment In general economic conditions within the county reduces the likelihood
that he will leave the household.

CHILD is the number of children In the household. We detected nG si nificant
effect of this variable on the likelihood of separation.

AGEF is the age (in months) of the father at the beginning point of the obser-
vation. The results Indicate that the older the father is, the less the likelihood
that he will leave.

DURAl and DURA2 are variables which identify the length of time the couple
has been together. We found no significant duration-of-marriage effect on the
likelihood that an AFDC-U family would separate.

NVWRK, NOJOB, and PTTIME are all important indicators of the father's
work history. PTIME identifies those families In which the father is working
part-time, but not so much as to lose AFDC-U eligibility. Our results indicate
that such part-time work may reduce the likelihood of family separation, but the
detected effect is not statistically significant. NOJOB identifies the time, in
months, since the father last held a market job given that he had worked some
time In the past. Our results indicate that, all other things equal, the longer the
time the father goes jobless, the greater the likelihood that the family will fall
apart. Average duration of unemployment within our sample Is twenty-three
months.

About thirteen percent of the fathers in our sample had no work history. For
these fathers, NOJOB was coded zero and NVWRK was set at 1. The logit results
indicate that fathers without work history were significantly less likely to leave
the household than those who had some. While the reasons for this are not wholly
clear, it may be that cases In which there is no work history have other unique
factors which lower the likelihood of separation. It is possible, for example,
that such people are enrolled in school or other training programs.'

The remainder of the variables are not immediately relevant to the argument
developed here and can be quickly summarized. The PREG co-efficient indicates
that if the mother 1P pregnant at the time the family is sampled the father is less
likely to leave. The AFDCU3 coefficient indicates that the likelihood of family
separation is not significantly different following the introduction of major wel-
fare reforms in 1971 than was the case before. We find no racial differentials in
the likelihood of family fragmentation in our sample. By and large, the "black
only" model, model 3, has coefficients that are similar to those in the all-sample
model.

The dummy variable STRESS indicates whether the county welfare depart-
ment had evidence at the point the case was initially observed that serious prob-
lems existed in the relationship between the man and the woman in the family.
The significant coefficient estimated for this variable shows that such information
was related to the likelihood of separation.

Table 7 illustrates the results quantitatively by showing the effect of various
changes on the likelihood of family fragmentation. Setting all the variables at
their mean values produces a probability of fragmentation of about .05. Since
this is the probability over one quarter, the probability that a fragmentation
would have occurred after one year is approximately .20 and is therefore com-
parable to the estimates derived from the gross separation statistics. The mean
value of the employment ratio for this period was .37. During the 1969-70
recession, the employment ratio fell about .01. A change of this magnitude
would increase the fragmentation rate by about sixteen percent. This effect is
Interesting, especially given that the enmployment rate identifies only the condi-
tions of the labor market environment and nothing objective about the family
itself. Apparently, an increase in the probability of job finding, all other things
equal, makes men in Alameda County less likely to leave their families.

TIn California. a work history Is not required for APDC-U eligibility. If such cases are
not eligible for federal assistance, the state and counties cover 100 percent of the costs. The
model as estimated assunies that the cumulative effect on likelihood of separation of time
spent Jobless is the same for persons who have no regular work experience as it is for those
who have. We have tested this restriction extensively, and our conclusion is thst there is
nothing in our data which would suggest that it is inappropriate. These matters will be dis-
cussed In detail in our report to the Department of Labor.
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While statistically significant, the direct effect of time spent jobless on the
propensity for the family to come apart is modest. As the table indicates, a year
spent without work raises the likelihood of separation by less than ten percent.
One is tempted to say that these results suggest that the "hope" effect of a high
employment ratio in the county outweighs the "experience" effect of long periods
of joblessness on fragmentation.

Table 7. Effects of variable chates on estimated probabilities of fam4lV
separation over a three-month interval

Probability of fragmentation, all variables at means ----------------- 0.051
Change In probability from:

(1) Reduction in county employment ratio by .01 (the impact of the
1974-75 recession) ------------------------------------ .008

(2) Reduction In father's time without job from 23 to 11 months -... -. 006

SOURCE: Calculations using estimation results from table 5.

SUM MABY

I have concentrated in this statement on the portion of our results which relates
to family instability. This emphasis was chosen because of current interest in the
topic, not because it has been the central or even a major focus of our work. It is
important not to exaggerate the significance of these results. Both the strengths
and the weaknesses of our research are related to its nonexperimental character.
The fact that the Alameda County welfare study is nonexperimental is attractive
because, after all, we are dealing with a real welfare system which serves all eli.
gible applicants and is run by the kind of people who will ultimatey do the job,
regardless of the system selected. The weakness is that we can't be sure that in
our analysis things are really held constant, that our employment effects don't
really represent something else, and so forth. Nevertheless, I think the following
results are important.

(1) The Alameda County welfare study helps put welfare turnover in perspec-
tive. On the AFDC-FG side, my figures Indicate that the common conception of
welfare as a collection of permanently dependent, female-headed families is not
particularly misleading. I am concerned that the small children who came on to
public assistance with the caseload expansion in 1968-70 are now reaching the
age of candidacy for welfare dependence themselves, and little attention is being
paid to the critical period of transition now and which way they go. The little
work we have done on the current welfare status of women who were fifteen to
sixteen years old and on welfare In 1972 shows that at least half are on public
assistance at their twenty-first birthdays. The one thing that makes a difference
in AFDC-FG is Jobs; recipients who work are much more likely to leave depend-
ence than are those who do not. Thus the corollary of the "common conception"-
that welfare recipients necessarily have to stay dependent-is not necessarily
true. There may be many things which pollcymakers can do to enhance turnover.

Turnover in the AFDC-U program is substantial. In our report last year to the
Department of Labor, we showed that training services do Increase the speed at
which AFDC-U families leave dependence. The poblem for policy seems to be to
design policies that will accelerate the departure of families which otherwise
would remain dependent while not interfering with the movement out of depend-
ent of that large group which will leave of their own accord.

(2) The rate of family fragmentation among AFDC-U recipients is high and
appears in part to be related to external circumstances. It is not clear how the
variation in labor market conditions captured by our employment variable affects
family stability. But if the effect does operate through the parents' perception
of their chances economically, presumably these perceptions can also be affected
by appropriate training and, where necessary, job-provision programs. I would
be the first to admit that the evidence here is weak. But to my knowledge, the
Alameda County sample is the only data source which allows consideration of the
effects of variation in labor market conditions over time on family fragmentation.
The fact that this effect has surfaced is important.

(3) The final impression that I wish to emphasize is that all of our research
reveals ways in which policy can affect welfare outcomes. In our research on
turnover, we have shown that employment-related services affect the likelihood
that recipients will take jobs. Our research on separation shows that such jobs
will reduce the likelihood of family fragmentation both by reducing duration of
joblessness, and perhaps, by changing the employment "outlook" for recipients.
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The effects we have observed are small numerically, but the size Way reflect the
crudeness of our measures. We wish that we were now able to produce more
refined measures. We expect to do so in the future.
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'Senator MOYNIHAN. Now, again, from the West we are going to hear
from Mr. Norman Angus, deputy director of public entitlements, Utah
Department of Social Services. Mr. Angus, we are very happy to see
you here, and one of the things we were interested in is your experi-
ence. It would not, I hope, preempt your own testimony if I just ob-
served that one of the important things about Utah is that it is the one
State that has felt that welfare recipients ought to work for their
benefits, and so you are an experiment. Well, Utah has always been an
experiment.

I remember seeing that wonderful welfare center in Salt Lake City,
which goes back to the early settlement by the Mormons there. You
have always had a very active welfare program, in the private sector,
the church, but it involves people working who haven't worked in the
market, and it is not for me to say you extended that principle to the
State, but it is for you to tell us what'you have done.

We are very happy to have you here.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN ANGUS, DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR PUBLIC
ENTITLEMENTS, UTAH DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES

Mr. ANous. We are happy to be here, Senator.
Unlike the previous two testimonies this morning, we will be talk-

ing about an actual program that has been operational for some 4 years
in the State, and we believe that it is not an experimental kind of
program but one which has proved its worth.

Our work experience and training program, which we call WEAT
in the State of Utah, has as indicated been in effect since 1974, and as
I understand it, it is the only approved program which requires as a
condition of eligibility recipients to work for their AFDC grant, and
the, program has been reviewed constantly since its implementation
in 1974 by various agencies of the Federal Government, and currently
the Office of Family Assistance is again out in Utah reviewing the
progress and activity of our WEAT program.

We have received inquiries from almost every State in the Union
and many counties and even some foreign countries relative to how we
operate the WEAT program and, as I understand it, there are a num-
ber of States at this point in time who have pending before their re-
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gional offices work programs similar to Utah's WEAT program wait-
ig for approval.

It is also my understanding that the Office of Family Assistance
has formally denied Colorado's plan, which is similar to Utah's. I
don't know how much longer Utah is going to be able to continue with
their WEAT program.

In 1974, let me give you a little background where we are coming
from, then I will go into how the program works-

Senator MOYNIHAN. Please do.
Mr. ANous [continuing]. And discuss it.
Senator MOYNIHAN. The Colorado has been turned down?
Mr. AN us. Colorado has formally been turned down.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Is there anybody here from HEW? Why has

Colorado been turned down?
VOICE. I can't answer that.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Perhaps you would find that out and let us

know for the record. We would appreciate that.
Voicz. Yes, sir.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
OFFICE OF THE SEcRETARY,

Washington, D.C., November 22, 1978.
Hon. DANIEL P. MOYNIHAN,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Public Assistance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR M. CHAIRMAN: This is In response to your request, made to an HEW
staff member at the Subcommittee's November 16 hearings, for information on a
proposed amendment by the State of Colorado to its AFDC State Plan.

It is our understanding that Norman Angus, Deputy Director for Public En-
titlements, Utah Department of Social Services, brought to your attention that
HEW recently denied an application from Colorado to amend their AFDC State
Plan. Their application requested permission to Implement a mandatory work
program as part of their AFDC program.

Enclosed is a copy of the letter from Don I. Wortman, then Acting Commis-
sioner, Social Security Administration, to Armando Atenclo, Executive Direc-
tor of the Colorado Department of Social Services, which explains the Depart-
ment's decision, based upon Federal law and regulations.

As the last paragraph in Don Wortman's letter indicates, we have been work-
ing with Colorado on a WIN program component that would meet Colorado's
needs and be consistent with AFDC and WIN requirements.

I hope this answers your question. If we can be of further assistance, please
let us know.

Sincerely,
HENRY AARON,

Assistant Secretary
for Planning and Evaluation.

Enclosure.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION,
Baltimore, Md., October 8, 1978.

Mr. ARMANDO AraNcio,
Executive Director, Department of Social Services,
Denver, Colo.

DEAR MR. ATENCIO: Mr. Sandy Crank, Regional Commissioner of Region VIII,
has forwarded your State Plan Amendment Submittals 78-2 and 78-4 with the
recommendation for disapproval.

The State's submittals proposae to implement a mandatory work program
which is in addition to the Work Incentive Program (WIN). Under the regula-
tions in 45 CFR 233.140, Federal matching is not available in expenditures made
in the form of payments for work except as provided in the Work Incentive
Program authorized by Part C of Title IV of the Social Security Act. Matching
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would therefore not be available for payments made under the proposed
amendment.

In addition, a State may impose collateral eligibility conditions that would
result In denial of aid only if they are consistent with the provisions of the
Social Security Act. Section 402(a) (10) of the Act provides that eligible indi-
viduals must receive aid to which they are entitled. Since aid means money
payments to specified individuals based on need, denying AFDC to an otherwise
needy and eligible individual solely because that person refuses to perform un-
compensated work is contrary to the purposes and provisions of the Act.

For the above reasons the State's submittals do not meet the conditions of Fed-
eral law and regulations.

After discussion and consultation at the Department level, as required by 45
CFR 201.3(c), it is our decision that the recommendation of the Regional Com-
missIoner is correct and sould be adopted. Accordingly, Colorado State Plan
Amendment Submittals 78--2 and 78-4 are disapproved.

It is my understanding that we have reached agreement on the principal ele-
ments of a WIN program component which would satisfy Colorado's needs and
be consistent with Title IV-A and WIN requirements. We believe that this agree-
ment represents an approvable project under WIN and we are prepared to work
closely with the State and WIN on that project.

Sincerely yours,
DoN I. WORTMAN,

Acting Commieaioner of Social Security.Senator MoyNIJAN. Sir.
Mr. ANous. In 1974, the State legislature, and I suppose this is prob-

ably an extension like you say, of the work ethic that prevails in the
State of Utah, required in their legislative intent statement that all
adult males and females with children of school twe must., as a condi-
tion of eligibility, accept employment or job training or take part in
a community work project, and failure to do either one of these would
disqualify them from assistance. So it is from this beginning that we
proceed to implement our WEAT program.

It took us 2 years to get the program plan approved by HEW and,
as a sidelight, we are currently putting together a suit a-,ains HEW
to claim FFP for that 2-year period that it took them to approve our
plan.

Senator MOYNmAN. Good for you. [Laughter.]
I don't know whether they were right or wrong to let you wait. Af-

ter 2 years, sue them.
Mr. ANous. We shall.
Senator MOYNTHAN. They can answer those questions in a month. If

they can't, they should expect to be sued. They have no reason to let
you wait 2 years to try to run your own affairs. Good for you. Make it
personal damages.

Mr. ANxous. I don't know whether we want to go so far as personal
damages.

Senator MOYNmAN. Go as far as personal damages if you think it
matters a damn to HEW that the Treasury might have to send you a
check.

Mr. ANGUs. We would be happy if we could collect our Federal finan-
cial participation.

The basic premise beyond Utah's WEAT program is that all indi-
viduals should have the opportunity of providing for their own sub-
sistence and as I indicated. I am sure the work ethic in Utah is as high
as it is anywhere in the Nation and there is a great deal of support
from the public as well as from many of the welfare recipients and
many of the welfare rights groups are'for the WEAT program.
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WEAT is operated in cooperation with the work incentive program.
It works closely together with WIN. And in order to establish our
WEAT program we had to develop a series of sponsors throughout
the State, and this has been done and recipients then are required to
work as a condition of their eligibility for 96 hours per month on a
work site.

Now, it was set up initially that the recipient would work 3 days
and then have 2 days available for job search or for training or what-
ever other kind of things they needed to do to prepare themselves for
full-time employment, in addition to the training activity and the work
activity that went on in the WEAT project.

But, essentially they are required to work 96 hours per month, and
they can do that in any combination that they want as long as they
work 96 hours per month. Failure to perform the required number
of hours on a WEAT project will result in an individual being re-
moved from the grant, and in the case of an unemployed father, the
grant may in fact be entirely closed if they fail to continue to perform.

The process that we follow is as follows:
At the time of the application the recipient is screened for WIN

status as required by CFR 224.20 to determine that that individual is
required to be registered for WIN or whether they are exempt from
WIN. The WEAT program only considers those individuals who are
in fact mandatory WIN referrals. We will accept into the WEAT
program any volunteers, but persons who are exempt from the WIN
program are not required to participate in the WEAT program.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. ANouS. Okay.
As you are aware, in the WIN program there are various compo-

nents to which an individual may be assigned, either to training or to
on-the-job training or various other elements in the WIN program,
and if he falls into any one of those WIN components he is likewise
exempt from the WEAT program. So really, the only persons that
are involved in WEAT are those individuals who have gone clear
through the WIN program and wind up in what WIN calls the unas-
signed pool. So they are those individuals who are least likely to be
able to be employed and have not at any point in the WIN process been
picked off and put into some kind of WIN component.

So we are really talking about the hard core, unemployed
individuals.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. ANoUs. When a person is actually placed in the unassigned

pool, our district assistance payment office is notified that they have
been placed there and they are called into our district assistance pay-
nient office and set up for a WEAT interview.

In that interview we do two or three thing& One is we determine
whether or not the individual is or is not employable. Now, there are
a lot of folks who don't have either the physical or the mental stability
to be able to work and so those people, even when they wind un in the
tnassigna pool are also waived from participation in the WEATproject.

If in fact an individual is deemed to be employable, then they
are required to participate in a WEAT project. We try to assign them
to a WEAT project which closely resembles or relates to any "Ill
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they may have, or a WEAT project which would in effect develop
the skills that they seem to be lacking.

Let me go back for 1 minute. As an incentive to participate in the
program, we provide each WEAT participant with a $25 what we
call WEAT allowance, which supposedly takes care of lunches and
travel expenses and this kind of thing. This can be increased if the
individual has expenses which are greater than that.

Now, we have tried to locate our WEAT sites such that they are
scattered geographically and we can respond in most instances to a
need for a WEAT program assignment.

If the recipient fails to perform their 96 hours of work and the
recipient is an unemployed father the process happens as follows:

We get a monthly time report from each one of these WEAT
sponsors. If they fail to perform then our first sanction is that the
individual, the unemployed father, is removed from the grant, so the
grant would be reduced by one person. If that unemployed father
continues to fail to participate then we would deregister him from
WIN, and because of deregistration from WIN, the entire case would
be ineligible.

Senator MOYNJAN. How often has that happened?
Mr. Awous. Fairly frequently.
Senator MOYNHAN. Very frequently?
Mr. ANous. Yes. We have one 6-month report in the back. That

will tell you what happens in the process
Senator MOYNIHAN. OK.
Mr. ANous. A regular AFDC recipient who is not an unemployed

father, the sanction only applies to the adult in the household, and
they are removed from the grant and the grant would continue then
for the remainder of the household. In all cases we provide the re-
quired 10-day notice of any adverse action.

There are. approximately 300 sponsors located throughout the State
and these sponsors are located either in governmental entities or in
nonprofit organizations. We don't Po into the for profit kind of orga-
nizations and supply them as WEAT sponsors. We have some 600 dif-
ferent job sites and these 600 different job sites cover a multitude of
different kinds of tasks.

Just to go through a few of them. We have iob sites in accounting,
carpentry, clerical community aid, computer aid, custodial detention
center aid, filing clerk, fish hatchery helper, grounds keeper, et cetera,
et cetera.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Journalist?
Mr. ANGus. Yes, on and on.
Senator MOYN1HAN. That you find is a very low-skilled occupation

with minimum requirements?
Mr. ANous. There are a lot of minimum requirement kinds of thing.

There are still some rather sophisticated kinds of job skill require-
ments. Accounting is. We have a widespread, as I indicate, we try to
assign individuals the jobs where their skills can be utilized and where
they can receive their best help.

Senator MoYNIAN. Yes.
Mr. ANous. We place three basic requirements on sponsors. One is

that they operate a job site and they are willing to take persons whom
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we refer to them. We tried to establish a wide variety of projects so
that we can accommodate a wide variety of individuals and they have
to be willing to work with the individual to try to enhance their job
skills in addition to just the normal kind of work situation.

As these sponsor agreements are signed, they continue in force until
either one of us wants to terminate. If a sponsor wants to get out we
let them out from under the responsibility.

Let me talk for 1 minute just about cost and benefits of the program.
Senator MoYNiH;N. Very impressive, this figur.
Mr. ANOUS. The WEAT program is run almost entirely as a by-

product of WIN. We don't have a separate organization in the State
I hat deals with WEAT. We have one individual at the State level who
coordinates and participates in that program. So it has been difficult
for us to estimate what the actual cost is.

HEW performed an audit of our WEAT program in mid-1977.
They estimated if they took the time that was spent on WEAT and
allocated the cost based on the time study, approximately $380,000 a
year was expended in our WEAT project. And, also it is difficult to
determine the benefits but they estimated in their same audit there
was approximately $1,500,000 worth of benefits which accrued to the
State because of either case reductions or people accepting employ-
ment through that process or-

Senator MOYNIIAN. Is that why they were against it ?
Mr. Awous. It is difficult to say.
Senator MOmXIHAN. You could put them out of business. There is

only one person here from HEW. I can torment. It was HEW's audit?
Mr. ANous. Yes, it was a HEW audit that did this We have not

personally in the State, gone through the calculation to determine
that, so we feel that it is not only a benefit in terms of helping people
to getting a better feel about getting a grant but also we think there
are some numerical kinds of benefits.

If you turn back to attachment 5 on the last page, I have included
there an AFDC XVEAT activity report for the period January through
June of 1978. During that period of time you will note that we had
about 3,000 persons who were screened for WEAT assignments.

Only 14 we were not able to supply a project for. We waived as
they came in for the WEAT interview 608 of them, and the second
series of explanations there indicate why they were waived, those 608
were waived, and you will notice that the majority of them, 458, they
were waived because of a coal miner strike we had going on during
that first period, if you will remember.

Senator MOYNIHA N. No sir, I don't see that.
Mr. Atous. In the second-
Senator MOYNIHAN. Coal miners ?
Mr. ANous. Coal miner strike. Four hundred and fifty-eight that

were waived froni the assignment. In other words, we did not make all
those coal miners who were on strike go out and participate in the
WEAT project, basically.

Senator MOYNIHA. You let them collect to the degree that they had
ADFC-Ut
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Mr. ANous. AFDCU eligibility. The reason being they are basically
from a small community in Carbon County in the eastern part of the
State. We just did not have any kind of project that could take care
of that kind of workload. So that is the reason.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And you didn't need any of those people. As
soon as they got the strike over, there was no problem with their work
behavior?

Mr. ANGus. Nothing like that. You will note there also that there
were 321 that were employed over 20 hours per week. If an individual
is employed more than half time we don't require them to work on a
WEAT project.

Senator MOYNIHAN. This is absorbing. I have to make one comment,
which is familiar to anybody who shows up from a State like Utah
before the subcommittee, as you have.

I take it your AFDC case load is about 13,000 ?
Mr. ANGUS. Around 13,000.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, in my State we have over 1 million.
Mr. ANGUS. Yes, I understand that.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I don't understand it, but I am aware of it, and

you know, I guess, there are just facts resulting from the weight of
these different experiences. You in your capacity could know everybody
in Utah on welfare.

Mr. ANous. That is not true.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well-
Mr. ANGUS. In rural areas that is true because basically most of the

workers would know everyone in the community. In the Salt Lake
City-Ogden-Provo area that is not so, and we deal with many people
that we don't know.

Senator MOYNJHAN. Did you hear what you have just said? You
said that you deal with many people you don't know. Every so often
somebody comes in and you say "I am sorry, we haven't met before."
I see. "Sit down, won't you."

As against urban chaos in New York, with 1 million people, but you
are a neighborly State and you help each other and you know each
other and it works.

Senator Long has been interested in the kind of program you have
here and he has proposed systems that would allow States to do what
you are doing, but he provides that the requirement be waived if the
individual has good cause for declining a work assignment.

Do you have some rule of thumb principle of that sort? What sort
of people do decline to work in Utah I If someone says I don't want to
do that, that is not fair work for me, or not good work for me-

Mr. ANoUs. We try to the greatest extent possible to make our job
assignments relate to the individual. However, if we were to come
down to the nitty-gritty of an individual saying I really don't want to
plant this garden in Memory Grove or wherever it may be, and he has
no physical or medical or mental reason for being excluded from the
VEAT project, we would in fact say that you participate or we will
terminate your grant, and we do.

Senator MOYNIHAN. How often do you? I see 295 people were
removed from the grant for failure to perform.
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Mr. ANGus. That is right, it happens frequently.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That is not a small number.
Mr. ANGus. It happens frequently.
Senator MoYNiHAN. Why? And that comes under the heading of

people who just said I don't like thatI
Mr. ANos. I just don't want to work.
Senator MoYxNHA. And you find there are such people ?
Mr. ANous. We provide a hearing process, where when a case is

closed, for that reason, that a person can request a hearing and we can
determine whether or not there is some reason, valid reason for them
failing to work on that WEAT project. But there are a sizable number
who would just as soon have their case closed.

Senator MOYNIHAN. What happens to them?
Mr. ANous. We don't know.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Do you find anybody-
Mr. ANous. What happens to them, in many cases we find-
Senator MOYNIHAN. They go to California I
Mr. ANGUS. Could be. We find that they ultimately decide, well, they

are not going to weaken on their stance so they come back and say,
OK, I will work on the WEAT program.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That might be people who, if that is the case,
said "I will think it over "

Mr. ANGus. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. There are people who will not work and there

are people who will not stop working.
Mr. AxGus. That is true.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And they are on the tails of a distribution, and

most people are just in between like us, who work, and are unhappy
if we don't work at all, and commence at a certain point to get unhappy
if you have to work too much. Everybody knows when they put in a
good day's work. Beyond that it gets painful, and there is no secret
about that.

You get those people who drive everybody else crazy by putting in
their 20 hour day. Washington is filled with people who are driven to
work 17-18 hours a day. They are a public menace, much more of a
menace than the people who won't work at all. I never found the latter
to do much harm.

I don't mean to seem to be difficult with HEW, but I think that the
bureaucracy is really not open to this kind of effort. I am not surprised
it took them 2 years, and I am glad you are suing them, because if
there is anything that anybody who has the minimum knowledge of
Utah knows it is that U is not a place where strangers starve. One
of the deep religious and political traditions of the State is the recep-
tion of people arriving penniless through migration and being put to
work, and these people do well. They don't become a dependent class.

It is a place where there is an ethic of community provision and a
religious base as well as a political base for it. If you are goino to live
in the Rocky Mountains and the desert, you have to worK. There are
no breadfruit trees out there. But you do well and I wish the Washing-
ton bureaucracy were not so fearful of it because they bring to it a
level of association that isn't appropriate to your part of the country
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at all, and one of the things that they bring is a certain kind of my-
thology of sweatshops in the Lower East Side of Manhattan in 1905,
which were also true, but that is not what goes on in Provo and Salt
Lake City and we welcome this testimony. It confirms a judgment of
people on this committee that the United States is big enough to let
the States be different, one from the other, as they pursue their own
judgments about how they like to make these arrangements, and par-
ticularly a State such as yours, sir. which has handled this problem,
has not got a serious welfare problem, in part because of its serious
welfare tradition. You help people and you get them to work and they
get off welfare and they help other people, and it is something to be
proud of. We thank you for this case history, as it were, which will be
very valuable to use in the Congress to come.

Mr. Awous. Thank you.
[The material submitted by Mr. Angus follows:]

UTAH WORK EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING PROGRAM

BACKGROUND

In 1974, the Utah State appropriations act required that all employable welfare
recipients, primarily adult males and females with children of school age must, as
a condition of eligibility, accept employment or job training or take part in a
commurA.ty work force project. Refusal to accept employment, participate In job
training or a community work force project would mean loss of assistance. Only
those recipients who are determined as being unemployable because of health
reasons or other extenuating circumstances are exempted.

This legislative Intent became the foundation of Utah's Work Experience and
Training Program (WHAT) which was submitted to the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW) In 1974 and formally approved on May 14, 1976,
some two years after the original submission of plan material. Utah's WEAT
program is not formally incorporated into its Title IV-A preprint which is in-
cluded at Attachment E. The detailed- programmatic and procedural policies for
WEAT are contained in Utah's Assistance -Payments Administration Manual
Volume 11, 286 (Attachment 2).

The basic premise of Utah's WEAT program is that all individuals should have
the opportunity of providing for their own subsistence. The work ethic in Utah
is probably as high as anywhere in the nation and consequently there is a great
deal of support for the WEAT program from the general public, the legislature
and in most instances from the recipients and welfare rights groups.

PROGRAM PROMCDURES

The WEAT program is operated in coordination with the Work Incentive
(WIN) program and supports that program in assisting individuals to become
employable. The basic structure of the WHAT program is as follows.

The Department has established sponsors who must be either government en.
titles or non-profit organizations willing to serve as work sites for recipients. The
recipient is required to work a minimum of 906 hours at a work site in order to
be entitled to their public assistance grant. Failure to perform the required
number of hours on a WEAT project will result In an individual being removed
from the grant and ultimately the entire case may be closed if they continue to
fail to perform.

The process is as follows: At the time of application the recipient is screened
for WIN status as required by CFR 224.20 to determine whether or not the Indi-
vidual is exempt from WIN. If an individual is found to be exempt from WIN
he/she Is automatically exempted from WEAT, therefore, the WEAT program
considers only mandatory or voluntary WIN referrals. If the individual is de-
termined to be a mandatory WIN referral, the individual is sent to the WIN
Team for registration and appraisal and the WIN program develops an employ-
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ment plan and places the individual in a suitable WIN component. Should the
individual not be assigned to any of the WIN components he/she is then placed
in the WIN unassigned pool and becomes a candidate for WHAT assignment. Upon
being notified by the WIN team that a recipient has been placed in the WIN un-
assigned pool the District Assistance Payments Administration (APA) Office must
determine whether or not the individual is eligible for a WEAT assignment
The individual is brought to the District APA office for an interview to deter-
mine whether or not he/she is physically and emotionally able to work and to
identify relevant Job skills. A decision is made at this point and the recipient
may be declared exempt and no further contact is made with the WHAT program.
If the individual is declared employable, an extensive effort is made to evaluate
the individual's past and present job skills and an attempt made to assign the
individual to a WEAT project which could most effectively utilize and enhance
the recipient's skills. The Department does not make referral to specific job sites
but to the sponsor who assigns the individual to a specific job which is as closely
aligned to his/her skills and needs as possible. The sponsor then keeps track of
the recipient's time and reports to the local District APA Office his/her monthly
time which in turn is taken into consideration in determining eligibility.

As an incentive to participation in the WEAT program, a $25 allowance is
made to cover the cost of transportation, meals, and etc. This allowance may be in-
creased above $25 provided the recipient can prove greater related expenses.

If a recipient performs less than the required 96 hours per month, the District
APA offices evaluates the reason for lack of performance and may invoke sane-
tions as follows:

If the recipient is an unemployed father he will be removed from the grant and
the WEAT allowance will be discontinued. He is immediately notified that he
must contact the District APA office and discuss his failure to perform. If he
fails to contact the APA office, he is deregistered from WIN and the entire case
is closed.

If regular AFDC recipients fail to perform the required 96 hours per month,
the WEAT allowance is discontinued and the household size is reduced by one
person.

A recipient who has had a sanction can, by working for two weeks on a WEAT
project have their full grant immediately reinstated.

As required in 45 CR 205.10 the individuals against whom a sanction is taken
are given the 10-day notice prior to action and has the opportunity to appeal the
decision.

WEAT SPONSORS

There are approximately 300 sponsors located in 600 job sites through the State
who have signed contracts with the Department of Social Services (see Attach-
ment 3). The Department has established three basic objectives in developing
project sponsors for the WHAT program.

1. To establish work projects in the geographical areas in which clients live
so transportation would not be a hardship.

2. To establish a wide variety of work projects so the client's work assignment
could match, as nearly as possible, whatever skills they possessed.

3. To increase their skills or develop new ones to enhance their chance of
employment.

Once the sponsor agreements have been signed they are ongoing until either
party decides to terminate. Attachment 4 describes in part the types of WHAT
Jobs that are available throughout the State.

COST AND BENEFITS

The Utah WEAT program is run almost as a by-product of the WIN program,
hence it is difficult to determine the actual costs associated with the program.
HEW auditors conducted an audit of the WEAT program in mid-1977 and es-
timated that the costs allocable to the WEAT program approximated $380,000
per year. They also determined case closures and grant reductions attributable
to the WEAT program amounted to approximately $1,525,000. A cost benefit
ratio of 4:1 Attachment 5 reflects the WEAT activities for the six-month period
ended June 31, 1978.

3-954 0 - 79 - 13
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During this period 3,062 persons were screened for WHAT placement; 1808 or
52 percent were waived from assignment; and an additional 202 or 7 percent had
their cases closed prior to actual assignment. The remaining 1242 or 41 percent
were assigned and worked on WHAT projects. This represents about 10 percent
of our AFDC caseload.

During this same time period, 1329 persons left the WHAT program, 109 or 18
percent obtained full-time employment, 109 or 13 percent obtained part-time em-
ployment, 222 or 17 percent had their case closed because they failed to work
the required hours; 282 or 21 percent entered back Into a WIN component, and
the remaining 36 percent were closed or exempted from further WHAT
participation.

RELATIONSHIP TO WIN

Effective October 1, 1978, the WHAT program has been assimilated into the
WIN program as one of the WIN components. This will serve to provide closer
coordination with the ongoing WIN process.

The State of Utah's experience with the WEAT program has been most posi-
tive. Many welfare recipients do not have the very basic skills needed to begin
to provide for themselves. While many of the work project jobs may be of menial
nature, a great deal can be gained by many recipients in learning how to accept
the responsibility of showing up for a job, following Instructions, and seeing a
job well done.

One of the minor problems encountered in the WHAT program is that Individ-
uals become too comfortable with the process and want to stay on a work project
and continue to draw a welfare grant. In addition to performing a valuable
service for recipients, the work projects have extensively benefited the community.
The State Department of Transportation estimates that work projects saved the
State $8,000 each year. School districts, cities, counties and towns report similar
experiences with work projects. We in Utah believe that the WHAT program is
the first step for many recipients to becoming self-supportive. It works! !
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ATTACHMENT 1-

ZV-A STATE OF UTAH

Additional Eligibility Conditions Permissible under 45 CFR 233.10(a)(1)(ii)
(B) and (b)(1)

1. State employment and employability conditions (not related to WIll (IV-C)
or to Rlon-support (IV-D) cases)

[ ] No provisions

[x] Employable members of the AFDC assistance unit must:

[x] Not refuse employment or training under these specified
conditions: AFDC - Work Experience and Training

(YJ Maintain current registration with the St4te employment
service.

[ Show that they are actively seeking employment.

0 [J] Other

The conditions checked above are applicable to:

rx] Parent. [ I Other caretaker relative, under the following
safeguards:

(x] Child age 16 or older, under the following provisions:
AFDC - Work Experience and Training

[ ) Other

O) (or.tinued)

Approval Dvte SEP 2 S 1;7 Effective Date Y_ _
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( (
Attachment 2.2D

Page 2

IV-A STATE OF UTAH

Failure to comply with the conditions checked above results In --

Removal of person fromn grant.

Criteria for determination of employability and "good cause" in this
context are contained in State instructional material transmitted to
the Regional Office.

2. State provisions applicable to incapacitated parent (not related to WIN,

IV-C. cases)

[y] No provision

E I Yes, the following provisions apply:

Failure to comply with the provisions reported above retilts In:

• (oontiued)

Approuva Date SEP Ef 91v6 Dff teiuc te
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ATTACNENTf 2

Utah-DSS-APA 236 - 236.31
Volume II 10-78

236 AFDC and Work Exterience and Training (WEAT)

236.1 WIN Assignees to NEAT

1. All mandatory WIN registrants who are in Unassigned
Recipient Status shall be assigned to a WEAT program.

2. A person who is exempt from WIN only because he lives
too far away from a project to participate effectively

- shall be assigned to a NEAT program it one is available.

3. A WIN registrant placed in the "Suspense to Training"
component shall be assigned to WEAT if the assignment
is requested cn Form MA5-97, WIN Status Change Notice.

Procedures and requirements for this -assignment are foundd
in Section 236.4.

236.2 Required Performance

1. An individual assigned to WEAT shall be required to
perform ninety-six hours per month, averaging twenty-
four hours (three days) per week. The performance
period shall be from the 16th of one month through the
15th of the next month.

2. -Each week, sixteen hours (two days) is available to
the project assignee for job search activities
utilizing the employment service, as well as training
activities for good woric habits, completing the job
applicatlons, and other activities designed to enhance
employability and self-support capabilities.

3. Each person assigned shal be given a Form WP-1,
Work Experience and Training Assignment.,

236.3 NEAT Assignees due to WIN Unassigned Recipient Status or
WIN Exempt due to Distance

These persons assigned to NEAT shall be given a Form 742,
To All AFDC NEAT Clients, at the time the assignment is made.

236.31 Unsatisfactory Performance of an AFDC-U Father

If an AFDC-U father placed in unassigned recipient
status is assigned to NEAT and fails to perform
satisfactorily, according to the WP-2, NEAT Time Sheet,
use the following procedures:

B-78-4 1-APA
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ah-DSS-APA 236.31 (Cont.)
Volt.me 11 10-78

1. Remove the father from the firanial/edical
case effective the end of the month, disoontime
the WAT allowance, and reduce the household
grant to the amount for the raining household
mabers.

2. Send him a hand-issued 228 notice that a contact with
APA, acceptance of a new WAT? assigment, and two
weeks of satisfactory performnce are required before
he can be added back into the grant.

The notice mst also state that if he fails
to contact the APA office by the first of the
next month, or accepts a WAT assigment and again
fails to perform satisfactorily, he will be
deregistered from WIN and the entire case will
be closed as the household will be Ineligible.

3. If he fails to contact the APA office in the
specified time, APA will immediately notify
WIN and request an K5-97 deregistration. Upon
receipt of the deregistration, close the case.

If a now WAT assignment has been made, the APA
worker will contact WIN after the AFDC-U father -
has had two weeks to perform on the project and
will apprise WIN of the status of the case.

a. If the recipient failed to pefom satis-
factorily, unless excused, WIN will
immediately deregister the AFDC-U father
and sabmit the MA5-97 to APA. Close the case
effective the end of the month.

b. If the recipient performed satisfactorily,
he shall be added back into the financial/
medical case effective the date of removal.
Issue a supplemental check for the amount
dedcted due to his removal.

S-78- 1.-APA
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Utah-DSS-APA 236.32 - 236.4
Volume I1 10-78

236.32 Unsatisfactory Performance of Other Assignees

When the District office receives Form WP-2,Work Eerience and Training Time Sheet, after
5th of each month, those persons who performed

less than the full ninety-six hours per month
without acceptable excuse shall be removed from the
financial/medical case. Discontinue the WEAT
allowance and reduce the household grant to the
amount for the remaining household members. Send
a 228 notice.

1. If the assignee is a medically needy child,
application may be made for medical assistance
only.

2. If a person who performed unsatisfactorily
states he will perform satisfactorily and does
so for two weeks, the grant may be increased to
the full standard grant, and a supplemental check
may be issued.

236.11 WEAT Assignees in WIN Suspense to Training

When a WIN MA5-97 is received indicating that a WEAT assignment
is to be made or to continue, the assignment shall be for the
full ninety-six hour performance requirement by using Form P-I.

1. The WIN agency has full responsibility to monitor the
performance, allow any exemptions, agree to change
assignments, or apply any sanctions for non-performance.

It is also responsible to notify the recipient that
the WEAT assignment is a WIN training program.

2. No APA WEAT allowance will be given as WIN Will pay
TRE and incentive payments while the recipient perform
on the project.

3. When the District office receives Form WP-2, WEAT Time
Sheet, after the 15th of each month, the hours reported
by t e foreman on these assignees shall be posted on
the provided operational report and immediately submitted
to the WIN office.

B-78-4I-APA
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Dtah-DOiS-APA 236.5
Volume II 10-78

236.5 Excused Tise and WEAT Exegtions

Form 568, Work ExperiaeCe and TminLnr Rxumticn, shall be
omleted for every person housed or exempt from WEAT
assignment, except refugees.

a. An individual is exempt If WIN has assigned him to
training or employment.

b. An Individual my be excused it he provides the District
Office with a statement from a physician or a licensed/
certified Psychologist verifying illness or incapacity.

1) It the illness or incapacity appears to be of a
serious or long-term nature, the District Office
my explain to the individual that he my be eligible
for Supplemental Security Inoome benefits.

c. If an individual is referred by the Department of Job
Services for a job Interview, the individual my be
excused for the time necessary to complete the interview.

1) No excuse will be given if the job intervi ours
during the two working days of a week the person
is not assigned an the 1AT Project.

2) If the job interview occurs during the three-day
period that the person is assigned to perfom on the
project, the person shall be excused for the interview
and shall be credited for performance on the project
for the full excused period.

d. An individual is exempt who is working more than twenty
hours per week.

e. The mother of school-age children Is exempt during school
vacations of more than one week.

f. An individual is exemt if there is no WEAT project
available.

g. An individual is exempt from assigment to HEAT if age
60 or older.

h. TW District Director in oonjtuntion with the hEAT sponsor
my determine an individual is exempt through unusual or
extenuating circumstances which prevent his performance
on the project.

B-78 I1-APA
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Utah-DSS-APA Form WP-I
Rev. 2-1-76

WORK EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING ASSIGNMENT

Case Number

Category

(1) TO: W.E.A.T. Foreman:

This is to certify that is

eligible for assignment to Work Experience and Training for

hours each month.

Date

(District Director or Authorized Representative)

APA District

(2) TO: Recipient

To complete this assignment. present this statement to

(Foreman of Project)

(Address)

at

on

at
(Date) (Time)

and supervise your work.

who will assign you to

(1) _ To recipient for delivery to Project Foreman.
(2) - Copy retained in case folder. (Replace with new one)
(3) _ Advance copy mailed to Project Foreman.
(4) _ To Division of Family Services (AFDC only)
(5) _ To Sponsor of Work Experience and Training Project.

Final Action:
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tath-DSS-Afl Form VP- I
11-78

11TUCXN" FOR FOM M-i

PURPOSE: This form shall be used by the District APA offices to inform an
applicant/recipient and the WEAT foreman of an assipment to a Work
Experience and Training Project.

PREPARATION: Prepare an original and one copy as follows:

Section (1) To WAT Foreman: Self-explanatory.

Sectic 1 (2) To RecipLent:

Enter name of project foreman and the project name on the
first line.
Enter ext address of project, including any room umber
assigment.
Enter date and tim the client is to report to the foremn
and project assignd.

" If the person assigned has a medical limitation Indicated by a physician
that sWuld be considered in determining project assignment and performance,
include this information on the form.

DISTRIBTIOt: As Indicated on bottom of form.

RETEITON: Discard after completion of assignment.

B-78-8APA
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WORK EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING TIME SHEET

PROJECT
(Name & Number)

PAY PERIOD

Name of Client

DATE COMPLETED_________

CERTIFIED BY

Signature
of Client

Hours
Completed

Utah-DSS-APA Form WP-2
6-77

PLEASE HAVE HOURS SUBMITTED BY NOON ON THE 15TH OF EACH MONTH. THIS
SHOULD INCLUDE HOURS PERFORMED FROM THE 16TH OF THE PRECEDING MONTH
THROUGH THE 15TH OF THE CURRENT MONTH.

THANK YOU.
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Utah-DSS-APA Form WP-2
6-77

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM WP-2

PURPOSE: The W.E.A.T. Foreman shall use the form WP-2 to report the
hours worked to the District APA office.

The District APA office shall use the information reported on the
WP-2 to determine hours performed and continued eligibility.

DISTRIBUTION: The W.E.A.T. Foreman shall complete an original and
one copy of the WP-2. The recipient should sign the form indicat-
ing his agreement with the hours reported. The original shall be
forwarded to the District APA office and the copy retained for the
W.E.A.T. files.

PREPARATION: Self-explanatory.

RETENTION: One year.
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Utah-DSS-APA Form WP-3
1-76

WORK EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING TERMINATION

Date

To:

This is to notify you that:

Name Case Number

Address has terminated his Work
Experience and Training Assignment because of-

It is understood that the above person is not eligible for a future assignment
unless he is again certified by the Office of Assistance Payments.

Signed

Office
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Vtah-DSS-APA Form WP-3
1-76

INSTRUCTIONSS FOR FORM WP-3

USE,: This form is used by either the W.E.A.T. supervisor or the APA
worker to terminate a W.E.A.T. assignment.

DISTRIBUTION: Two copies are prepared. The original goes to or remains
with the project supervisor and the duplicate is retained in the case
record.

GEY-PRAL INSTRUCTIONS: Form WP-3, Work Experience and Training
Termination, is prepared by the sponsoring agency and submitted
to the District APA office, whenever a person who has been certified
for W.E.A.T. has terminated.

In those instances where the District APA office has knowledge of
the termination prior to the sponsoring agency it may use the same
form to notify the sponsoring agency that the person previously
certified will not be available for W.E.A.T.

PREPARATION: In the spaces provided, enter date of preparation, name and
address of person to whom notice is directed, name, case number, and
address of recipient, and reason for terminating W.E.A.T. Form
WP-3 should be signed by the APA worker or project supervisor,
whoever originates it.

-RETENTION: Destroy after three years.
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Utah-DSS-APA Form Number WP-41-1-76

WORK EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING AGREEMENT

The , a government or private, non-profit unit.
hereafter referred to as the SPONSOR, hereby enters into an agreement with the Depart-
meat of Social Services, Office of Assistance Payments Administration, hereafter referred
to as APA to conduct a work experience and training project.

APA AGREES:

1. To refer, If a-':. 7. the ,reed upon numba; o! :' 1e trainees to the Sponsor
for training and work experience furnished by the Sponsor.

2. To furnish time sheets (Form WP-2) upon which the Sponsor will enter the trainee's
daily work performance record.

3. To pay trainees.

SPONSOR AGREES:

1. To provide a productive work project wherein APA trainees can learn vocational
skills and gain work experience.

2. Not to replace regular employees with APA trainees.
3. To furnish all equipment and materials necessary to insure the continuing accomplish-

meat of the project and training objectives.
4. To accept only that number of APA trainees who can be utilized productively.
5. To assure competent, intensive supervision and training.
6. To prepare and forward monthly (no later than the and

) to the local APA office time sheets (Form WP-2) for
each trainee certifying the days and actual hours of gainful trainee time spent in the
activity.

7. To grant any traneeassigned to a project the time off necessary to report to pro-
spective employers for employment Interviews.

8. To pay all insurance, required by State or Federal law, for the protection of all
trainees while engaged in project activity

APA trainees participating in project activity are not employees of the Sponsor or Depart-
ment, but are recipients of Public Assistance and are not compensated at an hourly rate
for the work done.

Tis -agreement entered into this day of . 19
SPONSOR:

BY: Title:

Department of Social Services
ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS ADMINISTRATION District:

BY Title:BY: Title:
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Utah-DSS-APA Form WP-4
1-1-76

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WP-4

PURPOSE: The revised WP-4 will be used to complete new Work Experience
and Training Project Agreements to replace the Work Project
Agreements.

DISTRIBUTION: The State Work Experience and Training Coordinator will
complete an original and two copies of each agreement. The original
will be filed at the State Office with one copy maintained at the
District APA office and the other copy at the Sponsor.

PREPARATI )N: Only the State Work Experience and Training coordinator
or his designee will complete the WP-4.

RETENTION: Upon completed use.
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Utah-DSS-APA Form MA5-97
8-78

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM NA5-97

PURPOSE: Form MA5-97 is used by WIN staff at the Department of Employment
Services to report the WIN status of AFDC recipients to APA.

The APA office shall be alert to a status change notice and
and take action as appropriate.

RET TION: Three years.

B-78-30-APA
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Utah DSS/APA Form 568
Rev. 8-76

WORK EXPERIENCE & TRAINING EXEMPTION

District

CASE NAME CASE NUMBER

NAME OF AFDC or GA ASSIGNEE: ---------------------------------------

1. WIN, Component

2. Incapacity or Illness Duration:

3. Referred for Employment Date

4. Employed (excess of 20 hrs/week)

5. Referred to WIN Training/Employment Date:

6. No Project Available

7. No Project within reasonable distance

8. Referred to Job Interview 'Date:

9. Mother of School-aged Children on Vacation Dates:

10. Other as designated by Director

Date(s):

SIGNED DATE

Filed in Case Record:

Date:

Signature of Worker ID No.
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Utah DSS/APA - Form 568
8-76

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM 568

PURPOSE- The District APA Office shall use form 568 to document AFDC
and GA Work Experience & Training project exemptions.

DISTRIBUTION: The District APA Office shall complete one copy of Form
568 to be placed in the case record.

PREPARATION: Self-explanatory. For exemption reasons explain. For
example; if item 6 is the reason, give an explanation.

RETENTION: One year.
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Utah-DS-APA Form 742
8-78

TO: All AMDC NEAT Clients

FI4: District APA Office

1. All mndatory WIN registrants in the Unasigned Recipient status and
those recipients exempt from WIN due to distance my be placed in the
Work Experience and Training Program. (Full cooperation with WIN is
expected to continue.)

2. The period assigned will be 96 hours a month. The performance period is
fro the 16th of a month through the 15th of the following month.
A. Each week the person assigned to a WEAT Project shall perform an

average of three days (21 hrs) on that project.
B. Each week two -days (16 hours) is expected to be used for job search

and training activities through the employment office and the WIN
counselors.

3. The mandatory WIN registrant my be excused from the WEAT project, although
oontinee4 -ooperation with WIN is expected, when:
A. WIN assigns him/her to a job training program or requires a WIN

interview;
B. He/she provides the Assistance Payments Office with a doctor's

statement verifying that incapacity or illni prevents performing
on the WEAT project; or

C. 'She is the mother of school-age children who are on school vacations
of more than one week.

4. An additional allowance of $25.00 will be added to the grant each month to
oover transportation, snacks, and special clothing necessary to perform on
the project.

5. On the 15th of each month, the NEAT project foreman will submit a time
sheet to the Assistance Payments Office. Satisfactory performance is a
fUll 96 hours per month unless excused by one of the reason listed in
item 3.

6. If a child or mother does not perform satisfactorily, they will be removed
from the household financial and medical assistance case effective the
following month. In order to be added back onto the grant and medical case,
the person r ved must contact the Assistance Payments Office and accept
a new WEAT assignment or verify the reason for non-performanoe. If a child
rved has medical needs, a new application my be made.

7. If an unemployed father does not perform s&isfactorily, the following
actions will be taken:
A. He will be removed from the financial/medical case at the end of the

month and the household will receive a reduced financial grant the
following month.

B. At the end of this following month, the total case will be closed as
he will be de-registered from WIN and the entire household will be
ineligible for AFDC-Unemployed Father's assistance.

8. You have the right to appeal your NEAT assignment or any other decision
with which you disagree. (Contact the local District APA Office for
Hearing Rights information.)

Client's Signature Date
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Utah-DSS-APA Form 742
8-78

Instructions for Form 712

PURPOSE: Form 742 is used to inform an AFDC WEAT assignee of the
individual's rights and responsibilities accordir to WEAT
regulations.

PREPARATION:

DISTRIBUTION:

RETMTION:

For information only. The client shall sign an original
with one copy to indicate understanding.

The original shall be filed in the ease record. The
copy shall be given to appropriate clients with a completed
Form WP-1.

Three years.

B-78-30-APA
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ATTACHIeNT 3

WP-4
BY DISTRICT

USHER T. WEST
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WP-4 DISTRICT 1

Alcoholic Rehabilitation Center
Army Opportunities
APA District Office - Brigham City
APA District Office - Logan
Bear River Community Action Agency
Box Elder County Government (Court House)
Box Elder School District
Brigham City Corporation
Cache County Corporation
Division of Corrections
DFS Office - District 1
Logan City
Logan School District
Pioneer Memorial Nursing Home
Rich County School District
Smithfield City
State Department of Highways - District I Engineer
Sunshine Terrance Nursing Home
Tremonton City
Utah National Guard - Brigham City
Utah National Guard - Garland
Utah National Guard - Logan
Utah National Guard - Smithfield
Utah State Parks and Recreation Division
Utah Wildlife Resources Division
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WP-4 DISTRICT 2A

Alcoholism Recovery Center
Assistance Payments District 2A
Browning Armory
division of Rehab. Services
Eccles Community Art Center
Family Services District 2A
Golden Hours Center
Internal Revenue Ogden Service Center
Morgan County Commi.nision
Morgan School District
Ogden City Corporation
Ogden City Schools
Oqden Rescue Mission
Office of Recovery Services
Roy, City of
Salvation Army
State Department of Highways - District I Engineer
Utah School for Deaf and Blind
Utah State Parks and Recreation Division
Utah Welfare Right Organization
Utah Wildlife Resources Division
Weber Council of Spanish Speaking Organizations
Weber County Corporation ...
Weber County,'Schfol District
Weber County Sheltered Workshop
Weber Mental Health Center
Weber State College
Young Women's Christian Association
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WP-4 DISTRICT 2B

Adult Day Care Supervision and Treatment Center
Alcoholic Rehab. Center
American Civil Liberties Union Utah Chapter.
Army Aviation Support Facility
Assistance Payments
APA Office - Tooele
Baptist Concern Center
Central City Neighborhood Council
Community Action
Community Services Council
Cross Roads Urban Center
Department of Employment Security
Department of Finance (Central Stores)
Division of Corrections
Division of Corrections - Probation Office
Family Services
First Step House
General Services
Goshute Tribal Council
Governor's Mansion
Grantsville City Corporation
The Haven
House of Hope
Ncousing Authority of the County of Salt Lake
Indian ARC
Indian Walk-IN
Interagency Information Resource Center
Jobs for Progress, Inc.
Jordan Sc-w3l District
Magna Community Council
Midvale City,
Murray-Jordan-Tooele Mental Health Center
Murray National Guard
Murray School District
NAACP
Nettie Gregory Community Center
National Guard Armory
Office of Recovery Services
People's Freeway
Pioneer Craft House
Project Reality
Redwood Community Council
Riverton Town
Rocky Mountain Navajo Housing Development Corporation
Salt Lake City Corporation
Salt Lake City Library
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WP-4 DISTRICT 2B
Page 2

Salt Lake City School District
Salt Lake County
Salt Lake County Cottonwood Sanitary Sewage District
Salt Lake County Library System
Salt Lake County Tenant Organization
Salvation Army
Sandy City
Second District Juvenile Court
Secretary Of State
Society of Good Neighbors .
South Jordan City
South Salt Lake City
Special Forces Armory
State Law Library
State Department of Highways - District 1I Engineer
St. Mary's Home
Tooele City Corporation
Tooele County
Tooele School District
University of Utah Personnel Administration
Utah Air National Guard
Utah Alcoholic Found!tfrn
Utah Coalition of Senior Citize:.s
Utah Legal Services
Utah Native American Consortium
Utah National Guard Armory - Army Aviation Support Facility
Utah National Guard Camp Williams
Utah Ia:..onal Guard Tooele
Utah State Chapter National Multiple Sclerosis Society
Utah State Fairgrouds
Utah State Parks and Recreation Division
Utah State Tax Commission
Utah State Visually Handicapped Services
Utah Technical College at Salt Lake City
Utah Welfare Rights Organization
Utah Wildlife Resources Division
VA Hospital
Veterans in Community Service, Incorporated
West Jordan City
Westminster College
Westside Community Council
Westside Council
Work Activities Center for Handicapped Adults
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WP-4 DISTRICT 2C

Bountiful City
Centerville City Corporation
Clearfield City
Davis County Alcoholism Program
Davis County Conamunity Action Program
Davis County Courthouse
Davis County Housing Authority
Davis School District
Layton City
North Salt Lake City
Utah National Guard - Layton
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WP-4 DISTRICT 3

Alcohol Recovery Center
Alpine House
Alpine School District
American Fork City Corporation
APA Office District 3
Big Brothers and Sisters of Utah County
Division of Corrections
Division of Family Services - #3
Division of Rehab. Services
Goshen City
Kamas City Corporation
Lehi City Corporation
Midway Town Corporation
Nebo School Board
North Summit School District
Office of Recovery Services
Orem City Corporation
Park City Municipal Corporation
Park City Recreation Department
Park City School District
Payson City
Pleasant Grove City
Provo School District
Santaquin City
Spanish Fork City
Springville City
State Department of Highways - District VI Engineer
Timpanogos Community Mental Health
Utah County
Utah County Action
Utah County Council on Drug Abuse Rehabilitation
Utah County Department of Animal Regulation
Utah National Guard - American Fork
Utah National Guard - Lehi
Utah National Guard - Provo
Utah National Guard - Spanish Fork
Utah National Guard - Springville
Utah State Hospital
Utah State Parks and Recreation Division
Utah State Training School
Utah Technical College at Provo
Utah Welfare Rights Organization
Utah Wildlife Resources Division
Wapatch County
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WP-4 DISTRICT 4

Circleville City
Delta City
Division of Corrections
Ephraim City
Fairview Museum Corporation
Fillmore City
Juab School District
Kanosh City
Manti City Corporation
Millard County
Millard School District-
Moroni City
Mount Pleasant City Corporation
Nephi City
North Sanpete School District
Office of Recovery Services
Salina City
Sanpete County
Sevier County
Sevii r--School District
South Sannete z:! strict
Staze DeparzzLen: of Highways - District III Engineer
Tintic School District
U. S. Forest Service, Manti-LaSal National Forest
Utah National Guard - Fillmore
Utah National Guard - Manti
Utah National Guard - Mt. Pleasant
Utah National Guard - Nephi
Utah National Guard - Richfield
Utah State Parks and Recreation Division
Utah Wildlife Resources Division
Wayne School District
West Millard Hospital
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WP-4 DISTRICT 5

Alcoholic Rehabilitation Center
Beaver City
Beaver County
Beaver School District
Cedar City Corporation
Division of Corrections
Dixie State Park
Garfield School District
Iron County School District
Kanab City
Kane School District
Panguitch City
Parowan City
St. George City
State Department of Highways - District V Engineer
Utah National Guard - Beaver
Utah National Guard - Cedar City
Utah National Guard - St. George
Utah State Parks and Recreation Division
Utah Wildlife Resources Division
Washington City
Washington County School District
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WP-4 DISTRICT 6

Divison of Corrections
Duchesne School District
Family Services District 6
State Department of Highways - District VI Engineer
Utah National Guard - Vernal
Utah State Parks and Recreation Division
Utah Wildlife Resources Division
Uintah Basin A.O.G.
Uintah Basin A.R.C.
Uintah School District
Uintah Basin Social Services
Ute Tribal Council
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WP-4 DISTRICT 7A

Alcohol Rehabilatation Center
Carbon County
Carbon Hospital
Carbon School District
College of Eastern Utah
Community Action Program"
Division of Corrections
East Carbon City
Elmo Town
Emery Town
Emery County
Emery County Nursing Home
Emery School District
Ferron City
Grand School District
Green River City
Helper City Corporation
Huntington City
Moab City Corporation
Office of Recovery Services
Price City Corporation
Scofield Town
State Department of Highways - District IV Engineer
Sunnyside City
Utah National Guard - Price
Utah State Parks and Recreation Division

36-954 0 - 79 - 15
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WP-4 DISTRICT 7B

Aneth Boarding School
N-tanding City
Division of Corrections
Mexican Hat Elementary School
Montezuma Creek Elementary School
Monticello City
Monument Valley Hospital
ONEO (Utah) Headstart Program
Red Mesa School
San Juan County
San Juan School District
State Department of Highways - District IV Engineer
Teecnospos Boarding School
Utah State Parks and Recreation Division
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ATTACHMENT 4

TABLE 2
Sampling of Jobs assigned to WHEAT candidates

ACCCO1 I ING

ANIMAL CONTROL HELPER

CARPENTRY

CLERICAL

COI1Nt ITY WORK

COMPUTER AIDE

CUSTODIAL

DETENTION CENTER AIDE

FILING CLERK

FISH HATCHERY HELPER

GP.OUiTS KEEPE.

JANITOR

JOURNAL I S T

KITCHEN AIDE

LAUNDRY WORKER

LIRARIA.l AIDE

GENERAL HATNATNtCE

MECHAN IC HELPER

MENTAL HEALTH AIDE

NURSES AIDE

PAINTER

PLUMBER'S HELPER

POLICE DISPATCHER

PRINTER

PROBATION COUNSELLOR

RANGER'S AIDE

ROAD MAINTENANCE

ROOFER

SANITATION WCRKER

SECRETARY

SENIOR CITIZEN ATTENDANT

SUPPLY CLERK

TEACHER'S AIDE

TRUCK DRIVER

TYPIST

UPSHOLSTERER

'WAREHOUSEMAN

WELDED '

YOUTH COUnSELLInG
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AFDC WEAT ACTIVITY

January 1, 1978 to June 30, 1978

TABLE It

Reasons WEAT As ignment waived

1 c . 51 AI A

0. C >4 0. c

04 -4 0 a'4j0
441 U~ 4. z - .$ 0 4V 1
51 ld' 4 2 4 X -c Ut 1 c (

a4 0 'A .454 14. z1

04 4p c4 IJ >C

4.5 0 e4O 15
0__ C__ "__ (.1 I- >_U0

134 32.LL.. 14 76 132 1 135 24,3_ 458 1 95 160

Reasons Closed

TABLE III
PrLor to WEAT Assignment

TABLE IV

Reasons Clients Left WEAT program

'ATTACHMENT 5
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Senator MoYNIIIAN. Is Dr. MIaxfield here? Dr. Maxfield, you are
very generous to be able to be here. We are running a little ahead of
time and I would like not to have an afternoon session, if we can, and
you are here, and I am here, and we would very much appreciate the
chance to hear from you.

Dr. Ifaxfield, of course, is associated with Mathenmatica Policy Re-
search, and that is the organization which did the original analysis
of the first income guarantee experiment, that in New Jersey.

STATEMENT OF MYLES MAXFIELD, JR., AND DAVID EDSON, ECONO-
MISTS, MATHEMATICA POLICY RESEARCH, INC.

Mr. ,M.\xF'ID. Yes sir, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have accompanying me today Mr. David Edson, who participated

with me in the invest igation that I will report on.
Senator M [OYNIIA.. Mr. Edson, you are very welcome.
Mr. M.I.xFr'Li.. We are grateful, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity

to report to you the results of our investigation into the fiscal impact
of welfare reform on States. Trhe research was, as you mentioned, con-
ducted at Matheinatica Policy Research under contract with the De-
partment of Health, Education and Welfare.

I [owever, today we are, of course, not speaking on behalf of either
organization. What I would like to do first is describe to you the in-
vestigation that we performed, then very briefly to describe to you how
it was done, and then to offer some speculation on the applicability of
our results to the program for better inbs and income and for the wel-
fare reform proposal of Senators Baker, Belmnon, Ribicoff, and
Danforth.

We addressed three questions. One was how many Federal dollars
would be expended in each State under a welfare reform program.

Second, how much fiscal relief would each State experience under
such a program. And, last, if the additional Federal expenditures
were to be financed by a Federal income tax surcharge, what would be
the change in the net income of residents in each State? This last
(estion views the residents of each State as a group which pays tax
(dollars into the income transfer system and which receives welfare
benefits from the system. We sought to estimate this net amount of
income flowing from and to the residents of each State.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Just to make sure we get this in the record, this
is profoundly important. You are assuming, for purposes of the model,
that there is a tax surcharge. Whatever tho cost is we raise the extra
money, then we distribute it.

This really isn't very different from saying that the existing revenue
system brought in "x" amount of money, tien it was distributed. It
would come from about the same places the surcharge would bring it
from, would it not?

Mr. MAXFIELD. That is hard to say. Different methods of generating
revenue are distributed differently geographically by State.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I guess my question would be you assume the
revenue that would be collected through the surcharge would be
collected in the same proportions that the existing revenue system
collectsI
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Mr. MAxFIEwD. That is correct. I will speak in somewhat more detail
to this aspect.

Senator MOYNHAN. Fine, because you have dynamite here, as you
probably know.

Mr. M A IzF. We attempted to answer these three questions for a
particular welfare reform program, which is simpler in several aspects
than many of those which have been proposed. Initially we tested a
reform which replaces the aid to families with dependent children,
the food stamps, and the supplemental security income programs, with
a negative income tax for all families whose income is below a specified
level. The negative income tax was specified by a uniform guaranteed
minimum income equal to a percentage of the Federal poverty level
such that it varied by family size but it did not vary State to State.

The c--cond parameter was the rate by which the payment was
reduced as earned income increased, which we called the benefit reduc-
tion rate. We made the assumption in our study that all families'which
are eligible for this negative income tax would participate in it.

The final feature of the tested welfare reform was that States were
assumed to supplement the uniform Federal basic grant in order to
guarantee that each family currently receiving welfare benefits would
receive a payment under the reform program that is either the same
or higher than that which the family is currently receiving.

Senator MOYNIHAN. How much higher?
Mr. MAXFIELD. In other words, we held families harmless.
Senator MOYNIHAN. So hold harmless, not higher?
Mr. MAXFIELD. We did not guarantee that any family's payment

would be higher.
Senate MOYNIHAN. That is right.
Again, your basic grant was to be-
Mr. MAXFIELD. I am not sure I can recall for a family of four. It

was the 1975 Department of Commerce poverty level.
Senator MOYNIHAN. What proportion of that, what was your pro-

portion of that?
Mr. M Axrim. We tested three different percentages of that number.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
Mr. MAXFIELD. Fifty percent, seventy-five percent, and one hundred

percent.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
Mr. MAxrFEL. Most of my remarks today will be about that middle

guarantee.
Senator MOYNIHAN. About the 75 percent?
Mr. MAXFIELD. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That is close to the administration proposal,

which was 65 percent.
Mr. MAXFIELD. Yes, sir, that is my understanding.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And your benefit reduction rate?
Mr. MAXTIELD. Was 50 percent.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you. We are talking about what I might

call the Presidential program. This is the kind of program Presidents
have been proposing for some time.

Mr. MAxPiELD. There are, however, a number of differences between
our welfare reform and the President's proposal, which I will comment
on in just a second. That is not to say that the results are not applicable
in some ways.
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So the States are required to supplement this Federal basic grant
so as to hold families harmless. In summary, the welfare reform that
we tested consisted of replacing the current AFDC matching formula,
the SSI systems of State supplementation and SSI Federal basic
grant, and Federal food stamp program with a uniform Federal nega-
tive income tax with State supplementation for holding families
harmless.

The tool that we used in the investigation was a computer simulation
of the reform of the existing welfare system. The categorical eligibility
rules and the payment formulas of AFDC, SSI, food stamps, the
hypothesis of negative income t,,x, plus the rules and regulations for
the Federal personal income tax were reproduced in a computer pro-
gram and applied to each person and family in a data base that rep-
resented the national population in the calendar year of 1975. The
results for States and regions are the sums of the results for the in-
dividual families in the data base which reside within the States and
regions.

The results indicate that the answer to our first question concerning
ti State (list ribut ion of Federal welfare funds is as one would expect.
This intermediate negative income tax that was refered to, one which
results in an increase in Federal expenditures of approximately 20
percent over those expenditures in 1975 for the replaced programs,
would result in increased levels of Federal funding going to all but
very few States.

Senator MOYNIJINlAN. Are these the amounts that you are using to
illustrate on table 10, where you have an increased expenditure of
$3.9 billion?

Mr. ,LxFIEi). Yes; that is correct.
So under such a negative income tax,, almost all States, but not all

States, receive an increase in Federal funds. Those States which do
not are those which have relatively high levels of AFDC income guar-
antees. Those States with the lowest AFDC guarantees receive the
biggest increment to---

Senator MOYNIIIAN. I see here that it would cost the State of New
York $237 million by your calculations. Our neighbor, New Jersey,
$22 million. Am I reading right?

Mr. EDsoN. What lie was describing just now is the new Federal
benefits which are

Senator MOYN-IJIAN. Net transfer?
Mr. EDso N. New welfare dollars going to the States. The point he

was making is that a State like New York in our table receives roughly
$94 million but the increment going to a State like North Carolina is
larger. Ile is just saying of the new benefits, a larger portion is going
to the States that have the lowest recipient benefit level.

What you are talking about is the net transfer which takes into
account the surcharge scheme that we were talking about earlier.
When you say the State of New York loses money it is because the
additional taxes paid to finance the new welfare expenditures are
higher in New York than many other States, and in fact, it exceeds
what the State of New York gets as welfare payments, so their net
transfer of Federal dollars drops.

Senator MOYNIIIAN . Yes, I follow you. Go ahead. I didn't want to
interrupt.
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Mr. MAxFIELD. The estimates of the State fiscal relief and of the
change in the net disposable income going to State residents were,
however, not exactly as we anticipated. The same negative tax, this
intermediate level negative income tax which increases total Federal
expenditures by about 20 percent-

Senator MOYNIIIAN. Could you help me there? You have cashed
out food stamps, have you?

Mr. MAXFIELD. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYN1IIAN. And then you have the existing welfare pro-

gram, AFDC-U and SSI, plus food stamps f
Mr. MAXFIELD. That is correct.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Then you have to add another $3.9 billion to

get to this 75-50 percent pattern?
Mr. MAXFIELD. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That is surprisingly small. But in the admin-

istration program, much money goes to jobs, in terms of the amounts
of money involved, income transfers alone aren't that high. Here we
are saying $3.9 billions is not high but $20 billion is where that program
came outlast year.

Mr. MAXFIELD. With the jobs component, as I understand it.
Senator MOYNIJIAN. Right.
Mr. MAXFIELD. So this same negative income tax supplemented in

the manner that I described results in 43 States plus the District of
Columbia being required to increase their welfare expenditures. Seven
States, principally those with relatively high AFDC-U guarantees re-
ceive some fiscal relief. The fiscal burden of many States appears to be
caused by the following sequence of events:

In order to extend welfare eligibility to many families which are
now categorically ineligible for AFDC, while maintaining a reason-
able total program cost, the benefit formula under the reform plan
cannot be very much more generous than the AFDC benefit formula is.
For many families it is less generous than the AFDC formula is. Thus,
even though the current AFDC and SST State supplements are dis-
continued in our tested reform program, the State is required to sup-
plement the Federal basic negative income tax grant of so many fami-
lies that its welfare expenditures actually increase.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You will have to go over that with me again.
You have discontinued the supplements?

Mr. MAXFIELD. What we have done is replace programs which now
require State supplementation.

Senator MOYNIIAN. Yes.
Mr. MAXFIELD. So the existing State supplementation to AFDC and

the existing State supplementation to SSI are discontinued.
Senator MOYNIIIAN. But then there are States with more people

eligible?
Mr. MAXFIELD. That is true.
Senator MOYNIHAN. In New York there aren't more units but the

whole harmless provision requires that the State supplementation
continue?

Mr. MAXFrELD. Right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Got you.
Mr. MAXFIELD. To answer the final of our three questions on the

implications for the net change in disposable income of State residents
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we conducted a similar computer simulation of a Federal personal
income tax surcharge just sufficient to generate additional Federal
revenues equal to the additional Federal expenditures required by our
tested program. We assumed that all the State expenditures under the
reform program would be financed by residents within the States
so these had no impact upon the distribution from State to State of
the net income of residents.

The pattern of these results is different, and in many ways opposite,
to that of our fiscal relief results. Those States which currently have
relatively high AFDC income guarantees and receive fiscal relief also
contain residents which pay a disproportionately large amount of
personal income tax. The result of this is that, in general, those States
which experience fiscal relief contain residents which pay more into
the system in terms of tax dollars than they get out of the system in
terms of transfer payments.

This concludes the results of our investigation and I do have some
comments about the applicability of these results to other proposals.

Now, these are speculations, these are not hard facts.
Senator MOYNIIIAN. Fine, go right ahead and speculate. No reason

you should be different from anybody else.
Mr. MAXFIELD. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIIIAN. People who do this kind of hard work are

entitled to a little speculation at the end of the day.
Mr. MAXFIELD. There are at least three major sort of difficulties for

drawing implications from our study to those specific proposals which
have been discussed recently. First, is that the tested reform did not
contain any public service jobs other than those that were provided
by the CETA and WIN programs in 1975.

Second, the tested program assumed a very specific type of State
supplementation which may or may not differ from any given pro-
posed program.

And, lastly, we tested a reform which replaced all three current
welfare programs, AFDC, food stamps, and SSI, with a negative
income tax, and some of the proposed programs do not reform all of
these programs.

In spite of these difficulties, I think our results do shed some light
on both the program for better jobs and income and the program pro-
posed by Senators Baker, Bellmon, Ribicoff, and Danforth.

Senator MOYNIIAN. Could I ask you about the program proposed by
Senators Baker, Bellmon, Ribicoff and Dan forth. Would it be roughly
comparable to table 10 also in your view?

[Discussion off the record with staff.]
Senator MOYNIIAN. Do you feel you have in this report, which I

haven't been able to do more than just glance at, a table which would
give us the changes in actual State disposable income resulting from
the Baker-Bellmon plan?

Mr. MAXPIELD. No, I do not.
Senator MOYNIHAN. The same technique that got you this could

get you that?
Mr. MAXFIELD. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIIIAN. What do we have to pay you to get thatI You

could be an enormous resource to us, I will tell you. How long would
it take you? What is your-Math is your model, isn't it?
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Mr. MAxPFILD. That is correct.
Senator MOYNmAN. Would you find out how long it would take and

how much it would take to estimate Senator Ribicoff's, Senator Bell-
mon's, and Senator Baker's proposal and we will try to get you the
money for it.

Mr. MAXFIELD. I will certainly find that out.
Senator MOYNHIAN. It would be helpful to us and we would appre-

ciate it. Mathematica has a superb reputation. I don't know whether
this kind of capacity is paralyzing social progress or facilitating,
probably somewhere in between, but at least we know we have levels
of information we never had before.

Mr. MAXFIELD. I would be happy to find out.
Just to conclude my remarks. I think that the program for better

jobs and income is, as you have mentioned, similar to the reform
that we have tested. The program does call for holding families harm-
less, which is often referred to as grandfathering recipient families, for
a temporary transition period and that States would be involved in
supplementing so as to hold these families harmless.

The program also extends eligibility to many families not currently
eligible for AFDC and the payments levels, as you noted, are roughly
comparable to those that we tested.

This suggests that in the absence of an explicit cap on State expendi-
tures, under this supplementation plan, that many States may experi-
ence additional fiscal burden during this transition period for the
program for better jobs and income.

The program did specify a cap on State expenditures to prevent
this from happening, and our results indicate that the expenditures
of many States may be constrained by that cap.

Senator MOYNIHIAN. But not in those States which are
grandfathering?

Mr. MAXFIELD. During the transition period I think those States
which are grandfathering, those that are likely to be spending a lot,
are those that are likely to hit up against this cap.

Senator MOYNIJIAN. That is a new idea. We will have to find out
more about that from HEW.

Sir, there is no avoiding the extraordinary difficulties proportion-
ate to distribution of funds here. The State of New York, which has
twice the tax burden per capita of the State of Texas, would pay an
extra $273 million in taxes, whilst the State of Texas would receive a
net transfer of $193 million.

Mr. MIAXFIELD. That is what our result indicates.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That is what your result indicates you are

darn right, and thank God you did it, sir.
Could I ask you, how did you become interested in the subject?

Did you bid to do this project or was the project put out for bids?
Mr. MAXPIELD. As I understand, the project came about as a piece

of the ongoing research that Mathematica was doing on the negative
income tax experiments.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Which you have been involved in now for a
decade?

Mr. MAXFIELD. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. This particular report got prepared in May of

this year. Have you been asked to testify before any other committees?
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Mr. fAXFIELD. No.
Senator MOYNIIIAN. Are you aware that HEW has brought this

information to the Congress? You don't have to answer that question. I
will answer that question. No.

I want to thank you very much, it is superb work and, Mr. Edson, I
thank you, sir. We very much hope that we could hear from you about
what it would take to model the Baker-Bellmon plan. Then there will
be others. We may keep you busy all next spring.

I congratulate you and would like to take this opportunity, if I can,
to express the admiration of this Senator-I can't speak beyond that,
obviously-for the work that Mathematica has done over the years. It
is a new kind of enterprise and it is an extraordinarily effective and ad-
mirable one. I would like to put that on the record for what little it
might be worth.

Mr. MAXFIELD. Thank you very much.
[The above statement in full follows:1

STATEMENT OF MYLES MAXFIELD, JR., AND DAVID EDSON, ECONOMISTS,
MATIIEMATICA POLICY RESEARCH, INC.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we are grateful for the oppor-
tunity to report to you the results of our investigation into the fiscal impacts of
welfare reform on states. The research was conducted at Mathematica Policy
Research under contract with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
We are today, however, not speaking on behalf of either organization. We would
first like to describe what our investigations revealed, then to explain how the
research was done, and lastly to comment upon the implications of the study for
the welfare reform proposal of Senators Baker, Bellmon, Ribicoff and Danforth
and for the Program for Better Jobs and Income.

We addressed three questions: How many federal dollars would be expended
in each state under a welfare reform program? How much fiscal relief would
each state experience under such a program? Lastly, if the additional federal
expenditures were financed by an income tax surcharge, what is the net change
in the income of the residents of each state. This last question views the resi-
dents of each state as a group which pays tax dollars into the income-transfer
system and which receives welfare payments from the transfer system. We sought
to estimate the net amount of the flows from and to the residents of each state.

We attempted to answer these three questions for a reform of the current wel-
fare system which is simpler than many that have been recently proposed, name-
ly one which replaces the Aid to Families with Dependent Children, Food Stamps
and Supplemental Security Income programs with a negative income tax for
which all families whose income is below a specified level would be eligible.
The negative income tax was specified by a guaranteed minimum income equal to
a percentage of the federal poverty level of income, which does not vary from
state to state, and by the rate at which the payment Is reduced with increased
levels of earnings, which we call the benefit-reduction rate. We made the assump-
tion that all eligible families would participate in the negative income tax. The
final feature of the negative income tax was that states were assumed to suppe-
ment the federal payment in order to guarantee that each family currently re-
ceiving welfare benefits would receive a payment under the reform program that
is either the same or higher than their current payment. In summary, the tested
welfare reform consisted of replacing the current AFDC matching formula, the
SSI system of state supplementation of the federal basic grant, and the federal
Food Stamps program with a federal negative income tax with state supple-
mentation to hold current recipient families harmless.

The tool used in this Investigation was a computer simulation of this reform
of the existing welfare system. The categorical eligibility rules and payment
formulas of AFDC, SSI, Food Stamps, the hypothesized negative income tax,
)lus the rules and regulations for the federal personal income tax program were
reproduced in a computer program and applied to each person or family in a
data base that represented the national population in the calendar year 1975.
The results for states and regions are the sums of the results for the individual
families in the data base which reside within the states and regions.
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The results indicate that the answer to the first question concerning the state
distribution of federal welfare funds is as one would expect. A negative income
tax which results in a 20 percent increase of total federal welfare expenditures
increases the level of federal funding in all but a very few states which have
relatively high AFDC income guarantees. States with the lowest AFDC income
guarantees receive the biggest increment in federal funds.

The estimates of state fiscal relief and of the change in the net disposable
income of state residents are not as we anticipated. The same negative income
tax which increases total federal funding by 20 percent and which is supple-
mented by states to hold families harmless results in fortythree states and the
District of Columbia being required to increase their welfare expenditures.
Seven states, principally those with relatively high AFDC income guarantees,
receive fiscal relief. The increased fiscal burden of many states appears to be
caused by the following sequence of events: In order to extend welfare eligi-
bility to many families which are now categorically ineligible for AFDC without
increasing the level of federal expenditures by more than 20 percent requires that
the federal negative income tax payment formula be less generous than the
payment formulas of existing programs for many families. Thus even though
the current AFDC and SSI state supplements are discontinued under the reform
plan, the state is required to supplement the federal negative income tax pay-
ment of so many families that its welfare expenditures increase

To answer the final question on the implications for the net change of the dis-
posable income of state residents we conducted a computer simulation of a fed-
eral personal income tax surcharge sufficient to generate additional federal
revenues equal to the additional federal expenditures required by the tested
welfare reform plan. We assumed that all state expenditures were financed by
state residents and thus had no net impact on the state distribution of personal
disposable income. The pattern of these results are different from the pattern
of the fiscal relief results. Those states which currently have relatively high
AFDC income guarantees and receive fiscal relief also contain residents which
pay a disproportionately large share of personal income taxes. The result is that,
in general, those states which experience fiscal relief contain residents which as
a group pay more into the income tax-income transfer system than they get out
of the system in the form of negative income tax payments.

There are three major difficulties for drawing implications from these results
for the variety of recently discussed welfare reform proposals. The first is that
the tested reform did not contain any direct federal provision of jobs beyond
those that were provided within the CETA and WIN programs in 1975. Secondly,
the tested reform assumed a specific type of state supplementation of federal
payments which differed from the type of state supplementation specified in the
reform proposals. Third, some of the proposed programs did not call for the re-
form of all three current programs, AFDC, Food Stamps, and SSI. Because of
this incomparability, direct answers to the three questions for proposed reform
programs would require additional research.

In spite of these difficulties, the results of our investigations shed some light
on the impacts of reform proposals such as the Program for Better Jobs and
Income and that of Senators Baker, Bellmon, Ribicoff, and Danforth. The Pro-
gram for Better Jobs and Income called for holding recipient families harmless,
often referred to as "grandfathering" recipient families, for a temporary transi-
tion period of time. The program also extended eligibility to many families not
currently eligible for AFDC and had payment levels which were no more generous
for many families than the tested reform. This suggests that, in the absence of
an explicit cap on state welfare expenditures, many states may experience addi-
tional fiscal burden during the transition period of the Program for Better Jobs
and Income. The program did specify a cap on state expenditures and the results
of this investigation suggest that the expenditures of many states may be con.
strained by that cap.

The results are less applicable to the Baker-Bellmon-Ribicoff-Danforth pro-
p)osal because, although the proposal extends eligibility to many families pre-
viously ineligible for AFDC, the proposal specifies a benefit formula and a federal-
state matching formula which is similar to that of AFDC. These features com-
bined with the absence of holding current recipients harmless may result in more
states experiencing fiscal relief than estimated for the tested negative income tax.

[A short recess was taken.]
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Senator MOYNilAx. Ladies and gentlemen, through the very
thoughtful cooperation of Mr. David Lyon we have a panel, Mr. David
Lyon and Dr. James Hosek of the Rand Corp., andthey have been
kind enough to come this morning, even though they were scheduled
to appear this afternoon. We are happy to have you here, and once
again we are finding people who have done important work in this
field. We welcome two distinguished researchers, and I think that,
let's see, Dr. Lyon, you are listed first, so why don't you proceed?

STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID W. LYON, THE RAND CORP.

Mr. LYON. Thank you, Senator. My comments this afternoon are a
summary of the findings presented in "Materials Related to Welfare
Research and Experimentation."

Senator MoYNIHAN. Which is what we call our "Green Book."
Mi. LYO,. The Green Book. The first article in there is being sum-

marized with this testimony.
Welfare dependency is popularly thought to be a chronic condition;

that once a family moves onto the rolls, it stays there indefinitely. Part
of the work my colleagues and I carried out for New York City was
designed to test the assumption that the AFDC program creates a
welfare class. In fact, our research tells quite a different story. Of all
the cases opening onto the rolls in New York City at any given point
in time, say today, 3 years from now only one-third of them will still
be there without having left ; 25 percent of the cases will leave the rolls
after a stay of 1 year or less, and the remaining cases will move in and
out of dependency for different lengths of time depending upon
changing family circumstances, fortunes in the job market, or the
health status of the case members. I will describe each one of these
dimensions in this testimony.

Welfare dependency cannot be equated with "a welfare class."
here are almost as many cases who stay for 1 year or less, never to
return, as there are cases that stay for 3 years or more. While these
findings describe New York City experiences, I have surveyed studies
of the welfare decision in other jurisdictions, and they reach similar
conclusions.

The research I am summarizing here was done over a period of 5
years by staff at New York City-the Rand Institute in the city of
New York, using computer data files on welfare cases in New York
City. Most of these findings pertain to case samples of between 40,000
and 60,000 cases. We are not talking about small samples.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You weren't here to hear the testimony from
the State of Utah when we went into some detail about the very in-
teresting work project they have there in a State, which has a total
AFDC caseload of 12,000 persons.

Mr. LYoN,. A common test of the welfare decision as a rational, eco-
nomic choice, is to compare potential benefit levels to wage levels from
available jobs in the local market. After controlling for other factors,
such as local administrative policies, I believe Professor Wiseman
discussed this morning-

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. Lyo. [continuing]. The studies generally support an alterna-

tive income hypothesis. As benefit levels, or the benefit/wage ratio,
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rise welfare participation increases, and employment rates among wel-
fare families increase. In other words, the welfare decision is made by
comparing public assistance benefits to prevailing wages.

I want to emphasize here that this is as we would expecL We find
that most empirically tested models of the welfare decision are con-
sistent with economic theory.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That is one of the few theories that still seems
to work, as price goes up demand goes down and vice versa.

Mr. Lyow. Exactly. The benefit level is highly conditioned by family
size-more children, higher monthly payrnent,--so, it is no surprise
that AFDC cases with extended dependency in New York City aver-
aged over four persons in size, while short duration cases averaged
less than three persons. Not. only are child care arrangements more
difficult, but the wage a mother of three or four children must receive
to attract her to the job market must be higher than for a mother with
fewer children. Large families eligible for welfare tend to participate
more frequently than smaller families.

While benefit levels strongly affect the welfare decision, the fate
of local economy has a much weaker linkage to the movement on and
off welfare, and therefore, the size of the caseload. Aggregate unem-
ployment rates or levels are generally insignificant variables when
explaining changes in the regular AFDC caseload. This is the female-
headed case.

On the other hand. the direct link between the fate. of the local
economy and the welfare decision seems to be strongest for general
assistance and the AFDC-LTF caseload. That is entirely consistent.
with the testimony that you received from Professor Wiseman this
morning.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
Mr. LYoN. I have surveyed a number of studies that have found

the same thing. For example, using our analysis of case openings and
closings for New York City found that the home relief and AFDC-UF
caseload significantly related to levels of unemployment, but that was
not the case where we analyzed the regular AFDC caseload. These
findings are consistent with our expectations.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I did a study in 1963 which showed that from
1947 to 1958, there was a strong correlation, about 0.91 between male
unemployment rates and new AFDC cases. Then it started going
blooey and disappeared.

Mr. LYox. Yes, that relationship is no longer to be found as sig-
nificant as it used to be.

Eligibility for the UF program is conditional upon recent employ-
ment experience, and general assistance supports unemployed families
or individuals who are temporarily unable to find or hold a job. How-
ever, a mother with dependent children covered by the AFDC program
may find herself without support from a spouse quite independently of
changes in the economy. That seems reasonable.

Let's turn to what we found out about the relationship between
welfare and medicaid, something I think that has not been addressed
so far today.

We analyzed the question of how the combined availability of
AFDC, food stamps, social services, and medicaid impacts upon the
welfare decision. After looking at the welfare population on a case-by-
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case basis, we found that the AFDC grant by itself is only 55 percent
of the total cash and noncash value of goods and services received by a
tyl)ical four person welfare family. The average four person family
in New York City received a total of ap)roximately $6,000 in cash and
noncash! services.

Senator MOYNIHAN. In 1975?
Mr. Lyo.x. In 1974. In other words. however you may wish to treat

the dollarr value of noncash program support like medicaid, the AFDC
grant is really only half of the l)icture wlien it comes to looking at the
effect iveness of our existing welfare system.

Senator MOYNTIIAN. Yes.
Mr. Lyox. More importantly, from the point of view of the welfare

decisionn. we found that short-tt rm cases an(l cases that go on and off
the rolls intermittently had much higher levels of medical paid health
care than cases on the rolls continuouslv for 3 )ears or more. A good
deal of the movement onto the rolls seems to be caused by demands for
health care not covered by private insurance plans. Welfare may mask
a large inimmber of families more in need of health insurance than
Income maintenance.

It is clear that welfare depenldency is strongly linked to the short-run
detmand for health care. and that there should be attempts to identify
where the two systems overlap and where they could operate inde-
l)endentlv. 'iehtse conclusions are sUl)I)orted by many studies identify-
ing health problems as one of the most iml)ortant reasons families turn
to welfare.

Typically, for example, a welfare applicant is asked did you turn
to welfare because you lost your husband, lost a job, or because of a
health problem, and health I)roblis consistently rank as either first or
second as a reason for case openings in New York City.

Senator MOY.MIIAN. In New York City, though, is it not the case that
abollt lalf the persons who go on AFI)C are young mothers with
children who have not formed a household ?

Mr. LYO)N. I think that is right.
Senator MOYNHxIAux. So for more mature persons health becomes a

problem?
Mr. LYox. I am just talking about an opening of an AFDC regular

case, a mother with children. There are a number of reasons for those
health problems. It could be that she is in need of care while having
another child, or there could be health problems for the children she
already has, or she may be having health problems herself and find
herself unemployable and in need of short-term care.

Senator MOYNIIIAX. Yes.
Mr. Lvrox. All of those are valid reasons for a case opening.
Now. I turn to welfare and the migration decision. Most studies

of the welfare decision and migration have not found a strong linkage
between State benefit levels for welfare and the decision to migrate.
In our New York City work, we found that new arrivals in the city are
le"s likely to go on welfare than those who have been in the city for
several years. Rather than being a primary motivation for moving,
welfare particil)ation is more likely to happen after a family has been
ini a city awhile.

In other words, this finding suggests that families move to New
York City for job opportunities. If they cannot find a job there is a
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good income-support system to help them maintain their residency.
This is a different finding than earlier views of welfare as a major
reason for the migration decision.

Senator MOYNIHAN. The earlier ones never had any data to support
them. Anybody who knew anything knew that those people came to
New York for the same reason people have always come to New York.
It is a good place to live.

Mr. LYON. Exactly.
Senator MNOYNIIIAN. A better place to live than where they were

living.
Mr. LYoN. Now, I turn to the effect of administrative rules and

regulations on the welfare decision. The administrative discretion of
local welfare agencies (the setting and interpretation of eligibility
rules and regulations) has been identified as another major factor in-
fluencing the welfare decision. Each State welfare department has
an allowance schedule and benefit tax rate that is set by legislation,
but there are a series of rules and regulate' is (deductibles, disregards,
set-asides, work tests, certification and recertification procedures, em-
ployment referral requirements, and employability definitions) that
provide a significant degree of administrative discretion.

Changes in these regulations and the stringency with which they are
enforced have a major impact on the welfare decision in the short run.
The number of case openings, case closings, and transfers are affected
and, as a consequence, the overall size of the caseload.

An example from New York City demonstrates how a significant
portion of short run caseload dynamics is administratively induced.
Our analysis of the 1973 eligibility control program in New York
City, a program which was implemented nationwide, showed that a
major decrease in the AFDC caseload from the middle of 1972 to
early 1974 was attributable to largely a photo identification card and
mail recertification program. Because of these two programs, the case-
load declined by some 20,000 cases, or 6 percent over that period of
time-the first major decline in New York City's caseload since the
peak in the late 1960's.

Mailed requests to report to welfare centers for the photographs re-
suited in many case closures because some families didn't receive the
forms, some didn't know what to do with the forms, and some simply
because they knew they were ineligible to receive assistance. Many
cases were closed off the rolls, and in aggregate, the caseload declined
because there was a higher monthly average of case closings than had
ever been recorded in the city.

However, by mid to late 1974 case reopenings averaged nearly three
times what they had been before the eligibility control programs were
launched. By early 1975, the caseload was back to the 1972 level.

From this analysis we draw two conclusions:
I should note 'here that the analysis was carried out by tracking

actual cases to see what happened after they closed, and their deter-
mining whether it reopened and how long it had been off the rolls.

First, many eligible cases had been closed in error, and they were
reopening after a hiatus of 1 or 2 months.

Second, administrative intervention generated inequities for indi-
viduals who had to leave welfare and then return because their case
was closed in error.
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These conclusions add to the view that the administration of the
AFDC program is inherently complicated and at times it does gen-
erate short-term case dynamics that are confounding to analysts and
to policymakers alike. When we sort out those short-term phenomena
and look at the behavior of the caseload in the long run, you find it quite
consistent with the basic principles of rational economic behavior.

Our evidence supports the view that over the long run the welfare
decision is made in ways that are consistent with broad policy variables
like the level of benefits.

In spite of the many inefficiencies and inequities contained in our
current public assistance system, most families use welfare as in-
tended-a temporary income support during periods of unemploy-
nent or loss of normal income support. The majority of recipients use
public assistance for income support in much the same way other
temporary support programs like unemployment insurance and work-
men's compensation are used.

Modifications to relieve inequities in the current system-such as
mandatory provision of AFDC-UF or liberalization of its eligibility
rules--is likely to produce responds by eligible families that are con-
sistent with the behavior we found by participants in existing pro-
gyrams.

Senator ,Moy,'if IAX. Would you spell that out? What do you mean
responses that are consistent? You mean there would be more people
on welfare?

Mr. LYoN. Responses are consistent in the sense higher benefit levels
will induce higher participation rates, that the caseload will be affected
by the administrative rules and regulations unique to each State, and
that, of course, the multiple benefit programs available to these fam-
ilies will affect their decision to go on the rolls, depending on the level
of benefits of the program.

Senator MOYNI AN. We thank you for some very marvelous and
san-e testimony and, as you say, the one rule that seems to hold is as
benefits go up so does the demand, in that kind of market system.

You used to work at the New York City Rand Institute in New
York, or do you still?

Mr. LYo . I used to work with the institute in New York, I now
work with the Rand Cornoration in Santa Monica, Calif.

Senator MfOYNIHAN. You would have known my dear friend Dr.
Gifford at that time?

M r. LYON. Very well.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Now, what would you advise us in New York?

We find that we have no welfare class, that we have nothing the mat-
ter with people making rational decisions. They do make rational de-
cisions, and they are very simple ones, that the more benefit there is
for being on welfare, the more people will be on welfare.

The key variable is the amount of benefits, and this does in fact fit
Feldstein's microeconomics and some of the other people's discussion
of voluntary unemployment. There are plenty of jobs at a nickel an
hour and very few jobs at a $1,000 an hour, and in between people
make their choices.

As you know, New York City is going bankrupt again, it is really
heading for disaster. I quote today's Times: "New York aides fear
drastic steps are necessary to solve budget gap. In spite of 3 years of

36-954 0- 79 - 16
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cuts, officials think that the situation is as perilous as ever with a
solution in doubt."

Rand was brought to New York to think of solutions. We are in
terrible shape. I have been saying this for quite awhile. It is not a
new phenomenon, it has been very clear for a long time. We have a
million people on welfare, Utah has 12,000, and our benefit levels are
probably twice those of Utah. What should we do?

Mr. LYoN. Well, my response is professional advice, and is not based
on any-

Senator MOYIRAN. We asked everybody who has told us what they
know to tell us what they feel.

Mr. LYoN,. It is quite clear that New York City taxpayers cannot
continue to support the share of welfare costs that they have supported
in the past. Welfare is not the only income transfer program that New
York City provides. Not only does it-

Senator MOYNrIAN. Medicaid, for example?
Mr. LYo.. Medicaid is one of them, but we can move out of the

income transfer and social service categories to include things like free
tuition at the city's public university, and include a number of other
subsidized public programs in the city-hospitals, for example-that
drain the local tax base to subsidize families of all income levels.

Senator MOYNIHIAN. Of all income levels?
Mr. LYoN. In the. light of the question you asked, "what should we

do about welfare" in the narrow sense, there has to be a strong effort
at. the Federal level to absorb a greater share of welfare costs in New
York City.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
Did you see the Mathematica tables. Just before you came in, Dr.

Maxfield was representing the work they have done on the overall
transfer effect of what is, in effect, the President's program. Don't hold
me to these numbers. But the net transfer out of New York, is about
$368 million. To Texas, $122 million. The taxes are already twice in
New York what they are in Texas. This would make it possible for
them to become three times, and we would really have a distinction
that is rarely enjoyed.

I was wrong, it'is $274 million that would be transferred out of New
York and $122 million into Texas. Just about 2 to 1.

Anyway, I ask you as an analyst, a respected economist, would it be a
correct, interpretation of your testimony and your research that New
York City has many, many, many more persons on welfare than any
other city, because its benefits are much higher than any other city?

Mr. LYoN. I wish I could recall the exact participation rates for New
York City as against the rest of the country, but if I recall the range
of those numbers correctly, I believe New York City has a percentage
of its population on welfare that is not greatly out of line with other
large States, in fact, lower than some other jurisdictions.

Senator MOYNIHIAN. It is lower than about three other cities.
Mr. LYoN. In light of that data, I would say that the benefit levels

alone in New York City do not account for these extraordinarily large
numbers of people on welfare. You are dealing with a city with 8 mil-
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lion people and you are talking about a percentage which is quite
comparable with other Jurisdictions of a very large base.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That presents some problems.
Now, we have some of the highest benefit levels in the country. Why

don't we have the highest participation rates?
Mr. LYON. Well, as I have indicated, it is not benefit levels alone

which control-
Senator MOYNIHAN. Benefit level primarily?
Mr. LYON. Benefit levels in combination with the administrative

stringency which has been adopted as a policy by the city. The city's
ability to respond to the demand for welfare is important. It may not
be able to keep up with all of the people who want public assistance,
people for whom the eligibility procedure is a rather difficult task, or
for those who do not have all of the proper documentation to establish
their eligibility.

Senator MOYNIHAN. As you know, the relative benefits have declined
in the city because we cannot afford to increase them in the present
crisis. Yet the numbers have not really gone down. I think your hypoth-
esis would predict they would be going down somewhat by now.

Mr. LYON. There is certainly a cost of living differential.
Senator MOYNIJIAN. And no increase. There has been about a 29

percent decrease in real value in 4 years, it is quite sharp.
Mr. LyoN. Most models of welfare caseload levels or participation

rates use benefits in real terms (corrected for inflation) and not in
nominal dollars. So New York could have one of the highest nominal
benefit levels, but not the highest participation rate.

Senator MOYNIIAN-. Because it is not in fact the highest real value I
Mr. LYON. Yes, sir. The caseload would not necessarily decline if real

benefits declined by 29 percent. The real value of wages is also declin-
ing. If the real value of benefits remained constant we might very well
have seen a sizable growth in the caseload of over the 4-year period
you mentioned.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
RAND,

Santa Monica, Calif., Decomber 11, 1978.
lion. DANIEL P. MOYNIHAN,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: I have prepared the following responses to the questions listed
in your 24 November letter.

Question 1. MOYNIHAN. If I understand your testimony, you suggest that the
size or amount of welfare benefits is a key variable in the decision to go onto, and
then remain on, public assistance, at least up to the point where available employ-
ment alternatives appear more financially rewarding. Does this not imply a form
of voluntary unemployment on the part of some welfare recipients?

Answer. Any government income transfer program creates work disincentives
or, as you say, voluntary unemployment. Work disincentives are not only present
in the AFI)C, food stamp and medicaid programs, but also in our unemployment
insurance and workmen's compensation programs. The design challenge of all
transfer programs is to meet the income support objectives for eligible families
and individuals and, at the same time, to provide a means for minimizing the
work disincentive effects. This design dilemma is as common to unemployment
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insurance as it is to AFDC or a guaranteed Income program. Most existing pro-
grams minimize work disincentives by periodically recertifying eligibility and
by mandating job referrals.

Question 2. MOyNtIiAN. You emphasize the relationship between employment
and welfare, which you suggest is relatively fluid and different in various areas.
But other witnesses have spoken of a pronounced growth In chronic dependency,
a "settling-in" of recipients on welfare and perhaps also an intergenerational
transfer of dependency. Do you see a large-or growing-sub-group of welfare
recipients who are effectively outside the labor market?

Answer. As stated in my testimony, aproximately one-third of cases opening
on the New York City welfare caseload on any given day will be continuously
dependent for three years or more. You might think of these families as "effect-
ively outside of the labor market." Two-thirds of the opening cases have short
stays or move in and out of dependency intermittently. These families have bread-
winners who move in and out of employment in the local job market, but for vari-
ous reasons (limited job opportunities, poor health, job Instability, unstable mar-
riages) their income is not continuously high enough to support them Independ-
ently of public programs. However, I would not characterize these families as
"effectively outside of the labor market."

Even In instances of long-term dependency (cases staying on continuously f~r
three years or more), seven percent of New York City's AFDC cases, and 16 pr-
cent of II.R. cases had emifloyment income. So it would be Incorrect to say a
"large" group of welfare recipients are outside of the labor market.

Our research in welfare dependency in New York City did not address the ques-
tion of whether the proportion of welfare families without an attachment to the
labor market is growing in size.

Question 3. MoY IHAN. There seems to be a contradiction between one of the
points you make in your testimony and one of your conclusions. If local employ-
ment conditions have only a slight effect on the decision to go on welfare, how do
you conclude that most families use welfare as intended, i.e. as a form of unem-
ployment-related Income maintenance?

Answer. There are two parts to the answer: First, the size of the caseload for
Home Relief and AFDC-Unemployed Father programs was found to be positively
related to cyclical changes in the City's economy. We found ro statistically sig-
nificant relationship between the AFDC-regular caseload and short-terin shifts
in the economy. We expected this finding because a mother with dependent chil-
dren may find herself without support from a spouse or besieged with health prob-
lems independently of changes in the economy. The HR and AFDC-UP programs,
on the other had, are directly tied to unemployment status.

Second, some family heads may not respond to short-run changes in the City's
economy simply because their reason for unemployment is not tied to business
cycle-for example, child care or health problems. Nevertheless, there is consid-
erable evidence that many, If not most, families move into the Job market as soon
as their reasons for using welfare have passed,

I hope you find these answers responsive to your questions. Please don't hesi-
tate to contact me again if you have any further questions.

Sincerely,
DAVID W. LYON,

Deputy Vice President,
Senator "MOYNIHAN. I think that is a nice opinion and thank you

very much. Dr. Hosek, you are going to talk about the decision to go
on AF DC. We welcome you.

STATEMENT OF JAMES R. HOSEK, THE RAND CORP.

Mfr. I4OSEK. Thank you for the opportunity to report on research into
family participation in the AFDC-TF program, which I shall refer
to as UF for short. Mv testimony will deal with three issues: What
determines family participation in 1F, why is the UF participation
rate so low, and what are the consequences of extending the UF pro-
gram to States that do not currently offer it.
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The UF program is designed to aid husband and wife families, a
group that is allegedly inequitably served under the existing income
maintenance system. In 1975, 26 States plus the District of Columbia
had active UF programs, with a total monthly caseload of about
117,000 families. It is argued that by mandating the UF program for
all States and relaxing federally set eligibility requirements, the pro-
gram would be a means of improving the income support system for
"working poor" families.

Researchers have known for several years that the rate of family
participation in UF is low, especially as compared with participation
in AFDC-FG (which serves single parent families). The UF partici-
)ation rate has been estimated at 15 to 30 percent, meaning that only
15 to 30 families out of every 100 presumably eligble families actually
participate in UF in a given month. In contrast, the rate for FG was
estimated at 71 percent in 1970.

'Senator MOYNIIHAN. And may have gone up a bit ?
Mr. HOSEK. Yes. In fact, I think it may be over 80 percent now.
Senator MOYNIHAN. May be over 80
Mr. HosEK. Yes, sir.
With such a low participation rate in UF there is concern whether

UF could be an effective component of welfare reform. This concern
has provided an impetus to study the determinants of family partici-
pation in UF.

Several studies of participation have been based on aggregate data.
Probably as a result of the crudeness of the data, these studies had
difficulty in obtaining sensible effects on crucial variables. In particu-
lar, the studies raised uncertainty as to the importance of the benefit
level and the family's employment opportunities.

In comparison to these studies, my research has utilized family level
data. A similar picture emerges for blacks and whites alike: A family
is more likely to participate in UF if its alternative economic oppor-
tunities are less attractive relative to the benefits they would receive oil
UF. Thus, a family's chance of participating is greater the higher
potential benefits on UF, the lower the husband's wage rate and educa-
tion, the lower the wife's age and education, and the lower the bene-
fits the husband would receive under unemployment insurance should
he choose that program.

The wage rate and education of the husband may be interpreted as
measures of his opportunities in the labor market. Similarly, the earn-
ings potential of a wife is known to depend positively on her age and
education, so again the latter variables may be viewed as a measure of
her labor market opportunities.

Finally, unemployment insurance can be thought of as an alterna-
tive form of income support, and the results suggest that families
treat UF as a substitute for unemployment insurance.

In related work, I have also found that the chance of a family being
on AFDC-UF rises as the unemployment rate rises.

A direct policy implication of these findings is that an increase in
UF benefits will lead to an increase in UF caseload. A 1-percent in-
crease in benefits, I estimate, will cause an approximate 1-percent
increase in caseload.
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There is considerable speculation as to whether the low rate of par-
ticipation in UF can be attributed to factors concerning family eligi-
bility and program operation. With respect to these variables I have
recently undertaken a cross State analysis of UF caseloads. Control-
ling for the variables mentioned above, the results are that none of the
administrative variables which were tried has any effect on State case-
load.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. HoSEK. The variables are: The limit on liquid and semiliquid

assets a family must not exceed in order to be eligible for UF, the
State's error rate in handling its entire AFDC caseload, and the
amount per AFDC case spent in training caseworkers. By my inter-
pretation, these findings do not prove that administrative variables are
inconsequential, but only that available data may be a crude counter-
part to the theoretically relevant concepts. Indeed, as David Lyon has
testified, changes in administrative variables do appear to have at least
a shortrun effect on caseload.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Or the variables that now exist ?
Mr. HOsEK. Correct. In fact, there is a side comment. Previous work,

I think by Michael Wiseman, has indicated again the shortrun effects
on caseload of changing administrative variables.

Senator MOYNIHTAN. Yes.
Mr. HOSEK. Two other administrative variables have drawn atten-

tion. One is the requirement that a father, in order to be eligible for
UF, must have worked in 6 of the 13 calendar quarters prior to appli-
cation for support; the other is that a father on UF, if he works, must
work no more than 100 hours per month. These requirements are set by
the Federal Government and do not vary across States, so it is impos-
sible to obtain statistical estimates of the effect of changing them on a
family's decision to articip ate in UF.

Still, my viewpoint is that relaxing or eliminating these require-
ments would cause only a modest increase in participation. This is be-
cause most husbands have a strong attachment to the labor force and
probably satisfy the prior work rule; and because if the 100-hour rule
were eliminate, the family would soon come up against the limit on
earned income, above which UF benefits are zero.

This conjecture, coupled with my statistical results, implies that
changes in eligibility requirements and administrative practice do
not seem likely to cause major increases in the rate of participation in
UF. This leads me back to the earlier result that families are more
likely to participate in UF the less attractive their alternative eco-
nomic opportunities.

In other words, the participation rate may be low because many
families can and do choose to take advantage of market opportunities.
Some evidence of this is found in the following table included in my
written statement. The table is based on families living in States that
have UF programs.

Three facts are especially noteworthy: (1) The table shows that for
a wage rate under $4 an hour, for instance, the rate of participation of
these families, that is, the percent of these families predicted to be on
AFDC-UF averages perhaps 11/2 percent.
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[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

Percent
Total of tow

number of families on
families In AFDC-UF Earned Nonearned flonearned

Wap rate of husband' UFStatesI (predicted)I Income' income IS Income IG

Las than $ 2 ......................... 28 019 2.12 $84 5 $377 $1,053
to $ .......................... 7063 1.36 %934 267 906
t00 $.99----------------------- 1,482,3 &95 11,294 364 884
to --4.99 --------------------- 2,49Z,568 .85 12,706 396 960
to 5599----------------------- 3,09%.5" .60 15 139 353 1 039
Sto $6.99 ------------------- 2,849 686 .49 17,395 254 1,192

7ltoj7j-.--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2037.348 .36 20,042 191 1,148
to .99.........---------------- 1357 436 .29 22,861 131 1,326

--ver ------------------------- 2,735,667 .21 30,058 109 1,787

' Annual earnings divided by (annual weeks worked times usual hours per week).
I Weighted count of families that are married, "souse present with children aged less than 21 and with a male head,

aeed less than 65, able to work and not In the military or an Institution.
'Predicted percent of these families on AFOC-UF, based on the author's statistical analysis.
4 Family earned income.
8 AFDC, public welfare, and unemployment Insurance compensation.

Other nonearned income (interest, dividends, property Income, pension Income, veterans' payments, etc.).
Source: Survey of Income and Education. Survey reference year Is 1975.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Can I say that is 11/2 times the predicted
amount?

Mr. HOSEK. No, the prediction is that of all of these families, 11/
percent of families having wages below .$4 would be on. Let me empha-
size here that this prediction regarding the percent on UP isn't based
on a prior calculation determining the families eligibility to be on UF.
It is an unconditional percentage relative to all families falling in the
population defined.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. HOSEK. Thus the percentage of these families predicted to be

on UF is low even in the lowest wage group, (2) Families with low-
wage husbands are characterized by nmultiple earners--note that a
man earning $2 per hour would have annual gross earnings of roughly
$4,000 if employed full time, whereas family earnings were over $8,000
in 1975 in this wage group-

Senator MOYNITIAN. That is nice work.
Mr. H1OSEK. (3) Although it is not apparent from the table, many

of the husbands receive veterans' payments, which help account for
the sizable level of nonearned income II.

As a rough gage to the income adequacy of these families with re-
spect to welfare, the maximum potential sum of UF benefits and food
stamp bonuses for a family of four averages $425 per month--or
$5,100 per year-across the UF States. By this simple guide market
opportunities would appear to dominate UF, on average, in each wage
class. As a consequence, there may be little reason to worry that UF
participation rates are "too low".

On the other hand, this average calculation does not imply income
support is adequate for all these low-wage families.

I now turn to the issue of mandating the UF program for all States
By my predictions, and assuming that the eligibility requirements of
the UF program are not changed, extension of the UF program to all
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States would result in 24 more States being on the program, and an
additional monthly caseload of 30,000 cases. This amounts to a 26-
percent increase in the national monthly caseload. The maximum in-
crease in AFDC-UF benefits would be $8.2 million per month, or
approximately $100 million a year.

The maximum increase in food stamp bonuses would be $3.7 million
per month, and as to the maximum increase in medicaid payments,
I do not have an estimate.

The increase in caseload is small because many non-UF States are
not heavily populated and, assuming they adopt their current AFDC
benefit scledule, they would offer low benefits under UF. In fact., case-
loads predicted for nine of the added States are below 200 cases.

Senator MOYNIHAN. There is Utah again.
Mr. HoREK. Yes.
Given the small predicted caseloads as well as the existence of setup

and administrative costs associated with a UF program, it may be
understandable why these States have currently chosen not to have
a UF program.

To sum up, I believe this line of research has been successful in
identifying a set of factors that appear to be important to determin-
ing family participation in UF. The research also suggests, although
less solidlv that certain administrative variables may not be important
determinants of participation.

Further, given the similarities between the UF program and pos-
sible negative income tax programs, the information on the determi-
nants of family participation in UF may carry over, at least qualita-
tively, to the issue of participation in these alternative programs.

Finally, it appears that without changing the basic identity of the
UF program, extension of the program to the rest of the country
would not cause much increase in caseload or cost.

Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you, sir.
Just as Dr Lyon gave us some concise and important information,

so did you. It is a mystery which I won't ask you to comment on, that
if AFDC-UF were to be made mandatory it would have this modest
effect, but it has assumed symbolic proportions in the minds of per-
sons now interested in welfare reform. Quite a number of people now
insist it has to be done, and that States have to be made to do it even
though the States don't want to. We had some testimony concerning
the legislation that Senators Long and Cranston and I introduced
last summer which would move toward the general direction of the
Federal Government assuming a larger proportion of the costs and let
States make more of their own choices. Someone was testifying on
behalf of the Council of State Legislatures, saying this was alfo-
gether unacceptable, this would be an impossible change, that we had
to do this and we had to do that, we needed a program thus and so,
and always describing things we have in New York City and they don't
have in her State, and I said to her, well, I thought they were ood
things to have, we had them, we paid for them ourselves, you don't
in your State.

Let me ask you this, I said: "It there any possibility, can you
imagine any Senator from your State voting for such a bill as you
desire here in the Senate?" "Oh no," she replied, "none of our Senators
would ever vote for that bill."
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So here we are, once again. It is our primary political role in New
York State, to persuade other people to do things that they don't
want to do by offering ourselves to pay for them and expect somehow
gratitude in return. That is the really great logical flaw.

You know the New York story about the fellow standing on the
stret corner and a complete stranger walks up and knocks him down,
and the man looks up and says, "Why did you do that? I have never
tried to help you."

When I think of the legislative history of the last 50 years in the
Congress, I am surprised as a New Yorker that I can make my way
from one end of this building to another without being tripped over or
harassed in some way.

We have had a very good morning of testimony, we have learned
a lot about what is known and a lot is known. I would like to emphasize
that. In fact., I would like to say that this all began at Rand. I don't
know when it was you made your decision to go into domestic social
issues, but it was a powerful one, back in the early sixties.

Mr. LYON. 1968.
Senator AfoYNIm%,-,. Well, it has had real consequences. You have

brought truly powerful techniques to bear and we know more. Not
everything we know has encouraged ts, but would it be enough to
leave you with that 19th century American saying that it is not igno-
rance that huls so much as knowing all those things that ain't so.

And with that, we will close this morning's hearing.
Mr. LYoN. Thank you.
Ni'. JIOSEK. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hosek follows:]

TiE FAMILY'S DECIsioN To PARTICIPATE IN THE AFDC-UNEMPLOYED FATHERS

PROGRAM

(By James R. Hosek)1

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: Thank you for the opportunity
to report on research into family participation in the AFDC-UF program, which
I shall refer to as UF for short. My testimony will deal with three issues: what
determines participation in UF, why is the UP participation rate so low, and
what are the consequences of extending the UP program to states that do not
currently offer it.

The UPi program is designed to aid husband-and-wife families, a group that
is allegedly inequitably served under the existing income maintenance system.
In 1975 26 states plus the District of Coluinbia had active UF programs, with a
total monthly caseload of about 117,000 families. It is argued that by mandating
the UP program to all states and relaxing federally-stipulated eligibility require-
ments, the program would be a means of improving the income support system
for "working poor" families.

FAMILY PARTICIPATION IN UF

Researchers have known for several years that the rate of family participation
in UF Is low, especially as compared with participation in AFDC-FG (which
serves single parent families). The UF participation rate has been estimated at
15 to 30 percent,' meaning that only 15 to 30 families out of every 100 presumably
eligible families actually participate in UF in a given month. In contrast, the

Economics Department. The Rand Corporation. The views expressed in this paper are the
author's own and are not necessirlly shared by The Rand Corporation or its research spon-
sors. The author would like to thank Richard Buddin for his expert research assistance, and
also Philip Armstrong and David Lyon for their contributions to this research.

IBoland (1973). Hollenbeck (1975), Lidman (1975), and Rein (1972).
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rate for FG was estimated at 71 percent in 1970.3 With such a low participation
rate in UF there is concern whether UP could be an effective component of wel-
fare reform. This concern has provided an impetus to study the determinants of
family participation in UF.

Several studies of participation have been based on aggregate data.' Probably
as a result of the crudeness of the data, these studies had difficulty in obtaining
sensible effects on crucial variables. In particular, the studies raised uncertainty
as to the importance of the benefit level and the family's employment
opportunities.

In comparison to these studies, my research has utilized family-level data, and
the results strongly support the view that certain factors determine whether a
family will partclpate in UF. A similar picture emerges for blacks and whites
alike: A family is more likely to participate in UF if its alternative economic op-
portunitles are less attractive relative to the benefits they would receive on
AFI)C-UF. Thus, a family's chance of participating is greater the higher poten-
tial benefits on UF, the lower the husband's wage rate and education, the lower
the wife's age and education, and the lower the benefits the husband would re-
ceive under unemployment insurance. The wage rate and education of the husband
may be Interpreted as measures of his opportunities in the labor market. Similar-
ly, the earnings potential of a wife is known to depend positively on her age and
education, so again the latter variables may be viewed as a measure of her labor
market opportunities. Finally-, unemployment insurance can be thought of as an
alternative form of income support, and the results suggest that families treat
UF as a substitute for unemployment insurance. In related work I have also found
that the chance of a family being on AFDC-UF rises as the uiernployvnent rate
rises.

A direct policy implication of these findings is that an increase in UP benefits
will lead to an increase in UF caseload. A one percent increase in benefits, I
estimate, will cause an approximate one percent increase In caseload.

TIE EFFECT OF ADMINISTRATIVE VARIABLES

There is considerable speculation as to whether the low rate of participation in
UF can be attributed to factors concerning family eligibility and program opera-
tion. With respect to these variables, I have recently undertaken a cross-state
analysis of UF caseloads. Controlling for the variables mentioned above, the
results are that none of the administrative variables which were tried has any
effect on state caseload. The variables are: the limit on liquid and semiliquid
assets a family must not exceed in order to be eligible for UF, the state's error
rate it handling its entire AFDC caseload, and the amount per AFDC case spent
in training caseworkers. By my interpretation, these findings do not prove that
administrative variables are Inconsequential, but only that available data may
be a crude counterpart to the theoretically relevant concepts. Indeed, as Dave
Lyon has mentioned, changes in administrative variables do appear to have at
least a short run effect on caseload.

Two other administrative variables have drawn attention. One is the require-
ment that a father, In order to be eligible for UF, must have worked in six of
the 13 calendar quarters prior to application for support; the other is that a
father on UP must work no more than 100 hours per month. These requirements
are set by the federal government and do not vary across states, so it Is impossible
to obtain statistical estimates of the effect of changing them on a family's decision
to participate in UP. Still, my viewpoint is that relaxing or eliminating these
requirements would cause only a modest increase in participation. This is because
most husbands have a strong attachment to the labor force and probably satisfy
the prior work rule; and because even if the 100 hour rule were eliminated, the
family would soon come up against the limit on earned income, above which U'
benefits are zero.

This conjecture, coupled with my statistical results, implies that changes in
eligibility requirements and administrative practice do not seem likely to cause
major increases in the rate of participation in U'. This leads me back to the
earlier result that families are more likely to participate in UP the less attractive
their alternative economic opportunities. In other words, the participation rate

S Boland (1973).
, See Sumrall (1976) for further description; Wiseman (1976) b an exception and em.

p'oys mncrodata.
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may be low because many families can and do choose to take advantage of market
opportunities. Some evidence of this is found iii the following table based on
families living in states that have UF programs.

percent
Total of total

number of families on
families In AFDC-UF Earned Nonearned Nonearned

Wage rate of husband I UF States ' (predicted) a income I income I a income II

Less than 62 .......................... 282,019 2.12 R 045 $377 $1,053
to 2.99- -------------------- 708,298 1.36 9,834 267 906
to 3.9999.- ---------------------- 3.482,334 .95 11,294 364 884
to -.99 . .-------------------- 2,492,568 .85 12,706 396 960
to $5.99 ----- -------------------- 3 090,556 .60 15,139 353 1,039
to --99. ..-------------------- 2,849,686 .49 17, 395 254 1,192

$7 to $.99 ------------------------ 2,037,348 .36 20,C42 191 1 148
$8to f-.99 ..-------------------- 1,357,436 .29 22,861 131 1,326Oe $9.......---------------------- 2,735,667 .21 30,058 109 1,787

'Annual earnings divided by (annual weeks worked times usual hours per week).
Weighted count of families that are married, spouse present with children aged less than 21 and with a male head

aited leis than 65, able to work and not in the military or an institution.
3 Predicted percent of these families on AFDC-UF, based on the author's statistical analysis.
Family earned income.

a AFDC, public welfare, and unemployment insurance compensation.
Other nonearned income (interest, dividends, property income, pension Income, veterans' payments, etc.).

Source: Survey of Income and Education. Survey reference year Is 1975.

Three facts are especially noteworthy: (1) The percentage of these families pre-
dicted to be on UF is low even in time lowest wage group; (2) Families with low-
wage husbands are characterized by multiple earners-note that a man earning
$4.50/hr would have annual gross earnings of roughly $9,000 if employed full
time, whereas family earnings averaged $12,700 In 1975 in the $4.00-4.99 wage
group; (3) Although it is not apparent from the table, many of the husbands re-
ceive veterans' payments, which help account for the sizable level of Nonearned
Income II.

As a rough gauge to the income adequacy of these families with respect to wel-
fare, the maximum potential sum of UF benefits and Food Stamp bonuses for a
family of four averages $4.25 per month-or $5,100 per year-across UF states. By
this simple guide market opportunities would appear to dominate UP, on average,
in each wage class. As a consequence, there may be little reason to worry that UF
participation rates are "too low." On the other hand, this "on average" calcula-
tion does not imply that income support is adequate for all these low wage
families.

EXTENSION OF TIlE UF PROGRAM TO ALL STATES

Extending the UF program to all states, but not changing eligibility require-
ments, leads to the following overall predictions (based on 1975 data)
States added ------------------------------------ 24
Monthly caseload added ---------------------------- 30,000
Percent increase in monthly caseload ------------------ 26%
31axim in i nerease in A. FI)('-I'F benefits------------- $8.2 million/month
Maximum Increase in Food Stamp bonuses -------------- $3.7 million/month
Maximum Increase in Medicaid Payments -------------- No estimate

The increase In caseload is small because many non-UF states are not heavily
populated and, assuming they adopt their current AFDC benefit schedule, they
would offer low benefits under UF. In fact, caseloads predicated for 9 of the added
states are below 200 cases. Given the small predicted caseloads as well as the
existence of set-up and administrative costs associated with a UF program, it may
le understandable why these states have currently chosen not to have a UF
program.

6AFDC Ihenefits are calculated assuming the family has no countable income.
4 Food Stamp benefits assume 1l0 percent parttclp3tion in the Food Stamp program

among AFDC-UP families, with each family claiming a $70/month shelter allowance and
receiving the maximum allotment given family size and AFDC benefits. No subtraction Is

made for Food Stamps that might already be received by the family in the absence of the
AFDC-UP program.
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CONCLUSION

First, the research has been successful in identifying a set of factors that ap-
pear to be important In determining family participation in UF. The research
also suggests, although less solidly, that certain administrative variables may not
be important determinants of participation. Also, given the similarities between
the UF program and possible negative income tax programs, the information on
lihe determinants of family participation in UF may carry over, at least quali-
tatively, to the Inue of participation In these alternative programs.

Second, it appears that without changing the basic identity of the UF program,
extension of the program to the rest of the country would not cause much in-
crease in caseload or cost. Thank you.
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WELFARE RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

OF TIE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a.m. in room 2228,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, tlon. Daniel P. Moynihan presiding.

Present: Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I would like to say a very pleasant good morn-

ing to our audience, our guests, and our witnesses. This will be the
third and concluding day of our hearings and it is perhaps not inap-
propriate to use the occasion to stress my own appreciation for the
way the press has reported these hearings, which are an effort by this
subcommittee to bring us up to date on a quite extraordinary develop-
iment of the last 15 years or so in the United States, the beginning of
an experimental mode with respect to social policy.

This is something without precedent, at least on the scale in which it
has been carried out.

Learning to use this kind of information is a challenge. The infor-
ination is new, and learning to use it is something that, a social and
political system has to have practice with. I was a little concerned at
the beginning of the hearings that there would be rather ominous im-
plications as to why we were holding them. The answer is that we are
hearing the results for the same reason that the experiments were
carried out.

As 1)r. Shalala explained yesterday, IIUD has spent $180 million in
providing various kinds of financial subsidies to families to see what
they do with it. And the same impulse that suggests it, would he a good
idea to spend $180 million suggests it would also be a goxl idea to find
out. what hap)Pened and to have the Congress find out.

Not all of these findings are as predicted. If you were in a situation
in the world where anything you expected to happen always did hap-
pen whenever you carried out an inquiry then you could* feel fairly
comfortable not carrying out any inquiry. It is because sometimes we
find out things that are what social scientists call counterintuitive, that
is experiments are worth conducting.

And, as many scientists will tell you, everything is counterintuitive
until you understand it. That is plain and simple.

There was a remark made by Hannah Arendt once which is not ir-
relevant here. She referred to the totalitarian elites of the 1920's and
1930's in Europe whose tactical superiority she said, lay in the ability
to translate every statement of fact into a question of motive. I hope
we will not see any more of that than is minimally necessary in a polit-
ical capital having to do with a very difficult subject.

(249)
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I contrast the caln of these hearings with the turbulence on the
subject over the previous decade. That may be a sign of the passing of
political vitality.

Our first witness today-we have three scholars and we will end up,
of course, with our distinguished Assistant Secretary of IIEW-our
first scholar is Dr. Robert G. Williams of Mathematica, the organiza-
tion that first analyzed the New Jersey income experiments.

Dr. Williams?
Good morning, sir. We welcome you to the committee.
You have two statements, I see, a long one and a short one. One is a

summary?
Mr. WILLIAMS. The one was supposed to be a summary. I hope it is

not too long for that purpose.
Senator MOYNYHIAN. Please proceed exactly as you like. Would you

like to put your full prepared statement in the record?
Mfr. WILLIAMS. I would, please.
Senator MoYN mIAN. We will do that as if read, and you proceed,

please, exactly as you wish, sir.
.Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you. I do have a brief, oral summary of that

statement.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT G. WILLIAMS, MATHEMATICA POLICY
RESEARCH, INC.

M\fr. WILAI IMS. Mfr. Chairman and members of the committee, I ap-
preciate this opportunity to appear before you today. I will be discuss-
ing with you the work my firm has been doing to test. new accounting
periods and reporting requirements in the AFDC program. We believe
that the results obtained thus far from this work have significant po-
tential for improving the administration of existing public assistance
programs as well as any new programs that might be considered by
Congress in its welfare reform deliberations.

Since 1975, Mathematica Policy Research has been involved in the
design, implementation, and analysis, of the Colorado monthly report-
ing demonstration. Considerable impetus for the initial funding of
this project came from simulation studies and practical experience
based on the use of new accounting periods and reporting requirements
in federally funded income maintenance programs. The monthly re-
porting system that was developed for this project has three elements.

The first element, is a monthly reporting requirement. Recipients are
required to return a simple but comprehensive form each month as a
requirement for continued eligibility. This contrasts with a much less
frequent reporting schedule of every 6 months for AFDC cases in the
traditional system.

The second element is a monthly retrospective accounting period.
Each month's eligibility review and grant determination is based on
actual circumstances of the recipient in the month l)rior to payment,
This contrasts with a prospective accounting principle in the tradi-
tional AFDC system in which eligibility and grant amounts are based
on estimates of recipients' needs in the month of payment,

The third element is an automated support system. The monthly
reporting system automates most eligibility determination and grant
computation processes. This level of automation contrasts with a, heavy
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reliance on manual processing for such functions currently in most
jurisdictions.

As initially implemented, the Colorado monthly reporting demon-
stration had two major components which serve as the basis for the
research findings.

The first major component was a controlled experiment to test the
impact of the monthly reporting system on recipients and its effects
on transfer payments. This experiment was conducted by randomly
selecting 10 percent of the Denver County caseload to receive pay-
ments under the monthly reporting system and comparing their bene-
fit payments with those made to a statistically comparable control
group.

The second major component was an administrative pretest to de-
termine the impact of the monthly reporting system on administrative
costs and agency functioning. The pretest was conducted by imple-
menting the monthly reporting system for the entire caseload in
Boulder County which consisted of about 1,200 cases.

I would like to summarize for you certain key findings concerning
the effects of monthly reporting and retrospective accounting in the
AFDC program. These findings are presented in more detail in my
prepared statement. The findings are based on 1 year of operations
for both the experiment and pretest.

The findings are organized into three major categories. The first
category is the impact of the monthly reporting system on transfer
payments both in AFI)C and in other related programs. Overall, there
were payment savings during the first year which averaged 6 percent
for monthly reporting system cases. These savings appear to result
almost entirely from more timely discontinuance of AFDC cases by
the monthly reporting systenL .

A proportionate level of savings was likely to have accrued for
AFDC cases receiving medicaid, since eligibility for the two programs
is directly linked. Similarly, an indirect link between AFDC and food
stamp eligibility means that there were probably significant savings
in the food stamp program as well.

In addition, the monthly reporting system identified and acted upon
three times as many chang es in recipients circumstances for experi-
mental cases is did the traditional administrative system for control
cases. This implies that the traditional AFDC administrative system
simply mised many changes that should have affected recipient eligi-
bility and grant amount.

The second category of findings is the impact of the filing require-
ment and accounting period on recipients. Recipients demonstrated the
capability to comply with filing requirements quite effectively. About
90 percent of recipients who tled did so within 8 days of the time
the monthly status reI)ort was mailed to them. Only 10 percent of
the monthly, status reports filed by. recipients required a followup
contact due to omissions, errors, or major changes.

There is no evidence that any otherwise eligible recipient was
forced off the program by the filing requirements. However, temporary
problems appear to have been caused for some recipients by the
transition to new payment dates when the monthly reporting sys-
tem was initially implemented. The potential variability in payment
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dates from month to month also created budgeting difficulties for somerecipients.

T e third major category of findings is the effect of the month re-
porting system on administrative costs and functioning. There was an
increase of between 2 to 4 percent in administrative costs per case
resulting from implementation of the monthly reporting system.

AFDC eligibility workers responded favorably to implementation of
the monthly reporting system. They cited increased administrative
control and improved communication with recipients as the primary
benefits.

Under the monthly reporting system, corrective payment actions
by the agency diminished substantially. Retroactive adjustments de-
clined by 60 percent. Check cancellations declined by 75 percent, as did
recovery initiations.

The results obtained to date from the Colorado monthly reporting
demonstration are very encouraging. They offer considerable evidence
that implementation of a monthly reporting requirement and a retro-
spective accounting period, in conjunction with an automated support
system, would represent a major improvement in the administration of
tie AFDC program. The underlying reason for the effectiveness of
this system is that it gives adequate recognition to the high rate of
change in household composition and income within the recipient case-
load. A striking statistic that emerged from the research is the finding
that almost 30 percent of the AFDC caseload on monthly reporting
experienced a change in circumstances significant enough to affect
either their eligibility or amotiat of payment during each month.

Senator MOYNI11A-.. That is indeed a striking fact.
Mr. WILLIAMS. We think so.
This finding provides convincing evidence that the financial needs

of AFDC caseloads undergo frequent fluctuations. It also suggests
that monthly reporting and rapid processing of payments are neces-
sary if administration of the program is to be accurate and responsive.

It should be apparent that the benefits obtained in the AFDC pro-
gram from the monthly reporting system are relevant not only to
AFDC. Rather, the findings extend by implication to other programs
intended to serve low-income households. The potential for improving
the administration of the food stamp program utilizing this type of
system is particularly intriguing since there is substantial similarity
and large overlap between the recipient populations of that pro-
gram and AFI)C.

Moreover, should this committee report a proposal for a new,
national income maintenance program, the experience gained with the
monthly reporting system in Colorado could serve as a valuable course
of practical experience in specifying reporting requirements and ac-
counting periods. From the findings that have been obtained to date
from the Colorado monthly reporting demonstration, it appears that
the features that have been tested can provide a mechanism for making
public assistance payments more accurate and responsive than pay-
ments made under the administrative formulas of our present pro-
grains.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, sir, that is an extraordinarily compact
and precise statement. Let's get some sense of the amounts that you
are talking about here.
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If you are referring to an overall first-year payment savings of an
average of 6 percent in a sample that is, you know, a respectable
sample that Mathematica would draw, you are talking about $600
million or $700 million a year if this turned out to be a valid national
estimate, are you not?

Mr. WILmIAAs. That would be correct in terms of the AFDC pro-
gram if the findings from the Denver experiment are representative of
what would be found in other jurisdictions.

Senator MoY.NIHA.,N. Right. And if it went over to food stamps, then
you could be talking about as much as $1 billion in savings.

Mr. W iLLIAMS. Potentially that would be correct.
If I could, I would like to stress that, from a statistical point of

view, one of the limitations of this type of experiment is that it was
done at a single site, so that although the findings are representative
within that site--that is to say, within Denver-they are not, strictly
speaking, applicable to other jurisdictions.

At that point one would have to rely on one's professional judgment,
I would say, of similarities.

Senator MoY. NIAN . Or take another bore. Try it in Bangor, Maine,
and try it in Lowesville, Pa.

The point I would like to make is that we are still near the onset of
an experimental inode in social policy-although this is not, strictly
speaking, a social policy so much as it is management--and there is
much to be learned here. We are still learning the techniques of learn-
ing. Some of the scholars who were here the other day were saying
well, what have we learned from the income guarantee experiments?
We are learning how to run one.

I have had occasion to read the testimony prepared by Secretary
Aaron in which he refers to some of the things that have been learned
about accounting procedures and possible savings. Clearly, this is
something that has been successfully tried in Denver. It is within the
range of possibility, I assume, for any State government to do this,
if it wishes, and it'is probably within the range of HEW to ordain it
and the Congress to legislate it, is it not?

Perhaps that is not fair to ask you. You are an economist and not
a politician, but what is your understanding?

Mr. WILLIAMS. First I would like to point out that HEW has re-
cently proposed regulations to permit States to implement this type
of system on an optional basis.

Senator NfoYN I IAN. Why should it be optional if it is something
that has the potential of enormous savings?

Well, that is not fair to ask you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I would be happy to offer my judgment on that

issue.
Senator MOYNMIAN. Please do.
'Mr. Wir.m,%MS. When we were talking about changing existing sys-

tems as opposed to building requirements into a new program where
we are starting fresh, then I think, based on our experience in doing
this in one State so far, which is all that has been done anywhere, that
we would counsel patience and judicious use of the carrot, rather than
some kind of immediate mandating of this type of program.

Senator 'MOYNIAN. Well, the savings are shared, so there is an
incentive to it.

36-954 0 - 79 - 17
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* Mr. WILUAMs, That is right.
The reason that we would counsel patience is that it is hard for me

to overemphasize the amount of thoroughgoing change that is required
in existi'Ag agency practice and procedures and structure in order to
accommodate this type of system. If it is to be done right and if the
maximum benefits are to be gained and if the transition is to be or-
derly, it is something that takes considerable time and considerable
effort on the part of everyone involved in this type of implementation.

Senator M-oYrinAN. Right, but, in theory, we do not operate our
welfare programs for the convenience of the welfare agencies. In prac-
tice we do, as anybody who studies bureaucratic behavior knows,*but
that is another matter.

What you have learned is obviously something that has a cost to
recipients. They have to report what happens to them, and as they do,
they report when they come into extra income and in consequence they
lose some welfare income, but still they do it. You do not find any
great resistence to it?

Mr. WILLIAifS. No. There has periodically been some opposition
from a selected number of recipient advocate groups; basically around
transition periods. When we first went in with the experimental sample
in Denver County and now that we are expanding to 100 percent of
the caseload in Denver County, we have found some opposition. I
believe it has been based primarily on two things--one is a reaction to
the reporting requirement, even though I think objectivity it i. not an
onerous one; and the second is the fear that this type of system will
be used as a harassment mechanism.

Now, we believe there are substantial advantages to recipients. They
do have to report monthly; that is true. But the advantages they get
in exchange for this are very substantial.

This finding that we are picking up more than three times as many
changes in grant means-

Senator MoYJ.iTAN. The change goes down as well as up.
Mr. VILLTAMS. That is correct, and in fact, we are picking up pro-

portionately more increases in grants than we are decreases.
Now. for a variety of reasons that would take me too long to ex-

plain, that does not interfere with the savings, but the fact is that there
are a lot of recipients getting underpaid out there under the existing
system.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Even though you overall have a 6-percent
savings, in terms of the experience of individuals, more individuals
are going to get increases than decreases.

Mr. WILLIAMS. That is correct and the problem from the standpoint
of the recipient groups is that this is something that is relatively trans-
parent to the given recipient at a given point in time, whereas the re-
porting requirement is not; it is something that is quite visible.

Now there is another advantage which relates to the first. This sys-
tem provides a mechanism with certainty of reporting that requires
the agency to act upon a recipient report. It also gives information at.
the other end. It provides information to the recipient about what the
recipient reported and how that was used to commute the grant.

It really gives the recipient much more control, input, and infor-
mation at the other end than they have ever had before.
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Senator MOYNInAN. They have some idea of how this turns out the
way it does.

Mr. VILLIAMS. Yes.
Senator MoYxIIIA.. it strikes me as being as close to Pareto-

optimality as anything that we have had proposed in these hearings
so far.

Dr. Williams, we thank you very much and let me take this occasion,
as I have done before, to express the admiration of this subcommittee
for the work which Mathematica has done. You have developed a
capacity here that has large consequences for American social policy
and we admire it. We do not admire it so extensively that we are not
aware that we pay for it, but we are getting good value for whatever
it is we pay.

Thank you very much.
Mr. WmL.%3ts. Tlank you. We very much appreciate your com-

ments.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Williams follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT G. WILLIAMS, VICE PRESIDENT,
MATIIEMATICA POLICY RESEARCH, INC.1

INTRODUcTrON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I appreciate this opportunity to
appear before you today to discuss the work my firm has been doing to assist in
designing and testing Improvements in the administration of public assistance
programs. For the past three years, Mathematica Policy Research has been in-
volved in the design, Implementation, and analysis of the Colorado M1onthly Re-
porting Demonstration. This project was a field test in the AFDC program of a
monthly reporting requirement, a monthly retrospective accounting period, and
an automated support system. The project had two components: an experiment
in Denver County to test the effects of the Monthly Reporting System on trans-
fer payments, and n pretest in Boulder County to determine the system's impact
on administrative functioning and costs.

The Colorado Monthly Reporting Demonstration had its origins in the fed-
erally sponsored income maintenance experiments. In each of tht*;e experiments.
participating low-income families were required to submit monthly reports of
income and family composition as a bbisis for determining on a retrospective
basis their continued eligibility and amount of benefits. Administrative experi-
ence- from these experiments indicated that monthly reporting and retrospective
accounting could be administered in a practical manner and that recipients could
om nly with the filing requirements of such a system. Additional data from the
experiments demonstrated that income and household composition patterns In
low-income households were considerably more variable than had been previously
thought, raising the possibility that the less frequent reporting and prospective
accounting systems generally used in public assistance programs might not be
accounting for many changes in household circumstances. The potential benefits
of using monthly reporting and retrospective accounting in the regular AFDC
program prompted tIEW to sponsor a simulation study conducted by Jodie Allen.
then of the Urban Institute. Using data from the New Jersey, Seattle, and Den-
ver income maintenance experiments, this study projected significant aggregate
reductions in assistance payments if monthly reporting and retrospective ac-
counting were used in the AF)C program.

Based on these findings, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
and the Colorado Denrtment of Social Services initiated the Colorado Monthly
Reporting demonstrationn in July 1975 to test whether monthly reporting and
retrospective accounting, in conjunction with an autonmted support system.
could increase the accuracy and responsiveness of benefit payments. The project
was also Intended to assess the administrative feasibility of such a system and de-
termine the Impact on overall administrative costs.

IOpinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily represent the views of
sponsoring agencies.
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Results from the first year of the project indicate that it has been very effective
in attaining its original goals. The monthly reporting system appears to have
improved greatly the accuracy of benefit payments to AFDC households. &indings
from the experiment in Denver County indicate an overall savings in aggregate
benefit payments of more than six percent in the first year. The responsiveness of
the AFI)C program to changes in recipient needs also seems to be considerably
Increased. The Monthly Reporting Systemn has detected and acted upon three
times as many changes in household circumstances as the traditional system.
These improvements have been achieved, along with other administrative bene-
fits, with only a small increase in administrative costs, in the range of two to four
percent.

These results offer considerable encouragement that monthly reporting and
retrospective accounting can significantly improve the administration of such pro-
grams as AFDC and Food Stamps, as well as any programs for low income house-
holds that might be enacted by Congress as a result of its welfare reform delib-
erations. In the rest of my statement, I will describe the nature of the Colorado
project in more detail, provide additional information on research results that
are currently available, and describe the ongoing effort to expand the range of
useful information provided by the research and develop administration support
systems for Implementation of monthly reporting and retrospective accounting
on a border scale.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COLORADO MONTHLY REPORTINO SYSTEM

In describing the characteristics of the prototype system that was developed
for the project, I would like to contrast its features with those of the adminis-
trative system traditionally used in determining eligibility and computing bene-
fits for the AIDC program. Although the Committee Is aware that there is
considerable variation in the manner that the states and territories administer
AFJ)V, there is enough similarity in broad administrative principles for us to
refer with reasonable accuracy to a "traditional AFDC system." Comparison of
the Monthly Reporting System in two Colorado counties with the traditional
AFDC system used in the rest of Colorado is the source of information concern-
ing the impact of monthly reporting on recipients, levels of transfer payments,
and administrative patterns and costs.

The Monthly Reporting System developed in Colorado consists of three basic
elements: a monthly reporting requirement, a monthly retrospective accounting
lprlod, and an autoilated support system. Recipients are required to return a
simple but comprehensive form to the agency each month as a requirement for
continued eligibility. On this form, called a Monthly Status Report (MSR),
recipients are required to report their income, household composition, and other
relevant elibility factors such as school attendance status of children over the
age of sixteen. This monthly reporting requirement contrasts with the much
less frequent formal reporting schedule used in the traditional AFDC system.
The traditional system requires the completion of comparable forms only every
six months for recipients in the regular segment of the AFDO program and only
every three months for the smaller number of recipients in the unemployed
ltrent segment of AFDC. Under the traditional administrative system, recip-
ients are instructed to report changes in circumstances that take place within
time intervals between formal reports. However, this informal reporting require-
ment is often difficult for recipients to interpret and for agencies to enforce.
Moreover, it is often hard for recipients to penetrate institutional barriers to
report a change and to be sure that agency staff will take the proper action.

According to the monthly retrospective accounting principle, each month's
grant is based on actual circumstances of the recipient in the month prior to
payment. In the case of the Colorado Monthly Reporting Demonstration, recipi-
ents in the calendar month reporting cycle file a Monthly Status Report detailing
their actual circumstances for a given month by the fifth of the following month.
The data on the Report, as verified and confirmed by the agency, serve as the
basis for their next grant payment. In the traditional AFDO administrative
system, however, grants are based on the agency's estimate of a recipient's "cur-
rent" need, which is referred to as a prospective accounting principle. Thus,
recipients' payments are based on their needs for the month in which the pay-
ment is made. Administrative processing lags require that this payment actually
be estimated well in advance. Moreover, the length of time between formal re-
ports means that the agency must estimate individual recipient needs for more
than six months in advance for most AFDO cases. These estimates, which serve
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as the basis for payment during that period unless subsequently altered by a
re.ipient-initlated report of change, are computed according to a complex set
o,' rules for projecting, averaging and predicting.

In the Colorado Monthly Reporting Demonstration, the Monthly Status Reports
filed by recipients provide the input for an automated support system for the
project. This support system performs many clerical and bookkeeping functions
which traditionally consumed the time of eligibility workers. Upon receipt by
the agency, data front the Monthly Status Reports are entered directly into a
computer processing system. The system edits the Monthly Status Reports for
completeness and consistency and issues reports of edit problems to eligibility
workers. The system also redetermines eligibility; computes grants; produces re-
duction and discoitinuance notices to recipients; generates checks, check regis-
ters and recipient Grant Explanations; produces case status reports for Techni-
cians and their supervisors; and provides a management summary report of
caseload status at the end of the processing cycle. This level of automation con-
trasts sharply "iith the level attained in the traditional AFDC systems. Although
the states and counties vary in the level of automation of administrative fune-
tioi s, the traditional system is characterized by a heavy reliance on manual
processing for such functions as eligibility redetermination, grant computation,
and transfers of information between forms.

Tht' most impoxrtant point to be made in describing this difference in automa-
tion is that the traditional AFIC systems cannot reach tle levels of automation
possible under the Monthly Reporting System because of inherent limitations
caused by traditional use of it prospective accounting period and less frequent re-
porting periods. Since tinder the traditional system eligibility determination and
grant computation require projecting future needs based on a combination of
actual past data and recipients' estimates of future needs, human discretion is
required to carry out these functions. The data are too imprecise and the rules
too ambiguous to permit eligibility determination and grant computation from
raw data supplied by the recipient. In the Monthly Reporting System, however,
actual data provided on the Monthly Status Reports is used directly by the com-
iter to make these determinations.

RESEARCH FINDINGS

The research findings from this project are based on two separate compo-
ients. The first component consisted of all experiment within Denver County In-

t(Idtt( primarily to provide statistically valid data on the effects of the Monthly
ileportiig System onl transfer payments. 'File experiment was conducted by ran-
dinfly selecting approximately ten percent of tihe I)enver County caseload for
participate ion ill the prototype itiozthlv reporting system. Payments made to this
group wvere then ccamllared with iymYnents made to it comparably selected group
Of contril cases, whose payments were administered tinder normal processes.
At the time (lie experiment began, the Denver County AFDC caseload consisted
of' slightly more than 12.000 cases, so tht the experimental and control groups
each 'oui.isted of alott 1,200 cases. As tile experiment progressed, new cases
were also ratldotinly sampled to replace cases that went off assistance.

The se, l(,cd comlipoent of the project consisted of an administrative pretest in
fitiulde-r countyty ill which the entire caseload of aiproxitmately 1,200 cases was

transferred d to the Montlily Reporting Systen. The administrative pretest pro-
vildl data for all as.esstinemt of the effects of the Monthly Reporting System ol
:inlniistrative costs and agency structure.

D mata are available froin the first twelve nionttis (if operation for both the
I)enver experiment and Boulder pretest components of the project. The findings
tint I will lie discussing with you are drawn front the report on first year results
witich is available ini draft form. Th(vsi findings are organized into effects oiL
programi transfer payments, effects (ill recipients, and effects on program adminis-
tratlion.

Eflccts on program trealsfcr payments
)ata from tie first twelve nionths of operation in the Denver County experi-

mmlet provide strong evidence that monthly reporting and retrospective accounting
have resulted ill a substantial reduction in aggregate benefit payments. Cases in
the Monthly Reporting System received about six percent less aggregate payments
tha were imide to control cases in the traditional systeni in the entire twelve
nionth i riod, even though both groulits were paid based on the same benefit
standard. This reduction was caused largely by a decrease in length of stay on
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assistance rather than by a reduction in the size of average payments to recipients
receiving benefits. Apparently, the Monthly Reporting System identified cases as
ineligible and discontinued them promptly, rather than continuing payments to
recipients for as much as several months after they had become ineligible.

Research from the project thus far has sought to identify changes in benefits
paid only under the AFDC program. However, it is probable that a reduction in
the average period of AF)C eligibility has resulted in a corresponding reduction
in the period of eligibility for other programs that are linked to AFDC. Since
AFDC recipients automatically qualify for Medicaid, a corresponding decrease
in aggregate benefit payments for AFDC monthly reporting cases should occur in
that program. We intend to estimate such decreases more precisely in future re-
search. The total value of savings created by the Monthly Reporting System could
be substantially increased since Medicaid expenditures for AFDC recipients in
Colorado during this period amounted to almost one-third of expenditures for
AFDC financial assistance. Savings could also be expected for AYDC recipients
participating in the Food Stamp program. These savings would probably not be
proportionate to the decrease in length of eligibility span hince recipients could
remain eligible for Food Stamps even after their eligibility for AFDC terminated.
Any conclusions that we might draw about the effects of AFDC monthly report-
ing on benefits paid under other programs are tentative pending further research.
However, it is important to take these effects into account, since any reduction
in the length of eligibility for AFDC would reduce benefits paid under related
programs.

One of the most significant findings from this project is that the Monthly Re-
porting System processed three times as many grant changes for its caseload than
the traditional system did for the control caseload. Even though the two groups
of recipients were statistically comparable, operation of the Monthly Reporting
System resulted in computation of grant changes for 18.7 percent of ongoing
cases each month, whereas operation of the traditional system resulted in compu-
tation of grant changes for only 6.3 percent of cases each month. Although some
part of this difference undoubtedly derives from the use of averaging and the
exclusion of irregular income under the traditional system, the magnitude of the
overall difference suggests that under the traditional AFDC system many changes
in recipient circumstance are simply missed. Apparently at any given time under
the traditional system, a disturbingly large proportion of AFDC recipients are
rect4ving insufficient assistance to meet their needs and are therefore underpaid,
while another large proportion are receiving too much assistance for their needs
and are therefore overpaid. The magnitude of this difference is larger than we
would have expected, and may help to explain why there tends to be an unaccept-
able level of error in the AFDC program.
Impact on Recipients

There has been considerable concern over the potential impact of this project
on recipients. The first concern is that recipients might be unable to meet the
filing requirements placed upon them and that many legitimately in need of
assistance would thereby be forced off the program. A second concern is that the
retrospective nature of the system might prove to be unresponsive to recipients
suffering sudden setbacks, especially applicants for assistance who frequently
have emergency needs. In this section of my testimony, I will discuss these two
issues along with two others that have arisen during the course of the project:
the necessity to change payment dates when recipients are transferred to this
program and the fluctuation in payment dates that occurs from month to month
for some recipients.

The Monthly Reporting System used In this project placed a new procedural
requirement upon recipients: they were required to file a mail-in postage-paid
Monthly Status Report each month to retain eligibility and provide data for
computation of the next payment. The Monthly Status Reports were mailed to
recipients three working days before the end of the monthly reporting period.
If these reports were received by the fifth of the following month, the recipient
received payment on the first possible payment date which was the sixteenth.
Subsequent filing deadlines of the twelfth and twentieth corresponded to second
and third payment dates of the twenty-third and thirtieth, respectively. The
forms were designed for comprehensiveness and ease of completion. Recipients
were required only to respond to questions by circling "yes" or "no" or filling
in the amounts of any income received. No arithmetical computation was required
of recipients; they submitted only the raw data required for automated calcula-
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tion. llowever, recipients were required to send in pay stubs as verification of
earnings and provide suitable documentation for other income and changes in
hlsehohl composition.

Experience gained in both the Denver experiment and Boulder pretest clearly
demonstrated the ability of AFDC families to submit the required monthly re-
porting forms promptly and to compete them with an acceptable level of pro-
ficiency. Generally, about ninety percent of families who filed did so by the
first filing deadline, which fell on the fifth of the month-about eight or nine
days after the forms were mailed to the recipients by the agency. Most of the
remaining families who filed did so by the second deadline of the twelfth, with
only one or two percent submitting forms only in time for the third deadine
of the twentieth. The level of accuracy of completed forms is high. Almost half
of the forms would be computer processed and used as the basis for a grant
comi)utation without any intervention by the eligibility worker. The remaining
forms required review by the worker to make corrections or review significant
changes in household composition or income. However, only about ten percent
of all forms processed required a family contact and, of this ten percent,
only about one.third required an office by the recipient. In a survey con-
ducted by Mathematica Policy Research of recipients in both the Monthly
Reporting and traditional systems, the forms used in the Monthly Reporting
System were rated easy to understand by a much larger group of recipients
than In the traditional system. Significantly fewer monthly reporting recipients
said that they required outside help In completing them. There is evidence that
recipients found the monthly reporting forms easier to complete partly because
the forms themselves were simpler and partly because tile frequency of com-
pletion enabled the recipients to become more practiced in filling them out.

Fewer than five percent of the families normally failed to return a Monthly
Status Report by the final filing deadline in a given month and were therefore
discontinued. These families appeared to place themselves in this category
deliberately since they ignored three separate warnings of the consequences
for non-filing. Tie first warning was prominently displayed on the Monthly
Status Report. Second and third warnings, which were formal notices of dis-
continuance, were sent after non-receipt of tihe Monthly Status Report on the
first two filing deadlines. In the survey of participants In the project, the over-
whening majority of recipients who had been discontinued for failure to file the
Monthly Status Report cited as reasons either that they decided to leave welfare
or that they thought they were no longer eligible for assistance. No cases have
surfaceil during the course of the project In which any otherwise eligible re-
ciplients were forced to leave the AFIA.' program because of the filing require-
ments, evei though the )enver and Boulder Departments of Social Services have
been quite sensitive to this potential problem. Moreover, when the project was
initiated in Denver County, eligibility staff attempted to contact each recipient
that had failed to file a Monthly Status Report when the project was Imple-
mented, but were unable to find any cases of recipients who were otherwise
eligible but had failed to file. The rate of reapplication for AFDC has been no
higher for monthly reporting cases that those recipients functioning under the
tradtional system and the number of hearings requested has been slightly lower
under the 1mthly Relorting System. Although further research is being con-
(ucttl boy tile State of Colonado regarding this issue, it appears that the require-
ment for reviplents to tile a ",Inthly Status Report call be placed upon recipients
without causing major problems of compliance provided that the forms are
designed to be simple and easy to complete.

Contrary to initial fears, the retrospective accounting principle does not appear
to have had a significant adverse effect on recipients. In this project, the effects
(of a retrospective accounting principle were mitigated by processing Monthly
Status Reports rapidly. thereby minimizing the lag between the occurrence of
changes in circumstances und receipt of a payment reflecting those changes.
This asict of fliple sign has enabled more than eigLty percent of recipients to
receive their payment on the early payment date, the sixteenth of each month,
only a half nonth after the end of the reporting period. Almost all of the remain-
ing cases receive payment on the normal payment date, the twenty-third of
each month, with only one to two percent receiving payment late. on the thirtieth.
Another potential adverse effect from the retrospective accounting principle is
mitigated by calculatim of payment on a "current" need basis for new cases,
which are those most likely to experience sudden drops ill income or other types
of emergencies. Although the "current" need computation for new applicants is
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lower than the retrospectively based computation only for thirteen percent of
the cases, existence of the alternative basis for providing benefits has avoided
possible hardships for this minority of cases.

With the design features of rapid payments processing and alternative compu-
tation of benefits for new cases, there remain very few recipients who are
adversely affected by the retrospective accounting principle. Cases that do
encounter emergencies can be accommodated through use of General Assistance
or emergency Food Stamps. In considering the impact of the retrospective
accounting principle, it is important to understand that the ideal of the prospec-
tive system to meet "current" need is frequently not attained In practice. As dis-
cussed earlier in my testimony, it is apparent from the results of this project that
the infrequent reporting requirement of the traditional system causes many
changes in recipient circumstances to be undetected or ignored. The ability of the
traditional system to meet current need is also severely compromised by long
delays in processing grants, as well a the human inability to predict the future
with accuracy. Consequently, it appears that the Monthly Reporting System with
retrospective accounting does not appear to cause substantially more numerous
critical recipient shortfalls in resources than the traditional system. Welfare
agencies can cope with those shortfalls that do occur.

Although the rapid processing of Monthly Status Reports has contributed
markedly to the overall responsiveness to recipient needs, the design of the pay-
ment cycle in the Monthly Reporting System did introduce two types of prob-
lems for recipients. The first was simply a transition problem. Recipients were
paid soon after the first of the month under the traditional system and the trans-
fer to the monthly reporting payment dates of the sixteenth, twenty-third, or
thirtieth caused temporary problems for some recipients. Even though all recip-
ients so transferred were given transition payments, some had difficulty adjust-
ing their family budgeting to the new cycle and encountered problemb3 in the pay-
ment of rent. These were resolved on an individual basis by the agencies. The
second was a problem of variability of payment date. The use of alternative pay-
ment dates in the Monthly Reporting System caused additional anxiety about
whether the form was completed correctly according to our recipient survey.
Moreover, a somewhat higher proportion of recipients perceived their checks to
be late under the Monthly Reporting System and reported the need to borrow
money. Because of the possibility of receiving checks either earlier or later than
the normal payment date, between a quarter (in Denver) and a third (in
Boulder) of recipients experienced intervals between checks exceeding one
month more than twenty percent of the time. Based on this pattern of payments,
as well as recipient perceptions, the problems of transition and payment date
variability bear further examination. It may well be possible to retain the respon-
siveness of the system that is permitted by rapid processing and variable payment
date while easing the transition and alleviating recipient anxiety over the conse-
quence of failing to file correctly.
Impact of Program Administration.

As I noted earlier, monthly reporting and monthly retrospective accounting,
with an automated support system, were tested county-wide in Boulder County to
determine the effects of the system on administrative costs and agency functioning.
A major issue from the outset of the project was that of administrative costs.
Many administrators feared that a virtual six-fold increase in written reports
from recipients would result in a nearly proportionate increase in administrative
costs. lata from the first twelve months of operation in Boulder County demon-
strate that such a system can be operated for an increased adminitrative cot
per case that exceeds the cost In the traditional system by only two to four percent.

A less prominent issue prior to implementation was the effect of the system on
agency functioning. Experience in the administrative pretest has been that the
system has been quite beneficial in this area. Eligibility workers report that the
system has improved communications with recipients and helped them organize
and control their caseloads better. In addition, the system has brought about a
sharp reduction in the number of corrective payment actions that the agency has
had to carry out.

A characteristic of the traditional AFDC system is a heavy reliance on manual
processing. Although there are differences from state to state, a large amount of
eligibility staff time is invariably spent performing clerical duties such as compu-
tation of grants and filling out forms, often copying substantial amounts of infor-
mation from one form to another. In contrast, the Monthly Reporting System
developed for Colorado takes full advantage of the potential for automation
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inherent in a monthly reporting and retrospective accounting system. Recipient
data are entered directly into the computer for machine editing. Once the data
from the Monthly Status Report is complete and consistent, the computer performs
the grant calculation and produces the necessary forms, notices, grant explana-
tions, and checks (among other functions). Because so much of the clerical work-
load is automated under this system, the increased information flow from recipi-
ents can be handled by approximately the same level of eligibility staff as In the
traditional system. There was some increase required in data entry staff, but this
was nearly offset by a reduction in the amount of clerical support time required,
particularly to prepare forms and check registers. As would be expected, there was
some increase in the costs for computer time, postage, and printing. Taking all
these factors into account, the net effect of the Monthly Reporting System on
administrative costs after one year of operation was an increase of between two
and four percent.

Eligibility workers participating in the experiment noted a number of adminis-
trative advantages gained from the Monthly Reporting System. One of the most
significant of these was Increased constructive contact between workers and
recipients. The high level of automation in the system has freed workers from
many routine clerical tasks and focused their efforts on obtaining information
from recipients and processing the monthly report forms. Workers administering
the Monthly Reporting System in Denver County estimated that their contact
with recipients increased by as much as fifty percent relative to the traditional
system. This permitted the workers to become more aware of recipient circum-
stances, further improving the accuracy of payments as well as Increasing the
likelihood that recipients will be referred to needed social services.

The Monthly Reporting System has also had the beneficial effect of clarifying
the respective roles of eligibility workers and recipients. For the first time,
recipients have unambiguous requirements with which they must comply, as
well as a reliable channel for reporting changes in circumstances. In the Monthly
Reporting System, recipients can even verify that information has been processed
correctly. They receive computer-printed grant explanations with each check, a
type of document that is almost unknown in the traditional system. Similarly,
workers have the clear obligation to process the reported information, obtain
supplemental data from the recipient if necessary, and ensure timely issuance
of the grant.

Eligibility workers have expressed a higher degree of Job satisfaction under the
Monthly Reporting System. They find their Jobs more demanding because of
the absolute nature of deadlines and the need to learn certain new skills. How-
ever, even this challenge contributes to their feeling of greater satisfaction, as
does the better organization of their daily responsiblities and, most of all, the
greater sense of control over their caseloads.

Because of the small caseloads participating in the Monthly Reportlnj, System
in the two test counties, there have been no conclusive results provided on the
effects of monthly reporting and retrospective accounting on Quality Control
error rates. Although planned for the future, the evidence available to date
cannot be considered statistically significant. Because of the Increased frequency
of reporting and improved precision of retrospective accounting, we expect that
the system tested in Colorado has lowered absolute payment error rates by a
considerable margin. However, it is important to note that the Quality Control
process as utilized in the AFDC program does not-and cannot--constitute a
measure of absolute program accuracy. Rather, it only attempts to measure
errors in terms of the traditional administrative system, disregarding inaccurate
payments that are caused by normal and legally allowable reporting and process-
ing lags. In Colorado. for example, a recipient is allowed by statute thirty days
to report a change in income. By federal rules, in addition, all state welfare
agencies are allowed a month to act upon a change after it is reported. Thus. It
would be po.Rsiblp for a recipient to berin working, report that information thirty
days after the fact, and have the agency take an additional month to Process
thqt report without having an error according to Quality Control rules. Thus, an
error would not be assessed against the agency even though as many as three"wrong" checks could have bepn issued in the absolute sense. Because of the
limitations of the Quality Control measures of error rate, therfore, we believe
that a better assessment of the improved accuracy of the Monthly Reporting
System comes from a direct comparison of benefits paid, rather than a com-
parison between Quality Control error rates.
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An important administrative effect of monthly reporting and retrospective
accounting was the sizable reduction in corrective payment actions that took
place for Monthly Reporting System cases in both Denver and Boulder Counties.
Corrective payment actions represent adjustments to the amount of the grant
after a payment has been generated. These include retroactive payments, which
are increases to a past payment; cancellations, which void payments already
issued; and initiated recoveries, which are actions by the agency to establish
that an overpayment has been made and to start collection procedures if pos-
sible. Such corrective payment actions represent additional administrative costs
to agencies as well as hardships to recipients. During the first year of operation,
the Mionthly Reporting System caused a sixty percent reduction in retroactive
payments to recipients, a seventy-five percent reduction in check cancellations,
and a seventy-five percent reduction in the number of recoveries that the agency
initiated. Reductions of these magnitudes are directly beneficial to agencies and
recipients, Moreover, they are indirectly important as measures of accuracy of
payments. The substantial reduction in the number of payments needing cor-
rection is additional evidence of the improved accuracy of monthly reporting
and retrospective accounting.
Limitatines of the Research

The research results now available have important implications for national
administrative policy relating to income maintenance programs, but their limita-
tions should be recognized in relating the results to other jurisdictions. The first
limitation of the transfer payments findings is the derivation of the results from
a single site. Even though Denver County is typical in many ways, such as level
of benefits, educational level of recipients, and Quality Control error rate, itwould not be statistically valid to generalize the results of the monthly reporting
experiment beyond Denver County. In terms of other jurisdictions, the results
must be regarded as suggestive; it is likely that they would vary according to the
characteristics of the recipients, the level of benefits, and the administrative
practices of the agency. It seems reasonable to expect, for example, that thesavings might be larger in Jurisdictions with higher proportions of recipients
that receive earnings, and that the savings might be smaller in Jurisdictions with
a higher staff/recipient ratio and/or more stringent documentation and reporting
requirements than Denver County.

A second limitation is that the transfer payment results are based on one year
of operation in Denver County. Within that twelve months, the pattern of varia-
tion was not stable enough to enable an accurate prediction to be made of a long-
term trend. There was a general upward trend in the savings through the ninth
month, at which time the Monthly Reporting System cases received 9.2 percent
less in aggregate benefits than did the control cases. Thereafter, the savings
declined somewhat to 6.8 percent in the twelfth month. We will shortly have
results from the second year of operations that will help to predict more clearly
the long-term effects of the Monthly Reporting System.

A third limitation relates to the administrative cost results. These results
required a comparison of data obtained during two different years: the first year
under the traditioLial system and the second year under monthly reporting.

)uring this time period, there were significant policy and staffing changes unre-
lated to the Monthly ReportJng System. There was also a marked drop in the
Boulder County caseload which was probably attributable in part to monthly
reporting and retrospective accounting. 'Moreover, the small size of the site
meant that staffing adjustments had to be made in large increments in propor-
tion to the total staff size. The magnitude of the staffing adjustments required
by Implementation of the Monthly Reporting System were therefore difficult to
Identify precisely. Finally, workload studies would have been desirable to pin-
point the nature and components of the staffing changes more precisely than these
changes could be estimated in the absence of this methodology. Beanc of these
factors, the administrative cost estimates should be viewed as being les definite
than will ultimately be the case. Also. they would most likely ie subject to
considerable variation elsewhere based on the administrative costs and patterns
of the Jurisdiction in which a monthly reporting system is implemented.

FUTURE DInECTION OF MONTHLY REPORTING RESEARCH AND SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Based on the findings from the Denver experiment and Boulder pretest, the
Department of Htealth, Fducation, and Welfare has with Congressional support
embarked on efforts to expat' upon tile research for monthly reporting and retro-
spective accounting and to develop a more sophisticated support system.
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The first effort has beten a continuation and expansion of the 'Monithly Report-
hig Systen in ('olorado. ()lie doubt that was express about the original
Monthly IRelorting Systew was whether it could operate well In a large-volume
sitnatiio. Soie oblservers expressed concern that the number of fonis that had
to IR, lIripcesse-d and the complexity of the data processing system precluded
workalility lo' the design in a large agency. To test the validity of this concern.
Colorado is exlallding inplenentation of the prototype Monthly Reporting Sys-
tem from itle original sample of ten percent of the cascs to the entire caseload
in l)enver C0jiiity. This will increase the workload front the original 1,200 cases
t, aPproxiniately 10.0 cses. ('urreitly the system is being operated for slightly
more- than sixty percent of the caseload and is sclieduled to be Implemented for
Iho renmaider iii Felbruary 1979. Thus far, several new features have been added
top the systein to adjust for the larger volume. IHowever, there is no evidence
Ihat largeness per mc presents an insuperable challenge to implementation of
nioiithly reIprting anid(1 letrosieetive aecunting provided that they are iniple-
livill l ill c' mli lli(cioll with anl effective a u tomnated suplport system.

The cpimtilued exiransion of the denoustration project it Colorado has two
additional benefits. First, research will be conducted! il t0 efftTets of everr
('oiuty ilnlilelnel'tation . on administrative costs, agency staffing patterns, and
Quality (Coitrol error rates. Because of the larger size of this aigeincy and the
loerforniamice (of workload stu(lies, we antivilomte more Jrecise definition of the
rage or lpossible results fropln our admnilistrative analysis than we were able to
oditaiii ili iol er Conlty. li addition, expa nsion if monthly reporting aid retro-
sl4'('tiy(,' ciOU lling il l(Iver County. as well as their Colitin ued imidementation
ili liiimhhr ('olity. provide-s for considerable Ingoilng savings ill transfer pay-
1liehifs em .sts ill those two jurisdictions l ,liding later statewvide iniplenentation
ill Colo~rado.

'lh, secoml( effort is extlNisilili of lotthly reporting research to) other l(ca-
lions ,hitsid, of C oliradIo. 'hI' llarttnent of Health. Education, and Welfare
ha: given ililiing grants to three. other states and New York City so that they
cal ultimately replicate and expand upoit research emducted in IDeliver and
loulder Comitivs. Expansion (of the research to other jurisdictions should lie
useful in many respects. It will yiell data on tie variation ill transfer llayents
and firograin allinistration effteets lit several setting, with a range of r-e'ilpielit
nd l agency characteristics. It Is also our understatldilng that the l)e partinent of

nletith, Ediuocation, alill Welfare plans a systematic variation Of design features
for a ioutily reporting atd retrospective accoumiting system. llhis %Vill defile a
range of reasonalile options from which other states night choose when they
iiiipleniet a M thly litport ing System.

The third effort 1ilawied is development of a more sophisticated and flexible
inod(el system to support monthlily reporting an(l restrospective aecountilng. Evel
though the prototype system that was designed for the Colorado project repre-
senteli a major increase In the level of automated support for welfare ndiiiin-
ist native processes, it provided no sul)lort to prograIis ot her than A FI)C. Thus,
with the assistance of Mathelnatica Policy lsearcih, Colorado and Vernolit
are desiqling a model system that will sullport the administration of monthly
reporting and retrospective accounting in AFJ)C while providing for integration
of reporting procedures and benefits disbursenent. across programs. This model
systemui is also intended to take advantage of recent technological developments
within the data lrocssing field that %Vill make piossibde increased adlministratlve
resIpol.sive.nless while minimizing tolerating costs. )eveloplment work on this
system is scheduled for colmlletioln during 1979l. with ilnllelentation In both
states to take place during 1980. In the development of this system, considerable
effort is being made to maximize its potential for transferability to other
jurisdictions.

CONCLUSION

The results of the Colorado Monthly Hle(irting Experiment offer considerable
evi(llce that ilemientation of a monthly retrospective reporting system similar
to that tested lin Colorado would represent a major improvement in the adminis-
tration of the AFI)C program. )ata from the first year indicate that aggregate
benefit payments declined by six percent, primarily due to more timely discon-
tinuance of cases when they become ineligible. The system also caused a substai-
till decrease in corrective payments actions: retroactive payments declined by
sixty percent wvhiile cancellations and recoveries declined by seventy-five percent.
Although the system apparently leads to an ilicrease In administrative costs,
svuch increase would be marginal; in Boulder County, the per case increase was
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estimated only to be two to four percent, which would be more than offset by
the expected decrease in caseload. In relating any increased administrative costs
to decreased transfer payments, it is important to note as well that it takes
a nine percent increase in AFI)C administrative costs in Colorado to offset a
one percent decrease in aggregate benefits, so that any additional costs of operat-
ing a monthly retrospective reporting system even on a per case basis would be
offset by only a fraction of the reduction in benefit payments. Figures of this
magnitude suggest that there would likely be a very high benefit/cost ratio !n
implementing this type of system elsewhere as well.

The monthly reporting and retrospective accounting system tested in Colorado
has been very effective Ihecaivse it gives adequate recognition to the high rate of
change In household composition and income within the recipient caseload.
niplicit in the opposition to frequent reporting requirements for welfare pro-

granis is the persistent myth that receipt of AF)C is a long-term arrangement
for most recipients. While conducting research for the monthly reporting ex-
periment, we found that the expected length of a single episode on assistance
for the average monthly reporting recipient amounted only to fifteen months for
regular AFIK' eases and seven miths for AFIDC-1' recipients. Perhaps more
striking, however, is the finding that almost thirty percent of the AFDC case load
t-xierience a change in circumstances significant enough to affect either their
eligibility or the amount of payment during each month. Specifically, more than
eighteen lpercent of the ongoing cases require a change in grant, while five per-
cent of tie cases fire discontinued and another five percent are added to the
caseload. This finding offers convincing evidence that the financial needs of
AFDC caseloads undergo frequent fluctuation and suggests that monthly re-
porting and rapid processing of payments are necessary if administration of the
program is to be accurate and responsive.

Although monthly reporting and retrospective accounting hold great promise
for improving the administration of AFI)C and other programs, it would le an
error, in our judgment, to push these requirements too quickly upon the states,
for our experience has been that they require considerable time and care to im-
plement. The changes brought about by these two principles require far-reaching
administrative adjustments in agencies where they are implemented: new forms
must be prepared, a data processing system develolied and installed, new equip-
ment acquired, community agencies prepared, and staffs restructured and re-
trained. Usually new policies and procedures must also be developed and sub-
mitted for legal review. These types of changes require much preparation and
significant management resources on the part of agencies. Even though the
changes yield major benefits, the difficulties of implementation should not be
overlooked in any future action by the federal government.

It should be apparent that benefits obtained in the AFDC program are relevant
not only to AFDC, but extend by implication to the administration of other
programs serving low-income households, particularly Food Stamps. The potential
for Improving the administration of the Food Stamp program utilizing this type of
system is particularly intriguing since there is substantal smilarity and large over-
lap between the recipient populations of that program and AFDC. It would make
very good sense to experiment with the possibilities of introducing monthly re-
porting and retrospective accounting simultaneously in both the AFDC and Food
Stamp programs. This could be expected to Increase the accuracy and responsive-
ness of benefit allotments in Food Stamps as well as AFDC, and would also
markedly simplify the Joint administration of the two programs. With this type
of system, the administration of the two programs could share a common form,
comparable procedures, and compatible filing schedules. This would be a major
advantage to those recipients who obtain benefits under both AFDC and Food
Stamps since they would be faced with a single form and a single process for ob-
taining both types of benefits. It would also substantially reduce administration
costs for dihursing benefits to joint recipients of the two programs. A common
approach to administration of AFDC and Food Stamps is essential in the long run
if unnecessary administrative costs and needless recipient burden are to be
avoided.

It Is my understanding that this Committee will take up the subject of welfare
reform in the near future. Every welfare reform proposal developed during the
past decade has incorporated requirements for frequent reporting and retro-
spective accounting. Should this Committee report a proposal for a national
income maintenance program, experience gained from the Colorado Monthly
Reporting Experiment and Pretest could serve as a valuable source of practical
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exixrience in slcifying reporting requirements and accounting periods. If a
InatiiOatl iicnome, maintenance program is not considered to b desirable or feasible
at this time, however, the rc-sults from the Colorado experhient and pretest offer
c.jjsiderable potewuial as an approach to improving the administration of public
welfare. lhcisiise monthly reporting and retrospective accounting give adequate
recogiuition to the fluid circumstances of low-income families, these features can
provide a mechanism for making public assistance payments more accurate and
reslpmsive than payments made urtder the administrative formulas of our present
programs.

Senator MNoy-IJ,iANt x. And now I)r. Bradley Schiller will testify. Dr.
Schiller is of the Ijelartment of Economics at the American Univer-
sity,. )r. Schiller, a pleasant good morning to you.

I have just had the chance to glance at the Opening lines of your
testimony. I see an old and(l dist inguished friend has just come into
the, rootit ani in the tradition of anonymity of journalists I will not
mention the nauio,. but I guess I might r-epet for anybody who did not
hear 11v earlier statement. the reference to that renmark of Hannah
Arendt'that the totalitarian elites in Europe in the 1920's and 1930's
preserved their tactical advantage by their success in converting every
.tateinit of fact into a question of motive.

So we welcome, you here to present your facts and unless you wish
to tiscours, on your motives, we will leave those to your confessor.
l'rofev.sr Schiller. go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF BRADLEY SCHILLER, DEPARTMENT OF ECO-
NOMICS, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

Mr. Sciilxuimt. Thank you, Senator.
I appreciate the opportunity to speak at this funeral for welfare

reform. I first suspected that welfare reform was (lead when HEW
prolosed a plan whose succes-, depended on the creation of another
million public jobs, an annual accounting period for welfare benefits,

and ,otti ability to nake permanent distinctions between employableand t1e111plovable Ipool- people.
However, it was not until President Carter pledged to cut the Fed-

eral deficit $30 billion while accepting higher unemployment rates that
I knew that wel fare reform was dead.

At times like this, it seenis appropriate to reflect on the basic charac-
ter of the deceased. Was welfare reform such a good idea that we hope
it will be born again, or do we now recognize that the spirit of welfare
reform was basically flawed and is not worthy of reincarnation?

For my part, I prefer to bury welfare reform rather than praise it,
and I say this in full recognition of the fact that the reincarnation of
welfare reform appeals to the professional and financial interests of
i-ost. of the economists who have testified before this subcommittee, the
bureaucratic interests of the DOIL and HEW administrators who have
atti(,leld this hearing. and perhaps the political interests of the sub-
committee itself.

Despite these many vested interests, we must ask how the pursuit of
wel fare reform has benefited us and what it has cost us.

On the benefit side, the )ursuit of welfare reform has taught many
of its just how coml)lex the realities of poverty and welfare are. Poor
people do not fit into the neat little stereotypes we have created for
them; neither do welfare recipients. Welfare and poverty are dynamic
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conditions that are at least as much influenced by the state of the econ-
omy and the family as by the structure of our income transfer system.

As a consequence, small changes in that system do not substantially
alter the dimensions of welfare or poverty. Senator Moynihan, you,
yourself, recognized this fundamental point at least 13 years ago when,
as an Assistant Secretary of Labor, you emphasized the relationship
of family stability to changes in the national unemployment rate.

Another benefit of the quest for welfare reform has been an increas-
ing awareness of the inherent conflicts in our social and economic goals.
W simply cannot assure a decent standard of living for everyone and
at the same time minimize program costs and work disincentives. A
compromise must be struck.

I do not think as many people would agree with that conclusion 10
years ago as would agree now.

Finally, we must count among our benefits the increased humility of
the academic research community. Like the political community, it is
learning that promises must bear some closer relation to potential. One
reason welfare reform lived so long is that academic researchers kept it
alive with artificial support systems, mathematical models of our in-
come maintenance system thatbore little resemblance to welfare reality
but provided a convenient basis for comparison.

Although these many benefits are substantial-
Senator MOYNIHAN. A footnote there, Professor Schiller. Like most

people who try to get through books quickly, I tend to read footnotes.
They are usually the most interesting things.

An "anonymous example"; that is intriguing. What is being covered
up here?

Mr. SCILLER. Nothing.
I will offer two examples of artificial support systems. One is the

persistent insistence of the academic research community to evaluate
existing and alternative income maintenance systems on the basis of
nominal, rather than effective, marginal tax rates, despite the fact
that there is available evidence that effective marginal tax rates are
substantially lower than nominal ones.

The AFDC system as it pertains to females, the marginal tax rate,
as you are aware, is 67 percent. Most of the research-

Senator MOYNIIIAN. The nominal one?
Mr. SCH.LZER. The nominal one. That is, the theory is that they

lose 67 cents for every dollar they earn. In fact, the'effective mar-
ginal tax rates are substantially lower than that, something less than
25 percent, a result that occurs largely because of the caseworker
discretion in computing work expenses.

Senator MOYN-IIIAN. And then the static equilibritun analysis?
Mr. SCILLER. The second point I would like to make there is that

the theory of labor supply response to changes in work incentives is
very clear and elementary. Basically it says that once a welfare recip-
ient confronts a certain wage rate, they will try to find that level of
work which optimizes the tradeoff between leisure and wages, so
that they work as much as they desire at the going wage.

Senator MOYNXIIAN. Right.
Mr. Sciim~m. That is simply not a realistic assessment of the

situation that most welfare recipients find themselves in. They cannot
find as much work as they want at the going wage.
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So, in effect., the income maintenance experiments are comparing
the change in work effort that occurs under the experiments to a
presumed equilibrium that never existed for the people who were
unable to find as much work as they wanted at the going wage in the
first place.

Although these many benefits of our quest for welfare reform are
substantial, there have been high costs as well. I will focus on only
one: the effect of an ongoing welfare and employment and training
l)rograni.

preoccupation with the design of a major new transfer system has
limited efforts to understand and improve the existing system. I re-
grard this as a very high cost, largely because I believe that modest
imrl)rovements of the existing system are not. only politically more
feasible but the) also best serve our income transfer goals.

Even if one does not share this faith in what, has been called
inc rei mental ism

Senator MOYNIHAN. A dread accusation.
Mr. ScumIri-si It would still seem presumptuous to design a new

welfare system before we determine what. elements of the present
.'Nvstemn have worked well or poorly.

1Wh1en we turn our attention to this kind of issue the questions we
ask must be reformulated. From the modest perspective of incre-
mentalism, the question to be addressed is not. whether the existing
system is effective or not but, instead, which elements of the existing
system have worked best for which kinds of target groups under
i'lhat circumstances?

This question is not very exciting. but may be extremely productive.
Very little research has been done on this question, but some prelimi-
nary efforts have begun and I would like to summarize results from
one such st udy.

Since you insist that I read the footnotes, let me also note that
research by Lee Friedman and Mathematica on the supported work
experiment; continuing work by Ketron, Inc., of Philadelphia on
the VIN program; and l)relim1inal analyses by Westat, Inc., of
CETA outcomes are examples of other work on the question of
relative effect iveness.

I want to focus here, however, on only one--a longitudinal evalua-
tion of the work incentive-AVIN lrog'amn-fundedby the Office of
Program Evaluation in the Employment and Training Administra-
tioni.

As you are aware, Senator, the WIN program has provided nearly
2 million welfare recipients with some form of employment or
training assistance during the last 10 years. In addition, 'the WIN
program has experimented with nearly every mechanism yet sug-
geste(l for moving people from welfare to work, including child care
assistance, vocational training, medical examinations, subsidized pri-
vate and public jobs, counseling and improved work incentive
formulas.

All adult welfare recipients are required to participate in WIN
unless specifically exempted. Hence, the WIN program provides an
ideal basis for examining the potential of public policy to move peo-
ple off of welfare and into employment.
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The WIN evaluation that I participated in focused on the longi-
tudinal experiences of 5,0(0 WIN participants and comparable non-
participants in 78 cities. Data on family, income, welfare and em-
ployment status were collected from three waves of personal inter-
views, welfare case records and WIN program records.

The fourth wave of personal interviews is still underway with the
recipients.

In these dimensions the WIN study was much larger in scope than
any of the negative income tax experiments, although much less
costly.

The WIN evaluation was not designed to measure either work dis-
incentives or family stability. It is worth noting, however, that we
did observe marginal tax rates much lower than nominal rates. For
a woman, the effective marginal tax rate appears to be less than 25
percent and for men less than 50 percent. These rates contrast with
nominal rates of 67 percent for both sexes.

The basic focus of the WIN study was on the impact of the various
employment and training services provided. These included four
basic types: job referrals and other placement services; educational
services; vocational training; and subsidized employment, either on-
the-job training in the private sector or public service employment
in the public sector.

Our interest in this study was to determine which of these services
worked best for which types of welfare recipients. Specifically, which
employment services yield the greatest net gains in employment, earn-
ings and financial independence? I will summarize our findings on
earnings changes only; other outcomes follow similar patterns.

Overall, the impact of WIN program services is quite modest. The
average net gain in annual earnings was on the order of $300 to $350
a year, much less than average program costs.'

Senator MOYNIHAN. Woutd you say that again, sir?
Mr. SCmILAXR. The average gam in annual earnings of the individ-

ual recipient who participates in the WIN program is on the order of
$300 to $350 a year. That is the net gain to the recipient, which is less
than the associated cost of serving the average recipient.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Do you want to say that again
Mr. SCmLLER. OK.
Senator MOYNIAN. This is the first time this committee has heard

this. We have been under the understanding that the WIN program
would have a clear, net social-

Mr. SCmLLER. I am not speaking about-
Senator MOYNIHAN. In the sense that it costs something to do it and

then it produces something as a result and that the earnings and the
additions to earnings are greater than the costs. That is the elemental
proposition that this committee has heard asserted without challenge.

Mr. SOHILLE. Let me clarify the statement, then. The net gain in
earnings of the recipients refers to the earnings gained in the first year
follow g the program's services. To the extent that those gains are
maintained over a substantial amount of time, then it is possible that
the net gains will equal, and possibly exceed modestly, the average
program costs.

'Correspondence from Ernest a. Green. Assistant Secretary for Employment and Train-
ing. concerning the cost-effectiveness of the WIN program and Dr. Seller's statement on
average net gain may be found on page 278.
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Senator MoY,,,JIAN. Oh, God, really? Where is the Labor Depart-
ment ? Is anyone here from the Labor DepartmentI

One person. Would you introduce yourself, sir?
Mr. EASLEY. Easley, program staff.
Senator MOYTMNAN. Is this your understanding, Mr. Easley? I do

not mean to ask you to say something, as you did not come here for
that purpose. Do I take it you have not finally finished the work, and
are in a fourth wave?

Mr. SCIILLER. Yes. the fourth wave. The results that I am reporting
on refer to the status of the average participant approximately 1 year
after program termination.

Senator MOYZIHAN. And this data is available in the Department?
Mr. SCIHILLER. Yes.
If you would allow me, I would like to move the focus slightly from

the average gains to something which I regard as much more upbeat;
namely, the potential for improvements in the average performance
of the program.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Please do.
'Mr. Sc(mm'lr.iR. There are very hiree differences in the net benefits

received by identifiable subgroups of WIN participants from specific
services. This may be illustrated by comparing the net earnings gains
of welfare recipients who had some employment in the 6 months prior
to entering the WIN program to the net gains of those recipients who
had no recent employment in the period just prior to entering the
program.

The comparisons, summarized in table 1, which you have, are strik-
ing, and let me just review a couple of them. Again, we are looking at
four basic program services: job search and placement assistance;
educational services; training services; and subsidized employment.
The. point is that each WIN participant can take any or all of these
services.

[The table referred to follows:]

TABLE 1.-NET CHANGE IN ANNUAL EARNINGS DUE TO SPECIFIC WIN SERVICES, BY EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE
AND SEX

Mls- Females-
W'a Without With Without

recent work recmt work rwent work recent wock
Type of service experience experience expedence experience

Job merch ......................................... $,24 -$43 1 50
Education ......................................... -1O03 -1,102 -M 147
Tralnin .......................................... 116 '1,346 -118 1 840
Subsidized employment .............................. ,579 Z 7 , 1 710

1 Signifcant at 0.01 eal.
Signifiuant at 0.05 level.

Mr. ScH muA . Most, in fact 60 percent of them, receive job search
and placement help only. Education and training is received by a small
group, training by a small group, and subsidized employment by ap-
proximately 20 percent of the participants.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You are going to have to help me here, sir. On
page 5, 1 do not follow your last paragraph. I think there is an "only"
missing, or a "without" missing.

Would you see if those sentences and see if they-

38-9S4 0 - 70 - 18
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Mr. SCHILLER. Starting with "Overall" I
Senator 'MOYNIJIA. It says: "Females with recent job experience

benefited substantially from".-your subject is the same in both
sentence.

Mr. Sc iiLFR. Oh, I see. Let me start with the males, then.
Senator MOYNIHIAN. No, go through those sentences for me, would

you?
Mr. SCIILER. Oh, yes, there is something missing.
Senator MNOYNII IAN. T'iere is a "without" missing.
Mr. SCImLLEa. Yes, there is a "without."
Senator MOYNIHAN. You have the same subject for both sentences

and you are contrasting it. Which is which here?
Mr. SCH ILLER. The first one, on line 1. is without.
Senator MoYXIIAN. Females without recent job experience bene-

fited substantially from job search and vocational training. Got you.
Mr. SCHILLF.R. OK. Let me review your testimony just for a minute

here.
Let me look first at males. Again, contrasting those with recent

work experience and those without. Again, when we speak of work
experience, we are talking about whether or not these recipients had
a job in the 6 months prior to entering the WIN program and we are
asking what were the net increases in earnings by these two groups
as a result of specific services provided under the WIN program.

Senator MOYN-IIIAN. Got you.
Mr. SCHILLER. OK.
Job search services provided to males apparently have no significant

benefit in terms of earnings increases for either those with recent
experience or those without, although

Senator MOYNXIJIAI. Wait a minute, would you help me? Would you
explain the negative? We are on table 1, right?

Mr. SCIHILF.R. That is right. We are on table 1 looking at the males.
Males with recent job experience experience an increase in earnings
that was $226 less than increases in earnings experienced by those who
did not. participate in the program.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Your control?
Mr. SCHILLER. Yes, the control.
SenatorMoY II A-. I have to repeat myself, because it is such a

great pleasure to ine always to invoke my dear friend Mosteller who
used to say, "We didn't have any controls because it was only an
experiment."

You have a control and there is a loss--OK.
Mr. SCHILLER. In other words, the male participants in the WIN

program who received job search and placement assistance only did
not do as well in the job market as comparable welfare recipients who
did not participate in the program.

Senator 'MOYNIIAN. All right.
Mr. SCILLER. On the other hand, there is marginal evidence that

males without recent job experience might have benefited some, but
the results, as we say, are statistically insignificant.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Wait. Only those with asterisks are statistically
significant findings?

Mr. SCHILAER. That is correct.
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Senator MOYNIHAN'. OK.
Mr. SCHILLER. So turning, then, to those that are significant, we find

that vocational training provides no significant benefit to males-
Senator MOYNIJIA'. Would you go right across here? I see. So when

you get to females with, you get a significance at the 0.01 level, which is
a high, and it encourages you to think that that pattern may be true in
males tooI

Mr. SCHILLER. Right.
The job search and placement assistance which, again, is provided to

60 percent of the recipients appears to have substantial positive bene-
fits for only the women recipients without recent work experience.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Might have it for the males.
Mr. SCHILLER. And might have it for the males.
Senator MOYNIA.. You have a statistically significant finding. That

does not mean that your finding is, in fact, real.
Mr. ScHILLER. That is right.
Senator MOYNIIAN. OK. Now, education.
Mr. SCHIMLLER. Education, first of all, was provided to only a small

fraction of the welfare recipients participating in the WIN program.
I believe the figure is 8 percent; it may be 6 percent.

In any case, we find that there are no substantial, or significant, in-
creases in earnings attributable to the educational component of the
WIN program.

The third type of service provided is vocational training, typically
in an institutional setting, like the old MDTA program or the insti-
tutional training provided under CETA. In fact, many of the welfare
recipients participating in the WIN program receive the vocational
training services under the auspices of CETA which simply pays for
it.

What we find here is that vocational training provided to welfare
recipients who have had some, that is, any, recent job experience yields
no net benefits. However, when that same training is provided to male
or female recipients without recent job experiences, the benefits are not
only statistically significant, but they are very substantial.

The gain for males xt on the order of $1,300 in the first year and for
the females, $800 in the. first year.

Senator MOYNIIAN. Can I ask you, how many males are there in the
WIN program?

Mr. SCiLER. At the time that we did this survey, which was 1973
through 1975, that is when they participated in the program, 40 per-
cent of the population was male, of the WIN participant population.
The reason for that is there are certain priorities established for who
was mandated to be served byprogram services.

Senator MOYNIHIAN. So AFDC-U people came through it?
Mr. SCHILLER. That is correct. The AFDC-U people would come

through as well, and the male recipients had the highest priority and
therefore had first access to the limited resources available in the WIN
program at the time.

Senator MOYNIIIAN. Got you.
Mr. SCHLLER. The WIN program could not serve everyone at that

time, so we found a much higher proportion of males in the program
than would be characteristic of the AFDC population.
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The fourth type of service, eml)loyment and training service, pro-
vided under WIN is subsidized employment which, as I indicated
earlier, would )e subsidized on-the-job training in the private sector
or public service employment, PSE. of the type provided under CETA.

Again, both of these- might, in fact, be under CETA auspices; that
is, conducted by the prime sponsor.

Senator M.OYN-IJI IAN. Is that finding sort of tautological? You have
subsidized wages-well, not tautological, but there is an increase in
earnings because the public sector is providing it.

Mr. SCITIILER. There are two aspects to that, Senator. First of all,
to the extent that the welfare recipients without recent job experience
are, in fact. getting on-the-job training in an OJT private sector job
or the public sector, then we presume that there is some continuing
net gain in terms of higher skills afforded the recipient.

Senator .fOYNIIIAN. I have had to interrupt, a number of witnesses
these last few days to say where did that "presumably" come from?

Mr. SCHILLER. Let me add the second point then. Second, the num-
bers reported here do not distinguish between those recipients who are
continuing to receive a subsidy and those who are off the subsidy. That
is, their subsidized job has ended and they are now in strictly private
employment, or in the public sector without a subsidy.So that these benefits as reported here carry some subsidy but we
do not know exactly how much. In fact, that was

Senator MoY,,-iuAx. Some of these people are no longer in sub-
sidized eml)loyment, but their earnings are, nonetheless, much higher?

Mr. ScIiIi.LER. That is right.
Unfortunately, at the end of the third wave of interviews, we are

unable to determine how many were completely finished with the sub-
sidy or not, and that was largely the motivation behind a fourth wave
of interviews which I understand is just coming to an end.

Senator Moy.N IJ .A,. All right. Fascinating.
Mr. SCHImLLrF. So the numbers reported here should be regarded

as order of magnitude and what we are really concerned with in this
testimony are the differences in net earnings between those recipients
who had recent job experience and those who did not. And so reading
across the bottom line there, Senator, you see that the net increase in
earnings received by WIN 1)artici)ants who participated in sub-
sidized employment are striking in the first year. However, there con-
tinued to be substantial differences between the groups. Males with
recent job experience have a net first year gain of approximately
$1,600; males without recent job experience have a net first year gain
of $2,700.

The same kind of difference is apparent in the females. Females
with recent job experience have a net first year gain of $1,200; females
without recent job experience have a gain of $1,700.

So again here we see that those AFDC recipients who did not have
recent job experience benefited much more from the program than
those who did.

Senator MOYNMIA-. Dr. Schiller, what is "recent"?
Mr. SCHILLER. Recent is any job in the 6-month period prior to

entering the program.
Let me add that the superior gains of less employable recipients con-

tinue to stand out even when higher costs of serving the hardest to em-
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ploy are considered. Those recipients without recent job experience do
require more service. including child care, work orientation and longer
education and training. However. these higher costs are more than
comlpensate(d by their higher net gains.

Notice, again, that lplacement, education, and training services yield
no net gains for WIN participants with recent job experience. "They
would have done just as well without WIN's help. Under these circum-
stances, such services cannot be cost-effective no matter how cheap they
might be. By contrast, the substantial first year net earnings increases
experienced by WIN recipients who were less job-ready easily cover
attendant costs.

Our longitudinal WIN study yielded still more detailed findings on
a variety of important programmatic and policy issues. Rather than
provide'more details here, however, I would prefer to summarize some
salient implications of our research.

First, the WIN study demonstrated that there is substantial variety
in the impact of specific welfare or employment and training services.
Whatever might be said about the average impact at present, that
average can be improved substantially by better design and targeting
of program services. Such improvements may actually lower welfare
costs.

Second, we do not know enough about the relative effectiveness of
tie various services provided to welfare recipients to draw any hard
conclusions about which program configurations work best for'which
clients in what circumstances. More research on this issue is desper-
ately needed.

My third and final point is that all evidence suggests that move-
iments from welfare to employment are a recurring event for most wel-
fare recipients and are influenced much more by national economic
trends and family dynamics than by changes in the welfare system.
Our expectations for welfare policy, whether in the shape of funda-
mental reform or mere incrementalism must be modest and tempered
by macroeconomic reality.

Senator MOYINIHAX. Well, sir, that is extraordinary testimony. Let
mein make a couple of points here if I can.

First of all, we do .seem to have some different information from the
department of Labor and will try to straighten it out. Mr. Galvin of
the committee staff informs me that last year Secretary Green, who is
a well-regarded friend of this committee, testified that the cost effec-
tiveness of the WIN program was very pronounced. There wias $2
gained for every $1 expended-is that right, Mr. Galvin?

Well, we will have to ask and we will see what can be learned.1
Now, I want to get back to your opening paragraph, and to assert

with great vigor that these hearings do not constitute a funeral for
welfare reform. If I could use an image from Margaret Mead, whom
we lost this week, I would like to think that this was the coming of
age of welfare reform.

We have information about this matter. We have the work of 12
years and more of exceedingly competent, careful people checking

ICorrespondence from Ernest 0. Green, Assistant Secretary for Employment and Train-
1g. concerning the cost-effectiveness of the WIN program and Dr. Schiller's statement on
average net gain may be found on page 278.
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each other's work, revising each other's work. We are learning about
this thing.

I would like to make another point which is so important here, and
I hope I will not give offense to anyone, but if I have to give mild
offense, so be it. That is to say that the first object of welfare policy is
the well-being of children.

It. is not the protection of the State from the possibility that some
adult may be loafing. It is the welfare of children that got me involved
in this is ue. I have grown gray in the service of it.

In 1962 I wrote for President Kennedy a measure on children's
allowances. I w'as in the I)epartment of Labor then and found, as I
think you may know, that there had been for a long period an ex-
traordinarily powerful correlation between the number of new AFDC
cases and male unemployment rates. Then it broke apart, it collapsed,
and I said something is going crazy here.

I can tell you that it has resumed. That correlation resumed in the
midceventies.

One of the consequences was a huge increase in the number of de-
pendent children. At least some of us foresaw this. There is no level
at. which vont could say this is a methodology that will tell you what is
goina to happen. But we sensed that something was going to happen
and it did happen and it is still there.

Tt was a huge increase in dependency and it was accompanied by
vast amounts of dishonesty everywhere. WVhen it was not dishonesty, it
was worse. There were those people in HEW whose main interest, was
to deny that it was happening. I remember that mv good friend, the
current Secretary of HEWN. who was then in the White House, got
himself on the front pave of the New York Times one, day in 1967 by
announcing to a startled world that only 5 percent of the. recipients
of welfare were able-bodied males.

Well, whoever said they were any more than 5 percent? I mean, the
great maiorit' of recipients of welfare are mothers with dependent
children. We all know that.

And so if ,'ou proved that there were not any males loafing in the
system somehow you proved there was no problem of welfare, which
wvas the problem of dependent children. And the bureAucracy of HEW
was appallingly-I am sorry to use the word-dishonest. By proving
that there were few adult males on the system they somehow gave vou
the impression that there were not. in fact, millions of children. That
is not easily explained, in the best of circumstances. We would hope
more for our children than that.

And similarly there were those who would exaggerate the number
of males involved. Again, it is a problem of dependent children and
all of our effort is to make the adults in the welfare system work more,
earn more, et cetera. That is good, that is important. Why is it im-
portant ? Because it is important for the children.

The social interest of this committee, at least, has to do with those
kids.

One of the things that nobody seems to want to talk about is the
fact that for many of the people who go on welfare, employability is
no issue. They are teenage females with children and they do not
have anv husbands.

I should not say they are teenagers, but they are young females
who have dependent children. They are dependent people.
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With respect to the WIN program and all, what you are suggest-
ing, I think sir, is that there are cost-effective areas of it, there really
are, where you should find them and put your bets there and you will
get. something while over here you are not getting much. That, is
management. That is good economics. That is being cost effective
and it seems to me you have done good work.

Why did you say you suspected welfare reform was dead when"IEW proposed a plan whose success depended on the creation of
another 1 million-plus public jobs, an annual accounting period for
welfare benefits, and our abilit to make permanent distinctions be-
tween employable and unempl able people. However, it was not
until Presideit Carter pledged to cut the Federal deficit to $30 billion
while accepting higher unemployment rates that I knew welfare
reform was (lead ?"

Mr. ScIrLLER. I am using welfare reform in the sense of a funda-
mental revision of our existing system which, in recent years, has
been understood as an introduction of a negative income tax plan. I
regarded it to be dying for those three reasons. First of all, as you
are aware, the cost estimates associated with the administration's
welfare plan are extraordinarily sensitive to the success of the jobs
component. of the program. Jolie Allen, I believe, testified on that
very subject before you.

Senator Mo'YNJfJN. She did, yes.
Mr. ScnIu .r.R. Second, I think the annual accounting period for

welfare benefits is highly unrealistic. There is a lot of mobility in in-
come and employment among welfare recipients. There are some peo-
ple who receive benefits during the year who would not be defied as
eligible on an annual basis. If somehow they were excluded and ,;ome-
how could better manage their financial resources, then certainly the
number of eligible people on welfare and the size of our benefit pro-
gram would be reduced.

Senator fOYNIJJAN. Would you say that again, please?
Mr. ScnLF.R. The notion of an annual accounting period, or any-

thing longer than 1 month, is motivated by the recognition that there
are many people who receive welfare benefits at some time during
the year who would not be defined as welfare eligible, or perhaps
not even poor, based on their annual income, because the individual
families experienced sharp fluctuations in their income.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I think Dr. Williams was testifying about this
just earlier.

Mr. Scunijn. I think the Mathematica experiment on the monthly
accounting system is definitely a step in what I would consider the
right direction of incrementalism-how can we improve the efficiency
of the existing system.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We are thinking of having a comprehensive
incremental program.

But you are saying that annual accomntingy is designed to keel) the
numbers down and that if you had quarterly accounting. then that
number would scare everybody more than they apparently were
scared over in HEW.

Mr. SCHIMLER. Senator, I think your experiences would lead you
to agree with me that, it is ridiculous to presume that a young mother
with a child can wait a substantial amount of time to buy her groceries
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when she has no money to declare eligibility, just as it is ridiculous
to assume that if somehow at the end of the year she receives more
income and improves her lifestyle, she would be in a position to pay
back LIEW for the welfare benefits she got earlier in the year.

All I am suggesting is that poverty and welfare are very dynamic
conditions dictated by concerns other than the income transfer sys-
tem.

Senator MOYNIHAM. It is almost not a problem of poverty; it is
dependency. There are people who are not in any useful term described
as poor, but who are, on occasion, just utterly dependent. It is a dif-
ferent l)henomenon and has a different dynamic, because you can
get out of it like that, bang.

Mr. SCHIIL . If we look at the welfare and the poverty numbers
in any year, we recognize that the majority of the people there do
experience changes in their family situation and in their income and
employment circumstances. The question is not how can we eliminate
the last welfare recipient from the roles or reduce costs or improve
the welfare of the dependent children in those families, but how, at
the margin, can we speed the flow of welfare recipients into more
stable families, more stable employment and income circumstances.

That is what I regard as the appropriate focus for what you might
call welfare reform but which has not been understood as welfare re-
form for the last several years.

Senator MOYNJITAN. Why do you feel that the notion that success
depended on the creation of another million-plus public jobs was an
indication that this was not going forward? Just your fear, your
assumption, that Congress would not do that?

M'fr. SCI[ILLER. Yes. My opinion is that the Congress would not sup-
port that large an increase in expenditures on the welfare population
at that point, which was several months ago, and certainly not at this
point when the President is pledging to cut the fiscal 1980 deficit.

Senator MoYxi.x. It is a fact that the overall package began to
come out at about $20 billion and it is also the fact, I am sorry to
say, that in the House of Representatives, the Ways and Means tom-
mittee never even took the bill up. The special subcommittee, as you
know, was put together to draft a bill and then it did not get to the
full committee stage at all.

Mr. ScuitLma. I have here the administration's welfare reform
proposal, an analysis done by the Congressional Budget Office, and
the figures in there, I think, are the kinds of changes in total costs
which would be incurred with different benefit levels or employment
conditions. They show a tremendous range of estimates.

Senator MoY.i'mA.x. A tremendous range, and they also showed,
as you know, that every time the program doubled in cost, the amount
of fiscal relief was cut in half. I did not follow that. You have to be a
mathematician to understand that.

But in my city of New York, just as an aspect of concern about
children, the mother with three children has not had a 5-cent increase
in her welfare payments since 1974, such that their true value had de-
clined, when we last calculated them, by about 29 percent. We have
cut those children's allowances by 30 percent.

By the end of this year, it will be 40 percent, and pretty soon we
will not have much of a welfare problem.
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Mr. SCJHILIX1. Does that figure incorporate changes in the food
stanip allowance?

Senator MO,.IIAN. Food stamps are indexed, as you know, and I
should tell you that rent is also indexed. But the actual amount of
money for other things has been frozen because the city's situation is
frozen, but that is another matter.

I would like to ask you one last question as I do not want to keep
you any longer. Ought we to shift our priority in WIN? Senator
Long, for example, has suggeste-d that the WIN emphasis perhaps
should move over to young mothers with one, or at most, two chil-
dren, who are a more flexible group of people, as it were, and who
might most benefit from employment opportunities and training.
That seems to be sort of the thrust of some of your findings.

Mr. SCIIILLER. Those would be included, I suppose, in the category
that I would regard as the hardest to employ.

Senator MOY.X'InAN. YOU seem to get the most-
Mr. SCHILLER. Although I would be most reluctant to target it on

the young mother of one or two children. It seems to me that I take a
more old-fashioned and longer term view; namely, that if we can
provide more jobs for the males as well, then the number of female-
headed families and associated dependency may not grow so much
over time, but that is a long-range-----

Senator MoYNiIAN. Well, that has been my uninformed judgment
for the last 15 years or so, although you do know that young mothers
with children are in the labor force at astonishing rates, who are not
in any way dependent on welfare. I do not know whether this is a
good thing or a bad thing-I do not know what good or bad is. That
is obviously somebody's judgment and I do not know whether we
should make a social judgment about whether it is good or bad.

Obviously, I could always throw a number at you, but if memory
serves, almost half of all mothers with children under 6 years of age
are now in the work force. Evidently they made the judgment that
they want to be, or at least one has a sense that for a very large num-
ber it is an option. They can do it or they cannot.

Mr. SCJILLER. I think the same thing holds true within the wel-
fare population. Work supported by the Labor Department done by
the Brookings Institute demonstrated, I think convincingly, that
mothers of households have at least as much commitment to the work
ethic as other families.

Senator MoYNIJIAN. Oh, that work-ethic business, oh, you know-
Mr. SCHIrLLER. That raises the question of providing the work and

training services that facilitate movement into financial independence.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I remain doubtful that there is a problem of

"work ethic" in this country when, after about 60 years with the pro-
portion of the population in the work force frozen, almost, at 56 per-
cent, in the last 5 or 6 years we have seen it climb to over 60. More
Americans are working and looking for work today than in 1900 when
we know all Americans were good Americans.

Well, sir, we thank you. You have opened up some questions about
the cost effectiveness of WIN which are legitimate questions and I
think we will hear more from the Department of Labor about it.
I would like to say that every time we ask the Department of Labor
about things like that they are very forthcoming.
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1 would like to suggest that, while maybe there is an interest that
has developed ill studying these prObleis as you suggested, it is a
legitimate interest and some of the studies which you are reporting
are very helpful, certainly, to this subcommittee. We thank you very
ll cl h .

M r. ScIIiIIER. Thank you.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

liol. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIIIAN,
Chairman, Subcomnnittce on Public As8istance, Committee on Finance, U.S.

Senate, 'ashibigfon, D.C.
DEAR 'Ma. CHAIMA. .: On November 17, Dr. Bradley Sehiller of the Depart-

ment of Economics, American University, testified before your Subcommittee
on an evaluation study of the WIN program.

At one point in his testimony, )r. Schiller noted: "Overall the impact of
si"ci tic program services Is quite modest : tle average net gain in annual earn-
ilgs w.ts o1 the order of $3t00-350/year, muchl less than average program costs."
The summary of the study prepared by pacific ('onsultaiits, for which Dr.
Schiller was research director and author. states, "The cconomnic bepufit8 of WIN-
I .receded its costs. The present value of net earnings gains to both males and
females were greater than their associated eniploynient and supportive-service
costs. In this sense WIN-Il was eo)nically cost effective."

We must point out that the gain in annual earnings is only one of the bene-
fits by which the effectiveness of WIN is measured.

One such measure Is the extent of welfare (AIFD)C) grant reductions. In FY
1977 WIN reported welfare grant reductions of $436,332,000. In addition we
estimated food stamp bonus reductions of $101,490,000 and medicaid reductions
of $114,615,000. These total $652,437,000, a figure about 1.7 times the FY 1977
expendit urges of $376,510,000.

It was this data to which I testified earlier in tie year and to which I believe
)our comment inlicating that WNIN benefits exceeded costs referred.

It should also be noted that the study to which )r. Schiller referred assumed
that no benefits were achieved if an unemployed person was assisted to find
employment unless that new employment generated wages in excess of the
previous year's earnings. The focus of WIN is aud has been since the 1971
amendment: the ,mployment of WVIN registrants in Jobs meeting certain minimum
staiilards regardless of whether income generated is greater than that of the
previous year. We believe that tie 1971 WIN amendments provide that. the liro-
granm be directed to employment of tihe maximum possible nunder of N'IN
registrants and Lote that each year since tite amendelnits becallme effetiv" the
numbefir of persons entering elloynient has increased, last year reaching 271,271.

We hope this information is helpful to you.
Sincerely,

ER NI:sr( G. GREEN,
Assistant ,rerctary for Emnployment and Training.

Senator Yn'ttA. And now to coiclu(le our Iarings and tile
litorniing, we have tie very special honor aind pleasillre of le]a'ing froiln

r). Il enrv Aaron wiho is the A ssistalnt Secretary for Ilaniiing tl(l
Evalltiation of tlW tI)elart1ment of Health. Edhcat ion, and Welfare antd
in the new language of out ag'e, the "flak catcher," us you are called.

I would like to make the poilt, in order that it he ulerstood by
our guests. that in ordinary cire unlistances we would have asked I).
Aaron to testify first and to open these hearings, but lie requested
lht he conclude them in order that lie could leal the points raised
alld alguiments mn1ade and conlillent 11)Oll them as he chose to (10.

M'. Secretary, we are very honored to have you here and I hope it
is not the case, as one hears, that vou are returning to Brookings and
that this will he our last appearance before this committee ?

Mr. AARON. Tniless you invite me to testify again before )ecember 1,
it will be.
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Senator MWYIIAN. Well, we are not going to invite you before
tlhill. \\'t. will invite you afterward and you can come in here and say
what tit- ridiculous job the Assistant Secretary for Ilanning and
Evaluation is and why (1o they not get anybody in Government who
can get, things straight and clean ill) that mess at HIEW.

It has been a distinguished 2 years. I can understand that you would
be wanting to leave. I do not know if there are tenure arrangements
at Brookings, but I never found that staying around here for more
than 2 years was to anybody's advantage. You will not be far away,
and that is a very pleasing thing for us.

You have al associate with you whom you would perhaps introduce?
Mr. AARoN. Yes, Michael Barth who is tile Deputy Assistant

Secretary for income security policy in the Office of Planning and
Evaluation who is accompanying me today.

Senator MoY'IIAN. Mr. Barth, you are very welcome to this com-
mittee, and Mr. Secretary, you may go ahead exactly as you wish.

Mr. AARON. hankk you very much. I have submitted a longer state-
ment for the record. I would like to simply hit certain highlights
from that statement.

Senator Mo,-NIiiAN. We will include that statement as if read.
Mr. AARON. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY AARON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE FOR PLANNING AND
EVALUATION, AND MICHAEL BARTH, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SEC.
RETARY FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION, INCOME SECURITY
POLICY

Mr. AARoNv. We welcome this opportunity to discuss with you tile
broad prograil of income maintenance experimentation that was
begun by the Office of Economic Opportunity in tile mid-1960's and
was continued by the Office of ltealth, Education, and Welfare.

The (Government has supported income maintenance research for
over a decade. This support reflects a bipartisan commitment spanning
four administrations to provide improved information on which to
base decisions about changes in the welfare system.

The Seattle-IDenver experiments taught us to propose a plan differ-
ent from the one tested there. The Seattle-l)enver plan reduced work
effort. The administration's welfare reform plan and all of the major
incremental alternatives advanced in the Congress combine jobs and
cash assistance and increased work effort.

Work opportunities must, be included in welfare reform. That is
tile lesson of Seattle and Denver.

The primary goal of the experiments was to obtain information
that. would make it possible to estimate the costs of various income
maintenance alternatives, in particular to obtain information on
whether, and by how much, recipients of income maintenance pay-
inents would reduce their work effort, a major determinant of the
cost of any welfare program.

Controlled social experiments offered the greatest promise of gen-
erating the reliable data needed to estimate the cost of changes in
welfare programs. I believe that promise has been fulfilled.
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The findings on work effort, particularly those from the Seattle-
Denver experiment, have led the administration to propose a welfare
reform plan that unlike the simple negative income tax plan used in
the experiment integrates jobs and reform of cash assistance.

Data from the last of the four income maintenance experiments,
those in Seattle and Denver, have provided the empirical foundation
for simulations by the administration, the Congressional Budget Of-
fice, and others of the costs of the administration's welfare reform
plan and most of the alternative proposals.

The experiments have produced new accounting and budgeting
l)ro(edures, mentioned by Mr. Williams. that hold out promise of
saving hundreds of millions of dollars in existing welfare programs.

Senator NMOYXJIA-iN. That was, of course, a rather dramatic ex-
ample this morning, the testimony alx)it Colorado. the Denver
experiments.

Mr. AARON. Yes, sir, I think it is.
Senator ,MfOY.X- ,Ix. Those are the kinds of things you can learn.
Mr. AtoN.. It, is an example of a byproduct, something that was

not expected at the outset of the experiment.
Senator MoYIN-IIIAN. Yes.
Mr. AARON. Turning to page 8 of my testimony, I would like to

summarize some of the findings of the experiment.
Tie income maintenance experiments yielded roughly consistent

results on the primary question of whether recipients of cash assist-
ance would reduce work effort and, if so, by how much. All of the
experiments provided guaranteed income maintenance payments but
inil)osed no work requirements or provided no special job oppor-
tunities.

To summarize these results, male heads of two-parent families re-
duced hours of work between I and 11 percent, but few of them with-
drew entirely from the labor force. Female family heads reduced hours
by about 15 *percent. Some did withdraw from the labor force, or did
not enter at all.

Women in two-l)arent families who worked between a little over
3 and a little over 16 hours in a week, on the average, in the experi-
ments, reduced the hours they worked bet ween 0 and 31 percent.

Young adults aged 16 to 21 who did not head families reduced their
work effort, between 18 and 24 percent.

The evidence on income reporting which I simma,'ized on page 10
of mv testimony indicates that it is feasible to collect information from
recipients on a monthly basis about actual income, program participa-
tion amid fainilv colmposition. The (lenonstration going on in Boulder
and Denver adds some additional evidence.

Senator MoYNn.N. We just heard that from I)r. Williams.
Mr. AARON. Yes, sir.
I would like to interject, at this point, that, as you know, we now

have additional demonstrations going on in other parts of the
country-

Senator MNoy'NIIIA,.N-. Did you say Boulder?
Mr. AARON. Yes. Boulder, Colo.
But in addition, the Congress added funds for us to carry out a series
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of demonstrations in other parts of the country in order to examine
how the system of monthly reporting functions in communities with
different. kinds of caseloads-some of which are older cities, some of
which may or may not have computer capabilities readily available--
and to test variations of the reporting scheme to determine the best
way to proceed.

In answer to a question you posed to Mr. Williams, that is the reason
we are proposing to make monthly reporting voluntary at the present
time. We would like to see how it operates in different environments.

We concur roughly with Mr. Williams' estimates of the savings that
can be achieved by monthly reporting.

On the question of family stability, which begins on page 11 of my
testimony, each of the four experiments collected data on the sta-
bility of families in both the control and experimental groups. Fam-
ilies in the experiment are defined to include couples living together
whether or not they are legally married.

There is a table in the testimony that makes it. clear that the findings
have been far from consistent. In some of the experiments, families
in some ethnic or racial groups that received cash assistance were less
stable than families in control group. Sometimes in the same experi-
ment, for different benefit plans and for other ethnic or racial groups,
families receiving cash assistance were more stable than other families.

Senator MOY JXITAN. I see signs of panel fatigue. Can you spot them
there?

Mr. AARON. We have looked into the question of panel fatigue, Sen-
ator, because it is an experimental question that deserves attention.
We find that if one adds to the sample, those couples who formed in
the course of the experimefit, which tends to offset panel fatigue, the
same pattern continued at least. in Seattle and Denver.

We have not examined that question of panel fatigue in the other
site. But there is a possibility that panel fatigue does occur. I would
not want to dismiss it completely.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Could you read this table so I would under-
stand it?

"The ratio of experimental to control group of family instability
rate." Now does that first New Jersey 3-year results mean that there
were 9 percent greater instances of family'dissolution?

Mr. AARON. It means that is the statistical estimate that was not
statistically significant that merged from the analysis performed.

Senator MOYNIIAN. Where is that?
Mr. AARON. The asterisk-
Senator MOY,'NIJAN. You have to look at your asterisk, right.
And rural there was 22 times-
Mr. AARON. For whites, but---
Senator MOYNI AN. But not statistically significant?
Mr. AARON. That is correct.
Senator MOYNIHAN,. In Seattle-Denver, you had-
Mr. AARON. On the rural experiment, Senator, I want to point out

that there were very few families that split in either the control groups
or the experimentals and we have tended not to attach much weight
to those people.
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Senator MOYNIIIAN. So you can have a small base and see it double
and it may look remarkable but the numbers are still small. I under-
stand that in Seattle-Denver, however, the base was large.

Mr. AARon-. Yes, sir.
Senator MOY IIAN.%. And so, do I read there in Seattle-Denver that

in the 2-year results, there was an 85 percent higher rate in the experi-
mental group than the control group?

Mr. AARoN'. Yes, 85 percent for whites. 48 percent for blacks, 12 per-
cent for Hispanics.

Senator MOYNIH1AN. And then you have in the third year it drops off
to less than for whites. Then the 3-year results are 44 percent, 45 per-
cent, 46 percent. For third-year only you seem to have some fatigue
or stabilization or whatever that is.

Mr. AARON. Well, this table presents the analysis, as I indicated, for
a broad sample that includes couples who formed during the course of
the experiiment. When couples who formed during the experiment
are not included in the data. the results are approximately the same
in their general Iattern.

I would be glad if you like, to submit data on those for the record.
Senator MOYNiIIAN.,-. No, no. You are the people in charge of the

data. We trust you. We are just trying to find out the general range
of these things.

But the statistically significant results all show a pronounced
increase.

Mr. AaRoN. There are four statistically significant results, yes,
that is correct.

Senator MOYNII IA,,-. All right, sir.
Mr.AARO.N. May I continue?
Senator MOYNInAN. Please do.
Mr. AAROX. You have just, in the course of these questions, gone

over the in terial that appears at the bottom of page 13 of my testi-
mony, namely, that for some groups, the effect continued and for
some it did not.

Finishing up with the summary-
Senator MOYXN[A,. Well, you have to say you do not know that

lX,,'aUse you have not got a statistically significant finding. At least it
does not look that way.

Mr. AAROX. We do know that the coefficients are, in some cases,
greater than 1 and in some cases less than 1. The only statistically
significant findings are the ones that are greater than 1.

Now, we did look at, same other questions, although they were not
the major reason for the experiment, and the testimony summarizes
some findings with respect to demand for social services, data on
health and nutrition. housing and home ownership, school attendance
and performance, consumption. attitudes toward AFDC and income
maintenance and on manpo.wer, training, and education.

I think it would be best. if I turned to the interpretation and impli-
cations of the results and that is on page 16 of my testimony.

I would like to try to explain how the findings on work effort, the
principal sul)ject of the research, have been, and are being used ex-
tensively in policy planning, and I would like to discuss also the family
stability findings yielded by one of the experiments, the Seattle-
Denver experiments, a matter I know interests you, Senator.
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First of all, with respect to work effort, the income maintenance ex-
periments, together with a large body of nonex perimental research,
have taught us a number of important lessons that bear directly on
policy.

Evidence from the experiments persuaded the administration not to
propose the pure cash assistance program examined in all the experi-
ments, but rather to propose a carefully constructed package. Indeed,
this program initiated a novel integration of jobs and cash assistance
that had the following major elements: A restructured cash assistance
program that distinguishes between those who are and those who are
not expected to work; a limit on benefit reduction rates for families
containing a member expected to work; greatly expanded employment
and training opportunities for the low-income population; work re-
quirements and an expanded earned income tax credit to aid low-income
working families even further.

Because of its work requirements and direct job creation provisions,
the President's program would have increased, not reduced, total hours
worked and raised total earnings in the economy by an estimated $5.4
billion. Significantly, the major alternative plans for the welfare re-
form program proposed in the last Congress, including that advanced
by the New Coalition, all include similar features.

With respect to the question of family stability, the results of the
experiment on family stability are puzzling, in contrast to those on
work effort.. The findings on work effort are consistent with a well-
developed body of theory, do not differ significantly from nonexperi-
mental analysis, are consistent across experiments, and contain rela-
tively few anomalies.

On the other hand, the results on family stability do not grow out of
developed theory. The specific findings of the Seattle-Denver experi-
ment conflict., to some extent, with nonexperimental analysis; are not
consistent with findings from the other experiments; and contain some
puzzling results that I will come to in a minute.

I want to say, however, that given its greater sample size, the results
from Seattle and Denver probably merit more attention than those
from any of the other experiments. Nevertheless, the diversity of results
across experiments and over time, in my judgment, precludes
generalization.

The conditions in the experiments were quite unlike any system of
income support and assistance that now exists or that Congr is likely
to enact. The experiment had no work requirement, no program of
child support enforcement, no caseworker contact or advice, no WIN
registration, job search or placement activities.

When one points to these differences, however, it is not to criticize
the research design which was planned principally to measure the ef-
fect of financial incentives to work. To measure those effects, other
influences were minimized.

Senator foYNITAW. I assume that the research design was at least
approved by HEW; you paid for it.

Mr. AARON. Yes, sir. I believe it was approved in the early 1970's.
With respect to the effects of income maintenance on family sta-

bility, we believe these and other differences between conditions in
the real world and in the experiments tend to raise serious questions
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about the relevance of the experimental findings to any welfare reform
p lan likely to be proposed. Thus, for example, benefits paid by the
Seattle-Denver experiment differed from those in AFDC in one key
respect: Fathers or mothers in the control group who left their part-
ners and children were ineligible for AFDC benefits; but fathers or
mothers in the experiment who left their children continued to be
eligible for benefits which, in 1978 dollars, were approximately $1,600.

I might add that a large fraction of the parents who left their part-
ners, in fact, did retain their eligibility for benefits.

This difference made family splitting more attractive to families
in the experiment than it would have been to families in the AFDC
program.

The second point was that the administrators of the experiment
scrupulously and, in my opinion, correctly, informed families about
the terms of assistance, including the fact that each member of the
experimental family would remain eligible for assistance if the family
split. The Seattle-Denver experiment provided participants with
complete information about benefits for which they were eligible and
the alterations that would occur following changes in the family
situation.

Such counseling is not characteristic of real-world welfare programs.
Third, not all family breakup was marital breakup. A family was

defined as a couple, with or without children, that was married
or living in a consensual union. Some fraction of the family breakups
studied were, in fact, terminations of consensual unions. Moreover,
families who split under the experiment were not subject to the child
support enforcement program, an important feature of current wel-
fare programs that may act as a deterrent to family instability.

In addition, there were a number of statistical features, some of
which I have mentioned, as well as others I would like to point out at
this time, that I find puzzling. First, as I pointed out, receipt of assist-
ance did not significantly increase family instability among Hispan-
ics. We were not able to explain why Hispanics behaved so differently
from either blacks or whites.

During the third year, the differential in the-
Senator Mon-.nuIA. You do not have a statistically significant

finding on Hispanics, do you?
Mr. AARO.N. No. sir.
It is statistically significant, however, from the breakup rate of

the other groups. That is the puzzling feature. It is not significantly
different from zero.

During the third year, as we pointed out before, the differential in
the breakup rate for white families disappeared, but it declined only
slightly for black families. The same analytical model that was used
to estimate the effects of cash assistance on family stability produced
a result that I find extremely hard to rationalize. According to this
model, the rate at which white and Hispanic families split increased
49 percent and 87 percent respectively when they were merely
offered-inerely offered-job counseling. ,

If. in fact, they took training, that effect largely vanished.
We do not have any plausible explanation for that particular result,

but I want. to point out that it was produced by the same model, the
same equation, that, yielded the estimates of the impact of cash as-
sistance on family stability.
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Finally, there is something that I know you have also heard about
in the course of the past 2 days called attrition bias, that tends to
reduce the statistical estimates of the impacts of the experiments on
family stability, although I want to point out, not enough to make it
go awiy.

The experiments offered recipients cash assistance alone. Starting
with the President's program, present welfare reform proposals pro-
vide for reform of cash assistance and for direct job creation. The
findings of two other nonexperimental major longitudinal surveys
suggests that this difference is critical.

Studies based on the panel survey on income dynamics that was
sponsored by HEW and run by the Michigan Survey Research Center
and on the National Longitudinal Survey that is sponsored by the
Department of Labor and -run by Ohio State University, produced
evidence to support the following statements.

First: That unemployment of a husband is associated with marital
instability.

Second: If a family's economic situation worsened in the most recent
year, the likelihood of marital breakup increases. Similarly, if its
economic situation improved, the likelihood of marital breakup
declines.

Third: When a husband's earnings are low relative to his expected
earnings, the likelihood of marital breakup increases.

Finally, the possession of economic assets such as homes and savings
is correlated with marital stability.

This evidence suggests that employment is an important influence
on marital stability, partly because of its impact on earnings and partly
because of the impact of work on attitudes. It tells us that the impacts
of cash assistance experiments on family stability may not carry over
to programs that create jobs while they reform cash.

Let me wind up by saying that my own conviction is unshaken
that the best way to achieve equity in the welfare system, a
goal that most people share, lies in the adoption of the general strategy
proposed by the administration last year and adopted in the major in-
cremental plans offered as alternatives. That strategy includes develop-
ment of employment and training opportunities and equitable reform
of the distribution of cash assistance.

Lessons we learned from the experiments about the impact of cash
assistance on work effort have helped us to shape this strategy and will
continue to influence welfare policy for years to come.

Thank you.
Senator MoYNIFIAN. Well, I thank you, sir, and let me join you in

that conclusion. I would like to be explicit on the point that, as you
know, I introduced the President's bill last year and I did not introduce
any other bills, although I worked with the new coalition at a certain
point, because I wanted to maintain my adherence to the President's
bill until the time came when the House announced it was not going
to hold hearings and there was not any chance of its coming over.

I think that the budgetary situation-well, you know, we have prob-
lems, but we are going to see what you are going to bring forward this
year, and whatever happens this year it is going to be very much-
your mark is going to be on it, and that is going to be very reassuring
to me.

36-954 0 - 79 - 19
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I would like to ask you just a couple of questions-well, more than
a few-and answer them or do not. You have 4 weeks left; you can
just raise hell.

Mr. AARON. I cannot tell you how relaxed I am feeling.
Senator MOYNIAN. On the question of work effort and the reduction

of families, on page 8 you sort of estimate it between I and 11 perecent,
but on Wednesday, John Cogan of Stanford testified that lie had re-
analyzed that New Jersey data and in effect doubled the rates which
Harold Watt reported first. He explained how the doubling came
about, that Watt was reporting reductions in rates from people who
did receive the negative tax and also those who did not.

So that is what that is all about. How would you have an effect or
receiving a certain income if you are not receiving it? And Cogan gets
an estimate for adult males of roughly 12.5 percent to 17.5 percent per
week higher-I mean 5 to 7 hours. Is that not the way he put it, 5 to 7
hours? That is almost a workday.

And the analysts at Stanford Research Institute, SRI, said they
got the same numbers. They are different from your numbers. I do
not know whether you have caught up with them or whether you have
gone past them, or what.

Mr. AARON. Well, first, Senator, I would like to mention that we are
aware of Mr. Cogan's results. Indeed, we sponsored the research.

Senator MOYNIIAN. Yes; you are darned right you did. I want to
make that ver, clear. All of these things that are coming up are things
you paid to find out and they are unflinching and they are difficult
and that is called the world.

Mr. AARON. The second point is that we did not use the New Jersey
results at all in estimating the cost of welfare reform proposals, nor
did any of the other agencies.

Senator MOYNIHAN. SRI seems to have the same rate out of Seattle-
Denver.

Mr. AA oN. There are two kinds of statistics that the experiments
yield, and I hope I will not be getting too technical, but let me try
and go into that a bit. One is the simple difference between the overall
behavior of the control group and the experimental group. The other
is called "structural estimates," or "parameters" in statisticians' termi-
nology. They indicate the degree to which people respond to variations
in the amount of basic benefits and the degree to which they respond
to variations in benefit reduction rates.

The comments that Mr. Cogan made go to the simple differences
between experimental families and controls. Such statistics from
neither New Jersey nor Seattle-Denver are used in making direct cost
estimates. We do not believe that his procedures are correct for ad-
justing or correcting the estimates of the structural model.

Senator MOYNIHAN. So you are now arguing methodology I In the
profession, you are now having this argument ?

Mr. AARON. I am pointing out that the way he presents the results-
a comparison of one kind of group with another kind of group-is
interesting, but it does not bear on the question of cost estimation.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Let me assure you that this subcommittee is
entirely comfortable with the fact that statisticians argue. They arg ae
all the time. The only thing that statisticians do do is argue, but you
learn a lot that way.

Mr. AARON. Absolutely.
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Senator 'MOYNIIIAN. You go through this endless, seemingly point-
less dreary thing, but in the end you learn things that way. I edited
a book on correlation coefficients with Frederick Mosteller, so I ought
to know something about arguing.

Mr. BARTH. "Tie only thing I would add, Senator, is that I believe
Mr. Cogan said that the cost estimates given out by HEW and the
Congressional Budget Office may be off because of the alterations he
suggested. I think that the work done by HEW and the Labor Depart-
ment suggests that the specific kinds of estimates has produced for us
by the Stanford Research Institute are not subject to bias.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I leave that to the professional judgment of
the Departi uit. We have no questions about it. In the end, you make
decisions. Nothing is easy as you get into those things. We know that
and that is why it is an honored profession. It is not easy.

But I do think, I must say, that both of them came out with this
5 hours to 7 hours decline which was not just coincidental. But I must
say that Cogan's explanation of how he came out differently from
Watts was a little bit discouraging-nothing to do with you people,
but it seems to me that Professor Watts has something to explain.

Let me ask you, though, a couple of other questions. On Wednesday,
Robert. Spiegelnan of SRI testified that the kind of program tested in
I)enver and Seattle corresponded-and these are his words-"almost
exactly to the upper-tier benefit level of the better jobs and income pro-
grain, " which was the President's program, and that the lower-tier
benefit was set at a level which his research suggested would be espe-
cially prone to producing an independent effect and consequently
increase family splitting.

That was kind of hard for us to hear. Did you get that word back?
M r. AARON. Yes, we did, Senator.
I would only point out again the various ways in which the experi-

mental environment and the level of benefits differed from that of
existing welfare programs or, indeed, from any that the Administra-
tion is likely to propose or that Congress is likely to enact. The crucial
differences lie in the existence of a child support enforcement pro-
gram, and the presence of work requirements and job opportunities
and training, none of which were present during the experiments.
(For a more detailed discussion of both financial and administrative
differences between the experiment and the Administration's Welfare
Reform Proposal, see Assistant Secretary Aaron's response to Senator
Moynihan's letter of November 24, 1978, also in this record.)

Senator "MOYNIIIAN. We have to face the fact that by the time the
President's program last year got all the optionals and extras and
special disc brakes and things like that that deal with these difficulties,
it was costing $20 billion. That is right, is it not?

Mr. AARON. That is the estimate of the Congressional Budget Office.
Senator MfOYNJHAN. That makes a lot of claim on our attention.
Mfr. AARON. They are a very reputable group.
Senator MOYNlIAN. Twenty billion bucks. We are not going to get

$20 billion. You know that.. The President is going to send up a pro-
gram which, at most, will not likely cost much more than $6 billion.
I have been informed of that. They are being very straightforward.
They are not concealing the expectation it is going to be a tight budget
We have heard rumors about it all over town.
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Mr. AARON. Word has gotten around to the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Can you get a program that meets your con-
cerns for that cost?

Mr. AAI oX. I think we can get a program that meets the basic prin-
ciples that were contained in the administration's proposal last year,
a national minimum benefit to increase the most egregiously low bene-
fits; improved coverage for two-parent families; and the provision of
job opportunities for most or all of those who would become eligible
for cash assistance, together with some improvement, perhaps in the
earned income tax credit, all of which were part of the proposal last
year.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Is Mr. Barth writing, or telling you in that
note, to include fiscal relief ?

Mr. AARON. You have retained the great skill of a bureaucrat, which
is to be able to read upsidedown. That is correct. He was writing fiscal
relief. [General laughter.]

Senator MOYNJIHAN. He will go far.
Mr. AARON. He is remaining in HEW.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I guess I want to ask just a few things more.

Donna Shalala was here yesterday and they have spent more money
on their experiments than you have on yours, and that is because no
one knew about their experiments. They obviously went to their com-
mittee and said, look, those people got experiments, why do we not
have experiments? All good, up-to-date committees, finance
experiments.

She indicated the results were disappointing, but is it ever entirely
disappointing to learn something? It should not be disappointing to
learn something. You ought always say, listen, if an experiment fails,
you have learned something. I mean, there is knowledge that comes
out, albeit knowledge of a negative kind, that this is important.

I said yesterday that one of the things about all of this is that there
was a 19th century American saying that goes, "It is not so much ignor-
ance that hurts as knowing all those things that ain't so," and if so,
we have found out some things in housing that ain't so. Well, she says
they are going back to the drawing boards.

I guess I have to put this to you, sir. On page 22, you say to us that
the evidence suggests that there is new evidence from the survey re-
search center and the National Longitudinal Survey and so forth and
I quote you: "It tells us that the impacts of cash assistance experiments
on family stability may not carry over to programs that create jobs
while they reform cash."

"Muy not" is a very conditional term.
Mr. AARoN. Yes, it is. If I were dead sure, I would not have used it.
Senator MOYNTIIAN. I know you would not. I know you are very

careful about what you are saying.
We discussed this the other day, when one of the witnesses was talk-

ing about the circumstances of the families whose disruption has been
induced-the word was "induced." I wrote a book about 10 years ago
now, badly reviewed by the Secretary of HEW, I must say, on the
community action programs of the Federal Government, in which I
said that social scientists had to ask themselves about the ethics of ex-
periments with communities in the way that medical researchers and
pathologists have concern about the experiments with human beings.
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There is such a thing as malpractice with experiments with com-
munities. There is a saying around the criminal courts that the lawyer
always goes home and it was an interesting defense, but it did not work.
I mean, you know, to set about an enterprise that may have, or may
not have, consequences are pretty large. It is a large responsibility.

If it turned out that we have a program that reduced work effort by
3.2 hours per week in white males, I think the world could go on and
it would not be any great disaster. But breaking up families is a lare
event. It means setting up situations which have differences, and e-
nionstrably related differences. That is doing something to a child.

It seems to me that children have got to be the focus of what we
do. We do this for children. We started out as an Aid to Dependent
Children, not a job program, not a training program. It is not a
program in social mobility. It is designed to take better care of
children.

We do have, do we not-I guess I would ask you to say this but
maybe I should not. I do not want to ask you something that in any
way seems to require you to say something more than you want, but
if we do not get the whole of the program, should we take parts of
it? Are we to the point that we think that these things are delicate
enough in their relationships that we had better have it all, or you
cannot predict what in the devil you might do?

Mr. AARo,. I would not s[eulate, but I would like to point out a
couple of reasons why I think even piecemeal advances are worth
making. Benefits are extremely low, even for single-parent families,
in some parts of the United States. There are hungry children pre-
cisely because such benefits are low and to the extent that-

Senator MOYNIH]AN. Not many, and the amounts of money required
is not that far. There are about 11 States where you would say they
are just too low.

Mr. AARO.N. Well, it depends on what one's standard is. But there are
States that continue to have very low benefits and, as you know, the
participation rate in the food stamp program which is the only thing
that enables us to keep that number as low as 11, is far from complete.

Senator MOYNI HAN. Far from complete.
Mr. AARON. Second, we treat two-parent families under the Unem-

ployed Father program in a highly inequitable way. And that deserves
attention.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You know we had some testimony about the
degree to which that induces marital stability?

Mr. AARON. No, I did not know there was any testimony on that.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, we did. There is no bad news we have not

heard in the last 3 days.
Mr. AARON. Did you also have testimony to the effect that the one

study done on the impact of the Unemployed Father Program indi-
cates that it may have a small, positive impact on family stability
among whites and essentially no effect with respect to blacks?

That was not an experimental study. It was a study done by a scholar
using other data.

Senator MOYNIIAN. He did not-
Mr. AARON. I would be glad to supply that for the record, if you

would like.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Oh, if you would. We did not pretend to be ex-

haustive in this.
(The following was subsequently supplied for the record :]
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Recent approaches to modeling the relationship between marital sta-

tus and income decisions are reviewed in this paper. An overview of pre-

vious research findings on the association between income supplements and

marital stability is also reviewed. For more extensive reviews of the as-

sociation between other variables in this large and growing body of liter-

ature and marital stability, the reader is referred to Ross and Sawhill

(1976), Hayes (1976), and Michael (1977), among others.

Modeling Marital Status and Income Decisions

Recent models of marital dissolution and formation decisions are

characterized by several unifying themes. The first is that Individuals

are utility maximizers and that the marital state (and marriage) the per-

son occupies provides the maximum attainable utility. Secondly, single

and married persons are regarded as choosing to remain in their current

marital state, over its alternative, on the basis of the net utility they

expect to gain from comparisons across marital states. And finally, these'

choices are regarded as being made on the basis of a household production

function. The time allocations, purchased goods and 'services, and in some

treatments, non-pecuninary satisfactions of its members, are treated as in-

puts to the family's home production of commodities which cannot usually be

purchased in the market--satisfaction, love, companionship, emotional secur-

ity, and the like, which are referred to as utility. Each household is as-

sumed to maximize its utility from these home produced commodities subject

to the time and wealth constraints of its members. In this way, persons

marrying are regarded as being better off and having chosen a mate that

This paper is part of an analysis of the simultaneity between mari-
tal and labor decisions among SIME/DIME families.
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mnkes them best off; dissolutions result when one or both of the spouses

no longer regards his or her current household as the optimal unit of pro-

duction (or some other spouse is preferred over the current mate).

The notion of people making marital status decisions on the basis

of t1A.neLuti1ity derived from comparisons across marital status is not

new. Social-psychologlcal literature, which regards marital relationships

to be special cases of paired relationships, has long embraced this notion.

Levinger 11965J. however, is generally credited with providing the first in-

tegrative review of this literature with regard to marital dissolution. His

intial efforts were subsequently extended by Cutright and

Scanzoni 19731 who assert that the level of marital satisfaction relative

the constraints Inhibiting marital dissolution is the determining factor in

marital dissolution. Levinger argues similiarly and sketches a picture of

the process by which dissolution results:

...people stay in relationships because they are
attracted to them and/or they are barred from
leaving them, and that, consciously or not, people
compare their current relationships with alterna-
tive ones. If internal attraction and barrier
forces become distinctly weaker than those from
a viable alternative, the consequence is breakup
(Levinger, 1974:43).

Levinger cites the 1951 work of Lewlan as the basis for his interpretation

that "barriers or restraining forces" keep peple intact. The hypothetical

constructs of "attraction" and "alternative attractions", which refer to per-

ceived or expected rewards--love, money, status, service, etc., and costs

associated with membership in various relationships, are generally attributed

to Thibaut and Kelley [19591 and Foa (1971].
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rt is only recently, however, that there have been explicit efforts

to model utility comparisons across marital states. The earliest approaches

to modeling marital change decisions were limited to what are termed "predic-

tion studies", in which an effort was made to identify characteristics and ex-

periences which affected the quality of Interpersonal relationships. Psychol-

ogists since the 1930's, in particular, have concentrated on constructing "mar-

tal success Indexes" from economic, attitudinal, and Individual and family

background variables [Terman, 1938; Burgess and Cottrell, 1939; Locke, 1951).

More sociological efforts have concentrated on studying dissimilarities among

spouses with respect to their socioeconomic background, religion, education, and

age, as predictors of "marital durability" [Kirkpatrick, 1937; Williams, 1938;

Burgess and Waller, 1953; Thomas, 1964; Bowerman, 1964; Goode, 1971; Bumpass

and Sweet, 1973].

Much of the subsequent empirical research on marital formation and

dissolution [Ross and Sawhill, 1975; Sawhill et al., 1975; Orcutt et al., 1976;

Hayes, 1976; Cherlin, 1976] has also concentrated on identifying the determi-

nants of these events, but the focus has been directed at estimating the par-

tial effect of a whole host of variables hypothesized to have an impact. The gen-

eral approach taken is to relate the probability of a change in marital status

P during period t to a large set of exogeneous variables, X1, X2 .  , such

as age, income, duration, place of residence, AFDC status, and the like:

Pt W at + toti Xi + Ct' (1)

where Bt is interpreted as the partial effect of variable X on the probabi-

lity of a change in marital status. More recently, Hannan et al. (1976, 19771

report findings from the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance experiments

where Pt is transformed into a "continuous rate" of marital change:
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dt
r(tit) W (2)

(1 - 7i(t)]

where r L(t) is the probability density of dissolution' at time t given that

a change in marital status has not occurred since t' (the beginning of the

married or single state) and Fi(t) Is the probability that the I th person

will experience a change in their marital status before time t. rI(t/t') is

regressed upon many of the same set of X variables Included In other ana-

lyses of marital behavior.

Recent analysis of marital status decisions have endeavored to pro-

vide a more rigorous foundation for considering the effects of various pre-

dictors. The genesis of this body of work, as represented by the research of

Keeley (19741, Hutchens (19761, and Wolf [19771, is Becker's "theory of mar-

riage." Briefly stated, the household is regarded as a producing unit for

commodities which (usually) cannot be otherwise purchased in the market place. Each

person is viewed as making marital choices on the basis of a household pro-

duction function, with the economic, social, and psychological characteristicts

of the two spouses as production inputs, and utility as its output. Thus,

letting Z represent the combined outputs of the household, it is assumed that

each household has a utility function Z as Its only argument:

Z - f(xI ..... a ; tlo..... tk; E) (3)

where xi are goods and services; tJ the home inputs of individual members;

and E represents certain "environmental variables." Utility is assumed to be

an increasing function of Z, and is maximized subject to the household's bud-

get contraint:

This particular description of Becker's model draws upon that pro-
vided by Robert Hutchens.
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pi E w (T tj) + V, (4)
i1i j=l

or:
M k k

I pix 1 + E w ti - JEw.T + V - S, (5)

where w1 Is the wage rate of the JIM household member; V is property income;

T is the total time available to the household members for market and non-

market work; and S is full income--the maximum attainable money income given

w'
J.

It is further assumed that persons marry because they expect to

be better off in a two person production unit--that is they expect to in-

crease their consumption of Z, and select a mate that makes them best off.

The marital choice depends then on whether or not a single male or female

family produces more output, net of the costs of production, than a family

producing with inputs from two spouses. A male or female will prefer mar-

riage if, and only if:

zmo < zif, and Zof < Zmf, (6)

where:

Zmo - the amount of Z produced by a single male household

Zof = the amount of Z produced by a single female household

fZmf - the combined output of a married household where Zuf

fand Zmf are the male and female shares of Zmf, re-

spectively.

A necessary condition for marriage to occur, however, is that the marginal

gains from being married exceed the marginal costs:

Zmf > Zmo + Zof (7)
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One source of such gains arises out the opportunity for low wage household

members to substitute time they would otherwise spend in the market in home

production, thus permitting the higher wage member to spend more time in the

market. Becker argues that the main sources of the gains in marriage, how-

ever, lie in the desire of married households to raise their own children

and the physical and emotional attraction between sexes:

The importance of own children and love im-
plies that, even with constant returns to scale,
M and F gain from marriage because t and t are
not perfect substitutes for each other or fir
goods and services supplied by market firms or
households. When substitution is imperfect, sing-
le persons cannot produce small-scale equivalents
of the optimal combination of InpUts achieved 'y
married couples [Becker. 1974:818-819).

Becker extends his "theory of marriage" in a recent paper to more

directly focus on the causes of divorce [Becker et al., 1978). The theoret-

ical model presented incorporates uncertainty about marital decision outcomes

into the utility maximization and market framework previously developed. Per-

sons are regarded as seeking to maximize their expected full wealth--the life

time utility they expect to receive from home produced commodities discounted

to their present value. Under conditions of certainty, various marital stra-

tegies produce known amounts of full wealth, and the person chooses the one

that promises the greatest life time wealth. With uncertainty, however, dis-

solution occurs because of unexpected events. Since the gains from marriage

are not usually known with certainty, the probability of divorce is viewed as

a function of the expected gains from marriage and the distribution of a var-

lable describing various unexpected outcomes. The greater the expected gains

and the smaller the variance of the distribution of this variable describing

unanticipated gains, the smaller the occurrence of divorce.
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Other known formal marital status change models are very much in -

keeping with the theoretical framework developed by Becker. Hutchens (1976)

introduces time elements and transition costs into a model which closely

parallels that of Becker. A person will want to marry when:

N U* M1 + d)-l + Ul > O, (8)r [(u* U /(
i=1 1. a

where:

U* - is the maximum level of utility attainable by the per-
w son'when married

U* - is the maximum level of utility attainable by the per-
a son when separated (or single)

d = is the rate at which the individual discounts the future

N - is the number of periods the person expects to remain
married (or alternatively separated or single)

U' - Is the cost of transtion from separated to married sta-
tus (or alternatively from married so separated status)

Alternatively, a person will want to divorce when the discounted difference

in utility between the two states and the transaction costs are less than zero.

Hutchen's "time notions" are subsequently discarded, as he develops

his model along the lines of Becker's. Utility, Z, is related to household

outputs associated with each state, which in turn, are functionally related to

nonmarket time Inputs, market goods, and environmental variables. Household

utility is maximized subject to the time and budget constraints of its mem-

bers. The uti1ty gain from marriage for a female, bUf, for example, Is then

specified to depend upon her utility level while single, Uof, and the differ-

ence between the utility accruing to her in a married-couple household: A -

Uof (in other words her gains from marriage):
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buf - g(uof, Ulf - Uof) (9)

The utility gain froc marriage for males is similarly specified, and AUf

and Om are expressed as functions of exogeneous economic--wages rates, unearn-

ed income, A7DC guarantee and tax rate, and non-economic variables--

education, s-x ratio, age, religion, residence, race, and health:

auf - f(x11....X n) + e (10)

AUN - m(Yi,...,Yn) + v (11)

The stochastic terms: e arid v, reflect the fact that all the determinants

of Uf and MUm are not observed. Thus the decision to split (S) or mar-

ry (M) is determined by:

S - gff(X1....X); m( 1 ... Yn) + V (12)

M - h~f(X 1,...,X); *(Y1 , ....Y n) + W (13)

and a split occurs when:

-f(X,...,X) + e < 0, or m(Y,...,Y) + v < 0 (14)

Wolf [1978), in another analysis of marital split decisions

among wives, also follows the Becker tradition. Triggering the split decision

is the utility difference between the single and married states for the female

in excess of her psychic loss due to a marital split. -In line with the gen-

eral approach taken by Hutchens, the nonmarket time of household members and

household consumption in both the married and single states are specified as

utility arguments. Labor supply and income in both the single and married

states, replaces nonmarket time and consumption, respectively, in the utility

difference expression:
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U (La , 0, I*) +Z -1U (L*. % , Y*) + Z I > 0 (15.)w vS S vs v i n I vi

or:

(*SV 0. Y*) U U(L*i, ) (Zv" Zs)' (15b)

where:

L - is leisure or nonworking time

w,h - index the wife and husband

Y - is total family income

S,! - index the single and married state

Z - index nonpecuniary or psychic components of vell-being.

Wolf's model differs from the indirect utility function approach taken by

Hutchens, however, in that the psychic loss due to a split is specified to

contain only systematic, predetermined variable determinants; none of the

exogeneous budget line components: effective wages or non-employment income

at zero earnings levels, are specified in the Z vector.

Wolf assumes for the purposes of his analysis that the optimal values

of L and Y in single and married states are chosen in a conventional utility-

optimization framework subject to the budget constraints within each state.

However, in the operationalization of his model, Wolf does assume a certain

degree of endogeneity of labor supply and income by differentiating between

a "reduced form" and a "structural form." For the latter, Wolf estimates

Instrumental variables for income and labor supply and uses these instru-

ments to estimate equation (15); for the former, Wolf Inserts the equations

for income and labor supply into equation (15) and estimates the equation

containing all the "exogenous" variables. This model can be characterized

as recursivee" or "simultaneous", but it is consistent and econometrically

equivalent with either.
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In his estimations, Wolf must choose a particular functional form

for the utility function, and chooses an additive, linear form in L and Y.

He also uses a sample of female-headed families to estimate instrumental

values of income and labor supply in the single state, and assumes that

these accurately measure the alternative opportunities for married women in

the sample. In addition, all income and labor supply values are taken as

of a prior point in time to the split decision. Thus tAe model is expli-

citly dynamic rather than static.
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Marital Stability and Tncome

The primary focus of this analysis is the relationship between mari-

tal stability and income. Although not reviewed here, a considerable amount

of evidence has been generated as to the effect and statistical signifitince

of various other predictors of marital events. The array of mlcro-level vari-

ables presented in table 1 and 2 are representative of the many determinants

which are considered important. The literature also posits several macro-

level variables hypothesized to effect marital events. Various proxies for

business cycle conditions and wars dominate this body of literature [Galbraith

and Thomas, 1941; Jacobson, 1959; Glick et al., 1963). For example, the di-

vorce rate reached a precipitous high after World War II. The important and

as yet unanswered question is whether macro variables have an impact on mari-

tal events independent of their micro-level implications. For example, does

the national unemployment level have an effect'on dissolution net of the cum-

mulative micro effects on the marriages of those directly affected by unemploy-

ment? Are the aggregated relationships between unemployment and divorce simp-

ly sumovations of the Individual (micro) impacts? Statistically significant,

although quantitatively small, "period" effects on divorce have been estimated

(Orcutt et al; 1976), but the estimation was unable to control for changes over

time in the distribution of micro variables affecting divorce.

Notwithstanding the lack of theory underlying most of the available

descriptive analyses, their cumulative force provides strong support for the

notion that marital changes are not random processes. Quite the contrary, there

is clear selectivity or a strong sorting process at work. This sorting is af-

fected by attitudes, aspiration, and perceptions; by current and potential sta-

tus; by ascribed demographic and family of origin characteristics, and by cer-

36-954 0 - 79 - 20
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MHCI-LEVrL VAXIAXLES

TAIL I

RELATED TO MARITAL POPJ4ATIOR PROgADILITIES

I Social. Cultural
Psychological and De~oSraph$c Economic

Variables Variables Variables

Adolescent social and
emotional adjustment

Age at Initially dating

Frequeocy of dating

Number of steady date
partners

Age at eng4ajement

Happiness and Satisfaction

Family orientation

Expectations for marriage

Adolescent Coals

Educational aspirations

Occupational aspirations

Influence of Others

Perception of others'
expectations

Peer behavior

Sex

Ratce

Place of Residence

Region

Urban/Rural

Social Class

Parents' education

Parents' occupations

Parents' income

vu-afn Capital

Education

Hental Ability

Work Experience

Wage Rate

1ours worked

Assets

AFDC Status

Religion

Income

Ethnicity

Preaarital Sexual behavior

Age of first intercourse

Premarital conception/birth

Age

Dependent Children

Duration single
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TAILE 2

HICWO-LrVfL VAALAN.U IRLAT[D TO
MARITAL DISSOLUTION PIOIAIILITIES

Psycholoticel Social. Cultural and EcoooIc
Var iable Demographic Tarial es Variables

Social and Emotional Adjustment Race Rusn Capital

Dependence on the marriage Education
for emotional fulfillment Place of Residence

Disabiity
Quality of interaction Region

between spouses
Urbon/Rural Vage Ret

Nappiness and Satisfaction Social Cloe
Hours worked

Expectations for marriage Religion

Ithnicity Assets
Realism of marital Expectations

Age
Vie's Dependertce on

Influence of Others Duration Married the Marriage for
economic support

Involvement vith relatives Pumber of Times
and other family members arried

Income
Involvement with other Dependent Children
community members
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tsin relevant experiences. Some of these variables are completely outside

the control of the person involved (sex, race, characteristics of family

of orgin), while others are under their short-term (adolescent goals) or

long-term control (education, income).

The available research has generated a number of findings with re-

spect to tht relationship between marital stability and income. Among the

more promir at of these Is the strong stabilizing effect of husband's and

family income upon family dissolution. A strong negative "income effect"has

been reported by Ross and Sawhill (19751, SaV ill et al. [19751, Hampton [19751

and Becker et al. [1975], among others. The findings with respect to the

income of wives, however, indicates the opposite effect. Many of these same

studies as well as others [.nnan et al., 1977] report a positive destabiliz-

ing effect on family stability of the wife's income. This has led to specula-

tion that the financial independence of the wife results in an "independence

effect." One possible explanation for this relationship is that a number of

marital relationships are maintained strictly because of the wife's dependence

upon the marriage for financial support, resulting in a sort of "coercive

tal contract." The availability of an alternative source of income permits

the wife to support herself and, in effect, to escape from the marriage.

The availability of AFDC permits women to support themselves

Independently of their husband's earnings and leave an otherwise unfulfilling

marriage. This connection has led to speculation that welfare is a contribut-

ing factor in the dissolution of families, especially through its requisite of

singleness as a usual condition for eligibility. Moreover, the financial in-

centlves of welfare programs like AFDC are such that the family may actually

be better off economically if they split up or at least pretend too.
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Unequivocal evidence of a direct relationship between welfare and fami-

ly stability is non-existent, however. Both positive (predicting dissolution),

ambiguous, and negative results are reported in various studies using both

cross-sectional and panel data. The cross-sectional effects noted by Honig

(1973, 1974, 1976] and Ross and Sawhill (1975) are generally not supported by

Cutright and Scanzoni [19731 and Minarik and Goldfarb's [19761 findings, which

are also based on cross-sectional data. Both positive [Sawhill et al., 19751

and negative [Hoffman and Holmes, 1976] results have also been reported from

the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics (MPSID). Finally, marital-sta-

bility results are available from each of the income maintenance experiments

(New Jersey, Rural, Gary, and Seattle-Denver). Except for Gary, the measured

rates of marital dissolution are larger in the experimental groups than in

the control group. However, these associations (including Gary) are statis-

tically insignificant for each of the experiments except Seattle-Denver.

Honig (1974) uncovers a positive and significant relationship be-

tween AFDC and female headship. She estimated her two equation model on 1960

Census data for 44 SMSAs by regressing: (1) the AFDC caseload and (2) the

proportion of families headed by women with children less than 18 upon mean

AFDC payments, female wage and unemployment rates, and male wage rates in

the SKSA. She found that a 10% increase in average AFDC payments resulted

in a 32 - 4% increase in the proportion of families headed by women. A

slightly smaller effect was noted when replicated using 1970 data, although

significant for nonwhites only.

Ross and Sawhill conduct a similar analysis using 1970 Census Em-

ployment Survey data from 41 cities but report finding that AFDC had no effect on
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white family structure, but did have an effect on nonwhites resembling those

reported by Honig. Durbin [19731 also provides estimates of the relationship

between the proportion of female-headed households and ADC--the predecessor to

AFDC, using 1960 Census health area data for New York City, but her results

proved ambiguous. Her empirical model employs (among other independent vari-

ables) the rejection rate of ADC applicants in different welfare centers to

indicate the likelihood of being accepted for ADC, which varied under alterna-

tive specifications of control variables. Significantly negative results were

noted if nonwhites were Included and positive, though insignificant effeccts

occurred when the proportion of in-migrants was employed instead.

Counter balancing these results are Cutright and Scanzoni's 11973]

failure to find a relationship between state AFDC benefit levels for 1950,

1960, and 1970 and the proportion of married women. They grouped states by

the change in the percentage of husband-wife families with children. States

with the largest benefit increases had a decline of 2.2%, while states with

the greatest benefit losses showed a decline of 2.7%. They concluded that

evidence does not support the view that AFDC program benefits affect the for-

mation of white female-headed families. Minarik and Goldfarb arrived at a

similar conclusion after failing to detect any AFDC effects on family struc-

ture. They estimate a model similar to Honig's with 1910 statewide data, except

that race was not included. However, none of their measures of AFDC parame-

ters--the maximum monthly family income permitted to be eligible for AFDC, a

dummy variable indicating the presence of an AFDC-U program for the state, and

a continuous variable indicating the administrative restrictiveness of eligibi-

lity rules in various states--were significant predictors of the proportion of

female-headed families with children in the state.
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The methodological and sample differences between these studies pre-

clude treating any one set of findings as being more definitive. For one,

other factors associated with stocks of female-headed families are not sta-

tistically controlled for in many of these studies--first marriage and remar-

riage, migration, mortality, illegitimacy, and emancipation, which may result

in certain biases. These findings are also based upon cross-sectional data

which is not entirely appropriate for inferring causality from AFD partici-

pation to family dissolution. It is quite possible that the direction of

causality runs in the opposite direction. Limited evidence of this possibili-

ty is provided by Hoffitt[1976] who notes a positive relationship between

Gary AFDC benefit levels during 1952 to 1969 and the local unemployment level

and the relative importance of low-wage jobs in the local economy. He sug-

gests this may point to a responsiveness upon the part of local welfare admin-

strators to variations in the level of need of potential welfare recipients.

Finally, many of these studies suffer from problems of endogeneity.

The effect of welfare upon family stability has also been studied

using longitudinal panel data, which is more appropriate for addressing the

relationships being examined. These studies provide more precise esti-

mates of the effect of AFDC on marital dissolution, i.e., the dependent vari-

able is the probability that an intact family will split over some period of

time, rather than having to indirectly infer a relationship through headship

rates of female family heads. The existing findings are inconsistent,

however, providing little comfort for either rejecting or accepting the hy-

pothesis that welfare is a cause of family instability.

Cherlin [19771 estimated a multiple regression model of marital dis-

solution on the National Longitudinal Surveys of Hature Women to test for
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the influence of welfare payments. His sample consisted nf white non-farm

women who were intact in 1967; the dependent variable was coded to indicate

whether a dissolution had occurred by 1971. To test for possible welfare ef-

fects on the probability of dissolution, an average monthly regional AFDC pay-

ment was computed. The AFDC variable had no detectable effect, however, and

also proved to be insignificant when interacted with the expected wages of

the wife.

Sawhill et al.'s [1975) findings from the first five years of data

from the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics (KPSID) also revealed no re-

lationship between the availability of higher welfare benefit levels and fami-

ly stability. They regressed a four-year probability of dissolution (construct-

ed for years 2 - 5 for families with heads under 54 years of age) upon the

potential annualized state welfare payments (among other variables) a wife

might receive if she were to become single. This measure was constructed from

data obtained from year one of the file by multiplying the average AFDC income

per recipient in the state of residence in 1968 by 12 and by the number of

children plus the mother in the family. Separate models were estimated for

the complete sample and various subsamples: white and nonwhite, white poor (in-

cluding the iear poor) and non-poor and nonwhite poor or near poor, but in no

case did their AFDC term approach statistical significance. An unexpected neg-

ative sign was even indicated in regressions including nonwhites only. Wolf

11977:261 suggests that these results--the unexpected negative sign and insigni-

ficant coefficients, may be attributable to the measure of potential AFDC they

employ--a conclusion that would also apply to Cherlin's findings. For one, it

"does not distinguish between women who are likely to qualify for and recieve

AFDC payments after a marital dissolution and those who are not. The estimated
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coefficients on the AFDC variable actually used may be a weighted average of

a strong effect among women for whom AFDC matters, and a zero effect among

women for whom AFDC is irrelevant."

Hoffman and Holmes (19761, on the other hand, found evidence of a

positive relationship between high state welfare payments and marital stabili-

ty. Using seven years of PSID data--the dependent variable is defined for

years 3 - 7, they employ a simultaneous-equations model, which nteracts the

"demand" for the marital arrangement on the part of women with the willingness

of men to "supply" the arrangement. To parameterize Inter-state differences

in AFDC benefits, states of residence were categorized by whether "high" or

"low" AFDC benefits are provided, which is interacted with another dumy vari-

able indicating a high or low 1968 family income to needs ratio. The sum of

the absolute values for families in high payment AFDC states and low income-

needs (expressed as deviations from the grand mean of marital dissolution) and

low AFDC and low income-needs indicated a significantly negative net relation-

ship between AFDC and family stability, given a low income-needs ratio. These

are reduced form results, so they can be regarded as opposite to the find-

ings reported by Sawhill et al. Notwithstanding, the indicated effects are

somewhat surprising, since the samples employed in both studies are very simi-

liar with respect to sample size, period for which the family was intact and

dissolution was measured, the mean of the dependent variable, and the propor-

tions coded as having a low income-needs ratio and poor or near poor.

Evidence from the New Jersey and Pennsylvania income maintenance ex-

periments have been reported in Sahill et al. (19751 and Wolf (1976). There

have also been results reported for the North Carolina and Iowa Rural experi-

ments [Middleton and Has@, 1977), the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance
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experiments [Hannan et al., 19783 and the Cary Ihcome Maintenance Experiments

[Wolf, 1977]. These studies differ both analytically and methodologically,

making it difficult to draw conclusions across them, but the rate of marital

dissolution for experimentals is consistently higher for controls, in each

analysis.

The models estimated by Sawhill et al. and Wolf differ but provide,

none-the-less, consistent findings of a higher rate of dissolution for ex-

perimentals than controls. It is quite possible, however, that the results

from both studies are partially due to higher rates of attrition for fami-

lies experiencing a dissolution and not the experiment itself. Sawhill

et al. focus on the effect of income support payments on the probability

of dissolution and include a variety of income and earnings variables in

their single equation marital dissolution function. Alternative specifi-

cations of various sources of income: total income, total income less NIT

payments, all other income, and a constant set of demographic variables:

age and education of husband, number of children less than 18 in the fami-

ly, race, and whether the family owned their own home, were regressed on

the probability of a divorce over the three years of the experiment. The

income variables were averaged over the quarterly periods the family remained

intact. In every case, the various income sources were found to be Inverse-

ly related and significantly so (in practically every instance) to the prob-

ability of a dissolution. A measure of the independence income a wife would

receive in the event of a dissolution was also tested, but proved insignif-

icant (although positive in sign). Thus, Sawhill et al. conclude that a neg-

ative income tax program would result in increased marital stability, even

though the rate of dissolution was higher for experimentals than for controls.
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Wolf's analysis of the New Jersey data is directed more at uncovering

differences between experimentals and controls. Variables measuring experi-

mental status, the guarantee, and the implicit tax rate were tested in a re-

duced form dissolution equation. The full simultaneous model includes equa-

tions for husband's hours of work, wife's hours of work, NIT benefits, and

the probability of a marital dissolution. A positive, although statistically

insignificant experimental effect was noted in two-thirds of the cases--eight

distinct combinations of the guarantee and the implicit tax rate were tested

on three separate subgroups.

Middleton and and Hass [19771 also report finding a slightly higher

adjusted mean rate of marital dissolution for experimentals than controls.

However, this difference was not statistically significant. They strongly

qualify their findings in light of their small sample and the relatively few

dissolutions observed, but conclude that they could find no evidence, posi-

tive or negative, of a relationship between income maintenance and marital

stability.

The most extensive analysis of the relationship between income mainte-

nance and marital dissolution was conducted by Hannan et al. [1978], who find

that income maintenance has a robust and significantly positive effect upon

marital dissolution. Controlling for the assignment model and other theoret-

ically important variables measured at enrollment--duration of marriage, ages

and educational levels of the husband and wife, numbers and ages of children,

and the like, a 61% and 58% percentage Increaae in the dissolution rate due to"

the NIT was note*3 for blacks and whites, respectively. The effect for Chi-

canos was essentially zero; a 42 reduction in dissolution was observed among

experimental families.
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Similar findings were noted when the actual guarantees were tested.

The pattern of dissolution was lowest for families assigned to the most gen-

erous NIT treatments, however. Hannan et al. offer that this finding is due

to the fact that the "income" and "Independence" effects of the treatment

are nonlinear and that different effects dominate over different ranges and

combinations of the guarantee and tax rate: the income effect is a reverse

S shape, which results in smaller effects the higher the family income. The

independence effect, on the other hand, has an S shape. This results in high-

er rates of dissolution, the higher the level of income. It is also offered

that part of the indicated effect is due to the fact that welfare income is

discounted (due to stigma or lack of information) relative to negative income

tax payments.

Finally, Wolf [1917) finds no differences, between the rates of dis-

solution among experirentals and control in the Gary Income Maintenance Ex-

periment. A significantly positive effect of predicted AFDC income on marital

dissolution, controlling for predicted earnings and/or labor supply was noted,

however. This effect was also noted in a replication of the model using the

Michigan Panel of Income Dynamics. It was not possible to test for the relative

effects of NIT, however, because measures of NIT payments were not available.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Who testified on that? Wiseman from Cali-
fornia, Professor Wiseman, an economist at Berkeley.

Mr. AARON. A good friend.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You fellows know each other. He gave some

very careful work. lie had been working in Alameda County and had
a very bearish-is that the word ?-report. He had obviously done some
very careful 5-year nanel study.

Mr. AARO. .He is a very careful analyst and he has taken a very
close look at a very small body of data. I would point out that the
behavior he observed in Alameda, in terms of the continuation of
cases, differs from behavior in other places, in New York City for
example. I gather you also had testimony about that from Mr. Lyon
of the Rand Corpoiation. .

Senator MoYNTIrAN. Yes.
Mr. AARON. WhilA agreeing with you fully that our primary ob-

jective is to deal with problems of need and want among children,
I would come back to the point that it is important to offer oppor-
tunities to two-parent families for the sake of the children as well as
the father. That is why I think it is important to focus attention on
the work strategy at the same time we try to repair shortcomingslin
cash assistance.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
I will press you just another moment. It is possible to describe-we

got into this sort of silly incremental versus comprehensive debate-
but you know, without doing anything at all to change the system, we
could put in a national minimum. That is no change in the system and
there is no great cost involved.

Mr. AARON. That is correct.
Senator MOYNIHAN. But if you had the opportunity just to put in

the Seattle-Denver income maintenance arrangements without the
work requirements, you would not do that?

Mr. AARON. I do not see that it is possible to put in the Seattle-
Denver arrangements-

Senator MOYNIHAN. It is possible.
Mr. AARON [continuing. Because of the very peculiar experimental

environment within which they took place. Nobody is discussing that
kind of a program at the present time.

Senator MOYNIHAN. But it is possible. We could pass a bill.
Mr. AARON. Of course. I overstated. I meant to suggest that it is

unlikely that one would run a real program paying the same degree
of attention to information that social scientists did. There are a host
of differences between that and welfare administrators.

Senator MoYNIHAN. Then my meaning was not clear. Just a straight
negative tax.

Mr. AARON. We are not proposing such a program.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I know you are not. I am saying you would not?
Mr. AARON. At this time, no sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It would be your judgment from what you have

learned that, by itself, it would not be a good thing?
Mr. AARON. I would not want to say that. I would want to say

that it is our judgment that a mixed strategy that was embodied in
our proposal and in most of the incremental alternatives is clearly
superior.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, God love you and we are sorry you are
leaving.

Mr. AARON. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You are not going far. I know the Secretary

-will have the benefit of your advice and that this committee will and
we want to say tW'e public never says its thanks very well, but this
subcommittee of the Committee on Finance would like to say its
thanks to Henry Aaron who has been an energetic and faithful, pro-
ductive public servant in his 2 years in office and we look forward to
reading your book about it.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Aaron follows:]

STATEMENT BY HENRY AARON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PLANNING AND EVALUA-
TiON, DEPARTMENT OF 11EALT1H, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Mr. Chairman, I am Henry Aaron, Assistant Secretary for Planning and Eval-
uation. Accompanying me this morning Is Michael Barth, Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary for Income Security Policy. We welcome this opportunity to discuss with
you the broad program of income maintenance experimentation begun by the
Office of Economic Opportunity in the mid-1960s and continued by the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare.

The government has supported income maintenance research for over a decade.
Tids support reflects a bipartisan commitment spanning four administrations to
provide improved Information on which to base decisions about changes In the
welfare system.

The Seattle/Denver experiments taught us to propose a plan different from
the one tested there. The Seattle/Denver plan reduced work effort. The Adminits-
tration's welfare reform plan, and all major incremental alternatives advanced
in the Cbngress, combined Jobs and cash assistance and increased work effort.
Work opportunities must be included in welfare reform-that is the lesson of
Seattle/Denver.

The experiments were sophisticated applications of social science, and the re-
suits, in some instances, are complex. As I shall indicate, some of these results
have already influenced policy. Others, we think, should influence future research.

In my testimony I shall sketch the major findings of the experiments. I shall
indicate how the results on work effort affected the development of the Admin-
istration's welfare reform proposal and were used in preparing cost estimates of
that and other plans. I shall indicate a number of puzzling features of the find-
ings on family stability that have, I believe, raised more questions than they have
answered. I shall also sketch some of the other results of the income maintenance
experiments.

BACKGROUND OF TIE INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENTS

Tie Office of Economic Opportunity initiated Income maintenance experlmen-
tation in 1966. The primary goal of the experiments was to obtain information
that would make it possible to estimate the cost of various income maintenance
alternatives, in particular information on whether, and by how much, recipients
of income maintenance payments would reduce their work effort-a major deter-
mninant of the cost of any welfare program. Controlled social experiments offered
the greatest promise of generating the reliable data needed to estimate the cost of
changes in welfare programs.

That promise has been fulfilled.
The findings on work effort, particularly those from the Seattle/Denver experi-

ment led the Administration to propose a welfare reform plan that integrates
jobs and reform of cash assistance, unlike the simple negative income tax used in
the experiment.

Data from the last of the four income maintenance experiments--those
in Seattle and Denver-have provided the empirical foundation for simulations
by the Administration, the Congressional Budget Office, and others, of the costs
of the Administration's welfare reform plan and most of the major alternative
plans.
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The experiments, lke most large scale research, have produced new account-

ing and budgeting procedures that promise to save hundreds of millions of
dollars in existing welfare programs.

The basic structure of each experiment was similar. Designed to measure
changes in work effort associated with variations in the amount and conditions
of income maintenance payments, the experiments tried to isolate the effects of
income maintenance from other factors that might affect families' responses.
The behavior of families who received the payments (referred to as "experi-
mental families") was compared with the behavior of other families, similar
in income, geographic location and racial/ethnic background who did not receive
income maintenance payments (called "control families"). The differences in
behavior patterns between these two groups represent the "response" of the
families to the experimental payments.

In each experiment, a predetermined number of families who met the require-
ments for enrollment were randomly selected and assigned to the experimental
or control groups. The experimental groups received income maintenance pay-
ments under one of several plans characterized by a different basic benefit level
and benefit reduction rate. A basic benefit is the amount of assistance provided
if a family has io outside resources. A benefit reduction rate Is the rate by
which benefits are reduced per dollar of family earnings.

Families in the control groups received no such payments, but remained
eligible for welfare and Food Stamps.

Families eligible for payments under the experimental plans reported their
income every month and were interviewed about other matters several times
a year. Families In the control groups received a token payment in return for
information supplied to researchers several times qi year.

The problem of assembling representative control groups and the high cost
of administering a national program influenced planners to decide on a "test
bore" procedure, under which a series of experiments was run in representative
parts of the United States rather than a single experiment using a large national
sample. This procedure required development of several experiments that, taken
together, would represent the variety of geographic, ethnic, and other soclologi
cal characteristics that exist in this country.

Each of the four experiments concentrated on one population segment. The
New Jersey experiment was limited to two-parent families of the working poor
living In industrial urban centers in New Jers)y and Pennsylvania. The Rural
Experinent concentrated on wage-earning and farming families living In geo-
graphically, culturaky, and racially distinct rural areas In North Carolina and
Iowa. The Gary Experiment focused on black urban families whose members
included either one or two parents and at least one child. And the Seattle/
Denver experiment, the largest and longest lasting of all, covered one- and two-
parent black, white, and Hispanic-American families.

There already exists voluminous literature describing and summarizing the
four income maintenance experiments.' The table below compares the four experi-
ments in a variety of ways.

This literature includes a DHEW summary report on each experiment (Summary Re-
port: "New Jervey Graduated Work Incentive Experiment". DHEW. December 1978:; Slm-mary Report: "Rural Income Maintenance Experiment". DHEW. November 1976: "TheGary Income Maintenance Experiment: Summary of Initial Findings". Kenneth Kebrer.
March 197T and "The Seattle-Denver Income Maintenance Experiment: Mid-ExpermentalLabor Supply Results and a Generalization to the National Population", DHEW. February
1978.). Numerous unpublished reports are listed in the summary reports. and a considerablenumber of articles have been published In various professional Journals. In addition, theAcademic Press (New York. New York) bas published a three-volume series on the NewJerxey Income Maintenance Experiment (Volume I: "Operations, Surveys. and Adminis-tration". by David Kershnw and Jerilyn Fair. 1976; Vohnme 1I: "Labor Supply Responses".edited byw Harold W. Watts and Albert Rees. 1977: and Volume III: "Fxpenditureq. Health.and Soelal Behavior: and the Quality of the Evidence". edited by Harold W. Watts andAlbert Bres. 19771. Technical pnpers on tte Rural Income Maintenance Experiment arefound in the Final Report of the Rural Income Maintenance Experiment. available at repro-
d';ction cost from the Institute for Research on Poverty. University of WisconqIn. Madison.Wisconsin. TechnlcMl papers on the Gary Income Maintenance Experiment Are found in theInitial Findings Report. available from the Offie of Income Securitv Policy ReseArch.
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation. Washington. D.C. Severalvolumps of papers that contain initial Cnding from the Seattle-Denver Income Maintenance
Eneriment are presently being e41te for publiction.For critical evaluations of the New Jersey and Rural Experiments. see Joseph Pe(hmanand Michael Timpane. ed. "Work Incentives and Income Guarantees: The New Jersey
Negative Income Tax Experiment". Brookings. Washington. D.C.. 1975. and John Palmerand Joseph Pechman. ed.. "Welfare in Rural Areas: The North Carolina-Iowa Ineonle
Maintenance Experiment". Brookings, Washington, D.C., 1978.
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INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENTS

(Duration, location, sample composition, end treatment testadj

Pensyni Rural Gary Seatte/1)nver

StW/Nd, data of Auus 1968 to 1969- 73........ January 1971 to January 1971 to
permIts. August 1972. August 1974. prest

Sample size 1,357 ............... . 1,780 ................ 4,000.
(families).

Sites (percent of Trenton Patrson Rural Iowa (3 percent Gary, Ind. (100 per. Seattle, Wash. (43
tot Simple). NJ., (12 percent:; cent); rural Aorth cent). p Q; Denver,

Pas , I.J., Carola (62 pa-o (7 percet).:nt)e; Jerey cent).
NJ. (29 per

cent; Scntn Pa.,
(23 percent).

RacilopositIon Blac (37 percent); Slack (35prcent); Black (100 percent).... Black (43 pecet);
of sample (per- white (32 percen ; Wht percent). white percenten;
cent). Hispanic-American Hispan c-A"mercan

Types of families 2-arent (head of Prime a 8to 58) 2-parent (41 percent); 2-parent(6percent);

enrolled (per. household a male-aed family SIne- rent 9 slngle-parent (39
cent). is to 58) (00 me of Prnt) (had ofpecet) p& et;d pocthdo

percent). ged(1 to 55) hosehl aged 1s household aged 18h tos) to 58).
family (1cert);family by.
male or female aged
59 or older (14
percent).

(In percent

New Jersey/
Pennsylvania Rural Gary Seattle/Denver

Basic Basic Basic Basic
benefit Tax or benefit benefit benefit Rate of

percent of benefit percent of Benefit percent of Benefit percent of Benefit decline i
poverty reduction poverty reduction povert reduction povet reduction per 1000

ne rate line rate line rate line rate in earnings

N IT plans tested.. so 30 ....................................... ...........................
50 50 50 50 .................... 90 70 0.25
75 30 75 30 .................... 90 80 .25
75 so 75 50 ------------------- 116 70 .25
75 70 75 70 77 40 116 80 .25

100 50 -------------------- 77 60 135 80 .25
100 70 100 . 50 101 40 90 50 ..........
125 50 ------------------- 101 60 90 70 ..........

116 50 ........
116 70 ..........
135 70 ..........
135 70 ..........

Family eligibility 3 yr ................ 3 yr ................ 3 yr ................ 3 yr ............... .71 percent
for payments.

5 yr ................ 25 percent
2,04r ................ 4 percent

Other experimen- None.......... None .............. (1) Day care sub. Manpower counsel-
tal treatments side offered to ling; counselin./
offered, selected sample 50 percent subsidy

of NIT-ltbit of educationalsod WWItr expenditures.
families; subsidy counselinJ
rates of 35, 60, 9D), percent subsidy of
and 100 percent educationalwere offered to 43 expenditures.
percent of G-Xfailies.

(2) Social Service Thesu tretmntsaccess workers were offered to 59
(referral oces. percent of MIT-

eligible and control
families enrolled
in SIME/DIME.

i Families assigned to a declining tax experimental plan faced average benefit reduction rates which declined as their
level of earnings rose. In each of these plans the average tax declined 2.5 percent as earnings rose by an additional S1.000
per year.



THE FIXDINOS OF THE EXPEUMZNTa

Effect of Income Maintenance on Work Effort
The experiments yielded roughly consistent results on the primary question of

whether recipients of cash assistance would reduce work effort and, if so, by
how much. All of the experiments provided guaranteed income maintenance
payments, but did not impose work requirements or provide special employment
opportunities.

To summarize these results:
Male heads of two-parent families reduced hours of work between one and 11

percent; few of them withdrew entirely from the labor force;
Female family heads reduced hours by about 15 percent; some withdrew from

the labor force or did not enter at all;
Women in two-parent families, who worked between 8.4 and 16.4 hours per%

week on the average, reduced the hours they worked between zero and 81
percent;

Young adults (aged 16 to 21) who did not head families reduced their work
effort between 18 and 24 percent.

A simulation c' the cost and numbers of recipients of the alternative plans,
using the work-effort response data from Seattle/Denver, shows that It is the
combination of basic benefit level and benefit reduction rate that determines
program costs, the number of families eligible for payments, and the fraction
of total cost that can be attributed to changes in work effort. That is, as work
hours are reduced, Income falls, In turn causing assistance payments to rise. For
example, a hypothetical program whose basic benefit level was set at 75 percent
of the poverty line and whose benefit reduction rate was set at 70 percent would
assist about 5 million families and cost about $8.1 billion in current dollars, more
than current welfare programs. By contrast, a more generous program with a
basic benefit equal to the poverty line and a benefit reduction rate of 50 percent
would aid about 18 million families and cost about $36 billion In current dollars.

HoWever, the cost of decreases In work effort would be proportionately higher
(though absolutely lower) in the less expensive program than in the more
generous program. In the former, reduced work effort would account for 58
percent of the cost; in the latter, 17 percent. There are two reasons for this:
First, the higher benefit reduction rate of the less generous program would cause
a larger decline in work effort than the lower reduction rate would cause in the
more generous program. Second, the less generous program would usually cover
lower-income people who work less to begin with. A decrease in their work effort
would be proportionately greater than a similar decrease In work effort of a
group that initially worked more.
Effects o1 Limited Duration of Experiments

From the beginning, analysts suspected that the limited duration of the ex-
periments would generate results different from those of a permanent program.
Theoretical studies suggested that an experiment of limited duration would
overestimate the impact on work effort of the benefit reduction rate, and would
underestimate the impact of the basic benefit level.

Enrollment of families for varying lengths of time in the Seattle/Denver ex-
periment permitted a test of this prediction. Evidence suggests that a short-run
experiment Is likely to understate the permanent effects on work effort of a
relatively generous income maintenance program, but that this understatement
probably diminishes and may be reversed as the program becomes less generous.
Thus, the size and nature of the error produced by using three-year results,
for example, would depend on the terms of the precise income maintenance plan
being studied. In fact, simulations of the cash assistance component of the Ad-
ministration's welfare reform plan, using both the three-year and five-year re-
sults from the Seattle/Denver experiment, differ negligibly.
Income Reporting

Experience with all the experiments confirms that it is feasible to collect
information from recipients, on a monthly basis, about actual income, program
participation, and tamily composition.

Results from the New Jersey experiment suggested that periodic retrospective
reporting results in more accurate and more responsive payments than the system
of prospective budgeting and Infrequent reporting typically used in current
welfare programs. As a result, we Initiated a demonstration of these adminis-

36-954 0 - 29 - 21
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trative practices in Boulder and Denver, Colorado. Results from these tests
suggested that a combination of monthly reporting, retrospective budgeting, and
automated data systems could significantly reduce erroneous payments. If imple-
mentation of these procedures in States not now using them yielded similar
returns, national savings could range from $280 million to $560 million per year.
A broader testing program of monthly reporting and retrospective budgeting is
now under way. As a result of these findings, the Department recently issued a
Notice of Proposed Rule Making that would explicitly authorize States to use
retrospective budgeting in their regular AFDC systems. This proposed policy
change is a prime demonstration of how research results can be used to Improve
the efficiency with which scarce tax dollars are distributed to needy people.

The income maintenance experiments had as their principal purpose the genera-
tion of data that could be used to measure the effects of income maintenance on
work efforL While the experiments were not designed primarily to study such
other questions as family stability, school performance, manpower development
and training, child care, and geographic mobility, some Interesting data on these
Issues were generated.

RATIO OF EXPERIMENTAL TO CONTROL GROUP FAMILY INSTABILITY RATES, ACROSS EXPERIMENTS
AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

[Sample i used i analysis Is In parlenume

New Jrse, arr a
3-yr I rsu 3-yrresults 3-yr result 2-yy rsutts 3-yr ulb 3d yr only

WNW. ......... . 1. 09(46) 2.49 406 NA I1.3I (1.40) 1.(1 561 .) 0.1(,1,6 )Blacks ..... 1.24 11:.58 0 0.7(60) 1 48(1070) E1.45(,i123.(9Hispanics2.........2.22 (153) NA NA 1.12 (617) (646) 1.4 (672)2'-!1536 46 1.09 (672)

Total ...................... 1.5 (616) ............................................................

'Family stability rat for plan with basIc benefit of 75 pesoet of poverty line and benefit reduction rate of 50 percentFamily Instabifity rides too small for meaningful interpretation: over the life of expedment there were a totba of only

Pamily Stabifldt
Each of the four experiments collected data on the stability of families in

both the control and experimental groups. Families in the experiment are defined
to Include couples living together whether or not they are legally married. As
the attached table makes clear, the findings have been far from consistent. In
some experiments, families in some ethnic or racial groups that received cash
assistance were less stable than families in control groups. Sometimes In the
same experiments, for different benefit plans, and for other ethnic or racial
groups, families receiving cash assistance were more stable than the others.

For example, the New Jersey experiment produced data that suggest decreases
in stability among families receiving payments from the experiment, but none of
the results is statistically significant.

So few families in the Rural experiment broke up that meaningful analysis
Is not possible.

The Gary experiment yielded data suggesting that family stability Is greater
among families who received cash assistance than among those that did not,
but, again, the results are statistically insignificant.

During the first two years of the Seattle/Denver experiment, rates of family
instability were about 60% higher among blacks and whites who received
assistance than among those who did not. These results are statistically signifi-
cant. But there was no significant effect on Hispanics, overalL However, during
the third year of the experiment, the effect on white families declined, causing
white families in the experimental group to be actually more stable than their
counterparts in control groups, although by a statistically insignificant amount.
I shall return to this Issue at some length later in my testimony.
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OTHER FINDINGS

Demand for aooflW 8ervice.-In the one experiment that measured demand
for social services (Gary), families receiving payments reduced their use of
social services by about nine percent and freed resources spent on them for
other uses.

Health and nutrition.-Two of the experiments (Gary and Rural) provide
some evidence about the impact of income maintenance on health. The birth
weight of babies born to mothers receiving income maintenance in Gary was
significantly higher than the weight of babies born to mothers in the control
groups. Improvement of birth weight, a widely accepted index of Infant health,
was particularly noticeable among women whose babies would otherwise have
been at higher-than-average risk.

North Carolina families who received income maintenance In the Rural
experiment improved the quality of their nutrition. This improvement occurred
in a population whose previous diet was highly deficient. A similar experimental
effect was not found in Iowa, but pre-experimental nutrition was much better
among rural families in that State.

Houaisg and home ownerahip.-Familes receiving income maintenance In
Gary were twice as likely to purchase their own homes during the experiment
as families in control groups. An increased amount of homeownership was also
noted in the two other experiments where this behavior was studied. The three
urban experiments also revealed that families receiving the experimental pay-
ments were more likely than families in control groups to move out of public
housing.

School attendance and performance.-..Children, In grades 2-8 in families re-
ceiving income maintenance in the rural North Carolina experiment, improved
school attendance, scholastic grades, classroom behavior, and their scores on
standardized tests.

In all of the experiments, when their families received payments, teenage chil-
dreh appeared to reduce the hours they worked substantially. In several cases
(N.3., Gary males) these reductions were more than offset by Increases in time
spent in school. In other instances, however, an increase in teenage school at-
tendance did not appear to occur (Rural, Seattle/Denver). Female teenagers
in Gary neither increased the amount of school attendance nor decreased their
participation In the labor force.

Oonsumption.-Families in all experiments used Increases in ncome, both from
cash assistance and earnings, to purchase durable goods and necessities and to
save.

Attitudes toward AFDO and income maitttenance.-In the Gary experiment,
former AFDC families reported more favorably about their experience with the
experiment than about their experience with the operation of the AFDO program.
Almost half thought that AFDC rules were too difficult to understand; only
16% said that about the Gary. experiment. Three out of four believed that
AFDC rules were not equitably enforced. A little more than one out of four
reported that about the experiment.

Manpower training and education.-Family members in Seattle and Denver
increased the time they spent In training and education programs when these
activities were partly or fully subsidized, as they were for a group of participants.
On the other hand, provision of counselling, without subsidies, produced no
change In time spent on these programs.

Increases in education and training attributable to subsidies, however, pro-
duced no measurable increase in wage rates. For the first four years after the
subsidy program was implemented, wage rates remained substantially equal for
those who were eligible for subsidies and those who were not.

INTERP.ZTATrONS AND IMPUCATIONS

In the remainder of my testimony, I shall explain how the findings on work
effort-the principal subject of the research-have been and are being used ex-
tensively in policy planning. And I shall discuss the family stability findings
yielded by one of the experiments.
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Work effort
The income maintenance experiments, together with a large body of non-ex-

perimental research, have taught us a number of important lessons that bear
directly on policy. The experiments confirmed what the public and economists
have long suspected-that low-income people respond both to financial Incentives
to work and to financial incentives not to work. That is, if we Increase the finan-
clal reward for work, people will be more willing to work and will have larger
pre-tax earnings.

Increases In income maintenance payments for all low-income families with
children would not cause large reductions In work effort among prime-age men
or female family heads, nor would they cause much outright withdrawal from
the labor force.

The large percentage reductions in secondary earners' work effort that can
be expected, however, suggest that work requirements and job programs aimed
solely at primary earners may not fully offset the anticipated overall reduction
in family labor supply.

As reward for work declines, work effort declines. Prime-aged males in families
receiving cash transfers reduce the hours they work between 8 and 12 percent
when the benefit reduction rate is 50% and the basic benefit is between 50 and
100 percent of the poverty level. But when the benefit reduction rate is Increased
to 700, hours worked fall by between 15 percent and 20 percent.

The responses to benefit reduction rates teach a simple lesson-keep benefit
reduction rates as low as possible. Unfortunately, as you know, Senator, this
lesson is difficult to apply because lowering benefit reduction rates increases costs
and extends eligibility, thus increasing the number of people affected by reduced
incentives to work.

Evidence from the experiments persuaded the Administration not to propose
the pure cash assistance program examined In all the experiments, but rather
to propose a carefully constructed package. Indeed, this program initiated a novel
integration of jobs and cash assistance that had the following major elements:

A restructured cash assistance program that distinguishes between those who
are and those who are not expected to work;

A limit on benefit reduction rates for families containing a member expected to
work;

Greatly expanded employment and training opportunities for the low-income
population;

Work requirements; and
An expanded earned income tax credit to aid low-income working families even

further.
Because of its work requirements and direct job creation provisions, the Presi-

dent's program would have Increased, not reduced, total hours worked and raised
total earnings by an estimated $5.4 billion. Significantly, the major alternative
plans for the welfare program proposed In the last Congress, including that
advanced by the New Coalition, all Included similar features.

The methods used to analyze the work-effort data generated in the Seattle/
Denver experiment embodied accepted theories of labor supply behavior, were
roughly consistent across experiments, and were consistent with a variety of
findings based on other surveys.
FamUy stabilty

The results of the experiment on family stability are puzzling. in contrast to
those on work effort. The findings on work effort are consistent with a well-
developed body of theory, do not differ significantly from nonexperimental anal-
ysis. are consistent across experiments, and contain relatively few anomalies.
On the other hand, the results on family stability do not grow out of well-devel-
oped theory. The specific findings from the Seattle/Denver experiments conflict
to some extent with nonexperimental analysis, are not fully consistent with find-
ings from the other experiments, and contain puzzling results. Given Its greater
sample size, the results from Seattle/Denver probably merit more attention than
any of the other experiments. Nonetheless, the diversity of results across experi-
ments and over time precludes generalizations.

To explain the Seattle/Denver findings, the analysts at SRI developed the
following rationale: Cash assistance on the terms offered in the experiment
produces two effects.
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First, assistance received by a family produces an "income effect," i.e., the
availability of greater financial resources tends to stabilize two-parent families.

Second, an increase in potential resources (from cash assistance, earnings, or
any other source) available to family members who leave the two-parent family
setting (i.e., available to single-parent families) creates an "independence effect"
which destabilizes families by increasing the financial independence of family
members. Thus, increases in welfare or other forms of assistance will, so the
explanation goes, decrease family stability.

By themselves, these two forces could not explain the results of the Seattle/
Denver experiments. This is because the rate of family breakup increased more In
pL), as with low benefits--benefits most like those paid under AFDC-than in plans
with high benefits. A third element, which, In combination with the other two,
is necessary for SRI's explanation of the findings, is the possibility that families
do not value a dollar of Income from welfare as highly as they value a dollar ofincome from any other source (including an income maintenance experiment)
because of the stigma or administrative burdens associated with regular welfareprograms. The existence of such a "welfare discount" is supported by tha~rather
considerable differences in the administration of regular welfare programs and
the more benign administration of the experiments, a point to which I shall
return. If the "welfare discount" exists, it would not by itself affect family
stability, but would simply explain why assistance from the experiment's low-
support plans could be more valuable to people than the equivalent income avail-
able to control families from the conventional welfare system.

These three elements, if they in fact exist, are one possible explanation of theoverall findings of the Seattle/Denver experiment. The reasoning would run as
follows: families believe that in the event of separation, low-benefit experimental
plans would (because of the "welfare discount") offer then greater benefits thaw.those available from regular welfare programs. However, low-benefit plans do
not offer sufficiently generous benefits to produce an offsetting, stabilizing "in-come effect." In this view, the high-benefit plan Is less destabilizing than the.
low-benefit plan because its "income effect" is larger than its "independence
effect."

Soni analysts have considered a second explanation for the results, the "role-model" hypothesis. According to this explanation, receipt of assistance under-mines the traditional role of the man as head of the family and breadwinner,
and lie ultimately departs from the family. This hypothesis is hard to acceptbecause the rate of family instability was lower among families on high-benefitplans, which should undermine, the male's role most completely, than It was
among families on low-benefit plans. Furthermore, there Is some increase In the
rate of family breakup among families eligible to receive, hut not In fact receiv-
ing, payment, and again, this effect is greater in the low-enefit plans.
Further thoughts on the uac of these findings

The conditions in the experiments were quite unlike any system of Income
support and assistance that now exists or that Congress is likely to enact. The
experiments had:

No work requirement,
No program of child support enforcement,
No caseworker contact or advice,
No WIN registration, Job search or placement activities.
To recognize these differences, however, is not to criticize the research design.The experiments were designed principally to measure the effects of financial

incentlys to work. To measure those effects, other influences were minimized.
With respect to the effects of income maintenance on family stability, we be.lieve that these and other differences between conildtoms In the real world and

in the experiments tend to raise serious questions about the relevance of theexperimental findings to any welfare reform plan likely to be proposed.2 Thus:
Benefits paid by the Seattle-Denver experiment differ from those under

AFDC In one key respect. Fathers (or mothers) In the control group who left

9 We know of tho research that the differences between real world conditions andtIoqe a~soclated with the experiments would almost certainly atrengthen the conclusiondrawn from the experiments that Income maintenance does not significantly reduce the
work effort of primary earners.
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their partners and children were ineligible for AFDC benefits, but fathers (or
mothers) in the experiment continued to be eligible for benefits ($1,600 in 1978
dollars). This difference made family splitting more attractive to families in
the experiment than it would be to families in the AFDC program.

The administrators of the experiment scrupulously informed families about the
terms of assistance, including the fact that each member of an experimental
family would remain eligible for assistance If the family split. The Seattle-
Denver experiment provided participants complete information about benefits
for which they were eligible and the alterations that would occur following
chnages in the family situation. Such counselling is not characteristic of real-
world welfare programs. In fact, the welfare discount, a necessary component
of the theory developed by researchers at SRI to rationalize the results, is
nothing more than a technical way of saying that getting assistance from an
experiment is rather different from getting assistance from AFDC. For these
reasons we believe It would be a mistake to apply, uncritically, the experiment's
findings on family instability to programs in the real world.

Not all family breakup was marital breakup. A family was defined as a couple,
with or without children, that was married or living in a consensual union.
We have asked the research contractor, SRI International, to determine how
many couples belonged to each category. But at present, we do not have this
Information, and it may prove hard to get, because the experiment did not
ask for documentation of marital status as a condition of part',.elpation. Some
fraction of the family breakups studied, were, in fact, terminations of con-
sensual unions. In other words, we do not have any firm information at this
time about the impact of the experiments on marital stability. Moreover,
married families who split under the experiment were not subject to Child
Support Enforcement, an important feature of current welfare programs that
may act as a deterent to family instability.

The experiment also generated a number of statistical anomalies that should
cause us to proceed carefully in drawing inferences from the results.

In Denver, receipt of assistance did not significantly increase family Insta-
bility among Hispanics. The percentage change In the dissolution rate of His-
panic families in the experiment was small (12 percent). We are unable to
explain why Hispanics behaved so differently from either blacks or whites. The
possible explanation of religious differences is undercut by the finding that in
New Jersey, Puerto Rican families broke up somewhat more than either black
or white families did. In neither case are the results statistically significant.

White and black experimental families separated more often than their
counterparts in control groups during the first two years of the experiment.
During the third year, the differential In the break-up rate for white families
disappeared, but declined only slightly for black families.

The same analytical model that was used to estimate the effects of cash
assistance on family stability produced a result that is hard to rationalize.
According to this model, the rate at which white and Hispanic families split
Increased 49 percent and 87 percent respectively, when they were merely offered
Job counselling. Both increases are statistically significant. Job counselling and
manpower subsidies were separate, independently varied features of the experi-
mental plans tested in Seattle and Denver. If Hispanics were offered 100 percent
subsidies for training in addition to counselling, the rate of family breakup
among experimental families was lower than among controls by statistically
insignificant amounts. (Fewer than 50 percent of the families offered job coun-
selling or training subsidies actually used them.) We have found no explanation
for these particular results, but they were produced by the same equation that
yielded estimates of the impact of cash assistance on family stability.

Estimates of the impact of cash assistance on family stability from all of the
experiments tend to be overstated because of a problem known as "attrition
bias." The problem is quite simple. Families who received assistance had strong
incentives to continue to privide information after a split, because they remained
eligible for cash assistance. Control families did not have such incentives; if
they split, they could drop out of the experiment without giving administrators
a reason and without losing any experimental benefit. This effect is generally
acknowledged. It cannot explain the entire difference In the rates at which
experimental and control families broke up In the Seattle/Denver experiment.
but taking It into account could reduce the differential between experimental
and control families by as much as 40 percent.
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The experiment offered recipients cash assistance alone. Starting with the
President's program, present welfare reform proposals provide for refom of
cash assistance and for direct job creation. The findings of two major longitudinal
surveys suggest that this difference Is critical. Studies based on the Panel Survey
on Income Dynamics (sponsored by HEW and collected by the Survey Research
Center) and the National Longitudinal Survey (sponsored by the Department
of Labor and managed by Ohio State University) support the following
statements.

Unemployment of a husband Is associated with marital instability.
If a family's economic situation "worsened" in the most recent year, the

likelihood of marital breakup increases; similarly, If its economic situation
improved, the likelihood of marital breakup declines.

When a husband's earnings are low relative to his expected earnings, the
likelihood of marital breakup increases.

The possession of economic assets such as homes and savings is correlated
with marital stability.

This evidence suggests that employment is an important influence on marital
stability, partly because of its impact on earnings and partly because of the im-
pact of work on attitudes. It tells us that the impacts of cash assistance experi-
ments on family stability may not carry over to programs that create jobs while
they reform cash.

CONCLUSIONS

I remain convinced that the best way to achieve equity In the welfare system,
a goal most people share, lies in the adoption of the general strategy proposed
Iy the Administration last year, and adopted in the major incremental plans
offered as alternatives. That strategy Includes development of employment and
training opportunities and equitable reform of the distribution of cash assist-
ance. The lessons we learned from the experiments about the impact of cash
assistance on work effort helped to shape this strategy and will continue to
Influence welfare policy for years to come.

Thank you.

[Thereupon at 12:10 p.m., the hearing in the above-entitled matter
was adjourned.]

[By direction of the chairman the following communications were
made a part of the record:]



RwENT STATE AFDC CASELOAD DyNAMIcs AND THE IMPLICATIONS FOR WELFARE
RzroMU AND FO3CASTING

(By Barry Bluestone and James Sumrall, Kathleen Sestak, Richard Sheehaa,
Charles Piper, Mary Stevenson, Steven Venti, Social Welfare Regional Re-
search Institute.)

INTlBDUrCTION

The Social Welfare Regional Research Institute (SWRRI) was established
at Boston College In 1970 to conduct policy research on the relationship between
welfare and the economy. The studies of the Institute have been concerned with
(1) evolving issues in employment and welfare that concern the development
of Income maintenance policy (2) programs aimed at moving client populations
toward self-support (8) the impact of employment opportunities on the ef-
fectiveness of welfare programs (4) the work experience patterns of client
populations and (5) the interaction of welfare policies and the employability of
recipients

More recently, under contract to the Social and Rehabilitation Service of
H.E.W., SWRRI has been investigating the determinants of AFDC caseload
and expenditure trends for the period 1959-1974 in each of five Jurisdictions.
These include New York City, Upstate New York, Georgia, North Carolina, and
Washington.1 By means of a simulation procedure we have been able to use
statistical models for the AFDC programs in each of these states to estimate the
impact of various economic, political, and administrative factors on caseload
size and expenditure levels.

The use of a "systems" approach to modeling AFDC, along with careful meas-
urement of exogenous variables, provides some new insights into public assist-
ance trends and some important policy implications. The results from this re-
search suggest the following broad conclusions:

1. The determinants of caseload growth vary widely between jurisdictions.
This reflects basic structural differences in regional economies and substantial
variance in program administration. Because of this It is accurate to conclude
that there is no "national" AFDC program. Rather, each state hs a categorical
program named AFDC, but these often serve significantly different populations
and respond to significantly different economic, political, and administrative
factors.'

he work upon which this article is based was performed pursuant to Contract SRS-
500-75-0005 with the Social and Rehabilitation Service, Department of Health, Education.
and Welfare.

L The State of Michigan was Included in the original research plan. However, all of our
efforts at generating a useful model for this State were frustrated by inconsistencies and
gaps in the historical data series. Therefore, Michigan Is not included In this overview of
results.

* Data from the biennial AFDC Surveys indicate the demographic characteristics of
AFDC vary substantfalb% between states. In 1978, only 14.7 percent of the ADC familiesin Mississippi lived In SMSA 's while In New York and California the percentage was well
over ninety. In Colorado only 11.5 percent of the caseload was black, while throughout the
South more than threp-fonrths are non-white. In Michi an only 8.1 percent of AFDCmothers had not completed 8th grade while in most Soutbern states a third have not. In1917 nniv a quarter of thp AFDC famlles had been on reJlief for a year or less. while inWashington nearly half of al welfare families were short.term. As for work experience, only
7.8 percent of AVC mothers were employed while receiving assistance in Ohio, while in
Missouri a third were employed.

Program characteristics differ as well. In 1973, none of the families on AFDC in Wis.
consin had "unmet financial needs" given administratively set standards. Conversely In
Missouri and Alabama over 90 percent of all recipients were in families where benefit levels
failed to cover estimated financIal need. In Texas in 1971 only 2.3 percent of the assistance
froup was enrolled in WIN whi, In Washington nearly 40 percent were, In Alabama fewer
wnra. two out of five AFDC families were participating in the food stamp program In 1978,
while in Ohio more than four out of five participated.

Furthermore there is strong evidence that administrative attitudes toward welfare de-
pendency clearly differ. Characteristically less than a third of all AFDC mothers In South.
ern states are considered needed at home while in Northern states the proportion Is nortually
greater than half.

For more detail on Jurisdictional differences in the AFDC program, see the 1967-1973
AFDC Studies, op. cit.

(82)
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2. While there is variance between states, it is true that in most Jurisdictions
the growth in AFDC benefits has had only a modest impact on caseload size.
For instance, if cash benefits had never been increased beyond their 1962 levels,
the 1974 AFDC caseloads in New York City and the State of Washington would
still have been more than 90 percent of their actual recorded levels. Even in
North Carolina, Georgia, and Upstate New York, the caseloads would have been
no more than 24 percent smaller if cash benefits had remained at the levels which
prevailed a decade and a half ago.

8. Cyclical and secular trends in employment conditions have been an impor-
tant determinant of caseload size in a number of states even though the reported
labor force participation rates among female-headed families are low. A full
employment economy throughout the 1960's and 1970's could have been responsi-
ble for reducing North Carolina's caseload by as much as 46 percent while
Washington's caseload would have been 27 percent lower.

The Impact of employment conditions on AFDC-UF is even more pronounced.
A full employment economy would have left the Upstate New York AFDC-UF
caseload with fewer than 900 families, only one-third of the actual number
enrolled during 1974. An effect of almost precisely the same magnitude was found
in Washington.

4. Beside these economic variables, political and administrative factors were
found to play a critical role in explaining welfare trends. The "1$30 and, '"
income disregards universally increased caseloads, with the effect strongly cor-
related with the work experience of the welfare population In individual states.
"Simplified Eligibility" played a critical role in the Georgia welfare "explosion",
but was found to be of negligible importance in New York City and Washington.
Most of the caseload trend in New York City could not be explained by the usual
economic variables; only after inclusion of the AFDC acceptance rate could the
New York City trend be understood. More general political variables, including a
specially constructed Congressional voting index, were useful explanatory varia-
ables in nearly all the modeled states.
Implications for welfare reform and welfare administration

Before examining some of the statistical results in greater detail, it is worth-
while to consider a number of the more important policy considerations that
we believe are implied by this research. There are obviously many, but we have
chosen to focus on just seven.

1. Perhaps the most important Implication follows from the finding of wide
diversity among the states In terms of the populations served by the present
public assistance programs and the substantial jurisdictional differences in the
impact of economic, political, and administrative factors on caseloads and ex-
penditure trends. We think this finding strongly suggests that any uniform
national welfare reform program can be expected Inevitably to have very differ-
ent effects In the various regions, states, and local Jurisdictions of the nation.

The same change in welfare benefits may increase caseloads to a measurable
tentt in one state while having almost no impact in another. An increase in
employment opportunity in one area may serve to drastically reduce welfare
caseloads and expenditures, while in another area a similar Improvement in
economic conditions will have a much smaller effect.

More critical for policy purposes is the fact that a uniform change in federal
rules and regulations governing welfare will likely have a non-uniform result.
Simplified application procedures, for example, will have a negligible effect In
Jurisdictions where procedures are already reasonably open, but the same regula-
tions can be expected to have a substantial caseload expansionary impact else-
where. Changing the income disregard and benefit reduction rate schedule will
have a more profound impact in Jurisdictions where work and welfare are more
commonly used together.

I Since our results indicate that benefit levels, employment conditions, and
political/administrative factors all affect caseload trends In one way or another,
it is Incumbent that any comprehensive welfare reform program be multi-faceted
and address all three kinds of factors. As much or more attention must be spent
on developing carefully drawn administrative guidelines as agreeing on equitable
and reasonable benefit levels.

Moreover, central to reform efforts should be the consideration of job expansion
through either the public or private sector. This involves careful consideration
of proper income disregards and benefit reduction schedules, as well as new efforts
at job training and placement.
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A lack of regard for the complexity of the reform issue will almost surely lead
to unwarranted expenditures or grossly inequitable treatment of low-income
families.

3. On a more specific level, our findings imply that the provision of an adequate
benefit level will not lead to a break-down in the work ethic or a massive shift
from the labor market to the welfare system. To a large extent the growth in
public assistance caseloads during the late 1960's and early 1970's was due to
factors other than rising benefit levels. There is no reason to believe that future
boosts in the benefit standard will trigger anything more than modest increases
in the size of the national caseload.

4. One of the chief factors upon which future levels will most likely depend is
the state of the economy and particularly the level of employment opportunity
for lower-skilled workers. This Is especially true if a family allowance type pro-
gram is expanded to cover the working poor. As is, even those with the weakest
ties to the labor market-female-headed families-appear to respond to chang-
Ing employment conditions. The number of families receiving AFDC-UF was
found to be highly sensitive to job opportunities. We expect the same thing would
be true for the working poor.

What this implies is that a national full employment policy is a critical ele-
ment in the containment of welfare costs and therefore must be considered like
other policy instruments In dealing with issues of welfare reform. The net cost
of job creation, for instance, should take into account the savings not only in
unemployment compensation funds, but In welfare budgets as well. It is, there-
fore, altogether proper and indeed necessary to link the debate over welfare re-
form to the broader debate over domestic economic policy.

5. The same statistical results that Indicate employment conditions strongly
affect caseload and expenditure levels suggest that voluntary work programs will
be sufficient to move a large number of families off welfare If a full employ-
ment economy can be generated. "Workfare" or other forms of administratively
expensive forced work programs can be avoided if a sufficient number of jobs
are available for present and potential welfare clients. Again this is particularly
the case for intact (male-headed) families, the group that traditionally has been
the focus of such "workfare" legislation.

6. Still another implication of our empirical results concerns administrative
equity in the enforcement of bureaucratic regulations. The political decisions of
state legislatures and individual state and local welfare offices, as measured by a
series of proxy variables, clearly affects the relative availability of AFDC to
families in different jurisdictions. Where national standards exist, or there is
federal oversight, there is a strong indication of greater fairness In program
administration.

"Simplified eligibility", for example, tended to equalize the rights of potential
welfare recipients in the various states. This was clear from our empirical
results. Similarly we expect that fair hearing regulations increased national
equity, although inadequate data Gn fair hearings prohibited a statistical test of
this hypothesis. In all, the simple doctrine of "fairness" seems to imply that
stronger federal policies are needed to guide application and acceptance proce-
dures as well as to regulate the termination process. These, in addition to "quality
control" measures, will help to minimize Inequities in the administration of the
public assistance system.

7. Finally there Is a policy implication for those responsible to preparing fore-
casts of future welfare expenditure demands on local, state, and federal budgets.
This research strongly suggests that the determinants of public assistance trends
vary sharply between jurisdictions. Therefore, initial forecasting should be done
at the state (and possibly the local) rather than the national level. Only in this
way can we begin to better understand the true underlying dynamics of welfare
trends and do a better job of projecting budget needs.

Unfortunately in the past, some state welfare budget forecasts have been so
misleading as to create a need for repeated eleventh hour supplementary appro-
priations. This inevitably has contributed to a political and social climate which
increasingly views social welfare expenditures as a sinister plot against the
average taxpayer. A better understanding of the causes of welfare growth and
better forecasts may serve to clear the political air so that the issue of welfare
reform can be discussed rationally and fairly.

Estimating the determinants of APDO caseload and expenditure trends
The policy implications suggested in the previous section follow either directly

or Indirectly from the series of comprehensive AFDC models developed at the
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Social Welfare Regional Research Institute since 1975. For each of the five se-
lected jurisdictions, we constructed a multi-equation model which decomposes
changes in the size of the caseload into its component parts. Instead of a single
caseload equation, separate monthly time series regressions were estimated for:
(1) Applications received; (2) Processing rate; (3) Acceptance rate; (4) Closing
rate; (5) Expenditures/case. These individual equations were then recombined
to yield estimates for the size of the caseload and the value of total expenditures.

The use of such a "components" methodology marks a departure not only from
our own previous approach, but also from most prior research.' The advantage of
the components model is that it allows the researcher a much finer representation
of the actual caseload determination process. Consequently AFDC program dy-
namics can be measured with greater precision than ever before. The empirical
results generated from these individual state models turn out to yield new in-
sights about the underlying "causes" of AFDC trends.

In the course of this research, we have been able to test the relevance of three
theories about caseload dynamics. One is the "alternative income" hypothesis
which suggests that a large part of the growth In caseloads is a voluntary response
to rising AFDC benefit levels relative to wage opportunities in the labor market.
The "employment opportunity" theory, on the other hand, posits the importance
of job availability per se as the key to understanding caseload dynamics. Finally,
the "institutional" theory suggests that changes in demographic characteristics.
rolitical attitudes, and changes in welfare rules and regulations are the dominant
causes of rising assistance rolls.

To test these three hypotheses, a voluminous data set was collected for each of
the states in the model. Benefit information, including maximum cash allowances,
food stamp bonus value, and an imputed actuarial value for in-kind medical serv-
ices, was gathered to measure the total value of public assistance to the average-
sized recipient family. Measures of potential female spendable earnings in rela-
tively low-skill occupations were also developed. Combined with the benefit data
these formed the benefit/wage ratios. Testing the employment opportunity hy-
pothesis relied on information about aggregate unemployment rates, as well as
employment levels in various "low-training" non-durable manufacturing indus-
tries and "high-turnover" retail trade and service sectors where many welfare
recipients are often employed. Over fifty different institutional variables were
developed, including those which were used to measure demographic trends, politi-
cal attitudes, and specific AFDO regulations such as "simp'tiled eligibility", "work-
fare", WIN, and the "$30 and %' earned income disregard.

The ultimate analysis of caseload and expenditure dynamics is accomplished
through the usc of a simulation procedure in which monthly caseload estimates are
generated solely from regression equation* (1) through (4) above, the exogenous
data, and the Initial (December 1958) values for cases and applications pending.
By adjusting the exogenous data and simulating alternative scenarios, we are able
to evaluate a variety of economic and policy changes which occurred over the
sample period. For example, if we Increase statutory or scheduled benefit levels by
a certain amount and leave all other exogenous data at actual levels, the induced
change In the caseload is an Indirect measure of the overall Impact of benefit levels
on the caseload.

We have chosen to turn tests using hypothetical data "counterfactuals" and
tests based completely on actual data "simulations". The differences between sim-
ulated and counterfactual levels of the caseload and total expenditures can be
attributed to the variables that take on hypothetical values in the counterfactual.

In Table I we have compared the simulated with the actual caseloads and ex-
penditures for the five Jurisdictions for fiscal year 1974. The simulations are based
on the multi-equation regression models developed for each of these Jurisdictions
and are created by reconstituting the caseload "identity". '

Caseload,- =Caseload ,.1+ (Applications,*Processing Ratet*Acceptance Rate,) -
(Closing Rate* (Caseload,.-+ Openingst))

Total expenditures are generated simply by multiplying the estimate of the
caseload by the estimate for expenditures per case.

' Onp Previous study that utilized this methodology Is by Martin Holmer. "The Economic
and Political Canpes of the 'Welfare Crisis'" (Ph.D. Dissertation. Massachuetts Institute
of Technology. 1975).

' See the Appendix to this paper for the construction of the caseload identity.
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Total Expenditures, =Expenditu re/CaseOCaseload,
These econometric models simulate the caseload accurately with errors as low

as 1.5 and 1.2 percent in Washington and New York City In FY 1974. In the re-
maining states the error is slightly larger but not unreasonable.'

TABLE I.-SIMULATED VERSUS ACTUAL CASELOAD AND EXPENDITURES, FISCAL YEAR 1974

[In to4sands

Averel monthly cam31InJ T)II an.ini expe.ifitures

North Carolina ......... 48.680 46.269 -5.0 $75,522 72708 -37
Georgia ................ 105.258 109.277 3.8 129,426 134,376 3.8
Upstate New York .... 92.463 95.211 3.0 366,440 316,022 3.1
Washington ........... 3833 36.255 -1.5 106,395 105,329 -1.0
New York City ........ 239.475 236.565 -1.2 886,958 879,431 -. 8

Total expenditures follow the same pattern in each state and contain errors often
even smaller than those found in the caseload estimates. These simulations yield a
strong Indication of the modeling accuracy provided by the components method.

The simulated values in Table 1 provide a bWnchmark against which the
counterfactuals can be compared. In Tables 2 through 8, we present counterfac-
tualn which illustrate some of our tests of the three welfare hypotheses men-
tioned earlier.
The alternative income hypothesis

To test the impact of the alternative Income theory, we generated two counter-
factuals. In one we froze the maximum allowable cash benefit at Its July 1962
level as though state legislatures had never voted benefit increases. In the second.
scenario, we set cash benefits at levels 10 percent higher than actual for every.
month in the analysis period (1950-1974). All other factors in the model, Includ-
ing potential ernhiigs levels, food stamp benefits and Medicaid, were allowed to
change as they actually did. In the first case we originally expected to find much
lower caseloads in accord with the alternative income theory; in the latter we
expected modest caseload increases.

Somewhat surprisingly we found that the substantial casb benefit boosts dur-
ing the 1960's and 1970's had much less to do with the caseload boom than pre-,-
dicted by the alternative income theory. Table 2 indicates that of the five Juris-
dictions in the analysis, the largest difference in the caseload due to the low cash
benefit scenario is found in Upstate New York. If maximum allowable cash bene-
fit.I had been kept at $200 instead of rising to $319 as they did, the caseload in
Upstate New York would have been 12,31 or 24 percent smaller in FY 1974. This
I.s substantial, but obviously still leaves a large portion of the caseload growth
unexlplained. Even more surprising, holding cash benefits at their lowest levels in
Washington ($164) and New York City ($220) resulted in caseload declines of
only 8.4 percent and 6.5 percent. The welfare "explosion" in these two areas must
boe explained almost totally by other factors.

TABLE 2.-LOW CAS.4 BENEFITS (JULY 1962 LEVEL) VERSUS SIMULATED CASELOAD AND EXPENDITURE.
FISCAL YEAR 1974

1ln thousands)

Average monthly caseload Total annual expenditures

Counter- Percent Counter- Percent
Simulated factual difference Simulated factual difference

Upstate New York ------- 95.211 72.371 -24.0 $316,022 $194,851 -38.3
Georgia --------------- 109.277 9. 293 -17.4 134,376 79656 -40.7
North Carolina ---------- 46.269 38.265 -17.3 72,706 39,672 -45.4
Washinaton ............. 38.255 35.049 -8.4 105,329 65,780 -37.6
New York City .......... 236.565 221.091 -6.5 879,434 577, 206 -34.4

' The larger error in the North Carolina model can partially be attributed to poor data
and the need to rely on a quarterly model.
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Table 3 presents the results for the+10 percent counterfactual. These hypo-
theticals are somewhat more realistic and can be compared across states whereas
the previous example cannot. They provide for an equal proportional change
in cash benefits unlike those in Table 2 which vary from state to state depend-
ing on how much cash benefits actually increased. The results are similar, but
not identical, to those found in the lowest benefit scenario. In Georgia, the case-
load increased by 12.8 percent to 123,267 in response to the 10 percent boost In
benefits. Total expenditures rose by a substantial 25.7 percent to almost $169
million on an annual basis. Again changes in benefits made little difference in
New York City and Washington.

TABLE 3.-CASH BENEFITS 10 PERCENT HIGHER VERSUS SIMULATED CASELOAD AND EXPENDITURE, FiSCAL
YEAR 1974

[In thousands

Average monthly caseoad Total annual expendituwes

Counter- Petent Couter- Percent
Smledtad factual difference Simted factua dilference

coes.a.............. 109. 27 123.267 12.5 $134,376 $168,851 2W.
Upstate Now Yok ...... 9, 211 101.132 6.2 316,022 353,280
NorthCardinga..........46 269 4&.156 4.1 72,708 83514 1.
New York City .......... 236.565 241.970 3.4 879,434 100 14.3
Washnton ............. 39,255 39.153 2.4 105,329 117,830 11.9

A major difference between the two benefits scenarios Is found in Upstate New
York. The first scenario identifies the maximum increase in caseload which can
be directly attributed to the growth in benefits, whereas the second scenario
illustrates the marginal or incremental change associated with less extreme bene-
fit fluctuations. The caseload responded significantly to holding benefits at the
1962 level, but when we artificially Increased allowances by 10 percent, the case-
load rose by only 6.2 percent. This suggests that the sizeable sixteen year growth
in the caseload was due to substantial boosts in the benefit level itself and not
caused by a super-sensitivity to eah small Increment In the cash amount. In
Georgia, on the other hand, where the maximum cash benefit Increased by only
$33 during the analysis period, the caseload to highly sensitive to each Increment.

Further analysis of this information suggests that the sensitivity to benefit
levels is related to the relative value of welfare benefits and potential wages in
each state. In Georgia, benefits were very low relative to wages during the early
part of the analysis period. A family could normally receive in total benefits
less than half the value of what could be earned In the low-skilled labor market.
Over time the value of benefits (including food stamps and Medicaid) rose faster
than wages and consequently more families found themselves on the work-welfare
margin. This led, according to our estimated model, to a considerably larger num-
ber of applicants and acceptances and fewer terminations. In New York and
Washington benefits were always a higher proportion of potential wages. In-
creases In the benefit ratio apparently affected the voluntary decisions of fami-
lies very little. This explains why only a tiny fraction of the growth In caseloads
and expenditures is attributed to these factors. In North Carolina, the small
counterfactual difference In Table 8 can be explained by the fact that actual
benefits declined relative to wages during the analysis period. A hypothetical 10
percent boost In 1974 would therefore also have affected few family decisions
because benefits were nowhere near the level required to compensate for lost
wages. Only a large change such as that found in the lowest benefit counter-
factual can affect the size of the caseload.

The different benefit histories during the period 1959-1974 can therefore tell
us something about the growth In AFDC. But for each of these Jurisdictions,
other explanatory factors must be at least equally as powerful, if not more so,
In explaining caseload and expenditure growth. Changing job opportunities ap-
pears to be one of these factors.
The employment opportunity hupotheasi

Two tests of the employment opportunity hypothesis are summarized in Tables
4 and 5. In the "recession economy" scenario, the unemployment rate was held
at its highest value in the period between July 1962 and December 1974. If either
the non-durable manufacturing or retail trade and service employment Index
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declined from its initial July 1962 value, the index was allowed to take on its
actual value in subsequent years. However, if either index actually rose over
time, it was held constant at its Initial value. In the "growth economy" scenario,
the conditions were reversed: the unemployment rate was held constant at Its
lowest value; if an employment Index rose it was allowed to assume its actual
value; and if it fell it was assigned its Initial July 1962 level.

TABLE 4.-RECESSION ECONOMY VERSUS SIMULATED CASELOAD AND EXPENDITURE, FISCAL YEAR 1974

(in thousandsl

Average monthly caseload Total annual expenditures

Counter. Percent Counter- Percent
Simulated factual difference Simulated factual difference

Caorglia ................ 109.277 129.626 18.6 $134,376 $170,267 26.7
Upstate New York ....... 95.211 106.441 11.8 316,022 353,266 11.8
New York City .......... 236.565 272.84S 15.3 879,434 1,013,546 15.3
Washington ............. 3. 255 45.607 19.2 105,329 127, 109 20.7
North Carolina ........... 46269 59.771 29.2 72, 708 139,362 91.7

TABLE 5.-GROWTH ECONOMY VERSUS SIMULATED CASELOAD AND EXPENDITURE, FISCAL YEAR 1974

in thousandsl

Average monthly caseload Total annual expenditures

Counter. Percent Counter- Percent
Simulated factual difference Simulated factual difference

Georgia .............. 109.277 97.764 -10.5 $134,376 $120,221 -10.5
New Yok City........ 236.565 212.949 -10.0 879,434 789,007 -11.3
Upstate New York ....... 95.211 80.309 -15.7 316.022 261,613 -17.2
Washington ............. 38. 255 27.803 -27.3 105,329 75,426 -28. 3
North Carolina .......... 46.269 25.242 -45.5 72, 708 37,707 -48.1

In the "recession economy", caseloads and expenditures In all five areas grow
substantially, but the rates of growth vary significantly from state to state. The
caseload would have been nearly 30 percent greater in North Carolina under these
"permanent recession" conditions while only 11.8 percent higher In Upstate New
York.' These differences reflect an underlying variance In the economies of each
region and possibly the extent to which AFDC recipients mix work and wel-
fare.' North Carolina's caseload has been extremely sensitive to sharp declines
in agriculture while Washington's AFDC rolls reflect the state business cycle
caused by severe fluctuations in aerospace spending. New York City's AFDC ap-
plications are not particularly affected by employment conditions, but careful
Inspection of the individual equations In this model Indicate that the number
of closings responds to both aggregate unemployment rates and to employment
levels In the non-durable manufacturing sector including the garment Industry.

6 One should be careful, however, in comparing diffe ences across states In the recession
and growth scenarios as they are based on different proporticnal changes in exogenods
variables, I.e., the range In the unemployment rate in Georgia is between 2.6 and 4.9 percent
(an 88 percent difference) while In Washington, the unemployment rate varies between 3.1
and 11.9 percent, a 284 percent difference.

7 The uneven sensitivity between states that we found in these models is supported by
evidence in the biennial AFDC characteristics studies. There we find significant variance
between states In the trend of the caseload employed. In North Carolina the proportion
Jumps substantially between survey years. suggesting a possible strong economic relation-
ship. On the other hand, In Georgia and New York, the percentage remains relatively con-
stant, varying little with changing employment opportunity.

Percent of AFDC mothers employed

1967 1969 1971 . 1973

Georgia ----------------------------- 26.6 30.2 27.7 30.1
Wsshn-ton ............................. .7 NA 8.2 NA
New York ----------------------------- 6.2 7.9 8.6 9.5
North Carolina ---------------------------- 18.5 NA 11.0 22.9
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The growth economy scenario reported in Table 5 suggests a similar picture of
uneven caseload and expenditure response to changes in economic conditions.
Again North Carolina is most sensitive, with the counterfactual caseload level
almost half the stimulated caseload of 46,269. Washington is also sensitive to eco-
nomic growth with the caseload some 27 percent lower or only 27,803 in FY 1974
if full employment conditions had prevailed.

Given the nature of these counterfactuals, the most accurate portrayal can be
found by comparing the difference between the recession and growth scenarios
as shown in Table 6 below.

TABLE 6.-RECESSION ECONOMY VERSUS GROWTH ECONOMY CASELOAD AND EXPENDITURE,
FISCAL YEAR 1974

[in thousandsl

Averap monhly caseload Total annual expenditures

Recession Growth Rao Recession Growth Ratio

New York City.......... 272.845 212.949 1. 28 $1,.013,546 $789,007 1.28
Uptate New York...... 106. 441 80.309 1.33 353.265 261.613 1.35
Geia . . 129.626 97.764 1.33 170.267 120.221 1.42w "-..."....."." 45.607 27.803 1.64 127.109 75,496 1.69
North Carolina ......... 59.771 25.242 2. 37 46,454 12,569 3.69

Clearly North Carolina and Washington show the greatest response to economic
conditions while the caseloads in Georgia, Upstate New York, and New York
City indicate approximately the same sensitivity to shifting employment pat-
terns. Expenditures follow a similar pattern, with the "recession-growth" ratios
somewhat larger due to the fact that economic conditions affect the average
level of benefits per case as well as the caseload level.' All of these counter-
factuals suggest that the economic opportunity hypothesis is in fact one of the
principle factors explaining caseload and expenditure patterns at least In North
Carolina and Washington. Indeed, the availability of Jobs significantly affects
the size of the caseload in every state we investigated. This strongly implies a
powerful link between the overall health of the economy and the size of welfare
rolls.
The institutional hypotheafa

Beyond the economic variables in these models, we tested a rich array of In-
stitutional factors. These varied from general measures of political attitudes to
specific changes In actual legislation or program policy. Many of these are unique
to each state and are not comparable. However, there are a few important ones
which appear In all states and we present a few of these here.

One key program revision involyd the "$30 and '" income disregards. This
new policy was originally Intended to reduce total welfare expenditures by pro-
viding a greater incentive to work. As Table 7 suggests, Just the opposite oc-
curred. In each state, the caseload, as well as total expenditures, would have
been smaller if the "$30 and %" program had never been instituted.

TABLE 7.-NO $30 AND % VERSUS SIMULATED CASELOAD AND EXPENDITURE, FISCAL YEAR 1974

(in thousendal

Aere nonthy casload Total annual expenditures

Counter- Parent Counter- Percent
Simulated factual difference Simulstd factual diffetence

Georgia ................ 109. 277 69.747 -36.2 $134,376 $85,763 -36.2North Carolina.......... 46.269 40.133 -13.3 72,706 63,069 -13.3
Upstate how York ....... 95.211 85.709 -10.0 316.022 284 494 -10.0
WashinlitOn ............. 38 255 34.487 -9.8 105.329 102,968 -2.2
Now York City .......... 236.565 220.924 -. 6 879,434 82 1263 -6.6

' Note the much larger difference in the recessionn/ wth" ratio of total ezpenditurea
compared to the caseload ratio In North Carolina. Under the recession counterfactual for
F*Y1974 the average benefit per case rises steeply to $195/month from a simulated actual of-
$130. This apparently occurs as many employed AFDC mothers lose their Jobs and require
maximum cash benefits rather than reduced cash allowances supplemental to earnings. In
other state models, the same phenome ion occurs, but It Is much les pronounced.
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%As Is now well-known, the income disregards provided a strong incentive
for the working poor to apply for welfare.' At the same time the earnings exemp-
tions substantially reduced the probability that a family would leave the rolls
due to income Ineligibility. Our models indicate that the relative impact of the
disregards is strongly correlated with the proportion of the caseload working
in each state. For instance, in Georgia where almost a third of the caseload
had working mothers in 1973, the absence of "$30 and %" would have reduced
the caseload by over 36 percent to 69,747. In New York City where only 6.9
percent of the mothers were employed, "$30 and %" increased the caseload by
only 6.6 percent.

Another policy which we chose to evaluate provides some information about
the impact of "liberal" versus "conservative" program administration. In Table
8, we have summarized the counterfactual in which "simplified eligibility"
was assumed not to have been initiated. In the absence of simplified eligibility
an intake worker could much more effectively follow the letter of the law in
interpreting eligibility criteria. After simplified eligibility, the social worker
was required to take the client's word at face value it there was no documentary
proof to the contrary. Thus, where a state had before been very strict in ascer-
taining eligibility, one might expect a fairly large increase in the size of the
caseload. In a state which had been fairly flexible in interpreting eligibility we
might expect only a small increase.

TABLE $.-NO SIMPLIFIED ELIGIBILITY VERSUS SIMULATED CASELOAD AND EXPENDITURE,
FISCAL YEAR 1974

(in tuxmndsl

Mirage monthly caseload Total annual expenditures

Counter- Percent Vounter- Percent
Simulated factual difference Simulated factual difference

Georgia............ 109.277 71.838 -34.3 $134,316 3334 -34.3
Upstate New York ....... 95.211 90.512 -4.9 316,022 R,,43 -4.9
New york City .......... 236.565 234. 930 -. 7 87 434 673,352 -. 7
WashInto&............. 38 255 38 013 -. 6 105, 329 104,576 -. 6
North Carolina .......... 46.269 %A NA 72:06 NA NA

Notes on the AFDC-UP models
In addition to the five separate models for the "regular" AFDC program,

1WRRI also developed similar models for the AFDC-UF segments in Upstate
New York and Washington. The counterfactual analysis of these two models
Indicates that changes in benefit levels have relatively little to do with UF
trends while employment conditions are critical.

Keeping cash benefits at the 1962 level would have been responsible for
reducing the 1974 Upstate New York UF caseload by only 9.7 percent (only
266 cases) while in Washington the caseload would still have been 77 percent
ol' its actual level.

On the other hand, long-term full employment In Upstate New York would
have reduced the caseload by 68 percent with the consequence that total UF
expenditures would have fallen to only 30 percent of the actual 1974 level.
In Washington the results are almost identical with the caseload down by 67
percent and expenditures down by a similar amount.
Empirical conclusions and recommendations for further research

As to a general conclusion reached from this research, we suggest the following:
All three theories advanced in our work play some role in explaining AFDC
benefits and caseload growth, But, one canot point to any one of the hypotheses
as being the principal cause of growth in all states. Benefit factors may be
more important in one state, employment factors In another, and institutional
factors in still a third. To try to understand the dynamics of the AFDC program
without being aware of the basic structural differences between states invites
serious errors in analysis and policy prescription.

* For example, see Gary Appel. "Effects of a Financial Incentive on AFDC Employment:
Michigan's Experience between July 1969 and July 1970" (Minneapolis: Institute for
Interdisciplinary Studies. 1972).

36-954 0 - 79 - 22
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In Georgia we found the caseload has been particularly sensitive to incremental
changes in the benefit structure-but the fact remains that benefits have been
relatively constant in Georgia over the last 16 years, increasing on a per case
basis by only one-third. Thus the growth of the AFDC program in Georgia
(second only to Michigan on a recipients/total population basis) can be explained
only partly by changes in the benefit structure. The income disregards, however,
played an important role.

Payments per case more than doubled in Upstate New York while the recipient/
total population ratio quadrupled. Yet the impact of a 10 percent Increase In
benefits. according to our components model, is a modest 8.2 percent increase
in the -caseload. Changes in employment opportunities in the Upstate Region
have a more significant impact on the caseload, yet they too do not explain the
full magnitude of the growth between 1959 and 1974. Institutional factors also
explain only modest changes in the caseload over the period of analysis. Thus
In Upstate New York we conclude that caseload growth was truly a product of all
three factors.

The results in Washington and North Carolina point much more directly to
fluctuating employment opportunity as the explanation of caseload trends. The
caseload is not particularly sensitive to changes In the benefit structure, nor for
that matter, to "$30 and %". Of the institutional factors evaluated for Wash-
ington, the one that has the largest impact is the WIN program-which is em-
ployment oriented. In the "recession economy" scenario, the caseload grows by
almost 20 percent, while in the "growth economy" scenario, the caseload falls
by more than one-quarter. Thus we conclude that in Washington, one may suc-
cessfully reduce the AFDC caseload by providing more employment opportunities,
but not by manipulating any of the other program parameters. The same can
generally be said for North Carolina. In contrast to all of these models, New
York City caseloads appear to be a function of Institutional variables.

Our analysis, therefore, suggests that a careful state by state evaluation of
the AFDC program is necessary. Policy manipulations aimed at reducing the
welfare rolls by attacking only one or another of the characteristics of the pro-
gram may work in some states, but not in others. Increasing benefits might
Increase program participation in Georgia, but it would do so only marginally
In Washington. On the other hand, providing Jobs for which AFDC women could
qualify might serve to reduce caseloads in all of the states but will work par-
ticularly well in states similar to North Carolina and Washington. If one had a
simulation model for each of the 50 states, one could conceivably evaluate some
of the common sensitivities to benefits, employment, and institutional factors.
This would provide a solid foundation on which to base policy changes. The need
for further research in this area is now fairly clearly defined.
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Appendix

The AFDC caseload and expenditure dynamics project uses a systems
approach to econometric modeling to derive estimates for the determinants
of public assistance trends. The underlying micro model traces the path
by which each family in the general population moves through the "AFDC
system" on route to becoming a continuing non-recipient, a new AFDC case,
a newly closed case, or a continuing one. Each family is theoretically
passed through a number of filters or screens vhich determine eligibility,
the probability of applying for assistance, the probability of having
their application processed in a given month, the probability of being
accepted, and the probability of closing if already a welfare recipient.
Figure 1 provides a schematic of this process generated from a careful
review of the AFDC program in each state. A separate micro model was
developed to provide a theoretical basis for how each AFDC family's cash
allowance is determined.

rlmU 1.
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This schematic approach can then be translated into a simple set of
mathematical identities which describe the AFDC system and how the case-
load and total expenditures change over time.

(1) Ct I C t_1+ 0t -CL t

(2) 0t E *OA t

(3) CL tE (Ct_ 1 + 0 d

(4) Ct a Ct.1 aBAt- y(Ct. 1 +Ot)

- (l-Y) (Ctl + cBAt)

where: C a caseload in period t
0 - case openings

CL - case closings
A - AFDC applications + pending applicationst_1

and where: a - "Processing Rate" - Applications Processedt/(Applicationst

+ Pending Applicationst. 1 )

0 - "Acceptance Rate" - Applications Acceptedt/Applications

Processed

y - "Closing Rate" - Case Closingst/(Ct1 + 0 d

According to this system, changes in the caseload are identified by
four variables (A, a, 0, y). By estimating the determinants of each one,
a complete model of AC caseload dynamics is constructed.

One further identity is needed to zbtain total cash benefit expendi-
tures.

(5) Xt a YtCt

where: Y - Expenditure/Case
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A coplete "components" model therefore has a minimum set of five
equations: one for At and T plus one for each of the rates (a, 0, y).
In the actual estimation of tfie model we generated OLS and 0LS (rho-
corrected) regressions for each of these exogenous variables using *
monthly time series data for the period January 1959 to December 197.
Once these regression estimates vere generated the caseload identity was
reconstructed through a simulation program which iteratively solves
equations (4) and (5) based on initial values for C . and the number of
pending applications in t-l, the regression coefficients in each equation,
and data on the exogenous variables. Counterfactuals can then be
generated by simply changing the values for the exogenous data set. By
comparing the actual simulation estimates for Ct and X with counter-
factual estimates, ve generate evidence for the sensitivity of state AFDC
program to such factors as benefit/wage ratios, employment availability,
various program regulations, and a set of political characteristics. The
variables in the model are based on a broad range of economic and social
science theories including neoclassical labor supply hypotheses, seg-
mented labor market theory, and institutional theory.

*
In modelb with separate AFDC-R and AFDC-UP segments, it is necessary

to generate two processing rates (a1 and a2) making a total of six equa-
tions. If case closings can be disaggregated into voluntary quits and
terainations, still another equation could be added (yI and y2 ).

Because of data limitations the North Carolina model was estimated
from quarterly data.
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MATHMATICA POLICY Rr.ABcH, IN.,
Pr~iceto^ N.J., November $9, 1978.

Hon. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
U.S. Senate,
WasMngfon, D.C.

DrAs SENATOR MOYNIHAN: Thank you for your invitation to present my
views to the Subcommittee on Public Assistance on the income maintenance
experiments.

In my statement, which I have sent to Michael Stern, I comment briefly on
the findings on work effort and family stability and make a few observations
on the generalgzability of the findiags. However, my statement focuses on the
experiments' other findings on family well being, which, in my view, were given
insufficient attention by witnesses during your public hearings.

My statement summarizes the findings to date cn family consumption and
saving; housing and migration; health, nutrition, and fertility; and school
attendance and performance of children. In addition, I discuss the effects of
other benefits provided by some of the experiments--day care and training
subsidies and counseling-nd describe some of the other findings that compare
the experience In the experimental programs with the participants' experience
with AFDC. These findings are not uniformly positive or consistent, and they
include some negative as well as numerous beneficial effects. However, they
should be taken into account, along with the findings on work efforts and family
stability, In a balanced examination of the implications for welfare reform of
the research on the income maintenance experiments.

Sincerely yours, Kzlqlq 0. KtHm".

STATEMENT BY KENNETH C. KEHIER, VICE PRESIDENT, MATHEMATICA POLICY
RxsEARcH

I thank the Subcommittee on Public Assistance for this opportunity to
present my views on the income maintenance experiments and on recent re-
search in the area of welfare reform. I was on the staff of the Gary Income
Maintenance Experiment from 1971 to 1975, and become project director during
the later stages of the experiment 1 In addition, I have directed research at
Mathematica Policy Research on some aspects- of the Seattle-Denver experi-
ment

I would like to comment briefly on the findings on work effort and family
stability and make a few observations on the generalizability of the findings.
However, my remarks will focus on the experiments' other findings on family
well-being, findings which, in my view, were given insufficient attention by
witnesses during your public hearings of November 15-17, 1978.

WORK EFFORT

Total welfare costs depend partly on the disincentive effect of welfare pro-
grams on work effort. Any income support program is expected to have some
disincentive effect because providing income support payments takes away part
of the reason to work. The challenge in designing a new income support system
is to develop a program that provides adequate benefits with a minimum of
work disincentive.

The primary objective of the income maintenance experiments was to obtain
better measures of work disincentive effects. The testimony at these hearings
has reviewed the findings on work effort in some detail. It should, be emphasized
that, because of the experiments, we have been able to substantially narrow
the range of uncertainty about the work effort disincentives of alternative
benefit reduction rates lnd support levels.

Research on nonexperimental data had produced such a wide range of esti.
mates of the disincentive effect that the estimates were not very useful for
public policy formulation (for a comprehensive review, see Cain and Watts,
1973). For example, predictions based on nonexperimental data of the reduc-
tion in hours worked in response to a negative income tax plan with a benefit
reduction rate of 50 percent and a support level equal to the poverty line range

I I have appended to my remarks the executive summary of the Initial Findings Report
on the Cary experiment. The final report will be sent to the Subcommittee when it is com-
pleted in a few months.
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anywhere from virtually nothing to 60 percent for adult men and between 18
and 100 percent for adult women (Momtt and Kehrer, 1977). As Indicated in
Dr. Aaron's testimony, the work effort responds to the experiments tall into
a much more narrow range: a reduction of between 1 and U percent for adult
males and between 0 and 81 percent for adult fenales. It should be emphasized
that the experiments tested a variety of different plans and enrolled samples
that differed somewhat in their composition. Nonetheless, the relatively narrow
range of work responses among different population'groups in different parts
of the country gives us confidence in being able to predict the work effort
responses to alternative welfare reform proposals.

FAMILY STABILITY

In contrast to the findings on work effort, the findings on family stability are
Inconsistent across the experiments, and raise questions about the long-held
notion that extending welfare benefits to Intact husband-wife families would
help stabilize low-income familes. No effects on family stability that met the
conventional tests of statistical significance were observed in the New Jersey,
Rural, or Gary experiments (Wolf, 1978; Middleton an4 Haas, 1976; Wolf,
1977), but the Seattle-Denver experiment found substantial increases in family
break-up, particularly in the early years of the experiment, among both blacks
and whites (Hannan, Tume, and Groeneveld. 1978). In this area, the experi-
ments appear to have raised more questions than they have answered.

Although more weight should probably be given to the Seattle-Denver findings
than to each of the other experiments (the Seattle-Denver experiment had a
much larger sample size and exhibited improvements In design and imple-
mentation over the earlier experiments), the disparity In findings across the
experiments on family stability as compared with those on work effort under-
score the need to examine the generalfrability of those findings.

oENSRAMg LIZAUTY OF THE FINDING

In my view, there are two important problems in generalizing the findings
from the experiments: (1) the nature of the sample design strategy of the
experiments, and (2) the differences in the experimental designs across the
experiments.

The experiments were not designed to be national probability samples with
known generalizability to the nation. Instead they were "test bores" In a few
selected sites, chosen to represent a variety of ethnic and geographic char-
acteristics 2 That is, the samples were chosen judgmentally, and hence some
Judgment is required In interpreting and generalizing the findings based on
them.

Where the findings from all the experiments cluster in a similar range, as they
appear to with work effort, we can be more confident in generalizing the find-
Ings. But where the findings differ across experiments, we must examine whether
these differences arise from characteristics particular to each site before general-
izing the findings. For example, family break-up Is generally greater in the West
and Northwest. Is this part of the explanation for the Seattle-Denver findings?

Another potential reason for the divergent findings is the differences In design
across the experiments. One major difference is the variation In support levels
and benefit reduction rates across experiments, with the less generous plans
having been tested In the Rural and Gary experiments and the most generous
plans in Seattle-Denver. However, these differences can be controlled for in
conventional statistical analysis.

Another important, but often overlooked, difference In the design of the expert.
ments is the detailed rules under which each experiment was administered. Each
experiment attempted to develop a simple set of rules to determine eligibility,
payments levels, other benefits, administrative remedies, etc. But these rules
turned out to be more complex than initially anticipated as they were modified

'The test bore approach was adopted for a variety of reasonL A decade ago. when the
experiments were conceived, there was little survey experience In interviewing low-income
families; thus, a dispersed national sample appeared to present more risks than samples
concentrated In a few areas. Similarly, the problems of administering payments and Im-
plementing an experimental payments design In a dispersed national sample were much
greater than those presented in only a few aitep. Finally, the need for representative control
groups that faced the same labor markets as did the families eligible for experimental pay-
ments pushed the designer in the direction of a few concentrated sites.
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to take Into account existing program regulations, situations peculiar to each
site, and administrative decisions made on a case-by-case basis.-

More Important for considering the generalimblity of the findings is that
these rules were different across experiments in some Important ways. For
example, In the Seattle-Denver experiment, If the husband and wife split up,
both ind'vitna's (and their dependents) were eligible for continued payments.
In Gary, until mid-experiment, a husband who left his wife and children was not
eligi.ie Los payments Lue tary rules were changed at mid-experiment to permit a
spouse leaving the household to remain eligible, but the Gary families appear not
to have understood the change in rules (Tidwell, Kaluzny, Bruml, and DuRoss,
1976). Moreover, in Seattle-Denver a husband who left was eligible for the same
support level ($1,000 a year), regardless of the generosity of the NIT plan his
original family had been assigned. These differences in the rules of the two
experiments may have been the cause, or part of the reason, for the incon-
sistencies In the findings on marital break-up between the two experiments.
Similarly, the rules in Seattle-Denver provide more of an Incentive to break up
In the least generous plans, which is what the empirical research finds (Hannan,
Tuma, and Groeneveld, 1978). Although these considerations may not have Influ-
enced the response to the experiment, they do suggest that differences in rules
must be carefully examined when generalizing the findings from the experiments.

FAMILY WELL-fliNO

The major reason for having public welfare programs is to provide support
for those who cannot support themselves. Our concern Includes both those who
are unable to earn a living because of some permanent incapacity and those
who are temporarily down on their luck. The issue that has been debated
sharply for many years is, of course, the level of benefits to be provided by
public welfare programs.

The Income maintenance experiments provided payments that were generally
substantially more generous than were AFDC benefits in each site. Thus they
can provide some insights into the effects that higher benefit levels would have
on families.

These hearings have produced considerable testimony on the effect of the
experimental negative income tax programs on work effort. It is clear that
some of the benefits of a more generous welfare program will be taken In the form
of reduced work hours. Although these work disincentive effects have to be reck-
oned as part of the cost of increasing the adequacy of existing welfare programs,
the experiments also provide evidence that the more adequate benefits resulted In
a broad range of improvements, in family well-being. In addition, the evidence
suggests that there are considerable secondary effects on families-that families
used the payments in ways that will reduce their dependence on income support In
the long run. These findings are not always consistent across experiments, nor do
they occur in every population group studied. (In some cases, particular outcomes
were studied only In some of the experiments.) Nonetheless, taken together,
the cumulative findings from the experiments suggest the broad benefits that
this kind of welfare reform would bring to poor families and to the society at
large.

I summarize below the findings to date on the effect of the experimental pay-
ments on family consumption and saving; housing and migration; health, nu-
trition, and fertility; and school attendance and performance of children. In
addition, I discuss the effects of other benefits provided by some of the experi-
ments-day care and training subsidies and counseling-and describe some of
the other findings that compare the experience in the experimental programs with
the participants' experience with AFIC.

FAMILY CONSUMPTION AND SAVING

Economic theory and consumption studies of nonexperimental data suggest
that income support payments would be used to reduce debt and to acquire dur-
able goods. Only the Rural experiment detected any increase in savings as a
result of the experimental payments, but all four experiments observed some re-
duction In debt by some subgroup.

'The objective of establishing more simplified rules than those of the existing AFDC
system was at least partially achieved. See the findings described below on participant
understanding of the rules.
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In Gary, among intact (husband-wife) families, the income support payments
resulted In an increase in such financial assets as savings accounts. There is also
some evidence that the experimental support payments enabled these families to
shift their debt from high-interest lending institutions such as stores and
credit cards to more traditional lending institutions such as banks, credit unions,
and savings anI loan associations. Husband-wife families also used the pay-
ments to purchase home appliances and additional food, clothing, and medicine,
but did not use the money to purchase automobiles. The experimental in-
come support payments did not have an effect on the assets or debt of
female-headed families. These families, who were much poorer than the hus-
band-wife families, used the payments to buy home appliances, furniture, and
clothing. (An increase in clothing consumption was also observed in the Rural
experiment.)

HOUSING AND MIGRATION

There is some evidence from all of the experiments that families tended to use
the payments to move to better housing. Families that rented responded to the
experimental payments by upgrading their rental situations. Families in New
Jersey, Gary, Seattle, and Denver tended to move out of public housing into
private rental housing, and other families in New Jersey and Gary that were
already living in private housing moved to units with higher rents (Wooldridge,
1977; Avrin, 1978; Kaluzny, 1978a). Families eligible for experimental payments
also were more likely to purchase a house than were families in the control
groups in New Jersey, North Carolina, and Gary (Johnson, 1976a; Poirer, 1977;
Wooldridge, 1977; Kaluzny, 1978a). Evidence that the payments were being used
to finance a move to another area with the promise of better employment op-
portunity and a better life was found in North Carolina (Johnson, 1976b) and
Seattle-Denver (Keeley, 1977), but not in New Jersey (Wooldridge, 1978) or in
Gary (Kaluzny, 1978b).

HEALTH, NUTiTON, AND YKTIIJTY

There are some fragmentary findings in this area suggesting that payments
were being used to improve family health and well-being. The New Jersey and
Rural experiments investigated the effect of the payments on health status and
on changes in utilization of health services (Kerachsky, 1977; Kerachsky, 1978;
Lefcowltz and Elesh, 1977). There is some evidence of positive effects on the
utilization of health services. In New Jersey, such effects are particularly dis-
cernible for adults who have no private health insurance or Medicaid. No such
pattern is evident for adults in the Rural experiment; however, In that experi-
ment tie utilization of health services appears to increase among children. In
neither experiment did the increased use of health services result in improve-
ments in participants' health status during the experiments.

Among the three experiments in which psychological health was investigated,
there was no apparent effect in the New Jersey or Rural experiments (Middleton,
1976; Middleton and Allen, 1977), but there is some evidence that the payments
may have resulted in increased stress among families eligible for payments in
Seattle and Denver (Thoits, 1978).

The Gary experiment examined the effect of the experiment on the birth
weight of children born during the experiment (B. Kehrer and Wolin, 1977).
Low birth weight, defined as 2,500 grams (5.5 pounds) or less, is associated with
sharply elevated infant mortality rates and with higher rates of morbidity
during infancy and later years. Consequently, the weight of an infant at birth
Is an important index of its health status. Income support payments might be
expected to have an effect on birth weight through their influence on the mother's
nutrition, prenatal care, and the possibility for reducing paid employment at
strenuous Jobs during the later months of pregnancy. Beneficial effects were
found in Gary for children born to high risk mothers--women who smoke, teen-
agers, older women, and women with short intervals between pregnancies. The
beneficial effects range as high as an additional pound for children born to the
highest risk mothers. These gains in birth weight are an indication of the
potential broad benefits of an improved Income support system. HEW plans to
conduct research to investigate whether a similar effect on birth weight occurred
in Seattle and Denver.

The Rural experiment studied the effect of the payments on nutrition (O'Con-
nor, Madden, and Prindle, 1976). Although no effect was found in Iowa, North
Carolina families with an inadequate diet used the payments to Improve the
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quality of their nutrition. Interestingly, no nutritional effects were found among
North Carolina families with as high a level of nutrition as found on the
average in the Iowa sample. These results, together with the findings on birth
weight, suggest that the experimental payments improved health and nutrition
among those who were most in need.

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AND PERFORMANCE OF CHILDREN

The evidence from the experiments suggests that there may be some beneficial
effects on the schooling of children, although the evidence is inconsistent. All four
experiments have examined the effects on drop-out behavior among teenagers.
While no effects have been detected in the Rural and Seattle-Denver experiments
(Middleton, Haas, and Haas, 1976; Hall and Weiss, 1977), male and female
teenagers in New Jersey (Mallar, 1977) and male teenagers in Gary (McDonald
and Stephenson, 1976) reduced their employment and stayed in school to a
greater extent than did teenagers in the control group. The New Jersey experi-
ment also found evidence of increased college attendance among'young adults In
families eligible for the experimental payments.

The effect on school performance of children, as measured by achievement test
sore-s. academic grades, and attendance, was studied n three of the experiments
(Maynard, 1977; Manhelm and Minehella, 1978; Murnane and Maynard, 1978).
The findings are somewhat Inconsistent, but they do indicate the existence of some
beneficial effects. The most striking results are found in the North Carolina
sample, where younger children (grades 2-8) in families eligible for payments
showed improvements relative to the control group in all measures examined-
school attendance, scholastic grades, classroom behavior, and scores on standard-
ized tests. However, no discernible effects were -found for the older children in
North Carolina or for the (generally higher income and better performing)
children in Iowa (Maynard, 1977). In Gary, the findings included both positive
and a few negative effects on performance for various subgroups (Murnane and
Maynard, 1978). However, as in the Rural experiment, significant performance
gains were observed among younger children and children in the lowest Income
families. Preliminary examination of school performance in Seattle and Denver
has detected no effect of the experimental payments (Manheim and Minchella,
1978).

Thus, the findings from the experiments on the school performance of children
indicate some beneficial effects on some subgroups in some sites. The lack of
discernible effects on most subgroups, together with the few negative findings,
indicates that these benedcal effects should be evaluated cautiously. On the other
hand, given the difficulties of measuring performance gains and the, likelihood
that the full benefits of a home intervention strategy such as income maintenance
cannot be captured in a short-run experiment, the beneficial effects observed In
the experiments provide some evidence of the potential school performance gains
from an improved income maintenance system.

Fertility is another area in which we cannot expect to learn very much from
a short-run experiment about the long-run effects of inreased Income support
payments. Findings from New Jersey and Seattle-Denver indicate only very small
effects on fertility during the experiments (Cain, 1977; Keeley, 1978), but in Gary
there is evidence of a reduction in fertility among unmarried women (Wolin,
1978).

DAY CARE AND TRAINING SUBSIDIES AND COUNSUINO

Both the Gary and Seattle-Denver experiments Included subsidy and counsel-
Ing programs In addition to the cash support payments. In Gary, selected families
were eligible for child-care subsidies and for the services of "access workers,"
who provided referrals to social work agencies. In Seattle and Denver, thild care
was subsidized through the support payments; child-care expenses were deducted
from income counted in the payments calculation. The Seattle-Denver experiment
also provided manpower counseling to some families, manpower counseling and a
50-percent subsidy for education and training expenses to other families, and
manpower counseling and 100-percent subsidies for education to still other
families.

In Seattle and Denver, the child-care subsidies increased the use of extra-
familial child-care services (particularly Informal care) between 22 and 85 per-
cent for families with a single head (which were eligible for dollar-for-dollar
matching of child-care expenses) and between 14 and 18 percent for husband-
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wife families that received lower subsidies (Kurs, Robins, and Splegelman,
1975). In Gary, there was little utilization of the child-care programs, although
female-headed families eligible for experimental income support payments and
child-care subsidies were much more likely to use the child-care program than
were other families (Behrens, 1978a). However, the child-care subsidy program
In Gary did appear to have a strong positive effect on the work effort of wives
(Behrens, 1978b).

The counseling programs had very little impact. The access worker services in
Gary were utilized so little that the program was phased out prior to the end
of the experiment. The manpower counseling services (in the absence of any
subsidy) had. no effect on participation in training and education programs in
Seattle and Denver. However, when provided In conjunction with training sub-
sidies, the manpower services resulted in Increased time spent in education and
training programs, suggesting that the subsidies were the critical element of the
manpower program.

PARTICIPANTS' UNDEISTANDING AND EXPERIENCE
Participants in the income maintenance experiments had a better understand-

ing of thr experimental programs than they had of AFDO and preferred these
programs to AFDC.

In several of the experiments, participants were asked a series of questions toascertain the extent of their understanding of the experimental income supportprograms. Household heads were highly knowledgeable about the rules thatgoverned a family's eligibility for continued participation In the experiment,but, as under AFDC, considerably less knowledgeable about how their benefitswere calculated (Knudsen, et al., 1974; Harrar, 1976; Tidwell et al., 1976). InGary, families were asked about their perceptions of the program itself. Over60 percent described their participation as having been "very worthwhile" and81 percent indicated that the program had helped them (Tidwell, 1977).
In Gary the participants were also asked to compare the experimental programwith their experience in the AFDC program (Tidwell, 1977). The findings sug-gest that those families that had been AFDC recipients viewed the experimentalprogram more favorably than they viewed AFDC. In matters of administration

in particular, the AFDC program was Judged to be inferior. For example, almost48 percent of the families thought that AFDC rules were too difficult to under-stand, while only 16 percent held the same view about the Gary program. Simi-larly, 85 percent believed that AFDC rules were too intrusive; 48 percent thoughtso about the Gary program. Finally, almost 75 percent felt that AFDC rules werenot enforced equitably, while only 28 percent felt this way about the Gary
program.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS
The findings on family well-being that I baye summarized here are not uni-formly positive or consistent, and they Include some negative as well as numerousbeneficial effects. But, taken together, they are suggestive of the potential effectsof a more adequate system of Income support. I conclude that these findings Indi-cate that welfare reform that results In the kinds of programs tested in theexperiments would contribute to less welfare dependency in the long ran, whichwould (at least partially) offset the disincentive effects on work effort. Manyfamilies would use the payments to increase their long-run well-being and theirearnings capacity, increase their savings, reduce their debt, obtain additionaleducation and training, and migrate to areas with better opportunities. Therewould be improvement In nutrition and in the health of children at birth. Dropoutrates among teenagers would diminish, and perhaps there would be ImprovementsIn school performance. There would be a reduction In the use of social services

agencies and less reliance on public housing.
The kinds of programs tested In the experiments were substantially moreexpensive than the programs now being debated in Congress, and the beneficialeffects observed in the experiments might not emerge under less adequate pro-grams. However, the findings I have described here should be taken into account,

along with the findings on work effort and family stability, in a balanced exami-nation of the implications for welfare reform of the research on the income
maintenance experiments.
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THE GARY INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENT: SUMMARY
or INITIAL FINDINGS

(By Kenneth C. Kehrer)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Gary Income Maintenance Experiment was one of a coordinated series
of experiments supported by the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and the Office of Economic Opportunity to test the work incentive effects
and other consequences of alternative income support plans. The experiments
were conducted with different population groups In different parts of the coun-
try. Tfhe income support plans tested In Gary were similar In structure to those
of exi.stIng welfare and transfer programs, except that the benefit formulas
were simplified and eligibility was universal, depending only on family income
and family size, and the presence of a dependent child. Benefits were deter-
mined'by the support level, that Is, the basic benefit provided to a family with
no other source of income, and an implicit tax or benefit reduction rate, that
Is, the rate at which the benefit is reduced as other sources of income increase.
Some benefits were paid to all families with income below a breakeven level,
with the largest benefits going to those families with the lowest Incomes. Thus,
under such a plan the size of the benefit decreases as family income rises, but
total family income always increases as earnings from work increase.

Four different Income support plans. combining two implicit tax rates and two
support levels, were tested in Gary. The tax rates were 40 and 60 percent,-and
the support levels were equal to the poverty level and about three-fourths of
the poverty level annual income for each family size. In 1972, for example, when
the official poverty threshold for a four-person-nonfarm family was $4,275, the
two Gary support levels were $4,300 and 3,300 for that family size. Benefit sched-
ules were adjusted every six months to compensate for Increases in the cost of
living.

The income maintenance experiments were experiments in the sense that
otherwise similar families were randomly assigned either to an experimental
(payments-eligible) or control group. By comparing the behavior of the experi-
mental and control families, it is possible to determine statistically the effects
of the income support plans, because the only important difference between the
two groups was the randomly assigned experimental status.

The experimental group families were eligible for the income support pay-
ments for three years. All participating families filed monthly reports of income
and family composition changes, and were interviewed before the experiment,
about three times a year during the experiment, and after the experiment.
Selected families were eligible for child care subsidies at various subsidy,.rates,
and for experimental Information-referral services.
(Oharacteristic of the participating families

Each of the experiments studied the responses of different population groups.
The Gary experiment focused on black families in an urban environment. Eligi-
bility was also limited to families with at least one child under age 18. Of the
1,799 families who enrolled (voluntarily), 57 percent were assigned-eligibility
for experimental income support payments, while the remainder were control
subjects. Almost 60 percent of the participating families were female-headed
families (families without a male head of household present).

The families with a male head of household present (almost all of which
were intact husband-wife families) usually had low incomes but generally were
not extremely poor. The husbands were typically full-time workers who were
able to earn enough to keep their families out of poverty--only 10 percent of
these families had incomes below the poverty line. The wives, on the other
hand, typically did not work outside the home-only 13 percent were employed
at the start of the experiment. In the relatively few families where both the
husband and the wife were employed, the wife's earnings usually raised family
income so high that the family no longer qualified for the receipt of income
support payments.

The husband-wife families studied in Gary would not be considered typical
welfare families because of their attachment to the labor force and their in-
come levels, and because public assistance payments were not generally avail-
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able to husband-wife families in Indiana. But under the Income support plans
tested in Gary, many of these families were eligible to receive modest income
supplements. The analysis of the Gary experiment can therefore provide in-
sight into the consequences of extending an income supplement program to
working, but low-income, families.

The families with female heads of households were generally much poorer
than the husband-wife families studied. Over 80 percent were receiving welfare
Leneflts from the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program
immediately prior to the experiment. About three-fourths of the families that
switched from AFDC to the experiment had incomes below the poverty line.
The female heads on AFDC at enrollment were very dependent on welfare: 86
percent of their monthly income came from public transfers, with AFDC grants
alone accounting for slightly more than half of their Incomes. As with the wives
studied, only 13 percent of the AFDC female heads were employed.

The female-headed families not on AFDC prior to the experiment were some-
what better off; only 38 percent had incomes below the poverty level. Approxi-
inately 60 percent of the income of the non-AFDC female-headed families came
from earnings (40 percent of the female heads in these families were employed),
while most of the rest of their income came from Food Stamps, Social Security,
and other transfer programs.

The income support plans tested in Gary were considerably more generous
than AF)C. Average experimental payments to female-headed families by the
end of the second year of the experiment were $258 a month, as compared to
$159 for AFDC payments. Thus, the Gary experiment can provide information
about the effects of increasing the generosity of welfare payments to female-
headed families and extending eligibility for income support to female heads
who do not currently receive AFDC.

The research reported here Is based on limited data from the first two years
of the experiment. Because the analysis exploited only a small portion of the
available data, these initial findings are still tentative. Once all of the data have
been analyzed, the tentative conclusions summarized here may be revised. None-
theless, several conclusions emerge from the data with strong statistical support.

INITIAL FINDINGS ON WORK EFFORT RESPONSE

The initial analysis focused on the work effort of household heads who were
of working age and capable of working. The work effort response at the end
of the first and second years of the experiment was estimated using multiple
regression analysis, a statistical technique that took into account the effects of
major differences among families likely to influence work effort (e.g., age and
education of household heads, family size, and labor market conditions). The
available data have been subjected to numerous alternative specifications to test
the sensitivity of the work effort response. While these sensitivity tests do not
exhaust all possibilities, the narrow range of the response estimates do provide
support for the tentative conclusions summarized here.

The initial analysis detected little difference in the work effort response among
alternative income support plans. That is, the various support levels and implicit
tax rates tested in Gary did not appear to result in greatly varying levels of
work effort. Thus, the initial findings summarized In the following pages com-
pare individuals eligible for the experimental support payments--regardless of
the specific plan-with individuals who were control subjects.

The initial findings indicate that the experiment had a modest disincentive
effect on the work effort of household heads by the end of the second year (see
Table 1). In Intact families, husbands reduced their total hours worked by an
average of 7 percent, and wives reduced their hours of work by 17 percent. These
estimates are quite similar to those of the work effort response of husbands and
wives in the New Jersey and Rural experiments. Female heads who switched
from AFDC to the NIT reduced their hours of work by 5 percent. However, be-
cause both AFDC female heads and wives worked few hours prior to the experi-
ment-about 6 hours a week on the average-their reductions In work effort had
only a small impact on total family labor supply and earnings. Our findings indi-
cated that female heads not on AFDC at enrollment actually increased their
hours of work slightly relative to controls, but we have little confidence in this
result.
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TABLE I.-SUMMARY OF INITIAL FINDINGS ON WORK EFFORT FROM THE GARY INCOME MAINTENANCE
EXPERIMENT

[Hours worked at the end of the 2d year

Effect of the Work effor
experiment on Mean hours response as a

tota hours worked by percentage of
worked per week control group control group me aa

Husbands .......................................... -2.5 36 0 -7
Wives ............................................... -1.0 5.7 -17
Female heads:

On AFOC prior to the experiment ................... -. 3 6.5 -5
Not on AFDC prio to the experiment ............... .3 14.7 +2

Note: These estimates of the work effort respoasa were obtained wing a statstical technique (rersssion saalysis
that controlled for family composition, other family Income, earnings of other family members, the individual's . oduca-
tion, normal wage rate, and preexpermant work eort an AFDC status, and the unemployment raie and season at their
lime of the interview.

The work effort response of h usband-wife families
A major focus of public debate over welfare reform has been the potential

disincentive effects of extending coverage to all husband-wife families, or of
increasing existing welfare benefits for these families. Currently only about half
of the states provide benefits (under AFDC-UF) to intact, husband-wife families
where the husband is unemployed.' The income support plans tested in the in-
come maintenance experiments generally provide higher payments than existing
AFDC benefits, and cover more husband-wife families than AFDC.

The work effort response of Intact families to the support plans tested in
Gary was centered among the husbands, who reduced their total hours worked
by 2.5 hours a week In response to the experiment. This disincentive was largely
the result of the complete withdrawal of a few individuals from the labor force
rather than of small reductions in work effort by most of the husbands. Those
who were not well established in the labor market prior to the experiment were
mostly likely to withdraw from the labor force.

The wives responded to the experimernt by reducing their total hours worked
by one hour a week. This decline in work effort consisted of both a disincentive
effect on employment of a few wives and an across-the-board reduction in hours
worked by those who continued to work. However, many of the wives who
stopped working remained in the labor force since they continued to look for
work. In general, the estimates of the work effort response of wives are statis-
tically Insignificant, partly due to the small number of working wives in our
sample.

Farller Income maintenance experiments focusing on Intact families were con-
ducted In cities in New Jersey and Pennsylvania and rural areas of Iowa and
North Carolina. These experiments tested income support plans with benefit
levels set between 50 and 125 percent of the poverty line and tax rates of between
30 and 70 percent. However, most of the participating families were assigned
to income support levels between 75 and 100 percent of the poverty level and
tax (benefit reduction) rates around 50 percent, as In Gary. It is useful to
compare the findings from these experiments which tested similar income support
plans on different population groups.

For husbands, the estimated average experimental response of total hours
worked from the completed experiments falls in the range between -1 and -7
percent (see Table 2). The average response of black husbands in Gary appears
to have been about the same magnitude as the response of white husbands in
cities in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The Gary response was centered in a
reduction in employment among a few husbands, while the response In the other
experiments was characterized by a marginal reduction In hours worked by
many husbands. One reason for this may be that, in the highly institutionalized
labor market in Gary, husbands may not be able to make small adjustments to
their work effort. The only way to reduce work effort may be to quit work
altogether.

'However, elfIibility for AFDC-UF benefits depends not only on income, but also on
attachment to the labor force or on previous employment. All states provide benefits under
AFDC to Intact families where one of the parents Is Incapacitated.
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TABLE 2.--COMPARISON OF FINDINGS ON WORK EFFORT FROM 3 INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENTS
[Pt~ cheraes Is heal- worked!

"ubds WIvM

New J M ae xperia t .......................................................... -6 -31
to rl ,xPr Mt ............................................................... -1 -27
Gory ,xvoriment ................................................................ -? -17

Note: These estimates arm wigltte averags of the respss In bours workoJ of differet popm.atio I.ps. Bcaothere were some ecnaical prolms in estimiating the respond of black ad Sianish-sipakiq pro us, tM etimates from
the New JOrsey o MWt reported her are fr whites only. Recent ren*ysis of the NOW JUrM data for huasbnds
pmd M dlar e ite? ho magnitude of the rsecjon for these groups Is simiar o the response of wites (see Kortchsky
adl Mir, 176). Mre detaille resonse estimats are presented In ts 12 on p. 64.

The results from the three experiments for wives Indicate a large disincentive
effect in percentage terms (the estimates range from -17 to -81 percent),
although the response is more modest In absolute terms; the range of response for
wives u as between 1 and 5 hours a week. Black wives in Gary and in the New
Jersey bites appear to have reduced their work effort less than the other wives
studied in the experiments.

Thus, the evidence from quite different population groups suggests that the
reduction in work effort by prime-age husbands in response to an income sup-
port plan with a support level of about 85 percent of the poverty level and a tax
(benefit reduction) rate of around 50 percent would not be large. The work effort
response of wives to such a plan would be larger in percentage terms, but would
not be large in terms of actual hours. Further analysis of data from the Gary
and Seattle-Denver experiments will examine the generalizability of these find-
Ings and the Impact of alternative income support plans.
The work effort reapoesse of female keade

Switching female heads from AF]D to the experimental support plans resulted
in only a modest reduction In work effort, 8 hours worked per week on the aver-
age (about 5 percent), despite the relative generosity of the experimental
payments. The response consisted primarily of a few female heads who stopped
working rather than an across-the-board reduction in hours worked. The modest
disincentive effect-somewhat smaller than the negative experimental response of
husbands in the sample-may reflect the work disincentive effects of the AFDC
program, which enables mothers to reduce their work effort in order to care for
their children. Switching from AFDC to a more adequate income support pro-
gram may not lead to large reductions in work effort because many female heads
may have already reduced their hours of work under AFDC. In any case, these
estimates suggest that increasing the support levels of the AFDC program along
the lines of the Income support plans tested In Gary would result in a decline in
the work effort of female heads by only a modest amount.

Female heads who were not on AFIC prior to the experiment appear to have
Increased their work effort slightly, by about 3 hours a week, in response to the
experiment. However, the estimated responses for the group of female heads
who were not on AFDC prior to the experiment are statistically insignificant and
unstable over time. The sample size of this group is quite small and may not be
large enough to permit us to estimate the effect of the experiment on their work
effort with confidence.

OTHER INITIAL FINDJI08

While work effort was the central focus of the initial analysis, it was not the
only response of interest. Studies were also conducted on experimental responses
In four other areas: the effects of income maintenance on family consumption;
the demand for housing; the demand for social services; and the choices teen-
agers make among school, work and leisure. In addition, other studies Investigated
the utilization of the experiment's subsidized child care and social services in-
formation-referral programs, and the degree of participants' understanding of the
rules of the experiment and the mechanics of the income support plans.

The effect of the experiment on family consumption was Investigated by com-
paring differences between the experimental and control groups In debt, monthly
purchases, and the acquisition of durable goods between mid-experiment and
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the period prior to enrollment. This preliminary analysis suggests that experi-
mental families tended to use their additional income to increase their expendi-
tures on clothing, medicine, and automobile repairs (but not to purchase auto-
mobiles), and to reduce their medical debt. In addition, families eligible for
experimental payments spent 78 percent more on home production appliances
and 64 percent more on furniture than control families. Initial examination of
the housing consumption patterns of a subsample of families Indicates that
the experimental payments did not appear to induce families to move to differ.
ent housing. On the other hand, among those families that did move during
the experiment, public housing residents in the experimental group were about
50 percent more likely to move to private dwellings than similar control families,
and experimental families were twice as likely to purchase homes. Thus, the
experimental payments appear not to have Influenced the decision of families
to move but, among those families who would have moved anyway, the pay-
ments influenced their choice of residence.

Experimental families used social agencies less extensively than did the con-
troJ families. Controlling for other factors, families eligible for experimental
payments reduced their use of social service agencies about 18 percent. Thus,
the evidence from the Gary experiment suggests that a universal Income support
progrsjn, available to more families and with higher benefits than AFDC In
Indiana, may reduce the demand for social services to some extent.

(The experimental payments appear to have had a positive effect on school
attendance among male teenagers, who tended to reduce their labor force
participation and continue their high school education. On the other hand, the
experimental income support plans appear to have had no effect on high school
continuation for female teenagers and no effect on college attendance by either
sex. Of course, black female teenagers are already much more likely to finish
high shool than black males, so there exists les opportunity for a positive ex-
perimental response among females.

Child care subsidies were available to selected experimental participants at
varying subsidy rates-100, 80, 60, and 85 percent. For most of these families,
the availability of the subsidies was contigent on working (or engaging in a
work-related activity ). The number of families who used the child care program
was much smaller than originally anticipated; less than 5 percent of eligible
families used the program during the second year. The rate of utilization gen-
erally declined as the subsidy decreased, and utilization was higher among
families with preschool children; for families with preschool children the rate
of use in the 80 and 100 percent subsidy plans with a work requirement was 15
percent. These initial findings suggest that uitlization of a child care subsidy
program will depend on the rate of subsidy, and that utilization will be con-
centrated among families with preschool children.

The Gary experiment attempted to test the usefulness of "access workers"
who provided information and referral services to a subgroup of the study
sample. However, utilization of the access workers was much lower than
expected and declined to an almost negligible level from the beginning of the
program to the end of the first year of the study. About 25 percent of the
eligible families contacted the access workers.

Household heads were highly knowledgeable about the rules that governed
a family's eligibility for continued participation in the experiment. However,
as had been anticipated, they were considerably less knowledgeable about the
mechanics of the income support plans. These results are similar to findings
from the New Jersey and Rural experiments.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL CONrUENCE OF CATHOLIC CHAJTI., PREFABE BY
Rzv. EDWARD J. RyLu, DEAN, MANYWOOD COLLEGE GRADUATE SCHOOL Or SocAL
WORK, SCRANTON, PA.
We welcome the opportunity to submit this testimony in relation to recent

research in the field of public welfare and some of the implications of this
research for welfare reform. The research carried on through the initiative
and support of the federal government has generated a body of rich data and
hypotheses which should not be neglected as we look ahead to the Ninty-sixth
Congress and the challenge it will face to work for welfare reform.
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Last year we testified before the Special Welfare Reform Subcommittee of
the House as it considered II.R. 9030. We recognized that the bill was a major
step toward structural reform of the welfare system, but found it lacking in a
number of respects, including the adequacy of its benefit level, soundness of
its job program, and a number of other more specific matters. On the whole,
however, we did believe it represented a good basis for discussion and develop-
iment of a reformed public assistance program.

rhe morning on which we testified happened io be the same morning that the
Washington Post carried a story about the Denver-Seattle Income Maintenance
Experiment and its report that guaranteed minimum income programs had a
destabilizing effect on the family. We Indicated in our oral testimony at the
time that, at the level of basic values, this was disturbing news and noted that
the results covered only the first two years of the experiment and were,
necessarily, incomplete. At the same time we believed that providing poor people
with an adequate income support program might well represent too important
a value to be held hostage to the possibility that such reform might indirectly
have a destabilizing effect on some families. At that time we pointed out the
old phrase in logic that goes: Post hoc ergo propter hoc, non valet illatlo. That
means: Jut because something happens after something else, it doesn't mean
it happens because of something else. Givenu, however, our very limited knowledge
at the time, we appreciate this opportunity to comment again on the matter,
as well as to make an initial response to some of the major research findings
presented to the Subcommittee on Public Assistance.

SOCIAL SCIENCE AND PUBLIC POLICY

Ten years ago the distinguishedd Chairman of this Subcommittee wrote that
"It is the necessary condition of politics that action be based on insufficient
knowledge." (Mazrimum Fcasible M8iundrrstatiding: 189). We fully agree. The
political process and the social policy that it produces deal with the realm of
the practical. the contingent, the to-be-created, the future, and the free actions
of human beings. Almost by definition, therefore, will they be exposed to unin-
tended as well as intended outcomes, to latent as well as manifest functions.
Short of a society of robots, public social policy will necessarily be based on less
than perfect or, In many cases, even reasonably adequate evidence, despite the
best efforts of social scientists.

There Is, moreover, a further reason for the inadequacy of knowledge in rela-
tion to political action for social policy development. This has to do with the
value elements and choices that are part of social policy.

We are not recommending agnosticism here; but we do note that in a plural-
istic society, in which a number of value systems are operative, a certain amount
of dsagreenent and confusion about values Is bound to make clear, discriminat-
ing judgments of value a very difficult business. Alid beyond this is the further
matter of conflicts among quite elusive values which policy makers might seek
to realize for our country. A good example is the apparent conflict between a
guaranteed minimum Income and family stability as indicated by the Seattle/
)enver Income Mai tenance Experiment.

One further r"-uson for caution in ass mssing the role of knowledge in social
policy developing .,|t-and here we are thinking especially of the contributions of
the social sciences--has to do with the role of theory. Theory can point to questions
for empirical research and assist in the Interpretation of such research. If research
is concerned with getting "the facts," theory is concerned with the meaning
of the facts. oth theory and facts or data are indispensable for the social
sciences. We believe, however, that in the United States, social scientists have
advanced much further in their ability to conduct research, whether survey,
experimental or panel, than they have in theory-building. To the extent that this
is true. it Is an added reason for caution in uise of the social sciences in social
policy formulation. Moreover, it leads us to believe that there Is still much
truth In Senator Moynilhan's Judgment ten years ago that "the role of social
science lies not in the formulation of social policy, but in the measurement of
its results." (Ibid.. 193. Italicized In text.)

This Is not to deny that there has been significant progress in social science
research in the h)ast ten year. The four major income maintenance experi-
ments are proof that there has been. But even these studies do not give policy
makers clear and unambiguous criteria or guidelines for policy development.

3 -.r,54 (. 79 - 23
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THE INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENTS

The New Jersey, Rural, Gary and Seattle/Denver income maintenance ex-
perlments agree in finding that men reduce their work effort somewhat if a
guaranteed income is available; women in two-parent families reduce their
work effort more than men; and female family heads reduce their work effort
by about 15 percent, withdraw from the workforce, or do not even enter it.
Overall, these results were not surprising. Moreover, they provided research to
support inclusion of some work requirement in the Administration's welfare
reform proposal. We would note here that a full employment economy would
probably do more than a bill such as H.R. 9W to provide Jobs for poor people
and keep welfare costs down.

The most troubling finding of the income maintenance experiments is that a
guaranteed minimum income seems to have a destabilizing effect on marriages.
Such a finding was not expected, since a positive relationship between economic
well-beijg and marital stability has been a widely accepted generalization in
the social sciences. (Cf. Michael T. Ilannan and Nancy Brandon Tuma, "Income
and Marital Events: Evidence from an Income Maintenance Experiment,"
American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 82, 6: 1187-90 and Arthur J. Norton and
Paul C. Glick. "Marital Stability: Past, Present and Future," Journal of Social
lssmes. Vol. 32, 1: 13-14).

Of the four experiments, the Seattle/Denver experiment was the only one that
found a statistically significant difference in family breakvip between the experi-
mental anid control groups, and this only for black and anglo families, not for
Ilisia aics. Too, in the third year of the experiment, the dissolution rate for
anglo families was lower, though not by a statistically significant amount, for
families in the experimental group than in the control group. For all the experi-
mental groups the dissolution rate was lower in the third year of the experiment
than in the first two.

The Seattle/Denver research is valuable, an important contribution to our
knowledge of the possible Impact of a guaranteed minimum income on marital
stability. Others have commented on some of the llimtations of the Seattle/
Denver experiment. (Cf., for example, "Statement by Henry Aaron, Assistant
Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, DHEW, before the Subcommittee on
Public Assistance of the Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D.C. Novem-
ber 17, 1978".) Among other matters Aaron pointed out that the research was
not designed to monitor Impact on family life. and indeed the findings do not
differentiate between husband and wife dissolution and a common law situation.
We would like to make a few observations about the policy implications of the
experiment.

As we noted above, policy makers can face quite genuine conflicts in values.
In the present case, there is an apparent conflict between developing a more
adequate welfare program for poor people and the important value of family
stability. Should efforts to reform and upgrade welfare programs be held up
till there Is solid evidence that they will not destabilize marital unions We think
they should not be for the following reasons:

(1) Efforts to provide adequate welfare payments, in a dignified manner. to
needy people should not be delayed because of the tentative possibility that a
slightly higher percentage of families might experience marital dissolution than
would do so in the absence of more adequate assistance. As we indicated earlier
providing poor people with an adequate, decent level of sustenance might well
represent too important a value to be held hostage to the possibility that Its
provision might indirectly have a destabilizing effect on some families. More-
over, most research indicates the contrary.

(2) The assistance given through the income maintenance experiments was
not linked with employment programs and provision of social services. A well
constructed welfare reform plan will have a Jobs component, since employment
can have a stabilizing effect on marriages, as well as reduce welfare costs. Too,
welfare reform that offers access to social services can assist couples having
marital problems to seek help In resolving their problems.

(3) There Is a danger inherent in holding back on welfare reform to avoid
a destabilizing impact on the marital stability of poor families, the danger of
using public assistance as a means of controlling the highly personal dclsions
of huaandq and wives. Given the long history of using poor law in both England
and the United States as a means of social control, we believe it important
that welfare reform proposals carefully respect the dignity and right to self-
determination of recipients of public welfare.
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CONCLUSION

We appreciate very much the opportunity to submit this testimony for the
record. We recognize that the Issues being studied by the Subcommittee are
very difficult and complex. We hope that what we have presented is of some
help to you, Mr. Chairman, and assure you of our desire to cooperate as best we
can with you and the Members of the Subcommittee In the vitally important
task of reviewing income adequacy and security for the poor and needy of our
country.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD W. WATTS

Let me first express my gratitude for the invitation to offer testimony to this
Committee. I am writing as an economist with many years of experience in
analyzing Income maintenance policies, and as one who shared primary respon-
sibility for the design and analysis of the New Jersey Negative Income Tax
experiment. I hope that my remarks here will be of use to the Committee and
the Subcommittee in its difficult task of understanding and interpreting evidence
from the experiments in the formation of improved policies.

I will comment first on the testimony offered by Dr. John Cogan concerning his
reanalysis of the New Jersey evidence. This testimony is misleading In its claim
that new estimates show larger labor supply responses than other studies. The
estimates cited answer an essentially different question, one which is in itself
of secondary Importance for policy purposes. The testimony cites a ". . . five
to seven hour per week reduction in work effort among those who received
cash assistance . . .", which is contrasted with a two-to-three hour reduction
he has selected from a crude and preliminary segment of my own analysis of the
response of married men.

lie focuses his analysis on "participants" who are defined as male heads of
families that are currently receiving benefits under one of the experimental pro-
grams, lie measures the difference between such men (i.e., participants) and
those (i.e., non-participants) who are heads of families who do not receive either
these benefits or benefits from the welfare program In New Jersey or Pennsyl-
vania. The earlier estimates prepared by me and others are aimed, in contrast,
at the difference between those families offered coverage under a negative tax
program and those who were not.

It may be useful here to digress briefly on Cogan's use of the term "partici-
pant" because the confusion in large part originates In his usage. There is a
common usage among those who analyze public programs that distinguishes as
participants those who carry out the steps of formal application and enrollment
and finally receive the program's benefits, e.g., Food Stamps. The participants
are, thus, a subgroup of the eligible population who meet all the requirements
for benefits, whether or not they have applied for them. The ratio of participants
to eligibles is usually termed the participation rate. Both "eligibles" end "par-
ticipants" are defined as those who meet any income, wealth, or employment
criterion that Is a condition for eligibility. Because Income and employment fluc-
tuate for individual families, both groups contain a shifting cast of families.

The basic situation in the experiment Is very different. Among those who agreed
to take part In the experiment (I forego the term participate). some, the control
group, agreed to he Interviewed at regular intervals for a three-year period.
The experimental group agreed, In addition, to report their earnings and other
income on a monthly basis. The. were also told that benefits would be paid accord-
ing to a specific schedule If and when their Income experience dropped below a
certain level. Thus, the experimental families were enrolled once and for all.
and whenever their reported economic and program status made them "eligible."
they were automatically sent benefits, i.e., were automatic participants. So, in
the experiment, there Is a fixed and pre-selected group of enrolled families who
may move into or" out of participant status depending on their income experience.

Both experimental and control families exhibited substantial Income fluctua-
tion from month to month (fully confirming the instability found In other lobgl-
tudinal studies) and, in consequence, the current participant group Is con-
stantly changing (as well as the size of benefit for individual participants). To
use tlhe term participant in this context is to impute deliberate Intention to all
Incom;change events which move a family Into or out of payment status despite
the evident similarity of such fluctuations In the control group. Because varia-
tion In earnings of family members is the most important source of these fluetua-
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tons it is almost tautological that Cogan's participants will be working less than
non-participants. They couldn't be participants of his definition otherwise.

The same regression analysis that produced the five to seven hours per week
reduction for participants in the experiment programs yielded estimated reduc-
tions for participants in the public welfare programs that were typically twice
that large. Yet these have not been mentioned in Cogan's testimony. I find no
merit in either estimate as a measure of labor supply behavior occasioned by
the different incentives or disincentives provided by the experimental or welfare
programs. The reason is that both include a definitional component that would
indicate a spurious labor supply "reduction" even if there were no proper
response to those incentives. Even if all income variations of families were out-
side their control, Cogan's regressions would show a substantial response.

rn estimating the differentials between those who received experimental bene-
fits and those who received neither experimental benefits nor welfare (mostly
AFDC-UP), Cogan seems to be saying that if no benefits were provided the
former group they would work as much as the latter (the same would be true
for the participants in welfare who showed much larger "reductions"). Even if
that hypothesis were supported by his or others' analysis (and it emphatically
is not), the issue is not whether all sources of transfers for low income families
should be stopped. I have little doubt that a resolute "root hawg or die"
policy would produce an increased level of labor supply among the survivors.
But I seriously question whether a highly refined estimate of the amount of that
increase Is of great interest to this Committee. If it is of interest, then the ex-
perimental evidence Is of very limited value for the simple reason that we did not
(and could not legally) impose starvation options on a pre-selected sample of
famllks. Yet, if they try to measure anything, Cogan's estimates try to measure
such a magnitude. I can only say that any such estimate, based on this or any
other existing income maintenance experiment and using any amount of econ-
ometric sophistication, must finally rely upon much raw supposition.

The estimates from my work, which Cogan contrasts with his own, can be
Interpreted as the incremental reduction in labor supply as a consequence of
adding the experimental program to the options that already existed at the
various experimental sites (including welfare). There is no pretense of estimat-
ing the "zero based" effect. Because of this difference and because of the
tautoiqgical component of his estimates, there Is no reason to be surprised that
his numbers are larger than mine. They simply show a different contrast, and
one that is incapable of causal Interpretation or application to significant policy
Issues.

A fundamental flaw in Cogan's analysis lies in what he claims to be most dis-
tinctive about his approach. He states in his testimony (Page 2. paragraph 2,
sentence 3): "Only families that receive NIT benefits would be expected to
respond to the work disincentives of the program." From this, 1ie defines partici-
pants and proceeds to measure their response. Yet would he or anyone also
assert that only those who "participate" in the highest bracket of the federal
income tax schedule can be affected by its (often claimed) disincentives? Many
planned and unplanned events serve to change one's employment, income, and
family status over any reasonable long period of time, and these events change
the array of taxes and transfer programs in which one "participates." We must
sntnose that experience and information about all public programs can have an
effect on a person's planned and realized pattern of work behavior, not just the
or es that are activated at a particular moment or week. There simply is no
theoretical or empirical basis for Cogan's assertion about ex ante response
behavior.

Cngan's entire analysis Ignores the very basis upon which the experiments
were designed, and aims at estimating a single number of hours that measures
some sort of average work reduction of all those who "participate" in one of
several distinct N.I.T. variants. Useful measures of response cannot be so simply
stated. It was assumed In the design that the response to "coverage" by a pro-
gram whlrh offered a schedule of benefits related to income would depend upon
the earning capacity and other income sources of the covered families. Since
the benefit schedules only modify the income pattern of those with low incomes,
either persistently or intermittently, we reasoned that the response would become
negligible at some point well above the break-even point and that the response
wmuld vary Inversely with earning capacity (or normal pro-experimental income)
below such a point. The objective was to estimate a complete response schedule
for the range of initial income levels that were allowed in the experiment. (The
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range permitted by OEO did not include all those who could reasonably be
expected to display a non-negligible response). A given negative tax scheme
should not be expected to affect those who earn $100 a week by the same amount
as those who earn $200 or $800. Equally we should not expect groups who earn
$150 a week by'working 60 hours to respond in the same way as those who earn
the same amount by working 35 hours. Cogan's analysis does not address this
issue at all, despite the fact that in his analysis for "participants" there is a
strong built-in relationship between the Initial level of income and the reduction
necessary to become a participant. While there may be only a small chance that
someone as fortunate as me would decide to (or happen to) become a "partici-
pant," if I did it would requrie a much larger withdrawal than 5-7 hours! At
the opposite end, someone who had not worked for years could hardly increase
his withdrawal no matter how great the disincentive.

The estimates that were produced by myself and others from the New Jersey
experiments proceeded beyond those crude estimates Cogan has mentioned to
provide such schedules of reslnse, and further examined the effect on labor force
withdrawal, and unemployment, as well as on adjustments in hours worked.
The Seattle-I)enver experiments provided a much larger sample and have also
been utilized to estimate well-selcified and coherent response patterns. Those
estimates have been used by iI.E.W. analysts to project the response to various
welfare reform proposals. Their estimates are, within the limits of precision
that can be obtained by saminples, generally consistent with comparable results
from the New Jersey experiment. The labor supply reductions are not Inconse-
quential, and the pattern shows a more marked response for those with lower
earning capacity. liut they remain quite small in aggregate terms and do not, to
my mind, serve to dictate a negative over-all evaluation to the sort of policy
alternatives that have been seriously advanced by our three most recent admin-1st ration,,.

My remaining comments are devoted to more general Issues concerning the role
of experimentation in the analysis of welfare alternatives. I believe the evidence
from the experiments is extremely important for adding to our knowledge in
specific ways. and that the potential is as yet only partly realized. But it is Im-
portant to emphasize the inevitable limitation of this evidence as well.

Clearly no evidence or well established finding about how income subsidies
affect families can displace the value judgments that are inherent in a choice
of policy. Even if there were no uncertainty concerning the consequences of ex-
plicit policy alternatives for labor supply on family stability, those consequences
will be acceptable, or even desirable for some and unacceptable for others.
A container can be half full and half empty at the same time, and the most
that can be expected of scientific Inquiry is resolution of uncertainties about
the consequences of specified alternatives. The assessment of those consequences
and ultimate choice lies outside the range of scientific evidence.

But we are far from eliminating uncertainty about consequences and the ex-
periments to date have focused on reducing the uncertainty about crucial butvery incomplete parts of the question. If, for examl)le, the labor supply response
to alternative income subsidies were perfectly known for each category of worker
(by age: sex, family status, wage rate, etc.), there is still the question of labor de-
mand. Only if demand is perfectly elastic for each category of worker will that
change in supply be reflected exactly in a change in equilibrium employment.
Clearly we do not believe that the market can absorb unlimited increases or
decreases in supply with no change in wage rates. If demand were perfectly in-
elastic, on the other hand, a reduced supply would be reflected entirely in equi-
librating wage rate changes and no change in employment. In fact, neither
extreme can be taken seriously, but the experiments do almost nothing to reduce
our uncertainty about the actual outcome. For workers who are frequently af-
fected by unemployment, the change in labor supply may be largely absorbed by
reducing the difference between the amount the worker wants to work and the
amount of work it impossible to find, with little or no change In the latter.

The experiments, important as they are, have not yielded exact knowledge
about labor supply behavior either, and they should not be expected to. But they
can reduce the range of our uncertainty and focus discussion more on real than
on imaginary issues. They provide increments to the evidence available that
cannot be drawn from other sources, and that Is their primary contribution. But
we are still a long way from fully digesting this incremental evidence, as the
testimony to this subcommittee shows. It is possible for different investigators to
offer very different estimates of what is claimed to be the same magnitude. It
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is possible for many of these differe'nces to be resolved on scientific grounds, of
course, but the example illustrates the importance of caution and Judgment in In-
terpreting the first findings from any new and complex body of evidence. There
should be an opportunity and encouragement for re-analysis by investigators using
different theoretical and empirical approaches to the basic data, and the
strengths and weaknesses of the various alternatives should be thoroughly
explored. Only In this way can the robust findings from new evidence be iden-
tified and (provisionally) used to confirm or modify our understanding of some-
thing" as complex as labor supply behavior.

There is a widespread and unfortunate belief that experiments such as the
ones in New Jersey or Seattle-Denver can lead directly and immediately to
summary judgments about alternative policies, or specifically about the policy
which Is identical to the experimental treatment. This is not the case as the
comments above Indicate. A well-designed experiment Is both more and less power-
ful than that. It Is less powerful in that it can only partially replicate the con-
ditions of a full-scale national policy and cannot in any case resolve differences in
values. It is more powerful in Its potential for gaining evidence on specific Issues
such as labor supply behavior that Is relevant for assessing the consequences of
a much wider class of policies, Including a continuation of the status quo or modest
Incremental changes.

But there are real and important differences between the experiments and
possible policies. The experiments did not Impose a work requirement. The serl-
ously proposed policies have included such provisions. The experiments included
no features to enforce or reinforce parental responsibility for children; real
policies do (and should). The reports on the design of these experiments provide
many mbre examples. Such qualifications do not render the experimental evidence
useless, but they certainly complicate its Interpretation and application to the
choices that must be made by this committee and others who have the respon.
sibility for actual policy.

The task of Integrating and reconciling the new evidence with existing beliefs
about issues such as labor supply is inevitably a long and difficult task for
scientists, political leaders and the general public. Despite the difficulty, I remain
convinced that the experiments have an important contribution to make toward
finding more effective and equitable policies. Much of this potential is as yet un-
realized, and resources are limited for carrying on secondary analyses. But hear-
ings such as this one can be very valuable in emphasizing the Importance of the
researchable issues and encouraging efforts to help resolve them.

PATTERNS OF WELFARE USE

(By Martin Rein and Lee Rainwater, Joint Center for Urban Studies of M.I.T.
and Harvard)

INTRODUCTION

One of the recurrent Issues in the debate about welfare policy is how to identify
the people who are generally thought of as belonging to a "welfare class." Just
how many people stay on the welfare rolls for particular amounts of time and
what characteristics are common to those who remain on welfare for long periods
of time have been central concerns of a long-term Joint Center research project
funded by the U.S. Department of Health, FBducation, and Welfare.

This project, of which we are the directors, has taken a quite different tack
from the only other attempt to measure the number of heavy welfare users. Based
on a national biennial sample of welfare cases extracted from AFDC adminis-
trative records, that count estimates that about one-quarter of the cases sampled
had entered the welfare system at least five years before. This figure. however,
refers only to the recipients' most recent continuous use of welfare, and it counts
cases, not families. It also says nothing about how dependent the recipients are
on welfare, that is, whether or not they are living primarily on aid from the wel-
fare system. This issue is particularly Important because It addresses the ques-
tion of whether there Is a large group of citizens who do not fit with the Amer-
ican Ideal that, except for occasional emergencies, everybody should be self
sufficient.

The Joint Center's project, on the other hand, has counted the number of people
on welfare, not cases, and has designed a way to estimate how much the reilpents
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rely on the welfare system as a means of support for their families.1 These are
the two issues addressed in this paper.

THE DATA

The data we chose for our work comes from the first seven years of the Longi-
tudinal Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) from the University of Michi-
gan's Survey Research Center. This material provides information on sources
and levels of income for a national cohort of 5,060 households surveyed annually
since 1968. (Data for the eighth year, 1975, was just becoming available as the
research for this analysis was drawing to a close.) More families toward the
lower end of the Income distribution were sampled so that a disproportionate
number of welface recipients were interviewed. While the total figures were
weighted to represent national trends, the additional lower-income families and
minority groups provided greater reliability in the results about welfare use
than a simple random sample of this size.2

We .'-elected as the basic unit of our analysis the individual woman aged 18 to
1A In 1&1; and the families "around" her during the seven-year period. Initially,
w.- had tried to use the family as our unit of analysis, hut we found this Im-
possible given the volatile nature of American -society and, particularly, of our
sample. %'hei couples split up, data as it was gathered by the PSID became
available ont both the husband and his new family as well as on the wife and her
new family. Then, as families reorganized themselves, which person to follow
I.ecaine unclear. There was no simple way to analyze the family unit in our
sample except by limiting our analysis to those families whose heads had not
changed. However, we were especially interested in those families that had
changed their structure. Our way of resolving this dilemma was to make the
women, not the men, the focus of our concern became entitlement to many wel-
fare programs depends largely on their status. Thus we followed them and the
raniiies with whom they had lived over time.

Our extract from the 1811D, then, contains records on the households of 3,086
women who remained in the sample throughout all seven years of the survey.
One-quarter of these household records include women whose families received
welfare at least once in seven years. These we included in our "ever-welfare"
group.*

As usual ii this hi-id of applied microeconomic work, there are limitations to
the data which should be pointed out at the start. First, the elementary time
unit which measures (for example) a "single welfare spell" or "experience" is
the year. Within such a time frame it is impossible to ascertain whether the
experience actually lasted one year or less or whether there were possibly several
ellslls within the year. A second problem we found is the absence in the PSID
of retrospective (11)67 or before) information on the subjects' experiences with
welfare. To analyze a parti(-ular cohort, we were forced to restrict our sample
to those individuals who had been observed for one year before going on welfare.

A third problem arises from the fact that the PSID is based on a survey of
families and not on administrative records. The result is an extensive under-
reporting of welfare income especially, we think, among families which receive
only a modest amount of welfare during the course of the year. The reason that
the survey, which counts families on welfare, ends up with fewer welfare cases
than one which contains administrative statistics is probably quite simple. Even
though several members of one family may receive benefits from a number of
programs, that family would still be counted in the survey as a single welfare
case. l)espite this difficulty, we preferred to rely on the PSID as a resource
rather than the Current Population Survey of the U.S. Bureau of the Census
because the PSID retrieves more of the welfare expenditures per family.' The

I The project's results were first published in abbreviated form in Challenge 20 (1977).
"How Large is the Welfare Class?" by Martin Rein and Lee Rainwater. The detailed
analyses were submitted earlier this year to HEW. Besides summaries of the material.
the present Working l'aper contains a summary by the staff at HEW and two appendices
explaining the more technical aspects of their work.

2 For the present study. "welfare" is an aggregate of all forms of public assistance, 1oth
federal (AFl)C. AFi)C-U) and state (General Assistance. etcA. Means-tested programs
Include public assistance and food stamps. Public transfers refer to cash benefits from
workmen's compensation, unemployment insurance, and social security. Private transfers
Inclmle Income from relatives, alimony, and child support. Those people designated as ofminorityy status" are blacks and hispanics. All other groups are of "majority status."

3 When the sample Is weighted, the percent of the families of women In this age range
(from the PSTD sample) which ever received welfare becomes 11.9.

I Joseph Minarlk. "New Eviderce of the Poverty Count." Proceedings of the Social Statis-
t!cs Section of the American Statistics Association (1975), pp. 54-59.
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accuracy of reporting all income is also likely to be greater in the PSID survey
because the family is not penalized for a truthful account of the level and
sources of income, including welfare. On the other hand, these differences be.
tween the national statistics, which are based on month-by-month analyses of
welfare cases, and the PSID longitudinal survey, which is based on the annual
experience of families, mean that comparative studies of the data become quite
difficult.

DURATION

ntering, leaving, and coming baek on welfare
Welfare attachment can be described in statistical terms by examining pat-

terns of use, that is, the length of time and number of periods when welfare pro-
vides a source of family income.* PSID provides us with the only available
nationwide estimate of annual welfare dynamics which is based on the experi-
ence of families that use welfare and not on a count of cases as they are adminis-
trated. We derived patterns of continuous or intermittent use of welfare from the
experience, as recorded by the PSID, of women aged 18 to 54 years old in 1968,
a period when people are generally launching or have launched their careers,
their jobs, and their families.

In order to establish the patterns of welfare use for the families of women
in this age group, we constructed a seven-digit variable in which each digit rep-
resents one year. The first, or "millions," digit stands for the welfare experience
of the woman's family in 1967. The second is for the family's experience in
1968, and so on. Each digit is coded "0" if no one in the family received welfare,
"1" if the family received less than $100 from welfare during the year, and "2'
If it received more than $100 from welfare during the year. Thus, a family with
a value of 2220012 received more than $100 of income from welfare in 1968, 1969,
and 1970, went off welfare for two years in 1971 and 1972, and then came back
on welfare for two years, receiving less than $100 in benefits in 1973 and more
than $100 in 1974.

Characterizing the individual's family welfare experience in this way allowed.
us to capture the number and duration of welfare episodes over the seven years
of PSID data. In describing these episodes, we avoided terms such as "chronic"
and "recidivist" in favor of the more neutral term "cyclic." Table I represents
information on the number of consecutive welfare years over the seven-year
period during which the families of women aged 18 to 54 in 1968 annually
received at least $100. (Of those who went on and off welfare, 21 percent had two
cycles ron-off and back on again) and 1.7 percent had three cycles. These figures
do not show In Table 1.) The table shows that 4.8 percent of all 3,086 women
in the PSID, aged 18 to 54 years in 1968, received welfare in 1967 and that this
proportion first climbed to a high of 6.6 percent In 1972 and then declined slightly
in 1973. During this period, an average of 5.5 percent of all women in our age
group received welfare in a given year.

TABLE I.-EVER-WELFARE WOMEN AGED 18 TO 54 IN 1968 WHOSE FAMILIES RECEIVED WELFARE BETWEEN
1967 AND 1973

Percent on
Number of years of continuous Wefre use- welfare from

Total on totl 3,006 InYear 0 1 2 3 4 5 9 welfare P1 grog

1967 ................... 295 ................................................ 4.
1968 ................... 90 207 ........................................ 297 4.9
1966 ................... & 56 173 ................................ 294 4.8
1970 ................... 110 48 36 160 ........................ 354 5.8
1971 ................... 104 54 6 36 145 ................ 375 6.0
1972 ................... 60 37 24 31 133 ........ 3S 6. 6
1973 ................... 98 6 42 21 It 20 114 340 5.6

Average per nt on welfare ............................................................ S.S

Note: The diaZond cells include women using welfare more than the Indcated number of years. because tt figure
Includes both the women who s arted In welfare In 19673a well as thme who wre on prior to 1967 (Yeafs for atch we
have no da).

I Ideally. we would like Information on the use of welfare over a very long span of time.
And. at some point. the intergeneratlonal use of welfare should be examined. However, the
analysis here Is limited by our source material, the. seven years of the PSID; and we know
of no good data on Intergenerational use.
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TABLE 2.-PROBABILITY OF FAMIUES OF WOMEN AGED 18 TO 54 IN 1968 GOING OR STAYING ON WELFARE IN

CALENDER YEAR, AS A FUNCTION OF THE YEARS PRViOUSLY ON WELFARE

StaOn on for the nth year--
Year welfare started Goin-s 2 3 4 5 6 7

1967 ............................... 0.702 0.836 0.926 0.906 0.917 0.3571968 ............................... 0.015 .622 .642 !.000 .861 .645 ..........1969 ............................... .011 .738 .7SO .667 .M ....................1970 ............................... .019 .491 .665 .5 ..............................1971 ............................... .018 .577 .700 ........................................1972 ............................... .014 .450 ..................................................1973 ................................ 015....................................
Averste for 1968-73 .......... .015 .576 .695 .745 .827 .645 ..........SimplifSed model ................ .015 .600 .700 .750 .800 .800 .800

Number per 100,000 olnX and saying
on wsMfar using simplifed mode... 1,500 900 630 473 378 302 242

NoWe: Estimated probability of On on wlfare in t flowing year asa funtion of a number of years off welfare:I yr, 0.25; 2 yr, 0.20; 3 yr, 0.12; 4 to ?yr. 0.07.

Once we had identified each welfare cycle for the women aged 18 to 54 in 1968
(Table 1), we computed the proportion of those on welfare in any given year whq
stayed on for an additional year (Table 2). Ideally, we would have preferred to
begin with a universe of starters, that is, women who had never received welfare
before. The best we could do with our data was to report the experience of women
who had not received welfare the year before. We excluded those who were al-
ready on welfare in 1967 because we did not know how long their previous ex-
perience had been. Thereafter we calculated the proportion of women who stayed
on another year to all women who went on welfare in each calendar year between
1967 and 1973. From the data we generated we then found for each cohort of
women going on welfare each year the average number who had an additional
year of welfare.

Some of our findings seemed to be anomalous. For example, in the 1968 and
1970 cohorts, the probability of staying on welfare for each year first rose and
then declined sharply in the last year for which data is available. As Table 2
shows, the computations are based on very small samples. It is possible that the
fluctuation in our probabilities could be attributed to errors made In sampling the
small number of cases that were on welfare a long time.' When we examined the
full (295) cohort of women who were on welfare in 1967, we found that the
probability of their staying on welfare In the last year did not decline so precip-
itously. Since the proportions estimated for the 1967 group were higher than those
for other years, we decided that it was best to average the six-year experience of
women who were on welfare in 1967 and 1968 for the purpose of developing a
simplified model. We preferred to base our conclusions on averages among the
cohorts on the belief that they would be more reliable than the proportions for
any single cohort.

By averaging across cohorts we in fact created another, synthetic, cohort which
would allow us to testimate the proportions of women going on and off welfare
during the historic period between 1968 and 1973. This estimate is reported in
Table 2 in the row labeled "Average for 1968-1973." We rounded these ratios to
create the simplified model on which we based our final conclusions. Thus, the
simplified model indicates that those who have not been on welfare in the pre-
vious year have a 1.5-percent chance of going on welfare and another 60-percent
chance of staying on for a second year. Those who stay on the second year have a
70-percent chance of being on a third. There is a 75-percent chance of continuing
to a fourth year. Thereafter, the probability of staying on welfare for an addi-
tional year rises to 80 percent where it plateaus.
Relying on wclfarc

In this section we describe how we determined the proportions of women on
welfare in a given year who will be forming different patterns of attachment to
welfare over the following seven years. We should note that the patterns of future

I Alternatively. this flndingt could indicate that perhaps some gdministratlve process IsIn operation which excludes Individuals who have been on welfare for several years. If this
Is the case. then the sharp drop in figures would suggest an extremely Interesting socialprocess of systeza atic exclusion at play.
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welfare use, which we are to be outlining, will differ quite sharply depending
upon whether we focus on a cohort of starters, on ever-welfare individuals, or on
those receiving welfare in a given year.

Our findings are presented in Table 3. We comment first on the cohort of starters
(see the third column). To create this synthetic cohort, as before, we counted
the people going on welfare over a seven-year period as well as those going off.
For each group that was leaving, whe then calculated the number of them who
will be going back on in each subsequent year. Of those who reenter, or cycle, we
computed how many will stay on without leaving again, but we omitted the small
group of second cyclers. The expected distribution of the first cyclers' experience
on welfare over time is based on estimates both of the probability of staying and
the probability of reentering once they leave the welfare rolls. We found that
these estimated probabilities, as reported in Table 2, are a function of the num-
ber of years a person has been off welfare. Thus, if a woman has been off welfare
for only one year, she has a 25-percent probability of returning to the welfare
rolls in the future. When a women has been off welfare for two years, her prob-
ability of returning to welfare drops to 20 percent. As time goes on, these prob-
abilities decline so that she has only a 7-pecent probability of receiving welfare
once again after a stretch of four to five years off welfare.

In the second column of Table 3, we present data on an actual cohort of
women who went on welfare In 1968. These women represent 18 percent of the
universe of ever-welfare women. Note that the findings from the synthetic and
actual cohorts are similar.

TABLE 3.-VARIOUS ESTIMATES OF YEARS ON WELFARE

Percentasl dt ohort of women aed IS to 54 In 1968

Aveag (i-
Ever-wWefar Actual 1968 Oteic o TIose on wfi.ers

Years on welfare nl a 7-yr period WON cohort Of st1rrs' n1967

1 .......................................... 33.0 22.2 16.3 17.4
2 .......................................... 15.4 17.8 18.4 10.7
3 ......................................... 13.7 18., 14.6 8.2
4 .......................................... 6.1 5.6 11.1 5.7
5 .......................................... 7.1 13.3 10.9 .2
6 .......................................... 8.3 22.2 10.9 11.1
7 .......................................... 1.3 ................ 16.1 38.1

ToW percent ................ .... 100.9 100.0 100. 3 9.4
PerceteOcyders- --- ................... . .096 .322 ................. 235

Proportion of an women ................ 12 .015 .015 .048

I Expected distribution based on staying and reentry probebilite.

When we are dealing with a single cohort, of starters for example, we want to
know something about the total welfare career of the individuals within that
cohort over the course of their lives. In reality, individuals who start their careers
on welfare at different points in time may have different patterns of use. But this
question cannot be explored systematically because we cannot examine long-term
welfare use paterns for Individuals who enter welfare in the latter years of the
survey. We have to assume that, If our synthetic cohort of starters and our actual
cohort are similar, we should be able to conclude that the cohort of starters has
fewer short-term and more long-term individuals than the cohort of ever-welfare
women, and that about one-third of the starters cycle on-off, then on, welfare.
Overall, In a seven-year period, there are slightly more on welfare during the first
and second years than later. Thereafter, for the remaining years, almost equal-
proportions of individuals are on the rolls. The basic reason that the pattern is fiat
for the last five years is that the number of individuals coming back on welfare
Just about balances the number leaving.'

T Strikingly. those with majority status are more likely to cycle as compared to those
with minority status (3R percent versus 20 percent). One possible ImplIctlon of this finding
Is that people of majority status try to get off welfare and fall. They therefore find them.
selves cycling on and off. Minority group. by contrast, may either be locked In, or resigned
to being on welfare. They are, therefore, lets likely to cycle.
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When we examine the pattern of welfare use by the ever-welfare women, we
find that ever-welfare women are more likely than our synthetic cohort to receive
welfare only once in seven years because they can enter welfare in later years
(see first column, Table 3). Almost half receive welfare for one or two years, but
they tend to cycle on and off welfare less than those in the synthetic cohort. Only
about one-tenth enter, exit, and reenter, as compared with one-third of the women
in the cohort of starters.

This group's propensity toward short-term use is largely a function of the way
in which we pursued the data. Instead of focusing on a complete welfare career
over several years, as we did for the synthetic cohort, we focused on the experience
of women during a particular stretch of time. In such a framework individuals can
enter the analysis any time in the period, even in its last years. The consequence
is that our calculations lead us to expect more short-term participants than there
exist in reality. We can also assume that many participants had actually been on
welfare for several years before 1967. In our cohort analysis (Table 2) we saw
that the proportion of those staying on welfare is higher than those'who are going
on for the first time. If we include in our count those people who were already on
welfare, we find that the distribution becomes biased in favor of individuals with
either short- or long-term attachment-a bimodal split. About one-third of the
ever-welfare individuals receive welfare for five, six, or seven years; one-third
receive welfare for one year.'

When we project the pattern of use for women who had received welfare in a
particular year (e.g., 1967, column 4, Table 3), we find a large cluster of women
who have been on for long periods of time and a small group who stay on only a
few years.'

Our analysis has revealed a good deal of recurring dependence. That is to say,
people tend to return to welfare after leaving it for a period of time. We find that
about 10 percent of those who received welfare at least once in the seven years
cycle as compared with about 25 to 30 percent of the synthetic cohort of starters
or of those on welfare in a given year. This is because short-term users are a
smaller proportion of the ever-welfare population.

DEPENDENCE

Sourcca of income among wclare recipfenUt
The question of the sources of Income of welfare recipients has not received

much attention, perhaps because national statistics on the financial circumstances
of currently active AFDC cases (those active in a given month) suggest that a
good two-thirds of their average income is derived from welfare. In addition,
about three-quarlers of the average administratively defined budgetary require-
ments of AFDC families s comes from welfare income. In computing these budg-
etary requirements, income which is disregarded in computing needs is not in-
cluded in the measure of the family's actual income.

Data from the Current Population Survey (CPS) of the Bureau of the Census
provide a different picture of welfare dependence from the data presented by the
national AFDC survey of cases. The CPS figures are based on annual rather than
monthly income, actual rather than 'countable" income, and families rather than
administrative cases." Table 4 shows sources of income of female-headed families
with children In 1970, according to the CPS survey."' For those who receive wel-
fare (means-tested benefits) it remains the chief source of income (about half
the total), but it no longer overwhelms the income package as the monthly fig-
tires taken from administrative records of cases suggest. Earnings are the second
nitost important component of the income of families headed by women; the ratio
of earnings to welfare is more than 150 percent. These census data, therefore,
make it clear that to grasp the pattern of welfare use, we need to pay attention
to the degree of economic dependence as well as the number of years on welfare.

' Among ever-welfare individuals, those with minority status are more likely to cycle and
to be long-term as compared with those with majority status.

I Abont one-quartere of this group cycles. There Is virtually no difference in the extent
of cycllnv by race as we found in our synthetic cohort."4 Because welfare users presumably rely more heavily on welfare in the month they
receive it. t would be useful to have the number of months that individuals received wel-
fare. Unfortunately, thepe data are not available in PSID survey.

1 One striking feature of this table is how similar the income package is for minority
nnd majority recipients.
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TABLE 4.--SOURCES OF 1970 INCOME OF FEMALE-HEADEO FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN. IN WHICH WOMEN AGED
25 TO 54 IN 1968 LIVED

Percentages of income from different sources

Female-headed welfare families All female-headed families

Sources of income Majoity Minority All Majorty Minority All

Earned income ...................... 30.2 27.4 29.0 58.0 55.0 57.2
Heads earnings ................. 24.4 22.0 23.4 45.9 40.2 43.3
Oth earnings.................. . 5.8 5.3 5.6 12.2 14.8 12.9

Assets ............................. 3.9 3.8 3.8 9.3 5.2 8.2Work-related benefits................ 11.5 10.9 11.3 16.2 12.7 1S.2
Means-tested benefits ............... 51.1 56.7 53.5 12.2 25.3 15.9
Other income ....................... 3.2 1.2 2.4 4.2 1.8 3.6

TolI percent ................. 99.9 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.1
Number of female heads ........... 914, 942 744, 317 1,659,295 2,678, 976 1,305,110 3,944,086
Percent of ill female heads with

children on welfare ................ 34.7 57.0 42.1 ....................................

Note: Information taken from Current Population Survey, March 1968. These data are from a special run provided by
Joseph Minarik of the Brookings Institution. Some aspects of the original data were altered in thi course of merging
CPS and tax data. For example, corrections were made or underreporting of income.

Pattiern. of welfare uqe and degree of dcpcndcncc
)ata on sources of income for tan'ilies on welfare in a given year do not

provide a complete or lialanced picture of the sources of income of low-income,
ever-welfare families in general. Such a picture should also include sources of
income for both the long-term families and the occasional welfare users as well
as a count of how much income loth groups derive from welfare over several
years. To fill out the picture, Table 5 divides the 745 women In the PSID who
ever used welfaree during the seven-year period into five types, as indicated In
Ihe stnlis at the left.

Our definition of long-term (continuous) attachment as four to seven years of
welfare experience is, of course, arbitrary. Women with long-term welfare ex-
perience by this definition comprise about 38 percent of the universe of all women
who received welfare at least once in seven years. In dividing them into two
groups-those who had 50 percent or more of their seven-year income from
welfare and those who had less than 50 percent from welfare--we found that
12 percent had received at least half their seven-year income from welfare and
26 percent received less than half. There were not enough women to permit us
to create a category which would measure the degree of dependence in com-
bination with the amount of cycling found among women with long-term welfare
attachtment.

Short-term attachment was defined as the receipt of welfare for two to three
years. In all, 28 percent of ever-welfare women were short term by this defini-
tion. Of them, cyclers accounted for about 9 percent and those continuously on
welfare for the two to three years about 19 percent. But since we can track only
part of the life history of these women, we cannot assume that cyclers and
long-term women represent sharply distinct categories. An examination of the
life histories of these people suggests that many short-term continuous welfare
recipients may become cyclers later on in their careers. Nevertheless, this dis-
tinction remains usfeul for studying how they put togther their income pack-
ages. The last category, women with only one welfare experience in a seven-
year period (once only), accounts for about 34 percent of all ever-welfare
wonlen.

Table 5 shows not only the distribution of these various welfare patterns but
also the extent to which each type of user depended upon welfare over the entire
seven years they were observed. For those who used welfare only once, it was
an insignificant portion of their total seven-year income (though it may have
Iben very important at the time). Likewise, for those who used welfare only
two or three years, it did not make up a very large proportion of their total seven-
year income. For the long-term (four- to seven-year) users, welfare obviously
was more Important. The group defined as having more than half of their income
from welfare called upon the system for almost 70 percent of their income.
Perhaps even more interesting is the observation that over twice as many of
the long-term group (20 percent vs. 12 percent) received less than half their
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income from welfare. It is also noteworthy that only about 20 percent of the total
income over the seven years for the entire ever-welfare group came from welfare.

)Obviously, the que(stioi, "Hlow much do welfare families depend on welfare?"
is answered very differently depending on whether it refers to the number of
cases in a single month or to women using welfare at any time over a period of
several years.

TABLE 5.-DISTRIBUTION AND SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF 5 EVER-WELFARE TYPES BETWEEN 1967 AND 1973
(N - 745)

Percentagse
Percentage of welfare income

Percentage Total 7-yr income for years on
Pattern of use of each type 7-yr income from welfare welfare

Long-term (4 to 7 yr):
(1) More than 50 percent of 7-yr income

from welfare ...................... 12.0 $25, 347 68.9 72.2
(2) Less than 50 percent of 7-yr income

from welfare ...................... 26.3 38,278 288 37.1
Shod term (2 to 3 yr):

(3) Cyclers ............................ 9.2 39, 566 11.9 31.1
(4) Contnuous ......................... 18.7 37, 657 10.4 35.2
(5) Once only .......................... 33.9 50,070 2.9 20.3

Average ..................................... 40, 850 20.2 ................

,/arc- of e'clfare income by pattern o/ u8c
Although the lrni-terin dependent group, as defined in Table 5, is only 12

percent of all welfare users in the survey, another tabulation (not shown in the
table) reveals that they received 35 percent of all welfare income during the
seven-year period. The other long-term users (four to seven years on welfare
but with less titan half of their seven-year income from welfare), a group that
is twice as large, used another 45 percent of all the welfare income during the
period. The other three groups in Table 5 receivetl the remaining 20 percent of
all welfare income. From these figures we would draw the conclusion that
althoughi the long teriers, and eslK'-ially those who are very dependent, are
only a small fraction of all welfare users, they do consume a very disproportion-
ate share of all welfare income.

LONG-TERM IEPENDEN(E--IfOV BIG IS TIlE WELFARE CLASS?

Tie data generated above indicate the kind of information we used to estimate
how many women aged 18 to 54 Ill 1968 (tile first year of the PSID survey)
belonged to what we would call thp "welfare class." Becoming a member of
liat welfare ('lass, as we have defined it, involves three different procedures in

coniloinmtion : going on welfare at all; staying on welfare for a period of years;
and being heavily dependent on welfare during those years."-

I)uring the period from 1968 to the present, the probability that women between
ages US and 54 will go on welfare in a given year is about 1.5 percent (Table 2).
That is. abiott 15 of every 1,000 women who were not on welfare in tile previous
year will go on. Therefore. out of the roughly 46 million women in this country
btweeni the ages of 1 and 54, about three-quarters of a million women go on
welfare each year.

The P)SI!) data. as we saw above, allow ts to calculate the probability of
women staying on welfare for a second, third, fourth year or longer (Table 2,
Simplified Model). Women on welfare have a 60-percent chance of staying on for
a second year and a 70-percent chance for a third. The probability plateaus at 80
percent after the fourth year. I'sing these probabilities, plus the probabilities
of cycling off and on again, we can calculate how many women who start on
welfare will remain for two to ten years.

" This latter Is particularly important. The PSID data reports families, for example, who
are on welfare for long periods but derive only a small portion of their total income from
welfare. Because the welfare portion typically comes from payments on behalf of foster
children In their care. to Include these long-term recipients as part of the welfare class
would not conform with the conceptions pollcymakers and the general public have of that
class.
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The data show that at any given time, about 5.5 percent of women in the 18-
to 54-year-old age range are members of families which derive at least part of
their income from welfare (from Table 1). The proportions of going on and off
welfare suggest that the average woman who goes on welfare all spends about
four out of ten years on welfare. Her four years is the sum of two consecutive
years on welfare and two years cycling back onto welfare after having been off
for one or more years.

The conception of a welfare class held by researchers, pollcymakers, and the
general public requires being on welfare for longer than four years. The opera-
tional definition we use here is somewhat more strict. We assume that members
of the welfare class have been on welfare for six or seven years (projected
to nine or ten years) out of seven years (or ten years) and were more than 50
percent dependent upon welfare income during those years. Let us look at the
estimates of the various stages of welfare participation for 18- to 54-year-old
women as a way of arriving at an estimate of the size of this long-term
delndent group.

We start out with the approximately 50 million women who are between the
ages of 18 and 54 in any year. Over a ten-year period, 7 million (14 percent) of
these women. together with their families, will have some welfare income in at
least one of these years. The remaining 43 million (86 percent) will have had no
welfare experience during the ten-year period. The welfare experience of those
7 million women will be as follows:

TABLE 6.-O-yr welfare experience of a synthetic cohort of women

Total women 18 to 54 yr of age in 1st year --------------------- 0, 000, 000
On welfare at least once in 10 yr -------------------------------- 7,000, 000
On welfare for 4 or fewer years ------------------------------- 3, 500, 000
On welfare more than 4 yr ------------------------------------ 3, 500, 000
On welfare 5 to 8 yr ------------------------------------------ 2,730,000
On welfare 9 to 10 yrs --------------------------------------- 770, 000
Less than 50-percent dependent on welfare ----------------------- 154, 000
50 percent or more dependent on welfare ------------------------- 016, 000

Thus, out of the -total of 50 million women, the size of the welfare class will be
616,000. These are the women who go on welfare, stay on welfare for nine or
ten years, and in those years derive 50 percent or more of their family income
from welfare payments. They are 9 percent of the women who ever go on welfare.

In any one year, some 2.7 million women are likely to be on welfare. But, by
our definition, we find that only slightly over 20 percent of them (540,000) are
members of the welfare class. The other 80 percent (2,160,000) have short-
or medium-term welfare careers.

Overall, one can conclude that the welfare class is a definite minority among
welfare recipients. They represent less than 10 percent of those who ever go
on welfare, and only a little over a fifth of those already on at any one time.
Such welfare career patterns suggest that it might be useful to think of other
categories of welfare recipients as the more typical.

INCOME PACKAOINO BY PATTERN OF WELFARE USE

Once it was established that the "welfare class" Is in fact only a small
portion of the welfare population, we turned our attention to how that popula-
tion as a whole put together enough income to see them through. We compared
the sources of income of women in the different welfare types and examined
the ways in which these sources differed in the years the women did and did
not receive welfare. By way of comparison, we included an analysis of the
sources of income of a group of comparably low-income women who bad never
used welfare.

Several themes emerge from the information presented In Table 7. First, and
perhaps most striking, is the diversity and complexity of the income sources
upon which women in ever-welfare families relied. Aside from the heavily de-
pendent, long-term women, ever-welfare women in general counted on welfare
for only about a third of family income during welfare years; those who received
welfare only once used it for only a sixth of their income. Therefore, an addi-
tional 66 percent or more of family income must come from other sources. The
earnings of the head of family account for approximately 30 percent of the
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family's Income; and, in addition, bits and pieces are put together from the
earnings of wives and children, from alinony and chll support, from food
stamps, public and private transfers, and work-related benefits. Savings are not
an important s-ource of Income, partly because eligibility Is conditioned by a lack
of assets and partly because families tend to deplete their savings before they
turn to welfare.

TABLE 7.-FAMILY INCOME FPOM DIFFERENT SOURCES FOR WOMEN AGED 18 TO 54 IN 1968

iPercentagesl

7-yr pattern of use

Long term (4 to 7 yr)

More than 50 Less than 50
percent of 7- percent of 7-

yr income yr income
from from

welfare welfare

Short term (2 to 3 yr)

Contin- Once
Cyclers uous only

YEARS ON WELFARE

Work-related benefits .................... 6.9 2.4 6.6 9.8 9.2 7.4
Means-tested benefits ..................... 4 80.4 44.4 36. 7 41.4 17.4

Welfare ...................................... 72.2 37.1 31.1 35.2 13.9
Food stamps ........................ .4 8.2 7.3 5.6 6.2 3.5

Alimony and child support ................ 7 2.5 2.9 3.1 3.5 .8
Eafri.:g, and assets ..................... 88.2 12.3 39.8 43.0 42.2 73.2

Head ; earnings ..................... 69. 3 6.2 23.5 32.8 29.2 47.4
Wife's earnings ..................... 9.2 .4 1.5 3.9 4.1 7.5
Other's earnings .................... 7.2 5.7 14.4 6.2 8.9 17.6
Assets ............................. 2.5 ............... 4 . I .......... . 7

Public and private transfers .............. 3.0 2.5 6.4 7.4 3.6 1.9
From others ........................ 1.3 1.2 4.5 4.2 1.2 .7
From each Husband and wife ......... 1.7 1.3 1.9 3.2 2.4 1.2

To',al ........................... 99.2 100.1 100.1 100.0 99.9 99.9

YEARS NOT ON WELFARE

Work-related benefits ....................
Food stamps ...........................
Alimony and child support ...............
Earnings and assets .....................

Head's earnings ....................
Wife's earnings .....................
Other's earnings ....................
Assets .............................

Public ard private transfers ..............
From others ........................
From husband and wife ..............

Total ............................

6.9 12.0
.4 6.1
.7 2.4

88.2 76 4
69.3 52.7
9.2 1.4
7.2 22.3
2.5 ...........
3.0 3.1
1.3 .6
1.7 2.5

99.2 100.0

6.7 15.1 8.6
2.4 2.9 1.9
1.1 3.1 2.4

83.2 6.8 82.0
62.0 55.0 65.4
9.6 6.6 8.7

11.3 7.0 6.6
.3 .2 1.3

6.5 10.2 5.0
4.3 7.5 2.2
2.2 2.7 2.8

Within these diverse and complex Income packages, work remained quite
robust for all women except those who were heavily dependent on welfare.
The ratio of the head's earnings to welfare for this latter group was only about

l percent. For ill of the other groups, it was above 60 percent. For cyclers
anl woteni with only one welfare experience, earnings outstripped the impor-
tative of welfare as a component in the family's income.

We find!! evidence for both serial and simultaneous mixes of income from
work and welfare. Our main finding about the role of work can be summarized
as follows:

(he m-asure of labor force Irarticipation Is whether the head reports that
ie or she has an occultation. In 1971, for example, 48 percent of the heads of
welfare fasidlies with long-tern welfare attachment reported that they had no
i.-ciilitlol. (1ly 17 percent of those who had other welfare-use patterns re-
ported no -ccutition. By contrast, less than 10 percent of never-welfare, low-
income heads reported that they had no occupation.

WVhile they were on welfare, heads of the families in all welfare categories
except the contInuous, long-term welfare families generally earned between 24
and 27 percent of their families' income. The latter earned marginal wages
that accounted for only 6 percent of their families' income. however, these
women were omly 12 percent of the ever-welfare group.

Low
income,

ne ver
welfareIncome sources

10.2
1.7
1.7

85.7
61.4
It. 1
11.6

1.3
2.2
1.0
1.2

99.9 100.1 99.9 101.0
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When we add together the earnings of all members of the family (i.e., wives
and children, as well as family heads), we find the reliance on earned income
for all welfare categories was much higher.

During the years when women did not receive welfare, the contributions of
the head's earnings to family Income increased to about two-thirdM for three
of our welfare Itatterns, and to somewhat more than half for those who were
cyc!ers and for those who were long-term recipients with less than 50 percent
of Income from welfare.

leads' earnings accounted for 70 percent of te seven-year incomes of the
families who never received welfare.

Tie mix of work and welfare has received substantial attention In the legis-
lative arena and in the academic literature. On the other hand, the mix of
welfare and transfers and of earnings and transfers for those not on welfare
have ben somewhat neglected. Over the sevexi-year period of time, including
years on and years off welfare, women with short- and long-term welfare
experiences received about one-quarter of their income from all forms of public
and private transfers, and the ratio of welfare to total transfers was over two-
thirds. (Te figures in this paragraph are not derived front Table 7.) Transfers
were much less important for the 12 percent who had substantial dependency
upon welfare and for those who oly received welfare once In seven years.
Sixteen percent of the Income of the first group came from public transfers
and about 11 percent of the latter group. Their transfers-to-welfare ratio was
suhstuintially lower than for the other welfare groups (21.6 percent for those
who were heavily dependent and 53.6 percent for those who received welfare
only once).

The importance of the transfer world becomes even more evident when we look
at the Incomes of women In years not on welfare, particularly those who cycle.
Public and private transfers (nonfactor income) account for more than 30 per-
cent of family Income for this group. This 30-percent figure is Important for
understanding the nature of cycling In that It means we must consider cycling
not only as a pattern of moving in and out of the labor market but also as one
of moving in and out of different transfer systems. As people enter and leave the
welfare system, the combination of transfers they rely on changes. The ratio of
transfers to earnings, when the people we studied were not on welfare, varied
between 25 and 57 percent. It was highest for cyclers and for those who were most
heavily dependent on welfare (57 and 45 percent respectively), but It was also
quite important for the remaining welfare types (26 percent). For families In
three of the five welfare groups, the proportion of transfers to other sources of
family Income increased significantly when they moved off welfare. However, for
those women who used welfare for a short time and for those who used it longer
but not heavily, the importance of transfers declined. This is largely because they
were unlikely to receive food stamps when they went off welfare. This declining
reliance upon the use of food stamps appeared to prevail for all welfare types,
perhaps with the exception of those who received welfare only once; but, in turn,
they offset their loss of food stamps by Increasing their use of other transfer
payments.

During the years when women were not on welfare, their income packages were
surprisingly similar to those of low-income women who never received welfare
during the sven-year period. In three of the five welfare types, the earnings of
the household head accounted for at least two-thirds of the total family income.
Never-welfare women received about 70 percent of their family Income from
the earnings of the head of the family. By contrast, those who cycled and those
who had been heavily dependent when they were on welfare relied on the head's
earnings for only about half the family income. The relative importance of the
earnings from wives and from children in the family was also much the same
for ever- and never-welfare women, with the exception of those with long-term
and heavy welfare dependency.

We have paid a great deal of attention to women who are highly dependent
upon welfare. Now we comment upon the income packages of women who re-
ceived welfare only once during the seven-year period. Not only did these women
earn about twice as much income as those who were on welfare for long terms
and were heavily dependent upon It. but they also earned about 30 percent more
Income than those In the remaining three groups. This Is a very heterogeneous
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group, however. Almost half (46 percent) received public transfer for four to
seven years. For them, welfare served as a port of entry to other forms of public
benefits. Others, generally at the high end of the income scale, experienced some
economic crises and looked to welfare as a kind of net to catch them. When they
recover, they will not return to welfare or any other form of public transfer.
This is, at least, the pattern they exhibited during the seven years for which
we have data. Another group to be Included are women who, along with their
husbands, headed families in the low to middle portion of the income distribution
and were caring for a child who was not their own."

SUMM ARY '

Long-term vs. short-term use of welfare
One good source of information on the numbers of people who use welfare

for various lengths of time is the biennial survey of a one-percent sample of
AFDC cases. In this survey, the caseworkers are asked to report the number of
months since each case in the sample was opened. Table 8 displays the answers
to this question from the surveys of 1967, 1073, and 1975. The indications are
that, since 1967, about 25 percent of the AFDC cases enrolled at a given time
have been on for over five years.

Table 9 shows three different ways of looking at duration of welfare use, all
based on the University of Michigan Research Center's PSID. The first column
is comparable to data from the AFDC survey data in Table 8, except that it is
based on the use of any kind of public assistance, not just AFDC (although
AFDC is still he major contributor). The percentages !n the first column of Table
9 are likewise quite similar to those in Table 8.

TABLE &-DURATION OF TIME ON ASSISTANCE: AFDC SURVEY

[Percent of administrative recordsl

Percentage of cases on assistance In a gilen month

Length of most recent stay on welfare 1967 1973 1975

Up to I yr .................................................. 31.2 30.2 27.7
1.1 to3yr .................................................. 29.2 34.5 27.3
3.1 to 5 yr .................................................. 14.0 16.9 18.3
5.1 to 10 yr ................................................. 17.3 12.8 19.3
10.1 yr and or ............................................ 8.2 5.0 6.3
Unknown ................................................................... 4 .6

Total ................................................ 100.0 99.8 100.0

TABLE 9.-DURATION OF TIME ON ASSISTANCE: PSID

Percentage of families of ever-welfare women aged
18 to 54 in 1968

(1) Most recent
stay on (2) Total time (3) Total time

assistance on assistance on assistance
for those on for those on for those ever

Length of time on welfare in a given year in a given year using assistance

Up to I yr ................................................. 28.0 22.4 114 3
I.i to 3 yr ................................................. 28.6 26.9 33.0
3.1 to5 yr ................................................. 15.9 16.6 22.0
5.1 to 0 yr ................................................ 18.9 23.41 27.0
10.1 yr and over ............................................ 8.5 10. 6J

Total ............................................... 99. 9 100.3

Source: See app. A.

IIn 1973 about 10 percent of AFDC administrative cases had no adult beneficiaries. The
child receives the benefit whether It is a foster child or a related child living with relatives.

"Prepared by the Staff of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

36-v54 0 - 79 - 24
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A weakness of the AFDC survey figures and the figures in the first column
of Table 9 Is that both refer to the most recent continuous use of welfare. What
the table cannot reflect are the previous episodes on welfare of some of the peo-
ple whose most recent entry to welfare was In the last year or two. The calcu-
lations reflected in the second column of Table 9 attempt to adjust for this by
taking account of time spent on welfare previous to the current episode, which
comes from information on the numbers of people who cycle on, off, and on wel-
fare. This column shows that 34 percent, rather than 27.4 percent, of those on
welfare at any given time are likely to have had more than five years of welfare
at some time inI their past and present.

The percentages in the first two columns of Table 9 are based on the number of
families on welfare in a given year. The third column uses the number who ever
use welfare over a period of several years, here the average experience of those
entering the welfare system at some time during the six years of the panel study.
Once again, the probability of their staying on, entering, or leaving the welfare
rolls Is projected from their experience during the panel years. With the number
of people who ever use welfare as the base for finding these percentages, the pro-
portion of long-run welfare recipients drops from 34 percent (of those on the rolls
in a given year) to about 27 percent (of those who ever use welfare). These two
numbers represent two reasonable answers to the question: "flow many of those
on welfare are 'long term' ?"
ILong-tcrm usc and heavy dcpcndcncc

Most talk about the "welfare class" (persons who stay on public assistance for
long periods) takes for granted that those who use welfare for long periods of
time depend upon it for most of their income. They are not just "long-term ;"
they are "long-term, dependent."

In fact, not all people who use welfare, even for a long time, get most of their
income from welfare. Estimates of Just how important public assistance is to
women on welfare for any length of time up to seven years are provided by the
seven-year PSIl). To estimate the numbers of women who are "long-term, de-
pendent," Table 10 combines the information on the duration of the welfare ex-
perience (from Table 9) with Information on the degree of dependence on wel-
fare. For the purlpses of this paper, "dependence" has been defined as the use
of assistance for more than half the total income during the years when any
assistance is received. "Long-term" Is defined, as in the previous discussion, as
the use of assistance for five years or longer. According to these definitions, about
20 percent of women on assistance at any given time are "long-term, dependent ;"
about 15 percent of those who have ever used assistance can be characterized
In tills way.

The estimates on Table 10 )f the size of the long-term, dependent group rest.
of course, on particular definitions of "long-term" and "dependent." Two other
estimates, based on different definitions, are given in the body of this paper. One
shows that those who use welfare for at least four out of seven years and for
over half of their seven-year total income make up 12 percent of the ever-welfare
group. The other estimate is based on a projection of the women's welfare expe-
rience over 10 years: If long-term dependence is defined as the use of welfare for
nine or ten years out of ten and half the income during those years from wel-
fare, then the proportion of people who are long-term dependent is only about
9 percent.
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TABLE 10.-OURATION AND DEPENDENCE ON WELFARE: PSID

Dependence,'
percent col. I

who use 50
Duration, Per. percent of
cent of those family Income "Long-term,

on welfare In a In years on dependent."
Number of years on welfare given year welfare percent

I .......................................................... 22.4 12.1
2 .......................................................... 15.5 29.9
3 .......................................................... 11.4 34.2
4 .......................................................... 9.0 43.4
5 .......................................................... 7.6 25.5
6 .......................................................... 6.5 41.01220.2
land over ................................................. 27.5 67.4 2

Total ................................................ 99.9 ...............................

Percent of
those who ever

use welfare

I .......................................................... 1 3 12.1
2 .......................................................... 1 4 29.9
3 .......................................................... 14.6 34.2
4 .......................................................... 11.1 43.4
S .......................................................... 10.9 25.5
6 .......................................................... 10.9 41.0 1
7 .......................................................... 16.1 67.4 '15.3

Total ................................................ 100.3 ................................

See app. B.
Of those on assistance in a liven year.

'Of those who ever use assistance.

In sum, various estimates of the size of the long-term dependent group range
between 10 and 20 percent of the welfare population depending on Just how
"long-term dependence" and >we a opulation" are defined.

APPENDIX A

This Working Paper explains how the PSID was used to generate estimates
of duration and degree of dependence on welfare. The third column of the
papers Table 3 is the same as the third column of Table 9 in the Summary.
However, the first two columns in Table 9 are not taken directly from the
author's tables and need some explanation of how they were derived. This is
done In Table A.



Table A; Duration on Welfare tor Women
Found on Welfare in a Given Year

Estimated Number of Years on the Previous Time (Percentages)
Women on Women on Women not 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Continu- Before on Before
ously (.2X) (.8x) 18.3 18.4 14.6 11.1 10.9 10.9 16.1

W Diagonal I w 4., W I. .9 10.9 -6.1
Totals 36.7 14.6 11.1 10.9 10.9 16.1

%In thousands)

750.0

450.0

315.0

235.0

189.0

151.0

120.9

96.8

77.4

61.9

227.1
2,674.1

(of .2X)

150.0

90.0

63.0

47.0

37.8

30.2

24.2

19.4

15.5

12.4

45.4
'.7

2,675.9

Number of
Years on
Assistance

-1

1.1-2

2.1-3

3.1-4

4.1-5

5.1-6

6.1-7

7.1-8

8.1-9

9.1-10

10.1 +
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The first column of Table A shows the numbers of persons found on welfare
in a given year whose most recent stay was one year, two years, and so forth.
It is based on the PSID estimate that 1.5 percent of the approximately 50
million 18- to 54-year-old women, or 750,000, enter welfare each year, and that
their probabilities of staying on continuously in the future, as demonstrated
In the text, are .60, .70, .75 and so forth. Thus, after the first year 450,000
women will remain for two years, and 315,000 for three, and so on down the
column. As can be seen the number estimated to be still on welfare after enter-
Ing the system ten years before is 61,900. The number of those still on from more
than ten years ago is estimated to be 227,000, for a total number of women on
in a given year of about 2,675,000. This is the number used as the base in per-
centaging the first column, percents which are used in the first column of Table 9.

However, as we have noted, years of most recent continuous stay is not the
same as total duration of time on welfare. Because some recipients return for a
second (or even third) stay, their previous stays on welfare, as well as the
most recent stay, must be counted in estimating the total length of time they
spent on welfare. The rest of Table A shows how these additional cycles were
estimated to produce the second column of Table 9 In the Summary.

Crucial for these estimates is tie fact that 20 percent of those coming on in
a given year have been on before (Table 10). The process for obtaining this
figure from the PSID 's as follows: The total number of women entering the
welfare system between 196S and 1973 is 537 (out of a population of 3,086).
Some 87 of these are people who were on welfare in an early year of the study,
then dropped off to come on later for a second time. This means that the 537
entries are made by 450 entrants, 87 of whom come on twice (or had been on
already In 1967, dropped off, and came on again In between 1968 and 1973).*

The estimated proportion of those entering the welfare system In a given year
who had been on in earlier years but not in the year immediately preceding is
19.3 percent (87/450). We round up to 20 percent for the reason that the propor-
tion of reentrants would likely rise slightly if the number of years of observa-
tion were extended.

To obtain the total welfare careers for this 20 percent who are on welfare in
any given year, their prior careers must be added to their most recent con-
tinuous stay. To estimate these numbers, the estimates from Table 3 of total
welfare careers for a cohort of starters were used together with a small (prob-
ably too small) adjustment.

Table A shows how the calculations for this adjustment were made. The first
row of the table shows that 750,000 entered welfare during the last year. Some
20 percent of these, or 150,000, are assumed to have had a prior stay on welfare
while the remainder, 600,000, have not. The rest of the first row Is a partition
of the 150,000 with a prior welfare career into those who have previously been
on welfare anywhere from one to seven years.

If we assume that the prior welfare careers of these 150,000 were distributed
the same way the total welfare careers are distributed (Table A, top) we would
say that 18.3 percent had previously been on for one year, 18.4 percent for two
years, and so forth. However, these previous careers are clearly not equivalent
to total careers for people who cycle. Therefore we need to reduce the estimates
of prior careers by subtracting one year from their estimated total careers. This
is not as much of a reduction as it should be, but doing any more would be very
complicated. Our figures, as we have calculated them, at least will show the
maximum amount by which the distributions of "most recent stay" and "total
stay" on welfare could differ.

'The column In Table A labeled "Diagonal Totals" shows the total welfare
careers of those now on welfare. They were estimated in the following way: The
first number, 00,000, is the 80 percent of the 750,000 new entrants in year I
(this year) who have not had prior welfare careers and hence have been on for

*We ignore the rare cases of third entries.
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a total of Just one year. The second number, 415,100, is the estimate of the
number now on welfare whose total welfare career to date Is two years. It con-
sists first of that proportion of the 450,000 who came on for the first time two
years ago and stayed on, namely 360,000. To them must be added those who just
came on this year but who also had a previous welfare career of exactly one
year. If we were using the authors' estimates of the proportions of persons with
each total of welfare careers as our estimate of the prior careers of these persons,
we would add 18.3 percent of the 150,000 from last year who had been on wel-
fare, or 27,500. However, as mentioned, there Is an obvious problem with using
these estimates. The prior careers of those on welfare for a second time is obvi-
ously less than their total careers. Therefore, to find their prior welfare use we
subtract one year from each person's total welfare use. The exception Is that
for those who the authors say have one total year, we say they also have one
prior year (not 0).

So we will add to the 18.3 percent of 150,000 from last year who had been on
before for one year, the 18.4 percent of the 150,000 from last year whom the
authors estimate had total welfare careers of two years. We're saying their
prior welfare career was no more than one year: 18.3 percent plus 18.4 percent
equals 36.7 percent. Since 36.7 percent of 150,000 equals 55,100, this Is the number
of persons coming on this year who had prior welfare careers of one year. They
are to be added to the 360,000 women who entered the system two years ago
and stayed on to find how many women now on welfare have total welfare
careers of two years: 360,000 plus 55,100 equals 415,000.

Other numbers in the column of Table A labeled "Diagonal Totals" are
obtained In similar fashion. For example, the 306,900 who had total welfare
careers of 2.1 to 3 years consist of the Z52,00 fresh entrants three years ago
who stayed on, plus the 33,000 and the 21,()90 entrants of more recent years who
had previous welfare experience.

As mentioned, the totals almost certainl.: overestimate the total length of
stay of the 20 percent who are on for a second time, so that the overall distribu-
tion shows more long-termers than there actually are. The exercise is worth
doing because it demonstrates that the distribution does not change a great
deal from t' e distribution which does not try to take account of prior welfare
use by those on for the second time.

APPENDIX B

Tables 5 and 7 show the degree of dependence on welfare for five different
types of welfare recipients. However, they do not show exactly the kind of de-
tail which was used in deriving the second column of Table 10 in the Summary.
That detail is presented here in Table B. It shows degree of dependence on
welfare during welfare years, according to number of years on welfare.

It is perhaps interesting to note here the somewhat different numbers which
can he obtained as estimates of the size of the "long-term, dependent" group, de-
pending on what sample one uses and how one defines "long-term" and "de-
pendent." In Table 10, those who are classified as "long-term, dependent" are
estimated to be about 15 percent of all ever-welfare women. In Table 5, the
figure drops to 12 percent. The former number is based on the synthetic cohort
of entrants to the welfare system, "long-term" Is defined as being on welfare six
or seven out of seven years, and "dependent" is defined as being over half the
Income during those years from welfare. The 12 percent is based on the ever-
welfare women actually counted in the panel study, "long-term" Is defined as
at least four out of seven years, and "dependent" is defined as over half the
seven-year income from welfare.



TABLE B.-WELFARE AS A PROPORTION OF FAMILY INCOME IN THE YEARS THAT WELFARE IS RECEIVED BY THE NUMBER OF YEARS ON WELFARE

Yars on welfare
Welfare as a proportion 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 All
of family income for

years on welfare Number I Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

0-0.30 -------------- 225 78.9 70 55.1 31 37.8 19 35.8 18 35.3 8 14.3 9 9.8 380 50.7 3
0.30-0.50 ............ 25 9.0 19 15.0 23 28.0 11 20.8 20 39.2 25 44.6 21 22.8 144 19.3
0.50-0.70 ------------ 22 7.5 25 19.7 14 17.1 17 32.1 9 17.7 11 19.6 31 33.7 129 17.4 -A
0. 70 and ower ......... 12 4.6 13 10.2 14 17.1 6 11.3 4 7.8 12 21.4 31 33.7 92 12.5

Totzl .......... 284 100.0 127 100.0 82 100.0 53 100.0 51 100.0 56 100.0 92 100.0 745 100.0
50 and over (peent............. 2.1 ---------- 29.9 ---------- 34.2 ---------- 43.4 .......... 25.5 .......... 41.0 .......... 67.4 .......... 29.9

I Number of women. Percent of woman.
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MASSACIUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS,

Cambridge, Mass., November 28, 1978.
Senator DANIEL P. MOYNIHAN,
Senate of thc United States,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MOYNIHAN: I am enclosing written testimony for the record
regarding recent testimony before your committee on the labor supply effects of
a Negative Income Tax. I have also forwarded a copy to Michael Stern, staff
director of the committee on finance.

I have done considerable research on the labor supply effects of two of the
three urban NIT experiments: New Jersey and Gary. As I attempt to explain
in the testimony, two outstanding statistical problems occur in these experi-
ments: income truncation in the design of the original samples and sample
attrition during the experiments. In the papers I refer to, these statistical prob-
lems are treated. Thus Professor Welch in his testimony before your committee
was remiss in claiming that the truncation problem has not been addressed.
Overall, I disagree with Professor Welch that the experiments have not been
valuable in giving us new information about the likely response to a negative
income tax. In no existing survey had we observed such high tax rates for male
family heads who had low incomes. Thus, the existence of the NIT experiments
has allowed us to estimate the response to these high tax rates.

In the testimony, I concentrate on the labor supply reduction of these male
family heads since my research has centered on this group. It is interesting to
note that the labor supply response in all three urban NIT experiments for a
comparable group has been between 6 percent and 8 percent where properly
measured. Dr. Cogan, who testified before your committee, has made two funda-
mental errors in his analysis: one logical and one statistical. Thus, his finding
of much higher responses is fundamentally in error. Whether a 7 percent labor
supply reduction is too large to permit implementation of an NIT is proble-
matical. However, the response is certainly less than numbers I have seen
reported from your committee hearings.

Yours,
JERRY A. HAUSMAN,

Associate Professor.

STATEMENT OF Jt.RRY A. HAUSMAN FOR THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC AssISTANcE
OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Labor Supply Response (of Males to a Negative Income Tax*

I. STATISTICAL PROBLEMS IN ANALYZING TIlE EXPERIMENTS

Two important statistical problems occur in analyzing results from the NIT
experiments. The first and more important problem is income truncation, some-
times called sample selection. The samples were not randomly selected from a
target population; rather, persons with low incomes at the time of the initial
survey were more heavily sampled. For instance, the New Jersey NIT experi-
ment was limited to persons with incomes less than 1.5 times the poverty limit.
Since persons who were temporarily below their average earnings are more
highly represented than persons who were temporarily above their average earn-
ings, we would expect average earnings to e rising over time as a "regression
towards the mean." Professor Welch in his testimony correctly pointed out that
the truncation problem could be important in interpreting the experimental
results. However, he was remiss in claiming that the problems had not been
accounted for. In three papers I and my coauthor, Professor David Wise of
Harvard University. have analyzed this problem:

(1. "The Evaluation of Results from Truncated Samples: The New Jersey
Income Maintenance Experiment." Annals of Economic and Social Measure-
ment, 1076.)

(2. "Social Experimentation, Truncated Distributions, and Efficient Estima-
tion." Econometrica, 1977.)

(3. "Stratification in Endogenous Variables and Estimation," Kennedy School
Discussion Paper, 1977.)

*As' oelate Professor of Economics, Massacbusettj Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Mass. 02139.
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The research in these papers has indicated that sample truncation can pose a
serious problem if not accounted for. However, it is not particularly difficult to
take account of sample truncation using modern statistical techniques.

The second statistical problem that must be confronted (not mentioned by
Professor Welch) is sample attrition. Over a period of years individuals drop out
of the simple: in Gary nearly 25 percent attrition occurred among males. Similar
or higher rates of attrition occurred In New Jersey and Seattle-Denver. Further-
more, control individuals have a higher probability of attrition than experimental
Individuals since the former group is receiving no benefits. In a paper Professor
Wise and I demonstrate how this problem can be treated.

(4. "Attrition Bias in Experimental and Panel Data: The Gary Income Mainte-
nance Experiment," Kennedy School Discussion Paper, 1977.)

The question then arises whether, given the statistical problems inherent in
analyzing the data and the results to date, have the experiments been worth-
while In adding new Information to our knowledge of the response to introduction
of an NIT? In my opinion they have. While the advocates of conducting the experi-
ments in the late 1960s did not foree the statistical problems that would arise,
tire problenls can be treated satisfactorily. Furthermore, especially for male
heads of household, the experiments have generated data not available in any
other survey. These data provide evidence on how poor males will respond to a
very high tax rate. The experiments and proposed NIT plans have rates up to

0 percent, much above what the federal taxes impose for people in this income
category. Before the experiments most economists would have agreed on the
direction of the response: a reduction in hours worked. However, only as a
result of the NIT experiments have we been able to estimate the magnitude of
the response. And it is, of course, the magnitude which is the crucial parameter
for cost estimates of an NIT.

If. RESPONSE OF MALE FAMILY HEADS TO AN NIT

Since male family heads have only been treated in a limited manner by exist-
ing welfare programs, their labor supply response to an introduction of an NIT
is crucial. Female heads of household already are covered; but would extended
coverage to male heads of household lead to a large labor supply response? It is
remarkable that fof comparable groups of male household heads, all three urban
NIT experiments have had a mean response of between 6 percent and 8 percent.
Yet )r. Cogan has claimed before your committee that his analysis indicates a
much higher response, on the order of 16 percent to 20 percent. We need to
understand why his results differ.

The main point to understand is that Cogan has asked a different question
from the other analysts, and it is not the correct question for public policy
purposes. Cogan claims to "have found evidence of work reductions much larger
than those found in earlier analyses of the same data." But previous analysts
asked the question what Is the population response to an NIT where the term
populationn" is that population represented by the sample enrolled in the experi-
mnent. Cogan has asked the conditional question: If individuals are below the
breakeven point and receiving benefits what is their work response? While this
question is well posed it differs from the previous question. It is also usually not
the question we are interested In for the public policy context of the cost of an NIT
plan. We want to know how an NIT is likely to affect the whole population of
poor people, not just those below a certain income level. Thus Cogan has made a
logical error in comparing his results to earlier results and claiming to find a
larger reduction. Second, Cogan has committed a fundamental statistical error
because he has not taken into account his artificial Income truncation. Statfqtlcal
techniques known since at )east 1955 indicate that his response measure is
biased so that the cost calculations he gives are also likely to be biased.

My best estimates of the likely work reduction by males arises from a paper
written with a graduate student of mine, Gary Burtless (now at HEW).

(5. "The Effect of Taxation on Labor Supply: Evaluating the Gary NIT Ex-
periment," Journal of Political Economy, 1978.)

In this paper we permit different responses in the population to Introduction
of the rest of the population will have only a small work reduction, but a very
Thus a statistically significant work response to introduction of an NIT is
found to exist, although its magnitude is not especially large. However, the aver-
age response varies from 12.9 percent reduction for low paid people under the
most generous NIT plan down to only a .3 percent reduction for high paid people
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under the least generous NIT plan. Even for the same wage and same NIT plan,
individuals are found to react with great variance. For example about 20 percent
of the population of those considered will have almost L ,'ork reduction, most
of the rest of the population will have only a small work reduction, but a very
small part of the population will have a very large work reduction. Averaging
over the population leads to the 7.7 percent estimate.

I do not know how large a reduction is too large for the purposes of national
policy. Certainly almost all economists would expect sie reduction, and we have
found a small but significant reduction. This economic distortion may well be
worth absorbing when reform of the welfare system with Its many more striking
effects is accomplished as a result of the introduction of an NIT.

FAMILY IMPACT AND WELFARE FORM s

(By Martha Phillips, assistant minority counsel, Committee on Ways and
Means)

The United States has never articulated an explicit family policy despite Its
Intense preoccupation with symptoms of stress in the Institution of family life.
Public policies nevertheless have innumerable implicit impacts on families, in-
fluencing decisions to marry or sepante, to have children or not, to expand or
contract household membership, to provide materially and emotionally for fain-
ily members.

Because family life is a nearly universal experience, policy makers and their
constitutlents frequently believe "they know a good one when they see it." ('on-
sequently, policy has frequently lwn based more on blind instinct and common
sense than on hard data and clear objective.s in many family-related areas. Un-
fortunately, reefgnizing a "good" family and prescribing a rational, consistent
and explicit family policy, even within the context of a single income transfer
program such as the one- providing Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC), are two vastly different propositions.

Family impact aiialysis is particularly pertinent to the welfare program be-
cause welfare dependency is most often precipitated by changes in family status
and because welfare program requirements often appear to Influence the deci-
sions recipients make about family structure and functions. In the following
pages, the concept of family impact analysis will lie discussed. Next, the develop-
ment of the welfare program over a forty-year period will be related in terms
of some of its major Intended anti unintended family Impacts. Then, six specific
family issues frequently raised in welfare reform debate will be examined : pre-
venting family breakup, repairing broken families, illegitimacy, child bearing
by welfare mothers, paternal financial support, and working mothers. An attempt
will be made to explore what is known about the existing an(d potential impacts
of the welfare program on each of these areas and to clarify the desirability and
feasibility of achieving specific family policy outcomes. Finally, the role of fani-
Ily goals in various welfare reform options will lie assessed. The conclusion
reached, briefly stated, is that although policy makers should Indeed be cog-
nlzant of the family Impact of current nd proposed welfare policies and take
particular care that they not adversely affect recipient families, it may be
impossille to do much more than this. Frequently advocated family-related
goals may, upon closer examination, not lie either desirable or feasible, while
other more Important concerns may clam a higher priority in the development
of Income maintenance programs-adequacy of economic support, Incentives for
self-sufficiency, and equitable distribution of benefits.

FAMILY IMPACT

Family impact analysis as a technique is still iln Its Infancy. Analysts are still
wrestling with trying to determine "what is a family?" and "what Is an Impact?"
Although measuring the Impact of public policies on families can involve count-
less layers and angles of examination, It may be useful to divide family charac-
teristics into at least four areas of particular public policy significance:

The opinions expressed in this paner are those of the author and do not necessarily rep-
resent the opinion of any Member of the Committee on Ways and Means.2This paper was prepared for the Working Group on Conceptual anti Moral Issues In
Welfare Reform under the auspices of the Center for Philosophy and Public Policy of the
University of Maryland. It will lie Included In forthcoming volume of working group papers.
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Structural elements: decisions regarding marital status (marriage, divorce,
separation, desertion, cohabitation) ; children (having one's own, adoption or
foster care of someone else's children, abortion, sending one's children elsewhere),
household composition (nuclear family, extended family, or "augmented" families
which Include nonrelatives) and reliance on and contact with kin living outside
the household.

Economic functions: providing for basic material needs of family members.
Nurlurant, health and socializing functions: encouraging and supporting chil-

dren's physical, intellectual and emotional growth and development and provid-
ing all family members with psychological sustenance, opportunities for expres-
sions of intimacy and socialization into the wider community.

Coordinating and mediating functions: orchestrating and scheduling family
activities, linking family members with services and benefits and programs in
the "outside world." 1

The impact of government programs on these family characteristics eludes
easy definition. To the extent that programs make decisions more or less costly
or change non-financial incentives to undertake certain behaviors regarding family
status or functions, they can be deemed to have a family impact.' Relative
family impact cal be measured against several standards: behavior under
propo.d changes versus behavior under the existing program, behavior tinder the
existing program compared f-) behavior in the absence of any program, or behavior
under proposed changes versus behavior In the absence of any program. The con-
cept of impact does not require eliminating all costs or incentives associated with
specific decision; a program has an impact if it makes partiepants or potential
participants more or less favorably disposed to act in certain ways or if it in-
creases or reduces costs of various behaviors. Any behavior, however, is certain
to be the more or less rational result of many Incentives, motivations, preceptions,
and pressures, acting in combination. Of course not all of the pressures or incen-
tives affecting families are related to the program, and non-program motivations
frequently prevail. Often, incentives go unheeded because program recipients have
scant knowledge of the options available to them. Thus, changing what appears
to be the dominant program" element having an undesirable impact may not
result in any or very much change In behavior of program participants.

Even defining what constitutes a favorable or unfavorable family impact is
confused by the fact that by a particular policy or contemplated change may
have uneven effects on various functional and structural aspects of family life.
A few examples may make this clear. As will be discussed in succeeding pages,
increasing families' ability to meet their economic support functions by increas-
ing welfare benefits mnay also greatly increase the rate of marital dissolution,
an outcome which, all else being equal, probably negatively Impacts the nurtur-
Ing functions. A strict welfare program work requirement may conflict with the
ability of a welfare mother to fulfill the nurturant and coordinating roles
although it may it the long run enhance her family's economic support
capability.

Ideally, government programs should simultaneously facilitate maintenance
of stable, well-functioning family structures. In reality, it is more frequently the
case that a prograin addresses just one of the functional or structural areas
relating to family life, and changes in the affected area then trigger responses
in the family's handling of other roles or structural arrangements. Unpleasant
as it is even to contemplate the trade-offs, the mere existence of government
programs affecting any aspect of family life mean that value decisions must
be made--either Implicitly or explicitly. This would be true even in a fiscally-
unfettered welfare reform climate. The Imposition of stern budgetary con-
straints on federal welfare policy make consideration of family Impacts all the
more necessary.

In such an examination of the different potential impacts of welfare policies,
It is helpful to remember that the primary function of the welfare program is
to provide an economic safety net under eligible individuals and families suf-
ficient to enable them to meet basic human needs-food, clothing and shelter.
This economic function is the first priority of welfare. It Is to be hoped that tile
economic function can be fulfilled in such a way as to minimize accompanying
family Impacts that are generally viewed as "negative," while building on

' Family Impact Seminar. Interim Report (Washington. D.C.: Institute for Educational
Leadership, the George Washington University. April, 1978). pp. 36-44.

' Maurice MacDonald, Isabel V. Sawbill. Welfare Policy and the Family (Washington,
D.C. : The Urban Institute, September 29, 1977). pp. 4-5.
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those deemed to be "positive." But this may not always be the case, as in the
example of the relationship between welfare benefits and marital dissolution.
Such trade-offs, however, seldoni have to be made on an either-or basis, and
it will usually be possible to structure income maintenance in such a way as
to encourage generally favorable outcomes for the preponderant majority of
affected families.

The AFI)C program has a number of elements that can he adjusted to achieve
varims family impacts: the level of welfare benefits In relation to the recipient's
other Income alternatives and the prevailing economic climate, the likelihood that
Individual meeting various criteria will receive benefits, the rate at which taxes
and benefit reductions offset earned income, eligibility rules (i.e. must maintain a
home for a dependent child), and definitions of assets and incomes. A number of
meeting various criteria will receive benefits, the rate at which taxes and bene-
fit reductions offset earned income, eligibility rules (i.e. must maintain a home
for a dependent child), and definitions of assets and incomes. A number of
family Impacts have been hypothesized regarding these elements in the current
AFDC program:

The availability of AFI)C to single but not married mothers favors a decision
to bear an Illegitimate child rather than marry the child's father, particularly
If he has doubtful breadwinning prospects.

Remarriage by an AFDC mother is discouraged, particularly if she is already
receiving unreported assistance from the man in addition to AFDC. But, marri-
age between an unrelated man and woman already living together is encouraged
to the -xtent that they are not required to forfeit AFDC benefits for the woman's
child.

A decision by on unwed mother to move away from her parents' home and es-
tablish her own household Is encouraged by the higher benefits she receives as
the head of her own household then as her parents' dependent and by the extent
to which these benefits offset the cost of achieving privacy.

A regular pattern of child support by absent fathers is discouraged by reducing
AFI' benefits to the children by the amount of paternal payments, thereby elimi-
nating any net positive benefit to the child.

Work registration requirements for adults when their children reach school
age may be an incentive to bear or informally adopt another dependent child
in order to maintain eligibility.

The program strongly encourages the birth of the first child, the presence of
whont Is required for AFDC eligibility.

The addition of subsequent children to the family is somewhat encouraged
since benefits for these children reduce the cost of their upbringing, even though
t:uch costs are not entirely eliminated.

Smaller living units or living alone Is encouraged rather than large family or
nonrelative groups to the extent that the differential between the costs of main-
taining single and multi-person households are narrowed.

Resource-sharng among related or unrelated Individuals would, if reported,
reduce benefits and is therefore discouraged.

Including non-poor Individuals in the living unit Is discouraged since their
Income and assets would reduce benefits or entirely eliminate eligibility for
members of the unit.

U.xtended family arrangements for the support of chlldrei, are recognized to
several degrees of kin relationship and encourage Informal adoption of children
by relatives.

Trhe availability of benefits at adequate levels encourage husbandless mothers
to keep their children with them and stay home to care for them while they are
young.

GROWTH OF FEDERAL WELFARE BENEFITS FOR FAMILIES

This long list of often anti-marriage and pro-natal incentives Is the result of
four decades of incremental decisions regarding federal welfare policy. The
federal welfare program began in 1936 as a public assistance model based on the
exchange of involuntary helplessness of public support' Subsequently, attempts
were made to impose prevailing moral standards and norms on welfare recipients
and to curb the phenomenal Increase in numbers of dependents.

The original program was established as almost an afterthought to the contro-
versial old age assistance legislation. Its aim was to assist economically-distressed
widows with young children keep their families together during the tough De-

SGilbert Y. Steiner, Social Insecurity (Chicago, Rand McNally & Co., 1966), pp. 112-14.
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pression days when destitute women had few alternatives and when fewer than
half managed to keep their children with them.' It was obvious that any federal
funds provided them, however meager, would have a beneficial impact. It was
equally clear that their husbands' death, which caused their plight, was beyond
their control and not of their choosing.

In these early unambiguous years, 1936 through the end of the Second World
War, the Aid to Dependent Children (ADC) program enjoyed warm political
support. Congress even increased federal matching in 1939 to encourage greater
state participation. Benefits were paid on behalf of dependent children, but not
for their mothers or other caretakers, and children at first almost always entered
the rolls because of their fathers' death. In 1943, however, absence of the father
for the first time superseded death of the father as a cause of ADC dependency.

By 1950, absence of the father as a cause of welfare dependency was so preva-
lent that the possibility of negative family impact first showed up on the legis-
lative re-ord. The Director of the Bureau of Public Assistance testified before the
Senate Fnance Committee that * * * "requiring that a parent be absent from
the home before his children can receive assistance places a kind of financial
premium on a broken home and exerts an influence exactly opposed to the plirpose
of the whole aid-to-dependent children program; namely to keep families
together." '

In 1956, Senator John Kennedy unsuccessfully offered an amendment to include
needy children of the unemployed, even though the father remained at home,
arguing that, "when the father becomes unemployed, the family cannot receive
a1d to dependent children unless the father deserts. The Federal law thus puts a
premium on desertion. I believe this is immoral and unsound."'

Five years later as President, Kennedy repeated these arguments partly in
response to extreme and prolonged poverty in Appalachia. HEW Secretary Ribi-
coff testified before the Ways and Means Committee that, "there is no reason
why a hungry child of an unemployed father should not be fed as well as a child
in other unfortunate cIrcumstanM_,s - . . what we are trying to do with ADC
is keep families together. Certainly we should not, as a society, so conduct our
programs as to discourage a family grouping or to encourage a parent to leave
the home in order for his children to receive aid In their basic needs." t

These arguments prevailed at last, and the program of aid to dependent chil-
dren of unemployed two-parent families began in May, 1961, available at state
option. In 1962, the title of the program was changed to Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC), and the Unemployed Fathers (UF) program was
extended to 1967.

By 1967, the Unemployed Fathers (UF) was drawn tightly enough to negate
its pro-family aspects. Eligibility for unemployment compensation, even in in-
adequate amounts, precluded UF assistance. The requirement of recent and
substantial workforce participation was required, often excluded young fathers
and the hard-core unemployed and was presumably an attempt to separate the
deserving from the, undeserving. TIP programs were established primarily in in-
dustrial states which had already assisted this population. Attempts in 1967 to
make UF mandatory for all states failed, despite arguments that the lack of
the program encouraged family breakup. Today, although some 30 states par-
ticipate, more than three quarters of UP families live in Just seven states. Job
search, training and registration requirements have kept rolls at the 100,000-range
nationwide even in times of high unemployment.

The concern over family-splitting incentives that led to the establishment of
the UF program also contributed to the creation of the social services adjunct
to welfare benefits In 1966. These services, designed to avoid and reduce welfare
dependency, were intended to help meet the official ADC goals of maintaining and
strengthening family life and helping parents and relatives of needy children
attain maximum self-support and personal Independence consistent with the main-
tenance of continuing parental care and protection.

Accompanying the concern about family stability evidenced In the UP and
social services programs was a cross-current of requirements and practices
intended to force welfare families into conformance with prevailing

4 Mnry 30 Bane. 'Here To StaV: American Families in the Twentietl (Ceturyl" (New
York. Basic Books. Inc.. 1976. p. 13.

5 Margaret Malone. "Aid to Familie with Dependent Children-Development of Program
ad Current lesues" (Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress Legislative Reference Rervice.
Fd2l0. Mar. 13. 1968). pp. 9-10.

* IbId., P. 18.
Ibld. p. 19.
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moral standards and norms. In 1950, a legal requirement was added to the Social
Security Act that law enforcement officials be notified of desertions so that
attelnpts could he made to locate the father and obtain child support.

Administratively, the "man in the house" rule was used by 19 states and
D.C. to enforce moral standards on ADC recipients, and not incidentally to limit
caseloads, before It was outlawed by the Supreme Court in 1968. The existence
of a substitutee father," whether or not he actually contributed to the support
of the cTilldren of the woman with whom he cohabitated was sufficient to deny
ADC to the woman and her children. Midnight raids to search for such substitute
fathers further discouraged ADC growth.

States attempted to crack down on illegitimacy-generated welfare cases.
Louisiana cut off benefits for some 20,000 families whose homes were "unsuit-
able" because the dependent children had been born out of wedlock. The federal
response in 1961 was to deny federal matching grants to states not assisting
"unsultable" homes unless other provisions were made to care for the children
front these homes. To assist the states in making such provisions, federal pay-
inents were authorized for children placed in foster homes pursuant to court
determination that the child's natural home environment was contrary to his/
her best Interests.

By 1967, the surge in welfare rolls and the transformation of the welfare
clientele had sharply altered the political climate surrotadidng the program
from one of compassionate beneficence to one of indignant parsimony. The
program had metamorphosed Into an income transfer program benefitting pri-
marily families deserted by their men and, in rising number,, families where
no husband had ever been present. The legislation enacted tiat year reflects
these altered perceptions. States were required to furnish family planning
services to adult welfare recipients and to establish procedures for determining
the paternity of AFDC children, locating absent fathers and collecting child
support payments. A "freeze" was placed on the proportion of federal funding
for children receiving benefits because of a parent's absence from the home,
and although the freeze soon thawed. its enactment indicated increased concern
over welfare subsidization of growing rates of actual or apparent desertion. Work
requirements for mothers were enacted as a further attempt to reduce levels of
welfare dependency. Under the Work Incentive (WIN) program all recipients
were required to register for jobs and/or training unless they were legally exempt
for various reasons, one of which was being needed in the home by children under
the age of six.

The Juxtaposition of solicitude for family stability with steps to compel moral
rectitude on the part of welfare recipients continues today. In 1975, for example.
Congress wrote a new "runaway fathers" law to establish paternity and secure
child support payments. In 1977, President Carter made "incentives . . . to keep
families together" one of his goals for welfare reform.

These conflicting policy goals are unlikely to be resolved. In fact. examining
some of the welfare program family goals most frequently enunciated In the
last decade demonstrates that their desirability and feasibility may not be as
readily apparent as generally imagined. The Impact of AFDC on either causing"undesirable" behavior or obtaining "desirable" behavior may be very slight
compared to the impact of competing non-financial incentives outside the
program.

The structural goals most frequently advocated In welfare policy debates
have been:

Kec-ping family units (husbands and wives) from splitting up;
The "repair" of "broken" families;
Discouraging poor people from having children out of wedlock; and
Discouraging poor people from having more children than they can support.

Two economic goals compete with these structural goals for priority as welfare
reform objectives:

Encouraging assumption by fathers for sunport of their children; and
Encouraging poor mothers to support their own families.

Ench of these will be discussed in the following pages.
Prcenting family breakuip: The availability of AFDC benefits to one-parent

hut seldom to two-parent fAmilies is usually presumed to encourage fathers to
leave home in order to nuslify their families for benefits.

There iq evidpne however to Indicate that at least some welfare-precipitated
desertion is a statistical rather than real phenomenon. This "statistical desertion"
occurs when the father claims to have moved out of the house but remains in
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the Immediate vicinity, continues to act as a father to his children, and provides
whatever financial support he can: The family gets both AFDC benefits and
the father's support, making them better off than they would be under either
welfare or the husband's wages alone. For these families. the financial incentives
even under a welfare program supporting two-parent families will still favor
"statistical desertion" unless benefits for two-parent families exceed those for
single-parent families to such an extent that they surpass amounts needed to
insure that, allowing for economies of scale, relative equity based on need Is
preserved.

Permanent marital dissolution (as contrasted to "statistical desertion") has
been assumed to be related to the impact of low incomes on increasing marital
dissatisfaction through unfulfilled male breadwinner role expectations and the
frustrations of trying to meet family needs with inadequate resources. It could
therefore be expected that increasing the income available to two-parent, low-
income families would reduce their rate of family breakup. This could be accom-
plished through increasing male wages, female wages or welfare benefits. How-
ever, moving in an opposite direction from this "income effect" is the so-called
"female Independence effect" which occurs when wives through their own
earning,, welfare benefits or other sources have Income alternatives to continued
dependence on their husbands. To what extent the "independence effect" causes
marital dissatisfaction which culminates In marital break-up or merely facilitates
the termination of what has already become an unsatisfactory situation is not
clear and must await further study. A better understanding of this effect is
crucial to a responsible assessment of welfare program family Impacts.

A number of studies examined the impact of earned income and welfare benefits
under the existing AFDC program on marital status.' There was some evidence
that higher AFDC benefits, especially in relation to male earnings, were accom-
panied by slightly higher rates of female-headed families, particularly for blacks-
But these studies taken together lead to the conclusion that the effects of AFDC
on family dissolution are small and that allow-intact families to receive benefits
"probably cannot be viewed as a major policy lever on family organization." 10

Against this empirical background predicting neutral or slightly positive
effect on family stability from an income transfer program providing benefits
regardless of marital status, the initial findings of the federal income mainte-
nance experiments were unexpected. When these experiments provided benefits
to two-parent families with employed fathers, marital dissolution rates were
substantially greater in the experimental group than In the control grcup not
receiving benefits. In New Jersey, Seattle and Denver, the families on the least
generous support plans experienced the largest increases in marital breakup,
doubling their dissolution rate, while those on high support levels maintained
their previous dissolution rates or experienced slight reductions.1 '

Several factors other than the structure of benefit amounts and eligibility
requirements have been suggested to explain the results of the Income mainte-
nance experiments on marital stability. Recipients probably had far better in-
formation than "ordinary" low income individuals about the operation of the
program and available options. This program did not carry the same stigma as
a welfare program. Participants' knowledge that the experiment was only a few
years' duration may have forced "now or never" decisions to dissolve unsatis-
factory marriages.1' It Is also hypothesized that dissolution rates may have

I U.S.. Congress, Joint E conomlc Committee. "The Concept of Family In the Poor Black
Community. by Carol R. Stack and Herbert Semmel. Joint Committee Print. Study Paper 12.
Part I (Washington. D C. : Government Printing Ofice. 1973). pp. 276-305.

O MarJore Honig. "AFDC Income, Recipient Rates. and Family Dissolution." Journal of
Humaps Resourcei. Vol. IX. No. 3. Summer 1974. pp. 03-.22: Joseph J. Mlnarik and Robert
S. Goldfarb. "AFDC Income, Recipient Rates and Family Dissolution: A Comment." and
MarJore Honlg. "A Reply." Journal of Human Resources, Vol. XI. No. 2. Spring 1976. pp.
242-260: Heather I,. Ross and Isabel V. Stwhlll. "Time of Transition: The Growth of
Families Headed by Women" (Washington. D.C.: The Urban Tnstitute. 10751 : Phillips Cut.
right tnd John Scenzoni. "Income Supplements and the American Family," Joint Economic
Committee, Study Paper 12. Part I. pp. 54-89; and Stephen K. Mayo. "The Household Com-
position Effects of Income TrAnsfer Programs." Publfc Policy (Summer 1970).

1Ros and Sawhill. "Time of Transition." p. 124.
SU... Congres. House. Committee on Agriculture. Committee on Fducation and Labor.

Committee on Ways and Means. "Administrstion's Welfare Reform Proposal. Hearings."
before the Welfare Reform Stibcommittee. House of Representatives. on H.R. 9030, 95th
Congress. 1st seas.. 1977. Part III. testimony of John Bishop. pp. 1207-21.-Bishop suggests, to the contrary, that a permanent program mliht have higher disso.
hition rates than a temporary one Oince families promised five-year benefits split up more
frequently than those promised three-year benefits, ibid., pp. 1213-14.
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peaked in the early stages of the experiment and that under a permanent pro-
gram dissolution rates would be lower.1* But to the extent that these factors do
not discount the results of the income maintenance experiments, welfare reform
along the lines of the Carter Administration proposal, I.e. relatively low benefit
payments and eligibility for two-parent, low-Income families, would result in
more rather than feirer broken marriages.

One explanation suggested for the high dissolution rates in the experiments
Is that the female independence effect operated more strongly in favor of disso-
lution than did the income effect in maintaining marriages. This may mean that
regardless of desirability of structuring a welfare system that discourages dis-
solution, it may not be feasible to do so simply by altering benefit levels and
eligibility requirements unless benefits for two-parent families were made so
much higher than those for single-parent families that the income effect would
dominate the independence factor. Doing this would not only violate equity
principles but would be too expensive to be considered a realistic policy option
in the current fiscal climate. The draconian alternative of paring down the
benefits for single-parent families relative to two-parent families moves away
from rather than toward the priority goal of meeting basic human needs.

The importance of husbands' wages in encouraging marital stability offers
an additional policy option.1' Bishop argues that the income maintenance ex-
periments may have Increased marital dissolution because either husbands re-
duced their work efforts when receiving benefits or their low wages comprised
such a small portion of family income compared to benefits that their wale
role performance was below par in the eyes of both husband and wife. He sug-
gests that constructing a system that provided hidden benefits through (male)
workers' paychecks would enhance the male breadwinner role performance
and have a positive income effect without creating a female independence effect.
He outlines a private sector wage subsidy device for providing income mainte-
naice to married family heads which, although quite complicated administra-
tively, has some precedent in the earned income tax credit.1 5 However the earned
income credit is available regardless of the worker's sex. It increases
the earning power of women as well as men and thereby enhances the independ-
ence effect. Confining such benefits to men would doubtless prove highly contro-
versial and unconstitutional in an era of feminism and two-worker families.
Limiting the benefit to the primary wage earner, as the Carter Administration
proposed for guaranteed Jobs, avoids some of these problems but is nonetheless
controversial from the feminist perspective.

In light of these overwhelming problems in structuring an income mainte-
nance system which does not increase marital dissolution, one must decide
whether this goal is worthy of such a stupendous effort. As far as public policy
is concerned, this is primarily a question of the well-being of children who would
be affected by divorce and desertion.

Although divorce, desertion and marital stress occur with greater frequency
at low income levels than high, marital instability is pervasive throughout our
society and about one-third of first marriages occurring in the 1970's are expected
to dissolve. Even though remarriages usually occur, it is now estimated that four
out of every ten children born in the 1070's will spend a part of their childhood
in a one-parent family, usually with their mother.16 When the better off segments
of our society so frequently fail to achieve marital bliss, it may seem ill advised
to plai.e too high a priority on regularized marital patterns among people eligible
for welfare. Since it is difficult to specify the alternatives to divorce-which
occasionally mean reconciliation and a happy household but often involve stress.
anger, physical abuse and an atmosphere destructive to children's well-being and
nurturance--even a successful pro-marriage policy may not always achieve the
desired favorable results.

is Nancy Brandon Tuma, Michael T. Hannan, and Lyle P. Groeneveld. "Variation Over
Time In the Impact of the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments on the
Making and Breaking of Marriages" (Menlo Park: Stanford Research Institute, Research
Memorandum 43. February. 1977).

16 lee Rainwater. "Poverty, Living Standards. and Family Well-Being," Joint Economic
Committee Study Paper No. 12. Part IT. pp. 209-216; Marc Fried and Ellen Fitzgerald.
"Family and Community Life in the Working Class." Joint Economic Committee Study
Paper No. 12. Part II. pp. 332-338; MacDonald and Sawhill. "Welfare Policy." p. 26.

U.S., Congress, "Welfare Reform Hearings," testimony of John Bishop, 1222-37, 1245-82.N Kenneth Keniston and The Carnegie Council on Children, "All Our Children" (New
York : Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1977), p. 4.
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The strongest evidence In favor of a pro-marriage policy is that two-parent
families generally have higher incomes available for rearing their children.
The burdens of children from the lowest economic groups have been repeatedly
chronicled-lower cognitive development, poor health and emotional and social
damage.17 These economic effects on children's well-being, however, theoreti-
cally can be largely remediated through income transfers regardless of their
parents' marital status.

Therefore, on both counts-feasibility and desirability-the goal of achieving
marital stability probably ought not to be viewed as the top priority welfare
reform goal. Repairing "broken" famdlie: Encouraging single mothers to marry
or remarry Is implicit in many welfare reform agenda. This controversial goal
Is usually left unarticulated, however. It is fine to urge married couples to stay
married, but persuading unwed mothers, divorcees and widows to find husbands
to support them has, as a public policy, a calculating edge that does not make for
good political soapbox oratory. Publicly espousing this goal may release a furor.
In 1977, a leaked executive branch memo advocated that "foe families In which
there are small children and only one parent . . . the incentives should be ar-
ranged so that individuals prefer the two-parent arrangement. The earnings at
work should be sufficiently greater than the dole on welfare to encourage .
women who are single parents to remarry." I The immediate protests by the
Women's Bureau, the Women's Lobby, the National Organization of Women, the
National Welfare Rights Organization and other groups indicated that they
rejected marriage as a solution to the welfare dilemma.

The AFDC benefit structure does not coerce women into marriage nor, since
Supreme Court decisions in 1968 and 1970, does it penalize them for either mar-
riage or cohabitation so long as their new mate is not the natural father of their
children. Several studies indicate that availability and/or receipt of AFDC tends
to reduce the probability of marriage for female family heads by about two
percent over a five-to-seven-year period. Other non-AFDC factors such as the age
and attractiveness of the woman as a potential marriage partner were more im-
portant in predicting remarriage rates."

Given the relatively neutral Impact of AFDC on (re)marriage decisions, It was
not expected that the provision of benefits to one-and two-parent families under
the income maintenance experiment would have much effect either. However, in
the Seattle and Denver experiments, there were distinct ethnic group responses.
Chicanos delayed remarriages, responding to the independence effect. Blacks in-
creased marriage rates responding to the "dowry" effect created by permitting
them to continue receiving benefits after marriage. White women exhibited no
clear effect in either direction." Thus, even allowing remarried mothers to enjoy
higher family incomes than "still-married" mothers was not sufficient incentive
to encourage (re) marriage in all ethnic groups.

Even though the structure of the welfare program appears to have at most
a tangential impact on mothers' proclivity to (re)marry, this goal has still not
been discarded. Some 83 percent of children receiving AFDC currently do so
because their fathers are absent from home, and (re)marriage of their mothers
would indeed reduce this public burden. Marriage to a "good provider" may
be the best economic ticket for their mothers as well, given the below-poverty-
level AFDC benefits available in most states and the dim prospects most welfare
mothers have of getting good-paying Jobs.

The desirability of (re)marriage as a welfare goal can be legitimately ques-
tioned, however. The high incidence of female-headed families, currently compris-
ing some 14 percent of all families, means that such family types are no longer
deviant or unusual. The lack of a husband may not deprive a mother's children of
the support or presence of an adult male since cohabitation is not penalized and
since many "absent" fathers maintain contact with their children. However, if the
mother of an illegitimate child marries the child's father, she would, under cur-
rent law, lose her benefits and be worse off than before, especially if the father
had been supporting and seeing his family "on the quiet" as is often the case.

17 Advisory Committee on Child Development. Assembly of Behavioral and Social Sci-
ences. National Research Council. "Toward a National Policy for Children and Families"
(Washington. D.C.: National Academy of Sciences. 1976), pp. 88-39.

LR U.S.. Department of Labor. Office of the Arsistant Secretary. "Memorandum for Secre-
tary Marshall from Arnold Packer on Welfare Reform Briefings," Mar. 14, 1977 (Washing-
ton. D.C.)

Is MacDonald and Sawhill. "Welfare Policy,"p. 32.
90 Tuma. Hannan and Groeneveld. "Variation Over Time of Income Experiments on

Marriages," pp. 19-24.
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The quality of the relationship between the stepfather and stepchildren Is at least
as important as the financial outcome. "Having a man in the house is not always
an unmixed blessing for the children," one observer noted." The mother herself
must also consider the trade-offs between the increased emotional and financial
benefits likely to be associated with (re)marriage and the extra demands on her
time and energy for household production.

Thus neither the desirability nor the feasibility of getting welfare mothers to
marry is clear cut It may be theoretically possible, as has been suggested, to make
welfare benefits so low that welfare mothers would have no choice but to marry,
but such a benefit level would sharply conflict with the concept of a benefit level
adequate to meet basic needs, particularly for those families where the mother
was unable to find a mate. For this and feminist reasons, such a policy is politically
impossible.

Illegitiunoy: Illegitimacy Is often presumed, not illogically, to be an undesirable
side effect of the welfare system. In 1973, some 46 percent of AFI)C families hAd
at least one child born out of wedlock. Because many unwed parents cannot earn
adequate Incomes, some 60 percent end up receiving AFDC at some time while
some 80 percent of the out-of-wedlock children not legitimized or adopted receive
welfare. Welfare eligibility is conditioned on having a dependent child. AFDC
reduces the cost of raising children. It offers women pregnant out-of-wedlock all
economic alternative to marriage. Case studies and interviews of young women
with Illegitimate children suggest that for some girls, setting up their own house-
hold supported by welfare seems like an improvement in their lives, giving them
adult independence, recognition and autonomy and an escape from unhappy homes.
This option has a degree of economic utility as well for the girl who is a poor
student, has dismal employment prospects and whose child has been fathered by a
youth unable to provide economic support.

The preponderance of available empirical evidence 1 seems to suggest that these
theoretical incentives associated with AFDC benefits and eligibility have slight
impact on illegitimacy rates while other factors such as increase . education,
availability of contraception and abortion, and geographic region are the signifi-
cant variables. This was particularly true of studies making gross comparisons of
illegitimacy rates and state AFDC levels,O but studies which took into account
other variables similarly found that AFDO levels were less significant than other
factors." Even an effort to trace the chain of events and decisions which culminate
in an illegitimate birth failed to find any conclusive relationships between illegiti-
macy and AFDC programs.6 AFDC factors were found to have nothing to do with
whether a young woman became sexually active or became pregnant. As to the
third and fourth steps--deciding whether to continue a pregnancy, and if proceed-
ing, whether to marry and legitimize the birth-low AFDC benefits were linked to
higher probabilities of abortion which reduced the rates of either legitimizing
marriages or illegitimate births. High AFI)C acceptance rates were, contrary
to expectations, linked to a significantly lower proportion of out-of-wedlock births.
Even the availability of UF, which would give couples a means of support if the
husband were unemployed, more strongly influenced abortion rates than marriage
probabilities. Despite such meager evidence linking AFDO with illegitimacy, the
theoretical incentives are so strong that analysts "are unwilling to reach a final
conclusion that no such effect exists, and it is tempting to believe that their
reluctance Is Justified." , Many policy makers concur.

Perhaps it Is the desirability of avoiding out-of-wedlock births, particularly to
poor women, that explains the persistence in seeking data to demonstrate that a
welfare program could be structured to reduce illegitimacy rates. Not only do ehil-
dren born out-of-wedlock have a far higher chance of ending up on welfare, but
their families as well are disadvantaged by generally lower incomes, greater mari-
tal instability, lower educational attainment, and a larger eventual family size.

11 Andrew Billingsley, "Black Family Structure: Myths and Realities," Joint Economic
Committee Study Paper No. 12. Part 11, p. 817.

" An exception Is the finding of Barbara S. Janowits that for nonwhite younger women
larger welfare payments are associated with higher illegitimacy rates. "The Impact of
AFDC on Illegitimate Birth Rates," Journal of Marriag, and the Family, Aug. 1976, pp.
485-94.

" Phillips Cutright, "Illegitimacy and Income Supplements," Joint Economic Committee
Study Paper No. 12. Part I, pp. 90-188.

"Alan F'echter and Stuart Oreenfleld, "Welfare and Illegitimacy: An Economic Model
an4 Some Preliminary Results" (Washington. D.C.: The Urban Institute, August 1978).

. Kristin A. Moore and Steven B. Caldwell. "Out-of-Wedlock Pregnancy and Chlldbear-
inV (Washington. D.C. : The Urban Institute, September 1916), pp. 2-8T.

Ross and Sawhil, "Time of Transition," p. 109.
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The children have higher rates of mortality and morbidity and have an extremely
high probability of ending up on welfare. Out-of-wedlock conceptions that force
early marriage are related to a high Incidence of later economic problems and
divorce."

The percentage of out-of-wedlock births has increased primarily because the
total number of births has declined, but the number of illegitimate births--nearly
half a million in 1976 out of 3.1 million total births-is not trivial considering the
consequences of illegitimacy. The nonwhite population has a disproportionate 60
percent of out-of-wedlock births even though nonwhite babies comprise only 19
percent of all births. In 1976, 45 percent of nonwhite births were out-of-wedlock.
Studies of family life in the black community suggest that although out-of-wedlock
babies are loved and welcomed, their births are not consciously planned for or de-
sired. Kin networks from both mothers' and fathers' families help care for and
support the children, and more than two-thirds of the fathers of AFDC children
in one study recognized their offspring." While these strengths in family life in
poor, black communities help families cope with the adverse effects of illegiti-
nincy, it is doubtful that out-of-wedlock births have any favorable consequences
outweighing those of legitimacy.

Thus, although there is general agreement that finding a way to avoid illegiti-
mate births is desirable, there is nothing to indicate that the welfare system,
no matter how organized, will achieve this effect. In the 18 years since Louisi-
ana cut off welfare benefits to homes rendered "unsuitable" by illegitimate births,
it tias gradually come to be realized that denying or curtailing benefits for this
reason would make the outlook for illegitimate children and their mothers even
bleaker than it is already, penalize the children for a status over which they
had no control, and, possibly, punish the mother for not choosing abortion
over illegitimacy. A more acceptable alternative might be the suggestion put
forth in the 1977 hearings that "incentives for marriage prior to the conception
of children and the subsequent assumption by fathers of their legal and eco-
nomic responsibilities to their children" should be created." One such incentive
advocated was the provision of job training and opportunities for younger
minority males who are at the family formation stage. This notion implies that
couples expecting an out-of-wedlock birth usually consider marriage seriously.
A study in New York City indicated, to the contrary, that for more than three-
quarters of the sample's women pregnant out-of-wedlock, the relationship was
either marked by so high a degree of tension as to Justify separation or the choice
was not theirs to make. However, the fact that in 55 percent of the cases, welfare
benefits exceeded the man's income means that AFDC cannot be ruled out as a
possible explanation.*

In summary. reducing illegitimacy is an objective worth striving for but one
which is probably beyond the reach of the welfare system. Indeed, it will probably
continue to be the function of public welfare to provide an economic safety net
for many of those suffering the consequences of illegitimacy, a fact which makes
punitive measures unacceptable and renders positive incentives the only route to
be explored. There is little cause to expect, however, that any welfare-related
incentives will affect Illegitimacy rates nearly as much as other factors outside
the welfare system.

Discouraging childbearing: Since women are on welfare because their chil-
dren cannot otherwise be adequately supported, and since children from low-
income families face many drawbacks and difficulties, many believe that further
childbearing by welfare mothers should be discouraged. The pro-natal incentives
of the AFDC program are widely believed to encourage women not only to have
the first child required for benefit eligibility but to have subsequent children in
order to increase the size of benefit checks. Although the average welfare family

tr Moore and Caldwell. "Out-of-Wedlock Pregnancy," p. 159.
S Stack and Semmel "Concent of Family." p. 287.
U.S. Congress. "Welfare Reform Hearings," testimony of Robert E. Mitchell, National

Council on Family Relations. Vnl. IV. n. 2574.
"Blanche Bernstein and William Meeun. "The Imnact of Welfare on Family Stability"

iNew York: Center for New York City Affairs. New School for Social Research. 1975), as
dIrcuaed in Moore and Caldwell. "Out-of-Wedlock Pregnancy." pp. 72-75. Barbara S. Jano-
wits found that while male unemployment rates were never found to have a significant Im-
nact on illegitimacy rates, male income had a consistently negative imnact. swestiag that
marriage i discouraged and Illegitimacv encouraged when fathers lack adequate means of
support. However, the holding of this effect even for older (aged 30-34) women who almost
never married to lefitimlze a pregnancy led Janowlts to conclude that the negative Im-
pact of Income on Illegitimacy may stem more from a positive correlation of Income ana
contraceptive knowledge than from Income and Illegitimacy.
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baa only two children, 36 percent have three or more and 10 percent have five or
more, percentages more than double those of the general population.

AFDC benefit levels for additional children reduce but do not eliminate the
cost of these children to the family. Particularly as children grow older and
more expensive, each additional child leaves the other members of the family unit
relatively less well off economically than they would have been In his absence.
particularly since total benefits for families in two-thirds of the states do not
reach the amounts deemed sufficient to meet the basic needs. Each additional
child further reduces the mother's chances of securing the employment that
would enable her to escape welfare dependency since both the need for her house-
hold production and the difficulty of arranging child care are increased. Generally
women on welfare indicate that they desire smaller families than do women not
receiving welfare," a recognition, perhaps, of these negative Incentives to have
more children.

The welfare program also has pronatal Incentives as well. One possible pos-
tire incentive has to do with the disparity between how much people think Is
needed "just to get along" for families of various sizes and how much they ac-
tually receive In benefits. Rainwater found that by popular consensus a family
of seven was seen as needing 46 percent more income than a family of two."
Nixon's welfare reform plan in 1971 would have given a seven-member family
2.50 percent more than a two-member family. Carter's 1977 proposal would have
given a seven-member family $6.000, double the $3,000 for a two-member.'
The current AFDC benefit structures In most states give between 100 and 250 per-
cent more to eight-person families than to two-person families." Despite the fact
that the benefit amounts never exceed and often fall well below the basic
needs standard, if, as Rainwater suggests, they are perceived by recipients
to offer large families amounts sufficient to enable them to get along, they
would constitute a pro-natal incentive. Several studies fall to show that the
level of welfare benefits, or the level of Income of the population in general has a
clear relationship to fertility. However, there seems to be a positive relationship
between the degree of certainty of receiving benefits and a woman's Inclination to
bear additional children 16 and between the family's Income relative to their peers
and the number of children they decide to have," particularly as regards having
four or more children.

The negative Impact of additional children on the mother's flexibility and em-
ployability may not be as strongly perceived after there are already several chil-
dren. After two or three children depending on their ages, the Incremental im-
pact on lifestyle and options Is probably not very great and the positive values
associated with having children may take over.

Overall, the possibility that existing or proposed welfare systems will have
n pro-natal impact cantiot be dismissed. But the possibilities of using welfare
benefits to change this Impact are nil. As in the case of illegitimate child bearing.
non-welfare related Incentives far outweigh the impact of welfare eligibility.
benefits or availability. Reducing benefits per additional child to the level where
they would be perceived as clearly Inadequate (by placing limits of three or four
persons in the filing unit, or not. allowing filing unit sizes to Increase after being
entered on the rolls) would be neither politically acceptable nor In consonance
with the concept of adequacy of benefits. The severe fiscal constraints on welfare
preclude any notion of positive Incentives such as "bonuses" for not becoming
pregnant during the course of the year, and in any event, It is doubtful that such
a bonus scheme would have much Impact in the unlikely event that It found
enough political acceptability to be adopted. Requiring even mothers with very
young children to work might reduce an Inclination to have another child, but
again this might not be acceptable in terms of helping welfare families fulfill
their nurturing functions. The possibility neutralizing pro-natal effects by allow.

32 Pr saner. Harriet and Linda Salaberg. "Puhlie Asslotance and Early Family Forma-
(ion-To There a Pronatallat Effect?" Social Problem,. Vol. 23. No. 2 (Decerber 19M) p.
227. ,lted In Moore and Caldwell. "Out-of-Wedlock Pregnancy." p. 77.

U Rainwater. "Poverty. Living Standards. and Family Well-Being," pp. 235-289.
* For a not-expected-to-work mother and her children."As of Jnly. 197?.
-0 C. R. Winegarden. "The Fertility of AFDC Women: An Econometric Analysis." Journal

of FV.'nnomlcs and Business. Vol. 26. No. 8. Spring. 1974. pp. 159-I6.
"Fred W. Reed. J. Richard Udrv and Mavine Ruppert. "Relative Income and Fertility:

The Analysis of Individuals' Fertility in a Biracial Sitmple." Jo'irnotl of Marriege and the
Family. November. 19Th. pp. 7'09-A04; Stephen J. Babr. Bruce A. Chadwick and Joseph H.
Stajims. "The Efect of Relative Economic Status on Fertility." Journal of Marriage and
the Family. May. 1975. pp. 335-442.
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lug childless, single and married people to receive benefits was proposed in Car-
ter's 1977 plan but was quickly dropped by Congress as too expensive. The present
controversiality of allowing government subsidization of abortions eliminates
that option, at least for the foreseeable future. Perhaps the most effective, feas.
tie approach is the one already being pursued-family planning services, which
In 1973 were received by some 11 percent of all AFIDC families.

Patcrraal support: Family economic functions are at the crux of the welfare
program. One of the most frequently discussed welfare goals is reducing the
necessity for public assistance for female-headed families by getting the absent
fathers to support the children.

This problem was unforseen when AF5DC began. Then widowhood accounted for
most AFIC cases; today it accounts for only four percent. Marital instability is
the leading cause of welfare dependency and illegitimacy is steadily gaining.
Eventually most single mothers marry or remarry, but many become dependent
on welfare before their children are grown.

Iata reviewed and analyzed by Jones, Gordon and Sawhlll Indicated that only
one-fourth of AFDC mothers have child support orders and another 6 percent
have informal agreements. Amounts are in the range of $7 to $9 per week per
child but even at this low level payment performance is poor. Only 45 percent of
mothers with payment orders received regular payments (though not necessarily
for the full amounts) according to one national survey; in the AFDC sample
only 22 percent of the fathers were In full compliance and another 33 percent were
in partial compliance. Roughly 40 percent of all divorced, separated and single
women have never received financial assistance from the fathers of their chil-
dren, and the 60 percent getting some support includes many who received irregu-
lar, partial or short term payments. In a given year, only about three percent
of all eligible female-headed families receive enough child support or alimony
almg to put, them over the lp)verty level.

'ihe reasons for this abysmal child support situation involve short-comings of
the legal system, the Inability to establish paternity, the unwillingness of some
women to have any connections with the fathers, and the fathers' job stability
and health. Interestingly, the fathers' record In providing payments does not
seem to be much affected by their total earnings or the ratio of support payments
to those earnings. 3

States have tried, albeit somewhat Ineffectively, to enforce support. orders
through court action, garnishment and Inter-state enforcement agreements.
The federal government has vigorously pursued this objective with the so-called"runaway fathers" program enacted in 1975. Federal funds support state efforts
to establish paternity, locate fathers and secure their payments to A'FI)C mothers
and, on a volmtary basis, non-AFDC mothers. AFDC mothers inust help establish
paternity as a condition of receiving benefits. In 1977, some $250 million was
spent by the program to collect $818 million, halt of which was on behalf of
AFDC recipients. flEW reported that in that year, 41,000 AFDC cases were
closed or reduced In size because of child support collections. The Child Support
Program has been acclaimed such a success that in July, 1978, IM Secretary
('alif:mno announced "Project Responsibility" the pllrpose of which was to double
AFDC child support collections in hopes of achieving a $1 billion-per-year
collection rate by the end of Fiscal 1979.

There are several reasons why this program has been favorably received, the
most obvious being the generally-held belief that both parents have a duty and
obligation to support their children to the best of their ability and to rely on public
assistance only if absolutely necessary. Krause observes that the public welfare
system could assume the support of children of shirking fathers when there were
only a fewv of them. But with illegitimate children and female-headed households
becoming the predominant situation in many cities, our Institutions must find
alternatives or they will break tinder the weight of excessive responsibilities. In
short, we imust return to enforcement of Individual support obligations If we are
not willing to pay for public snpport of a large percentage of our children."

Over time long term, there is the additional possibility that as the inevitability
of paternal support becomes generally perceived, it will cause people to avoid
having more children than they think they can support. Knowing that he has

"Carol Adalre Jones. Nancy M. Gordon and Isabel V. Sawhill. "Child Support Payments
in the United States" (Washington. D.C.: The Urban Institute. Oct. 1. 1976).26 Harry D. Krause. "Child Welfare. Parental Responsibility, and the State," Joint Eco-
rnonic Committee Study Paper No. 12, Part II, pp. 255-274.
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Inescapable financial obligations to the children of his first marriage may make
a man limit the number of children he has in subsequent marriages. *

On a more personal level, third-party enforcement and collection may secure
greater compliance than depending on the ability of estranged and hostile ex-
spouses to achieve voluntary compliance. Third-party Intermediaries tend to
neutralize the emotional factors Involved In both giving and receiving support
a s.sistance.

Not everyone agrees, however, that paternal support obligations ought to be
energetically enforced. It is argued that AFDC children will not only fall to
receive Increased support from vigorous enforcement, but that they may end up
with less total Income than before.' We!fare benefits are reduced dollar for dollar
by child support payments, leaving thy family with the same total Income. But in
many low-income communities, fathers provide occasional help, gifts and emer-
gency financial assistance which, not being reported, supplement rather than
supplant the mother's welfare payment. Acknowledgement of paternity also opens
the way for a child to avail himself of the frequently widespread kin network of
mutual financial, emotional and in-kind assistance. Blaydon and Stack argue that
stringent welfare sanctions against low-income black fathers who are not con-
tributing regularly to the support of their children may cause some fathers to
deny paternity and thereby deny their children participation In their kin network
as well. It Is also suggested that vigorous enforcement would drain resources from
the father's current family, forcing this second family onto the AFDC rolls, or
if In a non-UP state. into poverty without AFDC unless the father leaves the
second family too.t

Requiring the mother's cooperation as a condition of receiving AFDtC means
forcing her to answer questions which many deem to be severe Invasion of privacy,
particularly given the nature of the questions that must be asked In oraer Lu
establish paternity.

Blaydon and Stack suggest that child support enforcement "is better done in
a uniform and equitable way, with incentives as well as requirements for com-
pliance." They seem to be suggesting that father's support payments should not
be entirely offset by welfare reductions but should leave the family somewhat
better off."

In summary, we appear to have already decided to obtain paternal support for
as many children as possible. Where the father has income sufficient to support
all of his children this is clearly a desirable goal. Where lie ias inadequate
Income, there can be no happy solution short of strategies that result In increasing
his Income so that lie (and his spouse(s) ) can keep two or more families above
the poverty level. Purposely looking the other way so that fathers can supple-
ments AFDC benefits outside the system produces inequitable results. Moving
toward a universal child support system, although not without advocates, is a
solution currently far removed from political or fiscal reality.

Maternal support: Whether or not welfare mothers should be required to work
Is the newest family Impact issues to emerge in the welfare reform debate and
Is far from being resolved. It had long been an unchallenged goal of welfare to
permit mothers deprived of male support to remain out of the work force In order
to care for their children. But several current trends are forcing a re-thinking of
prior assumptions. A majority of wives and mothers with children under age 18
are now In the work force, many of whose Incomes keep their families above the
poverty line: and the equity of providing government subsidization to other,
non-working women's full-time homemaking and child-raising activities is being
questioned. The feminist movement has urged economic self-sufficiency for women
because so many fall consistently to receive adequate or any economic support
from their men. The accelerated pace at which female-headed households are
being formed is testing the limits of the welfare system. These factors are

0- Wisconsin even went so far as to require a man with a legal obligation to support ehil.
dren from an earlier u'ilon to iret court permission in order to remarry. Permission would
be granted only if tho man could prove that he had met all support obligations for Previous
children and that they were not likely to become public charges. The Wisconsin law was
struck down by the Supreme Court on January 18, 1978 by an 8 to 1 vote as being violative
of 14th Amendment equal protection guarantees.

"Colin V. Blaydon and Carol B. Stack. "Income Support Polclesi and the Family."
Dsedalus. Spring. 1977, pp. 147-61 : Stack and Semmel, "Concept of Family." pp. 292-301.

11 Blaydon and Stack. "Income Support Policies and the Family." pp. 153-56.
,2 Ibid., p. 158.
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magnified by the ever-present desire to save money by keeping the welfare
caseload to manageable proportions.

From the family Impact perspective, there Is no clearcut guidance on this issue.
The economic functions interact with the nurturant and coordinating functions,
and weighing the balance probably must be an individual, subjective process.

For many welfare mothers, the financial imperatives leave little choice about
this decision. One of every three female-headed families in 1976 had poverty-level
Incomes despite receipt of welfare benefits. Of the 800,000 families headed by
women living solely on welfare, 94 percent were below poverty level. Over 60 per-
cent of the almost 600,000 who had earnings to supplement welfare were also
below poverty level."

Advocates of requiring welfare mothers to work contend that In the long run
the favorable family outcomes will outweigh any negative consequences. A young
woman or teenager with several small children and no husband can look forward
only to a life of being ground down by the welfare system, inadequate income
and eventual unemployability years hence when her youngest children are grown
if she does not find employment now. As one observer put It, "Few people seem to
grasp how very isolated and harrassed many AFDC mothers feel year after year,
how little they know about how to improve their circumstances, and how ill-
prepared they are to support themselves eventually."" Feminists contend that
considering the low remarriage rates for women with young children, welfare
mothers would do better for themselves and their children In the long run by
sacrificing the present time/income benefits of welfare it favor of gaining a
foothold in the workforce and a start toward self-sufficiency."

Those who favor the mothers' work requirement minimize the impact on chil-
dren. They point out that the negative effects of poverty on children have been
well-documented, and increasing family income through mothers' work might
alleviate many of these problems. Half of the nation's children under age 18 have
working mothers as do half of children under age six in female-headed families,
without notably disasterous results. And having the mother at home Is no insur-
ance against problems, witness Juvenile delinquency and emotional problems even
In affluent, one-worker, suburban families.

What little reliable evidence there is on the impact of day care on children does
not indicate any harmful effects. One study found no ill effects of "typical" as
opposed to ideal daycare on low-income infants." A critical review of current
research similarly concluded that although available research is limited it both
quantity and depth, with several important unresearched or poorly-researched
Issues, what empirical knowledge there Is does not indicate any adverse con-
sequences of good quality infant day care on maternal attachment, intellectual or
social development." This lukewarm approval is corroborated by the fact that
hundreds of thousands of mothers at every income level either willingly or reluc-
tantly place their children in day care every year.

The arguments against requiring welfare mothers to work tend to counter-
balance those in favor of requiring work. As a simple matter of economics it is
doubtful that the family will come out ahead financially, at least in the short run.
Vickery contends that economists have, In general, overestimated the income
of AFDC families with working mothers by ignoring the value of lost household
iroductioim and by including reimbursement for working expenses as income.
By her computatioms, if the family values the mother's services in the home
other than child care at only $0.85, the AFDC family is still better off with
the mother staving at home rather than going into the work force at $3 an hour.
Given the edtWational level, training and work readiness of many welfare
mothers, it is doubtfufl that they could initially commmand more than this $3

"Heather L. Ross, "Poverty, Women and Children Last," Economic Independence for
Women. ed. by Jane Roberts Chapman (1976. Sage Yearbooks. Vol. 1. 1976), pp. 137-44."Winifred Bell. "AFDC: Symptom and Potential." Jubilee for Our Times: A Practical
Program or Income Equality, ed. by Alvin L. Schorr (New York: Columbia University
Press. 1977). p. 261.

43 Ja~net F.. Harreli and Carl A. Ridley studied the relationships among employed moth.
her's work satisfaction and the equality of mother-child Interaction and concluded that they
were positively related to one another, a finding which suggests that the time/income trade-off's may not be as onerous as assumed. "Substitute Child Care, Maternal Employment and
the Quality of Motber-Child Interaction," Journal of Marriage and the Family, Aug. 1975.
pp. 556-64.

"Barbara Radloff. "Average Day Care: Harmful or Beneficial ?," Carnegie Quarterly
(New York: Carnegie Corporation, Vol. XXV. No. 3, Summer 1977), p. 5-6.

4? Louise Sllverstein. 'A Critical Review of Current Research on Infant Day Care"
(New York: Columbia University School of Social Work, Nov. 1977).
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an hour, much less the $3.50 to $5 an hour Vickery calculates Is needed to put
the welfare family above the poverty threshold."M

Opponents of the work requirement reject the tentative findings that day care
Is not harmful. They point out, correctly, tJat because "bad" day care has been
hidden from officials and its existence steadfastly denied by its providers, the
effects of "bad" care have never been systematically studied. Only a small per-
centage of children are served by organized centers while the rest disappear
into a wide range of unregulated informal arrangements about which very little
is known. It Is sometimes suggested that the only way to be sure children are not
being harmed is to provide indisputably good care--which often carries an
extortionary and unrealistic price tag of $3,000 to $4,000 a year per child. Sub-
sidizing such core for several children so their mother can earn $3 an hour
is obviously out of the question. Some child development experts contend that
only mothers themselves can provide mothering adequate to prevent psychological
damagee"

The importance of the mother anti homemaker was emphasized by witnesses
at the 1077 hearings of the Welfare Reform Subcommittee who argued that
mothers of older as well as younger children ought to be relieved of work require-
ments if their children had special needs because of handicaps or a "rough"
neighborhood." It was pointed out that the work requirement for mothers of older
children ignores the continuing need for the mothers' home production. Witnesses
questioned the wisdom of requiring a woman to care for someone else's home and
children for pay while receiving little credit for doing the same thing is hier own
home." Another opponent observed that AFDC Is an investment in children and
as such is designed to keep mothers out of the labor force. She believes it Is un-
realistic to expect more poor mothers to take on a wage-earning role to support
their children and simultaneously effectively discharge homemaking and mother-
Ing roles."

Federal policy has flirted with this issue but has avoided a clear decision. The
WIN program requires all AFDC recipients to register for work or training, but
exempts people for several reasons, including being needed at home. The Admin-
Ist ration's 1977 welfare reform proposal included a work requirement for mothers
whose youngest child was age six or older and required mothers of school age
children to work only part-time In order to be available when their children were
out of school. Principal earners-mothers in single-parent familles-were eligible
for subsidized training or job opportunities. Both of these approaches compromise
between those who want no work requirement at all and those wro would prefer
a more stringent requirement. It may, however, be as far as the government can
go, given the prevailing controversy over the proper weight to place on the
economic versus other family functions.

Options: Although the marriage, child-bearing and work goals discussed above
are the central family-related objectives Involved In the welfare program, they
are not the only ones. Whether or not childless coupleq--who by many people's
definition constitute a family "'-or single childless individuals should be entitled
to welfare benefits if they are in circumstances comparable to those that entitle
families with children to benefits is of special concern because of its equity and
cost implications. How to treat households that take In non-dependent relatives,
how to treat two or more families living it a single household and the age at
which dependent children in welfare families should be considered to be self-
sufficient are other such Issues which raise Interesting questions of equity and
family structure. These issues, however, are peripheral to the six major concerns
discussed in preceding pages.

Even focusing just on these principal family policy concerns leads to confusion
and controversy. Changing family behavior in the economic "mainstream" as

"This does not Imply that Vickery opposes work for welfare mothers: she merely Illus-
trates the dubious initial financial benefits of doing so. Clair Vickery. "Economics and the
Single-Mother Family." Public Welfare. Winter 1978, pp. 18-21.

Slma Fralberg. "Every Child's Birthright: In Defense of Mothering" (New York:
Basic Books, 1978).

-0 IT S.. Conress. "Welfare Reform Hearings." testimony of Child Welfare League of
Amertu, Vol. IV, pp. 22"2-UT.

" U.S.. Congress. "Welfare Reform Hearings," testimony of Robert M. Mitchell. National
council on F mily Relations, Vol. IV, p. 25153.

" Winifred Bell, "AFDC: Symptom and Potential," p. 268.
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well as the cost of obtaining behavioral changes via an economic support system
make It questionable which family goals the welfare system should pursue, If
any. If welfare policy were to put first priority on family goals, we would soon find
that what little agreement was evident in previous debates would evaporate. A
few examples demonstrate the difficulty in combining welfare and family policy
objectives.

We may want to provide families with adequate resources to nurture their
children, but we might well balk at doing so if it encourages poor people to
have more children than they would have had otherwise.

We value stable marriages as the most appropriate combination of eco-
nomic, emotional and nurturant circumstances for raising children, but
question whether women should be economic hostages to marriages that they
would abandon-for' profound or frivolous reasons--if they could afford
financially to do so.

We understand a special obligation to make sure that the children who
constitute the next generation are assured an upbringing that will enable
them to be responsible, con' ributing citizens, but we resent being forced to
snbsidize children of "irresponsible" parents, particularly when so many
others are following the growing trend toward voluntary childlessness.

Abortion and forced marriage as alternatives to illegitimacy provoke
near-violent controversy, but we are almost equally distressed at the possi-
bility that welfare provides women who are pregnant out-of-wedlock with an
alternative role as female heads of households and may thereby encourage
them to favor this option.

We want parents to be economically responsible for their families but we
cannot decide whether mothers as well as fathers should be required to or
guaranteed work.

At the root of these conflicting values is the tension between the impact of wel-
fare on the structural characteristics of families and its impact on the economic
and nurturant functions of families. Income assistance programs are intended
to bolster families' economic functions so they can better attend to their nurturant
responsibilities. But virtually every form of economic intervention either facili-
tates or encourages a change in family structure, at least to the extent that the
incentives implicit in welfare programs are realized in behavioral outcomes.

The absence of a welfare policy that is overtly designed to include incentives
strong enough to result in a conventional structure for most welfare families, i.e.
a working father, a homemaker mother and dependent children, is probably
explained both by the fact that agreement on these structural objectives Is only
superficial and by the-realization that the incentives would have to be very strong
indeed to overcome the other forces that enter into the decisions Individuals make
about marriage, children and work. The "conventional" family type comprises
only about 15 percent of all families today In the United States, and the "typical
family of four" makes'up only about 7 percent. With so many people belonging
to families that do not conform to the traditional standard, there is little likeli-
hood of requiring such conformance of welfare families any more than of non-
welfare families. The plurality of styles and cultures in the United States further
precludes Imposing family structure requirements on welfare recipients (above1110 beyond the existing one that usually denies benefits to two-parent families).
The strong incentives that would be necessary to achieve structural results would
undoubtedly be controversial. For eample, efforts to deny benefits to families with
illegitimate children and to freeze the number of families with absent fathers
eligible for federal-state matching were short-lived when it became evident that
they had a punitive impact on the children involved. Pro-family incentives which
offer extra benefits to families conforming to a legislated norm would be chal.
lenged as inequitable.

In the absence of agreement and/or willingness to pursue a "pro-family" pol-
icy (in terms of family structure), some have advocated that we try to keep the
impact of welfare at least at neutral as possible. The Idea would be to design a
system that did not raise or lower the financial or nonfinancial costs of making
decisions with regard to marriage, child-bearing or child support. However,
efforts to devise such a system with neutral ifoentitws have run headlong Into
the interaction between economic assistance and family structural changes.
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Systems which give either direct or tax-related benefits to individuals regardless
of marital status enhance the "Independence effect" which enables and perhaps
causes women to leave their husbands. Any such system which includes benefits
.ealtd to family size reduces the cost of raishig childrenn and can be said to have
a prenatal Impact. The same is true for schemes which Involve subsidizing fam-
ilies while children are dependent in return for a pay-back tax after the children
are grown. The only policy option which Is unquestionably neutral with regard to
Incentives affecting family structure is to have no welfare system at all. Only
then would the financial and nonfinancial costs of making decisions with regard
to marriage, children, household composition and child support not be affected.

A second neutrality possibility exists, however. This would be to try to design
a system which has little or no impact on behavioral outconacs even though the
law and regulations appear to contain Incentives predisposed to one structural
type or another. Trying to describe what such an operationally-neutral programs
might look like leads to the conclusion that the existing patchwork of benefits is as
neutral in its outcome as any other approach. Some of this neutrality is achieved
by keeping potential recipients in the dark about the availability of benefits and
the certainty of receiving them. The lack of information results from different
benefit structures and eligibility requirements from state to state and admin-
Istrative and regulatory practices that are obscure, arcane and frequently chang.
Ilg. This tends to reduce Incentive effects in any direction and target benefits,
Instead, on individuals who become eligible for welfare for reasons other than
the fact that they were responding to welfare program incentives. The low level
of benetrRfwirmny states--often far below the levels required for meeting even
basic needs-helps to dampen the "Independence effect" and the pro-natal incen-
tives that would be implicit in adequate or generous benefit levels. The 1968 and
1970 Supreme Court decisions make welfare marriage-neutral for women. They
can keep their present husbands and still receive benefits by merely signing
affidavits that their husbands have left home, and they can take new husbands
or boyfriends without losing benests for their children. About the only prohib-
ited option is letting the father publicly assume his role as head of the family.
PoIlbly the sole area where the existing system may have an incentive effect is
the subsidization of out-of-wedlock births which encourage pregnant women to
choose this option over abortion or marriage, although conclusive evidence that
this Is so has yet to be found.

The very things that make the existing program neutral in its family structure
impacts also make it a target for reformers' efforts-low benefits, varying treat-
ment of different family types, lack of coverage of childless individuals and
single people, sporadic and uneven availability of benefits, bureaucratic obstacles,
and general lack of information to potential and actual recipients about how the
system works. Any efforts to remedy these characteristics of the welfare system
will impact on family-related behavior. These outcomes may be desirable or unde-
sirable, depending on one's goals for family life. Probablv the outcomes will be
uneven, involving tradeoffs between benefit levels, availability and program In-
formation on the one hand and a slightly increased rate of marital dissolution
and female-headed families on the other hand.

These and other potential tradeoffs ought not be made in the dark. Potential
family impacts of any proposed changes should be thoroughly considered nnd
carefully monitored. To the extent that the costs of decisions regarding family
structure and nurturant characteristics are altered by changing the income sup-
port system, these changes ought to be weighed seriously.

No clear guidelines can he offered in advance for deciding between different
options based on family structure and family function impacts. First. not only is
It virtually Impossible to reconcile the conflicting values regarding the Importance
of achieving specified family structures, but when these conflicts are ranged
against economic variables, any remaining vestige of consensus disappears. We
would prefer, for example. that the welfare system not leave poor people worse
off than they would be in its absence. But weighing the degree of well-belng on
both tile scales of family structure and economic considerations may produce
different results. It is doubtful that the public policy process in capable of or
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should attempt to make the choice between the two. Marital instability, for In-
stance, is frequently perceived negatively, and families that break up (ire seen
as less well off than those that stay together. However, providing welfare to
enable people without other income to escape from abusive marriages which
threaten the well-being of the adults and children involved generally receives
sympathetic approval even though it means the dissolution of a marriage. But
when welfare benefits also facilitate the light-hearted abandonment of a mar-
riage on a frivolous impulse, stern public disapproval ensues, particularly if
children are involved. Similar examples could be cited with regard to having
children and meeting child support responsibilities.

Second, the public policy choices will seldom be "either-or" situations, but
rather will be questions of more or less. Increasing benefit levels may also be
accompanied by slightly higher divorce or childbirth rates. Stricter paternal-
support enforcement may slightly Increase the number of fathers denying
paternity. Simply providing better information about how the system operates
may affect the rates at which people make various decisions with regard to
family structure. Most of the time, however, these family decisions will con-
tint,. to belong to the private realm.

Welfare began as a limited, small program to help children of widows. But it
has grown to the point where universala" income maintenance benefits are being
considered which could affect a rather large segment of our diverse, pluralistic
population. The highest priority ought to be placed on achieving an income sup-
port that Is fair, equitable or to succeed and would probably be incompatible in
many Instances with the income support goals. Welfare reform, therefore, should
concentrate on its prInclpal function of providing economic support to individ-
uals. This Is not to say that as a society we will not continue to value families
for many important reasons--including their unique capacity to function in
economic, nurturing and coordinating roles. The welfare system, therefore, should
be vigilantly monitored for any changes that it might cause in family structure
and functions. In the rare instances where existing or proposed policies are
found to have unexpectedly large, negative consequences for significant numbers
of recipient families, alternative policies will have to be sought. More frequently,
it will be the case that existing or proposed welfare policies will have only a
marginally negative impact on family structural stability, on the nurturing or
coordinating functions. In such instances, it will probably be preferable as a
matter of public policy to continue to give the highest welfare system priority to
providing financial assistance In the most equitable and adequate manner feast-
Ile and. to regulate family lImpact considerations to a position of secondary im-

portance.

SURVEY RESEARCH CENTER,
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH,

Ann Arbor, Mich., December 1,, 1978.
Senator DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIIHAN,
Cominittce on Finance,
1S'natc Office Building, Washington, D.C.

i)AR SENATOR MOYNIHAN: I have started several times to respond to your
letter of November 14 inviting comments for your SubcommitLee on Public As-
sistance, and in the process have misplaced tie press release setting forth the
procedure for formal submissions. Since what I have to say can be summarized
briefly, let me simply put it down here. If you want to insert the rest of this letter
Into the record somewhere, you may.

AWe have already pulblished and submitted evlence that tile persistently poor
are a substantially different subgroup from those who are temporarily poor in
any one year. This means that formulas for distributing funds between states,
counties or even individuals may be badly liased.

See Richard I). Coe. "Dependency and Poverty in the Short and Long Run," in
Five Thousand Ancrican Famlicis. Volume VI. Greg Duncan and James ,Morgan.
editors. Institute for Soclal Research. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Michi-
gan. 1978.
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We are about to publish evidence that short-run changes in work hours in
response to changes In wages are much greater than longer run changes. InI other
words, people may reduce their overtime or second jobs or even cut back on work
when their wage rates rise faster tha. Inflation, but within a few years may be
back looking for more work again. Their aspirations rise. The evidence points to
the notion that people have target income goals which motivate them, rather than
some inarginal substitution between leisure and money-work.

See James Morgan, "Hours of Work by Family Heads: Constraints, Marginal
Choices, and Income Goals," in Five Thousand American Families, Vol. VII,
forthcoming. For a totally different method, see L. F. I)unn, "An Empirical In-
difference Function for Income and Leisure," Rerlete of Economies and statislics
60 (November 1978), 533-540.

This means that even expensive experiments may exaggerate the amount of
negative work-response to increased income, because they focus on relatively
short-run effect.,

But beyond these two substantive points, there is a much more basic problem.
Most of the research and discussion on welfare is based on some very strong
assumptions: that more market work Is better than less, that divorce is a bad
thing. Surely there are some who work more hours than they would like or than
we might think best. We need to ask not for programs and policies that push in
one direction, but that are In some sense neutral, not distorting people's choices
unduly. I realize this nay be hard to define but we sometimes see clear evidence
when we go wrong, as in the present income tax treatment of married couples.
If a program reduce., the average work hours of a group of people, it surely makes
a difference whether the reduction results from somewhat less overtime anti
second Jobs, whether it allows somne time to look for a better Job, or whether it
leads to increases in ui:qld %w rk caring for children, starting a business, or
working a farm.

Even marriage is not sacred. We want programs that encourage people to live
together and share (or at least do not unduly discourage them), but divorce is
not always worse than the situation that led to It.

Many present programs attempt to recapture for the government. In the name
of economy, most of the economic advantages of living together. Economies of
scale are assumed in setting support standards. They also Ignore differences in
work and leisure, hence discourage non-money work, Including child care, as well
as money work. I have suggested elsewhere that a set of standards for income
maintenance which included economies of scale only in caring for children, had
a target well-leing standard that included non-money income and leisure time
(taking account of money and non-money work) would be much less distorting
of people's choices about money and non-money work, and about who lived with
and shared with whom.

See James Morgan, Individual Behavior, Economic Analysis and Public Policy
(The WIladimir Woytinsky Lecture), Department of Economics and Institute for
Public Policy Studies, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1978.

Sincerely yours,
JAMES N. MOROAN,

Research Scientist.
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BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY,
Waltham, Mass., Vovem ber 29, 1978.

Senator Daniel Moynilhan,
U.S. Senate,
Washlngton, D.C.

DEAR S.ENATOR MOYNIHIAN: I find wholly unsupportable the assertion made
before your subcommittee by Dr. Robert Splegelman and his colleagues that
"The NIT program destabilizes marriage." The assertion is contradicted by the
data presented by Spieglenman himself in your volume of November 1078. More-
over, data on the Seattle-Denver experiment presented to the House Committee
on Welfare Refo.on substantially are at variance with Spiegelman's data. Rather
than respond to :,your invitation to submit my owt written testimony, therefore,
I write this letter requesting further exploration by your subcommittee of the
relationship between NIT plans and marital dissolution.

Spdegel maf',i evidence suggests contradictory outcomes of the S IM E/DIM E
experiment. OJin the one hand, his data suggest that NIT plans, compared to some
unspecified mix of programs facing the control group, promote higher rates of
marital disolution; although the most generous NIT plans are less destructive
than the others (see his Table 9 in your volume of November 1078). By contrast,
other information offered by Spiegeinan shows that some NIT plans-the more
generous ones-actually promote marital stability (see his Figures I end 2).

l)ata submitted by Dr. John Bishop to the House Committee appear to be at
varian-ce with the first set of numbers noted above. Bishop's data from SIME/
DIIME, as well as froni two other NIT experiments, suggest that generous NIT
plans promote marital stability. Almost uniformly, lower dissolution rates are
apparent for the niost generously treated experimental groups as compared with
the control groups.

The findings of Spiegelman and Bishop suggest to me a trade-off for policy.
makers: they can choose between reducing marital dissolution rates by incurrirg
high transfer costs or increasing marital dissolution by offering meager welfare
payments. This trade-off strikes me as consistent with your viev of the matter
from the time you published your monograph on The Negro Family.

May I suggest that your subcommittee carefully scrutinize the results regarding
marital stability from the several NIT experiments. Premature acceptance of the
interpretations offered by the Splegelmnan group would be unfortunate.

If I can lie of further assistance to your subenumlttee, I will be glad to discuss
these matters at greater length.

Sincerely yours,
LoNARD J. TIAtSM AI.



Source: John Bishop, "Jobs, Cash Transfers, and Marital Stability: A

Review of the Evidence," written testimony submitted to House
Welfare Reform Comittee, October 14, 1977.
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TABLE 8.-PERCENT CHANGE IN MARITAL DISSOLUTION RATE
BY LEVEL OF INCOME GUARANTEE
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM 3. GsIrwicR. PRCATDENT, MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION
RcmnAacii Coar.

For the past tour years the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation
has been engaged in overseeing the operations and research of a large-scale dem.
onstratlon designed to provide new insights into the relationship of work and
welfare. That program is known as the National Supported Work Demonstra-
tion.

Supported work is a work experience program deslwned for persons who have
severe employment disabilities: long-term AFDC recipients, poor youth who are
high school dropouts with records of delinquency, ex-criminal offenders, and
drug addicts. It Is a program operated primarily by locally based nonprofit
corporations that serve as a bridge employer; that is, these corporations serve
individuals who cannot function effectively in a normal job situation. They
offer the supoprted workers temporary Jobs which can provide them with the
type of experience and credentials necessary for entering the regular labor
market and then succeeding in it. While supported work shares many features
with other subsidized work efforts, such as public service employment and shel-
tered workshops, it is chiefly distinguished from other work experience pro-
grams by Its high degree of structure and its reliance on three elements designed
to make participants Initially comfortable with the world of work and to nccom-
modate their needs and attitudes toward work: per group support, graduated
stress and close supervision. The first of these, peer support, is based on the
theory that most participants in a new activity feel lesq anxious about their
performance in the presence of people with similar disadvantages or fears, and
that a significant proportion of what one needs to know about a Job is learned
through peer interaction. Graduated stress stems from the Idea that getting
and keeping a regular job is too difficult for certain people because they cannot
meet the ordinary demands of the labor market. Through gradually increasing
performance and productivity standards, it attempts to bridge the gap between
what supported workers can do and what a job ordinarily requires. Supervision
finally, represents the key link between the participant and the program, is
chiefly responsible for the development of technical skills, for Instilling posi-
tive work habits and attitudes, and for providing advice on work and personal
problems.

Workers enter the program at salary levels pegged slightly above or at least
at the minimum wage. Good performance is rewarded by small salary increases
and bonuses, and prolonged inadequate performance results in firing. The jobs
developed for them are not "make-work": they are tailored to meet both the
needs of the local market and the potential capabilities of the supported
worker. And although the initial standards of job performance and attendance
are somewhat less than they would be in a private sector job. as the worker
gains experience and confidence on the job, these standards are gradually in-
creased. The purpose of supported work Is to instill in participants the habits
and disciplines of work within a supportive structure so that he or she can
ultimately develop into a bona fide worker and and thence claim employment
in a competitive society. Many participants are employed legitimately for the
first time in their lives, and have their first real opportunity to develop two
assets that are indispensable to getting and holding a job in the regular labor
market: good work habits and a history of stable employment.

To find out the effects of the supported work program experience on this
group of individuals, a rigorous research and evaluation design has been de-
veloped as a crucial and Integral part of the national demonstration. There are
four basic components of this research effort. First, we are testing a number
of what are known as behavioral hypotheses. such as long-term earnings, recid-
Ivism. div ise wolfnre dependencv. and the like. To do this. for the first time
In a national employment and training demonstration, a control group method-
ologv is being used. Through a random selection process. supported work job
applicants are assigned to either an experimental grnun which is offered em-
plovment. or to a control group which is not. althoueh those in this ,roup are
willing to work and eligihle in nil other respects. Both groups are followed by
statiqtlcal reporting and through periodic, confidential interviews for a period
of up to three venrs. The total sample of people being followed through this
method Is shout 6.500. The second component of the research is a benefit cost
analysis. This is a fairly straightforward type of economic value analysis
which will try to figure out what the program is worth to the taxpayer, to so-
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clety at large, and to the participants themselves. The third part of the evalu-
ation Is known as the process analysis, which is an innovative and experimental
effort to try to figure out what features within the program seem to make a
difference. For example, does the type of work, the type of supervisor, or the
sie of a supported work crew affect the performance of those enrolled? And
the final part of the evaluation Is what we call documentation, which is a look at
some of the less quantifiable dimensions of the program, such as the effects of
leadership and community factors, political structure, labor union involvement
and the like, on program success.

For the past three and a half years we have been carrying out this nation.
wide supported work experiment in 14 local nonprofit corporations across the
country. As of September of this year, approximately 9,000 people had partic-
ipated In the program, and these sites now employ about 1,600 persons. Of the
total number of people in supported work, a fourth had never worked before,
and the average number of weeks worked in the year prior to enrollment was
just seven. Average annual earnings were $670. All members of the AFC
group, and a substantial percentage of the other three main groups were re-
ceiving welfare payments of some kind at the- time of their enrollment 86%
of the combined ex-offender, ex-addet and youth groups had been arrested at
least once, and- 43% reported having used drugs regularly. 68% were Black,-
and only 80% of the entire population had finished high school: Thatr this se-- -
ment of the unemployed is unarguably the group for which supported woerk.
was designed is underscored by a comparison with the populations srved- by
various CETA programs and by the WIN program,:whch. show that the sup,
ported work population are far more disadvantaged -as measured by.-.length.
of continuous unemployment, educational level, minority status, prior :criminal
history and previous welfare dependency. Clearly a large portion of those work-
ing in the program form the nucleus of that somewhat difficult to define term:-
the underclass of American society. They are those who often considered alien- -
ated from the normal work ethic snd those who are virtually impossible to
place in employment.

We are still over a year away from the final evaluation of the program. How-
ever, from some early comparisons between participants and controls, we have
drawn some preliminary conclusions regarding the population served, the early
impact of the program upon those participants, and their attitude toward It and
toward work in general.

One of the most important facts to emerge from the process of enrollment In
the supported work program has been that large -numbers of people who have
widely been considered unemployable are, in fact, willing to take jobs when they
are given the opportunity to do so. Furthermore, they are.willing to accept jobs
that pay the minimum wage or only slightly more, Jobs which have no guarantee
of skill training, jobs which offer little promise of advancement,. and Jobs which
for the most part must be described as low-skilled and entry level. They are even
willing to accept such employment knowing It will last no more than 12 or 18
months. The conclusion can only be drawn that there is no shortage of eligible
and willing participants for a type of program like Supported Work.

The AFDC group in this demonstration is particularly one whose character-
istics would not have promised great success. This Is a group that, by definition,
has been on welfare continuously over the past three years and have more chil-
dren between the ages of six and eleven than do the average welfare recipients.
Over 90% are from minority groups, and less than one third have completed
high school. Their employment pattern offers little more hope; about 85% of the
-group have not worked at all in the last year. and about one third had never
worked before. They have, therefore, little previous employment experience,
particularly within the recent past, and limited skills with which to negotiate
worthwhile employment. This group is, in fact, drawn from the "unassigned"
pool of WIN registrants, for whom no other training or employment has been
found or is planned. That they are indeed the most difficult to employ segment of
the AFDC population can be seen by a comparison of the supported work AFDC
women with the population generally served by WIN; it shows supported workers
have a longer history of welfare dependency, less recent or a briefer work history,'
lower levels of education, a high proportion of Blacks, and a smaller proportion
of young women. Realistically, then, their job prospects are poor Indeed, but there
are no lack of volunteers and at the present time, they form the largest segment
of the enrolled demonstration population.

36-954 0 - 79 - 26
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It can be argued that the legitimate alternatives to work for ex-offenders,
ex-addiets and youth are few, and that their willingness to participate In sup-
ported work Is therefore not no surprising. For the AFDO population, however,
the alternative of welfare exists, so that In agreeing to participate in supported
work, a woman at the least temporarily exchanges a certain, If not comfortable,
source of Income for an uncertain work future. This is even more difficult for
them, for making the move from welfare to work entails additional adjustments
In terms of child care, family life, and the possible loss of such benefitstas food.
stamps, Medicaid, and for those living In subsidized housing,, low rent. And,,
although total earnings do Increase through working, with the reductions in
household welfare Income, It has been roughly estimated that the net return to
APDC experimentals In the program i about $1.85 an hour. The example of one
supported worker In Hartford bears this out. Employed In a clerical-accounting
Job, she has Income of $100 a week from earnings and a small AFDC supplement
for which she IL still eligible because of her large family. This is corn pared to the
$400 a month she used to receive on welfare alone. However, the apparent
economic gain Is deceptive since her public housingrent-has risen from $60 to
$111 per month, and she now pays $102 for food stamps which used to cost
just $60.

The early records for participation In the program show that AFDO supported
workers do significantly better than their control counterparts for the first nine
months after enrollment. Supported work enrollees reported working approxi-
mately 31 out of 36 weeks, while those In the control group only 4 out of 86 weeks.
Average nine-months earnings for participants are almost $8,100 compared to
$525 for controls; average welfare Income was over $1,100 lower during those
nine months for participants than for controls, and about 10 percentof those
enrolled went off welfare altogether. Somewhat surprisingly, less than 2 percent
of those welfare mothers entering supported work, compared to 18 percent of the
controls, aid that making child care arrangenients so they could work was a
problem. Few from both groups reported using formal day care services, however.
Most used baby sitters and some used other household members.

In the area of comparison between the AFDC supported Workers and the other
target groups within the demonstration, the findings continue to indicate a high
Interest in work. While In the program, the AFDC3 group had the highest work
attendance rate of 90 percent, and the lowest percentage of firings. just 18 percent
compared to the demonstration total figure of 8S percent. The AFDC women also
stay In the program longer than any of the other target groups; their average
time is 10 months. At this point of time, almost one third of them have gone on
to permanent. unsubsidized employment, compared to about'20 percent of the
other target populations. Only 11 percent have left the program because they
didn't like the work experience and presumably preferred to remain on welfare.

AFDC women can be characterized In general as workers who are reliable and
steady. They are, however, less likely to take-the Initiative in finding jobs for
themselves. Only one fourth of those who gain employment find their own Jobs,
while half of the other target groups do so. This probably stems from a relatively
low level of prior work experience, and their anxiety shout entering the regular
labor market. Supported work seems to provide them with a very Important oppor-
tunity to acclimate themselves to the structure of the work setting, and a time
In which to gain self-confidence.

The women's supported work Jobs span a wide range of activities. In Chicago
and New York. most hold clerical Jobs: in several other cities they serve as nurses'
assistants. kitchen helpers, daycare personnel or maintenance workers. In New
York, most AFDC participants say they do not want blue collar or trade work,
but many crews throughout the country are involved In work that Is not usually
done by females. In Massachusetts. for example, almost 27 percent of the ArD
women are engaRd n constrntion-related activities, as are about 17 percent In
Oakland. Overall. however, the majority of AFDC partleinants are engaged.
during and after the program, in service-related activities. When they join the
active labor force, their placement wage averages W.02 ner hour. which Is higher
than their In-program Income of 2.74 an hour, but still lower than' the average
for all groups. 98.59. This haa been attributed to their shorter pre-program work
experience and the general nationwide disparity between the male and femalO
ware rates.

Supported work is financed by a nnmher of sources. One source Is the combined
national government and private foundation funds which are granted to M.D.R.C.
Grants from state and local governments form another. A third important source.
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accounting for almost 20 percent of the total funds at present, is Income which
the sites generate from the production of useful goods and services. Income-
p'roducing work activities range from the manufacture of furniture in Hartford
and Seattle, to the winterization of homes in Wisconsin and West Virginia to
the maintenance of public and private buildings and facilities In Atlanta and
New York. Finally, a number of the sites are now diverting Income transfer
benefits, which would otherwise have gone directly to the recipients, Into a wage
pool.

Diversion of such welfare benefits has developed into a funding source for
supported work in nine of the national demonstration sites. Traditionally, our
society has viewed such transfer payments solely as a way to provide Income
support to individuals and families who, for one reason or another, are unable to
obtain full-time employment. It is altogether possible that Income transfer pay-
ments can be used to help create employment opportunities through programs
such as supported work on a more sustained basis.

The concept is quite simple: When persons receiving welfare are hired by a
supported work program, they authorize the diversion of their Income transfer
payments to the program; those payments are then combined with other funds
and used to pay wages for full-time supported work jobs. It is a concept which
offers little risk and may produce substantial benefits. Recipients learn work
habits and work skills while earning more money than they would have received
directly from welfare. Recipients also have a better chance than they've ever had
before to obtain permanent jobs and thus get off welfare completely. The Income-
maintenance system benefits because, with no additional financial outlay, it Is
Investing in the production of meaningful goods and community services, and In
Job creation and Job training which may lead significant numbers of long-term
welfare recipients toward lives of self support.

AFDC benefits are now being diverted on a demonstration basis under the
authority of section 1115 of the Social Security Act. As such, AFDC diversion
requires site by site approval and is extremely complicated. There are a number
of options available which could streamline this process and make it a more
permanent fixture In an improved employment and Income maintenance strategy.
WVhile this may require some changes In federal law or regulations, these changes
are relatively minor and should probably be aimed only at the chronic AFDC
recipient.

In conclusion, it seems clear, particularly from the examination of the AFDC
supported workers' performance, that although many categorically determined
"employable" individuals do not have the work skills or the work habits to make
It in a competitive society, at least some of them do have the willingness, and often
the determination, to work. Our experience with the supported work demonstra-
tion indicates that many such individuals can become competitive If Just offered
an opportunity to work In small groups composed. of individuals from similar
backgrounds and with similar disabilities; if offered-low but gradually more
stressful work assignments; and if rewarded more often than usual for successful
Job performance. This kind of work environment is not necessary for everyone
on the welfare roles, but we believe it is appropriate for those who need some
additional supports in order to compete effectively.

THE UmmN IrTvTrT,
Washington, D.C., November SO, 1978.

Senator DAziEx PA cCK MOYNIHAN,
U.8. Senate,
Commit tee on Finance,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MOYNIHAN : Thank you for your Invitation to submit testimony
concerning the dynamics of welfare dependency.

We have completed several studies In which aspects of the current welfare
system were evaluated. In one analysis, we explored whether aspects of the AFD
(Aid to Families with Dependent Children) program constitute an economic In.
centive to out-of-wedlock childbearing. In the second Instance, we considered the
Impact of AFDC benefit levels and availability on marital dissolution and welfare
receipt among respondents in the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID).

In our study of out-of-wedlock fertility, we explored whether public policies
affect the probability of premarital sexual activity among teenagers, the occur-
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rence of premarital pregnancies and the outcome of premarital pregnancies
among teenagers. In addition, we studied the association between state out-of-
wedlock birth rates and public policies. In general, we did not uncover any pat.
terns of evidence that provide statistical support for the notion that generous or
easily available AFDC benefits represent an-economic Incentive for premarital
pregnancy or childbearing. In one analysis, we found that women In states that
cover unemployed fathers through AFDC are less likely to carry their pregnancy
to an out-of-wedlock birth; however, the primary reason seemed to lie in associa-
tion between coverage of fathers and more frequent abortion, rather than more
frequent marriage."

In the case of marital dissolution, a positive association between a state's
AFDC benefit level and the probability of divorce or separation between 1972 and
1976 was noted among married couples In the PSID' However, the magnitude ot
the effect Is essentially trivial: a $100 differential in the monthly AFDC benefit
level across states was found to be associated with an increase in the probability
of marital dissolution of 3 percent over the four-year time period. Furthermore,
although multivariate controls were applied, the meaning of such an association
is Inevitably ambitious. For example, "liberal" states may both have generous
benefits and high divorce rates.

In a related analysis among female heads In the PSID survey, a $100 lncr~ase
in the monthly AFDC benefit was associated with a 4 percent increase in the
probability that a female bead would Le receiving some form of welfare assist-
ance; however, the association is not statistically significant.'

These studies did not address the possible impact of altering the current welfare
system. However, the absence of large and statistically reliable welfare effects in
these analyses--as in most othert studies of which I am aware-suggests a con-
clusion that accords with common sense. People are unlikely to r .mlnate a happy
marriage or bear a child out-of-wedlock solely to qualify for government assist-
ance. The economic incentive Is not sufficient to prompt Individuals to make such
important decisions against their own best Interests. Welfare may make it possible
for an unmarried mother to support her child or enable a woman in an unhappy
marriage to terminate the relationship; however, our work suggests that the net
effects of any such tendencies are small.

In all of our analyses, other factors were found to be far more impoi'ant
determinants of people's behavior than the level or availability of welfare benefits.
Affecting these other factors seems a preferable and more productive means of
affecting welfare dependency. For example, in our study of out-of-wedlock
fertility, teenage out-of-wedlock childbearing occurred more frequently among
blacks where access to contraception was limited or restricted by age of consent
laws and, among whites, where access to abortion was limited. Similarly, in our
study of welfare receipt, we found that female household heads were more likely
to receive welfare assistance if they had little work experience, low expected
earnings, or large families, and if they did not receive alimony or child support.
These findings suggest that implementation of equal employment opportunity,
provision of family planning services, and enforcement of child support laws
represent means of reducing the likelihood that marital dissolution will be
associated with public dependency.

I am enclosing several relevant research articles for the use of your Committee.
If I can be of any further assistance, pleatse let me know.

Sincerely,
KRISTIN A. MOORE. Pu. D.,

Research Associate, Program ol Research on Women and Family Policy.

w Krtstln A. Moore and Steven B. CaIdwell. '"nhe EfleCt of Government Policies on Out-of.
Wedlock Sex and Pregnancy." Family Planning Perspectives. Vol. 9. No. 4. July/Anx. 19T7.
IKristin A. Moore. Uinda J. Waite. Sandrn L. Hofferth and Steven B. Caldwell 1The Con.squenees of Age at First Childbirth: Marriage, Separation and Divorm" Urban Institute
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THE Co.xsqs NcEs or AE AT FIRST CHuILDBRr: MAMAGE, SZPAULATION Are

Dvo-r.

(By Kristin A. Moore, Linda J. Waite, Sandra L. Hofferth and Steven B.
Caldwell)

Tnz URBAN IlsvIrrr,
Waehingtos, D.O., July, 1918.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Although many teenage pregnancies and births, particularly among black teen-
agers, occur to young women who are unmarried, the vast majority of mothers
have married by their early twenties. Indeed, a high proportion of marriages seem
ti be precipitated by pregnancy or birth. Not only Is a current first birth highly
associated with the probability of marriage, but a birth in the previous year Is
also related to a higher likelihood of entering marriage. Young women who have
not married within two years of the birth of their first child, though, seem to
experience a slightly lower probalility of marriage.

The confirmation of a link between early pregnancy and early marriage confirms
our everyday observaton. A question of greater debate Is whether the marriages
formed under such cirmustances are particularly unstable. The unique difficulties
posed by the combination of early marriage plus parenthood are unlike those suf-
fered by couples who simply marry young but postpone childbearing. In addition.
couples who marry after or In response to a premarital pregnancy may face spe-
cial difficulties. On the other hand, marriages between young people not yet
lone with their schooling and personal growth may be inherently unstable, while

the presence of children may present many reasons to young parents to remain
married. Several research strategies were employed with two national longitudl.
nml data sets to approach these issues. The essential question is whether an early
birth or an early marriage leads to a higher probability of marriage break-up.

The weight of the evidence that we have generated suggests that it is teenage
marriage that is associated with a higher probability of marital dissolution.
Regardless of the age of the mother at first childbirth and far more Important
than the timing of the birth relative to the marriage, the youthfulness of the
couple, as measured by the wife's age, seems to be a critical determinant of
divorce and separation.

In an initial analysis of young women interviewed between 1968 and 1972 Inthe National Longitudinal Survey of Young Women (NLS), the probability of
having ever been separated or divorced by age 24 was found to be strongly affected
by the woman's age when she contracted her first marriage. When age atamarriage
was controlled for statistically, age at first childbirth had no impact on the
incidence of divorce or separation. A premarital. first birth also had no effect on
marital (issohltion. A higher probability of having experienced marital break-up
was noted among women with lower education, women living on the Pacific Coast,
blacks. and young women from more recent birth cohorts.

Another analysis of the same NIS data explored the incidence of divorce over
the survey years among young women who were married in the Initial year.
Again, age at first marriage was a critical predictor of marital dissolution over
the period between 1998 and 1972, while age at first childbirth had no effect on
marital stability. Also, black women, women with lower education, and women
living on the Pacific Coast were more likely to terminate their marriages, as
were women who themselves earned the majority of the family's income. Couples
with relatively substantial assets were particularly likely to remain married.
Net of these other factors, the husband's income, the presence of children under
age three, the AFDC benefit level in the region of residence, marital duration, and
the timing of the first birth relative to the marriage all had no impact on the
probability of marriage break-up.

Because age at first marriage and age at first childbirth are so highly corre-
lated (r=.71), the NLS sample was broken down into sub-samples according to
the womans age at first marriage. Even among these groups of women all mar-
ried at about the same age, the woman's age at first childbirth was not found
to be related to the probabiUty of divorce or separation. The model was found
to explain marital dissolution considerably better among couples who wed when
they were at least age 21, suggesting that more individualistic and Idiosyncratic
factors affect couples who marry at younger ages. Among couples married when
the wife was 17 or younger, the onl' factors found to predict the marital stabil-
ity were the number of years already married, race and parental socioeconomic
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status. Whites were found to be less likely to experience separation or divorce,
while wives from higher status families are more likely to end their marriages
if they wed while teenagers. Among couples who married at closer to the usual
age at marriage, having financial assets, the presence of a young child and being
white all lessen the likelihood of divorce.

Because of the importance of race to the likelihood of divorce and separation
In these analyses, separate regressions were conducted for NLS whites and for
black& This analysis clearly Indicates the importance of age at first marriage
in predicting to marital instability among whites. Whites who wed as teenagers
experience a significantly higher probability of divorce and separation. However,
when age at marriage is controlled, age at first childbirth has no positive impact
on instability; if anything, white teenage parents have a lower probability of
divorce, net of age at marriage. Among blacks, both early marriage and early
parenthood predict to a slightly higher probability of marital instability, but
neither effect Is statistically significant.

The association between age at first childbirth, age at first marriage, and
marital dissolution was then examined with a second national longitudinal sur-
vey, the Panel Study of income Dynamics (PSID). Respondents in this survey
were of all ages, and it was not possible to ascertain whether respondents had
ever been divorced in the past. Consequently, the experience of divorce and sepa-
ration over the years 1972 to 1976 was examined. Again teenage marriage but
not teenage parenthood was associated with marriage break-up. However, many
of the couples in this sample were sufficiently old to have experienced both
divorce and re-marriage. Therefore, a smaller sub-sample was Identified, com-
posed of only those couples married for ten years or less in 1972, and the Inci-
dence of marital break-up among these couples was examined.

In this sample, too, couples who wed when the woman was a teenager experi-
enced a considerably higher incidence of divorce and separation over the period
from 1972 to 1976. Again, teenage childbirth was negatively associated with the
probability of marital break-up, when age at marriage was controlled. Also, the
timing of the first birth relative to marriage had no statistically significant asso-
ciation with marriage break-up, nor did the presence of young children, hus-
band's income, husband's education, or the duration of marriage. Higher female
wages and a higher unemployment rate in the local labor market, predict to a
higher probability of marital dissolution, while better-educated wives tended
to experience fewer break-ups.

In a final analysis, the year-by-year probability of marital dissolution was
examined with each data set, and no evidence was found to suggest either that
a current first birth or a past first birth serves to significantly Increase the prob-
ability that a marriage will end.

In sum, none of the analyses conducted on these data sets indicate that teen-
age childbearing increases the risk of marital dissolution later in life. Moreover,
women experiencing a first birth before or in the same year as marriage are not
more likely to subsequently experience a marriage break-up. However, this does
not mean that teenage childbearing is unrelated to the incidence of divorce and
separation. As noted earlier, many marriages are entered during the teenage
years under the press of an early pregnancy or birth. Certainly many of these
young marriages would never have been formed or would not have been formed
at the time if the pregnancy had not occurred. And our analyses strongly indi-
cate that marriages entered during the teenage years are far less likely to suc-
ceed. Furthermore, divorce when it occurs may impose greater economic hard-
ship on the family if the young mother has failed to complete her education and
acquire work experience and if the young father has curtailed his education in
order to support a family. Young parents may also fail to acquire the assets and
education that seem to serve as a buffer against marital break-up. In addition,
the hardship imposed by a divorce or separaion probably tends to be greater
when children are involved than when a childless couple splits up.

Our finding that teenage marriages appear to be particularly prone to end,
whether the young couple have children or postpone the first birth, should cer-
tainly be evaluated using other research strategies and other data sets, partic-
ularly data sets that permit controls for whether the first birth was intended at
the time it occurred and which permit analysis of whether a person has ever
experienced a divorce or separation. However, the conclusion from these ana-
lyses is clear. The marriages of women who first wed during the teenage years
are less viable than those of older brides. This relationship Is not accounted for
by the association between teenage marriage and teenage parenthood, by the
relatively poor economic prospects faced by those who wed while very young,
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or to differences in family background, social, or demographic characteristics
associated with early marriage. Early marriage itself appears to be responsible.
Given this finding, the current trend toward delayed marriage Is a hopeful sign,
one which may signal a decline in the frequency of divorce in the future.

FEMALE HEADED FAMILIES

The recent rise in the incidence of female headed families has concerned
policy makers because nearly half of all families headed by a woman are In
poverty. Although some of these families originate through the death of the
husband, most are formed by divorce or separation or, to a lesser extent, by an
out-of-wedlock birth. Since teenage births often precipitate early marriages,
with their disproportionately high probability of break-up, or occur out-of-
wedlock, the association between having a first birth as a teenager and later
being a female head was explored among several samples of mothers. In the
NLS, all women who had had a child by age 24 and all female heads with chil-
dren at age 24 were studied. All PSID women with children under age 18 and
all female heads with children less than 18 were also studied.

Teenage childbirth does not appear to be associated with subsequent female
headship, either in cross tabulations or in multivariate analyses. However, the,
occurrence of a premarital birth does predict to later being a female head. A
teenage marriage also predicts to later female headship, presumably because of
the association between early marriage and marital break-up. Since pregnancy
precipitates many early marriages and since teenage births occur disproportion-
ately outside of marriage, early childbearing may be viewed as having an
indirect effect.

Overall, women are less likely to be female heads If they have a young child,
if they are white, attend church frequently, and, nonsignificantlly, if they are
Catholic. Women with relatively good earnings and work experience are more
lilkly to be female heads, although it Is not clear whether they become female
heads in part because they are advantaged in the labor market or whether being
a female head has resulted In greater experience and earnings. Labor market
conditions were not found to have any effect over and above women's own earn-
ings. Women in cities and on the Pacific Coast are somewhat more likely to be
female heads, as are women with a physical limitation of some sort and women
without a high school education. Young women in the NLS sample are more likely
to be female heads, though there Is no effect of age in the PSID sample.

WELFARE RECXIPIENCY

Of greater concern than the incidence of female headed families is the poverty
and welfare dependency of this family form. We find a strong asso -Iatlon between
receipt of welfare assistance and age at first birth overall; however, our analyses
indicate that this association disappears when controls for education, family size,
labor force participation, age at marriage and race are Included.

Mothers whose first child was born outside of marriage are more likely to
receive welfare; this association is particularly strong among younger women.
Women who have never married are considerably wore likely to be welfare
recipients. Age at marriage, however, is not related to the probability of public
assistance.

A number of factors other than age at first childbirth were found to influence
welfare dependency, and several of them suggest Indirect routes by which the
occurrence of an early birth increases the odds of welfare receipt at a later age.
For example, women whose first birth occurs during the teenage years tend to
have larger families, and family size is a strong predictor of welfare reciplency.
In addition, and early birth often disrupts the young women's schooling, and
lower educational attainment Increases the likelihood that a woman will later
require public assistance. Women with relatively low earning ability and little
work experience are also more likely to receive welfare, as are women who have
some sort of physical limitation. Mothers who do not receive child support or
alimony are considerably more likely to receive welfare, as are black women, and
women who have been female heads for a relatively long time. In addition, women
living in cities and on the Pacific Coast are slightly more likely to receive benefits.
Finally. those women who live in states with relatively generous benefits in the
Aid to Families with Dependent Children program have a little higher probability
of being welfare recipients; but the association is not statistically significant
among the sample of female heads.
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In sum, early childbearing is not directly related to subsequent welfare de-
pendency. However, a teenage birth can increase the probability of welfare
receipt indirectly in numerous ways. To the extent that an early pregnancy
precipitates teenage marriages which subsequently breakup, the birth contributes
to the formation of a family with a high probability of welfare dependency.
Similarly, a teenage out-of-wedlock birth creates a family form with a high
probability of needing public assistance. Moreover, the low educational attain-
ment and relatively large families of teenage mothers Increase the likelihood of
welfare receipt. For these reasons, teenage mothers tend to be disproportionately
represented among the recipients of public assaltance.

TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

Another approach was employed to examine the short run association between
a birth and welfare receipt. A strong association was found. Among NLS women
who are not receiving public assistance, a premarital first birth greatly increases
the probability that a woman will go on welfare. Among women who already
live in households that receive assistance, a premarital first birth reduces the
probability that a young woman will go off welfare to virtually zero. Post
marital first births exert only slight pressures on welfare entry and exit during
the year of the birth. The impact of a first birth persists for several years, but in
greatly reduced magnitude. Apparently, as the years go by the direct impact of a
birth translates into an indirect impact that is transmitted instead through vari-
ables such as education, income, and family size.

THE EFFECT OF ('OVEINMENT POLICIES ON OUT-OF-WEDLOCK SEX AND PREGNANCY

(By Kristin A. Moore and Steven B. Caldwell)

Of all children born out of wedlock, at least 60 percent end up on welfare. They
represent over 30 percent of all children receiving Aid to Families with Depend-
ent Children (AFDC), and the proportion Is rising1 In fact, the proportion of all
births occurring outside of marriage has been increasing steadily, from five per-
cent in 1960 to 14 percent in 1975G. Concern over these trends has led to specula-
tion that governmental policies may have encouraged them. It is frequently
argued that the provision of welfare support for children born outside of mar-
riage encourages women to become pregnant outside of marriage, or at least dis-
courages marriage among women who do become pregnant while unwed. The ex-
istence of AFDC is also sometimes alleged to encourage teenagers to become preg-
nant in order to form their own households and thus escape parental control
and-conflict.' In additition, it is suggested that the provision of contraceptive
services and abortion encourages promiscuity and carelessness among unmarried
people." Such beliefs seem to constitute the basis for much of the opposition to
government policies in the area of welfare support.

Several governmental programs are of particular relevance in this connection.
AFDC provides welfare support for low-income families. The size of the monthly
benefit and the ease of obtaining benefits vary from state to state. Do states with
generous, eWsily available benefits encourage---or fail to discourage-childbearing
among unmarried women? Some states refuse to provide AFDC if there is a
father in the home-even if he is unemployed. Does absence of coverage for un-
employed fathers reduce the likelihood of marriage and thus encourage out-of-
wedlock childbearing? Does the availability of abortion in a state reduce the like-
lihood that premaritally pregnant women will carry pregnancies to out-of-wed-
lock births? Does abortion encourage contraceptive carelessness, thus increasing
the rate of pregnancy? Does the availability of subsidized family planning
services decrease the probability of conception among the unmarried, or does it
rather enable or even encourage earlier Initiation of sexual activity among un-
married females with no decline in the probability of conception? The research
reported here represents an attempt to evaluate empirically whether government
programs have consequences other than those officially intended.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

The data are derived from a survey of a national probability sample of 1,479
black and 8,132 other (referred to as white henceforth) females aged 15-19 in
1971 living In households or college dormitories. The survey was conducted by
John F. Kantner and Melvin Zelnik. A number of descriptive reports based on

Footnotes at end of article.
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the data have already been published* 4 Respondents were questioned about their
sexual and reproductive attitudes and histories, as well as their personal and
family backgrounds. Only eight percent of the respondents had ever been married,
but 28 percent reported having had sexual intercourse; nearly 14 percent re-
ported having been pregnant at some time. Since women aged 15-19 bear more
than half of all out-of-wedlock children--nd probably even larger proportions
of those who are unwanted and those who end up requiring welfare-this is an
appropriate data base for examining the issues described above.

Three tratiitions are examined, each for a different eligible subpopulation:
first intercourse among virgins;
first pregnancy among the sexually experienced; and
pregnancy outcome (abortion, marriage or out-of-wedlock birth) among

those who conceive premaritaly.
The analysis is based on multiple regression with dichotomous dependent vari-

ables that are set equal to one if a transition takes place and zero if no transi-
tion takes place. For example, if first Intercourse occurs during a particular year
in the life of a female who is a virgin at the beginning of the year, the dependent
variable equals one. If Intercourse does not take place, the dependent variable
equals zero. Similarly, if a first pregnancy occurs during a year to a young woman
who is sexually experienced, the dependent variable equals one, and zero other-
wise. Since we hypothesize that age and race each Interact in major ways with
other influences on sexual activity and pregnancy, separate regressions were
performed by age (years 12-15*0 and 16-18) and-race for the first two transitions.

The number of young women who reported premarital pregnancies is, of course,
considerably smaller than the total -number in the initial sample. Of the 4,611
teenagers in the Kantner-Zelnik 1971 study, only 520 represent premarital con.
ception. Because of the diminshed sample, size, analyses were conducted on the
entire sample of premaritally pregnant teenagers, rather. than on separate age
and race groups. Three possible outcomes of a premarital conception were an&,
lyzed: marriage prior to birth: abortion; and live out-of-wedlock blrtb.t Clearly,
these are not independent analyses. Their value lies in their ability to supple.
ment one another.

Public policy variables were added to each respondent's computer record to
represent governmental progmns In her state of residence at about (or a little
before) the time of the survey:

AFD benefit level. AFDC (yearly amount paid In state to a family with four
recipients, July 1971) divided by 1960median family Income in state

AF)C acceptance rate. AFDC application accepted in state in .1971, divided
by AFDC applications in state in 1971

AFDC unemployed father program. Whether state AFDC program covered
unemployed father, 1970:

0 = no program in respondent's state of residence
1 = program exists in respondent's state of residence

Family planning availability. Percent of need for subsidized family planning
services met in state, 1969 (based on estimate of need in J. C. Dryfdos, "Women
Who Need and Receive Family Planning Services: Estimates at Mid-Decade,"
Family Planning Perspectives, 7:172, 1975):

1 = 0-10% of need met
2 > >10-20% of need met
3 > 20% of need met

Abortion availability. Availability in 1971 (a compound of abortion rates,
ratios, laws and amount of time that passed since liberalizing legislation):

I = liberal
2 = intermediate
3= restrictive

FIRST INTERCOURSE

To test the hypothesis that liberal public policies encourage sexual activity,
measures of the availability of legal abortion and of subsidized family planning

* In 1976. Kantner and Zelnik fielded a second nationwide study of female adolescent
sexuality, contraception and pregnancy; one report from this study (on sexuality and
contraception) has been published. However, the results were published too late to be
considered in this research. (See: U. Zelnik and J. F. Kantner, "Sexual and Contraceptive
Exnerlence .... " 197T. reference TA

**We assumed that all respondents were nonmarried virgins at age 11. Each cohort
was then aged forward to the point at which they had initiated sexual activity and had
experienced a pregnancy. (See: K. A. Moore and 8. B. Caldwell, reference 1, p. 92.)

t Miscarriages were dropped from the sample after no patterns in the occurrence of thin
outcome were detected.
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services In the respondent's state of residence were Included In the analysis, Meas-
ures of the level of welfare benefits and of the rate of acceptance of welfare
applications in the respondent's ptate of residence were also included to test the
hypothesis that generous welfare policies encourage sexual activity by.provid-
ing an income cushion in case of premarital pregnancy. As shown In the top
deck of Table 1, no consistent pattern emerges Indicating that public policies
affect the initiation of sexual activity, although several weak associations can be
found both In support of and against these hypotheses.

higb AFDO benefits are associated with a higher probability of first inter-
course among older white virgins; however, a high AFDC acceptance rate is re-
lated to a lower probability of first intercourse among older whites and among
younger blacks. In addition to this Inconsistency, subsequent analyses with these
data (and with a related state-level data set) have produced no positive associa-
tions between welfare generosity and the probability, of conception (see bottom.
deck of Table 1) or between welfare benefit levels and the probability of an
out-of-wedlock birth (see Table 2, p. 166). This suggests that the single Instance
of a positive association between welfare generosity and early sexual experience
may be an artifactual finding (especially since one would expect welfare bene-
fits which are paid only for children to have more of an effect on pregnancy
than on sexual activity).

TABLE I.-SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL DATA INDICATING PROB-
ABIUTY OF TRANSITION TO SEXUAL ACTIVITY AND TO PREGNANCY AMONG U.S. WOMEN AGED IS TO i, BY AGE
AND RACE, CIRCA 1971

Direction of association, by race and ale
Whites SBcks

Variable 12ols 16 to l 12 to15 i16 to 18

Transition to sexual activity:
Older age .............................................. + + +
Higer education of fathe or father sobstitute---------------. -
Hlgber education of mother or mother substitute--------------0 0 0
ROOMncof birth cohort .............................. + + +
More frequent church attendanc........................ - - - -

pe Catholic ..................................... 0 0 0 0
NKont1lntAc* of origi ................................ + + +
Raspont lves onPacf ut--- +.......................... + 0
Form a- -r- -........................................ 0
Cel cityoe aw"" ................................. + + + +

Hihaoto vlaiiy......0 0 0 0
Hlh AFDC benr ................ . 0 + 0 0

igh AF C acceptance rate-- .............. .0 - - 0
ilhu.e f m planning nee ...................... 0 0 0 0

Transition to pregnancy:
Olderage- . .................................. + 0 +
Hiher education of farther father substitute ............... 0 0 0
Higer education of other or mother substitute............ - - - 0

ocencyof lth cohort- ................................ 0 0 - 0
Hlgh Imoance ofro n torespondet- -.................. 0 + 0 0

mpornent Co ..................................... 0 0 + +
NUonntact amhiyofdorgin .... ........................... 0 0 0 +
10o2 yrutroreexperence-----------------------... + + 0

Ever vsedcontraception----------------------------0.... 0 0 0
Urbanlrural M1resience------------------------------.. 0 0 0 0
Hih abortion avalbility .............. ........ ..... 0 0 0 0
Hih AFDC benets ..................................... 0 0 - 0
High AFDC acceptance ,ate ............................... 0 0 0 0
High unnet ily planning ned ........................ 0 0 0 +

Note: + equals positive assoction; -quals negative association; 0 equals no statistlcaly significant association.
Source: K A. Moore and S. S. Ca~d.,, reference 1, tables 37 and 39.

The top deck of Table 1 also shows that the availability of subsidized family
planning services in 1989" was not related to the initiation of sexual activity In
any of these age-race groups. Nor was the availability of legal abortion found to
be associated with a greater probability of sexual experience among any of the
subgroups.

* In 1969, relatively few unmarried teenagers were served by organtsed family planning
clinics.
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OTHER FACTORS AND FIRST INTERCOURSE

Kantner and Zelnik have observed that more recent birth cohorts are experienc-
Ing first intercourse at earlier ages.t I Such a change means that that much larger
populations are at risk of pregnancy, abortion, forced marriage, out-of-wedlock
childbearing and venereal disease.

No full measure of social class is available, but as Kantner and Zelnik found
in their 1971 study,' we also found that, -by and large, those teenagers with less-
educated fathers began sexual activity at earlier ages. Later initiation of sexual
experience was noted among whites, and among teens who attended church regu-
larly, or who lived on a farm, or who came from intact families. Neither Catholic
identification nor the educational level of the mother was found to be related
to age at first intercourse.*

PREGNANCY

The hypothesis that general AFDC benefits and high AFDC acceptance rates
would be associated with a greater incidence of pregnancy was not supported by
our research. As the bottom deck of Table 1 shows, no indiciation of such a
relationship was found. In addition, no association was found between the avail-
ability of legal abortion and a higher probability of pregnancy, thus arguing
against the contention that abortion encourages contraceptive carelessness.

On the other hand, the availability of subsidized family planning services was
found to be negatively related to the occurrence of pregnancy among older
black teens. The availability of family planning, services was measured using
data prepared for the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity showing the percent
of unmet need for family planning services in a state In 1969. Our analysis shows
that there was a significant lower annual probability of pregnancy among older
teenage black women living in states with the most subsidized family planning
services. (This finding Is not replicated among the other sub-groups.) Given the
frequently lower income of blacks in the United States, It seems reasonable to
assume that older black teenagers are somewhat overrepresented among users
of subsidized family planning services and thus are more affected by their avail-
ability than whites. It is important to note that although family planning avail-
ability is not related to a greater likelihood of premarital sex, it does seem to be
related to a lower incidence of conception, at least among older black teenagers.

OTHER VARIABLES AFFECrING CONCEMPTON
It has also been maintained that the education of the mother (or mother sub-

stitute) affects the probability of conception among teenagers, since young womenwith better educated mothers should be more knowledgeable about sex, repro-
duction and contraception. Our analysis confirms this argument; the likelihood
of conception Is lower for teenagers with better educated mothers, as Is shown In
the bottom deck of Table 1. This variable does not seem to be a proxy for social
class, however, since the education of the father or father substitute was not
found to be related to preganacy. In addition, the probability of preganancy is
higher when there is no mother (or substitute) in the home, or when the re-
spondent is not aware of the educational attainment of the woman designated as
her caretaker. The prrbability of conception is also higher among blacks, among
teenagers who did nut live in intact families when they were aged 10-15, and
among teens aged 15 or older.

tFor example, 18.0 percent of 15-year-olds In 19706 compared with 10.9 percent in 1971had initiated Pexual activity: among 16-year-olds. 25.4 percent in 1976 had done so,
compared with 21.2 percent In 1971.

Footnot i at end of article.
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TABLE 2.-SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES Of INDIVIDUAL DATA INDICATING
PROBABILITY OF ABORTION, MARRIAGE OR OUT-OF-WEDLOCK BIRTH AMONG PREMARITALLY PREGNANT U.S
WOMEN AGED 1S TO 19. CIRCA 1971

Direction cf association, by pranancyoutcome a

Variable Abortion Marriage O.W birth

Older age ........................................................ 0 0 0
College-educated father or father substitute ------------------------- + 0 -
Pregnacy desired --------------.----------------------------- - + -.
Recency of pregnancy (caendar year) ............................... - 0 0
High Importance of religion to respondent ............................ -- 0 0
Respondent Catholic ...................................----------- 0 0 0
Respondent white .. ..--------------------------------------- + + -
Nonintact family of origin .......................................... 0 0 0
Urban/rural residence ............................................ _0 0 0
High abortion availability ........................................... 0 -
High AFDC benefits ----------------------------------------------- - 0 0
High AFOC acceptance rate ---------------------------------------- 0 0 -
AFDC unemployed father program .................................. 0 0 -

I All ever-pegnant respondents included in the same regression.
Note: + equals positive association; - equals negative association; 0 equals no statistically significant association.
Source: K. A. Moore and S. B. Caldwell, reference 1, table 41.

Older white teenagers who regard their religion as Important to them, and
black Catholics, are just slightly more likely to become pregnant. Not suprisingly,
longer exposure to sexual intercourse is also positively associated with a higher
annual probability of conception. Little Impact from individuil contraceptive use
was documented, probably because of the lack of detail in the variable available
for analysis and because of the sporadic and ineffective use of contraceptive
among adolescents.t

OUTCOME OF A PREMARITAL CONCEPTION

Once a premarital conception has occurred, decisions about continuing or ter-
minating the pregnancy must be made. It seems reasonable to assume that policy
variables would have the greatest impact at this time. What Impact does govern-
mental policy actually have on pregnancy outcome?

As Table 2 shows, in states having relatively generous AFDO benefit levels,
the probability of abortion is significantly lower. The probability of marriage in
order to legitimate a birth and the probability of having a child out of wedlock
are both slightly (but not significantly) higher. On the other hand, states with
high AFDC acceptance rates were found to have a significantly lower proportion
of out-of-wedlock births. There is, then no statistically significant evidence link-
ing welfare availability with the probability of carrying an out-of-wedlock preg-
va"j to an out-of-wedlock birth.

AFDC coverage of unemployed fathers seems to be" a program with rather
direct relevance to the probability of marriage among many couples faced with
a premarital pregnancy. Young women residing in states with such a program
do have a slightly (but not significantly) higher probability of marriage--but
a considerably (though still not gignipantly) higher probability of undergoing
abortion as well. Consequently, presence of an unemployed father program is
associated with a significantly lower incidence of out-of-wedlock childbearing.
One would expect more marriages in the presence of such a program because it
allows young couples to marry and receive AFDC payments If the father is un-
employed. The higher Incidence of abortion was not predicted and may well be
an artifact of i simultaneous occurrence of liberal abortion policies and AFDC
coverage of unemployed fathers.

Table 2 also shows that wide availability of legal abortion has a strong, sta-
tistically significant Impact on pregnancy outcome. Even in a 1971 data set, the
Impact of changes in abortion laws over time can be noted. When the outcomes

I Kantner and Zelnlk found that In 1971. only 18 percent of sexually experienced.
nevermarn-led teenage women reported that they always used contraonrton. and 17 percent
never tisp It. In addition. those who ieportul ever use of kn method rellpd heavily on
withdrawal, the condom and douche. (See: T. F. Kantner and M. Zelnik. "Contraception
and Pregnancy-...." 1073. reference 6.)
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of pregnancies occurring before 1970 are compared with those pregnancies oc-
curring in 1970 and 1971, we find that the abortion outcome is twice as frequent
In the later time period, and that there is about a six percent decline in the
proportion of pregnancies that terminate in live births.* There is also a slight
(but nonsignificant) decline in the proportion of pregnant teenagers who marry,
but this change seems to be outweighed by the impact of abortion, since there is
a net reduction in the probability of a life out-of-wedlock birth. The importance
of change over time In abortion laws is further emphasized by another variable
added to the current data set.

Respondents were assigned a code for the kind of abortion law existing in
their state of residence In 1971. An abortion outcome was much more frequently
reported by females residing in those states In which abortion was legal and
available, and in states where abortion was somewhat restricted but fairly
available (if only by virtue of geographic propinquity to a state in which abor-
tion was easily available). The impact of a high abortion rate Is felt on both the
marriage and the out-of-wedlock variables. Apparently- abortion availability
slightly reduces the probability of a forced arrlage, and has a significant effect
ini reducing the probability of an out-of-wedlock birth.

OTHER VARIABLES AFFWTINO OUTCOME

Overall, among those teenagers who. became premaritally pregnant, pregnancy
outcome was most strongly affected by four factors. As noted, young women
living in states with relatively liberal policies were significantly more likely to
obtain abortions and, correspondingly, were less likely to bear a child out of wed-
lock or to marry to legitimate the pregnancy. As Table 2 shows, young women
with college-educated fathers were also significantly more likely to obtain abor-
tions. On the other hand, young women who desired their pregnancies were
especially likely to marry. Black teenagers were far less likely to marry or
obtain abortions, and thus-were much more likely to carry their pregnancies to
term outside of marriage.

Since this analysis was conducted on the entire sample of premaritally preg-
nant teenagers, a variable for respondent's race appears for the first time. The
differences captured by this particular variable dwarf those captured by all
other Independent variables. Premaritally pregnant blacks are considerably less
likely than whites to obtain an abortions and are also much less likely to marry
before the birth. Thus, a markedly greater proportion of black teenagers end up
delivering Infants outside of marriage.

ANALYSIS OF STATE AGGREGATE DATA

To supplement the 1971 survey of 4,000 teenagers, an analysis of the variation
in out-of-wedlock birthrates among states in 1074 was also conducted. One pur.:
pose was to see whether state programs and certain socioeconomic character-:
istles seemed to affect the overall out-of-wedlock birthrates of the states in the
same way as they did out-of-wedlock childbearing among the tndividuaU in the
Kantner-Zelnik survey. The measurement of variables as they affect individuals
was cruder, and many factors could not be measured at all in the state-level
analysis.

* The 1976 Kantner-Zeinik data should give us a better Idea of the effect of abortion.
t Thesm data refer to the period prior to the 197,4 Supreme Court decisions on abortion.

when legal abortion was much le accessible to young, poor and black women. Jata on
alortlopis at n later period. 1972-1974, show that the abortion rate among black teenagers
f31.1) was 2.2 times higher than the rate for white teenagers (14.1). While the marital
stattis of these teenagers was Riot provided, it can be assumed that a majority of them
were uninarried. (See: C. Tietze. "Leval Abortions In the United States: Rate% and Ratios
by Race and Age, 1972-1974," Fam ll Planning Perspectirea, 9:12, 1977.)
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TABLE 3.-SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF STATE-LEVEL DATA INDICATING
PROBABIUTY OF IMPACT ON OUT-OF-WEDLOCK BIRTHRATES AMONG U.S. WOMEN AGED S TO 44. BY AGE
AND RACE, 1974

Direction of association, by race and age
Whites Blacks

Variable 151ik9 20 to 24 15to44 15 to 19 20to24 15 to 44

High AFOC benefits ............................. 0 0 0 - 0 0
High AFDC acceptance rate ....................... 0 0 0 0 0 0
High abortion availability ----------------------- - - - 0 0 0
Family planning availabiiity ...................... 0 0 0 - 0 0
Age of consent for contraception > 18 ............. 0 NA NA + NA NA
A Msof consent for abortion > 18.- ----------- 0 NA NA 0 NA NA
AFC u p ed father program- -------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0
AFDC unborn c d ovral -............... ------- 0 0 0 0 0 0
Medicaid ai coverage ................ . 0 0 0 0 0 0
Median educational attainment---------------.. 0 0 0 0 0 0
Percent of work force unemployed ................ 0 0 - 0 0
Percent of females 15-34 employed ............... 0 0 0 0 0 0
Female emnings .........-....................... 0 0 0 + 0 0
Female/male earnings ratio -------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0
Percent 31 Stats In SMSA's ....................... 0 0 0 0 0 0
Percent of State CaIc ------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 +

Note: + equals positive association; - equals negative association; 0 eqos no statIstically significnt association;
NA equals not applicable.

Source: K. A. Moore and S. B. Caldwel referencec 1, table 43.

The results of this analysis as summarized in Table 3 strengthen the impression
that public welfare policies, do not act as economic incentives to childbearing
outside of marriage. Neither AFDC benefit levels nor AFDC acceptance rates are
associated with the out-of-wedlock birthrates of blacks or whites.

Abortion availability is negatively associated with white out-of-wedlock birth-
rates, but shows no statistically significant association with black rates. Since
we know that nonwhites obtain nearly 30 percent of the abortions performed in
the United States, it seems surprising that abortion availability is not related to
black out-of-wedlock rates. This Is probably due to the lack of race- and age-
specific abortion data for states and to understatement of the unmarried popula-
tion denominator In our data.* We do find that existence of a state law limiting
family planning services to women aged 18 or older is associated with significantly
higher out-of-wedlock fertility among black teenagers. In addition, there is a
negative association between the availability of subsidized family planning serv-
ices and black teenage out-of-wedlock fertility, but no association with white
rates. It seems probable that the availability of subsidized family planning serv-
ices is most important to black teenagers, because of their frequently disadvan-
taged Income position.

Overall, measures of attitudes, social controls, alternatives to childbearing and
motivations for pregnancy and childbearing were not related to the out-of-wedlock
birthrate at the state level. Decisions regarding sexuality and reproduction are
intensely personal, however, and are better addressed at the individual level. One
value of the state-level analysis is that it explores whether individual decisions
add up to anything. That Is, can an aggregate effect of contextual variables be
identified? The variables of primary interest here are, of course, the public policy
variables, and from our analysis, it does not appear that AFDC benefits encourage
out-of-wedlock childbearing. In addition, subsidized family planning relates to
lower black teenage out-of-wedlock fertility, while abortion availability predicts
lower wite out-of-wedlock fertility. It is reassuring that on these crucial ques-
tions, the two complementary approaches are in accord.

wDIsCUSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Certainly the most important policy conclusion to be drawn from these analyses
is that the level of AFDC benefits and the AFDC acceptance rate do not seem to
serve as economic incentives to childbearing outside of marriage for either blacks

* Estimates of the unmarried population were obtained by applying 1970 state marriage
proportions to 1974 state estimates of population. Among whites, the proportion unmarried
jrrew only slightly between 1970 and 1974, but among blacks it increased significantly.
The effect, therefore, is to overestimate the out-of-wedlock birthrates for blacks.
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or whites. In addition, the availability of contraception and abortion does not
seem to encourage the Individual to initiate sexual activity. However, the avail-
ability of subsidized family planning services does seem to lower pregnancy rates,
especially among black teenagers; and the availability of abortion does seem to
reduce substantially the Incidence of out-of-wedlock childbearing among those
who are premaritally pregnant, especially for whites.

Knowledge and information about conception and contraception seem to be
Important as well. The educational attainment of the mother (or mother substi-
tute) is assumed to affect the amount of information a young woman has; It was
found that females with relatively poorly educated mothers were more likely to
become pregnant. Further, states which prohibited the provision of family plan-
ning services to teenagers had significantly higher out-of-wedlock birthrates
among blacks aged 15-19 (almost 20 more births per 1,000 unmarried females of
that age group). Even when services are available, however, use of contraception
among the young, unmarried population frequently seems to he erratic and
ineffective. Provision of better services and more information to those who want
them seems to be an Important policy goal.

It Is also essential to recognize that although most unmarried people do not
report that they desire pregnancy, some do. The latter are unlikely to seek
abortions Fnd are likely to marry before the birth. Information about the dif-
ficulties of early and single parenthood should also be made more available to
this group, even though those who do not wish to become parents premaritally
will he most motivated to take advantage of birth control information and
services.

Personal and family life style also seem to be important explanatory factors.
An intact family of origin and religious commitment seem to reduce the prob-
ability of sexual activity and pregnancy. Social and cultural factors are pertinent
ws well. For example, more recent birth cohorts. whites on the Pacific coast, and
lilacks are more likely to be sexually active, even after controlling for other
factors.

It is crucial to acknowledge that most of the variance remains unexplained.
In addition, the measurement of policy variables is crude. Ideally. such measure-
inment should capture the type of government policy in force (which may differ
froin the policy on the books) in the respondent's state or local community at the
time the respondent is making her decision about sex or pregnancy.

Other variables, not available in these data sets, also merit exploration. No
really good retrospective measures of family Income and social status were
available, and it would be desirable to include some measures of these important
fac.tors. I a(lition, a number of personal attributes are probably very lmlxrtant
influences. For examples, we still don't know the dynamics of the conception
prEKess among those not intending or desiring conception. What is the role of
ipeer group presure? How do sex-role attitudes affect the use of contraception
and the desire for pregmpancy? We also know little about the values, motivations
and expectations of unmarried males. Certainly, the decision to be sexually active
and to use contraception is made through an interactive process. How do un-
married males perceive their roles and responsibilities

In many ways. our results are still descriptive. We know that the education
of the father affects the likelihood that a young unmarried woman will become
spxttaily experlenced, but that among the sexually active, it Is the education of
the mother that affects the probability of pregnancy. Later. it is having a college-
educated father that affects the likelihood that a premaritallv pregnant female
will obtain an abortion. The decilsionmuaking processes that underlie these asso-
ciations are undoubtedly extremely complex. We can count offspring of uxmar-
ried people and estimate other important statistics, such as the proportion
sexually active and the proportion having abmrtions, but we have little idea of
what causes or explains the numnlers. Even at this point, we do not have a handle
on the decision-making process at the level of the individual person or couple.

Tie focus and the central task of this research has been to explore whether
muldlic welfare policies affect the occurrence of out-of-wedlock childbearing. Our

data indicate that the answer to this question is that welfare benefits do not
:nm menr to provide an economic incentive that encourages the bearing of children
outside of innarriage. To answer the question of what really motivates or explains
such childbearing requires a great deal of further, sophisticated and detailed
aunlytic research.
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EARLY CHILDBEAAINO AND EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

(By Kristin A. Moore and Linda J. Waite)

Although fertility rates in the United States have declined dramatically in the
past two decades among women aged 20"or older and have fallen slightly among
those axed 15-19,* the absolute number of births to teenagers has risen since the
mid-190s; at the present time, approximately one birth in five occurs to a young
woman not yet 20. In 1975, 15-to.19-year-olds bore some 580.000 babies (compared
to about 420,000 in 1950), and an additional 113,000 babies were born to girls 14 or
younger.

As has been widely documented, early childbearing is associated with serious
health consequences for both the mother and child.' In addition, women who
bear their first child while still quite young themselves tend to complete fewer
years of formal schooling than do those who delay entry into motherhood. One
investigator found that in 1967, nearly six out of every 10 women who bore their
first child at age 16 or younger has completed only eight or fewer years of
schooling.' and a more recent report showed that young women who become preg-
nant and carry to term while still in high school are much more likely than their
childless classmates to leave school without graduating.3

While there are reasons to expect that a birth during the teen years will often
lead to termination of formal schooling -given such realities as lack of day care
facilities, problems of financial support and absence of educational facilities
geared to the needs of pregnant teenagers--several researchers have suggested
Ihat these young women would complete little formal schooling whether or not
they bore children early.' They believe that the young women had low educational
aspirations before they conceived and that the pregnancy merely provided an
excuse to drop out of school. While this may be the ease for some young mothers,

0 Only among girls aged,14 and under was there a sharp rise in fertility rates In the
same period.

Footnotes at end of article.
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there is evidence that a birth durir t'he teens does indeed curtail education.
Among one representative sample of New York City mothers of firstborns, the
younger the age at first birth, the more likely the woman was to say that she
had stopped going to school because of pregnancy. This reason was given by three
out of four of those who had borne their first child at 15 or 16.3 A study of teenage
mothers in Baltimore found that the educational aspirations of the women in
that sample did not appear to differ substantially from those of other teenagers,*
but the adolescent mothers were much less likely than their childless classmates
to realize their educational goals, suggesting that parenthood may have led to a
change In plans for formal schooling.

This evidence, while suggestive, leaves a number of questions unanswered. How
much of the lower educational attainment of teenage mothers is a result of fam-
ily background, aspirations and such demographic characteristics as race, and
how much is associated with age at first birth? If most or all of the negative con-
sequences which bave been attributed to untimely childbearing nevertheless occur
even if the young women postpone childbearing, policies to avert these outcomes
must focus on factors other than teen pregnancy and childbearing. If it is found
that an early first birth influences educational attainment after the effects of
family background, race and educational aspirations are removed, there are other
issues to be addressed. One would want to know If the educational deficit of those
who bear a child in their teen years is permanent---or if these young women catch
up as they get older. Do they fall further behind those who delay parenthood? Is
the effect of an early first birth the same for all young women?

In the research reported here, data on the education and childbearing experi-
ence of approximately 5,000 young women in their teens and early twenties gath-
ered between 1968 and 1972 are examined to try to answer these questions.

We begin by building a model of the educational attainment of young women,t
taking into consideration the following characteristics of an individual's family
of origin, all of which have been found to have a sizable effect on the individual's
attainment:1 mother's and father's education, father's occupation, family in-
come, size of the family of orientation, whether the family was intact,' and region
of residence.' Previous work indicates that individuals from small, intact fam-
ilies living outside the South are relatively advantaged in the competition for
education. Substantial inequalities between black and whites in the attainment
of formal schooling have been documented, and the effects of virtually all deter-
minants of educational attainment have been found to depend on race." In addi-
tion, aptitude or ability, and encouragement from parents, teachers and peers,
have been found to be important predictors of ultimate educational attainment."
Measures of these factors are included to the extent possible in our model of for-
mal schooling.

Our hypotheses about the effect of adolescent childbearing on educational
attainment include the following:

The younger the woman when she bears her first child, the fewer years of
schooling she will complete. Furthermore, early childbearing is such an inhibitor
of educational attainment that even after appropriate controls are included for
factors of family background and motivation, the association between an early
first birth and reduced educational attainment will remain.

The educational disadvantage suffered by young mothers will not decrease
as they become older; those who bear children in their early teens will not be
able to close the gap in attainment that separates them from young women
who delay childbearing. Adolescent motherhood makes continued schooling more
difficult and therefore less likely. It is expected that young mothers will fall
further behind as their childless peczs continue to progress In school.

The effects of adolescent childbearing will differ for blacks and whites. Since
teenage parenthood Is so much more common among blacks, it may carry less
social stigma than among whites, and Informal social mechanisms for coping
with this event may be more highly evolved for blacks than for whites. Thus.
after taking into account the other influences determining educational attain-
ment, we h pothesize that an early first birth has fewer negative educational
consequences for a young black woman than for a young white woman.

In numerous instances of early childbearing, persuasive if not definitive evi-
dence can be marshalled to indicate that early childbearing actually causes the
untimely terminAtion of formal education-that the association is not merely
correlational.

'Footnotes at end of article.

oG-SS4 0 - 79 - 87
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METHODOLOGY

The data used in the study are derived from a representative nationwide
sample of 5,150 noninstitutonalized civilian women aged 14-24 at the time of
the Initial interview in 196&* Data were collected annually by personal inter-
vlew; 4,625 respondents were retained through the 1972 wave of interviews.t
Although these data are believed to be among the best available, attrition may
have reduced the sample's original representativeness, and some caution in gen-
eralizing to the entire population is necessary.

These data are especially well-suited for a study of the consequences of early
childbearing because they follow young women. through the teenage and young
adult years when family building often takes place. For a large proportion of the
sample, data on marriage and childbearing are not retrospective but were gath.
ered as events occurred. Because extensive information was obtained on the edu.
cation and work experience, as well as on the social and economic background,
of respondents, detailed comparisons between teenage mothers and young women
who postponed their childbearing can be made. The data do not contain a child-
bearing history for each young woman, and therefore our measure of age at
first birth was obtained from the household record. Thus, only children living
with the woman were considered in calculating her age at the birth of her first
child.t Own children cannot be distinguished from adopted children. We are
measuring the age at which a woman takes on the duties and responsibilities
of motherhood.

The young woman's educational attainment, in grades of formal schoolingcompleted, is examined at ages 18, 21 and 24. Eighteen is the. l age of high
school graduation; by age 24, virtually all women have completed their formal
schooling. Age 21 provides a midpoint during the college years when marriage
and childbearing are In active competition with school enrollment. Examination
of the effect of age at first birth on educational attainment at 18, 21 and 24
allows us to determine whether early childbearers catch up overtime.§

The other variables in the analysis include the following: the young woman's
race and age in 1968; the occupational status of the head of the household
when the young woman was 14; her mother's and father's education; whether
the family was intact; whether the young woman lived in the South as a teen-
ager; an index of the availability of reading materials in her home; a measure
of perceived help and encouragement from parents and teachers to continue
education past high school; weather the young woman was enrolled in a col-
lege-preparatory curriculum in high school; and her parents' goal for her
educational attainment. Age at first birth (AFB) is measured in a series of cate-
gories, grouped where necessary to provide a sufficient number of women for
adequate analysis:

Age at first birth less than 16 (AFB LT 16),
Age at first birth 16-17 (AFB 16-17),
Age at first birth 18 (AFB 18),
Age at first birth 19-20 (AFB 19-20),
Age at first birth 21-23 (AFB 21-23), and
No children by 18, 21 or24 (AFB > 18, 21, 24).
The effect of age at first birth on educational attainment is estimated by

regressing years of schooling completed at a specified age on family background.
attitudes and plans, as well as on the measures of age at first birth shown above.
In this way-4t is possible to obtain estimates of the effect, after these other
factors are controlled, of having had a birth at a particular age on education
completed at the specified age.

* The National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) of the Fducation and Labor Market Ex-
periences of Young Women was designed by the Center for Human Resource Research
at Ohio State University, supported by the Department of Labor, and conducted by the
U.S. Census Bureau.

t Since the initial response rate was 94 percent, data on--nearly 85 percent of the
initially drawn sample are available for the present analysis.

The measure of age at first birth used here does not include children who were given
Ip for jdoptfon shortly after birth. who were stillborn or who died in early childhood, or
those who were sent to'live outside the young woman's household.

I It should be noted that the analyses of attainment at these three ages are not based
on exactly the same young women, so some care in comparing them must be taken.
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TABLE I.-RESPONDENTS' MEAN EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT AT AGES 18, 21, AND 24, BY AGE AT 1ST BIRTH,

RACE AND PARENTS' Sf$1

Yers of Years of Years of
education education education

Age, race and SES N at is N at 21 N at 24

All races:N -ac-es: 68 9.4 38 9.4 48 8.9

, 7 : .......................... 231 10.4 173 10.4 172 10.5Is ----------------------------------------------------- 183 1 ,.5 184 11.3
19-20 ------------------------------------------------- 360 11.8 363 11.9
21-23 -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 400 1L7
No children by 18, 21, 24 ......... 2,013 11.5 1,434 12.9 784 13.5

All whites:
3Is ................ 30 9.4 22 9.4 32 8.91-i16 ......................... 14 10.4 126 10.4 135 10.518 ----------.---------------------------------------- 156 11.6 161 11.3

19-20 .................................................. 306 11.8 322 11.9
21-23 ................ . . ..------------------------------------------------------ 365 12.8
No children by 18, 21. 24 ......... 1,889 11.5 1,316 13.0 722 13.7

Low SES:
, 15 ...................... 12 8,6 9 8.7 10 8.8
1- --- 43 9.4 43 9.4 59 10.0Is -------------------------------------------------- 39 10.9 43 10.8

19-20 .... . . . . . . ..-------------------------------------- 71 I111 80 11.1
21-23 .......................................................................... 67 11.4No children by 18, 21, 24 ......... 234 11.0 156 11.4 82 11.5

Medium high SES:
-I5 ................ - 16 10.2 9 10.2 14 9.0

-17 .......................... 102 10.8 70 11.0 62 11.1
18 --------------------------------------------------- 99 11.8 97 11.8
19-20 ------------------------------------------------- 200 12.1 208 12.2
21-23 -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 264 13.2No children by 18, 21, 24 ......... 1,539 11.7 1,072 13.3 581" 14.1

All blacks:
, 15 ........_------------------ 38 9.4 15 9.4 16 9.0
l6 - ------------------------ 67 10.6 47 10.4 37 10.1
18 ---------------------------------------------------- 27 11.1 24 10.9
19-20 ------------------------------------------------- 55 11.8 42 12.0
21-23 -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 35 12.1
No children by 18, 21, 24 --------- 193 11.0 118 12.2 62 12.0

Low SES:
11 .................... 9....... 1 9.2 7 8.8 8 8.5

30 10.6 21 10.3 22 10.1
18 ..------------------------------------------------ 14 10.8 13 10.3
19-20 ------------------------------------------------- 26 11.5 20 11.5
21-23 -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 14 11.3
No children by 18, 21, 24 ......... 85 10.8 49 11.6 30 11.6

Medium high SES:
-15... . ---.. 8 10.4 3 3A 17- ::....................... 1, 10.8 12 11!2 6 111'
18 ..................................................... 8 11.6 8 11.7
19-20 .................................................. 21 12.2 14 12.7
21-23 ------------------------------------------------------................... 14 12.9
No children by 18, 21, 24 ......... 71 11.4 50 13. 1 23 13.3

I SES is the mean of 4 variables: occupation of head of household; mother's education; father's education; and presence
of reading materials in the home of orign. Variables were standardized to have a mean of 10 and a standard deviation of 3.

2N<5or N-0.

Findings
The initial hypothesis predicts that the younger the woman when she bears

her first child, the fewer years of schooling she will complete. Table 1 shows that
this direct relationship holds true not only for women generally, but also for
different racial and socioeconomic subgroups. It can also be observed that soci-
oeconomic background (SES) strongly affects the number of years of schooling
completed, while race has relatively little impact. Within socioeconomic groups,
the association between age at first birth and educational attainment remains
positive and appears without exception in every subgroup at every age. Every
additional year that passes without the birth of a first child results in commen-
surate additional schooling; none of the groups of young women having children
by either 18, 21 or 24 reaches the average level of schooling attained by those
who postpone childbearing past those ages.*

l School enrollment data (not Included here) show that mothers of any age are farless likely to be attending school than their childless peers.
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The basic relationship between age at first birth and years spent in school
makes intuitive sense and has been reported by other researchers." The critical
task is to assess the relative Importance of this factor and other variables (such
as the characteristics of the family of orighi and motivational variables, in addi-
tion to race and parental socioeconomic status) that have been found to deter-
niiie schooliitc. Earlier research primarily on males, identified parents' ed.n-tlon,
father's occupjition. parental attitudes, small and Intact family of origin, and
availability of reading material in the home as having direct positive Influences
(in educational attafinnt.3 It general, the results shown in Table 2 support
these findings. I however. when age at first birth is included lit the analysis, early
childbearing is associated with significant educational losses even after the
Influence of all 7he other factors has been taken into account. These findings can
ie Interpreted is follows. 'I'lhe talble lists the unstandardized and standarized
coefficients for the regression of educational attainment at ages 18, 21 and 24 on
the variables listed In the column headed "independent variable." The instand-

erdlzed (coefficieits for oge-at-first-lirth categories cai be interpreted as the
effect of having had a birth at that age on years of school completed by ages 18,
21 or 24, compared with the effect of being childless at 18. 21 or 24. For example,
at age 18, when most young women are Just finishing high school or Ieginning
college, girls who bore a child at 15 or younger suffer an educational decrement
of one and one-half years, and those having a first birth at 16 or 17 experience a
loss of two-thirds year. compared to those still childless at 18. The relative dis
advantage of early childbearing is also seen in the analysis of educational attain.
meat tit 21 and 24. In fact, at each stage of attainment studied, age at first birth
shows up as either the strongest, or among the strongest, of the influences con-
siler(e. II this analysis. as in Table 1. race has no effect on educational attain.
ment once family bacekground, parental attitudes and ambition of the individual
are taken lIto account. This is consistent with findings of other researchers."

TABLE 2.-UNSTANDARDIZED AND STANDARDIZED PARTIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR REGRESSION OF RESPONDENTS,
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT AT AGES 18. 21 AND 24 ON RESPONDENTS' ZGE AT FIRST BIRTH, FAMILY BACK-
GROUND, AND SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC TRAITS

Educational attainment

At 1 (N=1,593) At 21 (N - 1,386) At 24 (N = 1,016)

Unstan- Stan- Unstan- Stan- Unstan- Stan-
dardized dardized dardized da'dized d,'dized dardized

Independent variable coefficients coefficients coefficients coefficients coefficients coefficients

AFB-LT-16 .---_----------- t-1. 465 t-0. 195 t-2. 130 t-0. 146
AFB 16-17 _-------------_------ t-.669 t-. 158 t-1. 312 t-. 187
AFBS l... t-------------------------------------- -- 566 t- 082
AFB 9-20 ---------------------------------------------- -. 277 0_,054
AFB 21-23 -------------------------------------------------------------------------
AFB>18 21, 24 ---------------------------------------------
Number of sibligs-_-------------- -. 009 -. 017 0-.042 0...052
Occupation of head ..-------------- -. 002 -. 040 .002 .029
Mother's education ---------------- .026 .059 0.041 0.063
Father's education _--------------- -. 015 .042 .025 .047
Intact family ---------------- t 268 t. 065 .018 .003
Home culture index ---------------- t. 218 t. 149 t. 275 t. 126
Parents' educational toal ............ t. 299 • 118 t. 582 t. 153
Parent-teacher help ................. .024 .049 t. I I t. 155
High school curriculum .............. t. 204 t 078 t1. 045 t. 268
Age in 1968 -----_-----------------. .038 .042 .025 - .019
Race _-------------------------- -. 019 -. 005 -. 052 -. 009
South. ----------------------. t-. 259 t--.095 .031 .008
R I .271 .545

t-2.824 t-0.182
t-1.446 t-. 171
t-.927 t--. 113
t-. 613 1-•099
-. 244 -. 041
-. 047 -.045
-. 000 -. 009
0.047 *.060
0•055 0.084
.024 .r03

t. 330 t.129
t.700 t 146
t.140 t 156

t.330 t.267
'-.016 -. 010
-. 009 -. 001

.034 .007
.569

t p 700q1.
op.<01.
P.05.

Note: Ns in the tables vary because in models in which estimates ere made for both races combined, observations on
black women were weighted down to their true proportion in the population. In models estimated separately by race, the
actual number of blacks in the sample was used.

Footnotes at end of article.
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The size of the effect of an early first birth on years of schooling is striking.
In every case, a hypothetical delay in age at first birth of one or two years would
result in a substantial increase In ultimate attainment. As Table 2 shows, young
women who had a first birth at 15 or younger completed about 1.4 fewer years of
schooling by age 24 than their classmates who delayed motherhood until 16 or 17,
and 1.9 fewer years than those who waited until 18 to bear their first child.
-,veni among those who had a first birth at age 19 or later-after the usual age

of graduation from high school-an older age at first birth means more years
of schooling completed by age 24. An increase in age at entry into motherhood
from 19 to 20 to between 21 and 23 is associated with a rise in educational attain-
ment at 24 of almost half a year. Thus, the differences in years of schooling
completed by young women who bore their first child at various ages are large
and important.

Table 2 also shows the standardized coefficients for the regression of educa-
tional attainment at ages 18, 21 and 24 on the independent variables listed. These
coefficients show the relative importance of each of the factors considered; the
larger the coefficient, the more effect that factor has on years of schooling com-
pleted at the age being considered. Thus, in the analysis of attainment at age 18.
by looking down the column of standardized coefficients, we can see that the best
predictor of years of schooling completed at age 18 is a first birth at age 15 or
younger or at ages 16-17. Examination of the coefficients in the analyses of attain-
ment tt 21 and 24 Indicates that an early first birth is one of the most important
predictors of attainment at those ages and that the earlier the age at first
loirth, the fewer years of schooling completed.

YOU NEVER CATCH UP

The data presented in Table 1 showing educational losses associated with
early childbearing also support the second hypothesis, that the young mothers
never make up these losses; on the contrary. they seem to fall further behind as
their childless contemporaries continue their schooling. The regression models
including the wider range of variables (see Table 2) also bear out this observa-
tion, showing that the educational disadvantage of young mothers increases with
time. Indeed, women who become mothers at age 15 or younger complete 2.8 fewer
years of school than their childless peers by the time they reach age 24; this is
almost twice the educational deficit observed at age 18. Therefore, it appears that
early childbearing poses more than a temporary setback for these young mothers.
The educational losses associated with early childbearing persist over time and
even increase at least through age 24.

FACTORS IN EJDUCATIONAl, ATTAINMENT

The factors that are important In the process of educational attainment differ
substantially for those who bear a child in adolescence and those who delay
motherhood. Our data (not shown) indicate that among those who lostpone
childhearing, motivation of the individual and encouragement or hell) from
others are the most important factors affecting years of schooling completed at
age 24; but these variables have much less effect among those who become
mothers in their teens. For this group, the characteristics of the family of orienta-
tion are most important to eventual educational attainment." An advantageous
family background probably acts by providing motivation and support for those
with iuorinal educational careers uninterrupted by a birth. Early motherhood may
change this process by making a young woman unable to act on her aspirationN.
plans or ability or on the encouragement she receives from others; by changing
the likelihood that she will receive help or encouragement from her parents and
teachers, or by lowering her parents' and her own expectations for her attainment.

Footnotes at end of article.
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TABLE 3.-UNSTANDARDIZED AND STANDARDIZED PARTIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR REGRESSION OF EDUCATIONAL
ATTAINMENT AT AGE 24 ON RESPONDENTS' AGE AT FIRST BIRTH, FAMILY BACKGROUND AND SOCIAL AND
DEMOGRAPHIC TRAITS, BY RACE

Independent variable

White (N-1,022) Black (N-252)
Unstand- Standardized Unstand-
Unstand- Unstand-

ardized Standardized ardized Standardized
coefficlent coefficient coeficient coeffient

AFB-LT-16 --------------------------------------
AFB 16-17 .........................................
AFB 18 --------------------------------------------
AFB 19-20---------------------------------------
AFB 21-23 --------------------------------------
A FB > 24 ----------------------------------------------
Num6ir of siblings ---------------------------------
Occupation of head .................................
Mother's education ................................
Father's education ----------------------------------
Intact family ---------------------------------------
Home culture Index ................................
Parents' educational gool -------------------------
Parent-teacher help ................................
High school curriculum ------------------------------
Age In 1968 ........................................
South ..............................................
R1J -------------------------------------------------

-3 110 t-0. 178 -1.440.530 1-.175 --. 738-1.0o -. 126 -. 0o8

-. 30 *-.05 .261

-0.149
-. 109
-. 003

.064

.038

-..05i -.047 -.038 -.043
-. 000 -.007 -. 007 -. 037
o.046 *.058 .051 .067
o.058 0.088 .016 .023

-. 095 -. 013 .493 .090t30S t 114 . 434 ,.191
643 t.137 11.334 0.260

.132 1.152 0.255 1.230
t 328 1.276 .938 .137

.036 -. 022 .052 .088

.003 .001 .052 .010
.571 .489

.p<.05.
tp3•01.

In discussion of Table 2, we noted the absence of an effect of race on educa-
tional attainment once the influences of age at first birth, family background and-
motivational factors are removed. The process by which educational attainmen.
is determined appears to work differently for the two races, with blacks less able
than whites to convert high parental status into attainment for themselves."
None of the studies of the process of educational attainment by race have ex-
amined racial differentials in the educational attainment of females. We have
hypothesized that black females suffer less of an educational disadvantage from
adolescent childbearing than do their white peers. Since teenage parenthood is
much more common among blacks than among whites, social mechanisms for
dealing with this occurrence may be better established among black families and
in school systems with a high proportion of black students. Other evidence sug-
gests that the presence of babies and young children interrupts the lives of black
women less than those of white women. For example, black women are more
accepting of employment of mothers of young children than are white women, and
labor force participation rates reflect this difference."

To test this reasoning, we estimated the regression model of education attain-
ment at age 24 separately for whites and blacks. The results are shown in Table
3. To compare the effect of a first birth at a particular age on the attainment of
black and white women, one needs only to examine the unstandardized coefficients
for that age-at-first-birth category. As the reader will note, the hypothesis re-
ceives strong support. A first birth at age 15 or younger results in twice the edu-
cational decrement for young white women that It does for young black women-
3.1 versus 1.4 years of schooling, respectively. At every age of first birth, the
effect is smaller for blacks than for whites.*

* One could argue that the smaller negative impact on blacks of a birth during the early
teens might be flue simply to the lower average educational attainment of blacks than of
whites in the United States. But a restriction In the range of education does not appear to
he the explanation of this finding. While the average number of years of sehoolinx com-
pleted at age 24 is somewhat lower for blacks than for whites (11.3 versus 12.6). the
standard deviations are very similar (2.6 for blacks. 2.4 for whites).

Footnotes at end of article.
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TAB1,E 4.-UNSTANOARtDIZiO AND STANDARDIZED PARTIAL COUFICIENTS FOR RECESSION OF EDUCATIONAL

ATTAINMENT AT AE 24 ON AGE AT FIRST BIRTH, FAMILY BACKUOUND, SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAI141iI TRAITS.
BY WHETHER THE FIRST BIRMH OCCURRED IN THE SAME OR EARLIER YEAR THAN TERMINATION OF EDUCATION
OR LATER THAN TERMINATION OF EDUCATION

AFB _S d biluuftm d AFB>ep be stslation d
foe"m iduastio (N -128 orawl edutles (N-9M)

Umled- Stbd- Vnied Sbid-
Wmud a rdnzed wlez d

Indopend vat" flirl €ode iet elkodat PaCk Mt

AFB-LT-16 ..........-------------------------- 4.220 t-.617 t-.004 -0. i
AF8 16-17 ------------------------------ -2.412 411 1-1.756 -. 165
AF1- ---------------------------- -1.96 - 2K31 -
AFB I ---------------------------------- 1.411 -24 -. 515 -. 083..................................... ~ .~
Number of siblings .............................. .--. 011. j
Occupation of he" ................................. .006 .060 -. 002 -. 017
Mots education --------------------------------- -. 026 -. 035 o.057 .073
Fath's education. .--.-------------------------- .05 .144 t. 0 t.m=
Intact fmil-y ....................................... -. 257 -. 047 .04 .013
Home culture inux ----------------------------- 0383 * 157 30 .121
Prosts' eductCionl i l -_-----------------------.488 .185 641 136
Pwet.tacher hep ................................. .078 .064 1110 16n
High cdol curriculum ............................... 335 .070 3N .36
Ag In 1978 --------------------------------------- -. 004 -. 003 -. 006
Rc ...........------------------------------------ -. 272 -. 045 .064 .006
South..---. ...................................... -. 312 -06 .102 .020
RI . . . . ..------------------------------------------ .667 .570

P3.1.

*p <.05.

The results also indicate that for black but not for white women, no educational
advantage Is derived from delaying the onset of motherhood beyond 18. Black
women who are childless at 21 do not complete significantly more years of formal
schooling than classmates who bore their first child at ages 19-28. These findings
may in part be due to the fact that substantially more white than black women
were childless at 24 (42 percent versus 29 percent). Delay of a first birth past the
early twenties is more frequently related to college attendance ambng whites than
among blacks.

sCfOOL DRO 'OUT: CAUSE OS FFT

Does the occurrence of a pregnancy during the school years cause young women
to leave school, or are those who have dropped out more likely to have a child
while in their teens? We have hypothesized that in many instances, pregnancy
and childbearing cause the termination of formal schooling, suggesting that more
education would have been completed had this event not occurred. To test this
reasoning, we divided the young women In the sample who had borne a child by
age 24 into two groups: those who clearly bad their first birth in the year before,
or in the same year they left school; and those whose first child was born either
in the year following the termination of their education or later. Since some
youngg women who become pregnant while still in school may have dropped out six
to eight months before the delivery, ann unknown number of those who had a first
birth in the year after they left school dropped out because of the impending birth.
But for the young women who had a baby in the year they left school or in an
Parer year, one can argue that the early childbirth occurred before the termina-
tion of education and quite probably caused it, at least In part.*

As Table 4 shows, the young women who bear a child and then leave school ex-

* A more conclusive test would have been to control for the grade attainment of the
young women at age 15, before most pregnancies occurred. Unfortunately, these data are
not available for this sample.
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perience substantially greater educational deficits from a birth during the early
teens than from a birth at older ages. Young women attending school who have a
first birth at age 15 or younger complete four years less schooling than young
women who first become mothers between ages 21 and 24.

The entire sample undoubtedly includes other women whose education was
shortened by childbearing. For example, some women may have dropped out, in-
tending to return but finding their plans disrupted by childbirth. It Is important
to remind the reader that pregnancies which end in abortion, miscarriage, adop-
tion or foster care are not reported here. Therefore, although these pregnancies
may have interrupted the educational careers of young women, we are unable to
measure their effects. In addition, as noted above, young women who quit school
early in pregnancy but do not report a birth until the interview in the following
year are not included in the group for whom we are arguing that early childbear-
Ing causes the termination of formal schooling. This may mean that our estimates
of the effects of an early first birth on educational attainment understate the true
impact of this event.

CONCLUSZONW

These data show that early childbearing is strongly associated with a lower
level of educational attainment, especially among young women attending school
at the time of the birth of the first child, even when other factors known to affect
educational attainment are taken into account. The negative impact of early
childbearing on a woman's educational attainment Is probably due to the difficulty
and cost of arranging child care and running a household (if the woman heads
her own household or is maried), to the necessity of earning a living, and, not
least, to the pressures she may encounter from family and friends to devote her.
self to child care.

There is no evidence that the young mother Is ever able to catch up education-
ally with her childless peers. In fact, quite the opposite occurs; teenage mothers
are unable to catch up and fall further behind their former classmates who have
postponed parenthood.

Of the many family background factors, race is given special attention. It
appears that while both black and white women are handicapped in their school.
ing by early pregnancy, the effect is much greater among white women. This may
result from more accepting social attitudes and from the-preence of social
mechanisms in the black community for dealing with the more common pheno-
menon of teenage pregnancy. There Is, however, no consistent effect for race when
other factors (including age at first birth) are controlled for in the analysis.

Given the association between education and other measures of accomplish.
ment, such as occupation and earnings, it seems likely that early childbearing
greatly diminishes the overall attainment of women, suggesting potentially
significant lifetime consequences that place young mothers at a permanent dis-
advantage. In view of other data indicating that adolescent pregnancy is typically
unintended," the importance of sex education, family planning, abortion and
educational programs for adolescents Ohould be clear.
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SocIAL SlzVICES,

Salt LOe City, Utah, January 3, 1979.
Hon. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
V.S. Senator. U.S. Senate,
Committee of Finance, Washington., D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MOYNIHAN: I apologize for my delay In responding to your letter
of November 24, 1978. I have reviewed the transcript of the hearings and have
indicated any changes which I feel should be made and have attached a copy of
the data provided to the committee during the hearing.

I have also enclosed a chronology of the correspondnece between the Regional
Office and the Utah Department of Social Services concerning the submission and
approval of plan material to the Denver HEW Regional Office.

Hopefully, this data will provide the Information you need relative to the plan
material as It was submitted and final draft of the deliberations which ensued
between submission and approval.

Our currently approved plan material is not time-limited and, therefore, no
termination date has been set. However, officials from the Office of Family As-
sistance have been in contact with Utah and we are, shall I say, "encouraged" to
make appropriate modifications to our state plan material which will bring it into
conformity with HEW's interpretation of the Social Security Act. Their prime
concern seems to be in two areas:

1. The current Utah state plan requires all able welfare recipient to partici-
pate in the WHAT project as a condition of their eligibility for AFDC assist-
ance. TW contends that this is In direct contradiction with the social
Security Act.

2. The fact that Utah's WHAT program is not time.limited. That i. an
Individual can be assigned to a WEAT project for as long as they are on
public assistance. HEW would require that the assignment be time-limiteJ.o

Utah wants to continue to maintain Its WHAT program as it is currently im-
plemented. We recognize that WHAT Is not the solution for all states. however.
it does work In the State of Utah.

It appears to us that one way to get around the problem which we have with
HEW would be for Congress to amend the Social Security Act making work proj-
ects permissible under the Act. Such permissive language would allow states
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the latitude of implementing or not implementing work projects based upon the
needs of each particular state.

I appreciated the opportunity of appearing before your committee and would
be pleased to provide you with an additional information you may request.

Sincerely,
NORMAN G. ANous,

Deputy Dircctor, Public Entitlement8.
Enclosures.

I Attachment A]

RECORD FOR R.CONSIDERATION, DISALLOWANCE-UTAH WORK PRoJEc'r $539,461
MA-UT7601

1. June 18, 1974.-Transmittal and Notice OPC-11 from Paul S. Rose, Execu-
tive Director, Utah State Department of Social Services to James R. Burress,
SRS Regional Commissioner, Region VIII, re: Transmittal of State Plan Ma-
terial-transmittal No. 74-38 (APA).

2. July 19, 1974.--Letter from Usher West, Works Project Coordinator, Utah
Department of Social Services to Wayne Sage, SRS Acting Associate Regional
Commissioner for Assistance Payments, re: Legislative intent regarding Public
Assistance and Work Projects Agreement.

3. July 19, 1974.-Transmittal and Notice OPC-11 from Paul S. Rose to James
R. Burress, re: Transmittal of State Plan Material-Transmittal No. 74-58
(APA).

4. July 19, 1974.-Transmittal and Notice OPC-11 from Paul S. Rose to James
R. Burress, re: Transmittal of State Plan Material-Transmittal No. 74-58
'A PA).

5. August 19.-Letter from 1). 1). Williams, Deputy Executive Director, Utah
department of Social Services to Francis T. Ishida, Acting Regional Commis-
sioner, SRS, re: Utah Legislature Mandate to Establish Work Projects.

6. September 11, 1974. Transmittal and Notice OPC-11 from Paul S. Rose to
laness R. Burress, re: Transmittal of State Plan Material-Transmittal 74-91
(APA).

7. September 16, 1974.-Letter from Roy Cooper, Director, Office of As-qistance
Payments Administration, Utah Department of Social Services to Wayne Sage,
re: Travel Expen.-e In Addition to the AFDC Grant.

8. September 27, 1974.-Letter from Paul S. Rose to Francis T. Ishida, re:
Request for Extension of Approval of AFDC Work Project program .

9. .\ovember 1, 1974.-Letter from James R. Burress to Paul S. Rose, re: 90
Day extension on Utah subrqtttal 74-38.

10. November 8, 1974.-Letter from D. D. Williams to James R. Burress, re:
Adm.-State Plan (AP)-Public Assistance-Work Projects.

11. November 8, 1974.-Memorandum from Milton Anderson, SRS State Grants
Manager for Utah to C. Salazar, Jr., SRS Assistant Regional Commisioner for
Management, re: Review of Utah OA-41's for the quarter ended 9-30-74.

12. January 1, 1975.-Memorandum from John A. Svahn, SRS Commissioner,
A"sistan-e Payments Administration to Wayne Sage, re: Utah-AFDC Work
Project "Bulletin 74-28-APA" of May 28, 1974.

13. January 9, 1975.-Letter from James R. Burress to Paul S. Rose, re: Re-
view of the Quarterly Expenditure Report for the quarter ended September 30,
1974, and the Quarterly Expenditure Estimate for the quarter beginning Janu-
ary 1, 1975.

14. January 24. 197.-Letter from Paul S. Rose to James R. Burress, re:
Plan Material -Request for Extension of 90 Day Period.

15. January 29, 1975.-Letter from Wayne B. Sage, Associate Regional Com-
missioner, Assistance Payments, SRS, to Paul S. Rose, re: OPC-11 Transmittal
Number 74-94 (APA).

16. February 4. 1975.-Letter from Paul S. Rose to James R. Burress, re: Com-
bining OPC-11, 75-5 and 74-63 with OPC-11, 74-38.

17. February 10, 1975. Transmittal and Notice OPC-1l from Paul S. Rose to
James R. Burress, re: Transmittal of State Plan Material-Transmittal No.
75-8 (APA).

18. February 13, 1975.-Memorandum from 'Milton Anderson to C. Salazar, Jr.,
re: Comments and recommendations on review of OA-41's for the period ended
12-31-74.

19. February 21, 1975.-Letter from James R. Burress to Paul S. Rose, re:
Transmittal No. 74-76 (APA).
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20. February 25, 1975.-Memorandum from James It Burress to James S.
Dwight, Jr., SRS Administrator, re: Disapproval of Utah Work Project Plan
Material.

21. March 1, 1975.-Memorandum from Ray Myrick, SRS Assistant Regional
Commissioner for Assistance and Services, Region VIII to Nicholas Norton,
Acting Commissioner, Assistance Payments Administration, re: Questions Con-
cerning Utah Work Project.

22. March 3, 1975.-Letter from James R.. Burress to Paul S. Rose, re: Changes
un OA-41, Quarterly Statement of Ependitures ending 12-81-74.

28. March 5,1975.-Transmittal and Notice OPC-11 from Paul S. Rose to James
R. Burress, re: Transmittal of State Plan Material-Transmittal No. 75-10
(APA)

24. March 6, 1975.-Memorandum from George J. Ivans, Deputy Director,
Regional WIN Unit SRS to Merwin S. Hans, Executive Director, National Co-
ordination Committee Office of Work Incentive Programs, re: Status report of
the Utah work projects for the first six months.

25. March 11, 1975.-Letter from James R. Burress to Paul S. Rose, re: Sub-
mittal of Plan Material. (Transmittal 74-8).

28. March 18, 1975.-Transmittal and Notice OPC-11 from Paul S. Rose to
James R. Burress, re: Transmittal of State Plan Material--Transmittal No.
75-11 APA.

27. April 14, 1975.-Letter from C. Salazar, Jr., to Paul S. Rose, re: Deferral
of Items for Federal Financial Participation.

28. April 15, 1975.-Letter from Paul S. Rose to James R. Burress, re: Defer-
ral of Expenditures.

29. April 16, 1975.-Memorandum from MiLton Anderson to C. Salazar, Jr.,
re: Utah Deferred Payments.

30. April 21, 1975.-Letter from Jimes R. Burress to Paul S. Rose, re: De-
ferred expenditures.

31. April 30, 1975.-Letter from Wayne B. Sage to Paul S. Rose, re: OPO-11
Transmittal No. 75-10 (APA).

32. May 9, 1975.-Memorandum from Milton Anderson to C. Salazar, Jr., re:
Review of OA-41's for quarter ended 3-31-75.

33. June 20, 1975.-Memorandum from Merwin S. Hans to Robert J. Brown,
Assistant Regional Director for Manpower U.S. Department of Labor, re: Staff
Visit to Utah Work Project.

34. June 24, 1975.-Transmittal and Notice OPC-11 from Paul S. Rose to
James . Burress, re: Transmittal of State Plan Material-Transmittal No.
75-24 (APA).

35. July 11, 1975.-Letter from James R. Burress to Paul S. Rose, re: Basis
for Determining Deferred Costs.

36. August 20, 1975.-Memorandum from Milton Anderson to C. Salazar, Jr.,
re: Review of OA-41's--Utah, Fourth Quarter fiscal year 1975.

37. October 8, 1975.-7-'ransmittal and Notice OPC-11 from Paul S. Rose to
James R. Burress, re: Transmittal of State Plan Material-Transmittal No.
75-49 (APA).

38. January 20, 1976.-Memorandum from Gary Peterson, Assistant Payment
Specialist, SRS, to Wayne Sage, re: Utah-Trip January 4-5 and 14-16, 1976

.39. January 20, 1976.-Letter from James R. Burress to Paul S. Rose, re:
Deferment of a claim for the Works Project on AFDC OA-41.

40. March 29, 1976.-Memorandum from James R. Burress to W. Kent Dickson,
Director, Division of State Grants Administration, SRS, re: RC's Decision on
the OA-41 for the AFDC Program in Utah for the Quarter Ended December 31,
1975.

41. April 1, 1976.-Transmittal and Notice OPC-11 from Paul S. Rose to
James R. Burress, re: Transmittal of State Plan Material-Transmittal No.
76-12 (APA).

42. April 5, 1976.-Letter from Ray Myrick, Jr. to Paul S. Rose, re: Acknowl-
edgement of Receipt of State Plan Submittal PCO #76-12.

43. May 12, 1976.-Letter from Paul S. Rose to James R. Burress, re: Sub-
stitution of pages in OPC-11 No. 74-38 (APA).

44. May 14, 1970.-Letter from James R. Burress to Paul S. Rose, re: Substi-
tution of certain pages In Transmittal 74-38.

45. May 14, 1976.-Memorandum from Ray Myrick, Jr. to James R. Burress,
re: Utah-Transmittal Number 74-38.
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46. May 17, 1976.-Letter from James R. Burress to Paul S. Rose, re: Dis-
allowance of Work Project Expenditures.

47. May 18, 1976.-Letter from James R. Burress to Paul S. Rose, re: Clarifi-
cation of letter date May 14, 1976, regarding approval of Utah Transmittal
Number 74-38.

48. May 19, 1976.-Memorandum from James R. Burress to Don I. Wortman,
Acting Administrator. SRS, re: Utah-Work Project.

49. June 11, 1976.-Letted from Paul S. Rose to Don I. Wortman, re: Recon-
sideration of May 17, 1976 disallowance of Work Project Expenditures.

50. June 25, 1976.-Letter from James R. Burress to Paul S. Rose, re: Utah
AFDC Work Project transmittal No. 74-38 (APA).

51. June 29, 1976.-Memorandum from Mildred N. Hoadley, Director, Division
of Income Maintenance Policy, SRS to Nicholas Norton, re: Utah-Work Ex-
perience and Training Programs.

52. July 12, 1976.-Memorandum from C. Salazar, Jr. to Randolph..W. Lee,
Director, SRS Dirsion of Special Claims, re: Utah request for reconsideration =
dated June 11, 1976.

53. September 10, 1976.-Memorandum from Clarence M. Coster, SRS Asso-
ciate Administrator for Management to James R. Burress, re: Acknowledgement
of receipt of reconsideration request.

.54. September 10, 1976.-Letter from Clarence M. Coster to Paul S. Rose, re:
Acknowledgement of reconsideration request:

.55. September 15, 1976.-Memorandum from James R. Burress to to Robert
Fulton, SRS Administrator, re: Transmittal of record for reconsideration.

56. October 28. 1976.-Letter from Clarence M. Coster to Paul S. Rose, re:
Transmittal of record for reconsideration to the State for comments.

57. November 29, 1976.-Letter from Paul S. Rose to Clarence M. Coster, re:
Forwarding additional material for the record-Utah Work Project.

December 22, 1976.-Letter from Clarence M. Coster to Paul S. Rose, re:
Addition of material to the record.

59. January 26, 1977.-Memorandum from Francis T. Ishlda to Robert Fulton,
re: Regional Commissoner's Analysis of the Issues, Utah Work Project Expendi-
tures.

00. Unknown.-Letter from the Executive Director, Utah Department of Social
Services to the Administrator, SRS providing comments on the regional Com-
missoner's Analysis.

61. March 4, 1977.-Letter from Dr. Anthony W. Mitchell, Executive Director
Utah Department of Social Services to Mr. Francis Ishida, Acting Regonal
Commissioner Region VIII, requesting a conference.

62. April 25, 1977.-Letter from Clarence M. Coster to Dr. Anthony W. Mitchell
acknowledging the request for a conference.

63. July 11, 1977.-Letter from Anthony W. Mitchell to James B. Cardwell,
Commissioner of Social Security requesting that a conference be held in Sep-
tember or October.

JANUARY 12, 1979.
Senator DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
U1.S. Senate, Committce oM Finance,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MOYNIHAN: In my testimony on November 15, 1978, you re-
quested that I prepare a statement as to my views of the ethics of conducting
a social experiment under conditions in which some persons in the experiment
can suffer harm. Specifically, you were concerned with the ethics of conducting
the income maintenance experiments, which apear to increase the rate of marital
separation and thus cause some children to live in single-parent homes who
otherwise would have lived in two-parent homes.

In discussing ihe ethics of conducting social experiments, there would seem to
lie three considerations: (1) Are the participants at risk of suffering harm?
(2) Is there informed consent by the participants? and (3) Does society and/or
the participants stand to gain from the results of the experiment? I will not
attempt to deal generally with the ethics of social experiments, but rather to
confine my observations to the specific concerns regarding the NIT experiments.
Defining "harm" is not simple in a social experiment. In a medical experiment
all may agree that an illness induced by the experimental treatment is harmful.
Since the treatment in the NIT is essentially the provision of additional Income,
the treatment itself cannot be judged to be harmful. Rather, it is the participant's
response to the treatment that may cause harm. But harm in whose terms? If
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the individual knowingly chooses a response, then presumably he is better off
making that response. For example, a response. to the NIT treatment can be
to reduce hours of work or to get a divorce. Since these responses are voluntary,
harm is only a relevant consideration if the responses are not based on reason-
able information provided the participants, and that participation in the experi-
ment is not voluntary. In other words, is there "informed consent?"

In the NIT experiments, consent is obtained by requiring an enrollment agree-
ment to be signed by the agents of the experiment and the family. This agree-
ment explains the rights and obligations of the family members. The family may
accept or reject membership. Furthermore, each family member has the ability
to withdraw from the experiment at any time without penalty.-Those families
who were previously on welfare (AFDC), were guaranteed the ability to return
to that program.

With regard to consent being informed, it Is necessary that the Individual has
an ability to decide what is in his own best interest. As pointed out by Peter
Brown, the two issues of Information and risk of harm are highly related." The
higher the risks involved in the experiment, the greater the need that hiformation
about the experiment be imparted. Thus, in experiments in which the individual
or family could suffer harm, the risks should be spelled out clearly and completely.
This does not mean that it is necessary to inform the family of the overall pur-
poses of the experiments. Thus, the fact that the income maintenance experiments
are interested in measuriLg the effects on work effort does not have to be conveyed
to the recipients. Conveying such information could change family behavior and
nullify the experiments. What is necessary is that the family know how It will
be directly affected by the experiment. The family should know what it is giving
up in order to take part In the experiment (i.e., other welfare benefits) and
how Its behavior will determine the payments to the family. This creates no
difficulty because complete information about how family behavior affects pay-
ments is essential not only for the ethical concerns but also for the success of
the experiment. Furthermore, the income maintenance experiments have no
"hidden" treatment as may exist, for example, in a birth control experiment in
which some people are given placebos when they think they have been give birth
control pills. This would be a violation of the informed consent provisions, and
no such violation occurs in the income maintenance xeperiments.

The issue is complicated by the fact that the decision to participate in the
experiment is that of the adult parent and not that of the child and it is potential
harm to the child that is of concern here. This concern, however, is more a
reflection on the parent-child relationship than on the relationship of the experi-
ment to the child. It is well recognized that parents have a wide latitude within
both the law and social custom regarding decisions that affect the child. A parent
is not supposed to make decisions that are directly adverse to the child's well-
hbeing. As stated by Paul Ramsey, "The parent has a sacred obligation to protect
tihe child's interest."' However, society does not require that a parent obtain
the consent of the child to make decisions that affect the child's well-being. We
cannot impose upon the participants in an experiment a set of consensual stand-
ards that differ from those imposed by society apart front the experiment. To
do so would be an unnecessary infringement upon the rights of the participants.
It would also compromise the experiment by introducing an artificial difference
between the experimental situation and the real world. Parental decisions to
divorce, remarry, quit work, or move to another town affect children both within
and outside the experiment. The experiment does not (and should not) alter
this parent-child relationship.

The last issue is benefits. These are twofold. There is potential benefit to both
the individual and society as a whole from the conduct of the experiment. The
main justification for conducting a social experiment is to gain information
to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of social policy. There may be unan-
ticipated side effects, however. If indeed as a result of the experiment harm is
caused to participants, for example, an increase in the marital dissolution rate
(if it Is regarded as a harmful outcome), then it follows that the information
in this case may be the most valuable of all. These unintended harms befell a
very small number of individuals, whereas if the program had been harmed
without the experiment, the number harmed may be far greater. Thus, societal

'See P. Brown, '"Informed Consent in Social Experimentation: Some Cautionary Notes."
In Riviln, A.M. and P.M. Timpane, eds., Ethfcal and Legal iseas o1 Social Erperiments,
Brooklings Institution. 1975.

'See Rivlln and Timpane. p. 42.
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benefits from a social experiment are particularly high if that experiment un-
covers a harmful effect of a policy that has a high probability of being
Implemented.

There should also be benefits to the Individuals taking part in these experi-
ments. One form of benefit may be the satisfaction gained from accepting risk
of harm by an altruistic individual who wishes to aid society. In the case of
income maintenance, however, no such altruism was required as the Individual
families could be expected to participate only If they received direct and im-
mediate benefits. These benefits came In the form of increased cash Incomes.
One may argue that individuals could only perceive correctly their short-run
benefits and may badly misjudge their long-term benefits which might not have
been as positive. This Is true, but Irrelevant. Individuals make decisions for both
short- and long-term gains. Long-term effects are always seen with much less
certainly than short-term effects. If the Individual was fully informed with
regard to issues that Influence longer terni effects. such as the date the experi-
ment would terminate, and the conditions that would be provided to him at the
point of termination there is no special problem. Whether an individual sees
the long-term effects of divorce or quitting a job Is really not relevant to the
informed consent doctrine for an experiment. This Is part of a normal behavior
process and the individual must evaluate the pros and cons of taking those
actions as well as he can. imiliarly, he must make such an evaluation when he
decides to join the experiment.

We hold that the Income maintenance experiments are on firm ethical grounds
ilu that the members of the experiment are well-informed as to the benefits and
costs of participation, that their voluntary consent is obtained and can be
rescinded at any time, and that essentially participation is only made on the
basis of an Individual's benefit/cost calculation.

Sincerely,
ROBERT G. SPIEGELMAN,

Director, ('enter for the Study of Welfare Policy.
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